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financial reform could be made with ad vantage tn the country, and he believed the
Attorney-General's object in introducing his
Bill was to af'complish the same purpose.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that he
had been informed by Mr. Mackey, who was
. in charge of the codification on the part of
the Government, that he had been told that
.(lay by one of the counsel who h'1d the work
.in hand that they expected to have the matter
.all completed this side of Christmas. Therefore there was no possibility of there being a
delay of two or three years, as indicated by
Sir Henry Cuthbert.
').1he Hon. R. B. HEES stated that he was
thoroughly in sympathy with Sir Henry
Cuthbert in this matter. He thought some
means should be worked out whereby trivial
cases should not be sent on to occupy the
time of the Supreme Court Judges, or even
the County Court Judges, in the way they
did now. Our Police Magistrates· were very
highly trained and experienced men, and
he could not see why cases of the sort that
had been mentioned could not be decided
straight away by Police :Magist.rates, instead
of being sent to the higher Courts. He noted
a very important point of difference between
section 69 of the Crimes Act and what Sir
Henry Cuthbert proljosed. Under section 69
it was necessary that the accused should
plead guilty before the j llstices could deal
with the case in a summary manner;. if the
accused chose to fight, the case must be sent
on to the higher Court. The clause proposed by Sir Henry Cuthbert gave summary
jurisdiction to the justices, whether the
accused pleaded guilty or not guilty, and he
(Mr. Rees) thought this was a very important amendment of section 69. Section 67 of
the Crimes Act referred principally to
juveniles, and, in his opinion, it was impOl·tant that juveniles should be dealt with
summarily in the lower Conrt, and not be sent
from Court to Court and exposed to the public
gaze. "Vhen he was on a visit in Canada,
happening to attend one of the Courts, he
noticed that cases relating to juveniles were
really dealt with in camera, and if an amendment of that sort were proposed, he wonld be
in favour of it. Even although Sir Henry
Cuthbert's amendments dealt with the Crimes
Act, he (Mr. Rees) could see no valid reason
wby, if they were clearly shown to be of
public utility, they should not be included in
this Bill, as t he Crimes Act and thp. J uSUces
Act ran 011 the same lines. He believed the
amendments were in the direetion of saving
public money and public time.
The clause was negatived.

Department.

The .Bill was reported without further
arriendment., and the report was adopted.
On the motion ofthe HonotT. M. D.A.VIES,
the Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
The House· adjourned at twenty-three
minutes past nine o'clock, until 'ruesday,
August ~ .
---------

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
fJTednesday, July 27, 190-4.

'rhe SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
MINES DEPARTMENT.
ENGINE-DRIVEHS' CERTIFICATES-PREVENTIO:"J Olt' MINI<:RS' CO)lPIJAlNT-MINES A.T
DAYLKSl<'ORV-ATomZEHS-MOREY ProPRIETARY'S LEASES A'l' TIMOR-SUSPENSION
OF LABOUR COVI<:NANTS TO THE GLENFJNE
EXTENDED COMPANY - CYANlDERS OF
WELCHMAN'S RlCEF-MO'J HER OF GOLD
GOLD MINl~G COMPANY OF DUNOLLYEXE:\IPTiON TO GREAT SOUTH LUNG
TUNNEL GOLD Mnnl'G CO:UPANYENGLI8H MINING CO:\lPANIES IN VICTORIA.
Mr. BAILES asked the Minister of Mines
if he would communicate with the Government of 'Vest Australia, proposing the passing of similar Acts by the Parliaments of
Victoria and West Australia providing for
the reciprocal recogniti~)H of engine-drivers'
certificates issued under the la \VS of the respecti ve States 1
Mr. McLEOD.-The Department communicated with the various States in March last
on the subject of making certificates granted
by the Board of Examiners for Engine.drivers
in each interchangeable, alld from the replies
received it appears that the conditions differ
to such ::tn extent as to render it difficult to
arrive at a satisfactory determination. It
was suggested to the Secretary for Mines,
Brisbane, \\' ho wrote direct to us on the
matter, and to the Premier of Victoria-who
forwarded a letter 'from the Premier of Tasmania on the· subject-that in order to arrive
at a definite understanding a delegate from
each Board should meet in conference, and
formulate an examination suitable to all the
States, but no reply has yet been received to
that communication.
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Mr. B A.ILES asked the Minister of ],\fines
if he would have the finding of the committee at Johannesburg, South Africa, on
the, schemes for the prevention of "miners'
complaint" printed, and copies circulated
throughout. mining districts of the State? .
Mr. McLEOD.-We cannot obtain a copy
of the report in question in the State. The
publications that have taken place here
appear to be simply copies of newspaper
extracts. I am taking steps to obtain a copy
of the report, and will have it perused, and
if there is anything of value in it or anything new, \Ye shall have it published for
general information.
Mr. ELMSLIE asked the Minister of
Mines if he' would inform the Housel. What amount of financial assista~c6 have the
Argus, Cornish, North Cornish, and No. 1 North
Cornish mines of Daylesford received from the
State?
2, 'Vhen those mines were sold to an English
syndicate what provisions did the Mines Department make to secure a refund of the moneys advanced to one or ot.her of those mines?
3. For how many years have these mines had
suspensions, and why was the North Cornish mine
allowed to suspend operations without makiLlg a
can?

Mr. McLEOD.-Before replying to the
series of questions on the notice-paper will
you, sir, permit me to ask honorable members
to gi ve proper notice in reasonable time of
questions of this kind? A number of questions appear 011 the notice-paper to-day, and
the whole staff of the Department has been
employed in getting the required information.
Mr. ELl\lSLTE.-l'ostpone the questions.
Mr. l\fcLEOD.-No. I al'l1 prepared to
answer them, because I am determined to
give answers to questions of this kind as
soon as possible. The repliei'::l areArgus Company.-£750, advanced in ISiS·9. To
repay the Treasurer out of first net profits realized
after payment of actual wOl'king expenses.
Cornish COlllpany.-· £4'10, advanced IS96-7;
1S87·8, -£750; 18S8-9, *£30~ 8s. lOd;' total advance, £1,453 8s. lOcI.
North Cornish and No. 1 North Cornish.Nothing advanced.
* No agreement as to the repayment of these
advances.

These were grants and not loans. The Argus
Company abandoned its ground twenty years
ago, and wound up. The Cornish Company
sold its leases and plant to the North Cornish
Company, and wound up. The North Cornish
Company wound up,and sold its machinery and
leases at anction. As the companies to which
grants had been m!l.de had ceased operations
and wound up, one twenty and the other
• about ten years ago, the Depa'rtment had no
claim upon the companies which afterwards
took up the ground.
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Mr. BAILES asked the Minister of Mines
if he would procure several of the " atomizen;" referred to in the report of the Transvaal Chamber of Mines, Johannesburg, South
Africa, so as to enable a practical test being
applied to them as to their efficacy or other·
wise in minimizing the effects of "miners'
complaint)l in Victoria 1 He said that if all
that was stated about these atomizers was
correct, the application of them to the mines
in Victoria would absolutely set at rest for
all time the questiuns of ventilation and high
temperature, and would result, he believed,
in the almost total extinguishing of the
disease known as miners' complaint.
Mr. McLEOD.-As soon as the pllblic~t
tion of the results appeared inquiries were
set on foot regarding the atomizers, and on
receipt of fnller information and particulars
regarding them the Department will decide
on what course of action to pursue. If they
are found to answer all that is required regarding them, we shall take every possible
step to give them a trial.
Mr. BAILES.-Could you not send for some
at once?
Mr. McLEOD.- \-Ve want, in the £rst
place, to ascertain how the machines work.
We understand that some acted better than
others, and we want to get information regarding the best machine available.
Mr. ANSTEY asked the Minister of Mines
if he would inform the Housel. 'Vhat is the extent of the leases helel by the
Morey Proprietary at Timor?
2. What pl'oportion of such leases consists of
Crown lands?
3. What amount (If royalty is received by the
leaseholders from the Duke United and other com·
panies?
4. vVhat amount of work has been done and how
much capital has heen expended by the leaseholders
themsel\'es upon such leases?

Mr. McLEOD.-The reply of the Department is:Leases Nos. 3585 and 364S, Maryborough.
Leases Nos. 3116 and 3117, private property.
1. 395 acres 0 rood 5 perches.
~. 29 aCl'es 1 rood 22 perches (Crown lands and
roads).
3. 21 per cent.
4. There are no pa,rticnlars of this in this office.

Mr. McGRATH asked the Minister of
Mines why he had granted a further suspension of fonrteen days to the Glenfine
Extended Company, after promising that no
further suspension would be gran ted?
Mr. McLEOD.-In the first place the last
statement about my promising that no
further snspension would be granted is
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altogether a mistake, for no promise was
given by me that no further suspension
v.ould be granted.
Mr. McGRA'l'H.-- You made the statement
yourself.
Mr. McLEOD.-The honorable member
asked me about the suspension, and I said
that if it was reduced to fourteen days it was
evident that no further extension would be
granted. I find that the suspension of
fourteen days was granted because it was
represented that a company had been formed
to work the ground, and fourteen days were
required to test by bores the site fol' a shaft.
The shaft site has mow been decided upon,
the groulld for same purchased, and shaft
sinking actually commenced, although the
suspension is current. The matter was referred to the Mining Board for report on
July 8, but no reply has yet been received,
although the Mining Board have been again
reminded of the matter. Since then we have
received information that the company have
already started operations, and I hold in my
hand a receipt for £25 as payment for the
shaft site.
Mr. ANSTEY asked the Minister of Mines
if he had seen the Ma:1dnn ~Ne'Ws of 1st July
instant; if so, what action did he intend to
take to make the land-owners treat with t.he
cyaniders 'of WeIchman's Reef for compensation?
Mr. McLEOD.-I saw the article in question, which was evidently written without
allY knowledge of the facts. The Minister
has no power to interfere with regard to the
question of c0mpensation. The Act leaves
it to the warden, who may be set in motion
either by the land-owners or by the miners
who are seeking to occupy the land. As a
matter of fact I am in a position to know
that the land-owners and the miners have
amicably settled their differences, and that
the miners ar8 now at work.
Mr. A1\sTEy.-They are paying six times
as much in rent as the warden awarded as
com pensation.
Mr. :McGRATH asked the :Minister of
Mines if he would inform the House when
were the leases held by the Mother of Gold
Gold :Mining Company, of Dunolly, first
taken up; how many exemptions had been
granted on those leases; and what were the
periods of such exemptions?
Mr. McLEOD.-1.'here are about 20 of
these leases altogether, and they were taken
up in 1897, or seven years ago. There is a
whole list of exemptions here which the
honorable member can spe if he chooses. In
some of the leases the total amount of sus-
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pensions granted was 2i years in periods of
three months. In one lease the suspellsion
amonnted to 2 yoars and 4 months; but
it must be borne in mind that a number
of these were applications for suspensions
which were granted in consequence of the
consolidation of various leases.
Mr. McBRIDE.-Are you going to grant
them any further extensions ~
Mr. McLEOD.-'rhe present exemption
has not expired.
Mr. McBRIDE.-It expired to-day.
Mr. McLEOD.-Did it ?
Mr. McGRATH asked the Minister of
Mines if he wonld inform the House whether
he granted exemption to the Great South
Long Tunnel Gold Mining Compauy; if so,
what wet'e the reasons for granting such exemptiom; _; if not, why was such mine
allowed to suspeud operations 1
Mr. McLEOD.-The official reply is :Leases Nos. 1659: 2658, 3873, Gippsland-Two
months' suspension were granted from 22/7,04.
Reason-To raise funds by the disposal of forfeited
shares. This is the only suspension that has been
granted on the~e leases. The company state be·
tween £50,000 and £90,000 have been spent ill
prospecling work.

Mr. ANSTEY asked the Minister
Mines if he would inforiu the Honse-

of

l. What are the names of the twenty-four
English mining companies working in Victoria?
2 'What nre the names of the fifteen English
miniDg companies from which the Mines Department secured returns?
3. Are such returns included in the list of returns from the minin!! companies publif'hed in 'The
Gold-fields of Victoria, issued by the Mines Depart.
ment ; if not, what were the reasons for the exclusion of such returns fron such publication '!
4. Will he cause these returns held by the Department to be laid upon the table of the Library
for the information of honorable members?

Mr. McLEOD.-I have a list of the companies here which the honorable member can
see. This list gives the twenty-four companies
that were referred to. 1.1 he retUl'll1:3 of expenditure are not included in the quarterly returns, which only give yields and dividends.
QUESTIONS INVOLVING RETURNS.
The SPEAKER.-vVith reference to the
remarks of the Minister of Mines, in answering the questions placed on the notice-paper
by the honorable member for Albert Park, I
would direct the attention of honorable members to the fact that .where a return is asked
for the proper course i~ to apply to the
Minister to have the question put as a motion
for a return on the unopposed list. That
practice facilitates the business of the Honse, •
and it obtains for bonorable members better
information than they can get by a mere
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question, which may be hurriedly answ.er~d
by the Minister in whose Depa.rtment. It IS.
These very questions drew my attentlOn to
this matter, but they were just on the border
line and I eould not fairly say that they were
q ue~tions asking for a return. Still I think
it would be better if honorable members
would consider, when 'lihey want information,
whether they would not get it more fully,
and also make it the property of the House,
by asking to have a motion for a return put
on the unopposed list, thus getting a return
duly placed on the table of the House.

2. Has the Minister· any evidence tha.t there is
an area (as stated in the same article) of 1,665,000
acres of good land in Victoria improperly held by
persons" who have set at naught" the vital part
of their bargains with the State?
3. Is it t~ue, as stated in the Age newspaper of
the 18th iust., (a) that when the holder of a grazing area lease surrenders portion of his holding ~o
his wife OL' child the area must be gazetted avaIlable for general application, (b) that the Crown
lands bailiff must visit the land, and report,
(e) that a land board must sit to deal with app~ica
tions from persons who travel hundreds. of mIles,
(et) tha.t in spite of this the land can be gIven to no
one but the wife or child?

PROPOSED JOURNAL OF l'JIE
DEl'ART.lVEN T OF LABOUR.
Mr. COLECHIN asked the Minister of
Labour if he would arrange for the publication and sale of a monthly journal similar to
the Journal of the D,'pct1·tment oj Labour
issued by the Right Honorable R. J. Seddon, Minister of Labour, New Zealand 1
Sir SA~IUEL GILLOTrr.-Individually,
I do not consider it advisable at present
to undertake the publication of a monthly
journal similar to the JOllrnal of the Depa1'tment of Labour issued in i'\ew Zealand. The
decisions of the Court of Arbitration affecting
the varions industrial districts of New Zeahuid are published in the journal in question,
and take up the greater part of the space
devoted' to original matter. In this State
the decisions of special boards are published
in the Government Gazette, and are issued
to all the manufacturers affected, and are
also posted up in the factories. rrhere is not,
therefore, the S~tme need for any such publication here as apparently exists in New
Zealand.

Mr. MURRA Y.-The statement mentioned in the tirst question was a very incorrect one.
I think the Age stated that
there were over 12,000 applications for the
Fumina land. The fact is that the number
of persons who applied for the Fumina land
was 462. 'rhe statement mentioned appeared in a very authoritative article. The
number of applications lodged by such persons was 672. The s3jl1e applicant frequently
lodges more than one applicatioll.
With
ref~l'ence to the second question, whether I
have any evidence tbat there is an area, as
Rtated in the same article, of 1,6'65,000 acres
of e:o~d land in Victoria improperly held by
pe;sons who have set at naught the vital part
of their bargains with the State--

RAIL"TAY DEPARTMENT.
.REPAIRING GEELONG TO BALLARAT L1NF..

Mr. COLECHIN asked the Minister of
Railways if he wonld continue the necessary
work of repairing the line between Geelong
and Ballarat, which was discontinued last
month before completion ~
:;.vIr. BENT.-It is intended to go on with
this work when the revenue will permit it.
LANDS DEPARTMENT.
ApPLICANTS

FOR

FUl\IINA

BLOCKS-

ALLEGED ILLEGAL POSSESSION OF LARGE

ARJ<:AS-GIUZfNG AHEA LEASES.
Mr. WATT asked the Minister of Lands if
he would il'.lform the Housel. Is the statement published in the leading
article of the Age newspaper, on the 26th inst.,
that 12,000 persons applied for the hundred blocks
of land at Fumina, trne; if not, how many persons
applied?

Mr. 'GAuNSoN:-Does that refer to the
Warburton land?
Mr. MURRA Y.-It refers to the whole of
the land, but it may include that .Warbur~on
land. In any case, my reply to that questIOn
is "No." The arrears due to the Lands
Department are something li1~e £300,000,
but the law is that the holders can only owe
£1 per acre. Therefore, that would only
account for 300,000 acres. It could not
possibly aceount for 1,665,000 acres.
Mr. THOl\ISON.-A good deal of that land
would not bring lOs. an acre in the market
now.
Mr. MURRAY.-Immediately any informat.ion reaches the Department, either from its
Crown lands bailiff:;, or by way of complaint
from outside sources, of breaches of conditior.s of licences or leases, the matter is
closely investigated, and jf such a course .is
justified the land is forfeited and made avaIlable. In cases of arrears of rent, which appear to arise from misfortune, the practice is
to make concesRiolls as regards the period for
payment. 'Vith regard to the third qnestion, there is no truth in any of these statements: 'rhe land is not gazetted available.
The Crown lands oailiff does not visit. A
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Land Board does not sit: A title issues direct
to tho wife or child.
Mr. GAUNSON. - Is this a case of an
exaggerated Ananias ?

Amendment Bill.

That the words "or any other person" be in
serted after the word ., solicitor."
.

given in the clause, they were not bound to
sell stamps, as were tbose persolls who were
licensed to sell stamps. To meet the point
taken by the honorable member for Castlemaiae, he proposed to extend this authority
to sell stamps to any person in a somewhat
similar position.
Mr. GAuNso~.-A Chinaman, for Illstance.
:Mr. MACKEY said a Chinaman could do
so if he had a licence, or if he got the authority mentioned in this Bill. The point was
raised la8t night as to the reason why the
clause was put in in its present form. He
had not then anticipated a discussion, and had
not satisfied himself as to all the facts. On
making an inquiry he found the facts were
these. Up to the presen t the Federal
authorities had not seen their way to compel
the contract postmaster8 to se]] duty stamps.
The suggestion bad been made by the
State that when furnishing them with
postage stamps the Fede:r,;al Department
should also furnish them with duty stamps,
and then the contract postmasters would be
compelled, under their contracts, to sell the
duty stamps as they sold the postage stamps
at present. Of course that would require an
extra guarantee being obtained against any
defalcations or losses, and the State was
agreeable to pay the differe'nce in premiums
on the higher guarantees thereby occasioned.
So far those negotiations had not been
successful, but he hoped they would be
before long.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If they were
sllccessful there would be no need for this
Bill.
.

H~ thought that would meet the point
raIsed by the honorable member for Castlemaine.
Mr. GAUNSON.-\Vhy not say that any
person can sell stamps?
1\1r. MACKEY said that was what he was
doing. The reason why managers of banks
and barristers and solicitors had been specially mentioned was this: persons who had
a licence to sell stamps were under a duty
to sell them, but managers vf banks, and
barristers and solicitors, constantly had to
sell these stamps now, really in violation of
the law. A client woulu come in, and a lOs.
stamp had to be affixed. The bank manager
or the solicitor affixed it, and it was afterwards charged to the account, or in the bill,
The object of this
as the case might be.
particular provision was merely to allow to be
done lawfully that which was now done perhaps unlawfully. Still, under the authority

Mr. MACKEY said thcre would, as there
would be the authority. 'Vith regard to the
other officers, arrangements had been made
for the staff officers to sell these stamps, but
the State Government had to communicate
with each postmaster directly. vVhile the
commission of 2~ per cent. was paid :u the
Commonwealth Government, the Commonwealth Government refuserl to send the duty
stamps with the postllge stamps. The consequence was that the State in each case
would have to hold separate communication
with the postmaster, but arrangementR were
aotually in existence enabling staff postmasters to sell stamps.
Mr. COLEC:(IIN.-You do not charge for the
licence.
Mr. MACKEY said there was no licence
now.
Mr. COLECHIN.-'Vhat about the minimum
quantity?

TKMPORARY CHAIRMEN OF
COMMITTEES.
The SPEAKER laid on the table his
warrant nominating Messrs. G. H. Bennett,
J. Bowser, F. H. Bromley, ~T. F. Duffus, and
J. rrhomson to act as temporar'y Chairmen of
Committees whenever requested so to do by
the Chairman of Committees.
.
TH.AM'VAYS AC1' 1901 A:JIEXD:\1E~T

BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a Bill to amend the rrramways Act 1901.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought ill, and read a
first time.
STAMPS ACTS AMENDMENT BILL.
On the motion of Mr~ }IACKEY, this Bill
was read a third time.
Mr. MACKEY drew attention to sub-clause
(4) of clause· 2, which providedAI~y manager o~ ~ bank or branch bank and any
barnster and solIcItor rnay sell and distribute
stamps and forms impressed with stamps if so
authorized by the Minister in writing.

He said that the honorable member for
tlemaine asked last night whether this
clause might not be extended, and, after
sultation with the Attorney-General, he
now prepared to move an amendment.
begged to mo\"e-

Cas·
subconwas
He
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Mr .. :MACKEY.-There is no minimum
quantity.
'rhe amendment was agreed to.
Mr. :MACKEY movedThat the Bill be transmitted to the Legislative
Council.

Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that much
. stress had been laid upon the fact that the
necessity for this Bill had arisen apparently
because the Commonwealth authorities were
not prepared to meet the State authorities.
Honorable members could see by the statement of the honorable member for Grenville
that the real opposit.ion arose in connexion
with the amount of commission. 'rhe honQl'able member pointed out that he got 3d.
commission on £ 1 worth of stamps.
Mr. 'VATT.--6d.
Mr. PRENDERGAST s~tid that the honorable member for Grenville was in the
business, and stated that he got 3d., while he
had to pay Sd. as the cost of getting the
stamps to his premises. . There was no contract o:tice under the Commonwealth that
could be expected to make a dead loss on the
sale of stamps.
There was no fault at all
with the Commonwealth, who had to deal
with people who had taken contracts under
specific conditions. and t~~se peopl~ were detel'mined not to take addltIonal busmess that
meant loss. After all, the blame did not lay
with the Commouwealth authorities, but the
position arose because of the amount of
commission allowed on the sale of the stamps.
:Mr. MACKEL-That is not so.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST said that a number
of gentlemen had told him that there wou~d
be no difficulty in settling the matter m
a few moments with the Commonwealth
authorities if proper methods were adopted.
Mr. VV A'l"r rose to speak.
'rhe SPEAKER.-I have allowed the
Leader of the Opposition to speak in contravention of the standing orders, for he could
only speak by.leave. I. cannot allow .a. ~is
{;ussion now, the standmg orders pro'lldmg
that no discllssion can take place on the
motion that the Bill be transmitted to the
Legislative Council.
The Dill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
CLOSER SETTLEMENT BILL (No.2).
'rhe debate on :Mr. Murray's motion for
the second reading of this Bill (a,djollrned
from July 14:) was resumed.
.
Mr.PR.ENDERGAST.-Iu discussing the
Bill which the Minister for Lands so lucidly
introduced the other night, I may say that

Bill (No.2).
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it is ·a very difficult matter to deal with a
Bill by explaining all its points and provisions. and at the same time make one's
remarks agreeable to the Honse, a& honorable
members would find if they had to perform the
same task. In discllssing this measure, I will
endeavour, as far as possible, not to touch on
the smaller points in the Bill, hut to deal with
the principles that I t.hink should be embodied
in a measure intended for the welfare of the
people as a whole. I purpose to show, as far
as I can, what the effect of such legislation
as this has been in the only Colony in which
it has been adopted, and that is the Colony
of New Zealand, and also to show what
special form of legislation exists ill New
Zealand above that embodied in this Bill.
'rhe three great principles involved in this
measure are in regard to the question of
finance, the question of freehold against leasehold, and the question of compulsion by the
two Houses of Parliament as against compulsion by the Minister, or by the Department. On the question of finance I desire to
say that I notice that the old evil proposition of borrowing has been introduced
into the measure, and that our debts are to
be increased by the financial provisions which
the Bill cOIJtains. The proposition of the
Bill is that £500,000 is the amount to which
our indebtedness is liable to be increased each
year, because no endeavour is being made to
provide a fund for the redemption of the
money to be borrowed, and the amount that
is being borrowed is to go on increasing by
leaps and bounds If there was any other
method of obtaining the money for closer
settlement besides borrowing I think that
honorable members of this Honse should
give close attention to that subject, and
endeavour to obtain the requisite funds by
this other method. and not go into the
money market for the purpose of raisillg
loans in connexion with this proposal. I
observe by the Bill that there will 110t be
any endeavour to go beyond 5 per cent. in
the charges made against the settlers who
avail themselves of this scheme.
:Mr. MURRAY.-It is the intention to make
it cheap.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If you go into
the money market to borrow £100 you will
have to pay at present, according to the rate of
interest at the par value of money, something
like £4 2s. 6d. for it. That does not include
the cost of floacing the loan. If yon float
money at the average of the rate for the last
loan, or at the lesser rate which was paid for
a previous loan, the cost would amount 011.
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the basis of the last loan, to 10 per cent., and
on the basis of the previous loan to a little
over 8 per cent.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-New South Wales has
just paid 4~ per cent. on £500,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-New South
'Yales is borrowing that money locally, and
anyone who borrows ~oney loc~lly '~'ill,
takiuO' all the charges Into consIderatIOn,
pay °a lower rate of interest, because
he will avoid a number of those charges
that have to be incurred if he goes
into the London money market; llut he
will really be paying a slightly. hig?er
rate of interest in consideration of Lu; bemg
able to avoid these charges. If we borrow
this money, and pay 10 per cetlt. for the
purpose of floating the. loans-a.nd the
Government reserve the nght to go mto the
..money market of the ~yorld-the very first
thinO' that would be paId would be a charg\")
of £°50,000 on the £500,000, and that would
have to be paid on the par value of the
money. If the Government wish to make a
business transaction of this, and to let the
land at a price that would give a small frotH,
in addition to giving money to purchase the
land and afterwards to aid the settlement, a
very much higher rate than is reasollttble
at the present tiline will ha~e to ?e charged
against the settlers. I pomt thI.S o.ut as a
warning to the House, because It IS clear
that the conditions of the London money
market. are such as I have stated. The
£500000 will cost £50,000 as an initial
expei;se, and then the interest charge will
amonnt to £4 2s. 60. 011 the par value of
the money. "Ve have to pay that for
the £5,000,000 that we borrowed the ot~er
day.
. .
Mr. SwnmuHNE.-There IS a great dIfference between borrowing £5,000,000 and
£500,000.
.
}lr. PRENDERGAST.-It seems to me
that the difference in the case of dealing ,,,,ith
the smaller amount of money would be that
we should have to pay a larger rate.
Mr. MURRAY. - It would be altogether
dependent.
.
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-I know that. I
know it would be altogeth~r dependent;
but I do not know what it would depend
upon. It would really have to depel1d UpO~l
our solvency as a State. The better POSItion we can put ourselves in, the better prospect we haye of getting money at l'\,
cheap rate.. This is rather a difficult matter
to deal with, as I have not been altoget.her a
student of finance, and may not be so much
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at home in the subject as those who have
made the subject a life-long study. But I
speak as one who, during the last few years,
has read in finance as he has rUll, and as one
who has made a comparison of State documents. If you lend yonr ruoney at 5 per
cent. you will barely make a profit on
it. If the loan was floated at the
price New South Wales paid the other
day, namely, 4i per cellt., { per cent.
added to that, making it 5 pei' cent.,
would not admit of the £500,000 being
advanced at the rate provided for. by
the Government, because there would be the
expense of gathering in the mOlley from those
who are placed on the land. My first point
is that, under the conditions of borrowillg as
proposed in this Bill, it will Le impossible to
do \Jusiness with men who want to go on the
land with a possibility of making a success .
Therefore some other method will haye to be
adopted, and it seems to be that a reasonable
method to adopt in connexion with this
matter would be the imposition of a tax, not
for the purpose of increasing the taxatio~
upon the people of the country, but to enable
uS to carry ou t a policy deliberately adopted
for the settlement of people on the land. It
would be cheaper to adopt taxation for this
purpose than to take from the people the rate
of interest that would be necessary to get
back again the amount that had been
advanced. It would be better to impose
taxation for the pnrpose of gathering the
·amount. In New Zealand they have had a
land tax and an income tax going side by
side, and to ascertain the value cf these two
.~axes you have only to examine one or two
ufficial dtDCLH11ents.
Mr. SWJNBURNE.-With all their taxes they
have to borrow money for closer settlement.
'Mr. PREKDERGAST.-One fault about
the N f'W Zealand system-and it "'ill come
home to them yet-is that they have been
borro\ving mouey for this purpose. Pro\'isioll
should be made in a Bill like this, and it also
should have been made in the old-age pension scheme, for dealing with this independently of the ordinary revenue. In adopting this policy, we ought to make some
provision apal't from the ordinary revel~ue
-perhaps, at its inception, by taklllg'
money from some of the trust funds and
replacing it by taxation -so as to carry
out the policy without the risk of not
beiu!! able t.o get the money on the market,
and ~o that the people who are to benefit by
the policy may not be charged more than the
money is worth. In New Zealand, it has
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been shown that this settlement on the
land has increased the amount received
there from the income tax. If you take
a 'man from a pOOl' position, and put him
in a better position, you at the same time
benefit the whole State. That, is what
you achieve in conuexion with the policy of
closer settlement. If we can compass this
by enabling the Minister who administers the
Act to obtain our own money, thcre will be a
larger profit to the State. The income taxpayers in New Zealand, in 1892-3, when the
, closer settlement scheme came into operation,
numbered 3,4:00, and they were paying
£68,000 a yeat· in income tax. In the year
1902-3, tbere were 7,500 taxpayers, who
were paying £2UO,000.
The estimate
for the present finaucial year, which, I
believe, is near the mark, is that there
are 8,500 taxpayers under the income
tax, and that they will pay £210,000.
'Ve find that in New Zealand there has been
a vast increase in the amount of money paid
under the income tax, owing to the strides
that have been made by that Colony since
this closer settlement scheme was adopted.
Since the scheme was adopted we find a
difference of 4,100 more people who are able
to pay income tax, in consequence of the
policy of closer settlemeF.lt. 'rhere are 4,100
more taxpayers in New Zealand under the
income tax than there were eleven years ago,
when the closer settlement scheme was not
in existence.
Mr. MURRAY. ,- The closer settlement
scheme accounts for only a little over 2,0\)0
people. They have only put 2,00J lessees
on the land.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-l'he honorable
gentleman has forgotten OtlC very important
point. "When you put people on the land it
is not only the position of those people that
is improved, but the p0sition of the whole
country, for by that policy you create new
income taxpayers, in addition to those who
have been actually placed on the land.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).-Has
not the South African war and the drought
in Australia contributed to that increase?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That has had
something to do with it.
Mr. J. CA)lERON (Gippsland East).-A
great deal.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But it ,vas the
adoption of the policy of closer settlement
that placed the people on the land and gave
them produee to sell that brought that
about. While the population of New Zeahnd
has increased by only 16 per cent. during
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that period, the returns from the income tax
have increased by 116 per cent., so that the
wealth of New Zealand per head of the population has become greater under this policy
than it was before the adoption of their
system of closer settlement and taxation.
Mr. MURRAY.-There were a great number
of people who should have paid and who did
not pay, and who now have to pay.
Mr. P,B.ENDERGAST.-I do not think it
wise to continue these interrup~ionl3. This
is a' second-reading deb..Lte, and honorable
members who differ from me can listen and
reply afterwards. The honorable gentlem:111
is supp03iug th'lt there were a number of
dishonest men in the C )lony a,t that
period.
You might as well sa.y that
the same thing has been done in Victoria.
One might as well snppose something that
does not exist. ~Ve are bound to assume that
the income tax was fully collected ill that
year, and also that it was fully collected this
year.
The reason I have brought New
Zealand into the argument is to show that
the taxation that ha.s been going on there
side by side with the policy of closer settlement and other legislation of ,a liberal character has so improved the position of New
Zealand that we in Victoria to·d::ty arE' anxiolls
to emulate the example of that country. In
connexion with the floating of loans, reference
has been made to New South "Vale8, and to
the fact th!:Lt in th'at State they have floated
£500,000,. I think it is, across the counter of
the'l'reasury. I under.stand that all the money
is repayable in Sydney. What I wish to
point out is that if the Government floats
money over the counter here in Victoria, it
does not cost anything like so much to flo:t.t
that money as it does to borr!?w the money
in the other markets of the world. Almof.lt
every week we see annoullcements in the
Government Gazette that the Savings Banks .
Commissioners h,we issued debentures
bearing 3 pel' cent. interest at £94:, and
the only charge that has to be borne is
the ol1e-h:t1£ per cent. commission given
to any reco~nised broker of the Stock .
Exchange. No commi~sion has to be paid
to any bank, nor has composition duty to
be paid to the English Government, and
we know that in the case of one loan of
£-!,OO~),OOO that duty alone amounted to
about £100,000. In addit.ion to tha~ the
Government has not to pay heavy charges
for advertising and other items. Therefore,
it seems to me that if money has to be borrowed for the purp~se of closer settlement, it
would be wise to place it on our own market,
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fully recognising at the same time that our
money market is a. restricted one, and that
only a certain amount of money can be
available at anyone time for the purchase of
land by the State. It seems to be that at
the present time the Goverllillent cannot go
on the London market and obtain money
with any advantage to us. That money
could only be obtained on such terms that a
high rate of interest would have to b~
char~ed to the farmers· who purchased
land from the State.
lVIr. THOMSo~.-'Ve are doing it now nrider
the Credit Foncier system.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-Yes; but that
money has been borrowed locally under
totally different conditions. That is the
point that I want to emphasize, namely, that
the management of this money should not be
taken away from the proper instrument of
management that exists to·day in this State.
,Ve have a. Credit Foncier system and we
have a method of valuation under that
system that is perhaps the ablest and best
that could be obtained. I am quite satisfied that it is the most honest system of
valuing estates. From time to time the
Commissioners. advertise that they intend to
place certain debentures upon the market at
a certain rate of interest, and then they
take the balance of the money they require
from the trust funds and pay back to the trust
funds the whole amount of the interest,
together with the whole cost of management
and a small profit as well. . It seems to me,
therefore, that instead of establishing a
separate system of management for our loan
money, we 8hould obtain all the money we
require in the same manner as we now obtain
money uuder the Credit Foncier system. My
own opinion, however, is that some of this
money should be raised by taxation. That
appears to me to be the proper thing to do,
not with the view of increasing the burden
of taxation on any ~ection of the community,
but with the view of grullting further facilities to those who desire to settle on the land.
If a land tax similar to that of New Zealand
. were imposed, I believe it would bring in a
revenue of from £250,000 to £30(\000 per
annum. The Government do not propose to
do that. 'l'hey do not propose to establish
any fund whatever that will relieve them
from embarra~sment if they do not get the
money they propose to borrow. The Government deliberately propose to reduce the
income tax, and by that means to take away
one source of revenue that should be made
use of in (wder to obtain money for the purposes of closer settlement.
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Mr. SWINBURNE.-The lower you make the
tax the more revenue you get.
Mr. PRENDEHGAST.-I should be glad
to be convinced of the truth of that statement. When the Shiels-Irvine Government
was in power this House resolved to increase
the rates of income tax in order to get more
money. Parliament at that time evidently
did not believe in the dictum of the hOllorable gentleman.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I believe in it.
Mr. PHENDEHGAST.-It will be hard
to get other people to believe it, unless. indeed, the .honorable member means that
while the rates are lowered, the tax will be
made to embrace mor~ people.in its net". If
that is the idea of the Government it will be
distinctly unfair.
The Government and
Parliament have fully recognised the principle
that small incomes should not be taxed, and
I understood that the Government intended
to relieve some of the small people still
further. At the same time, in my opinion,
it would b0 mnch better to keep the income
tax as it is, in order to raise the revenue we
require. Not only tha.t, but to-day we h~'e
no real land tax. vVe have men in the centres
of population who have aggregated small
pieces of land which are immensely valuable,
and those men escape the land tax altogether.
The large land-owners in the country districts pay a very small tax. As theBe closer
settlement schemes are extended in every
part of the country, and as population increases, these large land-holders will reap all
the benefit of the increased value of their
property, owing to the action of the State
and the industry of the settlers, yet they are
not caned upon to pay anything that is at
all comme.Dsurate with that benefit. I myself represent a city constituency, and a
number of my colleagues who sit behind me
do the same. ""Ve have been fighting solidly
for the taxation of those who possess the
most valuable pieces of land. We have not
wanted to go out into the country and tax
the man with a. farm. vVe do not want to
place a heavy tax On the man who is compelled to live far away from the comforts
that are obtainable in the centres of population, while those in the cent.res or' population
are not paying their fair share of the taxation of the country. It is now proposed to
borrow money, and to make these small
people pay a share of the loss that will
accrue, as well as to pay a high rate of interest for the money they·owe to the State,
while allowing those gentlemen who hold
the most valuable land to escape their
fair share of taxation.
Then we have
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to consider t.he position of absentees. The
property in Victoria owned by absentees
amounts to £20,140,0\)0, yet the Government do not propose to place on the
shoulders of these men any portion of the
taxation that is needed. VVe are to spend
money in order to make this a. better place
to live in, and a more profitable place for the
investment of money, yet these people who
will gain so immensely by that. expe~diture
are to be allowed to go scot-free, so far as
any fresh taxa.tion is concerned. I believe
the proper course is to impose a progressive
land tax that will tonch small areas of land
very lightly.
Tho platform which I support advocates no exemptions, but the
House may think it wise to allow some
exemptions, and then to have a graduated
tax which would commence at a very low
figure and would throw the bulk of the tax
upon the people who can afford to pay the
money. '1'hey will then get the money back
by the added val ue of their lalld, we shall
help to make settlement permanent and securt, and there will be no necessity to
increase our public debt in the way that is
now proposed. In connexion with this
question of land settlement, let us look for a
moment at what was done by the English in
Egypt. When the British were in occupation of Egypt after the devastating war in
which they subdued the fellaheen, they found
that the land in the Nile valley was absolutely denuded of property, and that it was
necessary that something should be done to
restore the productivity of the country. And
what did they do? 'rhey started in Egypt
an Agricultural Bank. This was done under
Lord Cromer. Let me read some extracts
from an article in the London Statist, which
was reprinted last month in the Australasian
Insurance and nanldng Rec01·d. It will
show how, when they had the ball at their
feet, when they were helping the people in
order to overcome the defective conditions of
settlement, they suddenly recollected the
doctrine that they must not interfere with
the rights of private individuals. They then
handed over the bank with its vast profits to
a private banking company, and they handed
the fellaheen over to them to be sweated,
when there was no reason whatever why
they should not have kept the work in their
own hands. This report says : In 1896 the Egyptian Government, in an experimental way, decided to lend £10,000 in small sums to
th~ fellaheen. It was never intended, he assures us,
that the Government should seriously OCp.upy a
field which could more suitably be left to private
individuals and institutions; but a test of the field
seemed desirable.
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Notice how they excused themselves.
The experiment proved so satisfactory that in
1898 the National Hank of Egypt was established,
and it took over from the Government the business
of lending to the fellaheen. The business grew
very rapidly. At the end of 1901 over 15,000 loans
were outstanding, amounting in the aggregate to
over £400,000. It was evident that the business
was growing so rapidly that it was ceasing to be
suitable to an ordinary bank, and accordingly the
Agricultural Bank was founded, with a capital of
2-~ millions. It took over all the outstanding loans
from the National Balik, and it has continued to
work in close connexion with the National Bank.
The business has rapidly extended. On 31st
December last, the outstanding loans amounted
in the aggregate to £2,18(j,746 (Egyptian),
and this sum was owed by 78,911 persons.
The Government, desiring to rescue the fellaheen fro'm unscrupulous money lendf.irs, and at
the same time to provide them with the necessary credit, took a warm interest in the foundation
of the Agricultural Bank. It agreed to guaran tee
interest at the rate of 3 per cent. on all the capital
of the bank employed in the business. This
guarantee enabled the requisite capital to be raised
on comparatively easy terms.

So it ~hoIlIG. Now, just listen to what this
private bank charges the fel1aheenLord Cromer tells us that it is in the highest degree improbable that any occasion will arise for
calling on the Government to make good a deficit.

And honorable members will smile at the
next sen tenceThe rate of interest charged by the bank on advances is 9 per cent.

Mr. SWINBURNE.-Does that include repayment?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-N"o, but I will
t~ll the honorable gentleman what a paternal
Government does for the fellaheenLoans are limited in amount to 50 per cent. of
the selling value of the land on which tile advanceis made. The maximum value of the best land hasso iar been taken at £60 (Egyptian) per acre, but
this figure has now been raised to £80 (Egyptian).
The bank makes the ad vances, and incurs the wholeresponsibility of the undertaking. But the Goyern·
ment, through the agency of its tax gatherers, collects the money due to the bank at the same time
as the land tax.

A very obliging Government, is it not? It
seems to me that there will be more butter
business exposures somewhere else.
Thus the bank, being relieved of the necessity
of maintaining an expensive staff' of subordinates,
is able to advance money to the peasantry at a
relatively low ra.te of interest. It will be seen
that the business is conducted on exceedingly
safe principles. It is immediately under the
supervision of the Government, and its chairman
for a long time held an important post in the
Egyptian administration. Even, tb erefore, if
the bank were without a Government guarantee,
it would be a very sound and flourishing institution, and the jssue which is now offered would be
well deserving the consideration of investors. But,
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as alre:tdy pointed out, the Government guarantees 3 per cent. on all the capital of the bank
~mployed in the business.
At the present time
that guarantee -yields about £93jOUO per a.nnum.

It will be seen, therefore, that, first 'of all,
the British authorities wanted to rescue t!1e
fellaheen. They ad vance money to him, and
prove that it can be made a success, and
then they float a bank, and, in order that
that bank shall not lose allY thing in taking
over the advances, the Government give it a
guarantee for its capital of ..£5,000,000, at
3 per cent. The bank starts ont lending the
money at 9 pel' cent., in order, I suppose,
that it should not lose anything, and the
Government collects all the mOlley du,e to the
bank, and hands it over to the bank. The
bank can, therefore, trade on Government
money and do none of the work, while, at the
same time, it takes all the profits of the
undertaking.
Mr. SWINBUftNE.-You must undersland
that the E~yptiall Government has no power
at present to borrow money for such purposes.
'rhe w hole of t.heir reven ne is in
the hands of a revenue committee, until their
{oan-s are paid off.

Mr. PRE~DEUGAST.-Bnt the Government of Egypt originally ad vaneed a certain
sum of mOtley to be lent to the fella,heen,
and when t.he system proved successful,
they handed over the management of it to a
private bank, which was allowed to sweat the
fellabeen and make large profits.
I would
like to point out that there is an Agricnltural Bank in \Vestern Australia. In that
State, with any income that may come in
from the land, the Agricultural Ba,nk Gan go
into the market. and tak~ a whole number of
debenttll'es or !Stock that arc gnaranteed upon
the land, and they can place those debentures
or stock in a barrel and ballot them out, and
those debenture· holders who are balloted out
have to take their motley back. Now, under
the present proposals of t.he Government, we
shall have to do what has proved to be a
matter of very great expense, and that is, to
allow these loans to be made permanent.
I acknowledge that the adoption of this
principle at present may increase the amount
of money you will receive per £100, but it
also a!lowB the lenders to hold, and when you
are anxiolls to go 1nto the market and pay
the (l"ebentures off they can prevent your
doing so, and com pel. YOll to pay more than
tho debentures are legitimately worth. In
England, for the last ten years, and particularly during the last three years, there has
been a very strong endeavour, 011 the part of
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those controlling the money mar.ket, to form
a ring or combine in ol'derw force uJ:> the
rate of interest.
Mr SWINnuR~E.-T.hey will not lend us
any more money, so that it is no use going to
them.
MI'. BROl\fLEY.-Yes, through yonI' bad
management.
Mr. PHE~DERGAST.-That is because
of the fiuancialposition of the State. I do
not tUeall in relation to solvency, but I
refer to the attitude which the Government
takes up in connexion with taxation. The
attitude of the dominant party in power tl)dlity is that they will not make propel' provision to meet their debts, and they know
they will have to go cap in hand to those
hom whom we have borrowed money, just as
the last Government did, when they were
compelled to pay any price that was offered
in order Lo get the money that was required.
The Minister of \Yater Supply knows very
well that since 1893 the rate of interest
upon con80ls has been reduced by t per
cent., viz., from 21 per cent. to 2~ per cent.
It is claimed that this reduction, in conjunotion with the South African war, bas forced
up the value of money. Any man who has
examined closely the signs of the mone'y
market, and the relative position of the individ uals \v ho control the great rings, must
know that there is an immense amount of
capital constantly conling into the market
seeking a profitable outlet, and the rings and
other combines, not having been able to
obtain what they conceive to be a reasonable
return in their own speculations, are now
endeavouring to force up the rate of intert'st
in the money market.
They are not likely
to advertise that fact, but they are doing it
all the same. The position then is that the
Govel'l1men t wan t a certain amoun t of money.
At the same time they propose to reduce the
income tux, and they do not propose to put
on a land tax. Instead of that they propose
to go into the mdlne'y market, and that means
that the lenders will be able to bleed the Government to an'y extent. If the Government
ask for £500,000 with which to bny laud,
they will only get £450,000.
Mr. KEAS'l'.-They can borrow locally.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But the local
money market is restricted, and there is sufficient influence to prevent the Government
from doing anything that is likely to interfere with the rate of interest. Now, I maintain tha,t money is the principal question ill
connexion with closer settlement-money and
tenure. Money is the most important in the
first place, berause that is the real difficulty
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the Government have to meet. Therefore,
the proposal that the Government should
rush into the market and borrow money is
not satisfactory to those who want to see this
scheme a success. Arrangements will have
to be made in some way to obtain the money
more cheaply and to lelJd it at a cheaper rate.
The money will have to come from one portion of the people in order to promote the
settlement of other people on the land. The
next question is the question of tenure.
Now, 1 am not a believer in a freehold
tenure. A t the same time I believe that, II p
to the present moment, or at all events up
to a few years agoo, a freehold tenure was as
much of a necessity in tbis country, owing to
the conditions of our civilization, as a leasehold tenure will be in the future. 1 believe the Government will have to adopt a
leasehold tellUr€ if it wishes to promote the
interests of onr settlers and of the community,
that it will ha ve to exercise m llcb more
judgment to get money to carryon the work
of the country, that it will have to obtain
some of its money as a trading concern, as it
is doing to-day, and to apply the principles it
bas found successful in one direction to
achieve success in another. vVhilst settling
men on the land it will have to give them
every opportunity to sett.le successfully, and
give them some advantage not offered to
any other portion of the community; but
it will expect those men to bear their fair
share of the just debts of the country and
provide their fair share of the money required
to carryon the government of the country
during the time t hey are on the land. If
the Government do not do that they will be
handing over to private individuals the right
to exploit other people in the community,
because a private individual can charge
whatever he likes for the use of his land.
Those who have read history must know that
in Ireland they have had to alter the freehold
principle by the introduction of a step in the
direction of leasehold. But, although the
Government know their principle is wrong,
they are not prepared to admit that, and
alter it at the present time. But they will
go on, and a gradual process of development
will induce them in a short time to insist on
the principle which the British Goverument
introduced in the high Land Bill, bllt which
the people were not prepared fQr at that time,
that is that a portion of the land shall be
held by the Governmellt for the purpose of
proclaiming its right to interferfl in any bargain that is attempted to be carried Ollt
by the men who hold the lund.
'rhe
Turner Government recognised, to some
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extent, the leasehold principle. They introduced it side by side with the freehold
principl~ when the question was before Parliament at the Parliament HOHse in Springstreet, and after I had spoken on the leasehold principle it was embodied in an amendment which was made in the Bill by ~ir.
1rvine.
Mr. LANGDON.-It has not been a success.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.- It has not been a
snccess because it has not been give'n a fair
trial. To-day in the Mallee a man can get his
freehold almost as cheaply as he .conld get a
leasehold, which is not just, and therefore the
principle could not be a success under such
conditions.
Mr. THmfsoN.-Are they not clamouring
for the freehold in New Zealand now?
Mr. !)RENDERGAST.-I will explain all
that directly. I will show you what party is
clamouring there for th~ freehold prinClple at
the present time. In the Mallee a mall has
only to change his leasehold into a freehold
t.o get the right to traffic in the land. True,
that principle has to some extent been abrogated in this Bill. The provisions whieh the
Government have put into this Bill' in
clauses 40, 45, and 63 constitute the
most important departure ever made in
cOllnexion with land legislation in this
country. The Government there propose to
p>reveut any man Ivho settles on this land
from trafficking ill it, to prevent the sale of
the land at all times, under the leasehold
system or under the Crown grant. I . et me
point out that even in that proposal the
present Ministers must recognise that they
are a step in advailce of their mvn party.
Mr. LANGDoN.-It was the. law under the
1865 Land Act.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This important
departure shows that the Government are in
ad vance of their own party, that they are
going ahead in a socialistic directiclI1, still
pushing on silently, bnt surely.
Mr. MUHRAY.-l.'his is individualistic, not
souial istic.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-\Vbile professing
to be individualistic, the Government drop
the individualistic shadow and grasp the
socialistic substance.
.
Mr. MURRAY.-Socialistic substallce, but
llOt socialistic shadows for this side of the
Chamber.
Mr. PHENDERGAS'r.--':nlC papers, the
parties, and the organizations which support
the Goyernment outside, declare that the
Government rnust not interfere with what
they call the indefeasible right of a man to
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own his land, and do what be likes with
his own, and yet the Government propose to
enact in ciause 40 of this Bill, that~

Bill (No.2).

Ml'. MURRAy.-Do you know that we are
not going far enough for the most conservative members on onr side, who want US to
further Ii beralize the Bill ?
In this Act all references to "allotments" shall
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
except as otherwise expressly provided herein extend to and apply to farm allotments workmen's member for St. Kilda looks very seriolls at
home::. allotments and agricultural labourers' that statement. In clauses 4:0, 45, and 63,
allotments as the case may be and shall after the you proclaim the same principle, but would
issue of a Crown grant for any such allotment
it not be very much better to adopt the
apply to the land. thereby granted.
system of leasing in perpetuity, which would
Now, I have been assured by legal gentlemen provide that the farmer would get his land
who have read that clause closely-not taking for a smaller amount of mO,ley, as in New
my own legal knowledge, which is worth very Zealand, than he will under your sale
little-that the intention of the framers of ~ystem ~
the clause is, whether the clause will carry
Mr. MUHRAy.-And remain a tenant until
it out or not, that for all time the State will the end of the chapter.
not permit a man to have more than one
Mr. PRENDEH.GAST.-With all the
allotment of this .land. 'rhe position is righ ts a' freeholder has got, except that you
therefore clear that the Government are only put him on the land to get his living
trying to do what I am advocating, namely, out of it, but not to reap advantages in
introduce the leasing principle j but they are consequence of the increased value of his
endea vouring to do it silently and surrepti- holding created by increased settlement
tiously, all the time forging ahead of their round about his land. Under the perpetual
own party, and dragging the party after leasing system you give the land to him a~d
them very slowly. If we want to avoid being his heirs for ever, and do not prevent hIm
swallowed up by the Ministerial side of the from employing any labour he chooses, or
House, we will certaillly have to go a step enjoying himself throughout the world, but
higher, because, against the wishes of their yon say to him that the enhancement of
OWl! party, and against the violent denuncia- value consequent on the increase of surtions of their own press, who assert that free- rounding settiement does not belong to him,
hold is a necessity, and that the people must but to the State ·itself. The man is at
be allowed to do what they like with their liberty to put the land to any use for his
Qwn, the Government are proposing to carry own advantage.
Qut this very principle, which, fl'mn their
:Mr. rrHO~IsoN.-He pays 1 per cent. extra
point of view, is a distinct step in advance, for the right to do that .
.although it is only a tardy and a half recogniMr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, 1 per cent.
tion of the right involved in the construction extra at least. He will have- to pay more
.of that olause.
than that for the freehold right under this
:Mr. EWEN CA~IERO~ (Glenel.q).- The prin- Bill.
-ciple is on tb~ statute-book in a hundred
Mr. THol\fsoN.-But he never gets the
Acts.
freehold under the perpetual leasing system.
Mr. PHE:\fDERGAST.-In New Zealand
Mr. PBENDERGAST.--It IS, of course,
but it might be put a little bit clearer. I to-day he gets his land for 4 per cent. under
suppose it has been put. in the way it appears a perpetual lease, whereas under the freein .the Bill with a view to avoid criticism 0f hold system he has ·to pay 5 pel' cent. and
contributa to a sinking fund.
the proposal.
Mr. MURRAy.-He has to pay 4~ per cent.
Mr. MURRA y.-Can we put it in any
here.
plainer language? I donlt think we can.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-He has to pay
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-Oh yes, you can· 5 per cen t. in New Zealand.
Legal gentlemen have told me that this is
Mr. MUllRA Y.-They all want to get the
a very cleverly drafted clause, and that it freehold.
could have been put in very much simpler
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A very large numlanguage.
ber of people in this country are believers in
l\lr. :MuRHAY.-Are you not saying that the leasehold principle, and the land tax prinmerely to malign. our side ~
ciple.
A large Immber of land-owners,
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Some on your banded together .in different parts of the
side are commencing to recognise the prin- country-not poor l1'I.en by any means, but
ciple that a man cannot do what he likes representing the wealt.h and backbone of the
communities in which they reside-declare
with his own freehold.
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them~eh'es strong believers ill the leasehold
principle. What they want to do is to live
on their land for the period of their existence, and have security of tenure, so that
they cannot be displaced, but they ask fOl'
no increase of value except the profh from
their agricultural labonr.
Mr. LANGDoN.-'Vonld yon 'have a sliding
scale of leasehold rates ~
,
:NIl'. PRENDE~GASrr.-The re-appraise:ment principle will have to enter into the
scheme. It does in New Zealand to some
extent. In discussing this matter you must
not merely consider the interests of greedy
individuals, but look at it from the national
point of view.
Certain men want certain
things, and insist on having them, but what
we hav,e to determine is what are the rio'hts
which, as leaseholders, the occupiers of °this
land shall have. We ought to say to themwhat the whole interests of the peop'le
permit, that you shall get, but what in the
interests of the whole people ~\'e ought to
conserve for the whole people shall be so
conserved in the public interests. By that
means we sh~ll constitute ourselves the
trnstees of the public estate for the public,
al)d not sell to individuals the right to extra
value that may be placed on the land by
reason of population settling adjacent to it.
Mr. }IonrussEy.--He is to improve his
land to tax himself.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-rrhe industrious
man who creates any value on the 'land today should get it, of course. But why do you
not apply the freehold principle t<;> the private
landlord if it is to be applied to the ~tate 1
If the freehold is essential to development,
why u(:)t compel every landlord to grant his
tenants freehold righ ts 1
Mr. EWEN CA~IERUN (Glenelg ).-A very
good prillciple too.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is. I am with
yon there, and I hope you will help me to
introduce it into this Bill. 1 am a thorough
believer in the public controlling what·
ever privat.e individuals take from the
public.
)11'. GAUNSox.-The publicans will be with
you there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member for Dnndls said there was. an agitation in New Zealand for a reversion to tbe
freehold principle, but let us examin'e that
statement in the light of a recent speech
made by the Premier of New Zealand, Mr.
Seddon.
~h·. THO~IS0N.-Oh, take the stern reality.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Who are the
people who are agitating for a return to the
freehold system?
Mr. BRo:\lI,EY.-The capitalists.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The out·oroffice
rrories, the crowd who have always been
opposed to the leasehuld principle, the men
who are frost-bitten in feet and hauds and
blue in the nose through being out in the
cold, while Mr. Seddon and his colleagues
have been enjoying the sweets of office for
fourteen or fifteen years. That outside crowd
have been trying to raise a cry to help forward the greedy instincts uf humanity. They
have been telling the farmers that they ought
to have the freehold of their land. Mr.
Seddor1 says that the man who wauts to give
the freehold to farmers wants to establish the
repudiation of the debts of the country, aud
to make money dear in the country, to undo
what has created tllfl prosperity of New
Zealand, to hand over to the land-holders the
~re~hold of their lands, so that they may
mVlte the money lenders to corne in again
and scourge them as they did in t.he past.
~ Mr. SWINBURNK.-Money is not cheap in
:IS ew Zealand.
'
Mr. PRENDEB.GAST.-I am alluding to
the statement of the honorable member for
Dundas. Let me quote what Mr. Seddon
stated at the opening of the present session
of Parliament in New Zealand in reply to
the advocates of the freehold system. Mr.
Seddon remarked that-The Crown tenants had done well, and were
satisfied under existing conditions. Settlement
and the Colony had prospered, and those who now
advocated such a radical ch!l.uge of policy should
remember the time they went on these lines.
They should be the last to deny to others that
which had given them a competency. 1\1r Seddon
said they must adhere and stand firmly to the
leasehdd principle. The Crown land must he
treated as the heritage of the people, and all must
have an equal chance of getting a portion. The
beneficent land legislation of the present Government was sought to be repealed, and the case of
Ireland was hrought iorward as argument in
favour of such a proceeding. He replied that had
Ireland similar lar:d laws as obtained in this Colony
and the 999 years' lease, it would indeed he a
glorious country. There would be no agrarian
troubles, and its people would not be driven to
seek homes in distant lands.

That is the statement of :Mr. Seddon, who is
in office, and if') pl'eparecl to accede to the
wishes of the majority of the people. Mr.
Seddon found that t.his crv abont the freehold
system had been taken ~p by a few people.
He!3[1,id. They heard it said by the leader of the Opposi
tlOn and others that every Crown tenant sluJuld
have the right to make the lanll he had leased his
freehold.
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Is not that the. cry of the Jack out of office
who wants to become the Jack in office?
But, although that was made an election cry
by the Opposition throughout the length
and breadth of New Zealand, they were not
able to gain any seats, and Mr. Seddon's
party was returned to power with as large a
majority as ever they had .
• Mr. THo~lso~.·-You will not be able to
say that in ten years.
Mr. PREN DERGAST.-You cannot reason with a prophet. All you. can do is to
contradict him, and [venture to cOl1tradict
the prophecy of the honorable. meqlber for
Dundas. The statement I have just read
to the House was made by Mr. Seddon
after years of experience. He had a hardheaded Scotsrnall, Mr. McKenzie, as Minister
of Lands, who had experience in Scotland
and New Zealand, who knew well what he
was doing, who never gave advantages to
one party above another ill New Zealand,
never bought any snpport by giving olle
party special advalltages over allY other,
who in his endeavour to compass the settlement of the people on the land kept steadily
infront of him thesoledesire to make the whole
of the people of New Zealand the owners of
the soil of New Zealand, and to allow no
traffic in that soil outside the rights the
owners themselves possessed. He also proclaimed that it was the intention of his
Government to settle the people, as far as
they possibly could, on every acre of land
worth cultivating with advantage to the
State and to the settlers themselves. 'The
effect of this p6>licy is plainly to be gleaned
from the statistical records of New Zealand.
It has been stated that 127 estates have been
cut up in New ~ealand in connexion with
the large settlement of land that has taken
place, and I will accept those figures as
correct, but notwithstanding the breaking
up of so many big estates in New Zealand,
you will find that there has been a larger
illcrease in the production of wool than
ever there was before. In 1891, before this
policy of closer settlement was adopted,
New Zealand produced 106,187,144 lbs. of
wool; in 1903 the wool prod uced in New
Zealand was l55,123,381Ibs.
Mr. LAl'\GDO~. - Anyone knows that
improyed land will carry more stoc;lc
Mr. PREKDERGAST.-Wel1, I wish yon
could make your Government believe in that,
and get them to adopt the leasehold principle,
which has brought about such an improvement in the land in New Zealand. If you
do so the Government will have no morc
earnest supporters than the gentlemen on the
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Opposition siele of the House.
The grain
yield has been somewhat reduced, there being
5,887,000 bushels grown in that year, as
against 5,361,000 bushels this year. That
is largely accounted f01' by tbe fact tbat
two years before, in 19tH, there were
13,000,000 grown, or 4,000,000 bushels more
than New Zealand ever produced before,
and it was the surplus that caused a smaller
l.1rea of land to be put under grain. Look at
the frozen meat trade. The export of frozen
meat in 189 I was 1,000,307 cwt., and in
1903 was 2,378,650 cwt. ; the value in 1891
was £1,19~,724:, and in 1903 £3,197,043.
The namphlet entitled F~f'ty Years' Prof}?'ess
in New Zealand shows that from tha year
of the advent of the present Government and
its policy New Zealand has been progressing
by leaps and bounds under the 'system
adopted by Mr. ~eddoll. The Government
propose to give practically a freehold tellure,
and to deprive mell ~f wha.t they conceive
to be their freehold rights. If I cannot
maintain my principle that leasehold tenure
should be introduced, I will help to maintain the proposition of the Government
as against pure freehold. This Bill differs
from the New Zealand measure in regard
to the question of compulsory purchase. In
the event of our Government not being able
to get an estate after the Board has decided
that it i" required, and the decision has
been
l'i:ttified, it is proposed to ask
Parliament to pass a moti6>n through
both Houses. I contend that the power
ought to be in the hands of the Minister to
act without the sanction of Parliament,
and to proclaim that the esla.te shall
be sold to the Government at, a fair
price, to be settled by arbitration. If this
principle is not adopted we will be able
to purchase ouly some of the estates \ve desire to purchase. There is not a man ill the
community who will not sec that it is reasonable to pay a man a fair valllat.ipn for his
land.
That man has been led' to assume
that his estate is worth a certain amount,
and he may have been led, in that belief, to
horrow money on it.
e have done nothing
to disabuse his milld of the fact that the
whole of the unearned increment belongs to
him. Therefore, I say, land should not be
taken from anyone without paying fair compell~at.ion:
That right is indefeasible. It
should not be taken without fair compensatiOll, and the oWller of the land should have
the full power of objecting and of stating his
case.
Mr. MURRAY.-Are you speaking on behalf
of the party?
.
.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST .-My party has
never takell up a different attitude. Unnecessary compulsion is not a thing
we believe in. 'Ve are Eot believers
in a caucus that imposes its views
on every one. We are united on our
platform, and we meet anel resolve on
certain aourses to ca.rry out that platform; but if any man desires to have a free
hand on other matters: he need not ask the
permission of the party. I think we are
more brotherly than any other party.
Each member of our party has to make
his views as pledged to his constituents
paramount. This gives members of the
party a free hanel in discllssing most matters
in the House, but on our platform we are
solid. I regret that one member has declared
against leasehold.
Mr. J. 'V. BILLSON (Fitz?'oy).-After he
had signed the platform?
Mr. PRENDKRG AST.-Yes.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Is there no pr.inciple without an exception?
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the compulsory proviso were'placed in the Bill, I believe
that, exoept in three or four instances, it
would not be necessary to use it. The
moral effect of it would be strong enough to
compel any man to get out of the road of
advan~ing settlement and to consider the
terms offered by the State. After the Board
has decided and the Minister has decided that
it is necessary to compulsorily l'esume an
estate, I think the Minister's dictum should
be final. If the Minister is given that power,
, he will hear every statement, and there may
be special circumstances that require special
treatment j the Minister will take these
circuil)stances into consideration, and if there
is a demand for settlement will see that the
least possible o'ustruction is placed in the
way of that settlement, and will not allow
the owner of the estate to stand in the way.
I strongly believe in the compulsory principle. A gentleman who was a member of
this House for a number of years, but was
not specially noted for liberal opinions-I
allude to Mr. McKinley, who was then member for Toorak-states in a copy of his journal, Punch, of lith July last : It is time to try the plan that has succeeded in
New Zealand; without the po:wer to seCtll1e land of
gQod character in convenient places t11is cannot
be done.
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Mr. MURRA.Y.-That is not to be taken
seriously.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST.-This statement
may be regarded as a reasonao'e view which
is held by a certain proportion of the people.
He states that compulsion would have to be
useel as in New Zealand. I propose moving
an amendment in sub-clause Cd) of clause 4,
providing for a lease in perpetuity, instead of
a conditional purchase lease.
Mr. EWEN CA:\IE1W~ (Glenelg).-Is it to
be accompanied by periodical valuations 1
Mr. PB.ENDERGAST. - Yes. In snbclauses 3 and 4 of clause 22, I propose to move
an amendment providing that the Minister,
on receiving a report that certain lands
should lJC purchased, may thereupon direct
the Board to acq uire the land compulsorily, and that the Board shall acquire
the same accordingly. I am confident that
the great twin principles of leasehold and
compulsion will have to be embodied in the
Bill to make it a completely successful one.
'Vhen the Minister was moving the second
reading of the Bill he pointed ont that he
had adopted New Zealand methods in many
instances. I believe that this is the ease from
a close study of the Bill. But one important
principle has been omitted. How is a man
who has no money to settle on the
land? It is not the moneyed man who makes
the best settler; and it is not the moneyed
man who is always most useful to the ~tate
on the land. The following prir.ciple from
the New Zealand system of improved farm
settlements should be embodied in the Bill:Special regulations ai e in force for this class of
settlement, which should he applied for, but,
briefly, the terms are a.s follow:-Applicallts are
selected by the Commissioner of Crown Lands,
preference being given to married men. The areas
of the farms may vary from (0 acres to 200 acres,
according to locality. No settler can select more
than one farm. Contracts are made with the
settler to fell the forest, burn it, and sow with
grass seed up to 100 acres, the cost heillg paid by
the Government, and £10 may be advanced to a
single man, and £30 to a married man, to help to
build a hOl se. The rates allowed for felling are
those current in the district. The land is then
leased for 999 years, at a rental of 4 per cent. on
the unimproved capital value, plus the actual cost
of the felling and grassing. As a rule, the settlers
can get employmellt on the road works in the
neighbourhood, but Govenl111ent does not guarantee
this. Residence for the first ten years is compulsory;
and improvements must be made in terms of Part
3 of the Land Act 1892.

:Mr. EWEN CA~IERO~ ((; lenelg).-Is there
SWINBUltNE. -'fhat is a comic paper. a revaluation in connexion with that?
1\11'. PR,ENDEB.GAST.-This statement
:Mr. PRENDEH.GAST.-I cannot inform
was made in a part of the paper that the honorable member. It was not the fau.lt
is not devoted to the comic aspect of of the Seddon Go\"el'llment that the revaluaaffairs.
tion principle was not adopted. A number
~Ir.
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of the gentlemen who originally opposed Mr.
Seddon in New Zealand, and were entirely
against hilB Settlement Act, are to-day strong
supporters of his in the Parliament of New
Zealand.
Mr. 1'HmIsoN.-Most of them are large
land-owners.
Mr. PRENDERG AS'r.-Some of them, I
believe, are not bad at heart. The principle
contained in this provision is to assist men
who have no money to settle on the land.
We might introduce H, principle like that so as
to enable men who have no money to settle
on the land, and give them an opportunity to
become useful citizens.
.
Mr. THOl\IS()~.-That was the intention of
the village settlement scheme:
Mr. PRI~NDERGAST.-It would be an
extension of· that. Some of the village
settlements were totally unfitted for that
purpose'.
The Koo-wee·rup settlement, for
instance, was simply a bog three or four feet
deep, and the men who went there despaired
for a cOllsiderable time, and were liable
to be flooded out. The land there that was
fitted for settlement was sold by the Government. A number of men were sc:::ttled at
Red Hill by some charitable gentlem~n in
}Ielbourne, but that land had forests of trees
that would break the heart of anyone that
looked at them, and in stormy weather tho
settlers were lucky if the trees dd not fall
and' kill them. Another lot of settlers were
placed near Fumiua' on land that had been in
the hands of somebody who had felled most
of the trees. If a man stooped down he
would see nothing but logs over the whole
area, and he was expected to make a living on
land that it would .take 10 or 15 years to
clear the logs off.
Mr. MURRAY.-Some of them were satisfied
with the las. a week, and they remained as
long as the money was paid; afterwards they
cleared out.
Mr.PRENDERGAST.-There will always
be a cert.ain percentage of failures in conYou must
nexion with land settlement.
allow for a percentage of failures. There is
no analogy between the settlement of men
upon our village settlements and that carried
out in New Zealand. III New Zealand the
~en were paid for the work they did on the
land; they were paid for clearing, but here
we gave them so much a week, and allowed
them to do anything they chose, with the
result that some of tbem, knowing nothing
about the cultivation of the land, never put
it to ·profitable use. At Dandenong the
settlers were put into a lovely State forest,
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and they destroyed it. They were placed on
areas that were too small to make a living
on.
Mr. KEAsT.-Theyare pretty well a success
there, though.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They have been
working there for ten years, and for seven or
eigbt years of the time tbey lived the lives of
animals.
Mr. KEAS'l'.-The areas were too small.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They were living
in bark houses, or split-wood bouses, with
none of the comforts of civilization, and with
no possibility of getting work in the neigh~
bourhood, bnt yet after ten years of hard
labour they made it a sllccess.
Mr. THOl\fSON.-The Mallee farmers did the
same.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-They had larger
areas of land. It is proposed IJQW to purchase back land already cleared, and we may
reasonably expect that the percentage of
successful settlers will be much larger than
of those who were settled on unsuitable land.
. Mr. BENrr said he was sorry to interrupt
thehonoral·lemember, buthe would lil\etoask
the House to be good enough to allow tbe
debate on tbis Bill to be contilJUed during
the whole of the sitting. There were a
number of members who wished to attend the
funeral of the late Mr. Gray to-morrow, and
he wished to move, with the leave of the
House, to have the sessional order fixing
the order of business on 'Wednesday
suspended for the evening.
It would be
much better for the Leader of the Opposition
t.o be allowed to continue his speech. He
begged, therefore, to moveThat the sessional orderfi xing the order of business
on Wednesday be sllspended for this e\"enillg, in
order to allow the debate on this Bill to be proceeded with during the whole of the evening.

The motion for the sllspension of the seswas agreed to.
Mr. LAWSON said he wished to know if
the Premier rneant that he was going to move
the adjournment of the House over tomorrow 1
Mr. BENT.-.N o.
Mr. PRENDERGAS~r.-In the previous
portion of my remarks I have dealt with the
question of finance. tbe question of leaE.eholds, a.nd the qnestion of compulsion. I now
want to bHng before the House some 'clauses
which I cOllceive to be blots on the Bill, but
which may be easily rectified by the House.
I hope I may assume that it is not the intention of the Government to regard all the
principles of this Bill as being vital, but that
they will leave it to the House to adopt the
siOl~al' order
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best possible measure it can. If that course
is followed I am satisfied that it will assist
materially towards the settlement of the
country and also to produce a better feelingthere is not a bad feeling now-between the
Ministrv and those who sit on this side of the
House. In the first place. I may point out
that it is proposed to make 31t. years the
term in which the land has to be paid for.
The payment is to be made in 63 half-yearly
instalments. :Sow, before a man can get on
one of these farm blocks, I would point out
that he will have to deposit £47 -two instalments of the amount due, assuming that
he takeR up the full value of land provided
for. I am inclined to think that this is
mther too much to ask from anyone going
on the land. It requires him to pay a large
amount of money, and then he is compelled under the conditions of the le~se
to spend an additional amount.
This is
rather a heavy drain on any one who wauts
to. make use of the lat-ld. Suppose a man
had £IOO--and a man with snch an amount
might be considered a desirable applicant for
land-'±:lOO would not enable him to get on
this land and complete the conditions laid
down. Therefore, in· my opinion, these conditions should be altered, and the amount of·.
money required to be paid should be reduced
to a nominal sum, letting the man have an
opportunity of twelve months' work, in order
to enable him to become a paying tellant.
It is the desire of any wise landlord to keep
his tenants on the land, and not to ask from
a tenant any more than be can bear in connexion with the value of the land that the
landlord wants to derive revenue from.
Further, a ,vise landlord will not impose conditions which are alnlost impossible. of fulfilment. He wants to receive the best possible
return from his land, and for this purpose he
will give his tenant an opportunity of being
settled on the land, creating something on it,
and saving some of that which he has created
in order to enable his tenancy to be as permanent as possible. In my opinion, the
State should OC0UPY the same relationship to
its tenants as a wise landlord would do. Therefore, I think £47 is too much to ask to be
deposited in the first instance. Then it is
proposed to require a deposit. of £6 from any
man who takes up a farm labourer's allotment.
Mr. TllmlsoN.-No. He only pays one
instalment.
lVIr. PRENDERGAS1'.-Clause 43 provides that every applicant for a lease of
"any allotment" shall lodg'e vdth his application an amount equal to the first two
v
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instalments of the purchase money. That
covers everyone who cumes under the Bill.
Again, a deposit of £3 is to be required
from an applicant for a workman's home
allotf!leut. 1 think that both these amOl.mts
might be materially reduced with advantage
to the tenant and also to the State itself. As
I have already said, a wise landlord wUI only
impose conditiol'ls which a tenallt can fulfil;
but some of the conditions under which
private landlords have been breaking up
estates in Victoria, and letting them out on
the share system, or on the system of results
of prod lice, are such as are impossible of
fulfilment.
1'0 make good my worus in
regard to this I will read a copy of one of
those leases, which was obtained by a gentleman who appeared before the .Minj.ster the
other day, to ask that certain land on the
Mount William estate should be resumed.
.
The agreement is as follows : Agreement made this thirteenth day of July,
1901, between Robert Selman Whiting, trustee of
the will of the late Andrew Chirnside, hereinafter
called the landlord of the one part, amr Thomas
Russel Plain, of Wickliffe-road, hereinafter called
the tenant of the other part, whereby the landlord
agrees to let to the tenant, who agrees to take all
that piece of land described in the schedule hereto,
with the buildings and improvements (if any)
thereon, for the term of four years, from the 1st
Clay of March, 1904, at the clear rental of £80 8s.
9d. (being at the rate of 12s. 6d. per acre per
annum), payable yearly in advance, on the 1st day
of March in every year, the first payment to be
made on the 1st day of March, 1904.
The tenant agrees as follows ; 1. To pay the rent yearly in advance on the days
and in manner aforesaid.
2. To use the land for cultivation purposes only,
and not otherwise.
:~. To plough, farm, and cultivate the land according to the hest systenL of husbandry, and sow
the land in the proper season in each year of the
tenancy wit h the best wheat, oats, or other cereals,
and harvest the crops so sown in a proper and
effective manner. The landlord shftll, nevertheless,
be entitled to resume possession, and to have the
exclusive right to graze stock upon the land between the times of harvesting and cultivation.
Cultivation shall not, without the consent of the
landlord, commence in any year before the 1st day
of March.
4. To cut for hay while the crop is green, a strip
at least one chain wide around the whole of the
crop, and fallow the same at once in such a manner
as to entirely and effectually prevent fire fronl
crossing same.
5. To cart and remove all grain stripped and
harvested out of the stubbles to a place of safety
on the land, within 24 hours after the same shaH be
so stripped or harvested.
6. Not to remove, or attempt to remove, the
crops, or any portion thereof, from off the lands
without the consent in writing of the landlord first
had and obtained, unless he shall have first paid all
rent then due under this agreement.
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'7. to properly drill in and distribute on the land
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, a large
during the third and each succeeding year of the num ber. I can bring other instances in
tenancy. at the time of sowing. and to the satis~
faction of the landlord, 100 Ibs. of such artificial which tenants have had to accept conditions
manure as the landlord sha.ll approve of, to every of this kind, or indeed any conditions, the
a.cre under cultivation.
landlord liked to impose, if they wanted to
S. Not to assign this agreement, or to sub1et or obtain the land.
part with the possession of the land or any part
lVIr. 'fouTcHER.-There are 63 other
thereof, or in any way pledge or deal with his interest u,nder this agreement, without the previous tenants affected in the same way on that
consent in writing of the landlord.
estate.
9. To destroy and keep down all noxious weeds
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Tn some of the
on the land.
estates landlords have imposed most peculiar
10, To keep and, at the expiration, or Booner, of
the tenancy, to leave in good and substantial repair conditions on their tenants in connexiol1 with
and condition all buildings, fences, gates, and im- the seed wheat that has been supplied to them.
proyements for the time being on the land.
The first veal' wbeat stands at 28. lId, a
II. Not to cut down, damage, or destroy any bushel-the lallc1lord supplies so many hags
growing timber on the land without the previot\s
to the tenant. Next year it rises to 6s. 3d.
consent in writing of the laudlord.
12. To permit the landlord, or any person ap- a bushel, and the landlord demands the same
pointed by him, at all reasonable times during the number of bushels back.
N ext season it
tenancy, to enter upon the land for any purpose.
falls back to 3s, a bushel, and the landlord
13. To forth with plough the land and fallow it
until the commencement of the term of the lease; then demands the previous value back so as
lip to that time the landlord shall be entitled to to get at the farmer in every way he can.
gra.ze his stock upon the land. No dog or dogs
Mr. MORRISSEY.-'rhat is not a fair stateallowed to be kept.
ment.
It is further agreed thatMr. PRENDERGAST.-l'his has been
14. If and when eyer the yearly rent or any part done, and several instances of it have been
thereof respectively shall be in arrear for fourteen given to 'me by tenants themselves .. In one
days, whether legally demanded or not, or if and
whenever there shall be a breach of any of the instance a tenant had paid his rent, but was
tenant's agreements herein contained, or if the £2 short for the season, and the landlord
tenant shall become ba.nkrupt or make any com· . made him go to work to work out that £2.
position with his creditors, or suffer execution upon
Mr. McLEOD.-Dirl you get the particulars
his goods, then and in any of such cases it shall be
lawful for the landlord to enter upon any part of of that case from the otber side as well ?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I ha't'e the parthe premises in the nll.me of the whole, and thereupon the tenancy shall determine.
ticulars from one side, and, I think that if
15. The word "landlord" shall include their this House has any duty to perform it is to
heirs and assigns, and the word "tenant" shall
include his executors and adminifltrators and try to help the weak against the strong.
The strong have had it all their own way up
assigns.
16. Any act or acts which may be necessary to to the present time.
be done by the landlord under or by virtue of this
Mr. MORRISSEY.-Assume that at the outagreement may be done or performed by the
manager for the time being of the Mount vVilliam set wheat is 6s. per bushel, and it has been
provided by the landlord, and that next year
estate as agent for the landlord.
it falls to 3s., the landlord has to take his
As WItness the hands of the.parties
half share, although the same quantity cost
THE SCHEDULE REFERRED TO.
him 6s.
Part Allotment 29B.
Section
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The landlord adParish Willaura
Area 128 - 2 - 32
vances so many bushels of wheat, and wben
Signed for the landlOrd} GEORGE C.
in the presence of
for the Trustees of the w heat falls in price he demands the preD. J. BEVERiDGE. late Andrew Chirnside.
vious value back.
Mr. MOIUUSSI~Y.-He has to have bW:lhels
Signed by the tenant in }
the presence of
THO:\IAS RUSSEL PLAIN.
back.
D ..J. BEYERIDGE.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-He did not ill
That is a specimen of the kind of agreement
WhICh tenant farmers have to put up wit.h in
Victoria, and they would certainly prefer a
tenancy from the State with perpetual leasehold, as it would certainly contain better
conditions. The agreement which I have'
read is similar to a large number of other
agreements under which private land·owners
have been letting their land.
)11'. THmIsoN.-Xot a large number.
Mr. P1·e1ldcrgast.

the CHse I am speakillg of. Of course, as
the honorable member knows, there are men
who own land who are incapable of doing any
dishonest actioll, hut there are also some
who are capable of any meanness to obtain
an advantage for themselves as against the
interests of the tenant, and it is that kind of
thing that we want to compass in connexion
with this Bill. I believe myself it would be
wise for the State to make some provision in
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connexiOll with this meaRure with regard to Again, to show what farmers in another part
the leases of privute land, becanse if it of the Statu think of this matter, I will read
is necessary to allow the tenant to obtain the an extract from the Ballarflt Slock and
freehold of the land from the State as his Station Journal. This is a journal which is
landlord,. then I think it would cert.ainly be run in stock and station interests, and it canwise to introduce provisions to enable tenants not be considered to be in the interests of
of private landlords to acquire the freehold of labour at all. In its issue of the 5th inst.,
under the headillg ,. Dowling .Forest }'armillg
the land of which they are tenantr:;.
Notes" it saysMr. rrllQ)[SoN.-nfany of the leases contain
Some good loads of the Algerian sheaf hay were
such conditions now.

:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Then I want
similar conditions applied to the whole of
them. I intend now to read portions of a
letter in which I do not pro pOISe to mention
the names used, although. I am advised that
the names may be -tised if I wish. However, 1 only intend to cite the case as one
that has actually occurred. The letter
statesDear Sir,-When moving the s~cond reading of
the Closer Settlement :Bill in the Legislative Assemhly on Thursday night, the :Minister of Lands
is reported to have said-" I do not believe in the
private landlord." I am sure he will find a great
many tenant farmers who will agree with him in
that. When this Bill goes before the Council,
members of thatChamber who are opp'lsed to it will
doubtless tell the country what the private landlord has done for the tenant farmer. Let me give
yon my own experience. which may be of use to
you when speaking on this :Bill. I have been for
the last three years a tenant farmer on
,
my landlord being
, who is opposed to the
compulsory sale of large estates. The lease under
which I held this property contained many harsh
and binding provisions, which I never thought
would be enforced. Amongst others it contained a
clause that no pigs be a,Howed on the land. 'Vhen
the catel'pillars stripped all the grain off my crop,
I turned pigs on the stubble to use up the grain that
would . otherwise go to waste, but I immediately
got a w':ritten notice from the landlord to remove
them, so I was obliged to leave all that grain to
feed the birds of the air or rot on the ground instead of being permitted to use it. I though t this
very hard and cruel when more than I was making
on the farm was going to pay the exorbitant rent
of 21s. (id. an acre.

My tenancy expired on the 1st July, hut some
foUl' mont hs ago Mr. - - - told me that he
would renew my lease for another term of three
years at 17s. an acre. On the strength of th;tt promise I put in my crop. A few weeks ago I asked
him could he not make my rent a little easier, and
suggested 12s. an acre, which was the relit heing
'Paid by the only other tenant who took on his hold·
ing. Not only did Mr. - - - refuse to comply
with my request, but re~used to let me ha\'e the
farm at 17s. em acre. He got 6d. an acre more
from' another man when my growing crops were on
the place. He forced me to go, and took my crops
at what he chooses to give me, which, he says, will
be 15s. an acre-and I paid him 21s. 6d. an acre for
his grass land. This is a sample of private landlordii'm. You can make any public use you like of
this letter, and my name alEC, to advance this Bill
which we so sorely need.

sold in the Ballarat market on Saturday for 1 ~s. tid.
per ton. After deducting carting and selling expenses that leaves !:ls. 6d. per ton to the grower.
Tenant farmers making heavy losses, and are
giving the landlords all they have saved for years
of hard work.
Some graziers who bought sheep in February are
unable to realize except at a loss of about 38. per
head. owing to medium quality l'heep having declined in value.
Several young men in the VV indennere district
are lea.ving for Jap ill. It is no use fa.rming here,
they say, when there is no market.
The growing crops look well, and there is every
promise of a worse state of affa,irs next year than
this.

That is a most anomalous state of things.
A man declares that the growing crops are
looking w~l1, and yet the outlook is blacker
than it was a year before, when there were
fewer crops.
Mr. J. CAl\mnON (Gippsland Ea8t).-That
is an argument against this Bill going
through.
Mr. PREXDERGAST. - It is not an
argument against the Bill. 'rhe argument
will be all in favour of this Bill, because it
will do as I have stated, and as the .Ministry
who have introduced it themselves believe it
will do-it will make a good local market,
because it will produce a great amount of
work for the people of this country, and the
local market, at all events, will be' a sound one.
Mr. LANGDON.- Y 011 do not q note the
quality of the article that you refer to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I db not see what
relationship that can have to this question at
all. The quality is not under consider~tion
at the present time.
:;\11'. GRAY.-Even if a man could get. his
land for nothing it would not pay him to
•
grow hay at 12s. 6d. a ton.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is another
matter altogether.
You can always find
people who will grow crops when there is no
necessity for them. There has been a falling
off in the output of cereals in New Zealand,
because in the previous year there was an
abundance of them, and the wise farmers of
New ~ealand stopped growing those things
of whIch too much had been grown before,
in order to equalize the marliet, and to keep
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The effect of
prices up to a certain level.
this Bill will be to increase the possibilities
of consumption in the local mark~t, and then
the Government who have to deal with the
lands of this State \viII have to seek to create
in other parts of the world foreign markets
to consume the goods, and to obtain good
prices if possible. New Zealand has followed
that policy all the time, and has reaped the
benefit of it. J t· has been said here that the
farmers owe a very large snm of money, and
that the people who owe rents in this State
have not been paying them. No doubt it is
within the recollection of honorable members
that only a few years ago Mr. Best, when
Minister of Lands, introduced a Bill making
a classification scheme which had the effect
of permanently reducing, not the value of the
land, but the price paid for the land to the
State by 5s. an acre all round. The result
was that a liability of £400,000 to the State
was wiped out, and now only a sum of about
£280,000 is owed by the farmers.
Mr. THol\fsoN.-That classification scheme
only dealt. with a certain number. It did not
deal with those who had held their land for a
certain time.
:Jlr. PRENDERGASrr.-That m.easure had
reference to people who hold their lands today and are still paying for them, and there
was no necessity for it. The present Premier
has declared times without number to the
House that it is his intention to load land.
""Ye find that this process of loading the land
is beiug adopted in different directions to
construct certain things which I do not agree
with. If the principle of loading is conducted with equity all round, I do not
altogether disapprove of it, but still I hold it
would be very much fairer to impose a land
tax. I do not see why the State should not
get full val~le for its land just as much as a
private landlQrd.
Under the leadership of
the Premier the House has agreed to the
principle of loading in certain cases; but then
another Ministry comes along, as happened
when Mr. Best was Minister of Lands, and
cuts down the price of the lalld in order to
thr;.ow back into the pockets of those who
are holding it money which probably they can
well afford to pay. In that case some held lands
which were over-valued, and cuuld not afford
to pay, but the trouble was that those whose
land was under-valued received just the same
concession, and therefore there was 110 equity
in the matter at all.
Sir SA)1UI':L GILLO'l''l'.- 'Vas not th~ argument in that case that the land was not
worth the money which the men had agreed
to) pay?
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Mr. PREN DERGAST.-That was undoubtedly the a.rgument; but while the man
whose land was over-va.lued, and who was
justly entitled to some reduction in the price,
received that reduction, tl10se whose land
was under-valued,· and who were not entitled
to the concession, received the same reduction.
Mr. MVRRAY.-Oh, no.
Mr. P.R:B:NDEH.GAST.- Yes, the land
was not picked Ollt to be dealt with, but it
was dealt with generally, in large areas and
districts, and in connexion with certain conditions and certain tenures.
Mr. THOlfSO~.-A number of farmers today could not get what they have paid for
their land if they put it up in the open
market.
Mr. PRESDEB.GAST. - Am I not
acknowledging that in a great number of
instances the land was over-valued ~ Will
the honorable member not acknowledge that~
in a great number of instances, the value
was much more than the price which the
State placed on the land?
Mr. THolrsoN.-'l'hose case::; were very
rare.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It did happen in
a good many cases.
Mr. Mmnu Y.-Many early selectors got
for 15s. or 20s. an acre land which was worth
£15 or £20 in its natural condition.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-'l'hat is right,
but some of those people got a reduction on
the classification, although on the value of
their land they were not entitled to it at all,
and, in fact, they got the same reduction as
those who were really entitled to it. '.Phis
happened without the exercise of any of that
perspicacity on the part of the State which
the State should exercise if it wants to pursue a reasonable policy in the interests of the
whole of the people. On the question of how
farestates have aggregated in this conntry,and
to show the value of that clause, the Government have included in this Bill to prevellt
large estates from being accumulated in the
future, and to show also the large value that
would be given to leaseholds if a leasing
~ystem were adopted-a value which would
be for the benefit of the whole people-I will
quote one or two instances. The first is that
of Kilmany Park, which comprises now a
large area. Of this area only 640 acres were
originally in the name of the present owner,
and the rest of it was occupied by about 40
Crown tenants. These 40 people were bought
out by the present owner the moment they
got their leases. Some of ·the land was not
good land, but it was bought at fancy prices
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in order to get the estate together. The
present owner paid from £6 t~ £8 an acre,
and the last man who was bought out was
given £15. an acre. This is a valuable
estate to day, and the ,very evil of the
freehold system allowed the law to be
twisted round.
"Ve placed a law upon
our statute-books designed to prevent that,
and every time that we altered our land laws
we tried to make the people believe that we
wanted to give increased facilities for settlement, and we desired to adopt that as the
maxim for every Land Bill. If the leaseh0ld
provisions had extended to those forty original
selectors they would never have been able to
part with th~ir right to settl~ upon the land
at all.
:Mr; :MURRAy.-·lf the provision which
is in this Bill had been in the Land Act that
oould never have occurred either.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Bnt we maintain
that the provision which the Government are
now introducing is not sufficient to effect the
object aimed at. I shall explain this a little
later on.
Those forty people sold out,
their land has gone back to a big estate, aud
forty people have been driven from the land
in order to accommodate one family. The
honorable member for Rodney, in his speech
on the Address-in-Reply, cited a case in
Echuca. He said there were 700 selectors in
Echl1ca some years ago, but that the number
\vas now only 127. 1s that another instance
Unquestionably.
That
of aggregation?
land has gone back into the hands of large
owners.
Take the N errin N orrin estate,
which is no\v let on the share system. Eighty
transfera were registered to the owner of the
estat.e in one day'-by the people who held it,
and under the Land Act they paid 5s. per
acre
penalty,
\vhich absolved them
from eompliance with the conditions of
licellce. A great number of others transferred on other days, aud the whole of that
country went into the hands of one owner.
These cases can be multiplied indefinitely. .
Mr. THoMsoN.~Under what Act was
that ~ 'Was it under the Duffy Land Act 1
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, I think it
was. I was a young man when that: Act was
passed. I think, though, it was nnder the
Gmnt Land Act. \"'hen thnt Act was
passed ll'emembcr how H~lgh Glass and his
party came into Stawell, where I was living
at the time, and actually b:ibed every grown
man in the district, offering them auything
from £lU to £50 to go np on to his estate
and dummy it and come back and pay the
penalty demanded by the Departmellt, and
then transfer the land to the owner. This
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was done wholesale, and I remember that
every available conveyance was taken out of
the place to enable it to be done. That
illustrates the evil of permitting the freehold tenure to exist. A man who wanted an
estate for grazing. purposes used it for that
as long as possible, but the very moment
'that settlement wanted to cxtend from
centres of population, and population
went out into the country dif:!tricts,
every ti~e a man built a little house
on a pIece of land anywhere in the
neighbourhood, every time that mCll came
up to work there .on the estate, or on waterworks for the Government, Qr on the roads
for shires, or on. fencing, then everyone
of those men put an added value on to that
estate, and that added value was afterwards
charged back to the very people who had
made it and who had allowed these large
estates to be aggregated. That 'J.dded value
was taken from their pockets, and then they
were debarred from going on to that land themselves by the very added value which they
had created themselves. The position of
Victoria in connexion with the tellure of
land' as compared with the other States is
not a very enviable one. Let us examine it
in the light of figures from engMan. These
arethe:liguresfor 1901-2. In New South
Wales 24'15 per cent., 01 the land has been
sold, 63·83 pel' cent. has been leased, and
12'02 per cent. is not dealt with. In Victoria
the figures are 42'26 per cent. sold, 30'51
per cent. leased, and 27'23 per cent. neither.
Therefore, less than half of the lands in this
~tate are leased in proportion to wbat are
leased in New South W' ales, and very nearly
double the land in Victoria is sold in pruportion to what has been sold in New South
Wales.
Mr. THOMsON.-Much of the land that is
leased in New South 'Wales is not so yaluable.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There [,,1'e many
thousands
of acres in
New SOllth
"\Vales that were considered valueless n p to a
few yeai's ago. Nobody thought the Riverina
plains were worth much until a few years
ago, but land at N arrandera and other
phlces which was considered worthless sandy
desert has proved to be immensely valuable
and fertile for the prod nction of \V heat and
other cereals.
Mr. THo.M:soN.-A lot of the good land
has been abandoned.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-None M this land
was abandoned. I know the district very
well. for I was up there for about three
years. Settlement had been increasing there
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all the time. In Queensland, 3'82 pet' cent.
of the land was sold, 65'44 per cent. was
leased, and 30'74 per cent. was dealt with in
neither way.
For South AURtralia, the
figures were 2'45 per cent.. 33'12 per cent.,
and 64:,43 per cent. In vVestern Australia,
the figures were 1'09 per cent., 15'60 pel'.
cent., and 83'31 percent.; while for Tasmania,
the Toriest State in the group. only 8'76 per
cent. of the land was leased, while 29'17 per
cent. was sold.
~lr. KEAsT.-Can you give us· the production under that distribution in the various
States 1 The leased lands in New South
Wales and South Australia are all squatters'
lands, so that is right against your argument.
1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-I am comparing
Victoria with the other States. The figures
for the Commonwealth are 5'99 pel' cent.
sold, 37'55 per cent. letlsed, and 56'46 pel'
cent. neither; while in New Zealand 35'85
per cent. is sold, 23'81 pel' cent. is leased,
and 40'34 pel' cent. is neither.
Mr. MURRAL-There is a fair quantity
sold in New Zealand then?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, and if it had
not been for the advellt of good government in
New Zealand there would have Leen a lot
more sold. If that party which was hunted
out about twel ve or thirteen .years ago
could get back to power there would be a lot
more sold too. From the ad vices that c')me
from New Zealand to-day, and from statemeuts in the press, there does not seem to be
any prospect whatever of those who want to
'give away the people'S land ever again obtaining the power in that country to alien!l.te
it. The figures r have quoted show that the
leasing system has been less used in Victoria
than ill any of the other large States. 'Ve
have had the wholesale alienation of Ollr
land, and have been letting it go in all
directions. 1\ ow we are reaping our reward,
for we have to purcl1ase back again the land
that we have been selling. We have to go to
the few people who own 42 per cent. of our
land in fee simple and buy it back from
them, until we have reduced that percentage
very considerably. l'he Government propose in this Bill to assume certain rights over
the land that will prevent the llew owners
of it from doing what they like with it for
ever. The Government should go further
and introduce the thin end of the wedge
in order to reduce the alienated lands to
an amount that. will allow prosperity to
be restored to this community. vVe want
to go fnrther still, and ~ventual1y to
aboli:;;h the alienation of our lands, and
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to lease them for ever to the wbole
of the people of this country. I have
done. I merely want to state again the
position I take up in comlexion with
this Bill.
I am opposed to the proposed method of obtaining the necessary
finances. :No Government and no country
can hope to settle a solid yeomallry on the
land under the conditions under which the
Government propose to obtain the money
for this scheme of closer settlement. The
leasehold system is infinitely preferable from
every point of view. The State, moreover,
will have the security in its own hands under
a system of leasehold, and will. be able to
settle a yeomanry on the land and produce
prosperity for the whole State. The system
of compulsory purchase is also wan ted to
enable the Government to get proper land
for the people to settle on.
We need a
system of compnlsion which will not necessitate an appeal to both Houses to pass a
resolution ~ pllt it into force. '''hat we
must have is a dause in this Bill providing
that after the Board has moved in the
matter, the '}1inister, if he decides that it is
in the public interest that an owner shall
sell his estate to the Government, shall have
the final power to declare that the estate
mnst be sold, while providing also that
full compensation shall be paid ill all circumstances to those who have to part with land
which they have obtained under our laws.
Then, in addition, there are the minor points
that no amoun t must be taken from those
who are settling on the land which will
render it impossible for a man of stnall means
to get on the land, and that people with no
means at all shall be given an opportunity
of settling, and that there . must be a
provision in the lease for periodical appraisements. I do not say that that should be
every year or even every five years. Perhaps
it would be sufficient to provide that every
ten years, or even, at first, a more extended
period, the actual yalue of the land shaH be
ascertained, and that the man upon it shall
pay to a good landlord-the State-the
actual valne, or perhaps somewhat less than
would have been demanded from him by a
pri\'ate owner. This, howeyer, must be done
in such a way that in enforcing these conditions the ~tate shall not hunt the man
off the soil. As long as a man uses the
land for the purposes for which it was given
to him so long should ·he have it for a reasonable rental, but he must not be allowed to
approp~'iate the enhanced value which may
be given to his land by the approach of
population.
\Vhen population wants to
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spread, in that process of expansion, those
who have large estates will have to get
back first, but after a while those with
medium-sized estates will have to step out of
the road, and eventually, when the time is
ripe for a system of intense culture, then, if
it is found that a man can live well on 10
acres of land, where to-day he cannot live
well on 50 acres, we shall have to provide, in
order to meet the demand for expansion,
and the demand for better conditions for
humanity, that men with what would be considered to-day only small estates mu.st also
make way. They must give their land, not
without compensation, in order to allow the
people to enjoy good conditions Qf life, so that
they will live in friendship one with another,
not with one man forcing out of the other the
last drop of hlood to increase a banking
account, but with the - whole community
realizing that doctrine which is set forth in
the Bible, of the fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-First
of all I desire to congratulate t.he Government upon having brought in a Bill which
seems to be more liberal and more likely to
accomplish what is desired than we were led
to hope for from the policy unfolded by the
Premier at Brighton. I also desire to congratulate the Leader of the Opposition on bis
approachment to this side (the Ministerial)
side of the Honse.
It seems to me that the
gulf between him and members on this side
of the House is becoming narrower. In fact.,
it will be very necessary for the older membel'S ·of the Opposition to receive a stiffening
from the extr~me members of the party who
. have lately come into the House unless they
are to be assimilated altogether to this side.
There is a promise of the Opposition losing
their leaders, and dwindling down to the
younger brigade. The progressive features
of this Bill, which are to some extant new,
are· the more direct action in obtaining land,
the getting rid of the cumbrous system that
we had under the old Act, and the compulsory principle. Then there is the proposed greater expellditu re of £500,000 a year,
as against the pittance of £100,000 a y.:ar
whiGh we have been doling out for the last
two years. The machinery provisions also are
intended to prevent the object of the Rill
from being frustrated, so that closer settlement shall not be mCl'f'ly a thing of a short
period of time, and shall not become, as
selection became in the past, a means towards
the aggregation of tbese particles into large
areas again. Then the freehold principle is
also affirmed in this Bill. I am very glad to
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see that. Although there are restrictions
placed on the free exchange of property, still
the freehold principle is maintained. The
other features of the Bill are finance. Hut I
woU:ld first of all point out the urgent necessity that has existed for so long for an extended development of our closer settlement
system. The experience we have gained is
certainly valuable, but it has taken us a long
time to make up our minds as to the yalue of
closer settlement. The success of Wando
Vale should have been an object lesson to
inspire us SOOl(1er than it has done to embark
in this wider measure which the :Nlinister of
Lands has now put beflJre us, but, of course,
the matter of financial reform and other
affairs prevented the Government from doing
t.his earlier j but now t~at we are ill a position
to undertake it, I congratulate the Government sincerely on having made a very bold
bid indeed towards placing all effective measure on the statute-book. It must be patent
to all that efforts to put many of our
metropolit.an people who are out of employ_
ment on to the land will result in failure, because even if you could put them on good
land they have not the necessary capital to embark in the industry even uncleI' the conditions
provided in this Bill. Again, from their very
training and environment, t.hey are not
adapted for country pursuits. It is too late
to take a man when old and endeayour to
direct him into llew channels of industry.
But the obtaining of employment for a large
number of the citizens of this State who find
that the protected induslries of the State do
not afford them that employment which it
was snggested they would provide, and the
provision of a living for the artisans and the
labourers of the city of Melbourne, rests in
finding occupation for a large llUnlber of
people on the land, and thus bringing about
an increased production from the land, which
will eventually give employment in the city.
We find from the statistics which have been
lately published that more than one-third of
the people of the State are living in the city
of Melbourne, alJd that considerably over
one-half of the people of the State are li'dng
in ten of the largest towns of the State.
Such a condition of thing's cannot exist for
long, unless we have greater production and
ogreater"development from the hIdden lVealth
which is stored in the laud. It is patent to.
all that our manufacturing industries have
no possible hope of finding a market outside
the Commonwealth. W'hatever ,production
there is in our manufacturing ind nstries in
the city, it is absolutely bound to find a
market only in the Commonwealth, because
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the conditions outside are snch that it is impossible for them to compete outside the
Common weal tho
)'Ir. MACKINNON.--vVhat about butter?
}Ir. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-'rhat
.is an indigenous industry which fillds its
market abroad.
:Mr. THmIso~.-And it got a bonus.
.
::\11'. K\VEN. CAMERON (Glenel.q).-A
bOllllS is not protection, and every solid protectionist is opposed to the bonus system.
I am speaking of those industries which are
referred to now as languishing in the cities.
It is impossible for us to give them greater
assistance except by takillg greater production fron~ the land. That being so, it is
absolutely necessary that we should take the
fullest opportunity, both with the Crown
lands and the private lands we have, of
putting the people llPon the land, and the
question is-". 'Vill this Bill effect the object
aimed at~" There is everything to he gained
by its being a success, and the provisions
embodied in it will strike most people as
being able to acaomplish its object. "V hat
is required is to get good land in suitable
districts near rail ways, to put the right sort
of people upon the land, and to get that land
at a fl:1.ir price. I think that will prove the
Cl'llX of the sitnation when t.he administration of the Act €omes into force. The
provisions in the Bill to which I shall possibly
take objection are those in connexion with
the coercive powcrs. I think the Minister
has not gOlle far enough there. I think that
to some extent the Bill will be found deficient in the coercive power which the
~li11ister has taken .for the purpose of accomplishing its object.
)oIl'. MURRA Y.-I am afraid the other side
will assimilate you.
111'. E 'iVEN CAMERON (Glene1g).-I think
there is considerable danger of the Government being got at under the arbitration
clauses after the resort to compulsory pur.chase, and for my own part I intend to move'
an amendment there that will help them
considerably. With the Leader of the Opposition, I think there are features absent
from this Bill which are a necessary corollary
of it if you are going to obtain the success
that has attended the system in New Zealand. The i.eader of the OppositiOll has reo
. ferred to the system of land taxation which
exists ill New Zealand. That is no doubt
an important factor in obtaining land there at
a fair value, but although we have not that
svstem here-and it is one we should
have-the Government can accomplish their
object without it .. if they will accept the
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little amendment that I inter.d in committee
to move. But I do think that a propel'
system of land taxation is a necessary corolhuy of closer settlement - not for the
purpose of being used in a confiscatory sense
at all-bnt as I shall refer to that when the
Budget proposals come on, I do not think.
it is necessary to pursue the subject fllrther
here. A great deal of talk will no doubt
range around the coercive principle which is
applied in this Bill.
Mr. MURllAY.-Would YOll mind using
another word ~ 'fhis Government does not
like the terms" coercive" and "coercion."
.Mr. MACKINNoN.-Tbey had enough of
that in the Rail way Strike Bill.
Mr. E\VEN CAMEHON (Glenelg).-I do
not recognise much difference between com·
pulsion and coercion; but if this Government do not like "coercion" I may tell tbem
that they have 0ften used coercion. Coercion
is objected to by both sides of the House
when it applies to their 0\\ 11 particular party.
It was absolutely necessary to do a great
right to use coercive measures with some
gentlemen whom honorable members on the
other (the Opposition) side defended very
strongly. Although they are the socialistic
elemcnt, they refer to the most socialistic
Bill t.hat was ever introdu.ced into this Chamber as if it was an instrnment of tyranny,
when it was for the purpose of protecting the
interests of the people as a whole.
An HONORABLE MKlIIBE(C- Wha,t Bill was
that?
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-'l'he
Strike Bill.' I do not mind what terms YOIl
apply to me-whether you accuse me of
Socialism, coercion, or extreme indi vidualisrn ..
There is not an Act of Parliament on the
statute-book that is Il0t more or less socialistic, and there are a number of Acts which
are more coerci ve than this Bill or the New
Zealand Act. Look at the Factories Act, for
instance, and llumerous other Acts ill which
the coercive element is applied. It is no
new principle in connexion with land legislation. It has been found necessary in older
countries of the world than Victoria to introd nce coercion. Not so long ago it was found
necessary in Prussia, when, after the battle
of J ena, there was a financial collapse, to
give the peasantry freehold possession of
their land.
'fhe revolution in Fra.nce accomplished the same thing.
It was also
accomplished in Russia by the liberation of
the serfs, and the same thing waS done in
Denmark at the instance of Bishop Munroe.
It was also done in Ireland by the British
Government. It has been fOlUld uecessary
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to do it in every country in the world, even
in conservative England, against the best
system of landlordism in Europe. It is no
new principle, and I cannot understand objections to it when we are compensating
owners to the full. But we should not eompensate them for more than the full value of
the land. I t is necessary to provide such
machinery as would insure not only the landowners getting fairplay, but that those
who occupy the land after them will also get
fair play. Viewing all the advantages that
will accrue from the. successful ca.rrying out
of this policy, the poetical imagination of the
Premier has compared this Bill to a beautiful'
maiden with locks of golden hair- a being
beautiful and bright, a smiling face, suggesting something of an apgel light to weary
hearts that call across the void of want.
The Minister of Lands, in introducing the
Bill, ber.ought honor~ble me.mbers to deal
gently with this ideal nymph of beauty, and
the honorable gentleman asked that there
should be no incontinence ill the manner in
which it. was treated. I would remind the
honorable gentleman that anything so beautiful is apt to raise passions that req uire the
most strenuous restraint from the most loyal
members of the Chamber-
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Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenel,q).-For
the reason that the man who will represent
the Crown will only attempt to get fai), play
and evenhanded justice, like a Crown Prosecutor, who never takes the extreme view, but
has always to put. the fair view, while the
othel' side never puts anything but the
extreme view. An honorable member suggests that yon should have an auctioneer.
1£ you were to have an auctioneer as arbitratorYou may as well spread out the unsul1'd heaps
Of miser's treasure by an outlaw's den,
And tell me it is safe, as bid me hope
Danger will wink on opportunity.

You have oHly to see the arbitration which
has been condacted at the expense of the
GQvernment in the closing of hotels, or in
any matter in which the Government goes to
arbitration. As a matter of fact, the Railway Department prefer to pay excessive
amounts rather than go to arbitration.
It
is only when large amounts are involved that
they think it worth the cost of gGJiIlg to
arbitration on the part of the Government as
against the public.
I propose to have an
amendment put in the arbitration clause
which shall preclude the Court giving more
than 25 times tbe annual value of any property the State is purchasing. That is a fair
But beauty, like the fair Hesperian tree,
Laden with blooming gold, had need the guard provisio.n, and one which has governed the
capital values of estates for a long time.
Of dragon-watch, wi1h unenchanted eye,
To save her blossoms, and defend her fruit,
As a matter of fact., municipal valuations
From the rash hand of bold incontinence.
are on the.basis of 5 per cent. on the capital
I t.hink it absolutely necessary in connexion value.
Mr. MURRAy.-Don't you thillk it would
with this measure that \... e. shonld provide a
Ie guard of dragon-watch with un enchanted
be as difficult to get at the annual value as
eye." I am afraid that without the guard the capital value?
of that unenehanted eye, in eonnexion with
Mr. EWEN .CAMEHO~ (Glenelg).-It
the proYisions for the Court, we may run wonld be an easy matt erfor the vendor to show
some risk of having their "iflions made some- his retul'l1S from the property, and his inwhat oblique. Unless some other provisions come tax returns, if he chose to go to the
are put in to protect this splendid vision of trouble.
An HONORABLE :ME;\IBEB.. -How if he has
beauty and loveliness, )vhich is to accomplish
such happiness for all our people in the future, not used it to the best advantage ~
Mr_ EWEN CAMEHON (Glenelg).-If he
there will be improprieties in this Court,
whieh is certainly put there to act in a judi- haE not used it to the best adyantage he has
cit\l spirit. One of the members is to aot for no right to keep it from people who wish to
the vendor, and he will certainly be mo)'e an use it to the best advantage ..
advocate than an umpire. The gentleman
Mr. MURUAY.-Yon stick to poetry towho will represent the Crown will just obtain night-that is your line.
fair play and justice for the Crown, and no
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-At
more. The representative of the owner on any rate, under the provisions of the prethe Bench will necessarily be an expert in sent Irish Land Act, the purchase value
ascertaining values, and he will have bnt one of an estate has been estimated in some
aim, and that will be to protect the owner, cases at 18~,sometimes 22,somet.imes 25 times
and there will nc,t lie so much skill in pro- the allnual value, but the average is under
tecting the Crown.
25 times the annual value. 1 contend that
Mr. 'rHOlISO~.- Why should not the 25 times the annual value is a liberal price to
Crown man be as good as the other ~
pay, inasmuch as it is 4 per cent. on the
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capital value, and none of the land·owners
are earning 4 per cent. at the prices they
wi~hed to sell.
If you have no provision
such as this, you: will not be able to buy land
worth the money in order to make the closer
settlement policy a success. Yon have to
remember that land has been appreciating in
value, and tha.t the circumstances are different here· from what they were in New
Zealand when the closer settlement scheme
was initiated there. It is idle to point to
N ewZealand as a success, without estimating
all the factors that were present, and whIch
contributed to its success. It is closer settlement that has made a success of New Zea·
land, but other factors have made closer
settlement a success. You can only object to
the amendment I propose to put in, because
it is in advance of the Government coercive
principle. You may as well object to the
coercive principle altogether. You will find
amongst the strongest individualists men who
have defended the coercive principle, and who
would have applied it especially in connexion
with land laws.
I suppose there was no
stronger advocate of individualism than Herbert Spencer, and in his work Justice he laid
down tho principle that coercion can be j ustifled, for he saysWhen the surrounding conditions are such thd
a. society is endarlgered bodily by other societies,
its required coercive constitution is one which, far
thou~h it may be from the absolutely, is yet
relatively right-is the least wrong which circum·
stances allow.
.

Political conduct is guyernt·d by the relative
condition of things, and not by the abstract
condItion of things. If this is necessaryand we affirm that it is necessary, and if we
embark in it we have satisfied our minds that
it is necessary-we shall have to take the
most practical !Steps to carry it out and meet
0bjections. vVe want to avoid injustice, and
to guard the State hom suffering any im• position ill connexian with the matter.
Thorold Rogers, lect.urerto Oxford U ni versity,
the most comervative school in Europe--.
:1\1r. MACKINNON-He was not the most
qonservative man in Europe.
Mr. E'VEN CAMERON (Glenelg.)-That
is why they selected him to amend the
Oxford economics. First of all he taught
those young men of Oxford to cut their prejudice against the grain, and that· there
were privileges belonging to landlords which
should not be allowed in England. Among
the measures which he said justified coercion
were the placing of agricultural labourers on
the land, and the housing of the poor. In
his essay, Socialism and Land, he says-
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There are two urgent socia.l evils which no return
to equity will cure for a generation, or two genera·
tion~ may be, and therefore require interference
with what under a more wholesome system might
still be deemed the rights of property. These are
the h'using of the poor and the settlement of
agricultural labourers upon the land. It is inevitable that the greatest hardships in the sbape of
rent are the lot of those whose wage income is
small. It is obvious that the law which enc.ourages
monopolies makes that lot harder.

Further on, he also saysI once saw a lease of a nobleman's London
estate in Elizabeth's reign. It was £30 a year.
At the present time it is reputed 1.0 give a rent of
a quarter of a million. This growth is entirely 1 he
\ work of the people, and of their presence, and of
their outlay. To call on such a person to make a
solid contribution to wards the housing of those
whose presence has made his income seems to be
supremely just and politic, whatever the Liberty,
Property, and Defence' Association may allege.

An HONORABLE MEMBER.-You will come
over to this (the Opposition) side now.
Mr. MURRAY.-He is right over there
now.
Mr. EWEN C.A~lRRON (Glenelg).-The
Emperor of Germany laid down the S:lll1e
principle-not the present Emperor, but his
grandfather, a very much saner individual.
It was laid down in the legislation of Stein
and Hardenberg. 1.'he coerCive principle, or
compulsory r:rinciple, can be defended on the'
grounds of jurisprudence, and the most
eminent jurists have defended it.
Mr. MGRRAY.-What did the Emperor
say?
I like to hear the opinion of
EmpCl"Ors.
:Mr. EvVEN CAMI~RON (Glenelg).Shall I get the life of Stein and quote it~
Mr. ~IuHRAY.-You have given enough
already. Your poetic effusions are wasted
on the honorable member fGlr Dandenong.
You are talking above his hend.
Mr. E"YEN CAMERON (Glenelg}.-I
may be standing above him.
~Ir. KEAST.- Y ou stand very high at all
t.imes.
Mr. MURRA y.-Only to-night.
Mr. E'VEN CAMERON (Glenelg).vVhen the Minister of Lands was referring
to these proposals it struck me that he was
almost apologizing for having them in the
Bill. It seemed to me that he had a tone
somewhat of regret for having put them
there, and for that reason-they are only to be
exercised at all by resolution of the two
HOllses. I agree with the Leader of the
Opposition that this is altogether unnect'ssary. I think it will be a great mistal~e if
the two Houses of Parliament have to debate
any property that is to be dealt wit h under
this Bill. Once you affirm the principle of
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compulsory purchase there is no need tl)
affirm it again in connexion with the
purchase of any particular piece of land. I
am quite willing to trust the Minister 'of
Lands, whoever he may be, to put this
prinuiple in force in connexion with any
property he wishes to acquire. I do not
think that any man can be Miuister of Lands
who will have 80 little common sense or sense
of justice as to act in an arbitrary fashion,
or that the House would indorse his action
if he did.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Ho is but one
of a Ministry.
:Mr. E\VEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-It
would be subject to a report to this House. I
say that theExeclltive should take the responsibility as to whether they would acquire a
property or not, find if they make a mistake
we can deal with them afterwards. rro that
extent I agree that this provision is a blot
on the Bill. }<'irst of all, it leads to endless
debate, and there is just the possibility of a
man's property being debated and damaged,
and finally rejected, and the owner put to a
great deal of inconvenience over the matter.
It would be better not to have the principle
at all than to have it to be played with as a
game of shuttlecock and battledoor by
the question being introduced into both
Houses and dealt with by both Houses before
the purchase is decided upon. If you
have an effective measure of compulsory
purchase I dare say you will not require to
use it, but I donot think the Bill is effective
as it is now, because if the owner does nob
get what he want::! he will take the risk of
the compulsory purchase provisiolls to get
more, and will go to court. For that reason
it is absolu tely necessary that you !:lh(!)u ld
have a provision to arrive at the actual value
of the property, and not the sentimental
value. It will be easy for a man to say that
if he had done this or done that he might
have made much more from the property.
:Mr. MURRAY.-If you take it by the
compulsory means yon propose, tbe compensation court will have to fix the valne.
l\lr. E"'~EN CAMERON (Glenelg).Quite so, and that is why I say that the
Court should have selme guiding principle
besides that provided in the Bill. The Bill
says that the value of the land is to be assessed as at the time it is taken for closet·
settlement. There is no guiding principle as
to what is the value of land. '1 here are any
Humber of properties let in Victoria at an
annual rental value, and surely that is the
basis of thfl value of the property. At any rate,
it will take 25 times the leasing value; tlla t
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would be a fair value. It might be said that
the owner of that land at Colac could have
made more out of the land if it was used for
agriculture. III most cases more could not
be made out of the land. Properties that
are lying idle at the pt"esent time could not
be cultivated or used for dairying without
employing labour, and if labour had to be
employed by the owners it would be less
profitable than using the land for grazing.
I say that for the next 30 years the tenants
on the Eurack estate will b.e working for
Chirnside.
Mr. rrHm1sox.-Yon said that about
'farrington estate.
Mr. EWE~ CAMKRON (Glenelg).-Yes;
and I would say it about the EUlllerella
estate if the Government had bought it -at the
price at which it was s0ld.
Mr. TH0:\ISoN.-They had an opportunity
of buying it at £6.
l\1r. EWEN CAMERON (Glenel.q).-~o;
it was never offered to them, and they had
not the power nnder the law of making an
offer for it.
Mr. THOl\ISO~.- Why did the Government
send a man to val ue it ~
Mr. E\VEN CAMERON(Glenelg).-They
had permission. I know that, as I auted
in the matter. They refused to offer it to
the Government at any price under the
present conditions of the law. It is absolutely necessary for the man going on the
land to earn both interest and working expenses, and to make a living as well. A man
would not be able to do that, and conform
to the financial pl'ovi;:;ions of this Bill, at
the price that property brought, and you
are taking yery strict measures to provide
that a man must either conform to the financia] provisions of the Bill or be turned off the
land. Would you have a system of constant
evictions when the land is not retnrning interest and sinking fund, and giving a Jiying
to the people ~ You must look at the conditions that prevail in normal seasons. 'rhe
price of the produce that comes from the
land will be determined by the export market.
As an honorable member pointed out to·day,
hay has been sold at 12s. 6d. At present it
is only worth 20s. to 22s. 6d. a ton.
Mr. KEAST.-It, is not worth that.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg). -That
is the quotation of Greenfield and Company
in the A~Htralasian, and I trust that anctioneers speak the truth occasionally. The
Melbourne quotations are higher, but as a
rule Ballarat men are fairly accnrate in all
their qnotations of the local market. Whatever production you take from the land it il:i
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only that production which is suitable for
the export market that you can look to for
the men to make a living, such as butter,
meat, wool, wheat, or dairy produce generally. Th:) market that determines the value
of these exists outside of Australia. You
have the competition of the whole world in
the markets that determine the value of these
produots. In London and other markets
you have the production of cheaper lands and
cheaper labour from other places. As a
matter of fact the appreciation of land in
the western district and Gippsland was owing
to the drought, and when good seasons prevailed in other parts land val ues there declined.
Mr. THO:IISON. - The appreciation in
Gippsland and the western district came
before the drought.
Mr. E'VEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-The
position is that you put men on land at
a high price when the land is depreciating.
On the 'Vando Vale Estate, at the land values
going to-day, you w<i>uld go nearer to £9
than to £6 2s. 6d. for interest and sinking
fund. Look at the material difference to the
settlers at ""'lando Vale if thoy had to earn
interest and sinking fund at £9 instead of £6
2s. 6d. This year the settler at 'Yando Vale
is having a very small return for his produce,
while during the drought he had 600d crops
of wheat and hay alld good prices, as the
people also had at 'Yerribee alld Ararat,
owing to the shortness of the supply through.
out Australia and the demand in the other
Colonies and in South Africa. These couditions do not prevail now, and there is more
hay in Victori.\. a't present than we are likely
to use during the next two or three years.
Mr. Tno)lsoN.-They can go in for
dairying.
.Mr. EvYEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-If
they go in for dairying they will have to face
the competition in the world's market, and
the price of Australian butter is only 84s. in
the world's market to-day. VVe shall have to
get land at sllch a price that it will earn interest
and sinking fllnd, and provide a living for
the people we put on it, and there is a great
dau~er that this result will not be accomplished if land is going to be acquired at
sentimental values. Take the position of
New Zealand when the closer settlement
system was inaugurated there. Land at
that period had depreciated in valne some 50
per cent. Land was pointed out to me on
the Waimea plains by a manager of a bank
which was originally worth £12 to £13 an
acre, and he told me that that land could be
bought in 1886 for £6 an acre. From
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that period until 1892 there was no sale
for produce of any kind in New Zealand.
Fat sheep were worth from 28. to 3s. a head.
There was no outlet for prod nce from the
land: They had overborrowed, they were in
the depths of financial distress, financial institutions were in a state of collapse, and
hmd values had declined; but just at
the eritical moment when almost everyone
was in despair they discovered a means of
freezing mutton and putting it on the
London market. They made a success of the
frozen meat industry, and at that time the
Government began to acquire lands for closer
settlement. The Government were able to
obtain land under,the voluntary system at a
fair value. 'Vith the increased proceeds from
the land which came from the development
of the frozen meat industry there were not
only increased returns, but an appreciation
of land values. The success of the scheme of
closer settlement in X ew Zealand lay iu the
circumstances surrounding its inception, but
those circumstances do not exist uow,
and it will be very difficult for those who
are put on land at the present t.ime to
make the success of the earlier settlers,
who had always a rising market before them.
If you look at the statistics for New Zealand,
a country which is constantly cited as an example for Victoria, you will find that the
wealth of New Zealand per head is less
than the wealt.h per head 1n VictOl'ia, 'and
the public debt in New Zealand is £26 per
head more tban in Victoria, while, their total
wealth is some £20 pel' head less. If YOll
look at the agricultural statistics, you will
find that last year we in Victoria grew
26,000,000 'of bushels of wheat, while in
New Zealand they had only 6,000,000
bushels, although they have all the advantages of climate to produce heavy crops. As
a matter of fact, it iF; only the great frozen
meat industry that has made New Zealand
progress, and New Zealand is at present a
pastoral country rather than an agricultural
country. They have uot the congestion of
people in towns that is seen elsewhere, and
that is a condition which is always seen in a
pastoral country. In Victoria the population
iS'in large centres, whilst in New Zealand
the largest population in a city is something like 68,000 in Auckland. Those are
the conditions which are present in New
Zealand and not present here, and to argue
that we have only to follow on the same lines
is to assume that we have all the factors
which have appertained to their success.
vVe have not. 'Ve are starting
closet· settlement under conditions which,
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if not closely guarded, may' lead to
disaster, and not tend to success at all.
The first essential'is to get land at a' proper
value. It would be infimitely better for the
Government to spend their £500,000 in the
first year in putting people on the land along
the Murray that can be wate.red from Tooleybuc and put in a productive condition.
~ir SAMUEL GILLOT'I.'.-That involves a
question whether we can initiate that.
Mr. E WEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-I
presume that the objection of South A us·
tralia will be overcome.
Assuming that
that is a myth, I say that it is better to prepare that land for closer settlement than to
waste a large amount of capital in gi ving too
That is one fea~ure
high a price for land.
that the Government ar~ providing for in this
Bill, for under t.his measure Crown lands can
be taken under the clos.er settlement policy,
and it would be a good thing if we took the
best of the Crown lands and Jealt with them'
rather than pay extravagant prices for freehold land. 'rhe .Minister of Lands referred
to the large number of estates which were
under offer to the Government. I should be
glad to hear the prices at which they were
offered.
Mr. KEASl'.-'rhe average is £6 3s. 8d.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glene(g.)-I
undertake to say that if we paid £4 lOs.,
that would represent the full value at
25 times the amount of what the owners
. are making out of them. I bave been
informed that with respect to the Eurack
estate the Government gave too much
for it, and the experience of the Department shows that they have done so.
Now, £2 on property worth only £8 is just
25 pet' cent. too much. .The same thing
applies to the Whitfield estate. If I were administering the Closer Settlement Act, I
would never ask those gentleme~ to value
for me. When the Government. have valuers
who make valuations like this it is absolutely
necessary to have some safeguard \V hen they
are buying these properties-either by means
of ::n Arbitration Court or by fixing a limit,
and the limit; I would suggest is 25 times
the present annual value of the land. That
is a fair valuation for any property. In
speaking of New Zealand, and showing
how well the p(2ople of Victoria have done,
and how they have made the most of their
opportunities as contrasted with New Zealand, I would point out that New Zealand
has 104,000 square miles of land, or something ·over 60,000,000 acres. Victoria has
only 88,000 square miles. At the same time,
New Zealand is a much more fertile country,
Session 1904.-[20J
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carrying 20,000,000 sheep as against Victoria's 1l ,000,000. New Zealand is, therefore, much more of a pastoral. country, and
its land is much richer.
It is not
subject to drought in any part of its
territory. But when we compare the production of ~ ew Zealand apart from the
pastoral industry, we find that it is very
small in comparison with what the people in
this State are producing from the land. The
Leader of the Opposi~ion read out the number of millions of pounds of wool that are
produced in New Zealand.
'Would the
honorable member value this State more if
we were' increasing' our prod nctioil of wool
rather than the intense industries which we
are endeavouring to foster? \Yhen 1 hear
the praises of N cw Zealand I seem to echo
the words of the Premier that we are doing
twice as much as New Zealand, and pur prod!.lCtion has been twice as great. 1'0 argue
that the prosperity of New Zealand is due
either to its socialistic legislation or to its
socialistic system of closer settlement is
simply to be blind to all the facts. The
Minister of Lands has already pointed out
that in New Zealand only 7,000 people have
been put on the land under the closer settle·
ment seheme.
Mr. MURRAY.-Up to March last year
there were only 7,2UO.
Mr. EWEN CAMEB.ON (GZen('l,g).'When we consider also that something like
£3,000,000 has been spent in closer. settlement in New Zealand, honorable members
will understand that a great number 0f these
people are engaged in purely pastoral industries, and not in agriculture at all. In
our own case before we can give allY relief to
our people there must be a great increase of
intense culture. It. will be useless for us to
cut up our land into small areas if those
areas are to be used only for gra~ing.
Mr. THQ:\ISON.-IlJ New Zealand they have
over 11,000,000 acres of grass land.
Mr. EvVEN CAMEB.ON (Glenelg).-They
0nly grow 6,000,000 bushels of wheat,
although the yield per acre is very large. It
is true they grow a great deal of oats.
"Kevert.heless New Zealand it:; entirely dependent upon her export trade, and so shall we
be to a large extent. Before we can relieve
the congestion of population in the towns we
mllst have industries, such as the dairying
industry, that will employ a great deal of
labour, and for that reason we must have
good la.nd, and that land must be sold at a
price that will ena.ble those who are placed
~pon it to live.
'With regard to the financial
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provisions of this Bill to which the Leader of
the Opposition took exception, I do not see
a.nything ill them that is at all objectionable.
::\1r. MURRAY.-The Leader of the Opposition admitted that he had taken to the
stndy of finance somewhat late in life.
Mr. EWEN CA~lERO.N (Glenel.rJ).-The
proposal. to issue 3 per cent. stock may
be a mIstake, because I find that we do
not get as good value for OLlr 3 per
cent. stock as we do for OLlr
per cent.
stock. "Ye pay more in interest in the one
case than in the other. But there is some
£lO,OOO,qoo of public money invested
through the Savings Banks in the Trust
~un~s, and those in charge of the Credit
~onCl.er system take at present something
lIke £1,200,??0 or £1,400,000 of that money
undet" condItIOn'S that are a great success.
I would. suggest that the Government should
rais.e the interest on Savings Banks dePOSIts to 3} per cent., and use the monev for
the purposes of closer settlement.
That
~ould be an admirable security for the sav111gS of the people, inasmnch as if you put
a man ou the lctnd he will have to erect a
house upon it and make other improvemeuts, and he will not want to leave the
home he has built up by his own labour. 'Ve
may be sure that a man who is workin a on
his own home will endeavour to mak~ the
best use of it. I totally disagree with the
contention of the Leader of the Opposition as
to the perpetual leasing system.' As a
matter of fact there is no such thing as a
perpetual lease if you have periodical valuations. vVith periodical valuations the conditions are such as to render the holder of the
lease subject to competition. He will be
just as much subject to competiti~n as he
would be if the land were leased to him by
private individuals instead of by the Government.
Mr. COLECHIN.- vVe do not say that he
shall be subject to competition.
. Mr. EWEN CAMERO N (&!lenelg).-That
Ie because the honorable member does not
understand the conditions that exiRt under
periodical valuations. I am able to show to
demonstration that what is termed a perpetual lease, with periodical valuations, is
~ubject to competition, and you cannot help
It.
:Mr. TouTcHER.-They do not have periodical valuations in New Zealand.
. Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-That
IS another matter, but the object of hal'iuO'
periodical valuations is to secure for th~
people the unearned increment of the land.
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~'Ir. MURRAY.-That was the contention
of the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr.. EWEN CAMERON (Glene(q).-I
h~ve a valnable book here, called Black Li.5t,
WIth .the programme of the Labour Party
~lpon It, and I always fortify myself by readlUg the platform of that party, and also the
utt~rances of its leaders.
I understand that
the aim and object of that part.y is ul timately to acquire for the Crown the right to all
the land in the State, and thus do a\yay with
all freehold. In other words, the Crown is
to'beoome the sole owner of land.
Mr. MURR-\.Y.-In the platform I think it
is called the nationalization of land.
Mr. EWEN CAMEROS (Glenelg).-As
I say, under a perpetual lease, jf you arc to
have periodical v::tluC),tions, it is not possible
to avoid competition. First of all, you cannot arrive at any vaillation except on the
basis of the demand for laud, and that
demand itself is created by competition.
Suppose that all these men had perpetual
leases. and that the Government made
periodical valuations, the Goyernmcnt would
simply say to them" If you are not prepared
to take the land at t hat valuation there are
other people quite ready to do so." Therefore there will always be .competition for the
land just as much as though it remained in
private ownership.
Mr. MURRAY.-Under private ownership
that sort of thing used to be called" rackrenting."
Mr. E'YEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-The
private owner eould only get as much rent as
was rendered possible by the demand for
la.nd, and if the Government are to get the
unearned increment \"hich the private landowner now gets, the unfortunate tenant will
be subject to the same competition whether
he is the tenant of the Government or the
tenant of a private iudi vidual. In other
words, a perpetual lease with periodical
valuations is simply a myth,. and it is one
which I am sure will never commend
itself t<:> the people of this State.
I had
the pleasure of explaining it to my constituents
in opposition to the representative of the
Labour Party, and I think that in some cases
he was rather inclined to repudiate the whole
of the platform of that party, and rather
sorry to have to defend it in the country.
Mr. COLEcHI~.-I do not suppose he
ever said so.
Mr. EWEN CAMERO~ (Glenelg).-I
am glad tv see one particular principle introduced into this Bill, and that is the socialistic
principle of carrying the conditions or
the lease into the Crown grant. It is per-
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fectly true that if this is nol; done there will
be some aggregation of these properties into
larger areas. The conditions which exist
under the old Closer Settlement Act are
such that no doubt many of those who
have gone on to the land, and have borrowed
money, are glad to sell ou t at the end of six
years to their neighbonrs, and I think the
Government have very wisely incorporated in
this Bill a provision to prevent that kind of
thing. I wonld point out to the Leader of
the Opposition, who spoke of the way in
which the lands were acqnired in the early
days, that it was entirely the fault of Liberal
G0\7ernments that the aggregation of large
estates in the vVestern district took place.
Under the liberal land laws which
were passed, there was a areat deal
of settlement in that part ,. of Vit:toria.
The squattors
were absolutely
forced to protect themseh'es if possible, inasmuch as they would otherwise have to sell
out their floeks which they had got together
at a great cost, anc~ they were compelled to
get as much land as they possibly could. In
doing that they were tyrannized over by the
land sharks.
~fr. :\luRRAY.-They raised dummying to
a fiue art in tha~ part of the coulltry.
:Mr. E \VEX CAMEHON (GleneZ,q).-rrbat
was simply done by these sharks. -Wherever
you go now throughout the vVesterll district
you will see here and there a few straggling
shrubs, the remains of what was once a garden, a few fruit trees standing in an open
paddock, or the remnants of a broken-down
chimney, all indicating that these places were
once the abodes of men. Directly land.of a
more valuable character became available
auywhere else under a new and more progressive Land Act these people sold out and
tuok up some of the new land. By that system they got the name of co~katoos, because
they flocked from field to field. In the same
way when the first Closer Settlement Act
was passed a llum bel' of the people sold the
land they had previously held, so as to take
up the land under that measure.
They
wanted to be in a position in w Lich they
could take an oath that they did not own
any land, just as many people got rid of
their properties in order to obtain old-age
pellsions.
Mr. MURRAy.-They were something like
the dog that was carrying a bone o\'er the
stream.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-Yes,
they very s(l)on found that under the ad ministration of MI'. Shiels they had parted with
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the substance, and had only the shadow left.
I want to point out another danger that is
in fI'ont of the Minister administering this
measure, and I hope he will long continue ttl
administer it, because I am sure he is perfectly sympathetic with those who desire to
settle on t.he land. I want to sh~\Y how
legislation is often defeated, and does not
sllcceed in accomplishillg its aim. There is
a danger in front of this Bill in connexion
with the proposal that the Government
should go into the market with £500,000 to
spend every year. That will have the effect
of inflating land values. Our fi:-st Closer
Settlement Act had that effect to a certain
extent, and that \'ery fact has induced other
people to cut up their land f(Jr closer settlement. If it is known that the Government
is gOIng to bid at auction for a piece of land
-and jt will be impossible to do that withont sendillg S0me one to value it beforehandI venture to say that tbe reserve will be
fixed accordingly.
Mr. TouTcIIIm.-That shows the necessity
of the compulsory c!auses.
Mr. E'VEN CAMERON (Glenel,q).-The
object of this Bill is to help those who need
assistance, and llot those ,vhorequire no help.
The object is not to inflate land values, but
to acquire land at a fair valne-that is to
say, at its producing capacity. The ohject
is not to displace one rnall's industry by the
indu_stry of another mall, but it is to put
more people upon the land, so as to make it
more prvductive than it is at present. It is
altogether unfair and would defeat the object
of the Bill to increase the value of land, because that would not. benefit the struggling
man, but would merely benefit the large
land-owner, who gets the advantage of the
labour of others. In the case of the Eurack
estate, we have had 1\1r. Chirnside not only
selling his property, but also getting a mortgage over the fingers and thumbs of those
dairying on that property while earning the
excess price during 31! years.
Mr. KEAsT.-That is not my Mr. Chirnside.
~lr. E'V'EN CAMERON (Glf'11,Plg).-If
the 'V'erribee Park were 250 miles from :Melbourne it would not be worth more than
£3 lOs., which would represent its graziug
value. Owing to its proximity, however, to
the Melbourne market, I understand that my
honorable friend squeezed something like
£17 lOs. per acre for it.
Mr. KEAST.-Do you know that Werribee
saved this country during the drought by its
supplies of hay and other fedder?

I
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:Mr. EvVEN CAMERON (Qlenelg).There is plenty of land of equal value that
would grow three times as much hay lying
idle in Victoria, but in districts remote from
the market.
Mr. KEAS'l'. -Drought-stricken districts.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-No ;
there is plenty of that land in the Western
district. I would point out to the Government that they will need to be very careful
indeed if they are to accomplish what they
aim at.
'rho crnx of the Bill is to obtain
land at a fair value, and then to put the
right people upon it, and r do not thiuk the
Bill as it stands will accomplish those objects.
However, lam sllre that honorable members
will assist the Government in every way
they can when the Bill gets into committee.
Another provision in the Bill that may defeat Ollr object in acquiring properties is
the provision that the owner of an estate
purchased by the Government may select
and retain £10,000 worth of the land.
~lr. COLEcHIN.~That is another blot.
Mr. EVrEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-'l'hat
is a blot where the owners do not reside on
the property, but when the owners do reside
on the land, I think it is only fair that they
should have this privilege. Wh8l..1 the Bill
is in committee I intend to move an amendment that where the owner or some member of his family has been residing on
the land for fi ve years he shall have the
pri'ilege of selectmg £10,000 worth from
the estate. The object of the Government
will no doubt be to purchase estates in which
the whole of the laud is good, and if the eyes
have been picked out of it by the owuer
that object will be largely frustrated. If a
large farming population is placed upon the
rest of the bnd, it will mean that the value
of the £10,000 worth will be groatly in-creased, and tlH~ previous owner of the estate
will be able to lease his land to the new
settlers at much higher rentals than would
otherwise be the. case. They ,,;i11 provide
the plant and the necessary labour, and he
will be able to exploit them to his own advantage. That result can be obviated to some
extent, where the estate is only leased or
where the owner is an absentee, by the
adoption of the amendment [suggest. I
presume that in most instances the Government will be loath to 'disturb those who are
living on theil' own property, and that the
first properties to be acquired for closer
settlement will be those where the owners
are non-resident. In those instances I do not
think it is necessary to give the owner the
option of selecting any part of the estate.
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Now I have probably said all that it is necessary for me to say about the Bill at this
stage .. I only hope it will have the effect of
unlocking some of that wealth which has not
been made the best use of in the past, and
that, in t.he words quoted by Mr. Shiels
when he was speaking of the droughtWealth no more shall rust in mounded heaps,
But smit with freer light snall slowly melt
In many streams to fatten lower lands.

I hope that the whole of our expectatiollS
will be realized, and that any suggestions
that may be made by the supporters of the
Government to better secure the objects of
the Bill will not be treated in a hostile
spirit.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-As I have been connected with land all my life in this State, as
well as in some of the othel" States, I think I
m::ty make a few practical remarks on this Bill,
although I do not think I am in the least
likely to soar into poetry' about it. I am
entirely in favoUl' of closer settlement. We
have built our railways and our towns, and
we mnst now build up a population to keep
them going. There is no one in this House
who is rnore favorable to closer settlement,
or more alive to its possible advantages, than
I am. Of course, the question arises, what is
the best possible way to use the land? Let
me make a few remarks about the vari(!)us
clauses of the Bill. The first clause to which
J take any objection-and it is only a small
matter -is clause 5, sub-clause (6). The
Minister proposes that members of the Board
shall be paid £300 per annum apiece, and
that that is to be the maximum amount: He
provides that the chairman is to be paid one
guiliea per sitting more than the other members. 1 would point out that the class of
mon you will get for that amount will not be
a very good. class. unless YOll allow them to
take outside business as well.
Mr. THo;\fso~.-I think that is intended.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I think it is, and if
that is made plain 1 shall be sati&fied. The
next matter I wish to refer to is a more importaut one, and it is the power to borrow
£500,000 a year for closer settlement. I am
in accord wit.h the Leader of the Opposition
to some extent in the conteution that ~ we
must curtail the borrowing powers of the
State as much as we' possibly can. 1'he1'e is
no doubt that borl'Owing on the part of the
State is very much the same as drinking in
the individual. When a man feels low he
has a " nip," and while the effects of the" nip"
lasts he feels first-rate; but when the efrect
wears off he must have two" nips" to put him
where he was before. State borrowing is
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-in very much the same position. First of
all, the St at·e finances are.a little low, and an
enthusiastic Treasurer says-" "Ye will borl'OW money." That is all very well while
the money lasts, but it does not last long,
and another and a larger loan is needed.
Therefore I think we should be very careful
in giving the power to borrow, and I think
that £500,000 in one year should be quite
sufficient without giving the power to spend
any unspent portion of that amount in the
succeeding year.
I hope the Minister
will see his way to amend that proVISIOn. £500,000 is more than has ever been
spent in one year in New Zealand, where it is
claimed that the closer settlement scheme
has been such a great success. The next
clause to which I se~ any objection is very
.important indeed, and that is clause 30.
That clause will need defending a great deal,
if it is kepi> in the Bill at all. I will read it
so that honora.ble members may know what
it is. It relates to the mode of determining
the compensation, and reads as follows : . III determining what sum is to be paid by way
of compensation in respect of land taken or thereby
injuriously affected, the compensation court shall,
notwithstanding anything contained in any Act,
have regard only to the value of the land.

If this is read strictly it will mean that the
occupier of that land is 10 be pai~
nothing whatever for his improvements. Of
course I know -that the Minister does not intend that at all, but I call attention to it
now to show how defective the clause is.
have no doubt that the Government will consent to an amendment to add to the clause
the ,vords, "and the improvements thereon."
That will leave 110 possible doubt that the
Government means to pay a man not only
the value of his land, but also the
value of his improvements. It has beEn
stated to-night that the main contention in
connexion wit.h this Bill will rage ronnd the
compulsory clause. I have said already that
I am entirely in favour of closer settlement.,
and if it is necessary, I am entirely in 'favour
of compulsory purchase, but the great question,
and the one which I hope honorable members
will carefully study, is this-is it necessary to
have compulsory purchase at a111 The
J..1eader of the Opposition has prodnced a few
figures to show what they are doing in New
For my own part I should prefer
Zealand.
to look first of all at what we have done here.
I think I can give the House some very valuable figures on this point. First of all, in
Victoria we have bought 32,000 acres ofland
under the closer settlement scheme, all of
which has been settled. 'Ve have paid
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£201,000 for it, and the settlers are only
£302 in arrears. That land has beeil
taken up by 237 families, and it has
cost the State £848 to settle each family.
We started that in 1900, and stopped it in
1902. A good many reasons have been
given why we came to a termination. I
think the reason is perfectly obvious. It was
because the Liberal Government were a little
bit too liberal, and ran us ashore for want of
money.
Mr. THmIsoN.-'Ve had £250,000 left.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I don't think 80.
That must have been a part of the Trust
Funds which so mysteriously disappeared.
We spent every brass farthing we had, and,
as there was a big loan hanging over the
country, we could not afford to borrow any
more. That is the reason why that system
of settlement, which was going on so well,
K ow that
came to a speedy termination.
system was gOillg on entirely voluntarily.
Let us look at what we have done in Queensland, a countl'y subject to droughts and very
difficult to settle. There you would expect
to find that, if they had a voluntary system,
as they have, and that if compulsion is such
a good thing, they would have made rather a
mess of it. But I will give you the GO\'e1'11ment figures up to the 31st December last,
the latest returns availabJe. The Queensland
Government have bought 307,504 acres,
and re-sold to small settlers 286,952
acres. They had on hand 54,418 acres.
I may mention here that those 54,418
acres were chiefly in one estate which had
been bought and not then re-sold; it was in
_comse of disposaJ. The cost price of the
land pnrcha:sed was £i90,446. The Queensland system of settlement started in 1894.
The amount paid by the settlers is £16!),560,
and the arrears of payment are £9,397. The
number of families settled on the land is
1,556. I see that the cost to the Queens-.
land Government of settling each family was
£508. Now let us have !l look at New
Zealand. this great sOGialistic country, where
they have the compulsory purchase system
and the labour htws as well. I '''ant to
bring out the cost to the New Zealand
Government of settling each family on the
land, and honorable members will see that
it is a very striking figure indeed in contrast
with that of Queenslaud. In New Zealand the
Government bought, up to the 30th June
last, 600,825 acres, and re-sold 469,801
acres, leaving 131,024 acres on their hands,
that being, as was the case in Queensland, land
just bought and not re-sold. The cost price
to the Government was £2,675,487, and
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the arrears of payment were £10,489. The
number of settlers was 2,335, and it cost in
New Zealand, that great land of compulsory
purchase and labour laws, £1,145 to settle
each family on the land. Yet it is claimed that
you can settle people on the land ,,,here you
have the compulsory pnrchase system in
force cheaper than yon can settle people on
the land where the voluntary purchase
system is in force. Look at the contrast£508 per family in Queensland, and £1,145
in New Zealand.
Mr. TOUTCHER.- Have you taken the
acreage into consideration?
.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-rrhe settlers have a
little more land in New Zealand than in
Queensland.
Mr. THOMSON.- What is the difference in
the value of the land?
Mr. FAIHBAIRN.--I have not ,yorked
that out.
Mr. Tou'l'cHER.-T.hat makes all the difference.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-No; if a man cau get
clleaper land in Queensland he ought to go
there. The question is whether it is cheaper
to do it by compulsory or by voluntary pur·
chase, and I hold that the New Zealand
system, contrasted with the Queensland and
Victorian system, shows that it is much
cheaper to settle people on the land by
voluntary purchase than by compulsory Pill"
chase.
JIr. OU'l'TRJM.-How much land have they
taken compulsorily in New Zealand?
Mr . .KEAST.-600,825 acres.
Mr. }~AIRBAIRN.- The honorable member means how much have they taken by
compulsory purchase, but tbat is llot the
argument.
If a burglar meets you with a
revolver, and puts it to your head, yon give
up your purse at once; JOu don't wait until
he puts the compulsory measnre into force,
so that if we have a Compulsory Land
Purchase Act passed bere, allY la.nd-o\\·ner
will hand. over his' land at once.
He
. will say, "Don't shoot, Colonel, I will
come down." The land·owners will have to
make friends with tbe Mammon of unrighteousness. ~ehere is no get·away from
the figures I have quoted, which are most instructive.
It has been very frequently
asserted that New Zealand owes its immense
prosperity to the closer settlement scheme,
and the stringent labour laws. N ow, I have
looked into the figures to see how they bear
on that question. I find that in Victoria
there is 3'10 acres under cultivation per bead
of the population, as against 2'02 acres in
New Zealand, so that the prosperity of Kew
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Zealand over Victoria cannot be due to agriculture. Then I tried to see if it was due to
the dairying industry. I found that in
Victoria we have 521,612 milch cows, whereas
ill New Zealand they have 428,773, so onr
butter industry is bigger than theirs. Then
I took a little look at the sheep industry in
order to make my argument scientifically
correct. I could not believe it was the sheep
industry that was making New Zealand, but
I have been astonished by my investigations.
The Leader of the Opposition said to-night
that it was owing, to some extent, to the
greater production of wool in New Zealand
than in Victoria, and his figures tally with
mine. The export of wool from Victoria is
65,981,164 lbs., as against an export of
161,113,523 lbs. from i'icw Zealand. ~ew
Zealand, therefore, sendsaway 100,000,000 lbs.
.Uilore wool than we do every year. I thought
that migh t be because New ZOR-land had
closer settlement in that industry. I looked
into the mattcr, and foulld that the sheep in
New Zealand are held by about 18,000
people. I could not get the figures for
V.ictoria showing ho\\! many people hold sheep
here, bllt I fomJd that in J\ ew South "Vales,
where they have a few more sheep than there
are in New Zealand, they are held by ] 8,000
people. Those figures do not show that the
New Zealand sheep are in the hands of very
small owners.
Mr. HOBERTsoN.-It is the frozen meat export trade that has brought about the prosperity of New Zealand.
Mr. FAIRBAIH.N.-I was just coming to
that. The real cause of the prosperity of
New Zealand is nothing more nor less than
the frozen meat export trade.
Last year
New Zealand exported 4,583,760 carcasses of
mutton and lamb, against 478,000 for the
whole of Australia. I have been in the meat
industry, and I know that each sheep and
lamb, when prepared and sent away, can be
drawn against, including the skill and various
parts, to the extent of about £2.
There·
fore, in K ew Zealand they thus receive about
£9,000,000 a year, a:~d that amount,
scattered over a population of SOO,OOO, fully
acccnmts for the prosperity of New Zealand
over the prosperity of Victoria. I am borne
ont in this opinion by Dr. Clarke, who was
sent by the United States Governmellt to inquire into the affairs of New Zealand labour
laws. The fame of the closer settlement and
other experimental schemes of New Zealand
and the immense prosperity of that country,
had reached the United States, and they sent
onc of thei r trained experts to New Zealand,
to see what he could make of its prosperity,
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Oost per famB) : Victoria, £848; Queensland, £508; New
and where it was derived from. The man Zealand,
£1, ... 45.
selected for the mission was Dr. Clarke, who
Area, per settler: Victoria, 142 acres; QueenSland, 184
acres; New Zealand, 201 acres.
had been trained from youth upwards in this
Victorian figures from Mr. Taverner's report of the 14th
sort of work. He reported that the pros- Decem bel'. 1903.
Queen!;;land figures from Government report for year endperity of New Zealand was due, first ing 31st December, 1903.
New Zealand figures from Mr. Murray's speech and
of all, to the frozen meat industry, New
Zealand Government report of the 23rd July, Hl03.
Acres in cultivation per head: Victoria, 3'10; New Zeaand next to the Boer war and the
land,2·02.
drought in Australia. He further stated
that the prosperity was to some extent due to The foHowing table is also interesting : VICTORIA :-CULTIVATIO~.
their continued borrowing. Even last year,
1862
441,939 acres
which was a. moderate year for New Zealand,
1872
765,250
they burrowed £1,500,000, and that SlUll
1!:!82
1,756,271
spread among a population of 800,000 keeps
1892
2,737,00 1
the wolf from the door for a time.
Dr.
1902
a,738,873 "
9larke wound up a very able report by
NUMBER OP MILCH Cows.
saying that the stringent labour laws and the
Victoria...
521,612
closer settlement scheme had as much to do
New Zealand ...
.., 428,773
with the prosperity of New Zealand as it had
"VOOL EXPORTS,
to do with the rise of the tide. That is the
65,931,164Ibs.
Victoria. ...
opinion of an absolutely impartial expert. I
New Zealand .. ,
161,IU,523 "
do not W~\llt to mix it up in any way with
SnEEP (DALGETY'S), 1903.
the argument that labour legislation is good
Victoria
10,500,000
or bad, but merely to say that, in my opinion,
New Zealand
18,954,553
the present proi:lperity of Sew Zealand has
\VEAJJl'H PER HEAD OP POl"GLATIO:-;.
nothing whatever to do with the labour
laws and with the closer settlement scheme
Victoria
... £261
New South Wales ...
266
in New Zealm:d.
South Australia
260
~Ir. COLECHIN.-If it had been unsuccessNew Zealand
246
ful you would have had something to say
England
302
Canada
196
about it, I suppose.
FROZEN MEAT ']'0 E~GLAND.
~fr. FAIHBAIRN.-I do not think so. I
New Zealand, 4,583,760 carcasses mutton and
al ways try to be absolutely impartial.
lamb, 1903; Australia, 478,000 carca'Sses mutton
~1r. HAN8AH.-Where did New Zealand and lamb, 1903.
get to under Tory legislation?
I wonder if many hOIwra.ble members have
Mr. FAIRBAIR~.-Tory iiS a good old rf'ad what is contained in the title deed, the
word that I am proud of. Tory legislation contract, which the Governor signs when a
ceased in New Zealand jlJst about the time piece of Crown land in this or in any British
the frozen meat ind ustry was perfected. rrhe conntry is sold. rL'he title deed i~ the confollowing table showl:; the resuit of the closer tract between the man \yho buys and the
settlement schemes in Victoria, Queensland, State who sells. It is duly signed by the
and New Zealand up to the present time-- Governor in Council on behalf of the Crown.
It winds up with this statementSF.TTLE~IE:(T SCIJE~IES.

CIJOSER

i Acres

state.

I

bought.

Acres
sold

I

.." ii 307,504
33,6fi9

Victorin.
Queensland
New Zealand

" i 600,825
.....

- --£

201,112
Nil.
286,952 54,418
790,446
469.801 131,024 2,675,487
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otJ
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oS~
Qla.>..,
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rr.::

"OJ

:::>0
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Victoria
.. , ..
Queensland .. ,: 169,560
New Zealand..
..

£:2

:C;2~

I 173,2liO
I

(lost
price.

33,650

S~

State.

Acres
unsold.

I

302
1),397
10,489

.. .

'0

'0

Ql'"

~3.]

a~
:::...,

Z3!

237
-1556
2;335

~[~
800

7,200

Now, know ye that in consideration of the said
sum for us and on our behalf well al d truly paid
into the Treasury of our said colony, before the
sealing of these presents, we have granted. and for
us, our heirs and successors, do hereby grant unto
......... , of ......... , his heirs and assiglls, all that
allotment or piece of land (then follows a description of the land) to hold unto the said ......... his
heirs and assigns for ever.

Now, for ever is a long while.
Mr. KEAS'l'.-We are going to put an end
to " for ever" here .
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-A problem which has
been troubling the human race for a long
time is "'What is eternity~" I think it means
" for ever," and ,: for ever" in Victoria
means about 40 years, so we have pretty well
sol ved the problem of eternity here, and if
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any stranger comes along from any other part
of the world, and asks us-with that solemn
face with which we sometimes arguo about
it-what eternity is, we can say, " Oh, don't
you know? It is 40 years." 'I'his is a tiling
whieh should not be lightly done. I still say
I agree that if it is a qnestion of closer settlemen t going to the wall, or of passing the
compulsory cll-luses, we should, pa::s the compulsory clauses every time. I am thoroughly
in favour of that if it is necessary, but I don't
think it is necessary, and the Government
before doing it ought to see that every other,
means is tried. I have shown, I think conclusively, that we were getting along very
well in Victoria with the settlement of the
land on the voluntai·y principle, and ill
Queensland they are still getting along very
well with the voluntary principle-quite as
well as they are doing in New ZeaJand, and
ill fact better, because the figures show that
it costs £1,100 to settle a man with his family
in New 'zealand, whereas it only costs £500
to settle that same man in Queensland. If
we find it necessary to go in for this policy,
it will of course practically stop voluutary
settlC'mellt altogether.
1'11'. TOUTCHER.-It ",onld have the other
effect, for it would make a lot of people sell
their land voluntarily.
,
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-It may compel them
to do it, just the same as you might compel a
nlan to hand up his purse, and I am sure we
don't want to do that if we can help it.
rrhe honorable member for Glenelg said that
when the Government came into the market
with £500,000 a year it ,,'ould increase the
value of land at once. I don't think it
wcmld. I, think it would have quite the opposite effect, for everybody who now goes to
bny from a property owner will say at once" I will have a go at the Go\'ernment land."
There is a sort of feeling that the' 'Government would let arrears go just as they have
done with the arrears on selections.
Mr. KEAsT.-They can only buy if they
have no lanel.
:Mr. THmlsoN.-That is not the experience
in New Zealand.
'
Mr. FAIHBAIRN.-I have shown that
the case in New Zealand if; different altogether from the case in these States, and that
they have had exceptional circumstances.
If the price of hay keeps as it is, and the
price of potatoes remains' as ullprofitable
as it is, and things do not improve in
the butter industry, which has the competition of Siberia and the Argentine Hepublie
hanging over it, then I say that the price of
[~nd hero, is at a very precarious height' at
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present. If the Government come in and buy
a whole lot of estates they will saddle this
country with th'e' payment of a large sum
every year in interest on an unprofitable
speculation. Anything that we can hedge
the Bill ronnd with to avoid that should be
done. I should like to tell honorable
members what private enterprise has been
doing in this industry for some years past. I
am quoting from the PastomZists' Review of
October 16, 1903. According to that, 661,975
acres were sold for closer settlemen t in a
period of 10 years. and there were then in
the market foc sale 210,000 acres more. The
grenter portion of that has since beell sold, so
that we are going along fairly well in the
private euterpriso way in that direction.
~til1 I quite agree that the State ought to
eontinue its policy of closer settlement. I
am not at all against that. I think the t-;tate
ought certainly to continue as it has made a
start, and try gradually to assist \Y hat we
must all try to assist, and that is the closer
settlement of this country. That is what
everyone of us aims at, and what I am as
strong about as anyone possibly can be. I
was very glad indeed to hear the Leader of
the Opposition say that his par~y bad not the
sLigh test idea of repudiation, and I shou'd
like to suggest to him that he should get that
party to put in the forefront of their programme the plank that neither directly, by
compulsorily taking a ml1lY's land away without payment, nor iudirectly by taxing him off,
it, will they repudiate the bargains of the
State. I, do hope the Labour Party ,,,ill
see their way to put that among their planks.
Mr EL:\fSLIE~-You should go by what
the LabonI' Party say, and not by what the
Ar,Qus says about them.
Mr. FAIItBAIRN.-I suppose they are
not above taking a sugp-estion from an outsider ~
Mr. ELlIISLIE.-Not at all.
Mr. FAIRBAIR~.-It would be a good
thing from the point @f view cf the COll1ltry.
:1\11'. HANNAH.-There is a branch of the
Political Labour Council in Toorak if you
like to join it.
lVlr. FAIRBAIHN.--I may drop in some
evening and see what they are doing. It
\vould be a capital idea, and restore confidence
in this country if the Labour Party would
adopt my suggestioll.
One of the main
reasons of the position with \\' hich \\:e are
faced to-day is the lack of confidence among
onr people. I meet a good many people w bo
have built up the industries of this country,
and I k110\V perfectly well that there is a
feeling among them nowadays which lead...;;
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them to say-" What is the nse of our Illvesting any more money? The Labour
Party will take it over some day, and
then we shall have had all our trouble for
nothing."
:Mr. HANNAH.-The Premier said at
Brighton that we wanted their wives as
well as their land.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-That is what Tom
l\fan n says.
nlr. PRENDERGAST.-N0, it is what Tom
Bent says.
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-I am certain that a
declaration by the Labour Party that they
were against repudiation of the bargains of
the State, either directly or indirectly, would
do more to restore- prosperity here than all
the Closer Settlement Acts that we can pass,
for we should go into things here full or
energy like we used to do, without expecting
to be nationalized at every tum. The Leader
of the Opposition also expressed the wish
that the £500,000 a year re'luired for this
purpose should be got from taxation instead
of by borrowing. I suppose he was hinting
at a land tax, Ot' at least he said something
that indicated that a land tax might be put
on to produce this money. I should like to
tell the honorable member that we already
have a very severe land tax on country land.
It falls extremely heavily on the poorer
country land, and that is the land that
.carries sheep.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Is not, that- strictly a
.sheep tax?
Mr. FAIRBAIRS.-It is a land tax.
There are four grades of it-Is., 9d., 6d.,
.and 3d.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is a tax which is
not satisfactory to anybody.
Mr. FAIHBAIHX.-The honorable member is quite right. It is a very ill-adjusted
tax, and Mr. Irvine used to promise that it
would be looked into and re-adj usted. I know
one estate that is held by a trustee. It was
let by public tender (so there was no holeand-corner business about it) for h. an acre
a year, and it has to pay 3d. an acre straight
away in land tax. That means 25 per cent.,
. which is a very large figure indeed, and I
hope it will not be long before the re-adjustment of this tax comes along, and when it
does ~ hope that instances like that will be
borne in mind.
.
Mr. EWEN CAulmoN (Glrmrl,q).-I hope we
shall fix it up in the next Budget.
Mr. FAIHBAIRN.-I hope so, or at least
in the next after that. We have a good deal
of business in hand now. Then there is the
,question of the £·10,000 worth of lanel which
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is to be left to the private owner. I think
if the necessities of the country compel us to
have t.he compulsory clauses, that they are as
safely guarded as any body could reasonably
expect. I hope that the figures I have given
to-night, which show there is no necessity at
all for the compulsory principle, may lead
the Government to give the other system a
proper trial first. I should say that the
proper way to go about it would be for the
Minister of Lands to select from the Iltlmber
of estates available some which he thinks
suitable and ask the Board to value them.
'rhen the owners could be approached to see
if they would take the price offered without
bringing the compulsory clauses into operation at all. I believe the Government would
get as much land that way as ever they
would require. If they did Hot I would be
quite inclined to support the policy of compulsory purchase. If people are not going to
be reasonable then they must be made
to be reasonable. I quite agree with that.
Mr. COLECHIN.-How long would yon run
that moral suasion business ?
Mr. FAIRBAIRN.-About twelvemonths.
If the Government could not get all the land
required in twelve months by moral suasion
they could then come :110ng with the picketing system. I have had a bit of picketing
myself, so I know all about it. I shall have
a good deal more to say when we come to
the committee stage of the Bill, bnt I think
I have put forward to-night a good many
points upon which I hope that the Minister
of Lands, when he sees what I have been
saying in IIansard, may be able to re·fashion
this Bill.
Mr.J. CA:MERON (Gippsland East). -J rise
with others to congratulate the :Minister of
Lands on the Bill he has brought down to
the House, and I feel that if it is earried
into law and vigorously administered, it will
stop the exodus which has taken place for 80me
considerable time from this State. I desire
to show that this Bill, if carried iuto law, will
cure the evil which has existed for some time
in this country. The Leader of the Opposi.
tion in the earlier portion of his speedi on
the Address-in-l~eply referred to the factand it is a fact-that· a great many people
had lost faith in the ind ustrial stability of
this State, and that people were leaving our
shores in increasing nUOJ bel'S as time went
on.
Later on in his address he told us
that during the same time the Labour Party
had increased from two to eighteen or nineteen members, so that concurrently with the
increase of labour members in this House,
the people were loSing faith in the industrial
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stability of the State and were leaving the
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Some lauds reState.
Something like the great rabbit quire less rainfall than others.
plague "which has been driving the stock off
Mr. J. CAM.KRoON (Gip7Jsland East).our pastures, the wave of Trades Ballism in Dairying must be carried on in conn ex ion
this State has been driving the people off with these settlements, and yon want a good
the land.
rainfall for that pnrpose. One honorable
.Mr. PRI<:NDERG:AsT.-I am glad you can member referred to the Enrack estate, and
comfort your soul wit h that assurance ded nced . said that it would take many years to pay
from my argumen t.
off the debt. One of the reasons for that
Mr. J. CA MERO ~ (Gippsland East).- I is that it is too far out on t.he plains, and
t.hink I can prove it too, and what is more it has not a good rainfall. For closer settleis preventing capital from being spent in this ment a rainfall of at least :&5 inches
State.
J list before I came into this is essential. That should be one of the conHouse a number of leadiug gentlemen ditions, and not only the annual rainfall
in Melbourue tested a. piece of country should be considered, bnt the number of days
in my district for manganese and iron ore. that it rains. The next clause I wish to refer
They tested it by putting down shafts of to is clause 23. Sub-clause 5 of that clause
from 30 to 70 feet in depth, and exposed a provides that if the land is not acquired by
deposit of over 1,000,000 tons of manganese. the Board within twelve months after the
They delivered 50 tons of this i.n Melbourne, date of publication the restriction on the
and it was sent to Loudon, where it brought disposition of the land shall cease to have
£3 a ton. The stuff is lying there, and can effect. I think that would be very unfair to
be sold at that price, but these people, owing the owner of the land, for his land would
to labonr troubles, have decided ta abandon practically be locked up for twelve months.
the field, and have given it best. ·When this The Government ought to be prepared within
Hill is passed into law, it will, perhaps, cure six months to tell the owner whether they
that. I was delighted to find the Leader of are prepared to buy or not. In clallse 39 the
the Opposition in favour of *.he Bill. I had Government take t he power to improve the
my doubts about t hat some tin~e ago, ~ecause land, and I consider this very wise. In dealI read in a copy of the Argus, III ApI'll last, ing with land where drainage is necessary, my
that one of the labour members-a gentleman experience-and 1 have had a good deal of
who had a very short but brilliant career in experience of drainage-is that it is almost
the House-had stated that the greatest impossible to get a nnmber of men to agree
dang-er to the Labour Party lay in closer as to the class of drain to be made. I contend
settlement.
He stated that people in that the Government should drain the land,
New Zealand were supporters of th~ and hand it over with this improvemelilt
Labour Party until they got homes in added to its valne. Clause 41 deals with subthe conntry, and became prosperous, when di vision into allotments, alJd the old system
they separated themselves from that body. of survey will have to be abandoned in this
If people abont Melboul'lle sHaceeded in case. In the early Acts it was laid down as
getting settled on blocks, and became pros- a principle that yOll n:ust have one lilJe north
perous, the Labour Party would lose control and south and another east and west, and in
over them. Coming to the Bill, I may say many cases in hilly country this has led to
that I will leave the financial clauses to those blocks being surveyed in such a way that you
who are better acquaipted with 'finance than would require almost a suspension bridge to
I am. As to clause 18, I see that certain get from one .side to the other. The first
infor~)ation is specified to be given in the thing to be done is to layoff the roads, and
report by those who will have to valne the make the surveys hang on to the roads. In
land, such as the situatioll, the description, addition to that the Government will have
'and so on ; but a very important thing is left to do this by day-work instead of by conout, namely, the rainfall. The rainfall should tract.
In cutting np pieces of country
be at least 25 inches.
there are always very rich patches, and the
:Mr. Kl<:AsT.-That cannot be given very principle adopted here af:: to uniformity in
well to suit all r!l;rts of the Sta.te.
value and size is a wise one. The intention
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).- of the Act of 1869 was that one block should
Certain parts of the State should be elimi- be capable of keeping a family.
That was
nated as ill adapted for the purpose of closer all very well in some places, and perhaps in
settlement. '1'he Government should buy the Goulburn Vaney and the Wimmera,
only that laud where the annual raillfal1 is when the best of the land was available for
at least 25 inches.
selection, but in the country referred to by
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the honorable member for Rodney, namely,
fl'Om Echuca West on to Ketang, instead of
320stCres, a man WQuld require at le~-l8t 1,000.
If the people ",ho selected that country had
selected 1,000 acres each they would have
been there still. The surveys should be so
made that a small piece of ve.ry rich land
should be secured to earh holder. Anyone
who has had anytbing to do with dairying
will ao-ree with me that an acre or two where
lucen~e or any other summer crop may be
grown is almost invaluable to the. n~an w~lO
is carrying on dairying, ~nd dalr~lllg \~Ill
have to be entered into III conneXlOn wIth
closer settlemellt. There is another point I
wish to lay stress on. In some ofJhe e~tates
that will be bought there are lIwe stnps of
plautation.
'rhe Governm~nt will be t~e
owner of the estates untIl the Jand. IS'
paid for, and they should insist on. these
plantations being left on the l~nd ll1stead
of allowing the settlers to commIt an act of
vandalism by cutting dawn the trees. The
settlers should be enconraged to plant trees,
so that the settlements would have a
home-like appearance. As to the mat.ter
of smaller blocks for workmen, I thmk
the Government should do the fencing
at least, and should, when advaneing
money to assist these men, insist on somethino'like uniformity in the improvements.
It w~uld be better to let these men. cultivate
their land and let the Government assi::;t
them by puttimg up buildings which. could be
made a charge upon the land. If tins scheme
is carried out, I am quite sure that the great
labour trollbles will disappear. The great
thing is to get the people on the land and
make them prosperous, and then there will
be no labour troubles to contend with.
Mr. MUHRAY.-The Labour Party would
then disappear.

Mr.•T.

CA:\1ERO~

(Gippsland East)-

Yes; they would be merged into the closer
settlement blocks.
.
Mr. KEAST.-I rise with a great deal of
pleasure to congratulate. the ~inister ?f
Lands on having brought III a Btll that WIll
ameliorate the condition of the people of this
country. I say he deElerves very gre.at credit
for it. There is one part of the BIll that [
do not approve of, and that is the part
that provides for compulsory purchase.
Heveral HONORABLE MEl\fBETIS.-Oh! Oh!
Mr. KEAST.~-There is nothing like being
frank, and giving onefs own experience. Past
Governments have done' nothing in connexio11
with this qnestion of closer settlement. ,Vhen
the Peacock Government was.in power they
bought one estate.
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Mr. tT. ""V. BILLSON (FitZ1·O,'I}).-You were
one of their strongest supporters.
Mr. KEAST.- I supported them until
I could do so no longer. Then the Ir'Viile
Government came into power, hut they never
bOlwht
a sino'le
estate. 1 ha,ie known
of several
b
b
~
estates being offered to that Government
that thE'y could have bought at a price which
would have enabled them to make a large
profit.
."
Mr. MORRAY.-'Whom do you blame?
Mr. KEAST.-I blame the Irvine Government· there can be no doubt about that.
Ther~ was a demand at that time for .hundreds of thousands ::>f ac-res for settlement, and
yet the Goverment sat idly by alia did
nothinO'. I supported the Irvine Government,
but on~ had to follow them in "ma11Y things
they did. In that particular item, I would.
have been most happy to have supported the
Irvine Government, if they had gone on with
it. I blame Mr. Taverner, but I do not want
to make an attack. on him in his absence.
The settlement he carried ou was of no use to
the people. I f he had done what several of
us asked him to do, and bonght l1p
estates, particularly the Stanhope estate,
the whole 26,000 acres of whieh were afterwards sold, he would have done something
wise. There was also the W'yuna estate, in the
Goulblll'll district? and the Tarrington estate
in Colac that should have been bought.
There was one drawback under the Act, and
that was tha,t the vendors had to take debentures at pal', so that a man would get
£100 worth of debentures worth about only
£87. This Bill will remove that drawback
to a very great extent, and I Was pleased to
hen.r the Minister say that if the vendors'
want cash they can have it, and that the
Government may issue debentures for the
pllrchas~ of the l~l1d, bearing interest ~p
to 4~ per cent. The Leader of the Opposition made a very admirable speech,
considering that he has not a great deal of
knowledge of land values in this coutltry,
and it was a very temperate speech too.
Mr. MURRAY.-He was a bit unsouild on
finance.
Mr. KEAST. ~ I think he was. He said
that we should follow tbe example of New
Zealand, but. I do not ngree with that. The
prosperity of New Zealand is due, in the first
place, . to their production of sheep, and
secondly, 10 the great price that they got for
their produce during the Boer war.
Mr. J. W. BILLSO~ (Fitz1·oy).-No.
Mr. HANNAH. - Their prosperity set in six
years before that.
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Mr. KEAST. - Nothing of the sort. I
bough t the B grade of oats before the war
started at Sd. a bushel, and after that
they could not be bou~ht under Is. 6d. or
1s. Sd. The profit went to the fanners;
W. S. Keast and Co. did not get much of it.
I believe that it was the success of the
frollen meat industry, and the increase in the
price of oats and hay, and ~ther commodities,
which caused the succ~ss of the New ZeaJuT'd
closcr settlement policy. Even it) Victoria,
under private sales, we have done a great
deaJ better in the \Vestern district than New
Zealand has done in twelve years. I will
relate what has been done in Victoria.
Mr. GAUNSoN.-Don't you think you will
spoil a good speech at this late hour of
the night?
Mr. KEAST.-Unfortunately I cannot he
here to-morrow, and I am grateful to the
honorable member who allowed me to get
up. Under private sales in Victoria, in the
"Vestern district alone, between 1899 and
1903, we had 1,427 new dairy farms,
showing that 'we have progressed in that
respect even more tran New ~ealand
has. In twelYe years in New Zealand, under
compulsory purchase, they have put 2,335
tenants on the land, while in Victoria, in one
district, the numbers increased by 1,427. I
will take the case of two estates of the
Messrs. Chirnside, at "Yerribee. A few years
ago sheep were running on those estates, and
only three or four hands were employed.
rro-day OIl those estates there are 130
families. The "Yerribee distriot produced
something like ] 30!OOO tOllS of hay
when this 'country was suffering from that
,national disaster the drought, and yet we find
honorable members on the other (the Opposition) side of the Honse saying that these men
did nothing for the country, and that they
kept their land as sheep runs, and, did not
produce anything.
111'. PRENDERGASl'.-The great pr0portioll
of that. came from the Metropolitan Board of
'Yorks' fitrlTI.
.
Mr. KEAsrr.-That i~ not correct. Not
more than about 3,500 acres came from the
Metropolitan Board of "Yorks' farm. The
Board has 3,500 acres under agricultureand I ought to kl-low, because I sold t.he
leases myself. At the present time very few
of the families are engaged in agriculture,
becanse they can do better with dairying. I
think the Metropolitan Board of "Vorks' farm
has shown the biggest profit ever made by a
farm in the world, and the Board deservesgreat
credit for the way in which it is carried on.
1\'£r. ROBERTsoN.-They fatten sheep.
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Mr. KEAST.-I come now to the position
of the three land experts. I sincerely trustthe
Government will take very great care that

they get the three best men in the State to
perform these duties. There can be l1Q
doubt about it that we must have good men,
and this "Bill does not provide sufficient payment tQ get good men. If I was ont of Par-'
liament 1 would not leave mv business under
any consideration to go l:l,ncI" vallle land for
the Government at £3 35. a day. r:rhe
amount should 1l0t be less than .£5 5s. a day.
If the Government want the Lest men-and
if the money dealt with rUllS into hnndreds
of thousands of pounds they must get the
btst men-they will not secure them at £3 38.
a day.
'
Mr. PHENUKRGAST. - Is not the valuation
,under the Credit Foncier nearly as perfect as
possible ~
Mr. KEAST.-A man has to be a capital
judge of land to go into any part of the country and cut up estates for subdivision and
make the average come out eorrect. 'Without
proper judgment one is bound to get left,.
and there would be a, lot of estates which
would be a great. drag on the country.
Mr. COLECHIN.- What about Cowderoy's valuation at \Vel'ribee?
Mr. KEAST.-I know my own valuations, and I know that I have got slipped up
myself.
Mr. MURRAY.-I was going to say that tho
IVlinister would al ways be willing to accept
ad vice from sound practical men like yonrself. Idealists and theorists I do not care to
li8ten to.
Mr. KEAST.-I would suggest that there
should be one Government officer, and
that that Government officer shonld be
Mr. Reed, the Surveyor-General. I have
a high opinion. of that gentleman's
ability in regard to land values.
I am
not here to crack up any Government
servant, but I like to give a man fair play.
Besides that officer, you will have to get two
good land experts, and pay them a decent
price. I trust the p(o)sition will not be like
that in connexiollwith the hotels at North
Melbourne. I have known valuers who did
not know the value of anything at all.
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-Government valuers,
I suppose?
Mr. KEAST.-Yes, and I hope that in
this Bill we shall avoid that.
Mr. BRmn,EY.-That is unfair.
Mr. KEAST.-The honorable member can
speak for himaelf. I hope that in connexion
with this Bill there will be no favol'itism at
all in regard to the appointments, but that
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we shall get the best men we call: and carry should lmve proper land administrat.ion.
out the scheme under the best conditions, An honorable member has stated toothenvise there is not much chance of success. night that a stimulus must 1e g'iven to
If the Government were to buy too many the land administration of thi:;; . country.
estates to·morrow they might be left with a There are milliom; of acres wbieh people
lot of the land, as the price of produce is low, would be willing to take up, but which are
and there is stagnation almost over all the now overrun with rabbits and vermin of all
country.
I say to the Minister, "Go descriptions. If people are willing to take it
slowly."
up, and I believe they are, we Ebonlcl give it
Mr. MURRA-Y.-You are speaking now as a them for so"en or ten years for nothing. It
statesman, and ot as an optimistic land ex- would be far better to do that than have
it lying in the condition in \\"hich it is
pert~
now.
Mr. KEAST.-I am giving my honest
opinion. There can be no doubt about that.
Mr. GAUNSON.-You are a real Scripture
man, and say, "Go soft.;'
Mr. KEAST.-I want the country to " go
soft," and do not want it to be left with a lot
cof land that it cannot get rid of:
Mr. MUImAY.-lf we develop a big ont··
side market there would be a great increase
in land values.
Mr. KEAST.-You have sent the wrong
man. There is too much of the promenading
business and not enouah work. HOllorable
members will recollect that when I attacked
my honora"ble friend in this House in a
friendly way I said that unless the <!overnment did something the hay would a.bsolutely rot on the farms, and it is rotting
there to-day. The Government should have
taken this matter earlier into their consideration, and have opened up markets.
Mr. MURItAY.-Does not that savour of
Socialism ~
Mr. KEAST.-It may, but it is the
fact. During several visits I have made
into the country I have been struck with
the enormous quantity of Crown lands in
different parts. V\T c can go on with one or
two estates, but let us try to make' use of
the Crown lands that we have already got.
What is the position of the Crown lands
([)f this country? There is not much first
class land, but there is a good deal of
second and third class land.
Mr. BAILEs.-There is a g00d deal of
first-class rock about s@me of it.
Mr. KEAST.-I can take the honorable
member to Gippsland and show him 20,000
acres of river frontage and 60,000 acres of.
plain. This should be thrown open to
selectors.
Mr. BAITJEs.-Fifty thousand acres of
mountain.
Mr. KEAST.-:No, bllt I could find
large ~reas of mouutain too. The time
has arrived. in this country when we

Mr. GAUNSON.-You are a regular Socialist.
Mr. KEA~T.-Socialist thongh I may be,
I am not going to that (the Opposition) side
of the House.
Mr. MURRAT.-You are tbe right sort of
Socialist.
Mr. KEAST.-I also want tho Minister
of Lands to note that he should introduce
some better methods in the Lands Department, especially in th0 in~uiry office, so that
when men want information they CQuId get
proper information. If I was to conduct my
business as the Lands Department has been
conducted for some years, and until the present Minister took office, for I \voli't blame
him for this, I should not have allY business
at all. When I take a man into my office
I have to show him the land, or .he
will clear out.
Why could not the
same method be carried out ill the
Government Departments as a mail would
adopt in his own business, and if that were
done it would be a great relief to those who
go to the Lands Department to 111a,ke inqtliries. I hope the honorable gentleman
will take notice of these one 01' two things,
and put them into practice, because he has
the ability.
Few honorable members indeed have more ability than the Minister of
Land&. There is another thing I would
suggest, and that is that the closer settlement and the village settlement schemes
should be amalgamated. It would be wise
on the part of the Millister if he had a conference with the Mines Department, the
trustees of Agricultural Education, and the
vVater Supply Department. These three
offices h:tve hundreds of thousands of acres
locked up, with wbich the :Minister cannot deal. He must have an opportunity of
dealing with that land. The Departments
should be' patriotic enough to come to the
Minister's help in unlocking the lands, so
that people might take them up. One cannot travel many miles without seeing hundreds of thousands of acres, which are locked
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up either by the Lands Department, the
Mines Department,' or the other Departments. An honorable member mentions the
Kamarooka Forest. But I do not want to
take away the Kamarooka Forest, and I think
we ought to preserve the timber there; but
there are numerous other places in the
Stale that should be thrown open to ~et·
tlement.
If the conference I have
suggested is held it. wilt probably do a great
deal of good in unlocking lands which have
been locked up for years, and on which people
wantto settle. Closer settlement-. and the opening up of the Crown lands should go together,
and if that is done, the scheme will be a
success. "Vhile I do not wish to refer to the
Federal Government in any offensive way, I
may say that I believe that if instead of
building a bush capital and constructing a
desert railway they subsidized steamers to
take our produce to South Africa and other
pla.ces, and brought immigrants out here, they
would be doing a great deal of good.
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because I do not wish to detain the House.
was going to refer to the question of severance iu connexicm with this Bill, which at
present does not provide for severance. Sup.
pl)sing a man OWllS 20,000 acres, and he
uses it exclusively for sheep fal"ming, and
has bred up a very valuable flock of sheep.
The Bill provides only for payiug him the
price of the land.

r

Mr. MURRAY.-You would not propose to
resume the sheep, as well as the laud, would
you r

Mr. KEAST.-No. Rut the land-owner
might have to sacrifice his flock as well as
his land. It might be a stud flock of sheep,
and he might not be able to get suitable land
elsewhere to place them upon. Therefore, I
think it is only right and fair that. the
Government should allow something for
severance. As to the provision that the
owner is to be allowed to retain £10,000
worth of land, my opinion is, that if compulsory purchase is to be ,vorth anything at all,
:Mr. GAUNSON.-I desire to raise the point that provision should not be kept in the Bill.
of order at! to whether this is relevant.
Several estates have already been offered to
the Government that posses!:? valuable river
The SPEAKER.-I do not think t.here is frontages. If the owner is allowed to retain
anything in the Bill about it.
those frontages, the value of the rest of the
Mr. KEAST.-I could have risen to estate will be reduced enormously.
points of order against the honorable memMr. MURRAY.-The Court fixes what land
ber ma.ny times, because he is nearly always he may retain.
out of order. Something should be dOlle in
Mr. KEAST.-Jf that question is to be
the direction of getting people to take up the
Crown lands ana subsidizirg steamers to take decided by the Court, I dare say that the
people will get fair play, but I know there
our produce away.
are a number of estates with river frontages,
:Mr. PRENDERGAS1'.- ';Vould yon Hot keep and if l:.he owner is allowed to take £ 10,000
those people ""e have?
worth wherever he chooses, the rest of the Jand
will not be worth much. There is anotIler
Mr. KEAST.-I have said that we should
important matter to which 1 desire to draw
settle our own people first, and then subsidize
the attention of the Minister in charge of the
the steamers to take away our produce.
Rill. Could not some provision be inserted
Mr. COU:CHIN.-1'O take away the rotten in the measure to the effect that. any land
offered to the public should have an analysis1
hay you were speaking about.
I saw a very fine example of that in QueensMr. KEAST.- J would also urge that land.
Every Government lot sold must
some of the Crown lands of this State should have an analysis of the soil, showing in what
be reclassified. They are classed first, second, elements the soil is deficient, and what cr-ops
third, and fonrth class at present. Some it will grow. I also hold in my hand an
of the land in these classes, to my knowledge, Americau soil mn-p.
Honorable members
should not have been put into them. The will see that every tract of country in the
Minister might find something for these United States of America shows an analysis
people to do when not engaged under the of the soiL As soon as a selector goes on
Bill in clas8!fying the Crown lands of this that land he knows what the character of the·
country, for some of these lands are at pre- soil is, and is able to get whatever it will
sent not valued high enough, and others are grow. Not only that, but he is told what
valued too high. I think that is a sugges· manures he ought to use on each 'piece of
tion the Minister might take notice of. I land.
I myself have known numbers of
desire to say only two or three words more, settlers who have gone on the land without
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knowing what the land was fit to produce.
I have known failure aftel' failure due to that
cause, whereas if the Agricultural Department had made an analysis of the soil, and
had instructed the settlers as to what crops to
grow, those settlers would have been in a
very much better position to· day.
Mr. GAlINsoN.-The Premier has arranged
to send the agricultural schoolmaster abroad.
Mr. KEAST.-I hope the Premier and
his colleagues will do something to bril1!~
this about. There is no use in offering land
to people if they do not know what the
land will grow, or what mannres to usc.
Even down in poor unfortunate Koo-wee-rup
a disease appeared amongst the potatoes.
Some people said it was brcl1ght in the
seed, and others that it was dne to the
land itself; bnt without analysis the Eettlers
were unable to counteract it.
:Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There should be no
difficulty now in getting that work done by
the Department.
Mr. KEASl'.-There is great difficulty in
getting an analysis made of manure, becanse
you have to pay a fee of two guineas to the
Department.
Mr. ::MURRAY.- I think they do it for much
less.
Mr. KEAST.-Ill my opinion this work
should be done for nothing in the interests
of the public. If the GoveInment will take
steps not only to analyze the manures but
also to analyze the soils, I will take it as a very
great favour. I should be delighted to see a
provision inserted in the Bill whereby
settlers under the closer settlement system
could obtain advances from the Credit
Foncier. At the present time a great many
of these people have to pay heavy interest to
money lenders, and I have grave apprehensions that some of the laud that is now
mortgaged will fall into. the hands of those
- gentlemen. I should very much like to see
provision made whereby the settlers would
be able to get money through the Cddit
l"oncier at 4} per cent. interest with Ib per
cent. sir,king fund. 'rhat would be doiug
these people a good turn, and helping to
keep them on the land, whereas a continuance of the present system of tyranuy
will only drive them off the land altogether.
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-·What are the charges?
Mr. KEAST.-It is not only thfl interest
itself, but the valuation fees, legal charges,
al~d so 011, run away with a lot of money,
until it sometimes amounts altogether to
something like 20 per eent.
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An HONORABLE MElIBER.-What are you
auctioneers doing ~
Mr. KEAS'r.-I have not done anything
of that kind, and I do not illtend to. J t.rust
the :Minister will 10Qk into the question, and
see whether he cannot give some relief to
these settlers.
Mr. ::.v.IcCcTcHEoN.-\Vhat will the Savings Banks depositors have as security J

?vIr. KEAST.-The security is quite good
enough, and any reasonable person who has
the money would be willing to lend upou it.
"With reference to the remarks of the I,eader
of the Opposition about IC:1seholds, while I
agree with him in some respects that men
who have only 'a little money do well to
obtain a leasehold for a number of, yr.ars, I
do not think it wonld be a good thing for
this country to entertain a proposal of this
kind. I have found in cOlllJexion with
several estates that I have cut up that
men have leased their farms for, say
ten years, and at the end of the ten
years they have been in a position to buy
the freehold. 'rhat is tile ouly good pomt
about the system that I can set.'. But if yon
make a man contented and happy in a hom e
of his own he will work much better for
himself if he is given the freehold than if he
has only a leasehold. My experience has
been that men will look a.fter a freehold
much better than after a leasehold.
Mr. PRENDRRGAST.- 'Vould JOu mind
applying that principle to present holders of
land'
::Mr. KEA ST.-1 am glad to see a
provision in the Bill that no man is to get
more than one block of land, became 1 think
that one great fault in our land laws in the
past has been that people have had too much
land altogether. In district after di::;trict you
will find that each farmer has from 320 to
500 acres. What bappens 1 Abomt 50 acres
of that land is cultivated, and the balance is
lying wild in the hush. It is a good idett to
give each man ouly 011e lot of land, and no
more land than he can use successfully. I
congratulate the :Minister upon pntting that
clause in the Bill. W"hen th~ Bill gets illto
committee I shall have something further to
say. If I have enlightened honorable members at all I am only too pleased, and I thank
them for their courtesy in hearing me.
:Mr. MACKINNON movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until the following day.
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HOURS OF SrrrTING.-TIIE U NElIIPLOYED.
Mr. BENT moved-

Thll?'sday, July 28, 1904.

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. GAUNSON stated that the House
met at half-past fonr this afternoon, but that
did not fairly represent the commencement
of the day's labour for members generally.
They· were seen by their constituents, and
they interyiewed .\1 inisters, so that their
labours were practically unending. He hoped
his sug~estion would be taken il'! good part,
when he said that ten o'clock every night
was quite late en.ough for honorable members
to finish their labours, unless there was something of a very urgent character. Let them
make up their minds to have reasonable
hours of labour, from half-past four o'clock
until ten o'clock.
)11'. HANNAII.-The Federal Parliament
starts at half-past two o'clock.
1\:[1'. GAU~SO~ said that honorable members were not reduced to the level of the
Federal Houses yet.
Mr. HANNAH said he desired to appeal to the Government now that they
had a surplus in hand, to push on immediately with some of the works that would
give employment to men who required it very
much. He referred particularly to works in
connexion with the v~rious State schools that
required renovating. During the winter a
larO'e nnmber of men had been out of employment, and he would urge the Government to lose no time, but to get rid of redtape, so that as many as possible of the men
who were at present in want of employment
might be set to work at once.
),11'. RENT stated that he had already
gi ven instructions that the works at the
various State schools were to be carried ou t.
He had also placed a number of old men at
work on the Yarra, and had given instructions that plans should be prepared for the
works at Elwood Swamp. He believed that
those plans would be ready in about a fortnight or three weeks. It was his intention
to emdeavour to pass the Surplus Revenue
Bill through its final stages to-morrow night,
so that it might be dealt with in another
place, and by that means works involving
an expE-nditllre of £390,000 wtmld be set
going.
The motion for the adjournment of the
House was agreed to.
The House adjourned at a quarter to
eleven o'clock.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
PETITION.
A petition was presented by Mr. O)[AN
from miners in the Haglan Division of the
mining districts of Ararat and StaweJl,
praying that the mining boards should not
be abolished.
UNIVEHSITY OF MELBOURNE
COMMISSION.
Mr. BENT movedThat the Honorable Theodore Fink, President of
the Royal Commission on the University of Melbourne, be requested to attend this House at
half-past four o'clock on Thursday next, the 4th
day of August, in order that Mr. Spea.ker may
t hen convey to him the resolution agreed to by
this House on Thursday, the 21st July inst.

. The motion was agreed to.
MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST ACT
AND MARINE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL.
Mr. BENT movedThat this Honse do now resolve itself into a Committee of the Whole to consider the expediency of
amending sections 110 and III of the Melbourne
Harbor Trust Act 1890 and section 20 of the
Marine Act 1890 so as to give power to collect
tolls and rates upon goods landed in Victoria an'iving coastwise from any place within Victoria.

frhe motion was agreed to.
The House having resolved itself into
committee,
Mr.

BE~T

moved-

That it is expedient to amend sections 110 and
III of the Melbourne Harbor Trust Act 1891)
and section 120 of the Marine Act 1890, so
as to give power to collect tolls and rates upon
goods landed ill Victoria arriving coastwise from
any place within Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House and adopted.
Authority being given to Mr. Bent and
Mr. E. H. Cameron to introduce a Bill to
carry out the resolution,
Mr. BEN"T brought up a Bill intituled "A
Rill to amend sections 110 and III of the
Melbourne Harbor Trust Act and section 20
of the Marine Act," and moved that it be
read a first time.
The mot.ion was agreed to, and the Bill
"as read a first time.
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paid and observed by the council in works which
are in Lhe nature of construction or manufacture,
The amendments made in committee in and wInclt the coullcil mlty resolve to carry ou~
this Bill were taken into consideration.
without the intervention of a contractor.
Mr. BENT said he was extremely anxious
The list shall be settled by the council on the reto have this Bill passed through, so that it commendation of the Works Committee, and shall
be baseclon the rates of wages and hours of labour remight be sent to another place, which had cognisedal1dinpmctice obtained by the various trade
very little work to do at present.
unions in London, and by contractors in respect of
The amendme'nts were agreed to.
the supply, manufacture, and production of a.ny
1
raw material or manufactured articles, except
:VII'. 'l'OUTCHEH proposed the fo lowing contractors for the supply of stores to be used ill
new clause : maintenance, and shall form part of thc standing
A. All contracts for any work provision for which orders of the council.
is made in the schedule to this Hill shall contain a rrhen it was further statedclause enforcing 1 he minimum wage, and the milJiThe list shall at all times he open to public inmum wage shall be enforced in carrying out any of spection. In inviting tenders for work to be exthe said works by contract or otherwise.
ecuted within 20 miles of Churing-cross, the adHe said it was the desire of the Premier that vertisements and instructions for tender shall state
the House should assist him in expediting that in the case of all workmen to be employed by
the contractor he will be required to pay wages at
the transmission of the Bill to another place. rates not less, and to observe hours of labour not
He did not intend to take up any consider- greater. than the rates and hours set out in the
able time in dealing with his new clause. It council's list, and that such rates of wages aud
seemed strange that at this time of the day hours of labour will be inserted in a schedule, ancl
one should have to rise in the House and will form part of the contract, and penalties shall
be enforced for any breach tl.ereof.
propose a clanse of this character. If it were Then in regard to work 20 miles beyond
the first occasion that he had had the honour Charing-cross it was providedof submitting a principle of snch vital im'd d
. h
.
. and no tender shall be accepted
p:>rtance, h e wou I
0 it WIt
some amount unless the rates of wages and hours of labour
of trepidl1tion, because he knew thl1t the inserted in such schedule be proved to be the rates
principle ran counter to the ideas and a"id hours recognised and in practice obtained at
theories held by many friends on the' the date of the tender by the tracle unions of the
Government side of the House-ideas as to district where the work is to be done, and such
schedule will be added to and will form part of the
the limitation of the national wage fund, contract, and penalties shall be enforced for any
and interference with the laws of suplJly and breach thereof.
demand. This was a question that had gone That principle had been taken up by over 170
past the experimental stage. He found, on municipalities throughout Great Britain;
looking up Hansard, that on 18th January, and by many of our municipalities, such as
1895, Mr. Trenwith movedHichmond and Collingwood, the principle of
That in order to prevent sweating in Government . the minimum wage had been indorsed. N o
contracts, it is the duty of the Government 10 pre- doubt he would be told by the Premier that
scribe a minimum rate of wage to be paid in con- he had a certain number of men whom he
nexion with aU ,contracts let by the R~tilway. desired to retain at unskilled work at less
Public 'Works, or other Departments of the State.
than .the recognised minimum' wage of 7s.
That was unanimously indorsed; there 'vas per day. A very dangerous principle was
no division taken on the motion. Members introduced when men were allowed to work
on both sides of the House: including ·seme of for 4s. and 4s. 6d. a day; the danger was
the gentlemen supposed to be of a very that this hl1d a tendency to bring down all
deep hlle of conservatism, snch as Mr. Murray wages to that level. This House, at the inSmIth, snpported that motion, so far as could stance of the Government that preceded the
be ascertained from the records of the Honse, present Government, cut down wages on the
because there ,vas no division taken. The Waranga Basin contract from 7s. to 6s. per
same principle was la,id down by the London day, and the ostensible justificat.ion was
Connty Council.' It was found that in the to enable some of the drought-strickel'l
letting of contracts sweating was largely in- mallee fanners to obtain employment there.
troduced,and a Public 'Vorks Departmentwas The result was that the wage, as cut do\vr,',
instituted by the London COUlllty Coullcil. became the minimum wage for skilled navHe would read some of the paragraphs from vies. In the Age of the 17th March, the
the official record of that body, as they would following ad vertisement appeared :place the matter more clearly before the
Navvies, good, at once; wages,6s. per day. On
House than he could : works, \Varanga. Basin. T. N. Flight, contractor.
There shall' be kept at the County Hall a list of In the Age of the same date the following
the rates of wages and the hours of labour to be paragraph appeared : -
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The Government Labour Bureau was recently
asked by Mr. T. Flight, contractor for the
vVarange" Basin works, to suppiy him with 50
llavvies. About half the number was sent, but
some difficulty was experienced ill getting the
balance, owing to reports in circulation among the
men to the effect thar, very broken time prevails at
the works, and also that deductions are made from
their pay for water supply and other purposes. Mr.
Flight was communicated with by the secretary of
the bureau (Mr. Whitehead), who has replied to
the effect that, except in wet weather-and it must
be Ytry wet at present to ,,,arrant the men remaining idle-the men can, and do, mt"ke full
time. They must be capable, however. The last
three pays, Mr. Flight states, have been practically
full time. No deductions are made from the earning~ as repnrted. Mr. ,Vhitehead says he is still
able to send up men to the number of 25, if they
are willing to go. The pay is 6s. a day, the mil1lmum rate provided for in the contract.

According to the advertisement the men
must be skilled navvies. He did not believe
it was the intention of the Government at
that time that skilled labour should have
been reduced from 7s. a day, but that was
how it worked out.
Mr. BEx'l'.-Is your motion confined· to
navvies ~
Mr. TOUTCHER said that if the Government undertook the construction of engines
at Newport they should see that the recognised minimum wage was paid for the work
performed.
Mr. BENT.-Do we not do so to-day~
Mr. TOUTCHER said that members were
told the other day that the men at the
Phcenix Foundry were not paid wages· commensurate with the character of the work
they were doing. The payment of a proper
wage was essential, 'not from a sentimental
point of view, nor a hnmauitarian point of
view, bnt from the point of view of efficiency, because with labour well paid it was
always recognised that eftjciency was secured.
This principle, from' the time it had been in
operation in this State, had stood the test
of efficiency. Leaving aside the idea of
sentiment altogether, and regarding the
matter from the utilitarian stand-point, this
principle had exceeded the most unbounded
anticipations of those who s8.netioned it in
1895. There were many men in the Government service doing work for which they
did not receive the standard wage of 7s. per
day ; there were men on the \'V al halla line
earning only 4s. and 4s. 6d. a (fay, and he
ventured to think that on other GQ\'ernment
works, where unskilled labo~r was employed,
the men were not earning anything like the
standard wage. It might be said-what are
we to do with these men? That was a
problem, he admitted. There was a tendency,
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and it was shown in the contract let to Mr.
Flight, to bring all wages down to the level
to which wages for certain work were reduced.
It was uufortunate that the" survival of the
fittest" applied in human affairs. Every man
ought to be able to earn a decent competence
tQ maintain himself and his family in respectability; but, considering the precariousness of the work, and that ill bad wcather
the· mell were often prevented from earning
their day's wage, 7s. was, after all, a miserable
dole for the working man. He was rather
taken by surprise in being called on suddenly
to move his new clanse, for he had thollght
that the debate on the sec~md reading of the
Closer Setrlement Bill would have had precedellce.
Mr. BENT.-If you want more time, I will
postpone the Bill till Tuesday.
1\1r. 'l'OUTCHER said that if honorable
members would look up the Hansard of
1895. when this principle was discussed, they
would find that :1\11'. Trenwith, who moved
the motion, and the present Leader' of the
Opposition, and other members, showed that
many of the eminent statesmen of England,
including Mr. Campbell. Bannerman, Sir John
Gorst, and others, were in favollr.of the principle. A certain contractor had sought to
evade the principle in England, and it WaS
this that was brought up in the House of
Commons. At. that time some of the Etatcsmen of England held the view that he had
mentioned in regard to the laws of supply
and demand, and t he limitations of the
national wage fund; but these gent.lemen.
on seeing that the principle of the
minimuIll wage had been put into opera·
tion with Sllccess by the London County
Council, were convinced that it was just in its
basis, that it resulted in efficient work, and
prevented the employes being sweated. The
GOVp.fllmr.ut should, above an, be un exemplary employer. The Government in this
country was the largest employer of labour.
To-day, those members who had the privilege
of accepting the Premier's invitation, saw
magnificent work being done a.t Newport.
They saw men doing work, and some of the
members were astonished to see anything but
the proverbial Gorernment stroke; they saw
men working there as hard as they could be
worked in any private establishment. They
saw as many skilled men as they had eyer
seen in any large establishment. As the
State was such a large employer of labour,
and as it ought to do justice to its employes,
it should see that the condition contained
in his proposal was observed, and thus
set a good example to outside employers.
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The Melbourne City Council, in days gone
by, had got men to find a horse and dray, and
give their own labour to earn about 68. lOd.
a day. Honorable members did' n6t want
sweating Ot that kind, but desired to show
the people of Victoria that the Legislature
would see that, while the public money was
judiciously expended, it was spent in :1 just
manner to those who were employed. That
was the principle of the clause he now submitted.
During the recent election, the
\Varanga Basiu contract; played a leading
part in many constituencies. He was very
glad to say that it did so in his electorate,
and had the honorable member who represented Stawell at that time had the prescience to see coming events, he wonld have
cast his vote for a fair thing, af~er promising
the navvies of Lake Lonsdale that if he were
returned as their representative-displl1cing a
man (Mr. Burton) who had served them well
on the democratic side-he would see that instead of 7s. they got 8s. a day .. But the very
first opportunity his principles were put to
the test, that gentleman voted against any
inquiry into the whole of the peculiarities of
the vVaranga Basin contract, and the minimum rate of wages, as proposed by the
honorable member for North Melbourne on
that occasion. He (Mr. Toutcher) did not
suppose he could frighten honorable members
by saying that this question might similarly
apply to them, but the people of this conntry, whether they were employers or employes-the employes at any rate-believed
that when public money was expended in
the employment of labour a fair wage should
It was a scandal that any
be paid.
man should get only 6s. a day for eight
hours' h:ud honest labour-a rate of 9d.
per hour. He would like to see honorable members who would' vote for such
a proposal take off t heir coats and do
eight hours' hard honest labour. He for
one would be very sorry to do it for 9d.
an hour. He believed this proposal "muld
commend itseH to the pmctical mind of the
Premier, [Seeing that the principle of
the (llause had been. un:lllitpously affirmed
by Parliament before. Under those circumstances he hoped the Premier would
concede this principle, which had justice for
ils basis and effieiency as its test.
Mr. BENT said he did not think there
was anything to answer, because he did not
seE! anything in the clause. Did the honorable membet' for Stawell want the minimum
rate of wage to be Enforced in connexion with
the expenditure of the £10,000 in the
schedule for the Melbonrne Univel'sity ~
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On the Yarra improvement works 7s. a day
was taken to be the ordinary navvy's wage;
but there were a number of old men who
wanted work-hundreds or them - and he
did not know whether the honorable member
desired those men to be paid 7s. a day.
He would read the following memorandum
from the Secretary of the Department of
Public 'Vorks:The undermentioneu rates fol' wages are now
being pa.id to men on Yarra improvement works:~l men are engaged on trimming, planting,.
&c., at 6s. per day.
10 men engaged on piece-work averaging 5s.
per day!
These Illen arc engaged for a week only, the
work being given to enable them to earn a few
shillings, and at the end of each week fresh men
a.re taken On fr0111 the r:.:.nks of the unemployed.
These men are paid a rate at which ordinary
navvies would earn 7s. a day.

In other words, a gang of ordinary navvies
were put on a contract, and made 7s. a day.
Then a number of unemployed were given
work at a rate which would enable t.hem,
if they were equally as efficient as the
ordinary navvies, to earn is. a day. These
men could not really get out of town, and
were unfit for any other employment. The
Rev. :Mr. Edgar asked him to find work for a
considerable number of such men, and
their earnings averaged 5s. 6~d. per da.y.
A return from the Engineer-in-Chief's
Department gave the following particulars :-

1 ~1

d ~.

I No. I~ s~·
<:;SA

~og},~
~.§.g

~~~

<cu ...

5(ii

Men employed on pi.ece-work 1971--8"
" " day-work . _:~ _5___6_H
Totals and ave-ra.ges

222 \

n

5

7!

Highest earnings on piece-work, is. 2~d. per day
68 men made between 6s. a.nd 7s. 2!d. per day.
63
5s. " 6s. per day.
38 "
4s. " 5s. "
"
26 "
"
3s." 4s. "
2"
"less than 3s. per da.y.

"'-hen he fOllnd men were getting only 3s.
or 4s. a day he said he did not think that
was enough for anybody, and he put on ls.
a day. The memo. continuedThe piece-work rates are a.11 fixed so that efficient
industrious men can average 6s. 6d. per day; the
rate for ordinary side cutting, wheeled with barrows
into embankment, is 7d. per cubic yard.
The low earnings are due to slow work by a large
number of the men sent from Melbourne, who were
deserving but not strong, and they asked to be
allowed to earn what they could mn.ke at piece-work.
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'York done to date: Clearing-9 miles; Earthwork-Side cutting started with barrows and
planks at numerous places along first 11 mile~ of
line; Sleepers-Hewing started on firs~ 6 nules
of line.

If the honorable member really wanted to
try to establish the minimum wage, let him
take the proper course. 1'he miLlimum wage
,vas not the law in Victoria as yet. A resolution in favour of the minimum wage had
been passed by the Assembly, but it was a
question for both Houses of Parliament to
determine. He was prepared to accept a
straight-out vote on the subject, but he
would be no party to allowing this clause to
be inserted in the present Bill. Some of the
money provided in this measure was to be
given to municipalities and some to the
Mines Department.
Honorable members
knew that miners got a certain rate of pay.
A sum of £20,000 was to be expended at the
Newport workshops, which honorable members had visited to-day, and, fiS they knew,
the wen employed in those workshops were
all paid under the Factories anci Shops Act.
The new buildings at the Working Men's
College WGlllld, of course, be erected on
proper lines as regarded the wages of the
men employed on the work, because the
money was to be handed over to the college
authorities. The improvements in the railway workshops at Williamstown wotlld also
be done in the ordinary way. Therefore,
after all, there was nothing worth talking
about, and this proposed new clause wa.s
simply a catch proposal; there was 110 bUSI.
fless in it.
Mr. TOU'l'CHER.-"That about the Phmnix
lToulldry 1
:Mr. BEN~r said the Phrenix Foundry was
not concerned in this Bill. The honorable
member had read a lot of rubbish.
Mr. TouTcHER.-I know that the Phmnix
J!'oundry is not concerned in this Bill.
Mr. BENT said he would like tolmow then
why the honorable member had mentioned
the Phrenix Foundry, which was llot interested in this Bill 7 The question of the
Phrenix Foundry could be discussed on
another occasion. Various sams of money
were to be handed o':er to different munici·
palities under this Bill, and did the honora?le
member think that he (Mr. Bent) was gomg
to raise the qnestion of the minimum wage at
this stage? Not at all; he would not do it.
For the carrying ont of the sewerage works
provided for in this Bill, tenders would be
called in the usual way, and the work would be
done in the usual way by experienced men.
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Mr. HANNAH.-A shilling a day less than
the minimum wage is being paid in connexion
with those sewerage works.

Mr. BENT asked who said so 1
J know it. I was
offered it on one job.
Mr. BENT asked if that was lately, and
under this Bill ?
Mr. HANNAH.-Ko, not lluder this Bill.
Mr. BENT said he was not talking abou t
things of last century, but of works to be carried out under this Bill.
Mr. HAN:-IAH.-It was within the last six
months.
Mr. BENT said it could not have been
within the last six months.
Mr. HANNAH.-I say yes, it was.
Mr. BENT said he knew it was not. Did
the honorable member say that as a bricklayer he was offered less than 7s. a day within
the hist six months ~
Mr. HANNAH.-No; but I was offered Is.
less than lIs. a day, the minimnm wage. I
was offered las. a day.
Mr. BENT s9.id he was talking about
navvies, not experienced skilled tradesmen.
Mr. TOU'L'CHER.-I spoke about men who
will get work under this Bill.
Mr. BENT said he would not waste the
time of the House on this question. He absolu.tely declined to insert the proposed clause
in this Bill. Honorable members knew fnll
well that since he had been in office nothing
of the kind that honorable members complained of had obtained. Something like 200
men who were sent to him by .Mr. EdgaL'
earned as milch as 5s. 10d:, 58. 7d., and 5s.
Gd. a day, at rates based on 68. 6d. a day for
an ordinary efficient man.
Mr. G. H. BENNETT (Riclmwnd).- You
will not pay less than the minimum wage,
but the departmental officers do so.
Mr. BENT said they did not.
Mr. G. H. BENNE'!"!' (Rickrnond).-Ycm said
you wanted those men to make 6s. 6d. a day,
but some of them are getting only 4s. a day.
Mr. BENT said if the honorable member
would come to him with a definite case of that
kind he would put a stop to it. 'Vhy did
honorable members not come to him about
snch matters instead of barking here about
them? At any rate, he would not agree to
the proposal of the honorable member for
Stawell.
}\'Ir. PRENDERGAST stated that he
would snpport the proposed clause. The
specifications with regard to the minimum
wage had lately been eliminated from the
conditions of contract. The Goyernment
denied any responsibility for that, but it had

Mr. HANNAH.-...I do.
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been done. Honorable members did not
want this clause to apply to muney intended
for endowment, but on all contract works,
whether carried out by municipal councils or
other bodies, the minimum wage ought to be
paid. It was a qnestion of fair wages for
those who did the work. It was only
a reasonable thing for this House to agree
to the proposal it had agreed to before,
namely, that in all such contracts the minimum wage condition should be inserted.
The honorable member for Richmond had
called attention to the fact that certain men
were earning only 4s. a day, but the Premier
denied that statement. It was not a very
dignified position to take up in the House,
bandying words with one another on any
question, one honorable member saying
"Yes, it is;" and another" No, it is not." It
was a 'well-known fact that the conditions of
contract relating to the minimum rate of
wage had been eliminated from Government
contracts, and this neW clause simply' proposed that Parliament should now insist
on the insertion of the minimum wage
conditiona as it originally intended when
it passed the resolution on the subject.
The North Melbourne Council always put
the minimum wage condition into its
contracts, and the same thing was done by
other mnnicipalities, :so that it was only
reasonable that it should 11>e insisted
on b'y Parliament. For these reasons he
wonld support the new clause.
Mr. G. H. BENNErrrr (R'ichmond) remarked
that, in justice to the Premier, he desired to say
that he was present at the honorable gentleman's interview with the Hev. Mr. Edgar, and
remembered the Premier's instrllction to his
officers that he wanted to see those men
earn 6s. 6d. a day, and nothing less. As a
matter of fact, however, some of the unfortunate men had not earned 3s. 6d. a clay.
1.'he Premier said t hose were old men, but he
could assure the honorable gentleman that
they were experienced navvies who had been
working on the Yarra improvements, and
who knew how to do a fair day's work. Of
course, the Premier was not to blame for
what he (Mr. Bennett) was now complaining
of, because the honorable gentleman did all
he could to protect the interests of those
men. For example, he instructed his
officE.rs not to take so much from them
for their tents and tools for the first few
weeks, and expressed his desire that the men
should earn 6s. 6d. a day, but the officers of
the Department went against his instructions. He (Mr. Bennett) had told the men
that the Premier wanted them all to earn a
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fair day's wage and get a fair day's wage.
Before the butty-gang system was introduced
a good navvy could earn 7s. or 8s. a day, but
now he could not earn 6s. a day right
through, because there had been a gradual
effort to bring down wages. If there was a
man in Victoria who honest.ly earned 6s. or
7s. a day, it was the poor unfortunate navvy.
Other tradesmen got very much better
wages, and did not lose so much time through
bad weather, but for the last few years the
majority of the navvies had not earned anything like 6s. a day.
Mr. HANNAH observed that, in many.
instances, the last year or two, in cases
where the Government provided that a certain rate of wage should be paid, not only to
skilled artisans but also to labourers, officers
of the Department, and, in some instances,
contractors had been able to get out of
paying that minimum rate of wage. Of
eourse, the Premier could not be held
respom;;ible for all the work carried out
under the Departments of which he had control; but he (Mr. Hannah) knew that in
cases where 7s. a day had been provided for
skilled labourers, those labourers had had to
work for 6s. a day.
The result was that
the contractors got an undue advantage, except in cases where the men belonged to a
union, or were strong enough to upset the
unjust contractor. In connexion with the
vVaranga Basin contract, some of the very
best skilled labourers were earning even less
than 6s. a day, although many of them had
to support two homes. having to pay rent in
the metropolis. It was the same on the ,"Valhalla line, and how could men earning only
5s., or even 4s., a day be expected to keep up
two homes and live decently? The honorable member for Stawell had done the ri~ht
and proper thing in submitting the clause
now before the House, and he (~1r. Hannah)
beGeved that, as far as possible, the Premier
would see that the minimum wage was paid,
not only to labourers on the bottom rung of
the ladder, but also to skilled mechanics. If
the honorable gentleman did so, he would
find that the Opposition would materially
help him to cany ou t his determination, and
to bring to their bearings all men who endeavoured to override the instructions they
received from the Government of the day.
Mr. SOLLY said he intended to support the proposed clause. He observed in
the schedule to the Bill that a sum of
£60,000 was to be expended on the Flindersstreet Rail way Station. That amount was
only a portion of the money that would be
spent on the work. He desired to kno\y
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whether any provision had been made to pay
the minimHm, or trades union, rate of wages
to skilled workmen, and the recognised outside \yorkers' wage to the unskilled?
Mr. BEIS'T.-Everybody knows that that
will be done.
Mr. SOLLY said he did not know
whether any provi~ioll had been made fot· it
or npt, but he thought the House should
emphatieally state to-day that it desired
that the trades ullion rate of wages
should be paid to the men employed in erecting the Flinder,3-street Station, because after
all that was only a living wage. The Premier
had stated that some of the men who were
receiving a small remuneration for their
work wel'e old men. 'Yell, did every man
depreciate in value when he was getting old ~
Had the I:lremier himself depreciated ill
value?
Mr. BENT.-Very much.
::\1r. SOLLY said the Premier 'was occupying' the highest position in the State of
V ictoria to-day, and he was certainly an older
man than ever he was in his Iif8. That being
the case, the honorable gentleman had appreciated in value with age, or he would not be
at the head of the Government. He (Mr.
Lemmon, knew as a positive fact that,
although a man became physically incapable
of doillg certain work after reaching a certain
age, such a man, on many occasions, was a
very useful workman, even after he arrived
at 60 years, owing to his long practical experience. It was the duty of this House to
affirm to-day that it desired that every pound
of the taxpayers' money expended should be
spent on the condition that the trades
uuion rate of pay s.hould be given to the
skilled workmen, and the recognised outside
rattl of pay to the unskilled workmen employed.
Mr. VV ATT expressed the opinion that if
honorable members were to drift to a yote on
this question they would be likely to get into
a very unsound position. The object the
honorable member had in view was right,
for he merely desired to affirm the principle
p-nunciated by this Chamber nine years ago at
the instance of the late member for Richmond, Mr. Trenwith. It was true, as the
Premier had said, that that principle had
never been affirmed by Act of Parliament,
but, in fact, it had been regarded as the law
of the country, because aU Executives with
one exception, in one case only, had obeyed
that resolution of the Legislative Assembly.
But the question was whether the terms of
this proposal, accepted or unaccepted by the
Government, could be legitimately enforced
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under this Bill. Itstruck him at once that there
were some works to which the principle of
this clause could not apply. For instance,
take item 43 in the schedule, "Planting with
wattles about 7,000 acres nea.r Portland,
£ 12,00~);" and item 44, " .Forestry, £5,000,"
as well as the money towards the conyeyance
of children to school in country ciistricts. No
honorable member would sllggest {.hat the
minimum wage should be paid in c0l111exioll
with those items in the ordinal'S mechanical
wH,y, particula.rly in regard to the planting of
wattles, and forestry. He held in his hand a
petition which he had been asked to present
at an opportune time to the Premier, from
151. members of the unemployed in Melbourne. Some of them, iuclnding the secretary, \Vere very old men, and could not do '
the heavier class of work.
The petitioners
were men of all ages and occupations, and
were vouched for by Lhe secretary of t.he
committee of the unemployed. Those men
were' not 80 concerned about getting the
minimum wage for all their number, as
about getting something to do in any part of
the country.
They were not unwilling to
leave town, as some unemplOYEd had unfortunately been, but were prepared to go
anywhere where they could find employment
and earn support for themselves and their
families.
Jolr. SOLLY.-And work for nothing.
Mr. W ATT.-No. He might inform the
honorable member that on every occasIon in
this House he (Mr. Watt) had voted for the
insertion of the minimum wage condition.
Mr. SOLr~Y.-I hope you will vote for it
on this occasion.
Mr. WATT said he was discussing the
clause before voting on it., because he
thought the honorable member for Stawell
migh t see reason to all).end t.he terms of his
proposal. Some of those men could not em'l'l,
as efficient workmen, the full minimum wage,
but if the terms of the honorahle member's
clause were adhered to, it would have to
be paid to them in the event of their being
engaged, and in that case they would not be
able to get employment.
.Vlr. ~OJJLY.-vVhat do you call an efficient
workman 1
Mr. WATT said he meant a man in the
full vigour of life.
The honorable member
himself admitted that when a man reached flo
certain age he was not as fit physically-Mr. SOLLY.-I did not admit that.
Mr. VI ATT said he remarked it to the
IHmorable member for Glenelg \vhen the
honorable member said it. It was a very
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frank and. proper admission, which was acknowledged by all honorable members, whatever side of the House they sat upon.
Mr. SULLY.--I said that in some instances
he is a very valuable cornmodity to the em·
ployer, and so he is.
Mr. WATT said that experience might
raise the ability of that workman in other
directions, and so compensate in some measure for his physical disability; but in
strictly manual labour which did not call for
any special skll1 or training, the man in the
full vigour of manhood was a more efficient
labour unit than the man who had passed
the prime of life and who was on the way
down the hill.
Mr. SOLI,Y.-And yon believe in paying
only for bone and muscle?
Mr. \V AT~r said he believed in paying
fair value for the work performed.
Mr. UAuNsoN.-"Vould it not be more
economical to knock the old man on the
head?
Mr. WATT said he was afraid that that \vas
a conclusion towards which the arguments of
some honorable members on the other (the
Opposition) sid.e unconsciously led them. His
object was to pay a fair value for the work
performed, alld if fixing a miuimnm value,
which would become a maximnm in these contrac ts, mean t that some of the older men would
not get employment, then every honorablt::
member ought to give that particular phase
of the question consideration at this stage.
The Premier had stated that in all the contracts where tradesmen's work would be
utiliz8d, a minimum. wage would be paid.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-There have
been some cases in which it has; not been
paid.
Mr. \V AT'£' said that the honorable member for Richmond, backed by the leader of
the Opposition, had asserted that in SOllle
cases the oflicers of the Department had disregar(;ed the instructions of the head of the
Government, and had fixed a rate which
meant that the wage earned was less than
the desired minimum. If this new clause
became law, the Premier would not be in any
better position to enforce his decision than he
was at the presen t time, hacked np as he was
now by the r~sollltion of the Assembly and
the practice of past Governments.
Mr. SOLI,Y.-Is there any penalty attached
for the evasion of the minimum wage conditions of a contract 1
Sir SAMUEL GII,LOTT.-There is a penalty.
Mr. \VATT.-Decidedly, but it had not
been always enforced, as the honorable member knew. The question was whether, if this
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clause became a section of the Act, the
officers would do any different from what
they had done. He had qnite confidence
enough in the present Administration, headed
by the pref::ent Premier, to know that the
Preinier would keep his promise to members
in this respect, that if be found an evasion
-according to his 0\\"11 declaration in this
House - and ·that the minimum wage was
not being paid, and if complaints were made
by any party in the House that it was so, he
w6uld see it rectified.
:Mr. J. VV. HILLSON (Filzro,If).-But
Ministers have changed very rapidly of
late.
Mr. 'Y ATT said that so had some mem bel'S
on the opposite bench, who, from violent
fire-eaters, had become almost as qniet as
sucking doves, and would feed out of one's
hand. The que~tioll Wl'l,S whether hOllorable
members were to support the Go\'ernment or
to affirm a principle which did not fully apply
to all the works in this schedule. 1£ the
honorable member for Stawell would stipulate the items upon w,hich he desired a minimum wage shonld be paid-items such as
those which had been already referred to on
both sides of the House-he was going to
vote for it; bllt he could not vote for any
motion which would keep some old men out
of employment, and which would have no real
practical effect beyond the decisi0u of the
present Minister. He felt quite f!ertain,
and he believed that a large number
of members on this (the :\1inisterial) side of
the Honse agreed with him, that if a Bill
came down to affirm hy law the principle
which was passed by the Assembly nine years
ago, that all Government contracts should
contain proper provisions for a minimnm
wage, it would be carried by this House and
by the other.
Mr. GAUNSON. -All Goverument contracts?
:Mr. WATT said he meant all contracts
paid for by Government money.
Mr. GAUNSON.- Vll ould you include municipal contracts?
Mr. 'Y A'l'T said he would even go that
far, because even now he understood that all
the municipalities, in the cities at any rate,
were stipulating for the payment of a minimum wage, with the exception, perhaps, of
the Melbourne City Council.
An HONORABLE MEMBEH.-rrhey are doing
it too.
::Mr. 'WATT said then he was glad to hear
that it was being done now in all cases. In
those items in the schedule where the municipalities had to contribute £1 for £1, the
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Government had a perfect right to stipulate
the conditions upon which at least their COlltribution would be spent, and eq ll~lly, per·
haps, the conditions lIpon which the contributions of the municipalities would be spent.
Mr. J. vV. HILLSON (Fitzroy).-It should
be made a condition upon which the money
shall be gi ven.
Mr. vVATT.-Precisely. Conditions were
fixed already with regard to charitable votes
and a number of other votes, and there had
not been any real or effective opposition to it.
Mr. COLECHlN.-That is what is just
being asked for here.
Mr. VV A'!'T said that more was being
asked for. ·With a desire to say that for all
substantial works in the schedule a minimnm
wage should be paid, honorable members of
the Opposition were going to extend it to
items to which it could not apply, such as
the items f<Dr forestry and planting wattles,
and conveyance of children to school in
country districts, and free libraries in country
districts.
He was just taking these at
random.
The House could not stipulate
that a minimum wage must be paid to the
boy who llrove a number of children to
schooL That had never yet been fixed in
the schedule to which the Leader of the
Opposition had referred.
Mr. PHE~DEIIGAST.- \Ve fixed what the
lads should receive as well as the men in the
Railway Department, and also the Public
~T orks Department.
Mr. vVATT said that in the schedule of
works on which a minimum wage was to be
paid, passed by this House, no such item as
that could be found.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There never was a
schedule rassed ill this House. It was
adopted afterwards on the passing of a
resolution here.
:NIl'. V{ ArrT said it was adopted afterwards,
and in that schedule now the Government
found the guiding figures for the payment of
wages under it. There were 151 men regis-·
tered as unemployed to· day who desired to
get work at forest thinning. Some of them
were not good enough to earn the minimum
wage fixed for full-bodied workmen, and they
could not be sent away, if this clause was
carried, to plant wattles or do forest thinning.
He did not desire, in the attempt to give
explicit directions to the Government, to see a
resolution forced on the House which would
place some honorable members in an awkward
position.
:Mr. TOUl'CHER.-You want me to qualify
a principle.
That is a thing I don't like
d.oing.
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Mr. vVATT said the honorable member
was now talking in large phrases. He did
not desire the honorable member to qualify
a principle at all. The Factories Act, \V hich decided that the Wages Board should investigate
the rates to be paid to efficient workmen also
gave the Board in recent years the power to
fix a wage for less competent men, but Parliament did not stultify itself by attempting
to specify what that lower rate should be.
Parliament said, with regard to the younger
men or the older men who were scarcely as
efficient as journeymen tradesmen or fullblooded labourers, that it could not possibly
go wrong in allowing the Board to fix a
lower rate for them than the full rate which
the experience of the trade showed to be
necessary for the best men. In the same way
Parliament could say that while a man who
could plant so many wattles a day might be
worth 7s. a day, another man whl!) could only
do 75 per cent. of that work in a day was not
worth the full amount fixed for the competent
workman.
Mr. SOLLY.-He has the right tel live
equally with the other fellow.
. Mr. WATT Eaid that all honorable members admitted that. No one denied the right;
to live to any citizen of this country, and the
fact that this Parliament .had endeavoured to
relieve the necessity, particularly of the aged
poor of this country, showed that in recent
years that right was becoming more and more
recogll ised.
Mr. PUENDERGASl'.-But is 7s. a day too
much for the lowest workman that works to- .
day ~ 'ViII he live too highly on that?
Mr. "\VATT said he did not think he would,
but there were men whom the honorable
member could not profitably employ in business at 7s. a day, because of age or infirmity.
Mr. COLECHrN.---He has to be sent, perhaps,
120 miles and then staud his chance of selection. He has to show that he is qualified
and fit before he gets the job.
Mr. V{ ATT said that that showed the
necessity of discriminating in the effect of
this clause. If only qualified and fit men·
,\'ere to get the full wage, then unless less
competent men were to be emlJloyed at the
full wage, those less competent men would
be .thrown quite onto This mat,ter was fought
out in the ~truggle over the last Factories
Act, and Parliament there deaided, after a
somewhat exhaustive analysis of the facts,
that it was quite cumpetent to instruct
the Board to fix a lower rate for less competent men.
Mr. SOLLY.-That has always been done,
for a permit could be given.
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Mr. VV ATT said it was true that the permit system was established in the original
Act, bllt the recent revision 0f this legislation had placed the matter on a different
basis.
Mr. SOLLY.--And on a wrong basis, too.
Mr. VV ATT said he did not think so. In
the first stages he had the privilege, with the
honorable member for Walhalla" of fighting
for the establishment of the principle,
and he knew of indivirJual 'cases under
the Factories Act where the man would
have been utterly disqua,lified for employment if [~ lower rate could not have
been fixed by permit by the Chief Inspector
of Factories or by the Board.
Was the
honorable member for Stawell prepared to
concede, in the terms or the effect of the new
clause, to those honorable members on the
Government side of the House who affirmed
its spirit, a proper opportunity of voting
with him ~ If the honorable member was
not prepared to do so, he was prepared to
vote against him and take the consequences;
but he did not want to do that. He wanted
to see the affirmation of the principle which
the honorable menlber sought, and which he
had very temperately laid before the House,
and he was prepared to help' the hOllorable
member in every possible way, but in return
for that the honorable member would show
his sy~pathy for the spirit of the clause by
suiting it to the emergencies of the occasion
by limiting it to those parts of the schedule
to which it properly applied. Then he
(~Ir. Watt) would vote for it; but if the
honorable member was going· to attach it to
items to which it would not properly apply,
he would be compelled to vote against it.
Mr. BEARD stated that he was in fu,vour
of the clause. 1 n all contracts let by the
Governmellt Ii minimnm wage, as stipulated
by the resolution of the Assembly, should be
inserted and carried ou t. The honorable
member for Esselldon had pointed out that
there were other works in this sched ule
whieh he doubted the advisability of applying this principle to, but it was just as
rea~onable to argue that, this principle
ought to be applied to them. The honorable member for Essendon said that a man,
in fnll vigour who could plant a certain
number of wattles would get 7s. a day,
but asked if it was' reasonable, for the
Goverument to give the same wage to a man
who c~:mld only plant half the number.' He
(Mr. Beard) said it was reasonable, and that
it was only right that that man should get
7s. a day, because a man in the full
vigour of life was largely underpaid if he
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only got 7s. a day, and it was not right
for the Government to take the most
efficient man, and fix the bare living wage
upon the work he could do. The Government Qllght to average the payments, and
consequently, when the officers were putting
men on, they should select a number of
those' who were in the full vigQur of life, and
also put on other men who were not so
capable, but pay them all at the rate of 7s.
a day, and then the average output would be
a fair and reasonable one. For these reasons
he thought the clause was practicable. The
honorable member for Essendon must know
that men engaged on outside work would
very often lose one or two days a week, and
at 7s. a day the loss of two days only left a
man 28s. a week on which to keep a \vife and
family, and toliverespectably,alld tomake such
provision that he would not need in future
years to come on the' State for an old-age'
pension. SOllle allowance must be made for
him to put something by for his old age, and
seeing that the wage was so low, Parliament ought not to discriminate because a man
was a little older or slower, but should see
that it was paid to every man engaged by the
Government, and stipulated for in every
contract let by the Government to a priVftte
indi vid ual.
~lr. MUHHAY remarked that when he
was Minister of Labour, and had the amending Factories Dill under consideration, this
was a subject to which he gave a great deal
of attention. In legislation on industrial
questions, this was Olle of the most difficult
matters that a Parliament could be called
upon to deal with-to fix a minimum \rage
which was a fitir wage, and would not illj ure
anyone. His friends 011 the opposite side on
this qnestioll liad always been inconsistent,
and he was glad to hear the ringing words with
which the Leader of the Opposition concluued his speech last night, when he made
an appeal to honorable members' feelings for
the universal brotherhood of man. He (.1\11'.
Murray) claimed that every man had a
right to our consideration, and that all men
were our brethren. He recognised that the
braWl! man and the yellow man were his
brethren. He was somewhat of a Christian
in that, but his friends oFPosite only recognised brotherhood when the man was young
and strong, and well able to look after himself. Once a man was going into his declining years they had no consideration whatever for him, and in a sarcastic sort of way
they ~uggested that he should be pole-axed.
If they had their way they would give him
a much crueller death than p0le-axing, whieh
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was sudden and sharp, and would soon end
his troubles. For they proposed slow ly to
starve to death-which he' believed was the
cruellest of all deaths-the aged and incom~
petent. That was the way in which they
would realize the brotherhood of man. They
,yere very kind only to the strong man,
although they talked about the equality of
man, and all the rest of it. Did the representative of the Railways Service (Mr.
Solly) subscribe to the sentiments of the
honorable member for Jika Jika? If those
sentiments were carried to their logical
conclusion, then every man who earned
more than another man would have to
pool it. The man who got £300 a year
would have to pool it with the man who
got is. a day, and the artisan who got lIs.
a day as a bricklayer, like his honorable
friend plr. Hannah) who was one of the
representatives of the Railways Service,
would have to pool his money, so that it
could all be averaged out at the ~.ame wage.
Mr. PRlDNDERGAsT.-The same old stupid
Tory argument.
Mr. MURRAY said it was not his argument.
It was the argumen t that the hononl ble
member for Jika Jika used. '1'he Labour
Party did give consideration to the young
man before he had reached his full strength.
They proposed to make provision ill' all
industrial legislation for the young man who
had Hot atttl.ined his full strength, amI he
could be employed at a lower wage than a
competent j(mrneyman. That was a very
excellent provision, but the same pro\'ision
should be made for the old man, and t.he
same consideration should be shown to him.
'1'he members of the Labour Party were
inconsistent. They would fix for piece-work a
certain rate which might be based upon
what a competent man could e am , and
what they considered a fair rate to fix; but
while the strong and most competent
workman would be able t.o make a high wage
at it, the weaker man would only be able to
make a very low wage. Accordillg to their
doctrine it was quite fair that u.nder piecework a man ought to be paid only what he
earned, according to a fixed rate; but when
the wages were not under piece-work, they
asserted that it was very unfair to pay a man
according to what he earned. There was a
nice contradiction in that. J t appeared to be
the unfortunate effect that would al ways
follow the carrying of such a resolution as
this, that it would be only the best and most
capable men tha~wol1ld get employment at all,
when money was spent with such a condition
as this attached to .it. That would be the
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effect now, and it could have no other possible
effect. Those who advocated it were only looking after the interests of the strong. who were
able to t[~ke care of themselves, and were
utterly disregarding the unfortunate conditions of the weak. He knew that that statement was perfectly true.
Mr. MACKINNO.N expressed the opinion
that there was a good deal of unnecessary
arguing about this matter. The simple
business proposiuon was that there were
certain of these items to which, according to
the Treasurer and t.he honorable member for
Essendon, it would he quite imp0ssible to
apply this provision of the minimum wage.
He must sav that he could nlOt follow that
argument altogether except with regard to
what were said to be relief wf)rks, snch as
forest thinning; but if that waF; so, it sureiy
lay on the Government to tell the House what
those items were, and then it was quite probable that the House might agree t() exempt
one or two of them. ~O\V that this clause
had been put forward, it would be very
wrong indeed for those who had supported
the minimum wage to vote against the clause
unless they saw that it was utterly impossible to enforce it in some particular case.
He had takon the trouble to look up 011e or
two cases in which, in statutes which had
passed this House llnd another place, Parliament had affirmed this principle. The Act
passed ill 190 I, at the instance of the present
Treasurer, to extend the provisions of the
rrramways Act to the municipality of
~t. Kilda within certain limits, contained a
proviso that no ewploye should be paid less
than 7s. a day of eight hours, nor work more
than {8 hours in each week. That passed
another place. As long ago as 1885 a som8wh>l.t similar provision was inserted in the'
Melbourne Harbor Trust Act, and in the
case of the Act authorizing the Moe and
'Valhalla railway-he did not know whether
it ought not now to be called the Moe and
Overloaded Country railway-there was a
provision enforcing a minimum wage.
Mr. BEXl'.-Not a minimum wage, if you
please.
Mr. MACKtNNON said that it was an
average wage, which came to pretty well the
same thing. It had been mentionecl that
there was a class of men who were very glad
to get work in the forests, and who were cer-'
tainly prepared to tal(e less than the minimum wage; bnt the Premier should make
. it his business to tell the House the
cases in which this provision should not
be insisted on, on aCCOU'l) t of the works
being in the nature of relief works.
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Still he did not see how honorable members
could possibly go back on this clause without going back on a principle which was
not only thoroughly well recognised in Victoria, but which was gradually being recognised all over England, in connexion with
contracts of this sort. For that reason he
mllst vote for this clause, unless some change
was made.
Mr. MOHRISSEY stated that he did not
desire to hamper the Government for one
moment in carrying out the good int.entions
which they had embodied in this Bill. He
recognised' the good work that the Government were abont to do in m&.king available
so much money, that would be chiefly used
in the employment of labour. As tbe honorable member for Essendon ha1 put it, the
dause, as 8ubrnitted by the honorable member for :Stawell, placed honorable members-or, at all events, he felt that it
placed him-ill a rather embarrassing position. In voting for it one would be regarded as asserting a principle with which all
lahollr would be pleased, whilst in voting
against it one would be regarded as voting
against the interests of' the working man. In
connexion with a matter affecting a very
large number of men who were now working
in his district, he had practically committed
himself to snpport, if it ever came before
the H(1)use, their desire that the minimum
wage now pai~ for certain work at the
"Taranga Basin should be raised. At the
last election his opponent was a strong
advocate of raising the minimum wage
for that work from 6s. to 7s. per day.
An hemorable member who snpported the
Governtnent durillg the last Parliament was
in an adjoinillg electorate, and was a strong
supporter of raising the rate from 6s. to 7s.
He (Mr. Morrissey), with the others, agreed
tha.t 6s. a day was not sufficient for that
particular class of work. ~e wnuld be regarded
practically as turning back on his utterances
of that time if he opposed the motion of the
honorable member for Stawell, but he recognised that there was much work to be carried
out under this Bill, and that the proposal
could not apply at all. In connexioll with
the S11m for forest-thinning, .part of which was
to be spent in his di:3trict, he knew Illany old
men who were competent but who were in
their declining years, who should not be
prevented from getting work through a
certain fixed minimum being placed so
high that only the best and most vigorolls
men could be employed. The honora:ble
member for Jika Jiktt had stated that the
Government should employ all the men at an
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average of 7s. a day; that there should be a
certain number of vigorous men, and a certain number of old or weak men; and that,
on the average, the Government wonld get
7s. worth of work from the men.
:Mr. 'VA'fT.-It would be unfair individually
to the men.
Mr. MORIUSSEY said that it was certainly
unfair to the men who at piece-work might
earn l('s. or lIs. a day. It would only work
out as the' honorable member for J ika Jika
imagined it would providing that the strong
man was altruistic enough to work for the
others.
Mr. BENT.-If this is carried it will put
off 500 mem next week.
:Mr. ~iORRISSEY.-I hope some rnodification will be made ..
Mr. BE~T.-500 men will go next week.
iVIr. PRESDERGAsT.-Have YOll the 500
men on? You said last 'week that none of
this work was being gone on "ith.
?tIl'. 13E~T. -You know very well that I
have read to-night where 300 men are at
work at ''IV alhalla and the Yarra ..
'NIl'. PRESDERGAS'l'. - And you have to
knock off miles of the rail way. What then?
Mr. BENT.-They are still going on.
?tir. NIORRISSEY said it could be shown
that it was' impossible to work out; the suggestion made by the honorable member. The
honorable member assumed that the Government would get the weak and the strolJg at
an average of 78. Rut that was assuming
that the strong man would exert himself to
compensate for the weakness of the weak mun,
and the strong man was not likely to do that.
The strong man \vould probably do as little
as he could for his 78., and the weak man
would not do 7s. worth of work, so that the
7s. worth cf work, on the averHge, would not
be obtained for the State.
He (Mr. Morrissey) felt that the Premier, who was sympathetic with the working man, and. as hard a
toiling man as any in the State, would admit
that individuals who were only getting 6s.
for navvying work were not getting what they
were entitled to. A man who was doing
navvyillg work-a strong man exercising
himself to the extent of his strengthshould average in Victoria· 7s., and in
cunnexion with all the large water conservation works that the Minister of 'Vater
Supply had in contemplation, there shollld be
a. provision that the men should be paid is. a
day. If the Premier would indicate that he
was prepared to arrange for the payment of 7s.
a clay for all manual labour of the character
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of na vvying work that \Vas to be c!lrried
out in connexion witb this Bill, he wonld
oppose the proposed new clause.
Mr. SWINBITRNE.-You mean an able-bodied
navvv ?
M;. MORRISSEY.-An average navvy.
:Mr. SwrNBuRNE.-A thoroughly competent
navvy?
~lr. MORRTSSEY.-Yes. If the honorable gentleman would indicate the intention
of the Government to do that, he would
oppose the amendment.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Certainly.
Mr. MORRISSEY said that if not he would
support the honomble member for Stawell.
Mr. GRAHAM said tlilat the honorable
member who had just S:lt down had stated
that he was a little embarrassed in this matter.
He (Mr. Graham) felt no embarrassment at
all about the vote he should give on this
occasion. Everyone, including the honorable
members on the Opposition side of the House,
knew that he had al ways favoured:t minimum
rate of wage, but a very great inj Ilstice was
going to be inflicted on aged men who were
working noW if this motion were carried. He
was in favour of a minimum wage, but this
was a catch motion, and he had no hesitation
in voting against it.
.
Ml·. SA~GSTER observed that the motion was necessary in 1895, and it was just
as much required to-day. At that time the
HOll'5e had plenty of evidel1ce, after careful
investigation by honorable members, that
s~rollg able-bodied men were paid from :Is. to
5s. a day at hard navvy work. It was for
that reason that the resolution was carried
on that occasion. The evidence then was
conci nsiye that men were so hard pressed to
get a living that they had to accept work at
that rate. Contractors were making nse of
the men who were in that position, and the
contractor who was prepared to pay fair
wages was absolutely driven out of the f~eld.
The honest contractor would not put In a
tender bEcause he knew that if he got the
contract he could not pay reasonable wages,
and he did not want to be recognised as a
sweater. It was therefore necessary to have
that provision inserted in contracts for Government and municipal works. The positiun was the same to-day. The Premier had
made a statement about the 'Valhalla Hailway, declaring that not a man had been dismissed, although it had been decided that the
rail way was only to go the first ten miles.
Mr. BEr\'l'.-I did not say that any men
had not been paid off. I have not knocked a
single man off.
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Mr. SANGSTER.-Perhaps the officers
have.
Mr. BENT stated that he desired to explain that no different action had been taken
by him since the time he started these men
at work: The £·30,800 that had been voted
would take the rail way to the River Trers,
and he had given no instructions to knoc.k
men off. On the contrary, he had told the
engineer to put on a few more men who were
nressing for work.
Mr. SANGSTER said that he had the
statement of a man who had just come from
there-one of 70 who had been knocked off
because they were beyond the boundary.
Mr. BENT.- vVhy did you not tell me
that? I would have stopp~d it in a minute.
Mr. SANGSTER said that the man he
was referring to was a practical navvy, and
had been doing this class of work for years.
The man had worked on the Mildura rail way,
he believed, and made excellent wages at the
average rate that was paid. That man went
to work on the job at Moe, and this was how
the officers treated him.
Mr. BI<:N'f.- "Vhy did you not tell me this
at the office?
Mr. SANGSTER said he had just got the
information, alld that was the reason \\' hy he
asked the Premier if he had put men off, and
the Premier said " No."
Mr. BENT.-[ said that, and I say it again.
Mr. SANGS'rER said that he had given
the man's statement.
Mr. BENT.-An ex parte state~ent.
Mr. SANGSTEH. said yes. He (Mr.
Sangster) was not 011 the job himself, and he
had to take t he man's statement, and the
Premier had to contradict it if he would.
Mr. BENT.-Indeed I won't. It was your
duty to come to the office anci see me if you
wanted to be a fair man.
Mr. SANGSTER said that be wanted to
be a fair man.
The SPEAKER.-These conversations
across the t.able are highly disorderly.
Mr. SANGSTER said' that he was simply
stating that men had been knocked off, and
further that this capable navvy had not
been able to earn the minimum wage on
acconnt of the heavy weather up there .. This
man had been there, and had worked about
fi ve weeks on t of six or seven weeks.
Mr. BENT.-I am willing to control the
weather if you like.
Mr. SANGSTER said that in one fortnight this man made £2 14s. 7d., and the
next fortnight £3 28. 2d. The next money
was not paid over yet. This man, who had
a wife and fi \Te children in South Melbourne,
.&.
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was charged £1 13s. 5d. for rail way fare, tent,
and tools. How were they to live? One
fortnight the man was idLe three days on
account of the weather.
Mr. BE~'f.-Good gracious 1 You do not
say that I regulate the weather.
)-lr. SANGSTER said that he did not say
that. The mall was dismissed at a minute's
notice last ~unday afternoon, at four
o'clock.
He worked up to five o'clock
on Saturday afterno::m, when the foreman
ordered him to go off, and told him that his
work would be measured up, and that he would
be paid at Moe on Monday afternoon. He
went to Moe, and had to borrow t.he money
to pay his fare to Melbourne. One or two
other men, who had not earned enough to
pay their fare, were dismissed, and they were
stranded at Moe now while their families
were here. "Vas this a fair rate for this
class of work II '1'he minimum wage should
not only be provided for, but also be
enforced in evet'y contract, so that the
officers of the Department would know
. that if the work was not set out in
such a way that t.he men could make fail'
wages the ufficers themselves would be hauled
oyer the coals. The officers seemed to be
doing their best for the Department, independent of the men. It was said that the
Government had knocked off 70 men ft'om
this railway. He took it that that was because some honorable members tmd voted
against the '£40,000 for the raiLway, and the
men had to pay for it by being dismissed ..
Tbat was not fair" and the Government
officers that did that should be asked why
they had done so. If the Premier said that
it was not done with his consent, or by his
instructions, then it had been done by the
instructions of some officer in the Department, and it was to be hoped the Premier
would make some inq niry.
.Mr. BENT.-I will inquire, you may depend on it. There is not a word of truth in
it so far as I am concerned.
Mr. SANGSTER said that he had the
man's statement, and he kne\v the man to be
a thorough good navvy, and a decent respectable per.:5on, who was trying to keep his
family. It was hard for a man under those,
conditions· to keep his family, becanse, in
addition to other expenses, he had to provide
himself with camp necessaries, such as a
fryingpan, anu bedding and other things.
All that came out of his money, and his wife
and family were trying to live on the paltry
few shillings he was able to send them, But
the man was satisfied to go on working
because he had now worked off his rail W.-iY
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fare and the tent and the tools, and he
would now be able to send more money to
his wife, Bn,t immediately the man had
pj,id off the money that was due to the
Government, he was discharged.
It was
unfair to place any man in the position that
the Government had placed this man in on
this occasion.
'
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg) observed that he agreed with the,remarks of
the honorable member for Essendon that if
this motion were carried it conld not be
applied to many items in the schedule.
Mr. TouTcHER.-It is only for the practical items.
Mr. BEN'l'.-It is simply a catch motion.
Mr. EvYEN CAMERON (Glenelg) said
that, as a matter of fact, there were a great
many items in this schedule which would be
paid for by piece-work, and they would have
to have a factories board to ascertain the rate
at which the work should be done at piecework. The item to whieh the honorable
member for Esscndon called attention would
iiave to be done at so much an acre.
Could they get a Loard to fix a minimulll
rate for a work for which there was no
standard, and in connexion with which Ol1e
could scarcely know the capacity of. the men?
Mr. W ATT.-It is experimental work.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON said tha,t that
was experimenta.l work. The amendment was
too sweeping, and this was not the time to
apply such a lJl'ovision as this.
At another
time the feeling of the House could be ascertained on such a question as a minimnm wage
in connexion with the expenditure on Government and municipal contracts.
I twas
properto inclUde a tninimum wage there as
far as the principle could be n.pplied, because
neither the Government nor the municipalities were affected by competition as private
industry was, and it would not be so difficult
to apply the minimum waKe principle to Governmeut or municipal work as to private
enterprise. That difficulty could be got over,
but this was not the time to apply such a
promiscuous and, sweeping provision as
the honorable member suggested. A. better
time to determine this would be in connexion with GO\'ernment and municipal COIItracts, and the honorable member would
then get the support of the Chamber;
but so far as this amendment was concerned
to-night, whatever sympa,tby he might have
with it in connexion with ll1unici pa,l and
.Government contracts, he was going to vote
against the amendment in connexion with
this Bill.
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Mr. GAUNSON stated that he had been
a good deal struck this afternoon with the
discussion that had taken place. 'Vhat
occurred to his mind most painfully was that
it seemed there were officers under the Go,rernment who appeared to be doing their
level best to destroy this Government.
An HONORABLE ME~IBER.-PnbJic Service
officers?
Mr. GAU.N SON said that he was Sl1re that
there was no oue in the House who would
challenge the real sympathetic disposition of
the Premier towards the working men of
this country.
Mr. TOU'l'CRER.-Are you finding fault
with your constituents?
Mr. GAUNSON said he did not care a
dump for his constituents j he was all for the
welfare of the country. He was equally
satisfied that the relation given by the honorable t11erober for Port Melbourne was perfectly correct, but did the Premier know
anything about that? Did he authorize
that't Did it not come as a shock to that
honorable gentleman 1
Mr. LEVIEN.- 'What ?
Mr. GAU~SON said that he referred to
the statement that some poor devils, 70
in number, had been dismissed on Sunday
afternoon from the "Valhalla railway works.
The Premier did not send them adrift, and
did not give orders for that, and was not pel'sou ally responsible for that, The Premier
did not know anything about it, In all
criminal courts it was the mens rea, the COllsciousues~. that they had to deal with. The
Minister did not know of it. He was quite
satisfied of that. He would ask the attention
of honorable members on this subject. They
had heard to-night that uine long years ago
a resolution was tabled, and he understood
carried in this House, that the minimum rate
should be applied in all Government contracts. \Vhat did they find the other day?
They found it stated-and he believed it to
be absolutely true - that the minimum wage
provision was deliberately struck out of a
contract, and the Minister knew llothing
about it. 'Was that not flying in the
teeth-he would not say of Parliament,
because he was too much of a constitutional student to listen to the t.waddle about
a resolution of this Honse being law. But
for the practical working of the government
machine, a resolution of this House was qnite
sufficient. to be a direction to the Government
to interpret it into ordinary practice, and to
make it part of their contracts. Although
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there was a minimum t\'age insisted upon in
the contracts entered into there was always
somebody behind who did not enforce it.
Mr. TOUTCR~:R.-It has only beeH since
the Irvine Government, succeeded by the
Bent Government, came into power.
Mr. GAUNSON said he did not love the
Irvine Ministry. He would say, confusion
confound them twice over. He did not care
a braRs but ton for them. If ever there was
a cold-blooded creature in existence it was
the late Premier.
Several HO~ORABLE :\lE:1rBERs.-N 0, no.
Mr. G A U ~ SON said that Shakespeare
undoubtedly had him in his mind when he
described him from the mouth of Lucio,
in .'J1ea.~U1·e for MeaSU1'e. Talk abou t an
icicle! Lucio said, "ne was begot between
two stockfishes, and it is certain his urine is
congealed ice." The cold-blooded creature!
'What was the use of talking abont him?
'What did he plr. Gaunson) care about the
Irvine Government ~ What he was concerned
about was this. Here wa~ a Ministry, and.
their underlings, whoever they were, were
practically destroying them. He could quite
appreciate the feeJiHg of the Premier wheu
he said that the honorable Diem ber for Port
Melbourne should have gone to him and told
him, and then he would have. made inquiries,
and that the honorable member for Port
Melbourne should not shoot that at this
House.
He (~Ir. Gaunson) did not
blame the honorable member for Port Melbourne, and he believed that \Vhell the Premier came to look in c001e1' blood at the
action of the honorable member, he would
feel obliged to him for showing him the style
in which they were doing these things in the
Departmellt bebind the Premier's back. The
whole Department was rotten, from stem to
stern, and it was high time, if they were to
have this minimum wage provision in
Government contracts, that they should
insist UPOL} it being kept. He wOlldered
whether there was anv "kick" in connexion
with contracts, so as to get over the payment
of the minimum Wftge. He was getting
wicked ill his old age, and he was inclined to
think that when he heard about these old
men. He was rapidly getting an old man
himself. Some honorable members would,
no doubt, recollect reading about a visit a
man paid to an extremely \ve11- kept factory in America, where the young men
working in it 1'\'ere buzzing about as busy
as busy could be.
The visitor asked,
"Where are your old men ~" alld the
reply was, "Come round to the cemetery."
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If we were to be governed solely by the commercial spirit why not knock all the old men
on the head, or asphyxiate them automatically-put them in a lethal chamber immediately they reached the age of 60 years?
If that were done his friend the Premier and
himself would so(')n be playing on their
golden harps, and his dear friend, David
Syme, would have the gentleman who
was in possession of Tophet progging him
up with a parti.cularly strong additional fork
for the many truths he had inflicted upon
this State of'Victoria. If the matter went
to a vote he (:Mr. Gaunson) mnst vote for
this particular proposal.
He could see it
it was open to the objection of being called
a catch vote, and he should have been glad
if the mover of the clause had taken the
Premier at his word and allowed the matter
to be deal t with in a separate measure, so
that each honorable member would be required to take a definite stand upou it before
it was placed on the statute·book. If that
were done he wonld like to see any paid
officer of the Government, allY public servant whether a rail way officer or a public
officer, deliberately flouting the will of the
Parliament of this country.
Parliament
would certainly know what to do with him.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The adopt.ion of this new
clanse will not prevent the bringing down of
a Bill subseqnently.
Mr. GAUNSOX.-N"o doubt; but as this
clause was going to be passed, he could quite
see that while it could work good there was a
danger that it might work ill ; but of course,
honorable members on that (the Opposition)
side of the House had all pledged themselves,
and must act according to their pledges.
An HO~OIUBLE ME~IBER.-Yon did not do
that last night.
Mr. GAUNSOX said he was a perfectly
free agent. If he was dissatisfied he voted
according to his conscience. .
Mr. LE;\DwN.-'l'he only objection we have
to that is that yon should have told Jour
elecl!.ors before you were elected, that you
were going to be a free agent.
:Mr. GAUNSON.-\Vell, he would tell the
elec~ors behind that he was going to be a
very free agent-a very free agen t indeed.
Mr. \VA'L'T.-Hear, hear. One brea,k-away.
Mr. GAUNSON said he would sit in allY
part of the Chamber he liked, and was not
going to be "chowsed " out of his position by
any honorable member on the Opposition
benches. In the end he thought it would be
fOtl1ld that he was the truest Labour mEmber
of the lot. In the meantime, he would vote
against the Government on this oceasion,
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although he did not \'allle the arguments of
those who supported the clause a snap of the
finger, because they were not wOl,th it.
Mr. LIVINGSTON stated that he did
not wish his attitude towards the present
proposal to be misunderstood. So far as the
experienced navvy was coneel'l1ed, he believed
he was certainly underpaid at 7s. a day. If
a man had a strong constitution and was able
to do that class of work well, he was honestly
worth more than that. But in the absence
of any list of workl') in this schedule to which
the minimum wage was thought to be applicable, he did not think it possible to apply
the minimum wage to the whole of the
items. ~eake, for instance, the first item of
£30,000 for roads and bridges. That sum
would he distributed amollgst a Immber of
municipalities. So far as he could understand, a great deal of it would go to some of
the poorer and the rougher shires. Now, in
those shires t.he money would be cut up into
small amounts, and contracts would be taken
in many cases to the amount of £100 or
£200. Incase::; of that kind it was
simply impossible to employ experienced
llavvies at the standard rate of wage. As a
general rule this class of work was undertaken
by a neighbouring farmer, who employed the
sons of the farmers round about, and surely
no one could ad vance the argumen t that
those men were experienced navvies, and
qualified to earn 7s. a day. If, however, the'
new clause were adopted, the whole of those
inexperienced mell would have to be paid
that amount. '1'he result would be that the
ratepayers in. each district would ~e mulct
of the amollnt represented by the difference
in wa::;es. If a list could be made of some
of the items to which the minimum wage was
to be applied, there would be some reason in
the pl'oposal, but under the present circumstanl:es he rnust certainly oppose it,
Mr. vVARDE remarked that during the
last Parliament there wa.s a long discussion
upon the proposal to lower the minimum rate
of wages on the Waranga Basin contract.
The principal reason then put forward by the
Govelllment for refusing to adopt the minimum rate was tha.t the absence of a minimum
wage would give an opportnnity to men who
were not thoroughly well qualified for the
work to secure employment at a lesser rate
of wage, whilst the more competent men
would still be able to obtain a full wage.
He (Mr. 'Yarde) had been in consultation
with numbers. of navvies who had been all
their lives engaged in that class of work, and
who were thoroughly qualified.
Some of
them were at work on pri\'ate contracts in
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conn ex ion with the sewerage scheme in Melbourne, and these men received as much as
6s. 6d. and 7s. a day, though on the \Varanga
Basin contract they could not get more than
the low minimum that, was fixed by the
Government. During the discussion of that
matter, honorable members in the Labour
Party particularly urged lIpon the GQ\'ernment that the only result of the nction of
the Government would be, not to find employment for the men who were comparatively unskilled in, the work, but to
reduce the men who were skilled to the
low level of wages fixed as the minimum.
'rhe experience gained since then had proved
most indisputably the truth of that contention. The honorable member for Gippsland
South seemed to think that the shires 'vere
too poor to pay these men 7s. per day, but if
the honorable member really believed that
the labourer was worthy of his hire, and
that his wife and children must be protected
from unscrupulous employers, then the very
first thing he ought to do was to apply the
same principle in those cases where the money
of the State was being expended.
Mr. LIVINGSTON rose to a point of
order. He did not say that the shires were
too poor or disinclined to pay 7s. a day, but
only that the men whom they employed on
small contracts-farmers' sons principallywere not in a position 'to earn 7s. a day,
while on t4e other hand it would Hot pay
skilled men from the city to go to the country in order to take up such small jobs.
1\11'. 'V ARDE said the same argument was
used when the Government lowered the
minimum rate on the 'Varanga Rasin contract. '1'he farmers and their teams of horses
were trotted out, and it was l~rged that owing
to the unfortunate drought, t.hey should be
given the opportunity of getting employment
on this work. Did the lowering of that
minimulll wage result in the employment of
these men? Not at all. He knew, from
information given to him by many navvies
who were working upon the job, t.hat nl!) more
considerat.ion was given to the farmer than
to anyone else. The contractor did the work
for private profit, and his business was not to
consider whether it was a farmer's son, or a
farmer's team, but only how to get the
best men available at 6s. per day, irre·
spective of' the fact that other men
were walking about and starving. This
Assembly a few years ag(l unanimously resolved that ill the expenditure of pnblic
moneys at all events a living wage should be
maintained. Ever since the Irvine Government. and the Bent Government came into
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office, however, there had been an endeayollr
and a tendency ou every occasion to reduco
the rate of wages. 'When honorable members
talked about the sympathy of the Prenlier
for working men, he (Mr. Warde) did not
deny that that honorable gentleman, as an
ordinary human being, had a certain amount
of sympathy for his fellow men; but when a
man doliberately offered an inducement to
reduce wages from even 6s. 6d. per day to
5s. per day, was that sympathy of a practical
character ~ He (Mr. Warde) did not think
so. It was rather an intimation to people
outside thaG the sympathies of the Government were in the direction of reducing wages.
Again, in connexion with contracts entered
into by the Railway Department the minimum
wage clause by some means or other had in
many instances, been obliterated.
Not
ollly that, bnt the Yankee and Canadian
system of driving men to the fullest extent they could possibly work was being
introduced. yet the Government stood
idly by and refused to do anything to
prevent it. It might be within the knowledge of some honorable members that
within the last few weeks specifications had
been sent to men who were employed in
carriage-building at the Newport workshops
-the shops which so many honol'able
members passed through to-day, and in
which they were so highly delighted to see
the equipl:llellt and the way in which the
men were doing their work. A certain
number of hours had been allowed for the
construction of the carriages, and if the men
completed the carriages within that time
a bonus was promised to them, but the
Commissioners reserved to themselves the
right to say that the time should not be the
same for the next job of the same kind.
What did that mean?
An HONORABLE MEMBEH.-Sweating.
Mr. WAHDE.- Wasit not a.n atttempt to
tamper with the minimum rate of wage?
The Commissioners said-" We ,,,ill give flo
bonns for the completion of the first carriage
withi-n the time allotted by us, and at the end
of that job we will say what the future time
allowance is to be."
An HONORABLE MEl\IBER -Quite right.
Mr. vVAHDE said it might be qnite right
from the honorable member's point of view,
and it seemed to be a part of the Government
policy, but it was simply an a.ttempt to lower
wages. Suppose there were 40 or 50 carriage·
builders, the smartest gang amongst them,
the very quickest men, might achieve the
result of completing the job in two or three
days' less time than the time allowed by the
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Department. According to the circular that
had been issued, this plall was introduced
from the arsenal at "Voolwich. The Commissioners did not add the information that
it was copied from America, because they
did not want honorable rnembers to think that
it was an American or Canadian innovation.
Then, having found out the '!uickest time
within which these carriages could possibly
be constructed, the time allowance would uudoubtedly be reduced, with the result that
the average and the slow man would have
no chance of earning decent wages under this
infernal competitive system, and, as the
honorable member for the Public Service remarked, aU th~ old men would be fOllnd in
the cemetery, as was the case to-day in
America.
Everyone knew that America
was a great country, but its industries were
being carried on at the sacrifice of the length
of life of the artisans who were assisting to
build them np. The writer who had been
quoted by the honorable member for the
Publie Service stated that he could go to any
country in Europe or Great Britain, and in
every shop he visited the old men were found
working and earning an honest living, but in
the great country of America the men were
worked to death almost before they reached
the prime of life. Any Government which
desired the welfare of the people of Victoria
should, above all other considerations, insist
that those who were employed by the State
itself should at least receive a living wage
for the work they did.
lVlr.J. CAMERON (Gippsland Ea,st) stated
that if some of the items in the schedule could
be singled out as suitable, he would vote for
the adoption of a minimum wage of 7s. per
day; but when it was proposed that the
minimum wage should be applied to the
whole of these works without discrimination,
he was bound to vote with the Government.
:\11'. S"VI~·BURNE expressed the opinion
that considerable misapprehension ·existed in
the minds of some honorable members. He
had taken the trouble to reckon up certain
items in the schedule, and he found that
works to the amount of about £200,000 out
of a total of £390,000 would absolutely come
under the Faetories Aet, or under the
minimum wage provisions of the Rail way
Department. The Department already paid a
minimum wage, and he did not think any
one would complain of the wages that were
paid at Newport.
Mr. "\VAH])]~.-The Railways Commissioners
are trying- now to evade the Factories Act.
:Mr. S"\VINBURNE sa.id he did not think
.so. About £64,000 out of the balance of
Session 1904.-[21].
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the £390,000 could not possibly come under
the minimum wage, because it consisted of
contributions to the University, the \\' orking
Men's College, and free libraries.
Mr. L1DDwN.-The expenditure at the
Working Men's College is for building, and
it would come under the minimum wage.
Mr. SWINBURNE said that that would
increase the £200,000. But at all events
hetween £5Q,000 and £60,000 was to bE
distributed in free gifts to variolls institu·
tions, and the minimum wage clause could
not possibly be applied to that expenditure.
Mr. PRE~DItRGAsrr.-It does not apply to
any of those items, as the honorable member
knows very well, and there is no intention to
apply it. This is only quihbling.
Mr. SvVINBURNE said he did not want to
repeat the arguments that had been adduced
against the proposal of the honorable member
for Stawell in order to show that it would be
almost impossible to apply the minimum
wage in cases where small contracts were.
taken. Another point he wanted to empha. size was that his friends in the Labour Party
took up quite a different ~ttitude on this
q uestionfrom that which was taken up by their
confreres in other parts of the world. Wherever co· operation had been successfully established, it had been established only on one
basis, and that was the basis of a minimum
amount of work for a minimum wage.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.- Where is that ~
Mr. S'VINBUR~E.-On the Continent of
Europe, and in Great Britain itself.
Mr. PRENDERGAS'L' -·Mention one place.
Mr. SWINBURNE said there were seven
or eight places in Belgium, others ill France,
and several co-operative societies at N ewcastle-on-Tyne, and elsewhere in the United
Kingdom, where co·operati\'e manufacturing
was carried on. He was not speaking of cooperative· distribution, but where co·operative
manufactures were carried on, and where
factories had to be established, these societies
had been absolutely compelled to enforce the
principle of a minir~lum amount of work for a
minimum wage. If that principle were
adopted in connexion with this clause it
would, of course, take away all the sting of
the proposal. Personally, he was in favour
of a minimum wage. He paid up to 88. a
day for unskilled labonr, and he did I~Ot want
to pay less to those who could earn it, but
every morning he had five or six men coming
to bis house asking for work who could not
possibly work alongside an experienced
navvy, but were willing to earn what
they could. It was a great shame that any
one should try to reduce the amount of work
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that was available for men of this description, who wanted to work even if they got a
small wage. If 7s. were fixed as the wage for
the amount of work that could be done in a
day by an able·bodied man with skill and
experience, and if those who were only able
to do a smaller amonnt of work were paid on
the same basis according to the work they
did, it would be a fair way of dealing with the
situation. Honorable members knew that a
large number of the works provided for in thiR
schedule had been taken up with the special
object of providing work for a large number
of incapable men who were out of employment.
Mr. J. 'V. BIIJJ~SON (Fitzroy).-Mention
011e of the works that have been taken up
specially to assist the unemployed.
Mr. SWINBURNE said that nearly the
whole of these works came within that category.
'Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-We were
told by tlle Premier that they were all absolutely necessary works.
Mr. SWINBURNE said that a large number of them were.
Mr. J. vV. BTLLSON (Fitz7"oy).-Both stat~
ments can't be correct.
Mr. SWINBURNE said that, ill supporting this schedule of works, he was going
against a principle which he had tried to ellforce ever since he came into Parliament, and
he did this in ·order to proyiae work for the
men who were unemployed. If he had his
way the whole of this money would have gone
to reduce the deficit which stood in our books
at the present time; but he had been constrained to forego his principles in that direction for the sake of the thousands of men
who were out of work. In the engineering
trade, with which he himself was connected,
works which usually employed 300 or 400
men were now employ g ouly 50 or 60 men.
Able-bodied brass-finishers and mechanics
were willing to go to Moe and earn 7s. a day
on the minimum wage. In contradiction to
the letter that had been read by the honorable member for Port Melbourne, he (Mr.
Swinburne) lately received a letter from a
man who liad asked to be sent to Moe, and
who thanked him and the Premier for sending
him there, because he said he was very comfortable.
Mr. SA~GSTER - I said that my man was
also comfortable, bl-lt that he was robbed by
having to pay two train fares.
Mr. S"VINBURNE said he had shown
this letter to the Premier in order to show
what a straightforward man thought abont

the situution. The point he (Mr. Swinburne) wanted to emphasize was that it was
simF'ly impossible to enforce the minimum
wage ill cOllnexioll with the whole of these
items. He hoped the honorable member for
Stawell would not persevere with his pro~
posal, but that after the expression of opinion
t.hat had come from honorable members the
matter would be left to the Government, who
were quite as sympathetic as allY honorable
member could be, and who were desirous of
giving the biggest wage they possibly could,
and to enforce the minimum wage wherever
it was possible to do so.
Mr. LEVIEN said that if it could be supDosed ·for a moment that honorable members
,vere capable of such a thing, one would
imagine that a proposal of this sorb, emanating from the quarter whence it came,
would be launched with the sole object of
putting honorable members in a false position before their constituents. A motion
of this sort, to have proper substance or
really to commend itself to t.he serious consideration of the gouse, should emanate from
those who were supposed to be representatives of labour, but instead of that, this proposal came from gentlemen who were
opposed one and all by the Labour Party
at the last election.
Mr. PHENDERGAS'f.-That is not correct.
Mr. LEVIEN said he thought it was quite
correct to say that the Labour Party put up
a man of their own against anyone where
there was the smallest sho w of his being
elected.
Mr. PRENDERGAsl'.-That is true, and it
will be still more true at the next election
with reference to several other honorable
members.
Mr. LEVIEN said it would appear that a
motion of this sort should have properly come
from those who were representatives of
labohr, and no~ from those who were said by
the Labour Pl)xty, at the last election, to be
antagonistic to everything that pertained to
the welfare and well-being of the working
man.
Mr. MACKINNON.- e represent labour
just as well as anyone else.
Mr. LEVIEN said he quite admitted that,
and he thought the honorable member represented it very well. He believed that there
was no gentlemen in the community who was
more liberal in his instincts than the honorable member for Prahran, therefore he was
astonished that those gentlemen who were
sitting on the Opposition benches had
at the last election seen fit to oppose the
honorable member, and not only the
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honorable member for Prahl'an, but everybody else where they thought their man was
capable of winning the seat.
Mr. ETi~lSJJIE.- Were we the only party
who opposed him at the last election ~
Mr. LEVIEN said the Labour Party
opposed a good many honorable members unsuccessfully at the last election, and they
would be still more unsuccessful he was certain at the next election. rrhe working lllen of
this country would very soon realize \V ho
their true friends were, and they would find
that their true friends were not those who
talked to the gallery and ad vertised themselves at the expense of everyone else. "\\t~hat
did they find in connexion with this Bill ~
From first to last, for reasons sufficiently good
to themselves. those honorable members who
represented labour had opposed every letter
and word of the Bill from the beginning to
the end, and now wh<:m the Bill was just
passing, and would provide work for
thousands of men who wereout of employment,
there was another night of obstruction. Honorable members in the Labonr Party knew
perfectly well that the minimum wage had
applied, did apply, and always would
apply, wherever it was practicable for it to
apply at all. That was the rule; there
might be an e:weptiou here and there
when emergencies arose.
The ';Varanga
Basin had been referred to. That great
work was calculated to give consiJerable employment at a time when thousands
of farmers with their horses were idle, and it
was felt that if the minimum wage were
inserted in that proposal, the contractor
would employ nOlle but professional navvies,
and the men who needed work most,' and
were most anxious to work, but who were not
able to earn the minimum wage of 7s. per
day, would be prevented from getting any
employment. The minimum wage, wherever
it was put. in force, must infljct all injustice
on the weak. That had been the result of
the factories legislation-the weak must go
to the wall. Provision had had to be made
for such cases in the last Factories Act,
and that provision would have to be extended, whereby those who were unable
to earn the minimum wage would have
some allowance made for them. In this
Bill, provision of this kind was made, and
a great many of those ,,,orks could not. be
gone on with at all if the minimum
wage were insisted on in coimexion with them.
If the minimum wage were made to apply to
the Bill throughout, many of those men who
needed work most would be absolutely shut
out from participating in the employment
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that would be given from the expenditure
under this measure. The able working man
could always get work, or if he was without
employment for a week or a month he could
al ways manage to live. Therefore, it was not
that class who deserved most sympathy,
but the enormous number of men who
were not sufficiently skilled or physically
strong to earn the minimum wage, but
who would be enabled to get employment by this measure if the minimum wage
was not applied in connexion with it.
They were willing to take work, but could
. not get it because it was necessary that the·
conditions in regard to the minimnm wage
should be fulfilled. He was on the Factories
Commission, and it was made evident to him
that the result of the minimum wage in
many cases was that a task was set, and tne
man or woman who could not fulfil it had to
go out. That was referred to to-night by
the Minister of 'Water :-iupply. Contractors
and manufacturers were compelled to do
this. Honorable mcmbers must know that
the minimum wage, even under our fa.ctories
legislation, inflicted great hardship on many
who, desirous of being loyal to t.he
law, preferred to go out and suffer
rather than accept a lower
wage.
He knew of one case that came hefore
the Commission in which three girls of one
family were concerned. Two of the three
girls were 'unable to fulfil the task set them,
and first one went out and then the other.
The third girl remained, and had to
do more than she wa.s physically fit to
do, whilst her sisters stayed at home. He
had no doubt that this principle wonld
work out right undcr the factories law in time
to come, but in the meantime it cansed considerable hardship. ~rhose who were supporting this Dew proposal were denying the
benefits that could be obtained under our
factories legislation; they were denying these·
poor workers the privilege they enjoyed under
thai legislation.
Mr. TouTcHER.-I think you voted for
this in 18915.
Mr. LEVIEN.-Not for this.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Well, for the minimum
rate of wage.
Mr. LEVIEN said that this proposal went
a great deal further than the motion carried
in L895.
Did the honorable member doubt
that the minimum wage would be applied
wherever it could be applied ~ He did not
know what the honorable member's motive
was, but his proposal was calculated to place
honorable members in a false position.
Mr. TOU'l.'cHER.-I cannot help that.
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:Mr. LEVIEN said the honorable memher
should know which of the contracts the
minimum wage could apply to, and he (Mr.
Levien) did not snppose the Government
would object to applying it wherever it
could be applied. The honorable member
asked the House to accept something that
could not possibly be accepted. If the
honorable member was really sincere it was
his duty to amend the motion so that
members could vote for it. Members generally were favorable to the minimum wage,
hut could llOt vote for the proposal, seeing
that it would inflict serious hardship on·
many if carried out. Members must sympathize with those in want of work, and
yet this Bill had been under discussion
for three or four weeks, and if it had
been passed contracts would have been
let to-day representing about £ I 00,000.
The Premier had been referred to, but as to
the honorable gentleman's humane feolings
it wa!; unnecessary for him to testify. At
the same time, he did not know that the
honQrable gentleman's humane feelings ex·
ceeded those of otber honor,ible members.
The honorable gentleman was certainly very
humal'le.
Mr. LEl\DIoN.':'-'-Do you think ho demonstrated them at ~fr. 'Watt's banquet whe11 he
said he would reduce the wages from the
6s. 6d. paid illsi.de the fence to the 5s. paid
outside?
)'1r. LEVIEN said he did not know that
the Premier was responsible for what he
stated at banquets.
Mr. BEN'l'.-I have denied that unmitigated falsehood several times.
::\11'. LEVIEN said that the more an hon·
orable member denied a statement the more
it was often insisted on, bnt gentlemen
generally accepted t.he denial of others.
Mr. MURBAY.-That is too severe.
1\11'. LE;\[~roN.-I have not seen the denial.
Mr. LEVIEN said that the truth could.
not be too severe, and what he stated was
the truth. The Treasurer had simply fulfilled
his bounden duty. It was not the duty of a
man to allow his feelings to outrun his discretion. The Treasurer was a trustee, and
although it might be very easy for him to
distribute m<!mey all round, he would not be
doing his duty to the State. The more these
extreme measures were insisted on the more
the labourer was affected, and if it were possible tQ insist on outrageous prices the work
could not be done.
Mr. TOU'l'CHER.-There is nothing outrageous in 7s. a day.
.
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Mr. LEVIEN said he did not say there
was. It was the practice now to pay 7s.
Mr. Tou'l'cHER.-Mr. Flight did not pay
7s.; he paid 6s. for skilled na vvies.
Mr. LEVI.EN said that was under a
special circumstance-the men in the neighbourhood wanted work. Such interjections
merely meant talking to the gallery.
Mr. 'J.'ouTcHER.-I am talking to you.
rrhe SPEAKER.-The honorable member
has no right to do so. Interjectiolls are
al ways disorderly.
Mr. LEVIEN said the 'rreasurer was to be
commended for simply doing his duty, and
not yielding to those mem bers \V ho were
pressing this pr«>posal on him. He would
have but little confidence in the Government
if they accepted this proposal, for the Bill
would be cast aside and the works wonld not
be proceeded witb. The honoralole member
for Port Melbourne illtroduced into the diRcussion a matter which appeared to be somewhat outside the Bill. He was advilSed that
the men to whom the honorable member
referred were discharged because Parliament;
had determined that the works on which they
were employed should not be proceeded with.
The honorable memberfor the Public Service
made an observation that he (Mr.I. evien)
was somewhat sorry to hear, because the
honorable member was a fair-minded man.
'rhe honorable member stated that the responsible Government officers in charge of
these works were trying to injure the Government by oppressing those under them.
His experience was perhaps as large as that
of any other honorable member, and he had
found throughout his long parliamentary
ca.reer the greatest loyalty within the service
to whatever Government; was in power.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is the reason
their representatives sit on this (the Oppositol1) side, I suppose.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It does not affect their
loyalty to the Government.
Mr. LEVIEN said he was referring to
officers \vho were in the various Departments,
and were responsible to the Government.
He ventured to say that; his experience was
that of other honorable members, and he was
afraid that the honorable member for t.he
Public Service had not fully considered the
statement he had made. He hoped honorable members would vote against this pro~
posal, for it was a catch-vote one.
In most
contracts the minimum wage was mentioned,
and even where it was not mentioned it was
pa.id.
Such procedure. as this would on~y
'delay the letting of contracts.
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Mr. LEMMON observed that he was in to go on the platform and advocate the exsympathy with the honorable member for tension of the wages board system. He
Stawell, and he trusted the honorable also observed the fact that the honorable
menlber would not abandon his motion. member criticised the principle of the
In regard to the remarks' of the honorable minimum wage that underlay our factories
member for Barwon, he (Mr. Lemmon) ven- legislation, t.hough he signed the report of
tured to say that he was expressing the the Commission that advocated that most.
opinion of his party in stating that they did advanced piece of industrial legishtion
not claim to have a monopoly of 1he prin- known as compulsory arbitration.
The
civles they enunciated. That was becoming honorable member also recommended the
more apparent every day. More and more House to indorse that report. The h01'1orthe principles of their platform were being able member seemed to be somewhat afraid of
annexed and made the principles of the other the gallery since the Labour Party dared to go
party.
into the electorate of Barwon. 'rhe honorable
Mr. PRE~m:RGAsT.-Especiany at election member forEssendonstated that the minimum
times.
rate of wage would become the maximum.
Mr. LEMMON said that the anxiety of That was a peculiar statement to make in
the honorable member for Barwon seemed the light of the official reports concerning
to indicate progress as far as the principles our industrial legislation. True, some of the
of the Labour Party were concernGd. 'The working men held that opinion before they
honorable member for Barwon stated that were' brought under the Factories Acts.
the fixing of the minimum wage was one of They asked, "'What does the minimum rate
the faults of the Factories Act. There had of wage mean 1 I am. earning 1Os. a day,
always been some objecti0l1 in connexion with while another fellow is earning only 8s.~
the wages fixed by the wages boards that a day, so I suppose the minimum will mean
the old and slow workers would not be 9s., and my wage will he brought down from
provided for, but they had been provided lOs. to 9s." But that argument was never
for, and the Chief Inspector of l~'actories heard from the working men after they enstated so in his report.
joyed the protection of· the law, because the
Mr. SWINBURNE.-Navvies do not come fundamental principle of th,e minimum wage
ullder the Factories Act.
was that it always tended to uplift the weak
Mr. LEMMON said that the' report and establish a fair wage fpr them, thereby
statedprotecting the strong. The ,Chief Inspector
The Chief Inspector may grant a licence to any of Factories, dealing with that very objection,
aged or infirm worker to work for less than the wroteminimum wage fixed by the Board.

Before dealing with the boards separately, I am

That was always conceded in genuine cases. anxious to refer to a statement repeatedly made
some manufacturers, and which frequently apThe trade unions in New Zealand and New by
pears in the press. The statement is that the
South Vvales also agreecl that under cer- minimum wage is nearly always the maximum
tain conditions a man .if old or infirm wage, and that the fixing of same ten(ls to take
should be permitted to work for less than away from the good workman the incentive to do
the stipulated minimum wage. His party his best. The special board system has now been
in force in a few trades since 1897, and I have no
feared that the old man was brought out hesitation in saying that the minimum wage is
to give the unscrnpulous employer a chance never the maximum wage. If we take the clothof robbing the strong healthy man of a fair ing trade, for instance, the minimum wage for
rate of wage. The Irvine Government prac- adult males is 45s. per week, 'whereas the average
tically played into the hands of that class, wage paid last year wa.s 53s. 6d. per week.
a:nd by thei.r action in connexion with fac- That was the case in every trade under the
tories legislation gave the unscrupulous em- wages boards at the pre~ellt time. There
He was
ployer an opportunity to rob men capable was no exception to ~he rule.
of earning the minimum wage, and the wage pleased to see the honorable member for
they were entitled to. The posit.ion taken Essendon re-enter the Chamber, because he
up by the honorable member for Barwon was had referred to the honorable member's statea very peculiar one for him to take up. He ment that the minimum wage must as a
remembered that a few years ago he and matter of course become tbe maximum wage.
Mr. VVATT.-I said nothing of the kind.
others who were organizing the v::trious trades
Mr. LEMMON said he begged the honorto be brought ullder the operation of the
wages boards found it necessary to go to able member's pardon, but he took particular
That was the
Geelong. ,They held a public meeting there, llotice of that statement.
and the honorable member was very pleased reason he had offered this evidence of the
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Chief Inspector of Faotories to show that in
every case-there was no exception to the
rule-the minimum wage never became the
D1aximum wage.
Mr. A'l'T.-Hear, hear.
Mr. LEMMON said the statement he had
attributed to the honorable member for
Essendon had certainly been made times
without number in the press and on the
platform, particularly by men who had sup··
ported the honorable member.
:Mr. 'VAT1'.·-But I object to your fastening it on me.
Mr. LE~1MO.N said he accepted the honorable member's diselaimer. The employers in
the cabinet trade, W~len 8s. was fixed as the
minimum rate, determined that not one
employer would pay more than 8s. a day to
any man in that trade; but the very next
week one of those employers was found offering a man lOs. a day for his labour, thus
indicating that he recognised that that man
was entitled to receive an increase over the
mInlll1Urn ,,·age. That had always been the
result. The minimum wage tended to raise
remuneration, a8 :Mr. Sidney 'V ebb proved
in one of his able wor1{s. The minimum had
never become the ,maximum.
He (Mr.
Lemmon) could not share the confidence
of the honorable member for Essendon
in the Government. 'fhe Premier had denied
bavingmadethestatement at a recent banquet
that he would reduce those inside the fence
from 6s. 6d. a day to the pay of those outside the fence, 5s.·a day. The only thing he
regretted was that the statement attributed
to the Premier had gone forth throughout the
length and breadth of Victoria as a statement made by that honorable gentleman, and
he was sorry that the Premier, if he was so
full of humane instincts, did llot avail himself of the opportunity to deny, publicly
through the press, that he had ever made that
statement, so that the fact might have
become known to the readers of the Age. The
Premier's emphatic disclaimer was rather a
severe statement in reference to that journal.
But, as he was saying j Ilst now, he could not
share in the honora,ble member for Essendon's
confidence in the Government, because there
was not the energy and determination on the
part of the Government to see the labonr
conditions observed in connexion with
Government contracts. The Minister of
Lands made a statement with regard
to the Labour Party to the effect that
the labour members of Parliament were
there to look after the strung, and not to
benefi t the weak. That was the substance
of the honorable gentleman's statement. Not
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only was that assertion wrong, but absolutely
the reverse was true. The Labour Party
cared for and desired to benefit the weak,
knowing that if the weak were secured a
fail' living wage the strong would be able
to look after themselves. The strong and
more capable workman had always been able
'to demand a higher wage than the minimum
established for the weaker men. But the
opiuion the Minister of Lands express,ed in
that statement was not always the honorable
gentleman's opinion. He (Mr. Lemmon) very
well remembered that, in his brief political
career, during the time he had taken an
active part in politics, the honorable gentleman made his way to the Trades Hall Council, and, having entered one of what he would
now call its star chamber meetings, he
praised the humane instincts that dominated
the Labour Party, and spoke of how they desired to uplift the weak.
Mr. MURRAY.-That was the old Labour
Party-a very different lot - the men you
have since cast off.
Mr. LEMMON said he remembered that
the honorable gentleman also struck a pr@phetic strain, and predicted that some members of the Trades Hall Council would soon
adorn the legislative halls.
He particularly
referred to the present member for Fitzroy,
and his prophecy proved quite correct, because the honorable member for Fitzroy was
returned by an overwhelmin~ majority. But
the Minister of Lands had undoubtedly
changed his opinion in connexion with this
very principle they were now advocating. He
regretted to have to say this, because they
ha'd previously regarded him as almost a
Labour member, or as good as a Labour member, one w110 was always ready to ad vocate
the principles of the L(l,bour Party. But
when the proposal. came to the honorable
gentleman that he was to be taken into
the fold of the Conservative 'Party he made
a statement at 'VarrnambQol that practically
showed that he was prepared to throw over
the factories legislation and deprive the
working classes of its protection, on the
grou.nd that it was crippling industry and
hampering the l.l1anufacturer~. The honorable gentleman joined the very party that
was trying to abolish wages boards. From
the time he was taken into the arms of that
party the honorable gentleman had been ever
desirous of breaking down that protection
of the working classes. He regretted to say
t.hat that was nndou btedly true.
Mr. MURRAY.-'Vould you like to know
what did drive me out of the Labour Party 1
It was wild fanatical asses like you.
~
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Mr. MACKINNON rose to order. He
said he submitted that the expres~ion just
used' by the Minister of Lands was disorderly.
The SPEAKER.-I think the Minister
of Lands will withdraw that remark.
Mr. MURRAy.-Certainly, sir.
Mr. LEMMON said he was glad the
Minister of Lands bad withdrawn the objectionable expression he had just uttered. He
(Mr .. Lemmon) thought he was justified in
referring to the change the honorable gentleman had made.in his views on this question.
There were many reasons why honorable
mem bel's should insist on the minimum rate
of wage. Very few blessings were conferred
on the fact(;)ry employes of Victoria by the
Irvine Government. But" It's an ill wind
that blows nobody good."
One of the great
blots on the Irvine Government's Bill was the
clause that provided that the minimum rate
of wage struck by any wages board must
not exceed the average rate of wage paid
by reputable employers to workers of
But that clause had
average capacity.
necessitated Government contractors coming
before wages boards to give evidence on oath
relati\'e to the wages paid in their trade, and
the public thereby obtained the truth, because it wafi to the interest of those contractors to tell the truth as to the wages they
were paying to their employes, seeing that
the lower the wages those so-called reputable
employers were payillg the lower would be
the minimum rate of wnge. One Ballarat
contractor stated on oath that, in Government eon tracts, he paid his moulders lOs. a
day, but when they were engaged in other
work he paid them 9s. a day. He (.Mr.
Lemmon) had observed a letter that came
down to one of the trades unions from
an employe of another Government contractor at Castlemaine, in which it was
stated that the iron
moulders went
Saturday and
into the office last
received an increas,e in their wages from
9s. to lOs. per day. It seemed very peculiar
that those working men were able to obtain
an increase or Is. a day without the agitation
and disturbance that usually preceded a rise
in wages. But it· was nevertheless a fact.
The reason of that increase was because that
Government contractor saw that the Government were about to spend some thousands of
pounds on Government w'orks, and knew that
·the time WA.S 'approaching when he must not
give the Labour Party an opportunity of
severely critieising his acti~ns with regard to
the working men in his employ. Therefore
he raised Lheir wages. But that fact gave
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honorable members no reason to believe that
the contractor would not avail himself, at
another time, of the absence of a minimum
rate of wage, a.nd reduce the pay of his
workmen not; merely to 9s. a day, but to
something less.
:Mr. THO.MSON.-The extra supply of work
got the men that increase.
.
Mr. LEMMON said that was an absolute
fact. Lab'onrers and dressers were paid
6s. a day, but a number of moulders
got a rise from 9s. to lOs. a day
without any bother.
For these reasons
he submitt~d that t.he necessity existed for
the House to prescribe a minimum rate of
wage. The Leader of the Opposition had
been rightly termed in this House the father
of the minimum rate of wage, and contractors
knew to their cost in the past that that statement was a fact. The honorable member had
dragged to justice the contractors who had
robbed the working man of a fair rate of
wage, and had thus obtained for the working
elasses hundreds of pounds from those contractors under the minimum wage conditions
that were inserted in Government contracts.
He certainly hoped the House would see that
this humane condition, which was established
in every ci vilized State in the world, should
be placed in all the contracts for the work
the Government had at their disposal D.t the
present time.
:Mr. McCUTCHEON remarked that the
same aspect of this question as was presented
by the honorable member for Barwon had
struck him (:iYlr. McCutcheon). He (lame
late into the House not knowing this debate
was going on, but he would not occupy mnch
time in dealing with the matter, because it
had been so fully discussed. This House
had adopted a certain course with regard to
labour. So far alS that course was concerned,
the Opposition were perfectly in order in
asking that the labouring ma.n should be as
much protect.ed as the artisan. That was a
fair, legitimate, and logical position for the
Labour Party to take up, and the only difference between the two sides of the Chamber
was as to whether the protection to the
labouring man was to exceed the protection
given to the artisan. Now, that was what
theenactmentof this clause would accomplish.
The Factories Act was fonnd so detrimental to the interests of most of the
artisans, not to the few strong and able
and smart men, but to a certain large proportion who were not able to come up to
their particular standard, and cast so many of
them on the charity of the commnnity, that
it had to be altered, and was altered by this
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House.
If the House now adopted this
clause it would be going back on the ]egis]ati(m of the last Parliament, and making a hardand-fast rule, without provision for any persoll
except those who were able-bodied and well
up in the labour market. If this provision
of 7s. pey day was made, how was the thing
going to work out? Either the slow and in·
firm worker would be shut but altogether, or
else if the slow and infirm \vorker was
not to be shut out, but employed on
the works, he must receive 7s. a day.
Either the strong and able-bodied man must
be brought down to his mark, or else tbe
rate of wages must be raised from 7s. to 8s.,
or whatever was fixed. He did not think
that would be a consistent course for this
House to take, 1101' a wise course in the interest of the public. He quite admitted
that 7s. a day was not always what it appeared to be. It did not always mean 4~s.
a week. People often forgot that there
were sometimes broken days, and that a man
sometimes ouly got 35s. or even less for the
week. Therefore, he was not grudging the
7s. a day, nor was he attacking it in any
shape or form, but the clause now proposed
was not consistent.. To be consistent with
past legislation the House mllst give the
Government the same privilege as was
given to employers of artisans under the
Factories Act, and provide that, in such
cases as had been mentioned to-day in the
House, less might be paid if those men were
not able to do the work. In other words the
amount of payment should be .apportioned to
the amount of work. The past experience of
all the Governments that had existed here
was such that there was no fear of any ordinary average man receiving less than 7s. a
day. But supposing such a thing did happen
there ,vere surely sufficient IJeople in this
House, and outside it, to keep an eye upon a
thing of this sort, and report it to the Go·
vermnent. If there was going to be anything like an established system of reducing
the 78. a day to the reasonable workman,
he thought this House would very soon
take the matter in hand and remedy
it. Parliament should not pass hard-andfast legislation such as this, which would
hamper the hands of the Government, and
which might cause the Premier to stop some
of the ,,"orks which would otherwise have
been proceeded with. A large' number of
these works would be carried out, not by the
Governmellt, but by other people ; and if this
clause were passed Lhe Government would
have to take up the position of detectiye all
over the State, wherever any Government
IIIr. McCutcheon.
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money was being spent. He thought the
country had had sufficient refined legislation,
and sufficient duties thrown upon the Government already without imposing detective
duties on the Government in the present
circumstances of the State. He hoped honofclble members on the other (the Opposition)
side would not persevere ,vith this clause,
for by so doing they would be ~iving a
foundation to the charge which had been
made against them all over the world, that
they had regard only for the strong
able-bodied unionist, who cou.ld assist in the
work of the union, and take hisown part; and
that they had no regard whatever for any
persons outside of the unions,. but would let
them take their chance, and sink Of swim as
they pleased. He was not saying that that
charge was trne, but it had been made, and
if the Opposition persisted in the course
which had been proposed to-night, they would
justify that charge to a vp.ry considerable
extent. If they would pause a little in the
course they were taking, it would be better
for the working men themsel "es . and better
for the Government, because he believed that
if, as a result of the carrying of this clause, a
portion of the Jabouring class was left
without employment in consequence of the
7s. minimum being insisted upon for the
poorest worker, strong objections would
be raised all through the State, and
the clause would recoil upon the labouring
working clnss in a way which would be
extremely unpleasant, and certainly a loss to
them in the end. Personally, he did not
think that the Opposition had any reason to
find fault with him as an employer. In
passing, he might say that the statement
made to-night about the minimum wage
being al ways the maximum was certainly not
. cor:rect in every instance to his knowledg'e,
for he knew that men who were qualified to
receive more than the minimum wage did
recei ve more than the minim nm wage.
Mr. PR~:NJ)ERGAS'l'.-Iiear, hear. A very
important admission. '\Vhat does the Minister of Water Supply say to that ~
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I say the same thing.
~1r. McCUTCHEON said it was admitted
all over the country. He was speaking of
what he knew to be true, not -only in his own
trade, but in other trades, and he asserted
that when a man had sufficient ability, he
got a greater wage than the Factories A.ct
provided. In these circumstances the Opposition should not persist in making a hardhnd-fast law, which might re-act npon themselves, and might lead employers to be
stricter than they were at present about
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giving an extra wage over what the Factories 'minimum wage provision was a proper proAct provided. He hoped the Opposition vision to adopt, and now with the extension
would consider this, and be a little more of the franchise all the councils were bereasonable.
ginning to recognise that the fixing of a
Mr. COLECHIX observed that the honor- reasonable wage was the proper course to
able member·for St. Kilda was not objecting pursue. Now, the statement was made by
to good men gettiIlg 7s. a day, but feared honorable members on the Ministerial side of
that if this clause was carried there would be the House that they did 1I0t sav that the
a danger of making the Government a kind ~inimum w~ge beca;ne the maxil~llm. They
of detective to look after people who were dId not say It perhaps, but they inferred it,
paying less than the minimum wage. The and they put the statement up like a chaff
sooner the Government took up the questio"n bag in order to fight it every, time the quesof doing detective work the better. if men tion eame up. They always cried-" '''bat
who agreed to pay their employes 6s. or 7s. are we to do with these poor old men?" He
a day were prepared to rob them of a portion saw to-night on the Ministerial side of the
of that money, and to cut them down even as Hous,e, honorable men with grey hair and
low as os. a day. If the Governlllent stopped with broad partings in the middlethat sort of thing they would be doinO' the possibly the best men in this House,
best possible work, and doing a very ~reat with a great deal of experience. Looking
deal of good to this country. A number of ronnd the room where the parliamentary
the municipal councils) not only near Mel- party had lunch to-day he noticed that every
bourne but in the country, had taken up this blessed man in the room who was getting
question of fixing the minimum wage, and over £2 a day had a wide parting on his
even this week in one of the country councils head. Surely in this year 1904: honoralule
only one vote was wanted to bring in the mini- members were not going to say that because
mum wage, for future municipal work. a man was old they would cut down his
J:Ionorable members on this (t~e Opposi- wages, and that they were going to regard
tIOn) side of the House ought to only brawn or lifting power. Even in the
feel proud that the country councils were matter of cutting tracks, honorable members
recognising that the minimum wage was must recognise that a lllan who had a certain
a proper provision to adopt, and that amount of brain power, and who understood
they got better work and better re- his work, was superior to the man who could
turns for their expenditure by it. The merely do what was,pointed out to him. It
Minister of 'Yater Supply had saicI that t.he had been asserted to-night that navvies did
minimum wage would apply to somethinO' not come under this clause, but he was sure
like £200,000 wort.h of work in thi~ the Premier would not say that allY nayvy
schedule without this clause being passed at ought to get less than 7R. a day. Look at
all. If that was so, and seeing that there the time those men lost. The honorable memwere a number of items which would not he ber for Port Melbourne commented upon a
affected by the clause, surely the House could letter to-night which showed that men had
not reasonably object to passing it, when all gone 70 or 80 miles into the bush, and got a
these little inferior bodies were carryin o. week or a fortnight's work. Men were put
on the railways, after travelling from 80 to
similar resolutions all over the State.
t:>
100 miles, with the promise of at least two
Mr. rrHo~rs0N.- vVho are the inferior or three months' work, and then they got j llSt
bodies. Do you mean the shire councils ~
enough ,,"ork to carry them over the electiolls,
Mr. COLECHIN said he would imagine when they were dismissed at a few hours'
that honorable members would regard a town notice. If the clause were carried it would
?r borough, or city council, with an average not mean that all. these men were to get 7s.
ll1come of £14,000 or £15,000 a year as a day. It would simply mean that the miniinfinitely inferior to this House, which thought mum wage had to be expressed in all connothing of carrying an item of £30,000 or tracts where possible.
In doing that Par£40,000 in five miuutes for a railway to a liament wonld be doing no more than was
• certain place for the benefit of a thousand now being done by little country councils,
people. According to the Minister of 'Vater that had to ct}t their coat according to their
Su pply, tqere was only in this Bill some- doth, and t? meet ,all their expenses every
thing like £()O,OOO or £70,000 in contest. year. If thIS clause was negatived to-night it
The London County Council, which he would not speak very favorably for this House.
thought everyone would admit had done He was told the other night that he should
some splendid work, had recognised that the not put his questions in an offensive form,
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but to-night was the third time that he bad
noticed not merely offensive but most insulting words thrown from the Ministerial side
of the House at honorable memberl:> on this
(the Opposition) side of the Honse.' He
. hoped that so long as he remained a member
of the House, \V hether it was for one year or
25 years, he would never use such insulting
words as he had heard used on the Ministerial side of the House on no less than three
occasions.
Mr. CARLIHLE expressed the hope that
the clause would not be carried if it· was
intended to apply to all the items of the Bill.
He was surprised at the honorable member
for Stawell wishing to have this provision
inserted in contracts that were being carried
out by the country shire councils.
The
honorable momber, Goming from the country
himself, must know that in the country there
was not available a large staff of competent
navvies as there was in the city. A lot of
the work in the country was done by contractors who kept their men on a weekly
wage. Those men were not perhaps competent to take a first-class navvy's wage, but
still they were good enough to do the work,
and it was a very good thing f0r them that
they could get the work at the wage that was
paid thern. If this clause was carried it
would mean that thoae men \vould be throwl)
out of work, and that the contractors would
havo to get nH.vvies from ot.her parts of the
country. What was going to be dOlle with
the men who were thrown ont of work? If
the clause applied only to certain items in
the schedule he could tHlderstand it, but as
it stood he thought it was a stupid motion
in cOllnexion with ali these items in the
schedule, alld he hoped it . would not be
carried.
:Mr. TOUTCHF.R.-Tf I were to cut out
every item in the schedule that honorable
members want cut out., the clause wonld
not be any use at all.
:\11'. PRE~DERGAsT.-That is just what
they do want.
M1'. CARLISLE said that certainly most
of the iteITJs were ones to which the clause
could not be practically applied.
.1\11'. THOMSON observed that the fact
had been overlooked that this money was to
be chiefly expended to give work to the unemployed. The majority of these men would
not be the bone and. sinew of. this country,
but would be the weaker men who were the
least able from physical d'isability to do a heavy
day's work. Therefore, that was all the more
reason why this clause should not be passed.
He was a thorough believer in paying a good
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man a good day's wage. He did not qniteagree
with the honorable member who had just
resumed his seat about the men employed on
cont.racts in the countr'y. A number of contraetors in his (Mr. Thompson's) electorate
paid a great deal more than the wa,!!es provided for iG this amendment. They paid 8s.
or 9s. a day, but the men gave a good return
for the money. Men like those could al ways
look after themselves, and did not want a.
minimum wage provision to help them. along.
'1'he men they wanted to assist now were the
weak men. The Premier had assured the
Honse that this amendment meant driving
500 men out of employment to-morrow.
An HONORABIJE MEMBER.-300.
Mr. THOMSON said he nnderstood ·the
Premier to say 500. But supposing they
divided that number by two and said 250,
did anyone want to see that number of men
thrown ont of employ"ment? "Vas that a
fair thing? Tn spite of the sneers of the
hOVlOl'able member for Geelong about the
sincerity of honorable members on the
Government side of the House, he (Mr.
Thomson) would give the members on the
other (the Opposition) side of the Honse all
credit for sincerity in believing that they
were cloing the men a good turn by this; but
they must allow honorable members on ,the
Government side of the House to have
opinions of their own, and perhaps some of
the honorable members on the Government
side of the House had had as much experience as those on the Opposition side, and
very much longer experience thall the hono1'a ble member for Geelong, if what he said
was true.
Directly wages were raised
above a certain point the weak men ,v()uld
have to be discharged, or take a lower
wage. He would grant that the provision
had been a success in the Factories Acts
to a great extent, but it could not be put
into an outside contract. The trouble in
connexion with outside works or relief works,
was that many of the workers, although good
men, could not do the full amount of work,
because they were not accustomed to it.
But they could not. see them starve in the
winter time, and they mllst have employment .
It was very hard to get: men for theparticular kind of work you wanted done. If you
wa.ited for tho man the probabilities were that
he would not come along. Tbe man accus- •
tomed to clerk's work wonld starve, so it. was
bettor to put him on this work at;ld give him
a lift. If doing this would cut down wages
all round, he wonld support the amendment,
but he did llOt believe it would, and in his
opinion the amendment was not required.
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With regard to the remarks of the honorable member for Williamstown, a factory was
not going to let its good men go, but would
sooner pay an extra wage to keep them there,
as the men knew the work, and it was the
men who were accustomed to the work that
they wanted.
:Mr. HARRIS remarked that the clause in
the Factories Acts that had been alluded to
to· night showed at once the unad visableness
of carrying the amendment proposed by the
honorable member for Stawell. The honorable member for Williamstown fell into an
errol' to-nigl:tt-unwittingly, no d(')ubt, but it
was an erro1'--,,,hen he said that a clause
providing for the old and infirm workers had
always been inclnded in the Factories Acts.
Mr. LI!:~Il\lON.-Sillce the wages boards
were established.
:Mr. HARRIS said that the honorable
member had stated that prevision for aged
and infirm workers had al ways been in th0
Factories Acts. The facts were these. There
were fi ve Acts prior to the Act passed in
1900, and nono 0f those contained a provision
for the aged 01' infirm workers.
~ir. J. Vv. BILTJSON .(Fitzroy)..-He did not
refer to these at all.
Mr. HAHRIS said that it was before the
honorable member was in the House. It
was on his (Mr. Harris') motion that a provision was inserted in the Act of 190~), providing for the aged and infirm workers, and
it was continued in the Act of 1903, when
the aO'ed, infirm, and slow workers were
provicl~d for. If this amendment were
carried they would defeat the very object
they had in putting the provision in the
:Factories Acts, because, if the highest wage
possible had to be paid for workers
of that class, the weaker and infirm men
would be prevented from getting any
employment at all. What was desired
now was that while the highest possible wage
should be paid to men who were capable of
earning it, there should be a chance for the
man who was not capable of earning the
higher wage to earn a lower wage. He did
not know what the objeat of the honorable
member for Stawell could be in proposing
this amendment, unless it was to place honorable members in a false position. This was
one or those catch-penny mot.ions of which he
had seen hundreds.
1\1r. TouTcHER.-It is more genuine than
your rotten Walhalla railway.
:Mr. HARRIS said that that remark only
came from a gentleman who was not capable
of distmguishing between the two. This
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amendment was proposed probably for the
purpose of bringing honorable members
before the public ill another of those gigantic
black-and-wh~te lists, such as the one which
was circulated at the las~ election, and which
was 'misleading on account of what it did not
say in a great many instances.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It wanted to be subedited by the other side.
Mr. HARRIS said that it was intended, no
doubt, to l:,rot this out at some future time.
Remarks bad been made as to some men
having been discharged from the work 'of
clearing the track. He could not state that
no worker in the community had been so
dismissed; but if such was the case, he knew
it must be without the Premier's knowledge,
because he knew that the Premier did not
wish that a sin~le man should be discharged.
H there was not employment in carrying on
the line beyond the point to which it had
been decided meanwhile to take it, the Premier desired to have them engaged between
the Tyers and Moe, and not dismissed. It
was to be hoped that the honorable member
for Stawell ~yonld withdraw this amendment,
because it would not lead to any good result,
but rather quite the reverse.
Mr. McKENZIE stated that it almost became pecessary for every member to make an
explanation of his vote on this amendment.
If it had referred to Government contracts he,
would certainly have supported it. but as this
money was to be allotted to municip~..lities
and other bodies, he could not possibly see
his way to Rupport the amendment in the
way in which it was put.
. Mr. McBRIDE remarked that be did not
see exactly how they were going to bring a
minimum wage clause into effect in matters
dealt with by shire conncns. A lot of the
contracts were taken by farmers and farmers'
sons, when there was no work on the farms. A
swagman came along', and thought it better
to be paid 25s. a week a.nd get his living, than
be paid 7s. a day and have to buy his
living. For that reason, although his (Mr.
McBride's) vote was always given fur the
Factories Act and the minimum wage, he
could not support. this amendment, which
would only be blocking them from doing the
good turn they wanted to do for the people
of the country.
Mr. H.OBERTSON stated that while he believed that, as far as possible in connexion
with Government contracts, ,a minimum \\ aRe
should be established-·and the same thillg
applied under the F~ctories Acts~it seemej,
if they made it mandatory in conuexion with
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all these works that they should have a
minimum wage, only the strong workers
would be selected for the whole of the employment that was to be provi?ed from this
money. In his opinion, mnch of th;~s money
was directly intended to relieve the .old and
feeble in many cases, on such works as were
being carried out on the Yarra banks, and in
connexion with the "Valhalla rail way. It must
be apparent to honorable members that the
Government had, to all intents and purposes, established a minimum wage in both
those instances.
:Mr. BENT.-Hear, heal'. Yon are right.
:Mr. ROBERTSON said that they had
practically established a wage of 7s. a day in
one case, and 6s. 6d. for the lighter. work
in the other case. He thought honorable
members on the Opposition side of the
House might give the Government credit
for making an honest endeavour to relie\'e
the congested state of the labollr market in
the metropolis, and' to find employment
for every deserving case. It seemed, further,
that there was no machinery at presen t to
enable the weak to obtain a fair share of this
employment. The Government were spending about £1~O,OOO in and about the city to
help the workers. Honorable members
l1li~ht therefore to some extent acknowledge
that the Government were makillg an honest
attempt to find employment for those who
had been, perhaps, through no fault of their
own, jostled out of employment. Before the
Factories Act was made as perfect as it
was to-day the great drawback in conuexion
with it was tha,t the old and infirm were
thrown out of employment.
.
Mr. LKM?!ION. - We have never had any
proof of it.
•
:iVlr. ROBERTSON said it must be admitted.
Mr. \YARDE. - The men do not admit it
at all.
Mr. ROBERTSON said that where" the
principle of a minimum wage could be applied,
he thought it should be applied; but it wonld
not be right to tie the hands of the Government in connexion with this matter on all
cOBtracts. He took it that the Premier bad
already made some announcement that he
would see that it was applied wherever it was
possible to do so. Honorable members must,
to a great extent, depend upon the integrity
and the common sense of the leader of the
House in a question like this, a~d, therefore,
he intended to support the Government, believing that the Governn~ent would do justice
in the matter.
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Mr. DUFFUS observed that he could not
see his way to vote for the proposed new
clause, for the reason that he thought that it
would deprive a large number of men of the
opportunity of benefiting by this expenditure.
'rhe Government were proposing to expend
this mOlley in consequence of the great dearth
of employment at the present time, and of
things being so bad throughout the State. The
greatest number of people possible should be
allowed to participate in the benefits to be
derived from the spending of this money,
and if they impm;ed the restrictions provided
for in the amendment, it would prevent
a large number of men from obtaining
employment. There was no honorable member who desired more than he did that
the wage earner should receive a fair wage,
and he considered that any man who
was engaged ill really hard work, sneh
as navvying, honestly earned 7s. a day.
He, for one, would like the Government
to adopt that wage wherever they would
be j Ilstified iIi doing so, but to impose that
condition all round would be very unfair to
the Jarge number of people who were not
able to put forth a sufficient amount of exertion to earn the minimum wage. Therefore,
he hoped that. the honorable mem"ber for
Stn.well would withdr~l\v the clause, and trust
to the Government expending thiR money in
a way that was fair to the whole of the
people.
Mr. KIRKWOOD remarked that, like a
good many other honorable members, he
would like to keep wages as high as he could j
but he believed that if the proposed llew
clause was carried it would simply ruin the
Bill. The Government would be obliged to
pay 7s. a day all round for all classes of work.
Now a minimum wage was generally adopted
by mining companies. The qest men got
from 7s. a day upwards, but the truckers,
&c., got smaller wages. He presumed that
the same principle would apply to the
works that were to be carried out under this
Bill. The Treasurer's proposal to give 7s.
6d. a day, or even more, to those who were
wodh it, and that those who were not able
to do a full day's work should be paid according to the ,vork they act.ually did, was one
that ought to be accepted.
The House divided on the proposed new
clauseAyes
Noes
Majority against the clause

21
26
5
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Mr.
"
"
"
"

Ml:. Anstey,
" Beard,
" Beazley.
" H. S. Bennett,
" A. A. Billson,
." Bromley,
" Colechin,
" Elmslie,
" Lemmon,
" Mackinnon,
" McGrath,

Morrissey,
Oman,
Prendergast,
Sangster,
Smith,

" Sollv,
"

Toutcher,
\Vilkins.
Tellers.
Mr. J. W. Billson,
" 'Varde.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Mr. Argyle,
" B.ent,
" Boyd,
" E. H. Cameron,
" J. Cameron,
" Cullen,
" Duffus,
Sir Samuel Gillott,
Mr. Graham,
" Gray,
" Harris,
" Hutchinson,
" Kirkwood,
" Langdon,

Levien,
Livingston,
Mackey,
McBride,
McCutcheon,
McKenzie,
Murray,
Robertson,
Swinburne,
Watt.

Tellers.
Mr. Carlisle,
" Thomson.
PAIRS.

Mr. G. H. Bennett.
" Gaunson.

I

Mr. Fairbairll.
" Ewen Cameron.

On the motion of Mr. BENT, the Bill was
then read a third time.
Mr. BE~T said he desired now to mention to the House that he was determined
that he would not be dictated to by the honorable member for Stawell, especially as that
honorable member knew quite well that this
proposal for a minimum wage was never intended to be bOric/' fide, because the honorable member knew that the Government
were carrying out the minimum wage in all
their contracts. The honorable member knew
that, and he also knew full well that
he (Mr. Bent) had always said and
maintained that a good navvy deserved not
only7s. a day, but more than 7s. a day.
He read out a statement to-night in the
presence of the Leader oj t he Opposition,
which showed that he had got it under the
hand of the responsible officer that 7s. a day
was to be the amount of the minimum wage.
He (Mr. Bent) might also point out that
many of the works in this schedule would of
necessity come under the minimum wage.
Take the Flinders-street station, for instance;
h(J)w many of the honorable members opposite
came to him the other day with the stonemasons, telling him that they could not
obtain work at all? Did he not immediately
say to them·-" Go down to the Department
and get work." Not only that, but he fonnd
the money for them out of the Treasurer's
advance, and put the men on forth\vith at
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the highest rate of pay. Although he wa~
told that these men were out of work anJ
starving, he did not take advantage of the
Leader of the Opposition and his party and
say that, because of that, the men must work
for less money.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU have cut down
the wages for forest thinning. "Vhy did
you do that 1 .
Mr. BENT.- vVhen did he do that 1 The
honorable member had brought to him a
lot of men who he said were printers, but it
turned out that they were wattle· tree cutters,
and they wanted 6s. 6d. a day. ~rhen, when
some of them were sent to the district near
Ararat, a complaint was made that these men
were being sent out of Melbonrne right into
the forest. It was not his desire to send them
there at all, but he was told that they were
out of work. Did he not tell the deputation
that he would not allow any overtime in the
Government Printing-office? The Leaderof the
Opposition came and told him that the Commonwealth Prime Minister was prepared to
abolish overtime, but from that day to this
he (Mr. Bent) had not heard from the Leader
I:)f the Opposition on the subject. That
honorable gentleman was only" playing to
the gallery." Did honorable members think
that the honorable member for Stawell
cared a tinker's--about these men 1 Did
the honorable member think that by putting
on a catch motion of this kind he was going
to trip him (Mr. Bent) 1
Mr. TouTcHER.-I don't want to trip you.
Mr. BEKT said he would ask what the
clause said ~ It was quite evident from the
clause itself that the honorable member dia.
not want a bona fide minimum wage, otherwise he would not have added the words" by
contract or otherwise." If he eMr. Bent)
were outside he would say that this was a
foolish and wicked thing to put in, but he
would not say it here. He would also ask
the honorable member for Port Melbourne
whether he had dealt with him eMr. Bellt)
like a straight man to-night 1
M.r. SANGS'IER.-Yes, certainly.
Mr. BENT said that, when the honorable
m0mber wanted anything, he came at once to
him (Mr. Bent), but when he got a letter for
nnyone he got up in the House and paraded
it. "Vas that fair play?
The SPEAKEH.-I must ask the Premier
if he intends to conclude his speech with a
motion? At present there is nothing
before the Chair.
Mr. BENT said he intended to move t.hat
the Bill should be sent to the Legislative
Council.
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Mr. TOUTCHER said he t.hought it only
right for him to say at this juncture that his
conduct as a representative of the people
should not be impugned or reflected upon by
the Premier. He had told the Premier that
the principle of the minimum wage was a
c1.'ucial test in the last election in Stawell
and Ararat, and the action of the late member f01' the district (Mr. Menzies) in voting
against the minimum wage in conllexion with
the Waranga Basin contract, gave rise to a
great deal of disapprobation on the part of
many of the electors. He (Mr. Toutcher)
had pledged himself to the electors of Stawell
and Ararat that, at the very first opportunity,
whe~ever there 'vas any measure before the
House containing a schedule of works, he
would take action in order to increase the
minimum wage from 6s. to 7s., which minimum rate had been destroyed by Mr.
Flight, the contractor for the Waranga Basin,
with the permission of theIrvine Government.
Therefore, he intended by his action to-llight
to raise the nlinimum wage from 6s. to 7s.
FIe was perfectly in order, and his actions as
a free representative of the people had no
right to be impugned-and impugned in a.
manner which was not at all creditable to
the leader of the House, and in language
which was most unbecoming on the part of
head of the Government.
Mr. BEN1'.-Language which will be repeated at all times ..
'l'be SPEAKER..-I think the honorable
member for Stawell is going outside his
rights. I listened to his personal explanation, but I do not intend to allow any such
statements as he is making now.
:Mr. TOUTCHER.-Then you should pull
up the Premier too.
Mr. BENT said that it was known to
honorable members and to the honorable
member for Stawell himself thai, as regarded
the item of £60,000 for the Central Railway Station, it would be under the minimum
wage.
Mr. TouTcHER.-I did not know it.
Mr. BENT saId it was known to the
Leader of the Oppqsition that the minimum
wage would be in operation in all part.s of
that work.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I did not know anything about that.
Mr. BENT said then he was happy to give
the honorable l:nember the information, so
that any anxiety might be removed from his
mind. If the honorable member had asked
he would probably have found out the facts
This' was well known, and his
before.
(l\1r. Bent's) conduct showed what his
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intentions were in the -matter. As he had
said before, when the stonemasons were
brought to him, he did not intend to reduce the amount of the minimum wage. In
fact, if he had felt inclined, he could nor; have
reduced the minimum wage on that particular
work. Then take the item of £4,OUO for the
"\Vorking Men's College. He (Mr. Bent) saw
the planr:; for the work, and did he ask that it
should be done at 4s., or 5s.,o'r 68., a day ?
Did he say a word about the rate? Tl;en
when he' put on that item of £1,000 for
Fitzroy, did be ask that the Fitzroy Council
should only pay 5s. a day? He had been
informed that the Fitzroy and Collingwood
CouDcillors were paying 7s. a day. He (Mr.
Bent) had been a councillor in Moorabbin
t:lhire for 40 years anu the working men there
knew him. He was,Mayor of Brighton, and
no one there w(mld say tbat he had ever
songht to reduce the rninimum wage. At
the recent election the working men of
Brighton showed what they thought of his
actilm as fa,r as they were concerned. Again,
with regard to work at the Public Library,
had he asked that that should be done at 5s.
a day? On the contrary did he not say "we
will have Stawell stone to do it~"
Mr. 'fOU1'CHER.-YOU told Menzies that,
but it did not help him.
Mr. BENT said that if the honorable member were to make that statement olltside, he
(Mr. Bent) would give it a different answer.
rrhis was not during 'Menzies' time at all.
. Mr. TocTcHER.-I beg your pardon. It
was announced a few weeks before the election.
Mr. BENT said the honorable member
would say anything.
Mr. TouTcHER.-I say the truth.
Mr. COLECHIN rose to a point of order.
He said he would like to ask the Speaker. as
this discussion was being permitted, whether
honorable members were to be allowed to discuss each item now?
The SPEAKE·R.-There is no point of
order in that. Honorable members will
certainly not be allowed to discuss each item
now.
Mr. BENT said he did not desire to continue the discussion any longer. He simply
desired to say to honorable members that it
was never iutended to prevent 7s. a day
being given to the navvy. On the contrary,
he had shown to-night, before this matter
came on at all, that the whole thing was
regulated upon a 7s. per day basis. Then
he would declare to the House that he did
not ask any man to leave the \Valhalla work.
On the-contrary, he said to Mr. Kernot--
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Mr. SA~GSTER.-But men have been put
off.
Mr. BENT said he intended to ask Mr.
Kernot to-morrow why that was done. He
(Mr. Uent) was no party to it. Seeing that
he had g~t £30,000 on the schedule for this
work, why should he seek to knock men otf~
On the r-ontrary, he had put men on since
then.
.
Mr. SANGSTBR.-Bllt men have been sent
away. They are in trouble, and it is my duty
to do the best I can for them.
Mr. BEN'r said it ,vas the honorable member's duty to see him, and ask him for some
explanation of the matter. The honorable
member had seen and asked him about a good
many other things. However, if he lived till
to-morrow he would ask Mr. Kernot why this
had been done, because he (Mr. Bent) had
been no party to it. It was said that durillg
the elections a number of men were put on
for political purposes, but those men were
really put on at the intercession of the Hev.
Mr. Edgar, a gentleman who had taken a
deep interest in the industrial classes of this
community. It was not done for any electioneering purpose. He (Mr. Bent) never
dreamed of such a thing. \Vhat necessity
was there for him to send up 300 men there?
'tV as it to get votes, and if so, from whom?
It appeared that the very lowest thing that
could be said of a man was to be accepted
there as fact and truth. He was very much
obliged to the honorable member for the
Public Service, because that honorable member knew verjT well that he (l\Ir. Bent) would
be incapable of doing any such thing as had
been said of him there that night.
Mr. ANSTEY.-Is there any truth in the
statement that you are going to raise the
minimum wage to 7s.. 6d.?
Mr. BE ~ T asked if the honorable member would like the minimum .rate of wage for
the Brunswick reserve raised?
Mr. ANSTEY.-Yes; if you are going to
raise it all ronnd.
Mr. BENT.-Then let the honorable
member go and do it. He did not ask the
honorable member to reduce the minimum
wage on the Brunswick reserve.
Mr. ANSTEY.--I am only asking a question.
Mr. BENT said that perhaps the honor!:tble
member wonld give noti!te of the question.
He did not wish to say anything further
except that those gentlemen who had voted
to-night had nothing to fear.
-A- new
Ministry was formed, but it appeared it had
gone to pieces all at once.
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Mr. TouTcHER.-I am glad to think that
my motion has had such a good effect. They
will get 7s. a day now..
Mr. BENT asked if the honorable member
thought that his motion had anything to do
with the matter 1 The honorable member
had no more to do with the matter than the
fifth whed of a coach. He (Mr. Bent) had
the papers in his hand to show that 7s. was
fixed before the honorable member for
Stawell said anything about the matter tonight at aU:
Mr. TouTcHER.-Then why did fiOt JOU
tell us that long ago?
Mr. BENT said he wanted to see how far
the honorable member would go. However,
as he had already said, he had had a lot of
t.rouble over this Bill, arid he thought he
had not received that consideration from the
Opposition which he ought to have had. He
was satisfied, at any rate, that the next
editor of the Blacll and White L1:St would not
have much show so far as he (Mr. Bent) was
concerned.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You will have to explain that little item you have given notice
of to-night, with regard to the reduction of
wages by Is. on the St. Kilda tramway line.
How will that fit in 1
The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
STATISTICS COLLECTION BILL.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said-The
Local Government Act of ) 890, which has
been continued by the Act. of 1893, cast a
duty upon municipal councils to collect certain Htatistical information. This House,
however, in ] 903 transferred that duty from
the municipal councils to the police. That
change etfected a saving of £],000 per annum,
and I think I mayalso say it was found that
the statistical information was better collected by the officers of the police than it had
been previously by the municipal councils.
This Bill proposes to con tin ue tne same course,
namely, that the statistical information shall
in all cases be obtained by the police. It has
been found by the Government Statist, that
although certain matters which were necessary for the purpose of being pu blished in the
statistics were supplied by various ct'mpanies
and corporations as a matter of courtesy, that
information was often given grudgingly, and
often too late to be of that advantage and
benefit which was necessary. In some cases,
indeed, the information was so lateas to cause
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will commend itself to the House, for it is in
the right direction. 'Ve do not desire to be
bonnd on all occasions by the information
supplied by the New South "Vales yparBook. I do not wish to say anything against
Mr, Coghlan, but in many instances we do
not agree with his figures, and there have
been many occasions on which our Statist has
differed from him.
The motion was agreed to.
'rhe Bill was then read a second time, and
committed.
On clause 3~ providing for the repeal and
amendment of the Acts mentioned ill the
schedule,
Mr. GH.AY said he would like to learn
The employes, their actual working time and their from the Chief Secretary whether the repeal
wages; the power employed; the materials used; of the Statistics Collection Act 1902 would
the art icles produced, treated, repaired or pre- throw the' collection of statistics on the
pared; the expenditure incurred; the machinery municipal councils?
and tools employed; the lands and buildings occuSir SA;\1UEL GILLOTT.-Ob, 110; on the
pied find used; the capital invested; and any other
matters in connexion with such factory, mine, or police.
establishmcnt.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 4 statesOn clause 4; which provided, inter alia,
Every officer in control or charge of any that every officer in control of any branch
branch or Department of the Public Service (in- or Department of the Public Service should
cluding the railways sei-vice, the policc, and the
officers of Parliament) and every municipal council, furnish information when required by the
and eyery corporation, trust, institution, board, Government Stat.ist,
commission, company, or body, shall, whenever
Sir SAMCEL GILLOTT mo\'edrequired hy the Government Statist, forthwith

!I. very considerable delay in the publication of the Year-Book.
Now, we have
framed this Bill ori the lines of the New
South Wales Act, and we have enlarged
the scope of the statistics which are to
be obtained by requiring, under clause 5,
the occupier of a.ny land to furnish information concerning the area, cultivation, stock,
dairy produce, and other matters in relation
to the land occupied by him. This information will be of value in showing the progress
or otherwise-of course, I hope" it ",ill be
progress-of the State. Then in clause 6 we
require the occupier of any factory, mine, or
other establishment of productive industry to
furn'ish certain information, namely:-

furlJish him, without payment, with such returns,
information, and particulars as in his judgment
may be necessary to exhi.bit the transactions, proceedings; and busiuess of the said branch or Department, council, corporation, trust, institution,
board, commission, company, or body, so far as
may, in his opinion, be of public concern and
interest.
'

As to this clause, I may say the practice of the Department is not to cast a
heavy expenditure on these bodies for supplying all the necessary information. 1 t is
the practice of the Department to send an
officer to these various bodies to obtain
the information free of cost to them. 1t
might be c~mtended that we were going to
impose 'considerable trouble on these bodies
and greater expenditure than is imposed by
the present income tax returns. That is
not the intention. All that we wish is to be
ahle to obtain the necessary statistical information as a matter of right. The Department is now under the charge of Mr.
McLean, who is a very efficient officer, and
we are bringing the Yem'-Book more up to
date. There is still room for further
improvement, and if the House passes this
Bill, I am satisfied that we shall be able to
bring out the Year-Booll very soon after the
close of the year, and that it will contain all
the necessary information. I am sure the Bill

That after the word "Statist" the words" unless
otherwise by law provided," be inserted.

He said that this was necessary to prevent
the Commissioner of Taxes being compelled
to break his pledge not to disclose any information in any income tax schedule.
Mr. CARLISLE said it appeared to him
that this clause ,,"ould place a lot of work on
the shire councils. Whilst the Government
were cutting down the subsidies to the councils, they were trying to put more work on
the municipal officers. This was a matter of
complaint }~}' the officers of the council with
which he was connected, and he thought it
was a matter of complaint all over the State.
There was a tendency on the part of the
Government to require the officers of tbe
councils to do a lot of work in connexion with
the preparation of returns, and for which they
received 110 remuneration. He thought the
Bill was going a little too far.
Mr. MACKINNO~ remarked that there
used to be a provision in the Local Government Act that the councils should receive
some remuneration for this kind of work, bnt
whether they received it or not he did not
know. This extra, werk was to be thrown on
the police, and no doubt they would do it "ery
well, and probably would supply more aceu, rate information, than had been supplied very
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often in the past. Many of those who had
studied the Year-Boo!;, knew that it was absolutely misleading in some cases. It seemed at
times as if those who supplied the information were playing practical jokes with the
Statist. Members should be careful not to
pile too much work on the police, who were
pretty well running this country now. N 0thing apparently could be done without their
assistance, but he did not mean to suggest
that they should get more pay for this work.
The amendment was agreed to.
:Mr. BOYD said he would like to know
what would happen if the municipal councils
refused to give the information, or if their
officers refused to prepare it?
Mr. WIT,KINs.-The councils would not
participate in the subsidy.
Mr. BOYD said that a large number of
the municipalities did not participate in the
subsidy.
Mr. PIlE~()ERGAST.-rrhey all get some
revenue, if not in the shape of municipal
subsidy, in the shape of licensing fees.
Mr. BOYD said be had heard municipal
officers complaining that they had to prepare this information for the Government.
It was generally prepared with good grace
outside office honrs, and sometimes they had
to go back at night t@ prepare it. There
was not much grumbling about it, but in all
fairness if the work had to be done some
consideration should be given to the municipal officers.
Mr. WILKINs.-They d(i) not prepare it
outside their office hours.
Mr. BOYD said he knew that in the case
of one municipality the information .had to
be prepared outside office hours, and it might
have to be d0ne outside office hours in many
other cases. In many of the municipalities
the work to be done by the officers required
the whole day. It was wrong to continue
piling this work on them without giving
them some remuneration.
Mr.WILKINs.-The municipalities are always getting something from the Govern·
ment.
Mr. BOYD said if the town clerks in large
municipalities like South Melbourne and
Prahran were better paid than officers in the
country shires it was because they had very
much more work to do.
Mr. GAUNSON observed that he had
some knowledge on this subject, and he
remembered that some years ago the Goyernment used to pay a sl1m of, he thought. £20
for the collection of these statistics. But
there came a change, and the municipal
officers were directed to prepare the informaSeJsion 1904.-[22]
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tion without any remuneration whatever.
Such was the curiolls feeling abroad in
those days that he remembered an unfortunate rr~llllicipal officer being prosecuted for
Jorgery. Just fancy the inhumanity and
brutality of the thing-because he could not
find some of the farmers at homo and thinking he had their authority, he signed
their names, not to defraud thom-this poor
unfortunate municipal officer was prosecuted
He defended him.
for forgery.
Mr. BO\·D.-I hope you got him ofl'.
Sir SAMUEL GILLon'. -Sure to.
Mr. GAUNSON said that one of the
Black vVednesday police magistrates, who
could not call his soul his own, con1mitted
the man, and the Government Sf-nt one of the
Cro\yn Prosecut.ors to prosecute. The Judge
directed the jury that thert:;wasnocaseagainst
the man. He objected to thepolice magistrate,
because he could not can his soul his own.
He was speaking of years ago, and only illus·
b'ating what then tookplacB. When men went
about the country in the very worst season of
the year-the dry, dusty, thirsty seaSOllfor about two months, collecting these statistics, what sort of statistics were they when
the.Y were collected? Not by any means
reliable. The work was a most terrible strain
on those men, who received Ilot one farthing
for it. Now, to a large extent, that work had
been shifted on to the police. Lately tbere had
been a howl that crime was increasing and
remained undetected. Why 1 Very largely
because the police were taken off their.proper
police duties, and made to perform duties.
such as those imposed on them by this Bill.
Mr. vVATT.-'l'hat is not the only reason.
Mr. GAUNSON said he did not say that
was the only reason. Rut the police officers·
had troubles enough without having duties
of this kind thrust on them. rrhese duties were
not proper police .duties. The duty of the
police was t he protection of property and the
detection of crime. Prevention was better
than cure, and the police were employed for
the prevention of robberies rather than the
detection of robberies. But, under exi::sting circumstances, robberies were neither prevented
nor detected. and the soonel' the Chief
Secretary took the police force in hand and
reformed it from the top to the bottom,
especially beginning at the top, the hetter.
Mr. McCuTcHEo~.-It is the shining
helmets and buckles.
Mr. GAUNSO~ said the police force
needed reforming from top to bottom, and he
hoped the Chief Secretary would begin that
reform by not attempting to put on the
police these extra duties which had nothing
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whatever to do with the police. He supposed given in Mr. Coghlan's work. This Bill would
honorable members were not bothering them- have the effecll of ascertaining information
selves very much about this matter, and were nnder the headings provided in the menSllre.
saying to themselves "It is only the poor It would make those statistics authoritative,
policeman." What he was looking at was . and cause them to be copied in pn blications
not the poor policeman, but the· poor citizen thronghollt the world. People would not go
It
who was bereft of rroper police protection by to other sources for that information.
reason of tho police beiug ealled on to perform might be the fact that this would overload
xtraneons duties, far removed from their the stlire secretaries with work, but that was
no reRlson why the information should not be
proper sphere of work.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland Hast) said obtained from the most authoritative source
he felt for some of the shire councils in a case available, and if there was any claim to be
of this sort. At the extreme end of the State made on account of t.he wnrk to he done
there was a. shire with 3,700 miles of country, under this Bill, it should be m~de in the
and settlement at three corners of it.
It future to the Government., who were the
would be very hard to call on the secretary proper parties to consider it. All the muniand shire engineer in a shire of that kind to cipalities had smne funds which could be
collect statist',ics of this sort. The stl-me used as a sort of guarantee to compel the
argument applied to the poLice, who would councils to do this work properly-funds in
have a great distance to ride, and- while they connexion with licence-fees, court fees, and
were 130 or 140 miles away, who wonld pro- the municipal subsidy. If the councils felt
tect the people in their absence? The Chief that they had any claim on the Government
Secratary should consider first the eOllncils r for doing the work, it would be quite right
and then the police.
for them to make application for payment.
Mr. l'RENOERGAST expressed the This Bill would gi ve a proper and sound
opinion that this ,,,ras one of the most neces- foundation for the statistics which were to
sary measures that had been introduced for be collected, and which might be used for
some considerable time. The information the advantage of t.he State in this Chamber
that had been obtained in the past had not or elsewhere.
been correct in a number of instances, because
Mr. WILKINS stated that he would supthere was really no method of eompelling the port the Bill. During the seventeen y(~ars
production ot proper statistics. A number he had had the honour of being a member of
of the shire councils, especia.lIy in farming the Collingwood City CouBcil that body had
districts, would be called on to supply certain always been delighted to assist the Goveminformation for the benefit of thei)· own dis- ment by giving any information required.
tricts as well as for the benefi t of the whole The honorable member for Melbourne said
State, because it would help them to get that the officers would haye to work overtime
markets fur their prod nce in various parts of to do this work, but in Collingwood the
the world. Amongst other information, they municipal officers were always allowe({ time
were required to give an estimate of the land and assistance to prepaJ:'e the proper returns
that \Val:) going nnrter crop. If it was seen that for the Government. He had never once
a certain area of land was going to be put heard a conncillGi' raise an,Y objection to the
under a crop of cereals, of which there was· information being supplied in the readiest
an abutldant supply in other parts of the manner pessible, and he considered it was
world, the farmers could be ad visell in time the duty of every mllnicipaltty to help the
to put in other crops. Therefore, t~lis was a Government in collecting most accurate and
most important Bill. rrhe question was, who up-to-date information for the Government
should do this wor1{. It seemed to him that to circulate among t,he people here, as well
the police were the readiest engines al', hand as in other parts of the· world.
to do the work. If the shire secretary did
Mr. SOLLY observed that the rail way sernot supply proper information, the people of vants were included in the collection of this
his own distriat woutd be the first to detect information. He would like to know whether
the fact, and they would cause him to take railway men would be expected to do this
eare to furnish accurate statistics so as to work in their ordinary working hours or
enable them to determine what Cl:OpS to put afterwards, and, if the latter, whether they
in. These statistics would be of "alue to hon- would receive any pay for doing it?
orable members. Those who had studied the
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said the railway
returns as to the progress of the State, servants would not be called on to give any
published in Melbourne, knew that there was information, bnt only·the (~fficers at the head
a disparity between them and the statistics of the clerical branch. It really mean t ~hat
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the Commissioners w.ould be ask ed to snpply
certain information, and he was sure that any
informa'tion they requested their officers to
collect. or furnish would be obtained 3 nd
supplied during ordinary business hours.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What about
the station-masters ~
t;ir SAMUEL GILLOTT said the sta.tionmaster would not have to do anything.
~lr. \V"ARDE.-TheRailwaysCommissioners
will extend ihe hours of the men who have to
do this work, the same as they have done in
the case of other employes, without. pay.
Sir S.A.:M:UEL GILLOTT said the clause
specified "Every office.r in control of any
branch or Department," and that would
not embrace a station· master or an ordinary railway employe. The H.ailway Depanment already had the information
and snpplied it now, but it was necessary to have correct ·statistics in order
that they might be properly compiled and
made as trustworthy as possible. The information supplied by the municipal councils
would be information they had in their own
hands, and it wOl1ld be entirely in their own
interests to furnish it to the Government.
There had been no difficulty ''lith mnnicipal
oolmcils at all in connexioll with this matter.
There was a difficulty when the law cast on
shire secretaries and town clerks the duty of
collecting certain information from their ratepayers, but that duty wonld now be performed by the police, and all the municipal
councils were r·equired to do, under the existing law, wa~ to furnish information as to the
popnlatjon.
1V1r. SOLLY expressed the opinion that
special men should be appointed to do this
very important \vork. He was afraid if that
was not done the statistics would be collected in a slipshod manner, and no reliance
would he able to be placed on them. Every
honomb1e member recognised the great im-'
portance of having the figures in the official
records as correct as possible, and if they
were not correct they would be discredited
later on by persons who would criticise them.
It was a most unfortunate proposal to leave
this work to tho police aud certain other
people, without some guarantee that correct
information would be obtained. It would be
a waste of time.
1\lr. GAUNSON ·remarked that he was
ealJed up a second time by the observations of the leader of the Opposition and
the honorable member for Co1lingwood.
The honorable member for Collingwood was
very strong upon the municipalities furnishing information, but what information had
[22J-2
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they been Cc:'tlled upon to furnish 1 They
did not col1€ct agricultural statistics.or anything of that kind. He agreed with the
leader of the Oppositioll that these statistics
were invaluable, but he did not see eye to eye
with him as to the way they should be collected. He rather agreed with the honorable member for the Hailways Officers (~1r.
Solly) as to the }>foper persons to collect
thtse statistics, which were, after all, only
estimates. It was no use askillg the bluecoated policeman to warn t he poor unfortunate farmer against putting ill too much
wheat or too much oats. It was the same
with the municipal officer who collected
statistics, for what did he know about the
state of the marl{ets of the world? The
Agricultural Department was the place
to which these statistics ought to go
if they were to be of any I1se, and the
proper persons to collect them \'tonld be
perhaps a dozen carefully selected men, who
should be paid reasonable s-alaries, of not
more than £200 a year, and allowed reasonable tra vellingexpellses. Each of these
men should have a district allotted to
him, and should send his reports to the
Agricultuml Department, which should be
his head-quarters.
The ridicnlous system
proposed in this Bill would only make COllfnsion worse confounded. He trusted that
the remarks of the honorable member for the
Rail ways Officers (~J r. Solly) would ha ve some
·effect, he wonld not say upon an effete and
worn-ollt Administration, bllt that the Chief
Secretary would take heart of gra-ce, alld do
something in his day and generation, instead
of doing nothin;; while prete~di[]g to do
everything.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT stated that the
. change of transferring this dnty from the
municipal officers to the police was made in
December, 1902, and Mr. 1\] cLe:m, the Government ~tatist, made this remark in the
llotes which he had supplied to hill1In addi1 ion to the I'aving of £D30 a y€ar it has
been found that the police do the work more satisfactorily in every respect than the municipal
officers.

If the police were doi.ng the work bettor than
the municipal officers did it heretofore, the
Committee might well allow them to continue
to do so. Mr. :McLean was perfectly satisfied
with the \vay the police collected the information, and had no doubt whatever that they
would do so very accurately and correctly in
the future.
1\11'. ",VARDE stated that he would point
out to the honorable member for the Pnblic
Officers that it was neeessnry to have in the
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statistics information about the population
and the state of the finances and the valuations of such an important place as Collingwood, and therefore the honorable member
for Collingwood was quite as lunch interested
in the collection of statistics under this Bill
as any other member of the Honse, even
though Collingwood was not an agricultural
or a mining district. Irre5pective of that,
the honorable member for Collingwood was
perfectly within his rights, as a member of
the House, in expressing an opinion on any
Bill tha~ came before the House. He would
support any clause that would have the effect
of expediting the compilation of these
statistics. For many years past in all
Budget discussions honorable members had
had to take Coghlan, of New South Wales,
as the basis for their arguments This had
been a great blot upon our administration in
the past. Although there was a reasonably
costly Statistical Department in Victoria
honorable members had had to avail themselves of the service of another State to
obtain the information that was most valuable to them. It was very pleasing to know
that a great alteration has recently. taken
place in the method with whirl! honorable
members were furnished with information.
During the last few weeks the Government
Statist p1 r. M6Lean) had seut along to
honorable members an abstract of the
different sections which wonld ultimately
form the Year-Book of Victoria as they
had been prepared. One of the results of
that waS seen even in the debate last
night on the Closer Settlernent Bill, when
the leader of the Opposition was in a
position to quote reliable figures up to the
end of 1903. If the police or the municipal
officers, or any other body could expedite the
publication of the Year-Book, and if honorable members could have it at an earlier
date, as the Chief Secretary had promised,
. by the paEs·'l.ge of this Rill, then it would be
found to be invaluable to members in
carrying out the publiQ work they had to
perform for the community.
Mr. PRENDERGAS1' stated that the information that it would be the duty of the
councils to supply related to the. valuation of
land and a nl,lmber of other matters that the
police could not supply, and that the owners
themselves cOllld not supply, and which
would only be ill the hands of the' councils
themselves.
All the information of this
character would be very valuable indeed.
The honorable member for the Public Officers
had gone to a great deal of trouble to s40w
that the councils would not have to do what
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he (Mr. Prendergast) asked that they should
do, but the information they would supply
under this Bill would be of the greatest use.
It was necessary to provide for it in this Bill,
in order to insure that this work would be
dOlle thoroughly, instead of being half done,
as had happened in the past.
Mr. OARLISLE observed that he had no
objection to the councils supplying the information as in the past, but he saw that they
had to do it without payment. Were the
officers of shire councils the only people who
were not to be protected? Or was it only the
workmen who were to be paid for the work.
they did? Not very long ago a return was
required by the Government, which took the
officer of the shire council in his district
three or four days to prepare. ] t was in
connexion with the preparat.ion of the Bill
passed last year to amend the Constitution,
and the information required was as
to the number of ratepayers '. and the
amounL of rates they were paying. It
was not a fair thing to ask that
officer to give three or four days of his .time
to prepare information for the Government
without remuneration. He would be glad if
the Chief Secretary would postpone this
clause until honorable members had time to
consider it.
Mr. WII.KINS.-It is not a new thing.
Mr. CARLISLE said he had never seen the
Bill before.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said t hat the
information to which the honorable member
for Benalla had referred was in connexion
with the Reform Bill last year, and had
nothing to do with the statistics to be collected under this Bill at all. The information that the councils \vere to be called on
to furnish to the Government Statist was
information which was entirely in their own
possession. 1'he officers of the councils had
. never been· paid for furnishing it .. Under the
old law they had to collect informaLion from
various persons residing in their districts, but
that work would now be done by the police,
and they would only be called upon now to
give ilJformation as to population, as to the
financial position of the council. as to their
valuations, and as to the conduct of the
affairs of the municipality. It was very
necessary that they should do so, and they
should do it without payment. In fact they
were only too willing to do it.
Mr. G RA Y asked if it was to be distinctly
understood that the only information required
from the shire councils would be to fill in rorms
sent to them by the Government Statist?
Sir SAMU'EL GILLoTT.-Yes.
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Mr. GRAY asked if there was 110 work to
be done outside tha,t ?
Sir SA}iLJEL GILLO'l'T.-None whatever.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
On clause 6, providing for returns from
factories,
Mr. PRENDEB.GAST asked if the full information required now under the factories
legislation wonld be abbreviated in any way
by this clause?
Sir SAMU EL GILLOTT stated that this
clause would not affect allY information
which the owners of factories were called
on to give under 1 he Factories Act.
The clause was (lgreed to.
On clause 8, providing for the collection of letnrns for the preceding year
by police officers before 1st February in each
year,
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT moved·That "February" be omitted and" March" substituted.
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they were approved by the Governor in
Council they would be gazetted.
Mr. W AIWE. - Then the Government
Statist cannot be accused of seeking information which the Government has not certified
to be req llired.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said that was so.
ThiR amendment would remove all responsibility from the Government Statist. It was
quite in accordance with that officer's wishes,
and would not in any way cut down his right
to prepare the necessary forms.
. The arnendment was agreed to, ancl the
clause, as amended, was passed.
The Bill WtltS reported with amendments, and
the amendments were considered and adopted.
On the motion of Sir SAMUEL GILLOT1"
the Bill was then read a third time.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT said he desired
to thank honorable members for the assistance they had given him in carrying this Bill.

ORDER OF BUSINESS.
He said that it wa::) fOlHld that 1st February
Mr. BENT movedwould allow too short a time. The GovernThat the lIollse do now adjourn.
ment Statist desired this alteration.
Mr. PRENDERGAST asked if it was the
The amendment ",,-as agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was passed.
intention of the Government tQ take up the
On Clause 13, which provided that the Closer Settlement Bill next 1'ue~day, and
necessary forms should be prepared uy the go on with the second-reading debate to a
Government Statist,
finish ~
Mr. BENT said he thought the Mines
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT movedThat the words" and approved by t.he Governor Acts Amendmen t Bill had been promised for
in Council" be added.
Tuesday, bnt there would be the Closer
He said the object of this amendment was to ~ettlemellt Bill until nine o'clock, and
provide that the Statist should not have the perhaps all night.
He did 1l0t know about
right in his own absolute discretion to pre- the Mines Bill.
Mr. SANGSTER said that the Premier
pare the forms which would be used to obtain
.any illformatioll required. These forms had stated that he (~H. Sangster) had been
would have to be prepared by him, and very unfair. He was not going to sit under
approved by the Governor in Council.
that accLlsation, as he did not believe he had
.Mr. PRENDERGAST observed that in a been unfair. The Premier said that he had
previous clause a penalty was provided for the not done certain things, and he (Mr. Sangdivulgillg of any information by the Govern- ster) pointed out to the honorahle gentlemanment St.atist t.o a Minister of the Crown or that certain things had been done. He took
public officer, &c. The power which the tbe honorable gentleman's word that he knew
Chief Secretary now proposed to gi \'e to the nothing about it, consequently the honorGovernor in Council might be used by a able gentleman had nc;) need to get in a
Minister to obt.ain information for his OW11 temper. With regard to the other remark of
purposes. Tlte object of this measure W~lS to the Premier, about callillg at the office, he
proviJe for the collection of information that had gone to the office many times for conwould be of value to the public, and not of sideration in other matters, bnt not in coninformation that might be of value to some nexion with this. The complaint which he
individual in order to use against another had made in the House, and of which the
individual.
Premier said he knew nothing, ha.d been
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT stated that this brought before him (1\.1r. Sangster) in a
clause related only t.o the forms, which con- legitima.te manner, and he had laid it before
tained no information in themselves.
rrhey t.he House in the same way.
would only specify the branches of informa1'he motion was agre~d to, and the House
tion to be asked for.
The Government adj(])urned at ten minntes past ten o'clock,
Statist would prepare the forms anEI then if until Tuesday, Augnst 2.
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The PRESIDENT took the chair at seven
minutes to five o'clock p.m., and read the
prayer.

RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
HOURS OF ENGINE-DRIVERS AND FIREMEN.

The Hon. W. J. EVANS.', by leave, asked
the Attorney-General if, when he was obtaining information from the Railways
Commissioners in regard to the hours
worked bv engine ·drivers and firemen, he
would be 'kind enough to ascertain the following information:The total hours worked in the month of June,
1904, by the loco. engine-drivers and firemen
on the surburban running; the actual hours paid
for, and the hours worked in excess of those
paid for, counting all time worked from signing
on to signing off duty.

The Hon. J. M. DA VIES.-I have not
the slightest idea what is inyolved in getting the information, but I will forward the
request to the Commissioners.
STATISTICS COLLECTION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. O. SACHSE, was read a first
time.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
This Bill was receiyed from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of the
Hon. J. M. DAVIES, was read a first time.
RETIREMENT OF MEMBERS'.
DRAWING OF LOTS.

The PRESIDENT stated that, in ac.cordance with the recommendation of the
Standing Orders Committee, he would now
call upon the Clerk to invite honorable
members who had been returned without
opposition at the general election in JuI?e
last, to come forward and draw lots, III
order that the date of retirement in each
case might be fixed.
The drawing was then proceeded with,
and resulted as fOillows:DATES OF RETIREMENT.

Melbourne ProvinceThe Hon. William Cain ... ... ...
The Han. John Mark 'Davies ......
Northern ProvinceThe Hon. 'Villiam Lawrence Baillieu
The Han. Martin Cussen ...... ...
North-Eastern ProvinceThe Hon. Arthur Otto Sachse ... ...
The Han. Willis Little ............

1910
1907
1910

1907
1910
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Southern ProvinceThe Hon. Dr. William Henry' Embling ................. , .. , ... ......
The Hon. Nicholas FitzGerald ......
South-Eastern ProvinceThe Han. James Callender Campbell ..............................
The Hon.
Duncan Elphinstone
McBryde ........................
South-Western ProvinceThe Han. Thomas Charles Harwood
The Hon. Sir Henry John Wrixon
'Yestern ProvinceThe Hon. 'Valter Sinnot Manifold
The Hon. Robert Blackwood Ritchie

1910
1907

1910
1907

1910
1907

1910
1907

The PRESIDENT intimated that after
the Clerk had entered up the result of the
drawing, members would hold their seats
according tv the years they had drawn.
RAIL\VAYS STANDING COM~nTTEE
LAV\T AMENDMENT BILL.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said it
was one of a number of Bills that had
been coming before this House of late by
which the Government were endeavouring to
simplify procedure, and to bring about desirable reforms without affecting the efficiency of the work. Honorable members
knew that the Railways Standing Committee, which was appointed about 1893, had
performed very fine work, indeed. It would
probably be correct to say that the work
done bv the committee had resulted in a
saving of even hundreds of thousands of
pounds to the community. The members
of the committee had made persona! visits
to the routes of proposed railways, and had
even exceeded their instructions in inquiring
into matters that were more or less ancillary
to their work. They had, indeed, done excellent service to the community. The work
in future would not be so heavy as it had
been in the past, and this was one of the
reasons for reducing the number of members and their fees. The members would
not be required to meet so frequently as in
the past. The Bill reduced the number of
members, which originally stood at six for
the Assemblv, and three for the Council, tv
four for Hie Assembly and two for the
Council, thus preserving the same numerical
proportion as before in regard to the two
Houses. The Bill provided that the fees,
which were fvrmerly £1,250 a year, should
not in future exceed £800 in anyone year.
This amount was considered ample for the
work. It was intended to allow each member one guinea' a day for travelling expenses.
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Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked
that there was no doubt that the Railways
Standing Committee had done very good
work. By their travelling through the country to prepare reports on the different questions submitted to them, they had certainly
saved, not ~IO,OOO, but he should think
something more like £200,000 or £300,000.
Besides that, the information they had given
to Parliament had been of such a nature
that it enabled memhers to form a better
opinion than they could otherwise have as
to whether jt was desirable or not that the
particular railway under consideration
should be constructed. The thanks of this
House and of the whole community were
due to the gentlemen who had so faithfully
and efficiently performed theit duties as
members of this committee. As the work
in future would not make such an inroad
on the time. of the members of the committee, and would not involve so much travelling, it was thought that the number of
members might very well be reduced from
nine to six. The proportion hitherto observed as to the number of members from
each House would be exactly the same in
connexion with the reduced number. He had
very much pleasure in supporting the Bill.
The Han. J. M. PRATT said he ,,,"auld
like to remind honorable members that the
committee had not only investigated railway questions, but questions regarding
waterworks and other important matters.
He wished to pay a tribute to the committee for one good work, namely, the Lake
Lonsdale scheme. The committee, had to
report on that, and it was through their
report that the work was immediately put
in hand, and carried out. And that work
alone was of the utmost importance to the
country. He had much pleasure in supporting the Bill. As the work had decreased. it was not unreasonable to reduce
the n~mber of members.
In reducing the number the' proportion of
members elected from the two Houses
in the past was to be observed.
But the work was there, and however heavy
it might be he was quite' sure that the
gentlemen who had to perform that duty
would carry it out with the same assiduity
and regard for the public convenience and
expenditure as had been the case in the
past.
He, therefore, cordially supported
thi.~ second reading of this measure.
The Han. D. MELVILLE remarked that
perhaps he should not speak on this measure, but the House would perhaps pardon
him for expressing his opinion as' one who
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had worked on this committee. The members of the committee for a long period
worked without any fee, and if such a thing .
was desirable or necessary again, they
wculd not be found by any means unwilling
once more to do the duty devolving upon
Personally,
them without any fee at all.
he would have preferred to see the number of members of the committee retained
at nine, even if the Government could only
afford to pay the sum of money fixed in
the Bill for fees, because the work of
the committee had not been confined of
recent years to railways.
The great and
important work of water supply had been
remitted to the committee for consideration.
The committee was a committe.e
of laymen, and its appointment was a necessity, because the extravagance of the experts in times. gone by was so outrageous
that the two Houses resolved to have a committee of laymen to check the experts. Sir
Henry Cuthbert would remember that the
Government of which he was a member demanded from the experts a scheme for
watering the MaUee.
That scheme was
furnished to the Turner Government, with
a plan showing how it was to be done. The
plan showed a green circle round the :Mallee,
and the proposal was to pump the water
from the :Murray, at an outlay of
~2,300,ooo.
That was the expert',s view
of the matter, but the two Houses, owing
to the experience they had had of the way
in which the experts seemed always in some
way or other to fail to take into consideration the ,cost of some of the works that they
proposed, referred the question to this com"mit tee of laymen.
The result was that
to-day this ,:ery country which the experts
had proposed to serve by pumping was now,
a3 Mr. Pratt had said, absolutelv watered
by gravitation from Lake Lonsdale, and
at the present moment the Government were
proposing to survey permanently the "orks
from the Murray also by gravitation.
Therefore, within a period of a year or
two, through laymen's suggestions and laymen's examination, that proposed expenditure of~2,300,000 was set aside, and gravitation works were going to do the work of
irrigating practically the whole north-west
of Victoria.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-Was that :Mr.
Buchanan's scheme?
The Han. D. MELVILLE.-1\o.
His
scheme was from lake to lake, 1.-. lit the
newer idea was the scheme from Lake
Lonsdale, which was in operation, and
which was absolutely a success in watering
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the vVimmera.
Mr. Rees and Mr. Pratt,
and other members of the House, would
know, also, that· at the present moment
there was every probability of the whole
nO)rth-west Mallee being made a second
Mildura for a few hundred thousand
pounds.
It was a necessity for the House
to take more practical views, and to have
less of the theoretical political views, in
ord~r to develop the produce of the country.
His travelling in the country had
given him, as it had other members of the
committe,e, a splendid opportunity of advising the House on certain material points
affecting the increase of the products of the
country. The Railways Standing Committee
even took evidence as to the condition of
the soil and the products that were raised
from the soil. Through travelling with the
Railways Committee in Gippsland, and
through paying a little attention to the subject for five or six years, he would be able
to show the House how, within five years,
by the cultivation of flax, the people would
be able to obtain from England probably
£I,OOO,ooo net, through putting, perhaps,
IOO,OOO acres of land under cultivation.
He did not want to go into that matter tonight, but he merely wished to show that it
was most important, whether the fee of a
guinea was of any consequence to the country or not, that ·whoever was elected to the
Railways Standing Committee should be
able to give the necessary time and the fullest attention to the affairs of the country.
If a man could give the time he would be
performing a very valuable duty.
Although this Bill seemed 'rather to restrict
the number of members, still he felt it was
very necessary to continue the committee
in order to perpetuate the examination into
the cost· and the necessity of great public
works, including railways.
The House
would excuse him, being, as he was, a
membe,r of tlie late committee, for making
any remarks at all; but he felt that it was
necessary to point out to the House and the
country that the work of a member of the
Railways Standing Committee was one of
the best functions that members, whether
they were paid or not, ought to be ambitious to perform.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 3, "Quorum,"
The Hon. R. B. REES said there should
be some .provision to compel members of.
the committee to attend to their duties. If
one or two members absented themselves
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continuously, it would be difficult to get the
necessary quorum of four at ordinary
meetings, and of five when the committe,e
met to consider their report to the Assembly, and so the work of the committee
might be blocked. If the committe,e had
to go through the Mallee for days, as the
late committee did, it might be difficult
to get a quorum. He knew the late committee went through the Mallee with very
few members, \vhereas, if possible, the
whole of the members should travel in
country like that to see exactly its requirements, and to know what they were going
to report upon. Some provision should be
made in the Bill that a member should
forfeit his seat on the committee if he
was absent from a certain number of
meetings. Then somebody else who would
attend properly to the duties could be appointed in his place. Was there any provision in the old Act to that effect?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he could
assure Mr. Rees that a pretty full committee travelled through the Mallee. He
was not quite sure whether Mr. J\iorey was
present, but he thought the whole of the
committee were delighted to have the.
chance of the trip. In all his experience
there had been no such thing as a member
being more than one or two days absent.
Never in its whole history, whether the members were paid or not, had the committee
ever suffered through non-attendance or
members. The old committee had to go
through the Mallee again, and the pleasure
of being driven at the Government expense
from Hopetoun to Mildura was such
that
many
a
score
of
members
would have been glad to have the chance
to accompany the committee; There was
no necessity, so far as he knew, for any
provision such as Mr. Rees had suggested.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS stated that he
agreed with Mr.· Rees. The duties of this
committee were so important that it was
highl y necessary that whoever· was a ppointed to the committee should be compelled to attend to those duties. Mr. Rees
might have been mistaken as to the party
that went through the Mallee being a small
one, and Mr. Melville might be correct in
stating that there \vere always a good
number quite prepared to go on these picnic
excursions, but some of the duties were not
as pleasant as travelling in the Mallee,
such as touring in the Gippsland district.
Some provision should be made to make
a member forfeit his seat if he failed to
attend a certain number of meetings. This
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was a necessary precaution, particularly
when honorable members took into con.sideration the great importance of the
committee which ?\Ir. Melville had impressed upon them.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE observed that
there was no provision in the existing law
compelling the attendance of any member,
or making him forfeit his seat for nonattendance.
It did not appear to have
been found necessary at all. He was informed that the attendance had always
been exceptionall y good, and he saw no
good reason why it should be feared that
the attendance would not be as good in
the future.
The Han. D. MELVILLE remarked
that it was necessary to have practically a
full' attendance, or e.lse the committee
Therecould make no recommendation.
fore 1\1r. Rees' contention was met.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that the
Bill provided for a quorum of at least five
when the committee met to consider their
It would be far
report to Parliament.
better to make the quorum four, as the fixing of such a high quorum as five might
block the business of tne committee, and
be disadvantageous. .
The Hon. R. B. REES said he would
move an amendment to the effect that the
seat of a~y member who absented himself
from three consecutive sittings should become vacant.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING expressed
the opinion that if a man was taken ill,
and was laid up for two or three weeks,
it would be rather hard to make him lose
his seat, through no fault of his own.
Some provision should be made for a member to be absent bv leave of the committee.
The same sort of provision existed with
regard to the directorate of a bank.
The Hon. R. B. REES said he would
not persist with his amendment.
The clause was agreed to.
The BilL having been gone through, was
reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. A. O.
SACHSE, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
REAL PROPERTY BILL.
On the order of the day for the consideration of the report from Committ~e on
this Bill,
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moveclThat the order of the day be discharged, with
a view to recommitting the Bill on clause 15·
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The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was recommitted.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES drew attention to sub-clause 4 of clause IS, which
defined a lease as including "an original
or derivative under-lease, also a grant at a
fee farm rent, or securing a rent by conHe said that there was no such
dition."
thing as a "fee farm rent" in this State.
This portion of the clause was copied from
the .English legislation, but those words
had no application whatever here.
He
begged to moveThat the words "at a fee farm rent or" be
omitted.

The amendment was agreed to, an:d the
clause, as amended, was passed.
The Bill was reported with a further
amendment, and the amendment was considered and adopted.
On the' motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
TRANSFER OF LAND BILL.
The :c1ebate (adjourned from Tuesday,
July 12) on the Hon. J. M. D.avie~'
motion for the second reading of thIS BIll
was resumed.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that
when this Bill was last before the
House, the Attorney-General fully explained its nature, but inasmuch as the
House wished for a little time for consideration to see 'Whether it would be advisable or not to validate the old practice,
which had existed for upwards of forty
years, the debate was adjourned.
From
the inquiries that he had made he believed
that this practice was in the interests of
the public, and that it was to' the advantaae of the public that it should continue.
The Bill was entitled a Bill for the removal of doubts with regard to the validity of the practice of the Office of Titles
relating to the registration of certain instruments, and the preamble recited pretty
fully what was contemplated, and w1;at
honorable members were asked to gIVe
their assent to.
The preamble saidvVhereas doubts have arisen with regard to
the validitv of the practice of the Office of
Titles whe~eby' certain instruments are deemed
h be registered without the entry of a memorial
thereof upon the grant or existing certificate of
title . . .

When there was a grant, he thought it 'was
intended by the framers of the Transfer
of Land Statute that all dealings in connexion with the property included in the
transfer should be indorsed on the back
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of the grant, or if it was not a grant, on
the back of the certificate.· The certificate
took the place of the grant. But when a
man transferred the property mentioned in
the grant or certificate that dealing was indorsed at once upon the back of the grant
or certificate, and at once any person familiar with the practice of the office could see
what was the nature of the dealings in connexio:1 with that grant or certificate.
In
the case of the owner of the certificate or
grant mortgaging the property, that was
indorsed on the back of the certificate or
grant, and if the owner granted a lease,
that lease also appeared on the certificate,
but in the case of a mortgage, the practice
of the Department was that in the event
of the mortgagee " A " wishing to transfer
his interest in that mortgage to "B," that
transfer need not appear on the certificate of
title. The lease having been registered,
if the owner of the lease wished to 'lssi~'1
or transfer it, the· transfer or assignment
did not appear on the certificate.
The Hon. J. M. DAvIEs.-That is so.
I t appears on the lease.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said it
might then be asked how were the public
protected? If it did not appear on the
certificate of title or on the grant, how
were the public protected?
They were
protected in this way, that the mortgage
was registered, and then at the end of the
mortgage there was a certificate by the
Registrar of Titles that a mortgage had
been given on a cert.ain date by So-and-so
to So-and-so, and then all the dealings and
sub-dealings in connexion with it would
be found on the mortgage instead of on the
certificate.
The Atfornev-General had
poinfed out that, so far ;s these certificates were concerned, not more than half·a-dozen dealings could appear on the certificate or grant, and that aft.erwards a new
certificate was're1uired, for which a guinea
must be paid to the Titles Office. All
that was done away with by the practice
that had been adopted for the last 40
years, but which haa la"fe1v oeen questioned
bv the Chief Justice in the case to which
the Attornev-General had referred. That
case was not decided upsm the doubt that
the Chief Justice entertained as to the
practice that had prevailed during the last
40 years. Mr. Carter was, he (Sir Henry
Cuthbert) believed, the first Commissioner
of Titles, and he was considered a great
authority as a conveyancer. Mr. Carter
also understood the working of his Department thoroughly well. He established
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the practice referred to, and all his successors had adopted it. If that practice
were to· be changed now, it would be necessary to call in all the dealings in land for
the last 40 years, and that would put the
public to great expense. As the practice
was a time-honoured one, a convenience
to the public, and a saving of expense, 'he
(Sir Henry Cuthbert) would heartily support the second reading of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second t.ime,
and committed.
All the clauses were agreed to.
On the preamble,
The Han. D. ·MELVILLE said he had
promised a number of people that he would
take. the first opportunity of raising the
question of adverse possession. At present,
if a man found a piece of land unoccupied
and unfenced, he could put a fence round
it and occupy it, and then, after a certain number of years, the land became
his, no matter how large it was, or how
great its value might be. Simply because
the man was smart enough to pick up the
land, pay rates upon it, and otherwise attend to it, he was entitled to the full ownership of it, after the lapse of the prescribed
period. Why should such a temptation be
held out to anyone? There were men who
were always on the look-out for this kind
of thing, and it was virtually stealing. Unoccupied land, of which the owners could
not be found, should revert to the State,
or should be handed over to the municipality. He would ask the Attorney-General
whether there would be any difficulty in
adding a clause to this Bill to abolish the
doctrine of adverse possession with regard
to land?
The CHAIRMAN .-Are the honorable
member's remarks relevant to this Bill?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he desired to add another clause to the Bill.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that no
clause in this Bill would do what the honorable member wanted. It would need a
separate Bill, dealing with the Statute of .
Limitations, and that Bill would need to be
surrounded with all sorts of safeguards.
It would be absolutely impossible to embody
such a proposal in the present measure.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said that anothe, matter that required attention was
the practice of the Titles Office in saying,
"Whatever your title is, we will only give
you what is within your fences." Surely
that was a matter that came within the scope
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of this Bill. He would like to hear the
views of the Attorney-General on the principle of adverse possession, and as to
whether he thought it a fair one.
The HGn. T. C. HARWOOD remarked
that the present Bill dealt only with matters under the Transfer of Land Act, and
did not refer to land under the old law.
In nineteen cases out of twenty the jumping
of land, to which the honorable member referred, took place where the land was under
the old law. Much of that land was cut up
and subdivided in the fifties, and in many
cases the owners of the allotments were lost
sight of subsequently. Then as time went
on the adjoining owners took advantage of
the doctrine of adverse possession, and obtained possession of the land. That was a
principle, hmvever, quite outside the scope
of this Bill, and a separate measure would
be needed to amend the Statute of Limitations.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE expressed the
opinion that as time went on the doctrine
of adverse possession would operate with
regard to land under the Transfer of Land
Act, as well as to land under the
old law.
However, if the' AttorneyGeneral said that the amendnlent he
(Mr. Melville) desired could only be
effected by a separate Bill altering
the Statute of Limitations he (.Mr. Melville)
did not wish to press the matter further.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
DAVIES, the Bill was then read a third
time and passed.
JURIES ACTS AMENDMENT BILL:
The amendment made by the Legislative
Assembly in this Bill was taken into consideration.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIE S said that
the only ,amendment made by the Assembly
in the Bill was the insertion of the following new clause:A. Justices of the Peace shall be exempt from
serving as jurors.

He begged to moveThat the House agree with the amendment.

He said that some justices did a great deal
of work in that capacity, and were fully
entitled to exemption. It might be that
there were some who were not so entitled,
.but they must be dealt \vith as a whole, and
it was only reasonable that if they gave so
much time to the administration of justice
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in their own Court they ought not to be required in addition to that to serve as jurors.
The Hon. J. BALFOUR stated that
he entirely agreed with the Attorney-General, and thought it was well that the Council
should accept the amendment.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD observed' that he did not object to the principle
of the amendment, but he thought it went
a little too far. It seemed to be the fashion
at present rather to depreciate the office of
juryman and to lower it. Persons regarded
it as nothing honorable or praiseworthy, but
as a nuisance to be avoided if they could
possibly do so. II? his opinion a Justice of
the Peace was more competent than the ordinary run of men to act in the capacity of
a juror. He could help his fellow jurymen
\vith his knowledge of the law, and could do
much to prevent those ridiculous verdicts
and verdicts flatly contradictory of evidence
that were so often heard of. A few days
ago he came across an old publication giving
an account of the opening of the first Circuit Conrt held in Victoria. He need hardly
say that it was in the historic and almost
celebrated town of Geelong that that function took place. The judge at that time was
Sir William a'Beckett, and in opening the
first Circuit Court he made some very forcible observations, clothed in that almost
poetic strain of which he was a past master.
In the course of that speech, speaking about
juries ang their duties, Sir William
a'Beckett referred to what had fallen from
Lord Brougham on one occasion. Lord
Brougham saidHe was guilty of no error, he was chargeable with no exaggeration, he was betrayed by
his fancy into no metaphor, who once said that
all we see about us, Kings, Lords, and Com_
mons, the whole machinery of the State, all the
apparatus of the system and its varied workings,
end in bringing twelve good men in a bux.

To that, Sir William a'Be,ckett addedIf in Victoria efficacy of trial by jury should
become in any way impaired, the social fabric
will then lose its best, I had almost said its only,
security.

The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Why., juries
have almost been done away with in civil
cases.
The Han. T. C. HARWOOD said
that might be so, and perhaps some of the
failures in our social security might be
traced to the fact that juries were held almost in contempt instea'd of in re,spect. Some
of 'the justices would make the very best
jurymen, and although it was quite right
that they should be excused if they desired
it, he thought that to exempt them fram the
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panel altogether was rather a slur on the
office of juryman. He begged to moveThat the amendment be amended by adding th(;'

words "if and whenever they so desire."

That would enable justices to obtain exemption if thev found that their other duties
prevented them from acting as jurors,. but to
exempt them simply because they were justices would almost be to brand them as unqualified to act in the capacity of jurors
rather than doing any good to themselves
or to the country.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
amendment of the Legislative Assembly, as
amended, was concurred with.
A message "vas ordered to be sent to the
Legislative Assembly acquainting them with
the decision of the House.
The House. adjourned at five minutes
past six o'clock until Tuesday, August 9.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
PETITIONS.
Petitions ,,,"ere presented, by Mr. LANGDON, from residents of Col~c district.
and by ~1r. MACKEY (on behalf of
Mr. Speaker), from residents of Oakleigh, praying that a complete analysis
be made and published of the voting at
the referendum on the introduction of Scripture lessons into State schools.
RAILWAY DEPARTi\IENT.
CASE OF G. BROWN.
Mr. SOLLY said he desired, without
notice, to ask the Minister of Railways to
lay on the table all papers in connexion
with the removal from office of Mr. G.
Brown, late superintendent foreman at Sale,
and also to furnish a return, giving certain
particulars with regard to sexagenarians
who had been retired from the railway ser·
vice since 1892.
The SPEA.KER.-The honorable member had better give notice of his intention
to move for the return, and if he will consuIt the Premier, I have no doubt that the
motion will be placed on the unopposed list.
Mr. BENT stated that he would certainly not allow such a motion to be put on
the l.lnDpposect list, nor would he lay on·
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the table the papers in connexion with '1r.
Brown's case, seeing that that gentleman
had already taken the matter to Court.
The SPEAKER.-Then the motion ,,·ill
go on the opposed list.
CLOSER SETTLEMENT BILL (No.2).
The debate (adjourned from July 28) on
Mr. Murray's motion for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Ivlr. MACKINNON.-This is a very im~
portant Bill indeed, and I wish to say, at
the outset, that I am agreeably surprised
at the measure which has been brought
down by the Government. I think we all
recognise that it can hardly be called a
party measure, in a strict sense-that is to
say, its general object is one that is
recognised by nearly every honorable member as being desirable. The only difference
of opinion that can occur is in regard to
some of the details, though it must be confessed that some of those details may be
said to involve considerable principles.
N ow,
my fear in regard to this
Bill----:-a fear which I freely expressed
on the platform~was this, that this Government, owing to the s'omewhai composite
nature of its support, would not be so
thorough-going as it ought to be in dealing
with this question. It has been well. said,
:\lr. Speaker, that there is no greater moral
danger in politics in a self-governed community than that a great question of this
kind should be dealt with with a lack of
sincerity. Now, I do find in this Bill evidences of considerable sincerity, and for that
reason I welcome the measure as a genuine
a~tempt to settle one of those difficult pro1;llems which all communities, owing their
prosperity to the possession of land and the
development of agriculture, must fate
sooner or later. Still, I am bound to say
that the Bill does exhibit symptoms of a
rather painful slowness at arriving at certain results which are necessary to be arrived at. To be perfectly worked out, it
will need, I am certain, to be amended in
·details in a direction which will, I am sure,
become manifest after the measure has been
in operation for a vear or two. I will not
speak of those blern"ishes at present, but will
refer to them later on, more, I am bound
to say, in a spirit of regret than with any
great hop~ of securing those changes the
necessity of which is quite obvious to any
one who has studied the question seriously.
My honorable friend, the member for
Glene.lg, went into something in the nature
of a disquisition, and, if he will
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pardon my saying so, a most interesting and giving the farmer cheap money, and through
learned disquisition, on the history of this various other modes of encouragement.. In
land question. I feel constrained, for some Austria, as a matter of fact, they brought
reasons which will be more obvious to those about this break-up of feudalism at Kreat
who know that I am interested in the land expense to the State, because the Austrian
question myself, to reiterate some of the Government lost money considerably in
observations which that honorable member carrying out the settlement of a landed peamade, because I feel that we are here face santry as occupying owners. It seems to
to face with problems which involve very me that we must face this fact, that, as was
serious considerations, and which must be said by a great French writer on democracy,
met by arguments which go right to the root there is a powerful prejudice against landof the matter.
Now, the first thing I lordism all over the world, and a powerful
should like to see is this-and I am sure it tendency in favour of a numerous set of
That was said fifty
must be a pleasant thing to all of us living occupying owners.
I
in this community to find-that the changes years ago, and it is true at this day.
which are inevitable here are going to be think the fact that influences me more than
changes according to law. I was interested almost any other fact in connexion with this
the other night to hear one of the l-.onorable measure is that it is something which is
members who sit on my extreme right chal- calculated to bring about permanent imOf course, the great object
lenged with not saying here what he said provement.
on the public platform, or words to that lesson. at the present time to the Englisheffect. The honorable member said that he speaking world is the land question in Irebelieved, and that he understood his party land. The development of the land questOI believe, that the' paY1TIent of compen- tion in that country is, no doubt r being
sation was involved in any transaction of watched closely by people all over the
English land-owners are accused,
this sort. "V ell , I do believe that a good world.
deal of misapprehension arises about perhaps not without reason, of endeavouring
people's views, and personally I have never to carry out a solution of these problems in
heard any suggestion from any public man Ireland, with the view, in the first place, of
here that there should be repudiation of the delaying the solution of the same problems
rights of property in connexion with a de- in England, and, secondly, of finding out
velopment of this kind.
how
that
solution
will
work
in
Mr. SOLLY.-Hear, hear.
Ireland itself.
What is our own posi
Land here was taken up ill
Mr. MACKINNON.-And it appears to tion?
me that a good deal of the alarm and large areas - that is, pastoral occupants
anxietv caused among property-owners is were enabled to purchase freehold in large
due to a want of knowledge of the views areas. The various Land Acts which were
and arguments used by the responsible passed enabled these owners, through
the faulty nature of those Acts, or because
leaders of that particular party.
there was not the demand at that time for
Mr. BROMLEY.-The usual bogy.
Mr. MACKINNON.-Yes, it is often smaller holdings that afterwards arose, to
used as a bogy to delay refonm and pro- take up very large areas, and the consegress.
As I said before, one must go to quence was that the best part of the counthe root of the matter.
One must go right try has come to be held until very recently
away to the whole question of the ownership indeed ~n those large areas.
Further
of land in order to deal with this question than that, we adopted, I think, a very grand
on a reasonable and logical basis.
Now, . scale of selections.
The old blocks of
what do we find with regard to land de- 640 acres were, in many parts, far more
velopment all ov~r the world?
Our coun- than any farmer requires nowadays for
try is not singular in its desire that the carrying on his business successfully. The
tenures of land should be altered.
As areas that were taken up in that way were
the honorable member for Glenelg pointed the best of the land that was available for
out the other night, in France they arrived selection, and the consequence is we have
at occupying ownership, which seems to be all over this State land owned in far too
the most popular form of land-holding in large areas.
What is now absolutely ned('llocratic communities-they arrived at cessary, if the State is to be prosperous, is
occupying ownership by a revolution.
In that that land should be settled in smaller
Prussia they arrived at it by- legislation. areas.
It is a very simple proposition; it
In some of. the other German States they does not sound a very dangerous one; but it
arrived at it through credit banks and by is only recently that the people of this State
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have fully realized that the work must be
undertaken on. sound lines.
We have already done a great deal in this country to
reform our land laws.
We have done
away.with the distinction in inheritance between real and personal property. We have
introduced a system of the easy and cheap
tlansfer of land.
We have simplified
mortgages, and we have discountenanced
entails. Vie have done away with primogeniture.
So that we may be said to ha\-e
done a great deal in the direction of land
reform.
Still we are met with this large
fact that, for the economic development of
this country,. the land is held in too large
areas, and it is to solve that problem that
the Government is now a(ldressing itself,
and addressing itself, I think, so far as the
volume of business that it proposes to
undertake will allow it, in a fairly hearty
and satisfactory manner. Now, there is
another matter which influences me verv
much in coming to regard the position i~
which we now find ourselves.
We are undoubtedl y on the eve of very considerable
changes in the life of this community. The
pastoral stage has passed away, and the age
of agriculture which naturally follows is
beginning, and indeed has begun in many
places.
Now, when a country is faced
with that position, you have to consider
the question, How is your agriculture going
to be conducted? You have only two ways
of doing it, because agriculture on a large
scale such as is carried on in parts of
America is impossible here.
You must
either have your agriculture conducted under
a system of landlordism and tenant farmers, or you must have it conducted
bv cultivators who own
the
soil.
There is no other alternative. With regard
to landlordism, I should like to sav speaking with some personal experien~e of
it, and knowing well how it has worked in
the case of those with whose affairs I am
intimate-that landlordism is not a satisfactory relationship in a community of this
sort. It undoubtedly is unsatisfactory both
to the tenant and to the landlord.
Anv
one with experience in the dairying di;tricts of Victoria, where there is a great
deal of wealth production, and where there
is a natural desire between landlord and
tenant to endeavour .to work out their salvation without friction, knows perfectly
well that the relation of landlord and
tenant is continually an unsatisfactory one.
As I ha ye said, it is unsatisf acton: to the
landlord, and it is unsatisfacton: to the
tenant. Moreover, it is quite' out -of keepMr. Mackinnon.
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ing, I think, with the democratic spirit of
the present day. We are, therefore, driven
to this position, that we: must have occupy-.
ing owners. I know that some of my
friends here hold veJY strong views about
the Crown being the universal landlord,
and the cultivator being its tenant. I shall
deal with that point later on, because I
cannot take the whole-souled view about
that proposal that my honorable friends
take, and for that reason I defer referring
to it at present. But, from my point of
view, occupying ownership is the solution
of our troubles at the present time. Now,
the special evils which call for the State
taking action at this time lie on the very
surface· of our present life.. In the first
place, as the Minister of Lands pointed
out, we have a distinct loss of popUlation
going on in Victoria, and as those of us,
Mr. Speaker, who are connected with. land
know very well, we are losing a class of
men whom we ought not to lose. We are
losing, in many cases; our farmers, and
the people who have a knowledge of the
proper use of land. In my own district,
the Western District of Victoria, which is a
specially prosperous district in many ways,
capable of carrying a large popUlation
and of producing great wealth, the people
are actually going away in order to settle
in parts of New South Wales. They are
going away not in ones or twos, but in
considerable numbers, and I foresee that
unless we can provide these people with
freer access to the land, and with opportunities of getting on the land, that tendency to go to the dairying districts in
New South Wales will very rapidly increase. I t has gone on now for the ]ast
two years, and it is undoubtedly assuming
very large proportions. Now} the class of
people who are farmers have just below
them a large class who are labourers, who
have accumulated a little monev, and live
in the agricultural districts. ane] who also
will go away. Therefore, it seems to me
-in fact,
I
am
certain of itthat our agricultural population is undoubtedl y being 'very much depleted bv
the fact that farmers are unable to· get
what they require here. I spoke ten days
ago to one of these farmers who was going
away. I asked him why he was leaving
Victoria. "Well, sir," he said, "the reason is that I cannot get land in Victoria.
I have been a steady, hard-working man,
and have been struggling along, but I find
I cannot make a do of it." That man, therefore, is now simply transplanting himself
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and his family, all skirred agriculturists,
away to the Richmond River, in New South
'Vales. It is our duty tq arrest that. It
is our duty if we have land-and we have
the land-to keep these people in Victoria.
I t will be said bv some---and we must
answer all these arguments'--" What occasion is there for the State to interfere
at this juncture? What occasion is there
to use the credit of the State in the way
that is proposed, if it is not absolutely
necessary?" Now, I admit at once that
there is a considerable subdivision going
on. One is ,'ery glad to see it, and it will
no doubt tend to increase the wealth of
those districts, and the general prosperity
of the whole State_
But of those subdivisions I am bound to say that if they
are honestl v examined it will be found that
"ery little fresh blood is being brought on
to the land by them. I am sure that the
honorable member for Dandenong will bear
me out, and will admit that the sales of
land around Melbourne with which he has
been connected, have nearly all been sales
by the land-owners to tenants who were
already in occupation. We all know, and
nobody knows better than the Treasurer,
that if you want to make a sub divisional
sale successful in the prosperous districts
of Victoria, the people you look to· to make
the sale for yOU are the neighbouring farmers. The people who come from outside,
or the people not yet engaged in farming,
are a "ery uninfiuential body in settling
the p~i~e at any sales which take place
subd~v~s~onal}y.
!herefore, although this
subdIvISIon IS gomg on, and althouah it
is bringing a certain amount of prosl~erity
!o the. cou?try, it is not doing it in the way
In wh~c1: It ought to be doing it, and it is
not_ gI~mg. that an:ount of employment
",hlch It ought to gIve. In fact, I am inclined to think that it has really substituted
what I remember to have heard described
some years 'ago as "the boss cocky" for
!he squatter. Now, what you want to do,
m or.der to have this community prosperous,. IS to get .the whole popUlation, so far
as It can be mterested, from the smallest
agricultural labourer up to the stoutest
farmer, interested in the development 0 f
the land.; but the present system of subdivision does not have that effect_ It is
simply dividing up the land amongst those
,\"ho are already occupying tenants or
farmers desiring to add to their already
large possessions.
Now, the State can
I
develop the land on different lines.
admit that the terms which are given in
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some of these private subqivisions are
"ery reasonable; but I think that the
State's terms, especially in connexion with
workmen's homes and agricultural labourers' leases, will bring out quite a new
development and quite a new race of
farmers whose energies at present are
lying latent in this community . Some
people will say that the land will be
all sold if it will fetch a fair price.
They forget that the inducement to own
land is not entirely a matter of how much
income one can get out of it. We know
perfectl v well that there are other reason.!;;
for holding land, though it may not vield
more than 3 or 4 or 5 per cent. out o"f the
produce. The reasons in England, perhaps,
are stronger than here, because we know
tl:at in Engl~nd t~e ownership of land
gIves a certum terntorial magnificence to
those who are fortunate enough to hold it.
~ut there are reasons equally potent which
1l1duce men to hold their land, and prevent it from getting into that state .of holding which will produce the greatest result
to t~e community. They get, no doubt,
a faIrly handsome income out of it j but
they would get more if they split it up
into smaller holdings. Still, they are content to take the lesser income for various
reasons. I an: sure that any honorable
member of thIS House, and especially
t.hose who are connected with property,
and who have followed pastoral pursuits
will know that one of the first reasons fo;
this is the thorough change of life that
would be involved by the subdivision of
the property. But is the life of one man
the happiness of one Iman, who mav per~
ha~s be ~he lor? of 30,000 or 40,000. acres,
whIch mIght gIve employment and a live1iho~d to a la:ge number of people, to be
consIdered ~ga1l1st the happiness and general prospenty of the community? A man
of 40 or 50 js generally averse to such a
change in his _life, even though it might
have the ment of consideration for the
general welfare of the community.
Mr. COLECIDN.-The order is too big for
them.
1\1r. MACKINNON.-l\fany of us get
orders which are too big for us. That is
one reason. Perhaps the social reason infiuen~es some to retain the station, or whatever It maybe j but it is not in the interests
of this State that land should be held in
large. areas in that way. I do not sav that
the mterests of individuals have always
suffered bv the land bein a held in that
?lanner; but the interest of the communitv,
111 the state of development lvhich Victoria
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has now come to-having been a pastoral
country, and being .now an 3:gricultural
countr~-is that land must be divided into
smalle~ holdings. It is desirable that that
should take place, and it is the duty of the
State, at its own expense, to forward that
movement. The Bill does that. I am going
to speak now of some of the details of this
Bill. With the memory of some of the
things that had been said on the platform
about the slow, steady, careful policy which
was to be followed, and with the memory of
how I, personall y, and those who took the
same view of what was necessary to be done
at this particular juncture in the State's
history were attacked for being Jubilee
Plungers, and wild enthusiasts-with the
memory of all that, when we read the Bill
we fo~nd that our wildest hopes were to
be realized by the sober advocates of a
steady and careful policy.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-And "boom
fed."
~lr. :\'1ACKINKON.-Yes j but lao not
know what that is; no doubt it is very succulent. When I recollected all that, and saw
that the Government actually propose to
spend half-a-million in the year on this
object, I almost felt inclined to go and sit
behind this Goverment, because I considered
that, in adopting this policy, they were taking one of the best planks of our platform.
I know whv the Government were not willing to disclose such a vigorous policy before
the country. We are all aware that the hen
requires to sit over a great number of
chickens, all of different complexion; and
if it had been disclosed that this party of
ours in the Opposition corner had a policy
which was going to be eclipsed by the Government, the result would have been a
great loss of faith in those who now hold
the faith, and who make such a noise in
-connexion with the government of this country. I was most agreeably surprised, I was
more than filled with amazement, when I
saw that the Government were not only
going to spend half-a-million a year in acquiring estates, but that they proposed that,
if by any mischance they did not spend so
much, they would take over the savings, or
the surplus, to be spent the next year.
Mr. MURRAY.-The unexpended balance.
Mr. MACKINNON.-If it is not a
surplus of revenue, we will call it the ordinary savings of the year j and this is to be
expended in the following year. That is
what I call good policy, and rising to the
occasion. It is all the pleasanter to us, who
say that a policy of that sort is essential to
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Victoria, to find that those gentlemen, after
they get back and find themselves secure
here with a majority, now propose to carry
out such a policy. As to the manner in which
this £500,000 is to be raised, I do not
feel the apprehension that my honorable
friend the. leader of the Opposition feels
with regard to running into debt for this
matter. There is one thing I should like
:0 see done, if I had had any hand in it.
I should have used the credit of the State
to obtain from the land-owners longish
terms, so as not to have increased the
funded debt for this purpose. I would
have done what I know has been successful
in some of the large subdivisions here.
I would not have paid cash for the estate
I purchased. I remember the case of one
estate, which was one of the most successful subdivisions in the Western District.
A company bought it from the original
land-owner. The original land-owner had
a very considerable mortgage on his property-some £70,000 or £80,000. At one
time, when things began to look rather unsatisfactory, I am bound to say, for the
purchasers of the estate-Mr. BENT.-It hung for a long time.
1\1r. MACKINNON.-The honorable
gei-Itleman is quite right. I think he knows
the case I mean. A difficulty arose. That
is to say, the vendor and his mortgagee
were unable to see their way to give titles
to the farmers who---you, Mr. Speaker, as a
lawyer, will appreciate this-without having considered what title the vendor had,
handed over thousands of· pounds to this
company .. 'Without knowing whether they
could get a title, without caring whether
they coulct get a title, they have handed over
their money-a very large sum, thousands
and thousands of pounds. Of course, when
the difficulty occurred, the question arose
as to how they were to get out of it. I mention that for this reason: There you had
a private individual to deal with-and there
are no bowels of mercy, as a rule, about
individuals who hold a mortgage. But
where you have the State to deal with, and
the State is able to say to the purchasers,
"I will give you a title, and see that you
get the land," there is no farmer, in my
opinion, especially if he was getting the
terms provided for under this Bill, who
would for a moment hesitate to take the
land and make improvements on it under
those conditions. That is the line that could
have been followed, without putting this
State to heavy expense, or paying cash and
borrowing money in a large way.
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:Mr. THOMSON.-\Vere not some of the
estates purchased under bonds?
~Jr.
MACKIl\NON.-Some of them
were. The Eurack Estate was, to a certain
extent. I do not think that is provided for
in this Bill. Apparently you must either
pay debentures or cash.
NIr. EWEN CAMERON (GZeneZg).-You
should make it compulsory for the o\\:ner to
take bonds.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I will deal with
the compulsory question later on.
But I
am certain that a great number of owners
would be perfectly willing, not only to
take bonds, but not to require bonds at all,
and be paid in the way I sugge.;;t, ano
meantime the State would be able to work
out and aet into a better position. I said
I could ;:ot see the objection to borrowing
that was raised by the lea:der of the 0 p.
position, who held that it was a bad t?i~g
to borrow.
This is a big thing, but It IS
a scheme which, in my opinion, can be
carried out without loss. Our past experienGe shows that it can be carried on
without loss.
I cannot see why we should
not borrow for a purpose of this kind. You
can l~aye no better security.
No one
knows better than the Treasurer that it
is only a very few stupid people dealing
in larid around towns who are likely to
make such disastrous mistakes in the purchase of freehold land.
As a rule, the
difference between what two men will pay
is not yery great.
·~1r. ~IURRAy.-Unless the land happens
to lie between two owners.
~Ir. }IACKIXNOK. Sometimes in
those cases most outrageous prices are paid,
but I hope that, even if this Government
remain in office, there will not be those
competitions of vanity which we sometimes see between private owners.
I am
not impressed with the argument that we
are constantly hearing-the honorable member for Glenelg and the leader of the Opposition emphasized it-that if slightlv too
high prices are paid, the farmer, w?o buys.
will be crusbed with an overwhelmmg load
of debt.
Those wbo know farmers in
prosperous districts, know that they are
content and able to take a very small return in order to get themselves a freehold,
and the v are not crushed.
They live 1thrifty fife, and if they get 3 per cent,. 0'1
the money they put out, they are fanly
content.
'Ve know that freeholds arpbought in a large way, which will pay
little more than 3 per cent. or 4 per cent.
I t seems to me that too much is made of
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that argument.
I do not think there is
danger to any serious degree of too much
being paid for the estates j and, if slightly
too much is paid, I am sure, from my own
knowledge of them, that the farmers will
be able to weather through more successfully than people who are not acquainted
with farmers in good districts may fear.
We will not say bad districts.
We must
not have anything to do with land in bad
districts.
The land resumed must be in
good and certain districts, where there is a
certain result to the cultivator for his labour
and capital, and not in districts where the
results may be uncertain, and where, undoubtedly, the farmers always would feel
very effectually the difference between 4
. and 5 and 6 per cent. But if the investments are made in sound districts, where the
cultivator can prosper, I see no difficulty.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-He has
to make it UP with his labour.
Mr. MACKINNON .-And if he knows
that he is to have a property of his own, he
will cheerfully make it up with his labour.
That is my experience. I have nothing but
commendation for the Government proposal in regard to the amount it is intended
to expend. I may have some remarks to
make - about the perpetual leasing question
afterwards. I think that we certainly migh,t
have done something in connexion with a
tenure which would undouqtedly be taken
up by a class of people who exist here, and
who may be more numerous in the future;
but at present I am not dealing with that.
I will take the workmen's homes proposal
and the agricultural labourers' homes proposal. That undoubtedly is a most excellent thing. There is a large class of people
who are connected with the land, who get'
their living out of the land, through
being shearers, or agricultural labourers, or
boundary riders, but who, at the same time,
are kept alienated from it, and bave no
opportunity of becoming land-owners in a
small way. We will take the case of the
shearer, which the Minister of Lands instanced the other njght.
The shearerthere are many of them throughout the Western District-goes away and gets his four or
five months' work, beginning in Queensland,
working down to Victoria, and going perhaps to New Zealand to finish .up the season. His home is in Victoria, but he has
to live in a township, and many of them
live in Prahran.
A large n'umber of
shearers live in Prahran, and require free
passes at the present time to get to their
occupation in New South Wales, or further
north.
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Mr. BENT.-They have to pay it back
though.
Mr. l\IACKINNON.-They always pay
it back. These people have a great
deal of \'acant time.
I take the
illustration of the shearers, because it
is a calling which gives the man a great
deal of vacant time. I am certain that if
you ,rant to multiply the race of farmers in
this communitv, YOU could not do it better
in any other \va than by enabling those
men who are connec~ed with the land, and
get their living out of the land, and
have this spare time, to utilize this time
for the purpose of becoming small owners
They should unon their own account.
doubtedl y be given an opportunity of be~
coming £1,500 farmers, instead of perhaps
£100 or £200 farmers; and I have every
hope that when this system is vigorously
worked, if the land is bought in districts
where there is a good demand for labour
of this kind, as there undoubtedly is in
Victoria, you will be opening up to a large
class of deserving people a chance of prospering themselves and of benefiting the
whole State.
I am glad to see, too, that
the Government have adopted the K ew Zealand principle of giving advances to help
the small land-owners.
The advances, I
am bound to say, are to be made on very
safe lines.
I t seems to me that if you get
the land, and you get some payment on it,
and you have a house built upon it, and
then only advance 50 per cent. on the improvements, you have a pretty safe thing,
because the hous~ goes with the land, as
you, Mr. Speaker, as a lawyer, know.
If
anything went wrong with the security,
there would, of course, not be the slightest
difficulty in realizing the whole thing for a
great deal more than the amount that is
owing on it.
But it is a step in the right
direction.
It opens up a future to a number of people to whom the opportunities
in Victoria are not nearly as great as they
Here is a point which should
ought to be.
be remembered, and which will be famiEar
to those who have experience in dairying
The men who get on and bedistricts.
come farmers in those districts have nearlv
aE begun as agricultural labourers.
That
is a thoroughly sound, healthy, energetic
class, which it should be the business of the
State to encourage in every possible way.
There is another surprise in this Bill.
I
discover all sorts of excellencies in this
There ,vas one thing "rhich gave me
Bill.
a great deal of trouble when thinking out
. the lines on which we could go in for closer

y
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~Ettiement, and I think the Government
have arrived at a satisfactory solution. It
is in regard to the prevention of the aggregation of those estates after they have been
I do not know who
subdivided and sold.
is responsible for these provisions.
I do
not think they are entirely copied from New
Zealand, although there is in the Bill a
good deal of what is but a repetition of
1.\ ew • Zealand legislation.
As I pointed
out, the v have been successful in New Zealand, and we are wise perhaps in borrowing
from them. The provisions which are included in this Bill are, I think, most excellent, in regard to that particular evil. It
would be absurd if the State were to go to
the risk, expense, and trouble of settling a
numerous class of owners on the land, and
if in the course of twenty or thirty years,
or it may be even in twelve years, the land
should be all rolled together, and the same
evil again arise. Although we are determined that this evil shall not arise, an~ that
the certificates which are issued will be
stamped with a special brand, showing that
they are held under this condition, there
is no doubt whatever that this will lessen
the value of the certificates, unless there is
a. continuous pressure by a landless population, or by a race of farmers, to secure
these allotments. As soon as you have resfrictive covenants t.hey are well
known in Melbourne in regard to building
lots-you immediately decrease the number
of people who can buv. In ordinarv subdivisions, as I stated -'a little while -'agoand the Treasurer assented to it rightly,
with his large experience' of subdivisions
-the people who make the price for subdivided land are undoubtedly those who
are living next door. The lands here will
miss that competition. I think it right to
point out at this juncture, not only that fact,
but that the power of obtaining money on
mortgage, the pm"er to borrow at an emergency, always adds to the value of the land,
and that that power will be limited to a
certain extent. But, in respect to that matter, I think the Government have arrived
at a trtle solution of the difficulty.
We
must take the risk of land depreciating. I
do not like to prophesy, but I do not believe that Victoria will ever be the great
manufacturing centre of Australia. I am
one of those who believe that Victoria, with
its climate and resources. will be the New
Zealand of Australia, an'd that it will supply produce for the rest of Australia,
That may not be
and for exportation.
felt for the next ten or twenty years. It
may be a difficulty for our great grand
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Ghildren.
Perhaps under some other
speaker the question will be debated as to
how the lands with these restrictive covenants are to be dealt with. But for the
present, I think the solution adopted by
the Government in order to prevent aggregation i,s a sound one, and one which we
can heartily approve of.
In regard to
some of the details, I may say that I think
the getting rid of parliamentary sup~rvi
sion of the purchase of the estates 1S a
thoroughly sound principle.
I have been
present, as you have, Mr. Speaker, at one
of the debates in connexion with the purchase of an estate. Gentlemen got up all
round the Chamber.
Some fe,,· of the
honorable members had seen the land, such
as the honorable member for Polwarth,
who brought to bear his large experience
on the question. I think, if I remember
rightly, that he said that a great deal too
much was going to be paid for it.
~J!.r. MURRAY.-He declined to commit
himself.
~Ir. MACKINNON. He did commit
himself yery severely outside the House.
All round the Chamber honorable members
offered their valuable opinions about the
wisdom of purchasing that particular
estate, and no self-respecting owner
of property, after the way that was
criticised here, would think of. subIt was inmitting it for purchase.
evitable that we should get rid of that
childish way of purchasing a property.
With regard to the board, I should like to
have se~ a feature of the New Zealand
board adopted, thalt is to say, some man
. resident in the district on the coard. 1\1 y
experien,:e of land purchasing, and lending
money on land here, undoubtedly points to
this, that the advice of the man in the district is very much more valuable than that
of anybody else, especially if that man happens to be a successful farmer who knows
his business.
I do not think we can go
very far wrong.
The margin of error in
the majority of cases will not be considerable, and will not crush the better class of
farmers.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It is generally the interest of local men to recommend the
biggest price.
1\1r. MACKINNON.-In lending money
~m mortgage, as the Minister knows very
well, you have two alternatives.
You can
send your man from Melbourne-I am
speaking of trustee companies and companies of that sort-but YOU undoubtedly
have to face the chance of -his ignorance of
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local conditions.
He may put on too much
If he puts on too little proor too little.
bably your concern will not get any more
applications for advances from that particular neighbourhood.
On the other hand,
you may have the local auctioneer, and he
may have in his bill books the promissory
notes of the gentleman who is borrowing.
You ha ve no means of discovering that.
But in all cases of this sort, if a judicious
selection is made, the opinion 9f the local
farmers will be found of very great value.
Mr. MURRAY.-There is nothing to prevent the Board getting that opinion.
Mr. MACKINKON.-In New Zealand
they have made that provision. They have
a board of five, consisting of several expert gentlemen connected with the Lands
Department, and including also a person
resident in the district, or having local
The board is a thoroughly
knowledge.
good one, and the Court is a thorough I y
good one.
I was interested in the remarks
of the honorable member for Glenelg the
oth~r n~ght, when he was speaking about
arb1tratIon.
We all know what arbitration
is, and nobody better than you, Mr.
If you haye three arbitrators it
Speaker.
means practically that you have two red-hot
advocates and a gentleman between them
doing his best to go straight. The Treasurer, who has officiated on a good manv
occasions as arbitrator in connexion with
th~ Lands Compensation Act, knows perfectly ~vel1 that, whenever he was appointed
to arbItrate for the owner or the Crown
h~ always took a strong view in favour of
th~ party who appointed him. If he had
not done so there would have been trouble
becaus~, undoubtedlYJ the gentleman on th~
other SIde would take a very strong view in
favour of the party to his appointment.
Mr. BENT.-I was a most successful arbitrator, you know.
?vlr. MACKINKO~.-I believe the
Treasurer has been a verv successful arbitrator. But if we are to -have the arbitration system at all, we must either have one
or three aroitrators. If we have only one,
say a Judge of the Supreme Court, that
will not give satisfaction. If we have three,
we must have two partisans and a judge ')r
umpire, who must do his best to find out
which of those two is the more reliable.
P~obably, in a great majority of cases, he
WIll do what the Irishman did, he will have
II a
Girty divide."
I do not think there
is mu~h more that I have got to praise in
this Bill. A point was raised bv the honorable member for Toorak; in -regard to
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clause 30, and I agree with him that that
provision ought to be made a little clearer.
Clause 30 provides that-(I) In determining what sum is to be paid by
way of compensation in respect of land taken
or thereby injuriously affected, the Compensa.
tion Court shall notwithstanding anything contained in any Act have regard only to the value
of the land.
(2) The value of the land shall in every case
be assessed at its value as at .the date of the
publicafion of the requisition.

We all kno\v that in the Acts Interpret.Ition Act it is provided that where "land"
is used it has a very wide meaning, and includes all sorts of buildings thereon, and
also rights and' easements in regard to the
neighbouring land. I am inclined to think
that it would be better if this matter of
improvements was quite cleared up. Very
severe losses will be suffered by the bi~st
class of land-owner, if .he is only paid for
the value of his land, and if his buildings,
which may amount to £3 or £4 an acre
on first-class farms, are not to· be brought
into account. In New Zealand they have a
provision, which is not recognised here,
that the land-owner is to be compensated
for the loss, if any, caused to the claimant's
business by the taking away. of the land.
Take, for instance, the case of a man conducting a private butter factory. He has
that butter factory on an adjoining piece
of land, which it is not proposed to reo
sume, but, undoubtedlv, that butter factorY
rna y be killed if you' resume all the lan~-l
around it, and the new occupiers do not
supply the factory. In that case the plant
of the factory will have to be sold for scrap
iron, or whatever it may be called. The result will be a severe loss. I think it is desirable that something should be done to
prevent losses of that kind. I do not
think it would make very much difference,
and it 'Would certainly be an encouragement to land-owners who have gone into the
butter business, and done their best to
develop the districts in which they live.
We cannot get away from this' fact., that
it is the fashion to decry land-owners j but
there are, in Victoria, a great many very
enterprising, public-spirited men who have
done a great deal, at considerable personal
sacrifice, great expense, and sometimes
considerable loss, to develop industries in
t.heir own particular districts.
I think
their public spirit ought to be acknowJedged. I have heard things said, once or
twice in this Chamber, concerning landowners which, if those who uttered them
only knew the facts, they would be gener.
ous enough to retract. It is the habit of
Mr. Mackinnon.
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certain portions of the press to abuse men.
As long as they only abuse public men
I do not suppose any harm comes of it,
but· ver)' often they drag in private individuals, actuated by those feelings which
appeal t.o the envy and uncharitableness
of persons who are perhaps not so well off.
It is the fashion to decry men who have
done a great deal to develop the industries
of this country, and who have been as
good friends to the poor and unfortunate
of the community as any men could possibly be. I am now going to speak on
what I call the blemishes of this Bill. The
first blemish is the unfortunate way in
which we are going to lose taxation. The
Government had a good chance, at this
juncture in the history of the State, to
bring in a sound land tax. Th=y had arl
opportunity of getting taxation out of the
people of this country in a way which
would not have been felt. They had an
opportunity of taxing the unearned incre.
ment, which this Bill must. undoubtedly
create. I will give the House some figures
which I took the trouble to get from the
New Zealand records, showing how enormouslv their policy has increased the value
of land. I do not say that the increase is
entirely due to that policy. I admit there
is a great deal in what the honorable mem·
ber for Toorak .said the other night, that
New Zealand is a very suitable country
for the production and export of frozen
products. We know perfectly well that
New Zealand mutton is one of the best
articles of food that goes to England, and
it must bring in a great deal of wealth
to the people of New Zealand. But, at.
the same time, some of these figures are
very remarkable. The prosperity of New
Zealand is, to my mind, to a large extent.
undoubtedly due-a great deal of that
prosperity, at all events more than one-half
of it-to the fact that the land has been
more largely subdivided than it was before. I say that, knowing how prosperity
has been brought about in certain districts
in Victoria that have tried this subdivision
of the land.
Mr. KEOGH.-Did you say that the
value of their holdings would be decreased
on account of not having a title to every
one of them?
Mr. MACKINNON.-I do not know
what the New Zealand law is on that particular subject about the holdings, but they
run a risk of loss of value through the restricting covenants. Let us take the, valuations in New Zealand in 1891 and 1903,
which pretty well covers the period of sub-
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divisional development. The unimproved
value of the land in 1891 was '£75,7 8 7,895,
whereas in 1903 it was '£103,476,204, Ot
an increase of £27,688,3°9. The value of
the improvements in 1891 was '£46,365,291}
and in 1903 £63,373,177, an increase of
'£19,007,35 2 •
Mr. LEVIEN.-That would cover all the
land sold.
Mr. MACKINNON.-There
is no
doubt that other land, native land, and
land of that sort, would be brought into
cultivation.
Mr. THOMsoN.-Can you give us the
Victorian figures for the same period?
Mr. MACKINNON.-That would he :in
unfortunate period to choose, because there
was probably a decrease in the value of
land in Victoria during that period.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Oh, no.
Mr. MACKINNON.-In 1891 land was
at its very apex in value.
Mr. MURRAy.-About Melbourne.
Mr. MACKINNON.-The land about
Melbourne is very, very valuable, al1(~ the
Treasurer will bear me out when I state
that at that time land in the country was
particularly valuable. An estate at Winchelsea, which was sold to one of our financiers, who is not unknown to thp. TreasureT~
went back again.
Mr. BENT.-Yes, it' went back again.
IVIr. COLECHIN.-Bought at per acre ann
sold at per foot.
Mr. BENT.-I was not in it.
Mr. MACKINNON .-No. I .quoted
those figures to show that there IS undoubtedly a large increment in value, from
which we should be able to get a considerable amount of taxation. I am not one of
those who believe in thro'wing all the taxation on the land, but where the land-owners
get a large part of their wealth through the
assistance of the State, through the railway
facilities the State gives them, and through
the vast sums spent in agricultural development in various directions, it is not an unfair thing to provide that where they do
get an 1l1Crease of prosperity they should
give some little return to the State on account of that. N ow the difficulty about
imposing any unimproved land value tax in
this community' undoubtedly is that you are
met at once by the argument, "But I paid
.£60 an acre for this land a few days ago,
and it is very, very hard that I should have
to pay a tax which is imposed on account of the advantage that the vendor
got."
But here we are embarking
on a large scheme of subdivision, which
must unquestionably increase the value of
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land in Victoria, and we are simply sitting
down and letting the chance of imposing a
land tax escape.
Such a tax would not
be felt if it were imposed now.
Our present land tax, which yields .£100,000 a
year, will vanish into space, in the course
of a few years, if this policy of subdivfding
the land is carried on for, say, ten, fifteen,
or twenty years. Therefore, you are giving
away the whole of 'your land tax and raising
up an undoubted obstacle to the imposing of
a sound land tax.
Mr. KEOGH.-The Government never lose
the power of taxation.
.
j\:[r. MACKINNON.-It will always be
found in a farming community, especially
in a community of owners, increasingly difficult to induce them 1:0 believe that a land
tax is a salutary thing.
If the honorable
member got up in the Gippsland district,
where he is so popular, to advocate a land
tax, he would unquestionably find it difficult to convince them that such a tax is a
good thing.
"Mr. KEOGH.-Even now.
Mr. MACKINNON.-It seems to me
that. we are making a clean gift of the land
tax, that we are getting rid of the chance
of putting our taxation on a sound basis,
for I do not believe (unless we have a tax
on land, a tax which will touch every landowner in the community as soon as there
is recklessness and extravagance) we will
ever have the proper check on waste in this
country that we ought to have.
I do not
believe that the income tax is any good
at all. You will never make it a profitab1e
tax, unless you have a poll tax, and I
do not suppose that a free and enlightened
community is likely to stand that. You will
never get-. your il;come tax down to that
point which will cause the whole of the
substantial people of the communitv to turn
their backs on extravagance.
For that
reason we thought that when \'re proposed
to go in for closer settlement on a large
scale, the necessary corollary of that project
would be a scheme for bringing a land tax
to bear on all the lands of the community.
The income tax, in the first place., must
fall on very few people.
It may be 'a
graduated tax, or it may not, but the weight
of the tax must fall on a very few people.
Moreover, the income tax is one which
people dodge.
We all know very well' that
the other person does so, at any rate.
It is
very well known that there is not a keen
desire to exaggerate your income when you
Of
send in your income tax return.
course, a public servant, or a Minister of
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the Crown, who has not got any other
source of revenue than his salary, is pretty
well bound to pay all he has got to pay;
but other people adopt systems of writing
down and taking a somewhat gloomier view
of their financial position than they would
take if they were going to their bankers for
advances.
~1r. BENT.-I am told the reverse of that
obtains at North Melbourne in connexion
with the licensed houses that are sought to
be closed.
~fr. MACKINNON.-I am told it does,
but I cannot speak as to that; and those
people at North Melbourne have somebody
here to speak for them.
A great many
people, even when they see extravagance,
think they will not have to pay income tax
next year, and consequently become indifferent.
But if everybody knew that the
construction of an unpayable railway line
would assuredly be followed by the imposition of extra income tax on himself, we
would have as good a check on extravagance
as could be devised. Therefore, we rightly
and logically advocated the imposition of a
tax on land values before you proceeded
with this large scheme of subdivision:
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Would you tax town
land as ,,,ell as country land?
Mr. MACKINNON.-Oh, certainly.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The tax should go
on there first.
Mr. MACKINNON.-I have never been
able to understand why town lands should
enjoy the exemption they do. We all know
that the unearned increment in their case is
far more easily obtained than in the case
of broad acres in the country.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT .-Do not town
lands pay income tax?
:\Ir. MACKINNON.-Yes.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-And don't you
think the owners of those lands return their
incomes correctly?
Mr. MACKr'NNON.-In the country,
you not only have to pay your land taxand it is a very heavy tax indeed to those
who have to pay it-but also the income
tax, and you are not allowed to make any
allowance for the _land tax in compiling
vour income tax returns. Thus, the owner
of country lands is doubly taxed, whereas
the owner of town lands, where the unearned increment obtains to a yery much
more serious extent, is only taxed once. The
other point I wish to refer to is this question of compulsory purchase.
After the
view expressed by Mr. Irvine-and
no doubt his views wiII be referred
to In the 4ebate-that a system of
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compulsory purchase should be adopted,
I was surprised to find that the
Ministry had determined to go into a sort of
modified scheme, which I do not think will
work at all. I do not think It can work.
In the first place, if you propose to buy certain estates, the men who will stand out and
refuse to sell are determined men, who
mean to see it through. Now, it seems to
me that a determined man, with influence,
will be able to cause so much inconvenience
to those administering this measure-I will
not put it in any stronger way than thatthat clause 22, authorizing the compulsory
acquisition of land, will become almost a
nullity. We all know very well that no
Parliament cares to crush an individual, and
if an individual comes along and appeals
to members of this House, or members
of another ulace, it seems to me there
is every chance of his being successful
in getting the proposal to purchase his property rejected, and the property left in his
hands. At any rate, it is an undesirable
thing that every case of this sort should
be brought up in a personal way. I know
that if I were required to sell an estate to
which I was very much drawn, and the proposal had to be brought up in the way provided in this Bill, I should be very much
opposed to the GoYernment, and use every
possible personal means I could, and very
naturally so too, in order to give as much
trouble as possible, and to defeat the object
of the Government, so as to reduce the
Act, if possible, to a farce. Mr. Gladstone, speaking on this subject, once made
a very shrewd observation He saidvVe want not a nomina.l acknowledgment of a
compulsory principle with regard to the taking
of land; we want that principle of compulsion
absolutely embodied in effective provisions.

Now, the honorable gentleman was there
referring to the compulsory provisions in
connexion with what are called labourers'
allotments in England. I have no doubt the
Minister of Water Supply knows the class
of legislation I refer to. If you want a
good sound principle to support any pro'posed legislation in Victoria, you .do not
need to go to New Zealand if you can get
it in Great Britain. And in Great Britain
they have this very principle, which is held
in so much detestation by our friends.
Under the former law the sanitary authorities jn England were able to resume
land compulsorily. If there was an objection it went to the County Council. If the
County Council objected it went to the
Local-Government Board, and, if there was
objection there, a Bill had to be passed
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through the Imperial Parliament.
That to be owners of land, and we have now a
system was found most unsatisfactory in large body of land-owners. For that reason
England.
What is the provision there it would be taking considerable risk in emnow? If the County Council objects to barking on a large scheme of this sort to
the land being resumed, or will not re- pro\'ide that the land should only be taken
sume it, then the parish authority can do up on this system (If the perpetual lease.
so, and that authority can appeal to the Dnder perpetual lease, to be a fair thing,
Local Government Board, which is enabled there must undoubtedly be re-appraiseto say without parliamentary intervention, ments. I cannot agree with the arguments
that it will be restimed under the Land of . the honorab~e member for Glenelg
Clauses Act. If that is allowed in England, agamst Ie-appraIsement, on the ground
with all its traditions in regard to land, that it must always mean competition. We
then I say we have a very strong argument all know that where a lease falls in and
for its being a sound principle in Victoria. there is a renewal, if 'the landlord is ~t all
Something that fell from the honorable a dec:ent landlord-and we must assume
member for Toorak seemed to me to embody that the State would be a decent landlorda view that some may have with regard the tenant gets generous treatment. There
to the ownership of land He pointed out is no attempt to rack rent him, and it sel-and made a jest of our desire to shorten dom happens that competition arises which
eternity, and I dare say many of us will induces the landlord to throw his tenant
desire to have it shortened - that the ·out of doors. I am sure the people would
Crown grant here was to the man and his resent anything of that sort. What would
heirs for ever. You, Mr. Speaker, know happen would be this, that after twelve or
as well as I do that it does not mean abso- fifteen years, whenever the period of relute ownership in England. The book that appraisement arose, the tenant might go
you and I had to read on real property law, to the State and say, "The land is not
worth nearly as much'as when I took it, and
namely, Williams on Executors, statesThe first thing the student has to .do is to get I think it is fair that there should be a
rid of the idea of absolute ownership.
Such fresh re-appraisement." Perhaps the landan idea is quite unknown to the English law.
lord would, in that case, lower the rent. I
No man is in law the absolute owner of lands.
do not think the argument used by the honHe can only hold an estate in them.
orahle member is conclusive against re-apThe circumstances in England cannot alter praisement, and re-appraisement there must
the circumstances here. The land is the undoubtedl y be.
land of the State. We, who are fortunate
Mr. MURRAY.-Would leasehold tenure
enough to own some of it, hold it subject not discourage the man from improving the
to the exigencies of the State, and if the land?
.
State can say there is good reason for
~1r. :\IACKIN~ON.-That is one of the
resuming that land, we can complain of
no injustice, and no breach of the condi- points. . I . hold stro?gly that occupying
ownershIp IS a great mducement to a man
tions under which we bought it. We have
to improve the land. The objection to the
to hand back that land to the State, properpetua1 leasing s\'stem is this~and it
vided we get reasonable compensation. I
is one that will be 'felt more and more if
do not rely on those arguments, which
are relied on by J. S. Mill, in regard tl:ere is not a .kind administration by the
to this matter.
The legal relationship State-that whlle you get your 999 ,'ears'
is good enough for me. The owners of lease, which is a long time, and about as
land have not got the ownership of it, and long as any man would care to have, if the
their possession is subject to be defeated Act is properly administered, and the rights
without any injustice to them by the oc- of the landlord looked after, the tenant will
currence of incidents which make that pos- undoubtedly have the irksome visits of insession undesirable or unfair to the rest of spectors, who may say, " You are not to cut
t~e community.
With regard to the ques- the timber off, or cultivate in a particular
tIOn of tenure, that is to say the condi- way," and undoubtedly a great many of
tional p,;!Tchase, and the perpetual lease, I those who hold under perpetual lease would
should lIke to see the perpetual lease tried resent that intrusion by the State or its
to some. extent, but you cannot get away agents. For that reason, I think it will be
from thIS, that there is a fascination about found that the perpetual leasing system will
the ownership of land which I believe will break down.
help to make the scheme a success because
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-None of those diffiin Victoria so many people are ac~ustomed culties arise in New Zealand.
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Mr. MACKINKON.-I have been told
that thev do arise. I am certain of this,
Mr.. Speaker, and no doubt you have a
knowledge of matters of this kind in connexion with the lease of thickly-wooded
country, that the perpetual lease-holder
would resent anyone who disputed his
right to cut timber on the leasehold. These
are reasons that influence me in coming
to the conclusion that a complete acceptance of the perpetual leasing system
would probably militate against
the
complete success of. this scheme.
There
is no danger whatever in perpetuating
the race of small freeholders, as they
are the best class of men we can have. No
community without people of that sort can
be said to be thoroughly representative in
its population.
I do not want to see that
intense subdivision which leads to squalor
and misery j but I do say that the history
of all countries shows that the occupying
peasantry Or yeomanry are the very sal t of
the community, and should be encouraged in
every possible way.
I have no fear whatever for a country that has <). numerous.
peasantry of that kind.
Many of my
friends, sitting on the Opposition side of
the House, hold strong views about the
ownership of everything.
I am sometime:;
a little afraid that the views which thev
hold-and I know they hold them earnestl~'
-haye a tendency to terrify people who!
after all, are the ruling classes, particularly
of industries and capital-that they have a
tendencv to terrify which results in a condition of affairs n"ot aHogether satisfactorv.
Th3.t is very often caused by the ignorance
of those who do not take the trouble to find
out what views these gentlemen advocate.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Some,,~hat like the
Ballarat contingent.
}Ir. J\1ACK.IK~OX.-I think I have
touched on those blemishes which deserve
to be touched upon, and I think the Bill
will emerge from this House a better Bill
than it is.
I t is certainly an honest attempt to grapple with a serious situation.
What we have to do in this community is to
endeavour to increase the national wealth, to
raise the dividend of national happiness, and
I think this Bill will conduce largely to
that result.
V-Ie are fortunate enough in
this country to be able to face large efforts.
The people of this country must realize, and
the Gon-rnment must realize, that they have
to make sacrifices in order to carry' out a
policy of this kind. We are not hampered
by the heavy expenditure incurred through
war and warlike preparations,' and we will
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have enough to do something which other
countries may not be able to undertake.
England is now at enormous cost, running
into £100,000,000, endeavouring to settle
the agrarian question in Ireland. V\T e are
fortunately better off than England, inasmuch as. we have not to spend
£100,000,000.
We should endeavour in
every possible way to spend what money
we have on the fructifying arts of peace,
and to bring about in this community a much better state of affairs.
We will win back to those who are at present unfortunately suffering from want
of employment, if the Act is vigorousl y carried out, the opportunity for a
new life, and we will bring, perhaps,
a new hope to many olf our fellow citizens who are now disgusted with this
country and its rulers,- and are going into
voluntary exile.
For these reasons I am
gl.ad to support the second reading of the
BIll. If reasonably carried out, it will have
a salutary effect in bringing about that
prosperity which, after all, is a matter
that does not concern the low aims of party
warfare and party tactics.
If we can contrive to bring back prosperity to this country during the present Parliament, it will
matter very little indeed to those interested
what party does it, or what Government
is responsible for it.
Mr. THOMSON.-It was very refreshing to me to hear the remarks of the honorable member who has just resumed his seat,
and of the oth~r members who 'have spoken
in this debate.
I remember some years ago
when a closer settlement scheme was
brought before the House that it was received in a very cold manner.
It became
a desperate struggle for those interested to
There seems to be
get closer settlement.
a different feeling in the House now, and I
find that every section of the House is decidedly in favour of closer settlement, the
onlv differences being as to how the scheme'
I give honorable
shall be carried out.
members on the Opposition side of the
House the fullest credit for sincerity, and
I listened with satisfaction to tile speech
of the leader of the Opposition.
I was
convinced that he had studied the question
very carefully.
I do not speak in any
antagonism when I say that in some respects I disagree with his views, while in
I regret that some
others I am with hIm.
former Government did not take this'
matter up as earnestly and sincerely as this
Government has done, because the effect of
not having a measure of this character
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passed into law ten years ago is very seri- it was also said that those settled on
ous to this country, not only in regard to the land should be specially marked
the settlement of the people on the land, men, because they had possession of
but because of the extra money that will the land.
When the present land tax
now have to be paid for the bnd resumed. was passed, it was passed with the obLand has gone up very considerably in ject of breaking up the large estates. Has
price, and we could have bought land ten it brok,en them up?
It has done nothing
years ago much cheaper than we will of the kind, but instead of that it has
be able to buy it now.
I do not attri- added very considerably to them.
bute
the
whole
of
the prosperity
Mr. BEARD.-You cannot call it a land
of New Zealand to closer settlement. tax.
We cannot get away from the fact that
Mr. TH01\1·SON.-If the honorable
New Zealand has borrowed a large sum of member had to pay it he would call it a
money during the last ten years, and we very heavy land tax.
We find that in the
know that bor'rowed money whilst it lasts third class, where there were 3,000,000
increases the prosperity of a country.
We acre;; of land in large. estates at the
also J<.no'\V that the day of reckoning will time the tax was passed, there are now
come, and New Zealand will then have to 4,000,000 acres in large estates, or an incurtail her borrowings, and I doubt very crease of 1,000,000 since the tax was immuch if that: curtailment will not consider- posed.
Instead of having only 248 large
ably deprive a her of that prosperity. estates we have nmv 470, so that
The honorable member who has just the
large
estates
have' not
only
Then
resumed his seat alluded to the pro- increased in area, but in number.
gress of New Zealand since 1891. The the small estates have decreased in number.
progress of Victoria has been just as The men who had the small holdings sold
great or very nearly so.
The honora ~le them to the best advantage. The man who
member for Glenelg has looked the m8.t· held a small area could not afford to pay
ter up, and tells me we have had an ill- the tax, and would sooner sell it to some
crease of £ 4 0 ,000,000 in the capital value larger holder, who, working it on a larger
of our properties within the last eight vears, scale, could work it more cheaply.
It
so that even without closer settlement we would be a gross injustice to tax the
can hold our own with New Zealand. The owners of the land to raise the money releader of the Opposition alluded to the quired for the purchase of estates under
mode in which the purchases for closer this Bill.
We find that the Whitfield
settlement are to be made, and he strongly Estate was bought entirely with bonds, and
ad.vocated the imposition of a lan~ tax to that £26,000 of the purchase money of the
raIse the purchase money.· I belIeve the rEurack Estate was paid in bonds.
The
honorable member for Prahran ~lso advo- owner of the Tarrington Estate \-vas precates a l~nd tax; but I am d~cldedly. op- pared to take the .whole of the purchase
posed to It.
I have opposed It ever smce money in bonds. It is quite right that we
I. have been in the. House, and will con- should be prepared to pay in sovereigns,
tmue to do so untIl I hear some better but at the same time there are many proargument advanced. in favour .of it. O.ur perty owners who are willing to take bonds.
CIty I do not see that there would be any great
present. land tax IS mos.t un)ust.
propertIes shou.ld pay theIr faIr share, but difficulty in raising the money required to
t~ey pay no~hmg.
It would be a most purchase estates.
The leader of the OpdIsastrous thmg to put a land ta::c on the position strongly supported the leasehold
It would be unfaIr to ask principle. I do not think we need bother
small farmer.
the people on the land to pay a tax to about that principle. I am opposed to it.
enable others to get the land. The leader I firmly believe that as soon as you put
of the Opposition 'Would saddle the land- people on the land they will seek to get
owners with the whole cost of the scheme. the freehold. I am not a supporter of
The result of that would be that the value leasehold, but I would support it rather
of property all round would fall, and that than see this Bill jeopardized. The lease'Would not be to the interests of the CCXIn- holder in New Zealand is worse off tha.n
. munity.
It seems to me to be a most ab- the freeholder here.
I interjected when
surd thing to put a man on the land, and the leader of the Opposition was speaking
Whilst it was said that the that the leaseholders had to pay 5 per cent.
then tax him.
prosperity of the country was to be brought on the money in one class, viz., the resumed
about by settling the people on the land, lands, and the honorable member said 4
U
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per cent., but he is wrong. It IS only in
connexion with the Crown lands that -t
per cent. is paid. 'In connexion with the
oth'er properties acquired by purchase, 5
per cent. in perpetuity has to be paid. The
Goyernment in New Zealand were getting
I per cent. the best of it.
In New Zealand
the people had to pay for thirty-six years
for their properties, and then did' not
get them, but here in thirty-one and
a half years \ye hand over' the title
deeds.
In New Zealand they do not
get the title deeds, though they pay nearly
as. much as we pay for the freehold.
The New Zealand Year-Book shows that
this part of the Act is quite clear. It saysLease in perpetuity at a rental of 4 per cent.
on the capital value.

That refers to Crown lands.
it is stated-

Further on

Under the provisions of this Act and the
amending Acts, which are now consolidated into
the AC.t .of I9?O, properties have been acquired
and dIVIded mto s'malt farms, and, leased in
perpetuity at a 5 per cent. rental on a capital
value fixed at a rate sufficient to cover first cost.
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with in New Zealand politics is now evidenced
by the fact that the Minister for Lands (the
Hon. T. Duncan) has stated that he will i/ntroduce in the coming session a 'Tenants' Right
Bil,I, provi~:hng for
the payment of compensatIOn for Improvements effected by holders of
leases, and that he has expressed himself as
being "distinctly in favour of allowing those
who took up certain land, which necessitated
great trouble to clear or drain, to obtain the
freehold."

The Minister there has promised to bring
in a Bill virtually to give these men their
freehold.
In regard to other lands, Mr. Duncan states
that he intends to adopt the system advocated by
Mr. Massey, the leader of the Opposition, and
to bring in legislation providing .for its disposal ,under the homestead system, which grants
the gI~t of the freehold to intendi.ng settlers
on certaib conditions. Although Mr. Duncan
declares that he is not in favour of permitting
holders under the lease in perpetuity to acquire
the freehold, he plainly foresees that the time
is coming when it can' no lon~er be withheld
from t~em, and he accordingly qualifies his
declaratIon bv the statement that "if the Crown
tenants wer~ 'dissatisfied, and the people decided
that revertmg to the freehold was desirable
~hen, in justice to the country, the land must g~ ,
mto tbe open market."

' h
Th
• IS sows clearly that it is only the outlpng lands or the Crown lands of the Colony That shows clearly that he is prepared now
that settlers are allowed to take up at 4 per to back down, a'nd give these men their
c~nt. Although in New Zealand they have freehold.
gIVen every advantage to the leaseholder, it
Mr. BEARD.-If the people of the counis found that a much larger area is taken try desire it.
up under the right of purchase tenure than
Mr. THOMSON.-The extract I have
under the perpetual lease tenure. We find quoted shows clearly that the different orthat, although the Crown lands and all the ganizations representing the farmers have
other classes of tenure are thrown in with demanded it. I t is therefore not a movethe perpetual lease, 4,484 holdings have ment by one. side i~ politics, but by the
'been taken up with a right of purchase ~ Farmers'. Umon,whlch shows that the men
while only 3:43 2 have been taken up on th~ who are mterested in that land desire that
lease in perpetuity system. That shows an the freehold shall be granted.
advantage of over 1,000 more tenants, and
~Ir. COLECHI~.-Perhaps the Farmers'
we find also that the area of land taken up Umon there conSIsts of squatters like some
_
.
under condit~onal purchase is far greater of those here. ,
than that t<).ken up under leasehold. This
Mr. THOMSON.-I do not thmk that
shows witho~t doubt th~t the right of pur- Mr. Duncan would have recognised. them
chase tenure J.S the best lIked, and is the on~ unless he thought they were a power m the
that is adopted by most of the holders in land, and that article shows that they are
~ew Z~aland. The leader of the 'Opposi- regarded as. a power to be reckoned with.
tlOn claImed that the Opposition in the New I do not thmk that the squatters here have
Zealand Parliament were trying to fly' the ever be.en a large political power, although
kite for the leaseholders, and to get up an many. t?mes they have be.en made use of as
agitation to give the leaseholders the free- a polItIcal bogy. Anyone who follows the
hold j but here is an extract from the New newspaper reports from New Zealand will
Zealand letter in the Pastoralists' Review ?ee that the general tendency of men there
of 16th July, 19 0 4, which shows the view IS f?r the freehold.. I say myself now, as
of the present Minister for Lands Mr. I saId befor~, that If I thought the freehold
Duncan'
system was going to jeopardize the success
of this policy of closer settlement for a moThe Farmers' Union have been advocating
throughout the Colo~y the advantages of free- ment, I would be the first to let the freehold
syste~ go, because I know perfe.ctly well
hold over leasehold tenure, and that the Union
is being recognised as a power to be reckoned that m the long run the freehold will be the
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title here. A lot has been said about the
conditions here being similar to those in
New Zealand. When Mr. Taverner was talk. ing of settling the people on the land here,
Mr. Flanagan, an expert from New Zealand, was se.nt to Victoria. He went into
the different districts to see what had been
done here under closer settlement. I suppose, although I may be doing the honorable
gentleman a wrong, that the then Minister
hoped that this gentleman's report would
. not be favorable, but his report w.as entirely
favorable to the. closer settlement scheme.
He said that, although perhaps we had not
the same amount of moist climate here, yet
our 1ands were so vastly superior to those
of New Zealand that this was a better countrv for closer settlement than New Zealand
w~s. One would think that that would have
been enongh to spur the then :Minister on to
acquire estates, but it did not seem to have
that effect at all, for apparently he went
on dabbling in Crown lands, and settling
people on the Crown lands, in a way which
was a farce.
There is no doubt that the
~ettlers of New Zealand go more thoroughly
mto the work than we do here. They have
small holders there who cultivate their land
more thoroughly. That is one advantage
that you gain from having small holders.
for you get them to work their land on a far
better system than large holders would.
11r. SANGSTER.-What do you call small
holders?
Mr. THOMSON .-It depends on the
class of land. My honorable friend would
not perhaps call a thousand acres in one
part a large holding for one man, while in
another part another man with only IS0
acres might be considered to have a very
large holding.
Mr. SANGSTER.-It depends whether it is
in Collins-street or in the ~lallee.
Mr. THOMSON.-i am alluding only to
country lands. No doubt IS0 acres in the
city would be a very comfortable holding.
In New Zealand they cultivate their land
so much better that they have got an extra
amount of produce from it. Thev have
over 5,000,000 acres in root crops, and that
sort of thing; for winter feed, and they have
I J ,500,000
acres in prairie and other
grasses, so as to feed their cows in the
summer. Very few farme!s here go to the
trouble of sowing the land thoroughly and
doing the thing properly~ If we had the
New Zealand system of cultivation here, no
doubt O:..Ir returns would be much greater.
Still, according to Mr. Crowe's report, although our cows, in a great numberof cases,
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are not properly fed or clothed, they produce within one-twelfth of what the New
Zealand cows produce. The New Zealand
cows produce 130 lbs. of butter fat, as
against 120 lbs. of butter fat from the Victorian cows. If the farmers here attended
to their stock in the same way as is done in
New Zealand, the return here would be
much greater, and I think that is one result
that closer settlement would bring about.
There is no doubt that it will bring a
greater number of people on to the land. It
wjll put them in localities where they can
be brought together, and see one another,
. and confer with one another, and that is
what we want more of here. The honilrable
member for Prahran said that private sales
did not bring one more man on tJ thl; land,
but, although that may be so, the honorable
member altogether forgot that it kept the
men in the different districts, and although
private sales have not done anythjl:g like
the good that closer settlement would
have done, yet they have enabled
men with sons growing up to acquire
property
for
them in many
cases. The resul t will be that these properties will be settled upon in later ye:lrs.
The trouble is that large properties which
have been cut up and sold by private enterprise have not yet settled the people on the
land. The cutting up of ~luntham :-tncl
Tahara, and three or four other properties, has not settled half or a quarter as
many people on the land as Wando Vale
has done in one settlement. All the same,
they are much better now than if they had
remained as large sheep walks, because it
is only a matter of time before they 'Will
be closely populated. Gradually, you can
see houses appe,aring on these different properties, and as men get the means to put
up homesteads they will no doubt settle
their sons, or some other members of their
families, upon the land, so that private enterprise has, without doubt, gone a long
way to assist these people. The honorahle
member for Prahran also said that he was
entirel y opposed to the system of
private tenants.
The honorable member
said that they never did very much good;
but I could hardly follow his remarks in
that connexion, because he referred further
on to the tenants rising in his 0\"11 district.
I thought, from his early remarks, that
they never rose, and that they went out
finally without anything. The honorable
member said that where the tenant was rising he had generally acquired his property,
and I think that is the case.
I am not
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going to say that the system has done as
much as closer settlement will do; but it
has done a lot of good in this country, and
in many cases the Minister of Lands will
know men in the Warrnambool district who
would have been labouring men at the present moment if they had not been brought
along as tenants. Coming closer to town,
honorable members know the good that has
been done on the Werribee Estate, which
was let to a lot of tenants, who have now
near1y all secured their own holdings j and
the same thing has occurred in the Western
District, where many men who went on the
land as tenants have acquired freeholds.
A landlord who can put on his land men
with no caoital but their labour, and bring
them out afterwards as land-holders, has
done good work.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-A land-owner rarely
puts them on under those terms.
He
charges them rent from the start.
Mr. THOMSON.-The honorable member surelv does not imagine that the landowner is· going to give his land away for
nothing.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I have one instance here
which will rather surprise you later on.
~Ir. THOMSON.-I do not agree with
what has taken place in those extreme cases,
but in the cases I have been alluding to
there is no doubt that the landlords have
done good work. The leader of the Opposition the other night mentioned a case of
which I do not think there are many examples in this State, although there is no doubt
that a few of them can be found here and
there. The only thing I am surprised at is
that men should ever· sign such a contract,
because there is not the sli"ghtest doubt that
it is a monstrous one.
You will find,
however, as a rule that where the owners
live on the land they treat their tenants
fairly, because, if not, they.Imow that their
tenants will leave them, and they will be
left with the land on their hands.
It is a
different thing altogether with the estate
alluded to by the leader of the Opposition,
and there is no doubt that the treatment of
the tenants there is most harsh and unreasonable.
I believe that they are now leaving that estate, and I should certainly say
to them, "Cle,ar out if you can't get better
terms. You will be better anvwhere than
working under those condition-s there." I
believe that most of the rents paid for that
land at the present time are too high.
Mr. ,COLECHIN.-They are not even allowed to keep a dog.
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Mr. THOMSON.-The honorable member should know what he is talking about.
Most of those farmers are allowed to keep
a dog, but if the honorable member had a
flock of stud sheep alongside, neither he
nor the farmer would care very much to
keep a dog, for it might cost the farmer
more than he could afford to pay if the dog
worried them.
A ploughman does not
want a dog, and if he has a terrier' it is
all that he wants.
A few years ago pretty
well anv of that land could have been rented
for soniething like 25. to 2S. 6d. an acre.
There must be something wrong or some
different mode of getting a return from it
when it has gone up to lOS. and I2S. 6d.
an acre.
These men in nearly every case
have to put in 5s. worth of manure, which
adds to the price of the land, and then
they get it under the condit~ons alluded to
.bv the leade.r of the Opposition, with the
r~sult that they only have the use of it for
ten months in the year.
That seems an
absurd price for land that could have been
rented for far less a few years ago.
If
that sort of thing goes on a great number
of the farmers will leave not only that prop,erty, but other properties round about j
b~t where you find a landlord living on the
property he will in many cases give good
conditions, and allow the tenant to keep
stock, and give them other concessions. It
must be admitted that that district has
shown good results, even with the settlement that they have at the present time, for
the railways have receiyed in freights alone
between £9,000 and £10,000.
The
farmers have sent away from that district
That
123,769 bags of ·wheat and oats.
is a very big return from a-district that a
few years ago was only sending down,
comparatively speaking, a few bales of
wool.
The· railways get nearly as much
out of that wheat now as the landlord used
to get out of his whole clip of wool. That
illustrates the immense value of closer
settlement to the railways, but the carrying
of the produce is not all that the railways
derive revenue from,
for
there is
also the machinery and plant and rations
going back.
The railways, therefore, gain
at both ends, and they have also had the
increased traffic through the district.
The
Government could have taken a lot of that
country up if they had cared to do so at
flOm £2 ISS. to £3 per acre.
If the Government had done so at the time that the
land was under offer, honorable members
can see the immense advantage it would
have been to the State.
Some years ago
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when I advocated this purchase the present Premier said, "What is the good of
going on as we are going.
I would buy
plOperties between Meredith and Hamilton
and the people would wake up in the morning and find that I had made the purchase.
Then I would run a railway straight up
there, and it would be found that that land
was worth £2 an acre more than I gave for
it, straight away."
I always think of what
the Premier said then, and give him credit
for his foresight, and if we had taken the
Premier's advice at that time we would
have had an immensely valuable asset. That
is only one advantage of placing -farmers
on the land, instead of using it for grazing.
You might put: that district down as being
a fe"" years ago almost entirely a grazing
district. Where you have a class of farmer
who can produce- not only grain crops, but
other crops, the increase in production \vill
be far greater, and if they would settle
~long the different railway lines they ,,;ould
Increase the output very considerably. But
what has been the class of settlement that
we have had from the Government for a
long time?
When the late Minister of
Lands was in power we were continually
reading paragraphs of this kind~he ~ecret?-r~. of Land.s (Mr. Skene), in applymg lor additIonal aSSistance, reports to the
Minister that (juring the last twelve months
1,026,09 0 acres have been made available for
settlement, and for this area there were no less
than 17,000 applications, of which 3,574 were
recommended.
It has been ascertained that the
class of settlers is a good one.
Of those recommended there were 938 farmers, 730 farm
labourers, 193 miners, and 1,693 applicants of
other occupations. Over 4,000 grants and nearly
3,000 leases have been prepared and issued during the year.

That is the sort of thing we have been reading all the time.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How many of
those have been starved out?
Mr. THOMSON.-I have made inqUIrIeS, and I have not been able to find
out how many have been starved out.
I
believe a great number never went on the
They cleared out from where they
land.
were situated, and went to this land, and
when they saw it they cursed the Minister
for ever throwing such land open, because
there \vas no chance of making a living on
it. The only thing that surprised me was
to hear it stated when the next elections
carne round that we had a great area of
Crown lands available, and I think the
present Minister of Lands hardly knew
enough about these lands, or he would not
have advertised that there was 6,510,000
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acres available for settlement, of which
16,000 acres was first class, I I 5,000 second
class, 1,870,000 third Class" and 72,000
acres fourth class.
What on earth is
the good of that land? We know perfectly
well that sending people on to it is not
settlement, and that the sort of land that
the people want is not the land left outside the squatters' fences, for that is what
a great deal of that I and is. I f you gave
that land to a man for nothing it would
be dear.
I think it was the honorable
member for Dandenong who suggested the
other night that this land should be given
to settlers for six years for nothing. I
would go further, a,nd would give to any
man prepared to settle on Crown lanc1snot leasehold, or reserve lands, but the
ordinary Crown lands of the State-zoo
acres directly he had been on it six
years, and complied with certain conditions relating to agriculture. That is a
system they have pursued in Canada.
They give a man I60 acres, with the right
to purchase another 200 acres at 5s. extra.
That is the way that they have got their
population. But we here have put every
obstacle in the way of men getting on to
the land, and charged them more than
the land was worth. The leader of the
Opposition alluded the other night to the
amount allowed to the selectors, but nothing was allowed to the selectors, and actually the State owes many selectors
money, instead of the selectors owing
money to the State.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--I said that i\Ir.
Best's reclassification scheme gave concessions to those whose land was undervalued,
just the same as to those whose land was
overvalued, and that it ,,-as not done with
any proper justification at all.
Mr. THOlvISO~.--I do not want for
one moment to infer that the leader of the
Opposition had any intention of doing an
injustice to these selectors, but what did
occur was this. The Minister at that time
saw that such a gross injustice ~ad been
done to a number of selectors that he came
to the conclusion that it was grossly unfair to ask them to pay the price asked
for the land at that time. Consequently, a
reclassification 'was made, and the price
was reduced to those who were still paying the purchase money, but men who had
bought at 17S. 6d. land that was worth
12S. 6d., got no reduction, because they
had already paid.
Instances of that occurred oyer and over again. The ~1inister
only took action when the public saw the
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injustice that had been done to these people.
The State had settled them upon the land,
-charging them £ I an acre, and making
them pay £1 an acre for improvements,
when the land was sold over and over
again for under £1 an acre. In fairness
to these men, the :Minister brought in a
Bill to reclassify the land, and so far as
possible those men who had taken up those
sele.ctions and had not paid up their
arrears 'Were allowed to obtain their land
at the "alue fixed by the reclassification,
but many others who had paid more than
their land was worth before that time could
not get a refund. Therefore it must be
pretty clear that many men who are at
present holding land could not obtain in
the open market to-day anything like 50
per cent. of what they paid for it to the
Crown. It is said that, in the early days,
everybody obtained land too cheaply. I
dare say that was so in many cases, but
under the Nicholson Act men paid up to
£6 or £7 an acre if the land went to
auction, for if there was nobody present
to run them up bona /ide, there was very
often a land shark to Tun up the price.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Like the "Colonel."
Mr. THO~IS0N.-Yes, men made fortunes out of trotting a buyer along, so that
the State in mariy cases got a great deal
more from the settler than the land was
reall y worth.
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Mr. THOMSON.-I do not think it is
fair to the others. There is not a single Minister present, except the l\1injster in charge
of the Bill, which is one of the most importamt measures ever brought into this
House.
The Ministers evidently do not
think it worth while to attend.
Mr. l\1uRRAY.-vVe must go on, really.
We have adjourned and postponed the discusc;ion so often for the convenience of honorable members.
Mr. THOMSON.-If the ~1inister oyerrules me, I would point this out : -The
Minister has inferred that I have emptied
the Hollse.
Sevelal HONORABLE .l\fEMBERS.-Ko, no.
.l\Ir. THO.l\:lSON.-The Minister said
that the House was full when I started.
The honorable gentleman· knows very well
what has emptied the House.
He knows
that there is a dinner being held, and Ministers evidently think it more important to
attend that than to be here to-night. That
is the reason why the ·House was emptied.
If the ~Iinisters had only been considering
the interests of their supporters, they would
have adjourned this debate, and not have
continued the discussion on the Bill in such
If the Bill was allowed to
a thin House.
go beyond the second reading to-night, that
would not be justice to the electors.
1\I~. 1\1uRRAY.-I will promise not to
carry it beyond the second reading to-night.
~lr. THOMSON .-1 do not feel disposed
[The House adjourned for refreshments to thank the honorable gentleman for his
at half-past six o'clock.
The Deputy kindness, because honorable members would
Speaker took the chair at a quarter to eight not allow it to go beyond the second reado'clock.]
But I have seen Bills passed through
ing.
in this way. The Closed Roads Bill was
~Ir. THOMSON.-I desire to draw attention to the absence of a quorum of mem- passed through at railway speed, and we
bers. I think it is hardly fair to ask an now find sections in that Bill which were
We do not
honorable member ,to speak in such a thin not properly thrashed out.
want the same thing to happen in conHouse.
We want it
Mr. ~'luRRAY.-There was a very full nexion with this measure.
thrashed
out,
because
of
the
enormous
House before you began to speak.
Mr. TH0l\1S0N.-The honorable gen- amount of money at stake. Not only is
tleman should know better than to make an enormous amount of money at stake,
such a remark, and if he is sincere to his but there is also the welfare of the people
party, such a remark would not have been of this country at stake. I feel that we
should adjourn the debate to-night.
If
made by him.
the other place decides to hold a dinner,
A quorum having been formed,
and empties this House, and if the Minis;\1r. THO~iSON said-I would ask the try thil~k it right to support the other place,
Minister if he will not allow the House to I do not object to their going to the dinner,
adjourn, seeing there are such a small num- but they should not prevent' fhe Bill being
ber of members present?
thorough I y discussed by going there.
~ir. MURRAY.-It is a very important
Mr. ELMSLIE.-They should have inBill, and we wish to get on with it.
If vited a few more.
the honorable member will conclude his
l\1r. THOMSON.-That is a matter of
speech, there are others who are prepared indifference to me, but the Ministerial corto carryon the debate.
ner seems to have been particularly chosen.
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'Vhen we adjourned I was then alluding
to the amDunt of arrears which it was said
the selectors owed to this country. I
think I have pretty clearly proyed that the
selectors really do not owe any arrears, but
that the country is indebted to them, inasmuch as they paid more for the land than
it was really worth at the time. I think it
was the honorable member for Dandenong
who said the other .night that he ,vas prepared to give awav some of our Crown
lands for six years: I, myself:' would go
still further, and not only give the land
for six years, but for all time. I would
adopt th-e Canadian system, and would increase the area, because the waste areas of
the Crown lands are not nearly as valuable as the Canadian lands.
JIr. J. W. EILLSON (Fitzroy). - \Vhat
area would you give them?
}lr. TH0l\1S0N.-I would give sufficient .to keep a man. If 3,000 acres was
necessary to keep a man, I would give that.
Perhaps the honorable member thinks that
because :I am ,inte·t.e~ted in land myself
I wish to give every man a big area .
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-I merely
wanted to get your opinion.
Mr. THOl\lSOX.-In some parts ten
acres or twenty acres would keep a man,
but in the case of inferior land, the settler
would want a great deal more. 'Vhen the
Mallee Land Bill was before this House
I advocated giving some 2,500 acres, and
would eyen have gone further. I believe
that a great number of those who opposed
me on that point haye since come round to
my way of thinking. In the "Mallee, where
you want a certain amount of land for fallow, a certain amount to cultivate and a
.
'
certa~n amoynt .to graze, a much larger
area IS reqUIred 111 order to keep the settler.
At Tower Hill, in the Western District I
believe a man ,,-ould do well on ten ac;es,
and make a good living out of it.
It
depends altogether on where the land is
situated, and the quality of the land. With
regard to the remaining Crown lands of
the State, we no doubt have verv inferior
lands. The leader of the ex-Opposition
once said that eYen the Mallee was not
worth saving. I think the honorable member must recognise now that he was wrong,
and that the MaUee was worth saving, when
he sees the enormous amount of produce
which has come from there during the last
t\relve months. The MaUee farmers have
had the drought, and have no doubt had
a hard struggle, but I think that every
praise is due to them for the manner in
.I
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which they stuck to their properties, and
changed what at one time threatened
to be a terrible failure into a success. Reference has been made to the Walmer
Estate. In regard to that, I remember
many honorable members saying, when the
matter went through this House, that the
quality of the land was not good enough
for closer settlement.
I went over every
acre of that land myself, and I had a
know ledge of it for over 40 years, and I
said that it w<;ls only a matter of seasons
and it was sure to be a success. Anv one
who goes to the settlement now would be
surprised that anyone should have said
it would be a failure. It onl v wants a
good season or two to bring it ;ound to a
success. It has been stated by the Minister and some other honorable members that
we shall be able to settle a number of people under the closer settlement system on
the Crown lands. I hardly know of anv
Crown lands fit for closer .Isettlement and
if people ,,-ere put on some of th~m I
would say God help them, for they will
never succeed, because the Crown lands that
a.re left, if good, are in such outlying positIons. You rna y have some very good land
in Gippsland, but look at the ~york a man
has to tackle before he can succeed.
Not only that, but if that man goes out to
these remote districts, he .will be isolated
t'O a great extent, and ''Ie know that the
~ve~age young Australian has a great ob]ectlOn to that.
The pioneers who came
here fifty or sixty years ago did not obiect
to go out to the m'Ost remote places, and to
battle t!1ere for a livelihood, but the rising
generatIOn do not care about that kind of
thing. They have been differently brought
up, and want a different mode of life, and
that mode of life ought to be given them
tmder this closer settlement scheme.
It
ought to give them small communities of
settlers, who will be able to have a social
life of their own, and that cannot possibly
be done if they are placed on the very poor
land of the State. In Gippsland, it is a good
life-time's work for a man to clear thirty or
fifty acres. If we now attempt to place
men on land o.f that description, how are
they to get a living before the land is
cleared?
Even if they got the land for
nothing, they would not be able to remain
on it. What is ,vanted for that kind of land
is that it should be taken up by men with
capital in the first jnstance, so 'that labour
may b~ employed.
1\1r. GAUNsoN.-Plenty of men with capi- .
tal were ruined there.
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Mr. THOMSON.- The honorable member is quite right. But at the same time that
is the sort of country into which you want
the capitalist to go. You want to clear it
and make it habitable, and then when the
capitalist has don~ that, I suppo'se that in
thirty or fifty years' time the p'eople will talk
about taking the land back. The capitalist
will not clear the land with any other object
than the object of making money. He will
not clear it merely for the benefit of humanity. N" ow, if land of that description is
unsuitable for closer s~ttlement under this
scheme, we have to fall back on the Mallee
land very largely.
But the Mallee also
needs a certain amount of capital, although,
perhaps, not so much as Gippsland.. If you
want to put men on the :Mallee you have
to roll it down and keep the men on the
land for several years before he can be expected to keep themselves by what they
produce. vVe have had the experience of
Mr. Lascel1es for a number of years, and
I do not think that anyone can say a word
against him as a landlord. He has done
his best to pay his way, and has made no
complaint about the difficulties he has met
with, vet he has .not been able to make a
success of the Mallee so far. We all hope
he will have some good years, not only for
his own sake, but for the sake of his tenants, and of the country generally. I am
very glad that we have given these
men the right to purchase, because
it will push them on to work harde.r
in order. to get freeholds of their own.
If we have to rely upon Crown lands, including those in the Mallee, and a few
reserves, I am afraid that we shall not
make closer settlement a success. Therefore, we must look principally to the properties that the Government intend to purchase. Under the old Act any property
which the Government wished to purchase
had to be approved of by this House, and
what was the result? In the old Chamber
we had 94 valuers. I think there was onlv
one metmber out of the 95 who admitted
that he knew nothing about land. Every
other member knew more about it than the
valuers themselves.
The result was that
we had all sorts of values given to us,
from £5 an acre up to £7 or £8. The
consequence of that was that the property
was not purchased, and directly afterwards
the property was put in the market and
realized about £2 per acre, with the homestead cut out., more than the price for
which it was offered to the Government.
We mav expect the same thing to' occur
in the future, if the same conditions are
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imposed; but under this Bill that will be
done away with. The honorable member
for Prahran has cOntended that a local
valuer should be employed. Well, I always approve of having a man w.ho knows
something about local conditions, but it is
hard to ge.t a man in the district who is not
interested in some way or other in the
property that has to be valued. I believe
we can ·get men within the State who are
thorough] y competent to undertake t.he
whole business, and who can be made responsible for the properties that are purchased by them. There should be only
one board-not the Board of Land and
Works-but a board that will be responsible to the Government and the people
for the purchase of property. They should
have the whole carrying out of the work,
in order that it maybe impossible for
them to shift the responsibility on to the
shoulders of anyone else. The honorable
member for Dandenong alluded t.o the payment which the members of this board are
to receive. I quite agree' with him that
three guineas a sitting does seem a small
amount to pay. The Goverl1JITlent cannot
expect to get their work done more cheaply
than a private individual, and honorable
members know very well that if they have
a mortgage on property, the ordinary
charge of the valuer is £5 a day wttn expenses. Therefore, we can hardly expect
that the Government will be able to get
the best of men for three guineas per day.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Are there not many
working men-good authorities-who would
do the work for I2S. 6d. per day?
Mr. THOMSON.-I have no doubt the
honorable member could get men to do it
for thai price, but they would not be competent men.
Mr. WARDE.-Three guineas is not a bad
.
minimum wage, is it?
Mr. THOMSON.-I am afraid the
honorabJe member is not doing justice to
himself. This is quite different from
ordinary work. We are speaking of an
expert in land with the experience of a
lifetime, and if you pay him £5 a day
it is not out of the way. I think that is
a fair rate of pay for the work he does.
Mr. W ARDE.-I thought that you \"ere
arguing that three guineas' a day was not
a sufficient minimum wage?
Mr. THOMSON.-It depends on the
work. In this case I am arguing that it is
not enough. There is another reason why
the Government valuer should be paid more.
The ordinary valuer is generally allowed a
margin of two-fifths or one-third, but \vhen
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a man values property for the Crown he the squatter is in a great many
In my own district and in
is not allowed any margin, but must give cases.
a definite price to the exact shilling. There- other districts some of the small farmers
fore, it is more important than ever that are amongst the best owners of stock in the
the Government should employ none but State. It is absurd to say that these men,
competent men.
. if aranted a certain amount of country,
Mr. SOLLY.-Suppose they were old or wo~ld not be able to make it a success. I
admit that it is poor country, for the most
slow ·would vou reduce the minimum?
part.
I was sorry· to hear one honorable
1\1r. THO~1S0N.-No. If the men are
old and not qualified to do the work, I member say that there were no estates in the
should certainly say that they ought not to Wimmera fit to cut up. I believe there are
be employed. The same thing· applies to many estates in that part of Victoria which
a pilot. A pilot is either fit or unfit, and will soon be carrying a dense population.
I do not think the honorable member would The land is perhaps not the best, but, by
keep a pilot in that position if he were not combining grazing with cultivation, it
can be made to pay \V.ell. It is all very
qualified.
.
Mr. WARDE.-If the valuer is too slow well to say that we must have the best land
he will take longer to get over the country, for the purposes of this scheme. The fact
and consequently it will not be fair to pay is we have not enough" best" to go round,
and we shall be compelled to take some of
him the full wage.
the poorer country in the outlying districts.
Mr. THOMSON.-That is a point that We have a population.ther~ already, and
may be dealt with afterwards.
those men are anxious to keep their sons
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Could he not be carried around them.
The tendency in closeI
in a palanquin?
settlement is to allO\~ the son to take up land
Mr. THOl\fSON.-Perhaps he could, if in the vicinity .of his home, because then
the Government did not object to pay for it. the father will be able to assist him. There·
I do not think he could be slow, because fore, if this scheme is to be made a success,
he would be driven. The honorable mem- it is necessary that opportunities should bE
ber evident I v does not know much about giV'en to the young men to obtain land someland valuing.
I hope· the Government where near the districts where they now rewill not endeavour to settle people on side. With regard to the Mallee and some
Crown lands under the closer settlement of the other up-country districts, my ewn
scheme, but that they will resume a fair opinion is that in a short time it will be
amount of land of suitable quality. It found that that land is the most profitable.
has been said bv the honorable member for to settle people upon, because they will get
Prahran that the Government should re- the land more cheaply, and therefore will
sume only the very best estates, but I do not be able to take up more of it j and, with the
altogether agree with the honorable mem- improved methods of cultivation, improved
ber in that opinion. The altered mode of implements, and the use of manure, they
cultivation has done. so much to improve will get better results than can be obtained
the value of land tha.t we may profitably now on land of much better quality. If
acquire estates in some of the up-country land in 'the Wimmera and other good disdistricts that a few years ago would not tricts is resumed, the Government will have
have been looked at for agricultural pur· to pay fancy prices for it. I know of some
poses ..
land for which high prices were obtained,
Mr. MORRIssE¥.-Irrigation areas.
and which is now only returning about 2
Mr. THOMSON.-Irrigation areas would per cent. It is no use attempting to resume
do very well, no doubt, but I am thinking . land of that kind for closer settlement.
of some of the big blocks in my own elec- With regard, however, to the poorer land,
torate, where, a few years ago, we had it will certainly be necessary to allow each
what are called selectors. Some of these settler to take up a larger area, and I hope
men had sheep of such a quality that the to see a clause placed in the Bill with that
neighbouring squatters objected to the object. In New Zealand each settler is al·
sheep getting into their paddocks because lowed to take up somewhere about £5,000
they were very inferior, were never dipped, worth of land. In the case of the last
and never clean. The position to-day is estate purchased the blocks ran up to 1,000
quite different. The farmer has found out acres. That is what we want here. We do
that if he is to make the land pay he must not want to give every man a large tract
produce a good article. The farmer is of land, but we want to have a
now more particular about his stock than certain number of large blocks, as well
Session 1904-[23]
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as a certain number of smaller blocks.
It is, I believe, a good plan, even where
you have got good land, to give them up to
a fair area, because a man cannot cultivate
it all himsel f, and will have to employ
labour. The result is he employs labour from
amongst his own settlers.
That is an adMany a man
vantage in many ways.
would not have been on a block of land
now but for finding work on the station
when there was a slack time on the farm.
As to the compulsory taking of land, I
would say that if it were necessary to go
for the compulsory purchase clause at the
present time, let us go for it. But I have
not heard one argument brought forward in
support of that proposal.
In fact the
Minister himself spoke of that particular
provision in such a milk and watery sty Ie
as to virtually say" For goodness sake
chuck it out; we don't want it."
The
leader of the Opposition spoke very little
better in favour of the compulsory clause.
He virtually said that he was wedded to
that clause, but he did- not bring forward
a single argument in its support.
It is,
therefore, pretty clear that the Government are only playing to the gallery in proposing that clause.
There has not been
a single reason given to show that it is required.
The leader of the Opposition
quot~d some English farms of three acres
ana a cow, but those remarks were not applicable at all, because the provisions in
question are of a very different nature from
what is here proposed.
lUr. MORRISSEY.-They were for sanitary purposes.
Mr. THOMSON.-Yes.
I have here
a paper called Liberty and Progress, which
states that-
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Mr. THOidSON.-I think not, but it
does not trouble me who runs it.
Now,
what do, we find has happened here in Victoria ? I will refer to a speech I made in
this Chamber on the 2nd of April, 1903, in
the course of which I saidThe Pirronyallock Estate was offered to the
Government at. £15, and was afterwards sold
privately at £16 an· acre; the Wool Wool Estate was offered at iII lOS., and sold privately
at £12 8s. Sd.; the Mamre Estate was offered at
£25, and sold privately at £27 6s. gd. ; the Shadwell Park was offered at £9, and sold privately
at £10, and the buyer made a big profit; the
Tundarook Estate was offered at £15, and sold
privately at from £22 to £24; the Greenvale
Estate of 8,200 acres was offered at £3 5s., and
was subsequently sold privately at a profit of
£II,OOO; the Tahara Estate was offered at £12,
and was sold privately at £12 14s. 7d.; the. 'Varrayure Estate was offered at £7 lOS., and sold
privately at £8 gs., and the part left unsold was
now on sale at £I~.
On the Nambook Estate
the owner made something like £23,000.

Mr. GAUNSON.-It is very unfair, but I
do not see tile Age reporter taking a word
of your speech.
1\1r. THOMSON.-That does not trouble
me in the slightest. The Heyfield Estate
was offered to the Government, but not
taken, and it was afterwards bought privately, and re-sold at a profit of something
like £28,000.
More recently estates have
been offered to the Government and refused.
III one case the owner was willing to take
payment in bonds, but the Government declined to take the estate, which was privately
bought, and re-sold at a profit of £2 per
acre, without the homestead.
The Government have refused offers of other estates,
which have brought more money by private
sale than the Government was asked for
them. The leader of the Corner Party-Mr. GAuNsoN.-Did you say the" cornAll English people object strongly to compul- ered" party?
Mr. THOMSON.-I think they are
sion, unless it is absolutely essential to the wellbeing of the nation or country, and strongly con- cornered. The leader of the Corner Party
tend that compulsion in connexion with the ac_ alluded to the conditions under which land
quiring of land in Victoria for the purpose of
is purchased by the Government, and said
closer settlement is absolutely unnecessary.
that no self-respecting land-owner would
I believe this paper is published at Bal- offer his estate to the Government to have
larat.
it brought before the House and hawked
Mr. MURRAY.-There is neither liberty about. But, as a matter of fact, what do
nor progress up that way.
we find?
There are 250 estates,. repreMr. THOMSON.-If any Government senting
million acres of land under offer
in Victoria had trIed to secure land, and to the Government at the present time, or
failed through the owners not accepting the more tlian the State will require for closer
fair market value of their land, then there settlement during the next ten years. Theremight be some reason for the introduction fere, what becomes of that statement of the
of such drastic legislation as the provision leader of the Corner Party.
for the compulsory purchase of land.
~1r. MURRAY.-There is not
million
Mr. TouTcHER.-Who runs that paper- acres under offer ·to the Government at the
present time.
the Employers' Union, I believe?
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Mr. THOMSO~.-1 think the Minister
of Lands will find that 1 am not far wrong,
but if he makes that statement, 1 will not
argue with him.
:Mr. MURRAY.-There is under offer,
directly and indirectly, between 300,000
and 400,000 acres.
Mr. THOMSON.-With all due respect
to the Minister, 1 am prepared to say that
over 2,000,000 acres are under offer to the
Government at the present time. I do not
say it is all suitable land for the purpose
ot closer settlement, but 1 may tell the
Minister that I do not think the Government
will be able to purchase the best of that
land, because I believe it will be bought up
privately before the Government get this
Bill through.
'Mr. MURRAY.-If we followed the ad"ice that you gave us to-night, it certainly
would be sold before we got the Bill
through.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The Minister
hints that you are "stone-walling" the Bill.
~Ir. THOMSON.-If the Minister had
done as little " stone-walling" .as I have,
he ·would, perhaps, have saved the country
1 never haye "stonea lot of money.
walled," and r" do not think anyone will
say I am " stone-walling" at present.
~1r. l\IuRRAY.-I did not sav vou were
"stone-waIling."
..
Mr. THOMSON. - It may not be
pleasant for the Minister to be told these
facts, but I am not going to butter over
what the Government propose .to do, merely
because I am sitting on the Ministerial side
of the Chamber. If they submit clauses to
which I object, 1 have a perfect right to
object to them, and I am going to do so.
Mr. GAUNSoN.-That is a very noble
sentiment.
M.r. THOMSON .-Much more land is
offered to the Government at the present
time than will be requjred for many years
to come.
Therefore, why should we pass
the compulsory clause? The mere word
" compulsory" i .., objected to by every Britisher.
'Vhat has been the experience of
New Zealand if! connc:xion with compulThe system was introsory purchase?
duced there, but it was only used twice.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Five times.
Mr. THOMSON.-The legatees of three
estates that were bound up begged the Governmenf to take those estates under the
compulsory clauses.
Mr. MURRA Y.-Don't you think it is desirable to make such a provision here for
similar cases, where the estates are bound
up?
[23]-2.
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Mr. THOMSON .-1 am quite prepared
to go that length in cases where the legatees
of a bound-up estate are all anxious to dispose of it to the Government.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Does this Bill provide
for that?
Mr. THO~ISON.-It does not; at any
rate, I have not seen any such clause in
the Bill. But if the Government are going
to present to a man a revolver, and say, .
"Deliver up your estate," that is another
thing altogether; a very different thing
from assisting a man by taking over his
property. In Kew Zealand they found
that the putting into operation of the compulsoryprovisions caused properties to cost
the State a great deal more than they were
worth. Indeed, they have practically nevel
found any use for the compulsory pur~hasc
proyisions in New Zealand. Things are very
different now from what they were 20 or
30 years ago, when land-owners did not
want to dispose of their property. There
are twenty land-owners who wan~ ~o sell
to-day to every one who was wlllmg to
sell i~ the early' days. What is taking plaCE:
in the V\! este~n District? Estate owners
are cutting up their land and selling it
every day-not for the benefit of human
kind, but for their own advantage-because they can make more out of the
interest of their money than they can make
by working the properties themselves, and
yet they are looked on as public benefa~
tor .. A land-owner who wants to retam
his property has the right to retain it. Not
a solitary argument has been put forward
in support of the action of the .Gover~~ent
in bringing in the compulsory proVISIons
of this Bill.
The adoption of compulsory purchase would be a great mistake.
It would be the means of driving capital
out of the country, although enough has
1 am
already gone, and we want more.
not easily scared about that sort of thing;
but what man will lend money on land and
take the risk of the land being compulsorily
resumed by the State?
A man might lend
money on a mortgage of a certain property
for five years, but the Government might
take that property in six months; under the
compulsory provisions of this Bill.
An
investor would much prefer to take a
smaller rate of interest and have better security.
The adoption of the compulsory
purchase principle would have the effect of
taking money away from progressive works
-taking it out or the ,yorkers' hands, and
using it as advances on the mortgage of
property. Now we want progressive work~
in order to keep the State going. 1 wish to
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allude to certain clauses in the Bill, although
they are more matters to be dealt with in
Committee than in the House. When the
Walmer, or some other estate, was before
this Chamber, it was provided that one ot'
the conditions to be observed by the incoming tenant was that he must pay down, as
·a first payment, two half-years' rent. The
conditions of closer settlement are entirely different from the selection proviIn the old days,
sions of the Land Act.
a man who applied for Crown lands was
not asked if he ha.d any money, as long
as he had just enough to pay what
was required to get on the land. In many
cases he had a hard, struggle to retain his
holding j in other cases he did not manage
to make the land his own, but had to clear
out for want of funds.
But under our
settlement scheme a man must show, if he
has no funds, that he has a justification for
being put on the land, inasmuch as he must
prove that he has some friend who is prepared to assist him in carrying out the
contract he enters into. But even though
he has that assistance, it is very often
a hard struggle to find the ready money,
and his father or a friend finds it.
In New Zealand they pay 5 per cent.
for the year.
I believe in taking the
lead of New Zealand, if we can, instead
of following New Zealand.
I think that
is a clause that can 'be altered with advantage. We ought to let the tenant pay halfa-year's rent.
It may be said by some
that you put a tenant on the land, and in
the meantime he is producing nothing, but
that does not matter.
He may say that
he will clear out after he has made his first
payment, but he will not j he is not going
to leave his crop, which is of much more
value to him than the half-year's rent.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-But supposing he did
clear out?
Mr. THOMSON.-A tenant on the
worst block of the Walmer Estate left during the worst period of the drought, as he
could not pay his way, but there were four
or five applicants for the block. The same
thing would apply in cases of this sort. I
think the man should be assisted in going
on the land, for it is often more difficult
for a man to obtain £50. As to the amount
of land to be allowed to each settler, in the
case of the Wando Vale Estate, the value
was fixed at £1,250 j and in the case of
the Walmer Estate, at £1,5°0. I would
like to see the New Zealand principle introduced here j it would give the man a
chance of taking up grazing land, if the
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value were increased to £4,000 or £5,000
worth of land. That principle would be
advantageous where there is a certain
amount of 'inferior land, for the man would
be enabled to graze one portion of it and
cultivate the other. It is imRossible for a
man to succeed on a small area where the
land is inferior. There are plenty of tenants who would be glad to take up land of
this character.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Do you mean to purchase one part and lease the other?
In an estate
Mr. THOMSON.-No.
of 15,000 acres there may be 5,000 acres of
good land, while the rest is not fit for cultivation, and I think that a larger area of
such land should be given.
Of course,
where the land is good, I am in favour of
small areas.
'
Mr. GRAY.-If a man had £5,000 worth
of land, how muc~ would he have to pay
annually?
Mr. MURRAY.-He would have 'to pay
£300 a year.
Mr. THOMSON.-Yes, but he would
It is the custom
make all that out of it.
in New Zealand to make advances to the
settlers right out, qut here we charge a
rate of interest and spread it over a number
of years. That is not fair. Supposing a
man takes up a block valued at £500, and,
with improvements valued at £100, I would
charge him on £600, and the payments
would run over 31! years. In connexion
with the homestead lease blocks, the
struggle the man has is to get a house on the
land. Some' of the men on the Brunswick
blocks told' me that the greatest struggle
they had was to get up their houses. If
the settler got an advance of £ 1.00 for a
house, h'e could then make a start and would
not feel the pinch nearly so much.
:Mr. MURRAY. - In New Zealand they
compe.l them to pay £1 for £1.
Mr. THOMSON.-Yes, that is so j if
the man spends £50, the Government advances him £50..
Mr. MURRAY.-They give them only ten
years in New Zealand for repayment.
Mr. THOl\1S0N.-I have alluded to the
short term the Minister proposes.
Under
t.he svstem I advocate, the man would have
31~ years. What difference does it make
to the Government? The Government get
more for the money than they pay, and
the State is amply protected. As I have
pointed out, under the New Zealand perpetual lease system they really pay for the
freehold in 36 years, but they never get the
title, whereas here we propose to give them
the land when they have paid 6 per cent.
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for 31! years. If I have taken up con- settling our peopie on the land, we must
siderable time in addressing the House, I not dump them down, but show them 'what
think I was justified in doing so, for I have can be done by cultivating it to the best
been one of the strongest supporters of advantage.
If we carry out thIs closer
closer settlement.
I am sorry the Minis- settlement scheme properly, we will be able
ter is going to force the Bill through in a to make this ont of the best exporting
thin House. I intend to do my very best States.
to support the clauses that I approve 'of,
Mr. OMAN .....--I do not see so much to obbut I will oppose with equal strength those ject to in the Bill as the last speaker. He
I do not approve of. There is a feeling seems to' be strongly opposed to the comthroughout the House that the Bill will pulsory provisians. The necessity for a
. be passed. There always has been, in the Bill of this character is admitted on both
past, a certain amount of opposition to sides of the House, and
in
the
closer settlement, but it has gone beyond ~ountry. When it is said that it is a Bill
the experimental stage now. If we had for the purposes of closer settlement we
only settled four or' five times the number have said all that can be said. It cannot
that we settled in 1900, we would have be said that it contains provisions for comdone gooo work.
pulsory purchase in the proper sense. I
Mr. COLECHIN.-It ought to have been think we are justified, under the circumdone in the seventies.
stances, in making provision to retain those
Mr. THOr"lEON .-Unfortunately it was people who are leaving our shores-fully
not done. The· legislation brought in at 1,000 a month, for some considerable time
that time, as the honorable member for the past. Unless we do some.thing in the diPublic Service pointed out, was to burst rection of closer settlement, we cannot arrest
up the large estates, and as to that, the this emigration. Land must be secured, and
honorable member's prediction has been it must be close to railways, and in districts
correct, for instead of breaking up the where there is an even rainfall. The honlarge estates, that measure increased them orable member for Dundas pointed out that
considerably. So long as the present land the ex-leader of the Opposition and many
tax is in force, it will continue to have the other ex-leaders favoured certain proposals,
same effect. Honorable members will find The ex-Premier, speaking at Nhill on the
that land taxation is not conducive 23rd August, 1903, is reported in the AKe
to the settlement of people on the land. to have said on the question of closer settleIt may be said that at present the land- ment---.-.:
owners are doing all that is required to
I will take first the subject of closer settlement. ..
settle the people on the land by s~bdividirig I may say that the Government, after mature and
their estates, but that is not correct. We careful deliberation, has come to the conclusion
can see alreadv the advantages that have that the time has arrived when the interests of
accrued from our closer settlement law. On this State demand that the principle of compulsory purchase shall be adopted by this countrymost of the settlements amusement halls that system which has been so successful in New
have been erected, and instructive lectures Zealand, a system whereby large 'Ureas of land
are given in them, and if we continue in this given up almost entirely to the grazing of cattle and
direct:on we will not be behind New Zea- sheep have been turned into the prosperous homesteads of farming communities-that system, we
land, as has been stated, but considerably feel, is one that the interests of· the State reahead of it, and we wiil be able to show quire should be adopted here. The reasons which
that we can increase our exports. There have led us to this conclusion I can only shortly
is ~ wave of prosperity in New Zealand at state. First of all, Victoria is a country preeminently fitted both by soil and climate for
present~ due partly to the export of frozen
rapid development under closer settlement.
meat. They have gone in for sheep on a There is no country in the Southern Hemisphere
large scale 1his year. With the reduction with land so fitted, so rich, and so fertile, and so
in the number of their sheep it is wonder- capable of being brought under close settlement
as the country in which we are now living.
ful that they have been able to continue exporting so largely during the last six or seven When the ex-Premier made that speech at
years. At Wando Vale, which was formerly Nhill 'those sentiments were received with
in the hands of one person, the number of applause.
stock has been Joubled, and there are now
Mr. THoMsoN.-Which part of it? The
seventy families on the land. They have
latter
part?
neadv half the .Iar!d under produce, and
Mr. OMAN.-The whole of that speech.
they carryon dairying as well. That shows
the ad\'antage of cutting ut> the land. In I was in thorough accord with him. It
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l\1r. O~IA~.- The ex-Premier could have
has been said 3n this Chamber that the exHe ~ould have passed. anyPremier has done nothing for closer settle- passed it.
thing, and that IS why I regret hIS dement. I say he has.
Mr. tHoMsoN.-He never did anything parture. The principle is admitted in England, and I have already said that it has
actually.
been
found necessary in ~ ew Zealand.
Mr. OMA~.-That speech in itself is
a reason \'{by we have this Bill as liberal
:\lr. THoMsoN.-It has not been found
as it is to-day. While the Bill is not as nec':essarv in New Zealand. That is the
liberal as the -'speech of the' ex-Premier led unfortu~ate part of it.
us to expect, it has still many liberal pro~Ir. OMAN'.-I could have quoted the
visions. We are told that, if we introduce ex-Premier to show that he believed that
compulsory legislation we shall inter~ere land cannot be obtained vvithout these comwith the rights of property. ?\Ir. Irvme, pulsory provisions at its fair market value.
a leading equity barrister-r am prepared to pay full value in cash for
Mr. GAuNSON.-A leading equity bar- any land we resume if the owners demand
rister? Bunkum! A leading common law- it. If YOU take land by compulsion owners
are entitled to the cash, and I am quite preyer.
Mr. OMAN.-What did 1\1r. Irvine say' pared to support a provision to that effect.
on that questionI am quite prepared to admit that for
It is said that the principle impairs what has the current year any quantity of land
been ca.lled the sanctity of title, and the sacredmay be available at its fair market
ness of rights of property. That is a position
value.
There are reasons why land
to which I utterly and entIrely demur.
will be available for this year that may
In speaking on this principle he also said not exist in the very near future. To-day
that in England, in America, and in every any man who holels land in the Western DisState of Australia, land was taken for the trict-and I refer particularly to the sheep
purpose of constructing railways and for country on the plains--in large blocks,
public and national purposes. Further than and for whom that land possesses no sentithat he \yas so determined that his Bill mental value, will readily take the oppor.:
should embrace compulsory machinery that tunity of disposing of it, because of the fact
he fought the nonorable member for that he can secure almost twice as much for
Toorak on that very question. He went his stock to-day as he could hope to secure
into that Conservative stronghold and ad- in five or six years' time.
For that
vocated compulsory purchase.
reason, the owners will be prepared to
Mr. BENT.-Then what the dickens are meet the Government for this year, and
-you doing over there in Opposition all this to offer land at a fair market value.
time?
.
Therefore, I believe that the Bill, even
Mr. Ol\fAN.-~1r. Irvine believed that as it stands, will meet the necessities
Government supporters should be prepared of the moment, but I believe that conditions
to support a Government policy, and if the will arise which will convince us that it
present Government had stood boldly by would have been better to introduce legislatheir guns and favoured compulsory ma- tion such as that in New Zealand. I have
chinery such as they had in New Zealand, already said that owners are entitled to full
I would have supported them, and I might compensation for their land, and when I
possibly have been on that (the Minis- say that, I mean not only for their land, but
terial) side of the HOtlse to-night. But for all the improvements on that land. I
they failed to take the opportunity when consider that that question should be careit a.rose, and instead of grasping the nettle fullv looked into. If a man's land is reboldly in their hands; they tried to find a qui{ed for national purposes, he should be
wa y out of the difficulty, and succeeded. compensated for all the improvements he
They determined to ask the two Houses to has made on it. I hope that will be made
pass a resolution to acquire property if they perfectl y clear. The honorable member for
required to take it compulsorily. I think we Toorak admits that closer settlement is ne.shall find that that is a very cumbersome cessary, but he claims that the prosperity
method, and if an owner objects to sell of New Zealand is due, not so much to the
I do not think it would be worth our while closer settlement policy, or to the compulsory
to trouble to move in that particular direc- provisions of their legislation, as to their
tion.
export trade.
I would ask the honorable
Mr. BENT.-Do you think you could pass member how we could better advance that
a little compulsory Bill through now?
industry in this State, than by settling a
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dense popUlation on our lands? That is the
way to increase our export trade, and I feel
confident that if we settle people throughout
the Western District on that rich and fertile
land of which a good deal is held in large
blocks to-day, it will carry double the stock
that it is carrying now, and the result will be
a great advantage to the State, and a large
return in revenue to our railways. The value
of the frozen-me.at trade in New Zealand in
1902, was £2,718,000. For the same period·
in Victoria, our frozen-meat trade amounted
to ,{196,000.
We have II,OOO,OOO
sheep in Victoria, as against 20,000,000 in
New Zealand. II feel confident that, with
closer settlement, and intense culture, we
can increase our export trade, and that the
frozen - meat trade can be materially increased. With the even rainfall that we
have in the Western District that bnd can
be made so reproductive that there is no reason why we should not be able to export
quite as much frozen meat from this
State as
they do in New Zealand.
There are large areas in the Western District suitable for closer settlement. A few
years ago, along the railway which runs
past Wickliffe Road, t11ere was nothing but
large estates. To-day that land is opened
up for closer settlement: There ar~ a large
number of farms, and on the Mt. William
Estate there are 66 settlers who have 300
ac.res each. It is a well-known fact that
that land could have been bought for less
than £3 an acre a few years ago. To-day
those tenants are paying a rent equivalent
to 6 per cent. on £9 per acre, although
the owner is prepared to sell for about
half that amount to the Government. If
the Government had purchased, the re-'
suit would be that those tenants, instead of
paying an average rental of £168 each per
year to the proprietor, would be paying
£72 to the Government.
I maintain
that if you are to have successful closer
settlenient, you must be prepared to put
the people on the land under fayorable
conditions.
That land is very suitable
for wheat-growing.
The average 'yield
was about 16 bushels per acre. There were
124,000 bags of wheat put on the trucks on
that particular line around Wickliffe R~ad
station. The freight on that wheat amounted
to £8,525. It required 31,000 acres to
grow that wheat, at 16 bushels per "acre.
That 3 I ,000 acres of land would carry
about 30,000 sheep and lambs. The average
clip per sheep, including lambs, is 7~ Ibs.
of wool.
That would give you 100
tons of wool.
At 25S. a ton, that
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would mean a return of £ 125 to the
railways for freight.
That means a
differen'ce of £8,400 in favour of wheat,
and that amount was paid to the Victorian
railways in freights in excess of the amount
that would have been paid in freights for
wool, and that just about represents the
full value of the wool clip off an area of
the size I have mentioned. This shows that
there are immense possibilities in the
Western District for doser settlement. The
reason our railways are not paying is not
because we have not .the land suitable
for closer settlement, but because of the
fact that land is locked up, and the people
cannot get on to it under existing conditions. I need not deal with the conditions imposed on the tenants of the Mt.
William Estate. They have already been
dealt with in this House, and the honorable
member for Dundas has already referred
to the fact that they are somewhat stringent.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Somewhat!
Mr. O:\lAN.-That estate happens to be
in my constituencv, and I know that
the tenants are very" dissatisfied. They are
not prepared to remain there under the
existing order of things, and I feel convinced that unless the Government are
prepared to purchase that estate, those men
will leave Victoria, because they feel they
cannot pay a rent equivalent to 6 per cent.
on £9 an acre for land such as I have mentioned. Further, if they were paying £72
to the Government, as against £ 168 to
the private landlord, they would have
the freehold in' 3 12- years; but they ha ye
no freehold now, although they are paying
£168 per annum.
Mr. THoMsoN.-They buy it in five
years, and don't get it.
Mr. OMAN.-Practicallv. The present
Premier is very keen on "a railway from
Leigh Road, midway between the Camperdown and Beaufort lines.
'Mr. MURRAY.-What is your opinion of
that line?
Mr. OMA)J.-I think it would pay on
the figures I have quoted. It would certainly be a very convenient line for me;
and I think that the money spent on the
Walhalla railway might have been better
spent in that direction. The Premier hopes
to live long enough to see that line built.
There can be no question that if the land
was opened up for closer settlement the line
would pay; but, in the meantime, we have
plenty of land close to railways, and I
desire and intend to assist the Government
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Mr. OMAN .-1 say it would be just as
to get that land close to railways for closer
settlement, because I believe that our first unfair during a time of great prosperitv
duty is to settle the people on the land, and all over Australia to appraise the value of
to make the railways that we have at the Victorian land, and to re-purchase at that
The return in that case might be
present moment pay. That is why I voted value.
against the Walhalla railway, because' I less than one-half the usual' average. In
think it is only adding one more to a acquiring land, the Jand-owners are entitled
number of non-paying lines. The other to the full value of the land, and they are
night we heard the price of hay quoted, and entitled to payment in cash if they desire
The Minister of Lands knows that
the Ballarat district was cited. It was said it.
that they were getting 12 s. 6 d. per ton to- day, in the Western District, especially
for hay.
I have known instances of along the railway line, land has been selling
men refusing £5 per ton for their at £40 to £50 an acre, and it is quite
hay within the last three years in Ballarat, true, as the honorable member for Dundas
and afterwards selling it at 22S. 6d. has said, that that land will not return
Further, it was not a fair thing to take the more than 3 per cent. on the money invested.
lowest price on record.
We must take I feel confident that at such a price no
the average, and in that very district which Goverm~ent could touch 'that land. A few
has been mentioned, farming has paid years ago an estate close to Terang, KeilThat estate
well.
You will hardly see a more suc- ambete, was in the market.
cessful settlement in any part of the State was subdivided and sold by the executors,
than in that district, notwithstanding that and instead of falling into the hands of
hay is only at 12S. 6d. per ton to-day. It small owners, a good deal of it was secured
would be just as fair to take the year 1902 by adjoining owners. That estate was sold
as a fair year for values in stock, when at its value, and portions of it have been
sheep were unsaleable.
That is one sold since then in many cases at double
That
thing the Government must take into consi- the price that 'Was paid for it.
deration. Although I am a strong believer was an estate which, in my opinion, should
in compulsory provisions and compulsory have been purchased by the Government.
machinery, I say it would be manifestl v Then, l()oking from Camperdown north, we
unfair, if these provisions had been in ex- have one of the finest estates in Victoria for
istence in 1902, to have resumed land and fattening sheep and cattle-an area capcompel1ed owners to sell their stock at that able of carrying a very large number of
low value j but I feel confident that no people. These are the kind of estates
Government would think of doing that. I which I think should be utilized for closer
believe it is not the intention of the Govern- ?ettlerrnent, togeth~r with the wheat-growment to inflict hardship on any individual, mg country to whIch I have previously aland that they desire to deal fairly with luded. I have said that I believe the
owners should be paid in cash if they deproprietors.
Mr. THOMSON. - History may repeat 'sire it. Then the question of raising that
itself, and there may be a bad year in cash has to be considered. I feel that
money should be borrowed for that pur19 06 .
pose, because if the Government carrv
1\1r. OMAN.-1n that case the Govern- their proposal and give a freehold in 31!
ment, I have no doubt, will hold their hand. years, they can establish sinking funds in
l\Ir. MURRAY.-Are you in favour of the connexion with those loans, and, by doing
Government only buying. in good times, so, they will have a good security and can
when land is very dear?
get the money under favorable conditions.
Mr. OMAN.-No j I am in favour of Whil~t I have strongly advocated a land
buying at present, and if you put tax in place of the present land tax and
compu]sory purchase machinery in the Bill, income tax on land-'-and t believe the preyou will get the land at its value. I aID- of seQt 9-overnment should re-adjust our land
the same opinion as the ex-Premier, that taxatton-1 strongly opposed the proposal
without such provisions you could not get to impose a land "t.ax of £1,500,000. I
the land at its value.
pointed out that I was in favour of a land
Mr. THOMSON. - I am surprised at a tax that would fall fairly on the lands of
land-owner taking a lawyer's opinion on the State, and so that every man should
land.
pay what he was justly entitled to pay, but
Mr. GAUNSoN.-There is a vast differ- that no man should pay more under a land
ence between a lawyer and a person prac- tax than he would pay under the income
tax. I said I was strongly in favour of
tising law.
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such a lax, and I was pleased the other
night, to hear the present leader of the
Opposition declare that he was in. favo~r
of a .land tax' that would bnng III
£25 0 ,000.
If the present Government is
prepared to re-adjust the land tax, and
wipe out the present land tax, they can
get £250,000 without taxing the farmers
unfairly at all. They could give them a
reasonable exemption and commence with
t d. in the £ L I feel that they ~hould !eadjust that tax. It is a questIOn whIch
should be grappled with, and our present
taxation should be remodelled. We should
be in a position, if we require the money,
to increase our taxation proportionately,
and at the present time we cannot do that.
We have a very unfair system of land
taxation.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Would vou tell us why
you justify any land tax ,~hatever? Give
some reasons for the faith that is in you.'
:Mr. OMA:\I.-Because I consider that
so long as land does not pay more than its
fair share of taxation, and you tax the city
as well as ,the country land, there is no argument against it. Anothe~ reason is th~t
if we had a land tax-that IS to say, a fau
land tax-'we would have a fair idea of
the value ot' property, and for that reason
I think it would be a step in the right
direction to re-adjust our taxation and have
a land tax that would; faU fairly on the
lands of the State.
Mr. MURRAY.--Is yours on the unimproved value?
Mr. OMAN. - Yes, the unimproved
value.
Mr. MURRAy.-How would that give you
any idea as to the value of the land?
Mr. O~1AN.-rt would in Iliany cases j
I do not say it would give the full valuation for municipal purposes. I know there
are a number of men in this House who believe in the unimproved value for municipal
purposes.
Mr. GAUNSON.-The whole subject was
discussed thirty-five years ago on Sir James
McCulloch's resolutions.
Mr. MURRAy.-But not with the full
knowledge we have to-day.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Yes, the fullest knowledge.
There were big men in the House
in those days.
Mr. 0 MAN.-The Government propose
to give the freehold to·the men who secure
these allotments, and to give them thirtyone and a half years to pay the amount
of the purchase money. I have advocated
perpetual leasing for this reason-I hav~
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lived in a district that was all selected in
small holdings, and year by year these
small holders have disappeared.
Mr. THoMSON.-Was that because there
was no clause like this?
Mr. OMAN.-It was not because there
was no such clause, but because, in many
instances, the large landed proprietors, to
get rid of them, paid more than the value
of the land j that was the reason they disappeared. Those who have remained in the
Western District-the original selectorsare all in a comfortable position to-day.
Those who disappeared and went further
afield are returning, and returning without
means-proving clearly that if a man has
a small area in the Western District, where
you have an even rainfall, and where
droughts are unknown, he can do well j
settlement there is permanent, and always
successful. I admit that, failing perpetual
leases, which I support, clause 45 of this
Bill is a step in the right direction, and
such a provision I prefer to giving freehold unconditionally.
I said on the platform that I would prefer to have a man on
the land with some security, and I may say
that I feel very keenly on that point for this
reason-that throughout the Western District some of the very best tenants are leaving, as the honorable member for Prahran has said, and going further afield.
And why? Because rents are ever increasing, and security of tenure is decreasing.
They started with ten years' leases,
to-day they are down to three years, and
within the next few years, if it were not
for this Bill we would have seen annual
leases, and 'in all probability the lease
\\'(mlci have been disposed of at auction.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-They are sold
by tender now in some cases.
Mr. OMAN ...-That has been done in
many cases: This Bill will stop that kind
of thing, and I main'tain that the man who
resorts to this practice does not study his
own interests. I do not sav that the whole
of our landed proprietors act on those lines,
but I do say that we have men who are acting on those lines, and in the interests of
the country, in the interests of our people,
and, indeed, in the interests of those very
men themselves, it is becoming necessary for
the State to intervene. How can we better
protect the lives and the titles of our
people than by placing a dense population
on the land?
We are close to a
power to-day which stands between us and
another formidable power. I am not at
all afraid. I believe we have nothing to
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fear from 'J apan. But the fact remains that
we believe in a "white Australia" policy,
and we may have trouble in the future. I
say that we can best protect the lives and
the cash of our people by settling a dense
population on our lands; and in advocating
such a policy we are not enemies of the men
who hold the land.
We are their best
friends, because such a population will put
cash into their pockets, and such a population will improve the conditions under which
our people -live. I feel confident that the
Government are acting wisely in introducing this Bill, and I feel that the Bill is
one that should be dealt 1vith in no party
spirit.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-You
will soon be over on this (the Ministerial)
side.
Mr. O~lAN.-If I were to cross over to
that side of the House, I would have a reasonable excuse for doing so, remembering
how often our friends on the direct Opposition benches have crossed over there to
assist the Ministry this session.
They
have left us here repeatedly j but we are
loyal; we are fighting on principle.
We
believe that the Government have not inserted provisions in their Bill which they
ought to have inserted, although we admit
"freel v that their Bill is a better one than
we e~pected.
Mr. MURRAY.-Do you think it is a better
one than you would have brought in your'Self ?
Jir. OMAN.-The honorable member
for Glenelg the other night referred to the
fact that we had a large number of deserted
homesteads throughout the Western District.
That is quite true.
In travelling all through the Western District you will see fruit trees and, in
some places, dilapidated buildings, or the
remains of them, and I say that any settlement we effect should be permanent.
I
hope that if the Government carry out their
,,-ish, and carry clause 45, as against the
leasehold principle, the settlement will be
permanent, and that those properties will
not be again turned into "large estates.
The honorable member for Dandenong last
,,,eek made the statement that the Government had a large area of Crown lands, and
that it would be wise to give settlers those
lands for nothing.
Now, I made a very
strong point on that very question. .The
Government, before the election, pointed
out that they had a large area of
land suitable for closer settlement.
They said there was a hrge area of Crown
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land, and I ridiculed the idea. l' pointed
out that that land "vas much more suitabll~
for the purpose of growing timber than for
closer settlement. To give away lh..1t Jall,{
for seven years or ten years for nothing,
as the honorable member for DaOC(;lXII1g
sllt-:.!~esterl, would mean that thp, tjmbe~
would be destroyed, and then, instead of
having the timber as a valuable asset, there
,,"auld be no timber, and in many cases the
land, when the timber was removed,
would be valueless. With a popUlation of
1,000,000 in Victoria, it is our duty to put
people on the land that is suitable for
closer settlement. The day may come when
a good deal of that Crown land will
be required, but at present that timber is valuable, and I think the Minister should not persist in looking to those
areas for closer settlement. I know that,
iJ]. my own district, at Mortlake, there is
a "common, part of which he is determined
to use for closer settlement. While I do
not admit that it is advisable to absorb the
whole of our commons, I do admit that
it is preferable to utilize land of that
character rather than put men on land
which will not give them a return during
their lifetime. We have a large number of
men settled in places where they cannot eke
out an existence. We have heard a goo}!
deal about the Fumina land, and we know
that the settlement of that has not
been a success.
This Bill will remedy
that. I hope that we shall get suitable
land close to railways, so that the settlers
may go on it under advantageous circumstances. We must also remember that in
any settlement we effect we must get suitable men--I care not whether they have
cash or n(Jt-and I am pleased to see a
provision in this Bill whereby a man who
has the necessary qualifications can obtain
land and get the necessary advance. It
would be a good policy to give him that
advance, and give him a reasonable amount,
and spread the payment over 3I! years.
If you put suitable men on the land they
will make it a success. I will "do
the Government this justice, that I believe they are anxious to see the country
more prosperous than it is at present, and
"that they are anxious to make the railways
pay. I believe the Premier thoroughly
understands the position. I believe that
honorable gentlema.n knows how many
shillings make a pound, and I am confident that if we give him a chance he will
either buy the land, or, if this measure is
a complete failure, he will very soon take
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steps to alter the Act. We have gradually,
year by year, altered our closer-settlement
legislation, and from year to year we find
it necessary to extend its provisions. We
are stopping short of compulsory legislation
on this occasion, but I believe that if
the Government carry their Bill as
it is, in a very few years at most,
it will
be' necessary
to ask for
authority to acquire land compulsorily. I
feel that if we require the land to settle
people upon, and that suitable land is not
available without compulsory provisions, we
must introduce them.
I have already
stated that I am in thorough accord with the
ex-Premier, Mr. Irvine, on that particular
point, and if he had stood boldly by his
guns, or if the present Premier had gone on
with the matter, I should have had no
reason at all for sitting on this (the Opposition) side of the House. At the present
moment those members in the Opposition
corner are prepared to give generous support
to the Government in connexion with every
provision that will benefit the country. I do
not think the Government can say that
thev have been unduly embarrassed by the
Opposition. They have had a very consistent support, frorp the Labour Party during
the present session, and I expect that during
the remainder of the session, both parties
will give them a very loyal support.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I am glad indeed
to know that there is such a rapid rapprochement between the other corner, which
has been new I y named by the honorable
member for Dundas as the Corner Party,
and the Government side of the House.
The next step, no doubt, will be that those
honorable members will come over to the
Government side, and assist the Government
in carrying on true liberal legislation, which
I will not say has been obliterated altogether, but which I believe there is a possibility of being obliterated. The assistance
of the Corner Pariy will be greatly valued,
because their views are not so antagonistic
to those of honorable members on the Government side as is generally supposed.
Therefore, I hear with pleasure the statements that have been made from that corner.
With regard to the measure now before the
House, it is a question to which I have
given 'a good deal of attention, not only
during the past few years, but for many
years back. In fact, my attention was first
drawn to it at a time when our railway
deficits became so frequent. It occurred to
me at that time, because, viewing the matter
from the praetical stand-point, I considered
that mistakes had been made in our system
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of settlement in the past, in allowing people
to dot themselves in parts of the Mallee
and Gippsland, where we had to provide
railways at considerable expense to the
State, and in places where they could produce comparatively little. In Gippsland,
on the one hand, we allowed a man to go
and absolutely shut himself from the rest of
creation for the term of his natural life almost, because, in. the very heavily timbered
country, it requires 20 years before a man
can clear land on which to grow a few cabbages.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland East).The honorable member is in error.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I have travelled
through the country, and camped in it, and
know a good deal at any rate about South
Gippsland. In may parts of Gippsland, in
the heavily-timbered country, it takes ten .or
twenty years to clear away the timber, and
during that time the land is not keeping
the man, but the man is keeping the land,
and in manv cases the settler destrovs
more timber t"han the land is worth when "it,
is cleared.
It
the same in the l\i(allee.
Men are dotted here and there, and you
have to construct railways to them. In a'
case like l\Iildura, this \\:as justified, as the
settlers were, in a sense, isolated.
Mr. HUTCHINSoN.-Every railway 10
the Mallee has paid.
"
Mr. ROBER TSON.-With the exception of the Mildura line.
But it is a
wrong system to allow men to dot themselves about the Mallee and Gippsland instead of being put into communities.
I
am absolutely averse to repeating the mistakes of the past.
I say that ,this Government, or any Government, will have
ample to do for the next twenty years in
resuming good land with a good rainfall in
districts where there are already roads made
and railways in existence, and where there
is the heaviest production.
Therefore,
there is no need for one moment to consider now the' question of settling the
They
Crown lands which are available.
are really below the standard of land
\vhich at' the present time is fit for occupation.
'Vhen all is said' and done, land
is only wortn what you can produce from it.
Therefore, while the measure now before'
the House does not go so far as I should
like to see it, and as far as I should be
prep'ued to support the Government, never'theless I accept it.
Although I had no
opposition in my electorate, I said I thought
it was a reasonable proposition to go safely
and on sound lines. I believe that in the
very near future we shall have to go a
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step'f urther, but I have never been one for
jumping at the throat of capital, or at
the throat of the large land-owner, any
more than at the throat of the poorest man
jn the communitv. It is mv endeavour,
and I believe it is the endea\:our of every
honorable member here, to assist to elevate
humanlty, not to drag it down. Therefore,
I say that we should not direct legislation
against any class, although they may be in
the minority in this community. Land, in
particular, of all forms of propertv, I suppose, practically belongs to the State, on
the lines laid down by the late Premier,
1\[r. Irvine, at Nhill.
Land is a thing,
above all things, which, when the exigen.
cies of, the State require it, should, I
believe; be resumed in the interest of the
whole of the people. I have been fortunate in having been associated with gen·
tlemen who, as large land-owners, recognised
not only the responsibility that land owed
to the community, but the responsibility
which capital, as a whole, owed to the
community.
Therefore, there is noc t.he
slightest need, for any honorable member
on the Government side of the House hay·
'ing any fear in respect to the measure which
this Government is about to adopt.
If I
had any fault to find at all I might
blame the Premier-as I believe this
IS
a continuation Government from the
Irvine Government-for not carrying out
the proposals laid down by Mr. Irvine
in his Nhill speech in regard to this question, which I consider the most important
question that has come before this House
for many years. I had great doubts at one
time whether I should be justified in favouring compulsory resumption, because
there is no one in this House who feels
more strongly than I do. that a Britisher's
home is his castle. If there was a sacrifice
of that principle, I should certainly not
favour compulsory land resumption. But
there is no such thing. In my opinion
it should not be called compulsory land
resumption at all.
It would be bet·
ter to call it the "acquisition of land
by compensation for closer settlement."
We might have given it
some more
'euphoflious name than compulsory land
resumption. We see that there is no sacrifice of the home, and the home of the
rich should not be sacrificed any more than
the home of the poor, for a man's house is
We have
his castle if it is only a tent .
here a reservation of £,10,000 worth of land
around the home, so there is no sacrifice of
the home from a layman's point of view.
Mr. Robertson.
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Mr. Irvine, in his speech at Nhill, laid
down the principle clearly and lucidly, and
as that honorable member is not here to
place his views before the House, I will
take it upon myself to read quotations from
his speech, as reported in the Argus on the
24th August, 1903, dealing with that parOn the
ticular aspect of the question.
question of the sanctity of title, Mr. Irvine
remarkedIt is said that the principle impairs the sanctity
of title, and the sacredness of the rights of
property.
This is a position to which I utterly
and entirely demQr.
There is no right created
by the State that is paramount .to the well.being
of the State itself. The principle of the compulsory resumption of land has been assented to
by every civilized community under the sun. In
England, .America, and every country the State
cOlilpulsorily takes land for the purposes of
public works and for public purposes· generally.
There can be no public purpose which is more
to the benefit of the community than the settlement of people on the land. The objection rests
upon an entire misconception - a misconception
of the meaning of the word property. All rights
of property rest solely upon the fact that the
enforcement of them tends to the benefit of the
whole community. If the only argument against
socialism and communism were the sacredness of
the rights of property, the whole of our social
institutions would have crumbled long ago. But
there are other rights-it is th.at these rights are
maintaine.d for the purposes of securing to every
man complete liberty to work and to enjoy the
benefits of his work.
That is the principle that
lies at the root of all rights of property. It is
recognised in all places in which the principle
of the compulsory resumption of property has
been followed. The State could. never give a
title to defeat its ultimate ends; yet the end forms
a justification for the resumption of any right
which the State has created, by resuming lands
and making good the loss to the owner by .full
compensation.

That is the gist of what he said in his
speech at Nhill, and which, I believe, struck
home very forcibly indeed, coming as it
did from one who stands so high in his
own profess:on, and who is generally regarQed not only as a constitutional
authority, but as what we term a Conservative. Therefore, I do not think that any
honorable member, even on the Government
side of the House, should take exception to
the Bill which the Government is now bringing forward. There is another very important consideration. The cry that we hear
around us with regard to the so-called
Socialism at the present day is largely occasioned by the fact that farmers' sons
and tradesmen's sons have reallv no occupation in this State, and have to go elsewhere, although they have been educated
in'Victoria. Now, if we want to stem that
tide of emigration from our shores it seems
to me that the only remedy lies in the
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resumption of land, and the very honorable
Il?-embers who may take exception to the
measure now before the House are those
who are absolutlely against Socialism in
any form.
In my opinion, we are all.
Socialists to a certain extent. There is no
representative C!f the farming community
in this House who has not voted for and
spoken in favour of some form of Socialism
at one time or another.
I will draw the
line, however, as to the degree of Socialism.
I would rather call it State Socialism, for
the good of the whole community instead
of for the good of a particular class. .
Mr. ELMSLIE.-Give us a definition of
Socialism.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-At present I decline that invitation. The honorable member '''ho interjects is quite intelligent
enough to gather from the remarks I will
make to-night, and from my previous remarks in this House, the ~xact trend of
opinion I hold.
Mr. ELMsLIE.-I thought you confused
State Socialism with Capitalism, that is
all.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-At election time,
when the leader of the Corner Party, th.e
so-called Opposition at that time, put forward his proposal with regard to compulsory land resumption, notwithstanding the
fact that I had no opposition, I never
shirked my duty to the electors. I told
them that, in my opinion, the difference
between the two propositions was simply
this-that on the one hand the honorable
member for Prahran went straight and baldheaded for the New Zealand system, whilst
on the other hand the Premier proposed to
largely improve our present system, with a
view of introducing the New Zealand system later on. The main difference is that
under the proposItion of the honorable
. member for Prahran, the Upper House
would be able to veto any proposal under
this scheme_ The Premier's proposition,
on the other hand, might do a lot of good
for years to come without accentuating the
position or bringing about a crisis.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-That is
a bad argument for the Bill.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-We never lose
sight of the principle. It is quite possible
that by this Bill the Government may be
able to do an infinite amount of good-perhaps as much good as though they had the
compulsory land resumption clauses behind
them. If they are not able to do that, we
shall have to go one step further; but let
us give the present proposal a trial, and I
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think it will be found a great improvement
on the clumsy system we have had in the
past. The practice under the old Act has
been that when a property was offered to
the Government it came before this House,
and was discussed by every honorable memo,
ber, whether he knew anything about the
land or not. The Government have provided in this Bill for the acquirement of
land on a business basis by men who ought
to know their work. Our system, so far,
has been a failure, because these conditions have been provided. The board
whom we appoint ought to be competent to
purchase estates without hawking them
through both Houses of Parliament. The
consequence of that system has been that
owners have withdrawn their estates, and
have declined to have their private affairs
dragged through a House. of Parliament,
containing 95 members. Coming now to
the Bill itself, the main features are first 'of
all an improvement upon the present system. We are to have the board to which I
. referred. Then, again, there is the financial aspect, which I will touch on later. In
passing, let me say that there is no need to
get into a panic because of any idea that we
are going to embark in very large borrowings. In my opinion, the scheme, especially under the freehold system, will not
involve a very large amount of borrowing.
With regard to the compulsory clauses I
have already said all I wish to say. Then
there is the principle of freeholders against
leaseholders. I have no particular antipathy
to perpetual leaseholds. In fact, I endeavoured to have that principle introduced in
connexion with the settlement of working
men on the police-paddock at Bacchus
Marsh. That land was worth £ 100 an
acre, and there was a standing offer for
it of £120 by a man who was willing to
buy the lot at that price .
Mr. ELMSLIE.-How much was there of
it?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-There were 17
acres. If that land were put up and sold
in the ordinary way, the larger farmers
would have bought the whole of it, and
would have knocked out any working man.
The land, however, was wisely cut up by
the predecessor of the present Minister of
Lands into fourteen allotments after deducting roads, &c., and they' have been
taken up successfully at £100 an acre. It
would do honorable members good to go tlp
there and see the nice little comfortable cottages that these men are building.
Mr. COLECHIN.-What was the area of
each allotment?
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Mr. ROBERTSON.-About an acre
each. The men have to pay a rent of only
£ 6 a year, and after 3 I Z years the property becomes their own.
Mr. COLECHIN.-You have got up the
ladder yourself, and now you are giving
these men one acre apiece.
Mr. ROBERTSON. - The honorable
member is quite mistaken. Now, in Bacchus
Marsh there are shearers, good rough carpenters, good day men at pick and shovel
work, and men of that description, who
cannot get work all the year round. I may
employ them for a month or two, but if
they are established in the district on land
of their own, they will be able to employ
themselves profitably at all times. They
rna y keep a cow or two, and do a little
cultivation, and, with their children to assist them, they can increase their spending
power very materially. That is e-e object
I desire to attain under this Closer Settlement Bill. I was about to mention that I
had no particular sympathy with perpetual
leasing, only that I found that when land·
was thrown open under that system, the
working man would not take it up. That is
an absolute fact. When that land, how·eyer, was disposed of under a freehold
tenure, and the settlers knew that it would
become their own property in 3I~ years, it
was taken up very readily. I thought myself that if it could be applied to the richer
Crown lands available it would be a very
excellent thing to adopt the perpetual leasing system to that extent; but having this
object lesson in front of me, and feeling
myself that if I were -struggling in life I
would like to have a freehold tenure-because it is the hope of every Britisher to get
a freehold of his own-and having investigated the matter -in the light of day without
any prejudice whatever, I have come to the
conclusion that we ought to favour the freehold system. There is one great advantage
in connexion with that system, and that is
that the freehold system will not involve so
much borrowing as the leasehold system
would do. In New Zealand, I understand
that about one-half of the land under closer
settlement has been acquired· under perpetual leasehold. The consequence is that
the repayments to the Government are not
so large.
Under the system proposed
in this Bill. with repaYments of 6
per cent., the Government will get
its money back much more quicklv,
and in the course of a few years there will
be sufficient funds in hand to carrv out the
.system without any extra borrowi~g at all.
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That is a point that commends itself to my
judgment. In regard to this scheme; also,
a leading feature must be that, above aU
things, we must induce new settlers around
the country towns. What do we find in the
old-established country towns, in Victoria in
particular? For the last 20 or 25 years,
the tradesmen and shopkeepers there have
found that their business has been practically at a standstill.
Mr. MURRAV.-You can hardly say at a
standstill. They are going back.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Some of them have
been going back, and I am putting the best
view of the case. Now, to increase the
business of the country tradesmen, and in
turn to increase the work of city artisans,
there is only one thing to do, and that is
to induce new settlement. With that object,
this Bill wisely provides that there shall
not be an aggregation of the large landowners. '\rVe must not repeat the mistakes
of the past in regard to what we called
dummying land-because it would be very
easy to dummy land, even under this Bill.
But in my opinion, and it is a matter I have
closely observed, the Bill makes very fair
p.rovision against the dummying of land. If
you can enable settlers to go into the country
towns-new settlers- you will get an increased population, you will get increased
work for the country tradesII'!an and the
cOlmtr~T shopkeeper. and in turn, honorable
members representing city constituencies will
feel the benefits of that increased production
and increased prosperity in the country.
Those are the lines we ought to go upon.
Above all things, we ought to have new
settlers, and I believe that under this Bill
we will f!et new settlers in the country districts.
Then there is another important
point-the settlement of the young men near
the parents' homes. The ordinary fanner
with 400 acres, or 500 acres, such as most
of the farmers in my constituency possess,
is not in a position to give his son a large
amount of money to go to Western Australia,
Queensland, or South Africa, to look for
land. He would feel a great deal of hesitancy about even providing him with £300
or £400 to go anywhere.
Mr. MURRAv.-He might see his son
back, but he would not see his money again.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Further than that,
the wise farmer will say, as a practical man,
that when his boy goes to another country,
he ",.ill not understand the climate, and there
is no guarantee that there will be any market
for his produce. The average farmer is not
such a conservative individual as some of
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my friends on the Opposition side insinuate
at times, although I do not think they are
very serious in what they say in that way.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy).-We expect the farmer to prove himself to be the
most democratic man in the country.
:Mr. ROBERTSON.-The farmer is very
cautious. He had to learn in a hard school.
He has sometimes to stand out of a lot of
money, and is entirely dependent on the
weather. It is certainly an independent
life, but the farmer's experience teaches him
to be very careful. A farmer who has
only 500 acres must keep the home together,
and cannot, in justice to the other members
of the family, cut off 100 acres for his
eldest son when he gets married. What a
prudent farmer in such circumstances
would do is this: If he could see a bit of
decent farming land in a good climate, with
a fairly assured rainfall, decent soil, good
roads, and railway conveniences, he would
assist his son to go there by lending him
a small amount of cash, and, what is far
better, interchanging teams and commodities, and if his son unfortunately got
stranded through prices of produce being
too low, as is the case with hay at the present time, the farmer would come to- his
son's rescue, finance him, and tide him over
his difficulties.
Mr. MURRAY.-There must be a fairly
good breed of farmers in your -aistrict.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I am proud to believe so, and some good land as well. A
proposition h,ts been thrown out, not by the
State Government, but by the Federal
Parliament, with respect to assisting immigration.
There is no need to assist
immigration until we have established our
own young fellows on the soil. NQ class
of citizens we could introduce into Australia could work the soil to better advantage and with greater surety than the men
who have been born and bred in Australia.
They have grown up in this climate and
exactly understand the whole conditions and
surroundings. I f any practical man went
to a new district, even here in Victoria, he
would feel for a year or two that he had
to get acquainted with its particular climate, because his mode of working the
land at the place where he had been
brought up might not suit the land
100 miles away.
The practical men of the
House will bear me out on that point. In
establishing our own young men we would
establish a better class of people than
we could hope ,to import, and' there is
no need for the State to spend money
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in assisting immigration until we have
satisfied the requirements of the men we
have produced here. After that 've can
c?nsider the question of assisting immigratIon. I t may come to that, and I believe
it will. One fact that has caused me to
favour the compulsory purchase of landand I really think we shall not have
success .until. the Go,:ernment get that
power-IS thIS:
LookIng into the N e.w
Zealand syst.em I found that in 1892, when
that old hIghland shepherd, ~lcKenzie,
first introduced his Bill with regard
to closer settlement, and the compulsory
clauses were struck out, I02 estates were off~red to the Government, 64 were declined
WIthout reference to the board, which shows
they were not worth looking into at all.
Others fell through, and still others were
postponed. Some 24 were reported on, ten
were recommended for purchase, four refused
the board's valuation, and five, containing
9,000
odd acres, were purchased for
£39,117·
Thus, out of 102 estates offered without the compulsory clauses being
enforced, only five were purchased. Their
scheme of settlement was then much on the
same lines as ours has been in the past. We
have not ma?e the progress we ought to
have made In regard to O'lr settlement
policy for the simple reason that landowners, knowing that the Government were
purchasers, put reserves on their land, and
battened the hatche.s down until the Government came up to their prices.
The best laid schemes of mice and men
Gang aft agley.

And the scheme of. this Government will go
astray if. they. follow out the system that
has obtaIned m the past. In Victoria we
h~ve progressed nearly on an equality with
New Zealand, considering the short. time
we have had this sYstem in operation.
A.1mos t ev~ry estate has been bought at too
hIgh a pnce for the reason I have indicated. We have only established about 800
p:=rsons on the land in Victoria, whereas in
New Zealand they have established 7,200
persons.
I t has been stated that even
that number is a mere bagatelle but
if in Victoria we had done the' same
as they have done in New Zealand
what would have been our positio~
to-day?
What do 7,200 persons meanten country towns with a population of 700
each brought into existence within a period
of nine years.
Had that result been
brought about, we would not have lost
15 0 ,000 persons by emigration, so that we
would have been in a very different position
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to-day. Such an access of population in ments are smaller in New Zealand than
the country districts would have been of they will be here.· This scheme of closer
immense benefit to the State. There is settlement is the only effective means of
al'!other point I must refer to. I like things wiping off our ever-recurring railway deficit.
to be sound financially. That is really the Honorable members who represent the Railrock on which the whole svstem rests. If ways Service, and other honorable members
we make a blunder in (he beginning it will on the Opposition side of the House, will
throw this splendid principle back for twenty agree with me when I say that if we could
years.
We must be careful, in financing prevent the railway deficit every year for
this matter, to see that we make a certainty, we would do a grand stroke in
no mistake. They are tolerabl y sound the best interests of this State. The railin X ew Zealand, notwithstanding that way deficit has ranged for many years beone-half of the land has been taken tween £300,000 and £400;000 a year. A
up on perpetuaJ leasehold. The annual large amount of money could then be spent
income in New Zealand, up to the 31 st on reproductive works, which would in:March, 1903, was £120,967, and the in- cr~ase the prosperity of the country as a
terest on the money spent in the purchase whole. This is really a most important
of land, £93,599, showing an annual profit feature that drew mv attention to
of £27,368. That is a very fair annual closer settlement, and it is one to which
profit, but it is necessary that there should we cannot give too much attention.
be a fair margin at the end' of the year. It has been mentioned, and rather flippantly,
The accumulated credit balance, up to the that the additional settlement in New Zea31st March, 1903, was £117,546, and the land occasioned by the closer settlement law
Most of has not been a very great feature in the
uncollected revenue, £10,489.
that amount, the New Zealand Year Book prosperity of that country. I hold the opinforms us, has been since paid off. At posite view. We must not judge by the
that particular time we may conclude there mere number of settlers. We must rememwas an accumulated fund of £128,033 ber the fillip it has given to production geneavailable that could be applied to the pur- rally. I believe it was the honorable memchase of land. This only bears out my ber for Toorak who quoted some very inprevious argument that 1:his acquisition of teresting figures showing the increase in the
land would not entail very large borrow- export trade of New Zealand. I think the
ings. No doubt we will have to borrow to same good results will be achieved here
start the principle, but after a few years under closer settlement. New Zealand lamb
the rep a yments in Victoria will be much brings about Id. a lb. more in the London
larger than they are in New Zealand, seeing market than Victorian lamb does, and to
that we are going for the freehold system ?btain the same standard we must not only
from the very jump, whereas in New Zea- Improve the breed of our lambs to meet the
land they went for the leasehold system. requirements of the market, but we
Having touched on the financial aspect of must, in times of drought, when we get
the question, I will refer to a principle a bad spring and the hot win·dS come
that bears on the financial aspect j that is, on, grow rape or some other suitable
the perpetual leasehold system. I see a crop, in order to give that bloom to the lamb
great danger in that, inasm~ch as when that gives it an edible appearance when exyou get a large number of Crown tenants posed in the butcher's shoo. On account
they become a political power. They have of our large holdings, we ha~e been dependagitated for the reduction of their rents ing on the climate. In a good season we
in New Zealand, and have succeeded in have an over-supply, and in a bad season
getting it.
They get a rebate of 10 per an under-supply. In the good seasons we
cent. fOf cash payments. In regard to the get customers abroad, and in the bad seafreehold system, the amount of repayment sons we lose them. What is required in
is of course an actuarial calculation. If commerce is regularity of trade, and to
we ever became so weak as to allow the maintain a regular trade we must go in for
freeholders to press the Government to that a system of more intense agriculture, such
extent our scheme would be financially un- as obtains in New Zealand. It was mensound.
That is a principle that requires tioned by the honorable member for Toorak,
the closest guarding in the measure before or rather, I think, by the honorable member
the House. The New Zealand leasehold for Glenelg, that New Zealand ,vas largely
system makes their borrowings larger than a grazing country, and largely on account of
ours will need to be, because the repay- that was prosperous. I agree with the
J
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honorable member, but I desire to point out is worth more 'than the land. For building
that grazing there involves the system o.f in- and for mining purposes, the timber in
tense culture. They grow turnips, and fatten Gippsland and in the State generally should
up to ten sheep an acre. They have a rota- . be conserved. It would not be wise fer
tion of crops, and their system of fattening the Government to encourage settlement in
involves intense culture.
the remote parts of the forests j but, so far
Mr. HUTCHINSoN.-That is only done to as the present settlers in these districts are
a very small extent.
concerned, I think they deserve the consiMr. ROBERTSON.-I do not agree with deration of the State. If this G'Overnment
the honorable member; it obtains very desire to be sincere, they will perfect this
largely in New Zealand, and they have a Bill on true business lines. The key-note
very good climate there. It could also be of the whole position lies in finding markets.
put into practice in many parts of our own We could get plenty of men to go on the
Western District, in Gippsland, and in my land, and pay good prices for it, if the
own district too.
What has been the markets were secured. What is the use of
result 'Of this closer settlement policy in the Government spending a large amount of
N e.w Zealand? I was very much struck by money on the Agricultural Department, paythe figures advanced by the honorable mem- ing the Director £1,000 a year, paying perber for Lowan at Nhill, when he stated sons to anal yze the soils-and the price
that, whereas the country districts had lost ought to be a little less, because the wealthy
53,000 of their population, the cities had farmer gets the benefit, and the poor farmer
gained 23,000, showing that there was a is crushed-what is the use of encouraging
migration to the cities. I have here some and instructing our producers unless we find
statistics in regard to New Zealand, deal- markets for them? We must, in conjuncing with the period from 1892, when she tion with this Bill, make an effort to open
first introduced closer settlement, up to up markets for our produce. There is no
1902. I take up to the end of 1902 to use whatever in placing people on the land
illustrate fairly the features of settlement t'O starve. I \~.ould like to draw attenthere. Their 'Year-Book give.s the figures tion to the large amount of proro the 31st of March, 1903, and the duce for which we can get no
statistics to the end of 1902 are the market.
The hay produced this year
nearest possible indication with regard amounts to about 1,2II,000 fons; the
to the population. I took the trouble amount consumed in Victoria is about
to inquire into the increase of population 500,000 tons, and the surplus available is
in New Zealand and in Victoria during that 7 II,OOO tons. That is a very large congesperiod, that is fwm 1892 to 1902. New tion, arid it largely affects the interests I
Zealand had gained 158,000 persons, while represent. I would like to see a more enerVictoria had gained only 48,000, and that· getic effort made by the Government to find
gain was largely a gain of infants.
We an outlet for this produce.
had lost, in able-bodied men, something
Mr. TouTcHER.-Get our General Agent
like 140,000 in the same interval. These
able-bodied men, as producers alone, are to do it.
Mr. ELMSLIE.-What would it cost in
worth £30 a year, and they take away from
.
the country from £50 to £100 each. As- cablegrams?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-But we must not
suming that 50 per cent. of them were educated at the expense of this country, honor- think of hay only. Take the fruit industry.
able members can make a calculation to There was a cablegram in the Argus of the
ascertain the financial loss to this countrv 16th July last, referring to apples of the
caused by their emigration. New Zealand Tasmanian and Australian fruit-growers.
therefore made great strides in that period, They exported 703,000 cases, and suffered
and I attribute it very largely to the induce- a loss of £50,000 on the transaction. This
ments offered by the Government there goes to show us that we must not only spend
for closer settlement. I could get a money to place people on the land, and to
long list of mv own acquaintances in New educate them, but that we must go a step
Zealand and Western Australia who would further, and find an export market, and see
never have left us had we a system such as that the man who works on the land, or who
that adopted in New Zealand. There is is engaged in any other industry or trade,
one important thing I would like to refer shall not be robbed of the fruits of his
to, namely, our timber lands. I am abso- toil by the intervention of any middlemen.
lutely 'Opposed to men being placed in the In regard to the lanos available in Victoria,
midst of our forests to destroy timber which I would like to refer to Coghlan. It has
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been stated that New ZealaI1d has a better
climate than ours, and that there is more
good land available there.
Mr. ·~dURRAY.-C ogltlan is no longer fr.:'garded as a statistical authority.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I was not aware
of that until the honorable gentleman informed me at it. I may say that I was
right in the conclusion I arrived at that
there is as much land available here as in
New Zealand. I think I may now ask for
an adjournment, and I beg, therefore, to
moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until the following day.
JuSTICES ACTS FURTHER
A~,fE:\D11ENT BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legisla.
tive Council, and, on the motion of Sir
SA:\IUEL G TLLOTT, \yas read a first
time.
SUPPLY OF HANSA.RD TO
~IEMBERS.
~Ir.

Ml1RRA Y move.]-

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. ELMSLIE said that some time ago
th,; Treasurer promised honorable members
an extra supply of Hansard, in view of the
enlarged constituencies. Some honorable
members had received numerous requests
for Hansard, and had made application
for extra copies, but the Government
Printer had refused to give. any more than
the usual dozen. vVould the Minister of
Lands see that members got a few extra
copies, in view of the larger constituencies
they now represented?
~[r. MURRAY stated that he would
bring the matter under the notice of the
Treasurer, and remind him of his promise.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at seventeen
minutes past ten o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE A SSEMBL Y.
Wednesday, August 3, 190 4.
The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
LAKE

HINDMARSH ABORIGINAL
LA)JD BILL.
Mr. MURRAY presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor recomSETTLE~fENT

A rnendment Bill.

mending an appropriation from the consolidated revenue for the purposes of a
Bill'to provide for the resumption by the
CrOWD of the Lake Hindmarsh Aboriginal
Settlement land.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration on Tuesday, August 9.
CYANIDE PATENT.
Mr. LAWSON movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing-(I) The amount paid by the Stafe for
the purchase of, and in connexion with, the cyanide patent; (2) the amount received by the State
in royalties from cyaniders; (3) whether it is proposed. to discontinue the practice of .charging
royaltIes.

He said that perhaps th'e Minister of
Mines might speak to the motion, and giye
the House the information, so that it would
be placed on record.
?\ir. ~IcLEOD.-As the motion contains
a question of policy, perhaps I might be
allowed to give the information direct. The
amount paid for the purchase of the cYanide patent was £20,000. The amount
received by the State in royalties from
licensees is £14,774. With regard to the
third portion of the return, which asks
whether it is proposed to discontinue the
practice of charging royalties, I may state
that prior to the Government purchasing
the patent, all persons using it were
charged 5 per cent. By Act 1648, the Government paid £20,000 in purchasing the
right to use the cyanide patent in the State,
and by section 10 of that Act the royalty
was to cease when that £20,000 had been
repaid to the revenue. The Government
have no intention of altering that arrangement, or of bringing in a Bill to alter section 10 of that Act, because we consider it
has been a verv favorable concession to
the mining indu~try. Licensees have only
had to pay a royalty of 2! per cent., and,
moreover, they are not charged the interest
which the country has paid upon the
£20,000.
When that £20,000 is repaid
to the revenue, without calculating interest,
the royalty charge lapses by the operation
of the Act, and the Government have no
intention whatever of bringing in a Bill
altering. that arrangement. It is not intended to discontinue the practice of
charging royalty until the whole of the
purchase money has been paid into revenue.
The motion was agreed to.
:Mr. McLEOD then laid on the table a
return in compliance with the order.

Private Jfembers' Business.
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PRIVATE MEMBERS' BUSINESS.
~1r. BENT moved That the sessional order fixing the order' of
business on \V ednesda y be suspended for this
evening, in order to allow Government business
to be proce~ded with during the whole of the
sitting.

He said that he was very much obliged to
the honorable member for Stawell for
agreeing to this' motion. He had promised
to afford the honorable member a good opportunity of bringing on the motion standing in his name, relating to the address to
the King on the matter of the appointment
of future State Governors. He also made
the same promise to the honorable member
for Carlton regarding his motion for the
Sunday opening of the Public Library,
Museum. and Art Galleries. That honorable member had, upon more than one oc-'
casion, allowed him the opportunity of
bringing on Government business on Wednesday evening, and he would take good
care that the honorable member would also
have a fair opportunity of bringing his
motion forward.
~1r. TOUTCHER asked the Premier
if he would fix a dav for the discussion of
the motion for an address to the King on
the question of the appointment of future
State Governors? He understood that the
Premier regarded that motion as very important, and, personally, he thought it
was only the complement of the resolution
that the House recently carried.
Mr. BENT.-I cannot name a day, but
it will be very shortly.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that it
was no new thing to pass a motion to aHow
Government business to be continued on
Wednesday evening, but it was rather a
serious thing for private members to lose
their opportunities of bringing business forward. He was not going to object to the
motion on this occasion, but the Premier
knew that very frequent 1y, although time
might be granted for private members'
business, the opportunity for bringing a
matter forward never arose.
Mr. BENT.--The opportunity will arise.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST said he had no
reason to doubt the Premier's intentions
at all, but even if those intentions were
the best in the world, sometimes the state
of public business would not permit of
time being devoted to matters brought forward by private members, or, if it did permit it, it was at a time when it was of no
:advantage.
A 'considerable period was
necessary to enable Bills brought forward
by private members to go before another
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place with any chance of passing, and,
therefore, he would like to see proper opportunities afforded to private members
very early in the session, and not late in
the session.
'
1\1r. BEAZLEY asked the Premier if
he would allow any private member, who
had a notice of motion for the introduction
of a Bill, to move that motion now, in order
to get the Bill printed?
Mr. BENT.-Yes.
The motion was agreed to.
UNCLAIMED FUNDS BILL.
Mr. BEAZLEY moved for leave to introduce a Bill to pro~ide for giving publicity to information relating to unclaimed
funds, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, :;tnd read
a first time.
TRA~1WAYS

ACT (PART IV.)
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. BENT moved for leave to introduce
a Bill to amend Part IV. of the Tramways
Act 1890,.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
WILD DOGS ACT 1901 REVIVAL
AND CONTINUANCE BILL.
Mr. MURRAY moved for leave to introduce a Bill to revive and continue the Wild
Dogs Act 1901.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
'FOXES DESTRUCTION BILL.
Mr. MURRAY moved for leave to introduce a Bill to amend the law relating to
the destruction of foxes.
The motion was' agreed to.
The Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
WELSHPOOL TRAMWAY BILL.
Mr. BENT moved the second reading of
this Bill. He said-This Bill is simply
to provide for the application of the sum
of money which already appears in the
schedule of the Surplus Revenue Bill. I
believe it was unnecessary to bring this Bill
in, because I understand that the Surplus
Revenue Bill itself gives full power, but
I thought it was only right, as this is a
railway or tramway Bill, to bring the matter in this way before the House. It is
proposed to construct a line of tramway
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fram the Welshpool railway station to the
Weishpool jetty...:..-a distance of nearly three
miles. I believe there are about 50 fishing
boats at Welshpool, and a tremendous lot
of fish are caught. The road is almost impassable at all times of the year. I went
down there and saw the place, and I think
everybody admitted that this little bit of a
tram should be made. In addition to that,
I have received a report from Mr. Macleal1,
the Engineer of Ports and Harbors; who informs me that Welshpool can be made into
a very good harbor indeed. The fishermen
go across from there to Tasmania, and, altogether, it is a very.lively little port. J
mentioned this matter in connexion with
the Surplus Revenue Bill, and I simply
reiterate now what I said upon that occasion. The total sum will be under £3,000.
It is to be a horsf: tramway, and we intend
to obtain a revenue that will be more than
4 per cent. on the cost of construction, and
provide for a sinking fund besides, in addition to paying working expenses. The
item in the schedule of the Surplus Revenue
Bill, referring to this matter, is "26Welshpool T.ramway, £3,000."
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-Since I am considerably interested in this matter, inasmuch as it is in my constituency, and I
know a good deal about it, I should like
to give honorable members a little more infonmation. In the first place, where the
Welshpool jetty is at the present time is one
of the best harbors in the south of Victoria.
It can accommodate boats of a very considerable draught, and a great number of
the fishing boats there are supplied with
oil engines, and fish in the deep waters.
They go as far as King Island, and there
they have to pay to the Tasmanian Government a licence-fee of f. 10 per annum.
That, in itself, is a considerable hardship,
but there is a far greater hardship than
that, because after the fishermen, in pursuing their very arduous and very dangerous
calling, have secured the fish, their greatest
difficulty is to get it to market. As the
Premier has said, the road is execrable, and
it is in such a district that no shire council
would ever dream of constructing it, because there is no rateable property between the Welshpool jetty and the Welshpool railway station. Honorable members
can imagine the kind of country over which
the fishermen have to go, when I say that
it costs them as much to bring their produce from the jetty to the railway station
as it does to take it fram the railway station to Melbourne. Of course, at times the
fishermen are unlucky, but in many cases
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they are lucky, and then as much as thirteen
tons of fish has been caught by one boat.
I am very sorry to say that in a great number of instances tons upon tons of the fish
have had to be thrown over-boa:rd after
they have been brought to the port, because of the want of means of transit, and'
the state of the road leading to the station.
, Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-"Till this
tramway go along the main· road? Will it
touch any private property?
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-It is not private
property a long the road.
Mr. BENT.-It is nearlv all Government
land.
Mr. LIVINGSTON. - This tramway
will do away with all that difficulty, and
the fishermen will really get the beri'efit of
all their labour. The revenue derived by
the railway from this traffic was about
£5 00 during the last twelve months. Any
kind of guarantee will be given for the
interest upon the cost of construction of
the tramway, and for a sinking fund, so
as to pay for the work eventually, and also
that the working expenses shall be paid,
because there is every prospect that Port
Welshpool must eventually become one of
the pleasure resorts of the State. It is
very convenient to Melbourne, and there is
plenty of fishing and plenty of boating,
and all manner of sport. It is onl v an
hour's trip from Port Welshpool acro'ss to
the Promontory, where sportsmen can get
any kind of sport they please.
Mr. BROMLEY.-How many miles is it
from Melbourne?
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-About 120 miles.
I d~sire to point out what a shocking waste
it is that this valuable product-fishshould have to be thrown overboard, when
it could be brought into the city at a reasonable rate.
While on that point, I
should like to draw the attention of the
Premier to the very great disadvantage
that the p~tting of the fish-hawkers off the
Melbourne streets is to fishermen generally.
Mr. BENT.-What has that got to do
with this Bill?
1\1r. LIVINGS'tON.-I mentioned it
incidentally, because here we have verv
plentiful supplies of fish that can b~
brought to Melbourne, and there is no medium in Melbourne whereby the people can
procure it at a reasonable price for cons.umption, so th~t it becoIlles really an artIcle of luxury, mstead of, as it should be.
~n. article of every-day use. Although thi~
IS mtended to be a horse-tram, I should be
glad if the Premier could see his way to put
a motor on this line.
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The object of this Bill is to confer a benefit on the people whom the honorable m,ember for Gippsland South so well repres~nt?,
that is, the deserving fishermen; but It IS
necessary to do good to other workers, and
consequentl y I trust that th.e Min~s~er C?f
Railways will incorporate thIS proVISIon m
the Bill.
If not I shall have to move that
it be inserted iii Committee.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Every
member is going to support the Bill, as
this work is highly desirable.
I ~ g~ad
to see that the Government are bnngmg
the measure forward so early, so that it
mav get to another place, and the work
be "undertaken as soon as possible.
I
rose to call attention to the fact that one
of the reasons urged by the rChief Secretary for the early passage of the Surplus
Revenue Bill, and by some supporters of
the Government, was that employment might
be given to a large number of our citizens
. who are out of work. The Surplus Revenue Bill was sent to another place, but
unfortunately that rChamber adjourned
early last evening, so that the Bill is not
likely to become law as soon as was anIf there is any lengthy debate
ticipated.
in another place on the measure the prospect of being able to give employment to
a large number of citizens at an early date
is not likely to be realized.
I would like
to ask the Minister of Railways to have all
the plans. and specifications of the different works pushed on with the greatest possible expedition, so that when the Bill becomes law the works may be undertaken
without delay at a time when, employment
is most necessary, and when the pinch is
most felt.
:Mr. BENT.-When we get into ·Committee I will answer that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
strongly in favour of the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I think the
suggestion made by the. honorab!e ~ember ,
for Stawell is a ,(ery WIse one, m VIew of
our experience of late as to the wages paid
in some cases.
If it is found necessary, I
shall certainly move in Committee that a
certain wage shall be paid to the men employed on the work, and that their hours
of labour shall be limited.
As to the
complaint made by the honorable member
for Port Melbourne the other night, information has been given to me in connexion
with the wages paid.
The fact the honProvided that no employe shall be paid less orable member stated was contradicted by
than 7s. per day of eight hours, nor shall be
employed for more than 48 hours in anyone the Minister of Railways, but the contradiction was not true.
week.
Mr. BENT.--The Bill provides for a line
of railwav or tramway.
Mr. L"rVINGSTON.-It would be a
great advantage to have something of th~t
kind. I am perfectly satisfied that thIS
will be a thoroughly payable concern.
When there was some doubt as to this tramway being constructed a number. of the
boats left that port, but now, smce the
fishermen have seen from the daily press
that there is a probability of its being constructed those boats have refurned, and not
only th~t, .but a conside!able addition is
contemplated to the fishmg fleet of that
locality. There is also another port down
yonder which might be made of very great
use to the fishenmen. That is Toora. .!
trust that later on the Premier will see his
way to make a road .connecti!1 g the Toora
jetty with the Toora townshIp.
.
Mr. BENT.-No fear.
Mr. LIVINGSTON.-That work would
hel p the fishermen of th.~t di..:;trict, and
assist to reduce the cost of fish to the people
of Melbourne and Ballarat and other centres. The .work would only co~t from
£200 to £300, and the townspeople of
Toora are prepared to contribute about
half. I f that connexion is made, the port
of Toora will become another rendezvous
for the fishermen of the district. I trust that
the House will agree that the work to be
authorized by this Bill is a thoroughly
genuine project.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-The other day,
when the schedule of works in the Surplus
Revenue Bill was under consideration, I
submitted a new clause for inclusion in that
Bill to the effect that the minimum wage
sho~ld be ·provided for in regard to. all
works carried out by contract, or otherWIse,
involving the expenditure of public money.
The Premier and several honorable members sitting behind the Government thought
that IIllV proposal in this clause was rather
sweepi~g, and said~ or, at all events, led
me to believe that If my proposal was restricted to ce;tain works its adoption might
be ratified by the Gover?ment.
I fin?, in
looking thmugh the BIll, that there IS no
provision made for any. wage whatev.er.
The Bill will allow sweatmg, and I thmk
sweating is likely to .creep in unless there
is a provision inserted to protect the m~n.
I ask the Minister of Railways to gIVe
consideration to the insertion of a clause
such as the following:-
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Mr. BENT.-And it is still contradicted.
But what has that to do with this Bill?
~ir. PRENDERGAST.-It has a good
deal to do with it. It is one reason why a
clause should be embodied in this Bill, so
that we shall not have one thing promised
by the Railway Department and another
carried out.
Mr. WATT.-I understand that the object of the honorable member for Stawell
is to have the minimum _vage paid to those
employed in the construction of the line.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That is so.
Mr. W ATT.-Surely the honorable member will not attempt to include in hi? proposal the men who operate the line, for the
line is to be run bv the Railwavs Commissioners, and the n;.en operating it will be
the ordinary employes of the Department.
If the honorable member intends that the
Commissioners should pay these men the
minimum wage for 48 hours a week, then it
should apply to all the railway employes.
It would be futile to take three miles of
railway al1d enforce certain labour conditions in connexion with it, whilst disregarding the 3,000 other miles of railways that
we have.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It IS necessary to
start somewhere.
Mr. W ATT.-But do not start at the
tail.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We can do it in connexion with this line now.
Mr. WATT.-If the honorable member
has the sentiment of Parliament behind
him he can do it in regard to all the lines.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-We intend to
try to get an" instalment, anyhow.
:Mr. WATT.-There is one matter I do
not understand, and that" is in connexion
with clause 8. Under that clause "it is proposed, for the first time, to take land for
railway purposes without allowing compensation.
?\lr. BROMLEY.-I do not intend to
oppose this Bill in any way, for I think it
is a wise measure.
I know the district
well, and I know that the fishermen are
greatly in need of a railway or a tramway.
It is a fact that an immense amount of fish
in that district is destroyed, and I am
afraid that even when the line is constructed
the destruction will not cease.
Unfortunately, we have a fish" ring" in Melbourne,
which limits the supply placed on the market in order to keep up the present abnormal prices. As an honorable member justly
remarked, the removal of- the fish-hawkers
from S\vanston-street is a great" public
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calamity, so far as the poor people are concerned. In constructing this line, the
Minister of Railways should see that this
iniquitous "ring" is broken up, so as to
make the line pay, and give an opportunity
to the citizens to obtain" fish at low prices.
I fear the line will never pay whilst the
" "ring i., is in existence. It is therefore the
duty of the Government to try to devise
some means to break up the "ring."
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was as follows;The expenditure for the construction of the said
line shall not exceed £3,000.
/

Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to know if the cost included equipment
as well as construction?
Mr. BENT.-Construction only.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that in that
case the "line would cost considerably more
than £3,000.
Mr. BENT.-No, it will not.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he would
like to know if the construction included
the cost of the rails?
Mr. BENT.---It includes everything, except the trucks and the horses.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that in that
case the line must cost considerably more
than £3,000.
Mr. BENT said that the estimated cost
of the line was £2,500, but he had placed
£3,000 in the Bill.
He would not -consent to any wage clause being inserted.
The amount of labour involved was verv
small, and this was one of the works o~
which the men employed deserved to get
7s. a day, but he would not have that
placed in the Bill.
The work was of that
character that would entitle men to 7s. a
day, and good men would get 7S. a day.
Mr. TOUTCHER observed that the
Minister of Railways 11ad qualified his
statement by saying that good men would
receive 7S.
He believed it was the wish
of the Minister of Railways· that 7s. a
da y should be the amount for skilled men,
whilst other men mig~t receive only 4S. and
4S. 6d., as on the Walhalla railway.
A
wage of 4S. or 4S. 6d. was not sufficienf for
any man.
No matter how weak and
fragile a man was, if he did eight hours of
hard work, a wage of 4S. or 4S. 6d. was
not sufficient.
It was a most palpable
case of sweating on the part of the" Government to employ any man at such a wage
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as 4s. a day. To show the Minister of Railways that he (Mr. Toutcher) was sincere,
and did care more than a tinker's curse-Mr. BENT.-I did not use the word
" curse" ; I said" tinker's," and then hit
the table.
Mr. TOUTCHER said that anyone who
knew the origin of the expression knew that
the word to fill in the blank was" dam"a little reservoir containing the tinker's
solder. In order to' give the Government
supporters the opportunity, which they
said was denied to them the other night, of
being able to vote for the payment of the
minimum wage on certain works in the
schedule to the Surplus Revenue Bill, he
would move the amendment to Wh1Ch he
had referred.
He ventured to think that
the :Minister of Railways, by what he had
stated, was going to pay the men who could
earn far more than 7s. a day, and perhaps
were worth lOS. a dl:l:Y, a wage of 7s. He
begged to move- .
That the following words be added to the
clause :-" Provided that no employe in the construction or otherwise shall work more than 48
hours in' anyone week, nor be paid less than
7s. a day."

Mr. WATT.-What do you mean by
" otherwise"? Do you incl\lde those operating the line'?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes.
Mr. BENT observed that the statement
,var, made bv the honora.ble member for
Port Melboli'rne the other night, and was
apparently repeated by the honorable member for Stawell to-night, that 70 men
were knocked off the Walhalla line. Even
if the lot were knocked off, it would only
, be carrying out the wish of some members
on the Opposition side of the House. The
following was the official reply:\Vith reference to the statements made' as to a
large number of men having been discharged
from the above line; I have to report that, owing
to the stoppage of the work beyond 10 miles
from Moe, about 70 men, who were employed
beyond that point, were ordered to square up
their 'work for measurement, and do no more on
that part.
\Vhen this was done, 2.8 of the men
applied to the officer in charge-Mr. 'Beauchampfor all money due to them, with the object of
leaving the works, and returning to Melbourne.

One of the reasons why the men wanted to
get back was because he insisted that every
one of them should send half of his wages
to his wife and family, and fney did not
like it.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is a gross libel
on the character of the workmen of this
country.
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Mr. BENT said it was the same kind of
libel that the honorable member had used.
,Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 would not be
guilty of it.
Mr. BENTMr. Beauchamp states that he offered them further employment on the earth works on the first
part of the line as soon as the necessary horses
and drays, which had been sent for, should arrive, but they declined to take it, and drew their
money find left.

He was told by the House not to have the
line constructed beyond -the ten miles, but
next morning he told Mr. Kernot not to
knock the ·men off.
Mr. Beauchamp having made every reasonable
effort to keep the men on the works, reported the
matter to me, and supplied a list of the names.
Yesterday four more men, who were making
good earnings near Moe, left the job without
finishing their work. Movements of men like these
occur at times on all our works i many of the
. men from town grow r~stless after a spell in the
bush, and the expectation of other works being
started also affects them, especially when these are
near Melbourne. I propose to fill the places of
the men who left by calling for others from the
Labour Bureau. Copies of Mr. Beauchamp'S reports are attached; also a statement of the earnings of the men on the line.
(Signed) MAURICE E. KERNOT.
Memo. for the Acting Engineer-in-Chief.
Between twenty-five and thirty men are leaving for Melbourne by this evening's train. I have
told them if they wait for a few days, until some
drays arrive, work will be found for them, but
they declined to wait. I expect a sufficient number of drays will arrive by the end of the week
to start three cuttings at about three miles and
one at eight miles. I will send a list of the
men who have left, and think that others should
be given the work that these men have refused,
if anv additional men are required.
.
(Signed) G. F. BEA("CHA~IP.

He had mentioned to the House that, the
Rev. Mr. Edgar had reported to bim that
there were hundreds of men in Melbourne
almost starving, and that he took upon himself, at some risk, to send them to work on
the Moe line, telling the officer to pay
them 6s. 6d. a day, and that if there were
any men not up to the mark to pay them
according to that rate. This was the result-
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Highest earnings on piece.work, 7s. 2~d. per
day.
68 men made between 6s. and 7s. 2id. per
day.
'
63 men made between 55. and 65. per day.
38 men made between 45. and 55. per day.
26 men made between 3s. and 4S. per day.
2 men made less than 3s. per day.

When he found men were getting only 3s.
or 4s. a day, he said he did not think that
was enough for anybody, and he put on IS.
a clay. The memo. continuedThe piece-work rates are all fixed so that
efficient industrious Jlen can average 65. 6d. per
da y; the rate for ordinary side-cutting, wheeJed
with barrows into embankment, is 7.d. per cubic
yard.
The low earnings are due to slow work by a
large number of the men sent from Melbourne,
who were deserving but not strong, and they
asked to be allowed to earn what they could
make at piece-work.
·Work done to date: Clearing-9 miles;
Earth-work-Side cutting started with barrows
and planks at numerous places along first I I '
miles of line; Sleepers-Hewing started on first
6 miles of line.
(Signed)
M. E. K.
Acting Engineer·in·Chief.

Then the Acting Engineer-in-Chief gave
the following information:AV:ERAGE EARNINGS OF WORKlIIEN.

NumiJer
of
Men.

Average
earnings
per day.

96
144
197

4
5
5

s.
1st fortnightly period
2nd fortnightly period
3 rd fortnightly' period
Total

...

437 Gen. average 5

d.
II
10~

7~
6~

The low average is owing to a large proportion
of men being sent up who were evidently
unable to ';vork efficiently at clearing and .navvy
work, but who asked to be ~llowed to go and
make what they could at pIece-work, at rates
based on 6s. 6d. per day for efficient men.
Good workers are making 6s. 6d. per day or over
at the rates fixed.

could not. Then there was a further telegram from Moe to the Engineer-in-Chief,
dated 29/7 /04. It statedDray work started to-day. More drays will be
put on early next week. No occasion for men
leaving.

Then there was a further telegram from
Mr. Beauchamp to the Acting Engineer-inChief, bearing the same date. It was as
follows : I telegraphed Newing and others' contract was
for clearing at 12~ miles, where work has been
stopped. The gang refused further work. My
report of 25th applies to these men. Als~, many
of these men left with money in their hands, refusing to pay storekeeper. I also telegraphed
dray.work started to.day; more drays will be
put on early next week ;. no occasion for men
leavirig. I now add that all the men who were
knocked off beyond 10 miles were told that work
would be found for them as soon as drays could
be obtained. Many of these men are hurrying
to Melbourne on the chance of getting work on
the Northcote line, from what I hear. A few
said they wish to return here.

Then he gave another list, after which he
wrote~

I asked these men when they were being paid
to-da y, if they were not going to wait till the next
cutting started, probably Monday, and they said
they had decided to leave.

In a telegram to the Engineer-in-Chief the
same officer statedMy report, men who left yesterday, Warne,
Adams, Brockett, Jensen, were working near Moe.
Had not cut out, and were earning good wages.

Mr. BEARD.-5s. a day.
Mr. BENT.-Oh, no. The amounts per
day were dealt with in the following report : ·Board of Land and Works
(Railway Construction Branch),
Engineer-in-Chief's Office,
Melbourne, 26th July, 1904.
MOE TO WALHALLA RAILWAY.
. Average earnings of Workmen.

Then the report gave the name of each man,
and what he was doing, and was signed by
G. F. Beauchamp. Then came the following telegram:N ewing and others' contract was for clearing
at 12~ miles, where work had been stopped.
This gang refused further work. My reports of
the 25th applied to these men. Also, many of
these men ·left with money in their hands, reo
fusing to pay storekeeper.

Mr. H. S. BENNETT (Ballarat West).They must be terrible people.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Some of them could
not get the money owing to them.
Mr. BENT said he was reading the official reports. Could any of the members
who were interjecting have done much
be.tter ?
He ventured to say they
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II
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Remarks.
The piece-work rates are fixed so that efficient
men may make 6s. 6d. per day. Those making
more :lre very strong quick workers. The men
making low rates are weak, inexperienced, or
slow; they asked to be allowed to go on the line
to make what earnings they could.
The quantity of side cutting excavated by indio
vidual men varies from 5 to 17 cubic yards per
day.
MAURICE

E.

KERNOT,

Acting Engineer-in-Chief.

At first this work took the skin off the
men's hands, but when their hands got very
hard, they earned more remuneration. It
would be observed that the average all
round was 5s. 9d. per day, and not 4S. per
day, and that nine men 0uring the last fortnightl y period earned between 8s. and 8s.
lod. per day. Let the honorable member
for Jika Jika put that in his pipe and
smoke it.
Mr. BEARD.-Nine men.
Mr. BENT said that, instead of thanking
him for taking· these men off the streets, the
honorable member was carping at what had
been done. As he· had previously informed
the Committee, he increased the pay of the
men who earned only 4S. a day, or less, to
5s. a day, and he had got not only their
thanks, but their eyerlasting prayers.
Mr. COLECHIN. - . What were their
prayers-" God help us " ?
Mr BENT said he had the papers in his
pocket long ago, and had expected that the
matter \yould come up again. If there were
an election to-morrow, the La~our members
would not get 50 votes from these men.
There was a lot more, but he would not
waste the time of the House by reading it,
because the Labour members were only
chaffing him.
The Committee would observe from these official papers that the
rates actually paid were considerably
higher than the rates those honorable members had spoken of.
The Government did
not give instructions that there should be
anything less than 6s. 6d. a :day paid, and
the average in that particular Act was only
to be 7S. a day, including sleeper hewers,
and men engaged in putting down the rails.
These men had been getting more than the
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average put in the Act relating to the Moe
line.
He had shown that the statements
made by the honorable member for Port
Melbourne were hardly correct, and he
should think that, instead of censuring,
they ought to praise the action of the present Government for finding those poor
men work before the consent of Parliament was obtained.
He might inform
the honorable member for Allandale, in
answer to his statement, that in anticipation of the Surplus Revenue Bill passing
another place, he had given instructions
for the plans for the various works to be
prepared; in fact he did so the very morning after the Bill "passed this Chamber.
In addition, he had stated that the local
men must have first consideration, that he
would not send men from Melbourhe to
various country districts, because there was
plenty of work for them in the metropolis.
He had found that .men left work up there
to come to town. He could prove it.
Now, he did not propose to send a single
man from Melbourne into those country disHe intended that the local
tricts at all.
councils should get th,e money allotted to
He
them in the way he had indicated.
had provided £80,000 for the Flindersstreet station, and £60,000 for engines and
trucks.
'When he was' told that truckmakers and engine-men were out of employment, he advanced £20,000, so that
work might be put in hand at once.
He
could assure honorable members that he
had taken a lot of trouble and undergone
a lot of anxiety in deciding as to the
\vav in which ,he should distribute the
mo~ey.
He did not seek to obtain working men's votes, but to proceed conscientiHe tried to do his
ously in the matter.
best, and the action of the House in supporting what he had done clearly indicated
that he had no desire to give a preference
If honorable
to one place over another.
members would go through the various
items they would observe that the money
had been allocated to the' best advantage,
with a desire to improve the localities
where it was to be spent, and provide employment for the workers.
Sometimes he
felt hurt when men who believed in their
hearts that he had done his best made
statements of a disagreeable character,
simply for the sake of "pulling his leg."
If that was not their reason, he did not
know what they made those statements for.
With regard to this line, only £3,000 was
involved, of which not more than £500
or £600 would be spent. in labour. This
work was to be carried out in wet and dirty
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country, and ordinary navvies would be
employed at 7S. per day~ but he would not
permit, as far as he was concerned, one
line of that humbug about the minimum
wage to be inserted in this Bill.
Mr. TOUTCHER stated that, by leave,
he would omit from his amendment the
words " or otherwise."
The amendment was amended accordingly. ,
jIr. ,PRENDERGAST remarked that
the statements of the men who had re·
turned from the work on the Walhalla line
were at variance with the statements of the
officers of the Constructi'On Branch of the
Railway Department. ' Those men had
averaged very small wages, although they
did ~ot go up there with soft, but with
hard. hands, fit to do such work. When
they arrived in Melbourne they stated that
during the whole of the time they were on
that 'work they we,re unable to earn proper
wages.
They were dismissed on a Sunday afternoon, and no intimation was conveyed to them that there was any other
work to go to on that job.
They had h)
walk in, because they did not get their
money, and some of them had not received
it yesterday. He would read the following
memo.:Board of Land and Works,
, Railway Construction Branch,
Spencer-street,
22/7/ 1 904'
Moe to Walhalla Line.
Memo. for, Messrs. ,V. Rounds, J. Tinharm, T. Mason,
S. Rositer, J. Newing,
Please note that your contract for clearing
\>etween 11/30 and 11/70 is hereby cancelled.
G. F. BEAL'CH.UIP.

Mr. BENT.-That is right.
I\I'r. PRENDERGAST said the men
asked whether there was any other work for
them, and were told there was not. He
had a statement of one man who worked
on the job six weeks and four days, and in
that time only managed to get 28 days' work.
Mr. }IAcKEY.~What was the weather
like?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that made
no difference to his argument.
Mr. MACKEY.-But the men could not
work in certain weather.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that in
giving the averase rate of wage the Go·
vernment ought to state the number of days
the men worked, because otherwise the information misled the House and the
country.
l"1r. BENT.-I, read it; there it is in
the report.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST said the Treasurer stated that '43 men earned between
5S. and 6s. a day, but how many days
did they work, and how long were they
on the .job? The honorable gentleman
did not state that. The men could not
work there on' certain days, and yet the
Minister said they ought to stop there for
a wage of 5s. or 6s. a day on the days
they could work.
To state an extreme
case, there might be a week in which they
could onlv work one dav.
Mr. M~cKEY.-Are they to be paid 7s.
a day for six days in that case?
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was contending that the Government should not
make use of the average to prove a position that did not exist. '
Mr. McLEoD.-The average is for the
days they work.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said that one
man who worked six weeks and four days
got only £6 I7s. 8d. after the payment for
his tent and tools and the weekly allowances to his wife were deducted. That man
said he never spent anything while he was
on the job, and, although he sailed a~ close
to the wind as possible, he had no money
to enable him t'O get away when he was dismissed, and he owed some money to the
storekeeper.
The Department rightfully
deducted from his earnings the amount that
had been paid to his wife to maintain herself and her children.
That was a proper
arrangement.
Long ago the labour representatives insisted that a portion of each
man's earnings should be paid to his wife.
But the man in question could not pay the
storekeeper, because the Government had
sweated him to such an extent that he did
not .earn enough tQ keep himself there and
his wife and children in town.
The Government should not boast that they had
given all those men work and that the
Labo'ur members would not do anything
for them.
He ventured to say that when
the Opposition got into power-and it ,was
going to do so very soon, because the
writing was on the wall, the shadow was
overhanging the Government now-they
would not make an open brag that they
had found men work for wages that
would not keep them in bread and butter.
The men in question had worked for years
for private employers, had received fair
wages, and had had no complaints made
about their work; but the records of the
Department would prove that they had been
employed on the, Walhalla line on terms
that would not enable them to earn bread
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and butter for themselves and their families, If an inquiry was granted it ought to be
because of the meanness with which they an independent one. He did not care whom
had been treated, and they had been so the Government appointed to make that intreated because the men who were re- quiry, as long as he was not a partis~n of
sponsible for that treatment despised the either side of the House or of the RaIlway
Department.
If evidence was publicly
workers of this country.
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-No. You ought to ,be taken, honorable members and the people
also "'ould be able to decide on which side
ashamed to say that.
1\1r. 'PRENDERGAST said it was per- the truth was. Up to the present he was
constrained to believe the statements of the
fectly true.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-¥OU heard. what the starving men on the streets of ),Ielbourne
in preference to any other statements that
Premier said.
Mr. PRE~DERGAST said he was re- had been made on the question in dispute.
1\1r. BENT remarked that he had asked
plying to what the Premier had said.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-You complain of lan- and obtained the permission of tl!e House
guage Ministers have used, and you are to devote the whole of the present sitting
to Government business, but there had been
using worse 1anguage.
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he was not. so much talk about this measure that he
He could not use words of a more foolish thought he had better move· that progress
character than those that came from the be reported, so that they might go on with
business.
He anticipated that this Bill
Ministerial side of the House.
might be dealt with in about ten minutes,
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-It is pure humbug.
~ir. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, in con- but, under the circumstances, he would not
persevere with it any further on the prenexion with that work.
He begged to movesent occasion.
~lr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said he
That progress be reported.
rose to a point of order .. He would ask
the Chairman whether the term" pure humThe motion was agreed to, and progre~s
bug," applied to an honorable member.'s was reported.
remarks, was parliamentary.
PUBLIC pEBT CONVERSIO~ BILL.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-Yes.
Mr. J. W. BILLSON (Fitzroy) said it
Mr. SWINBURNE moved the second
might be from the Ministerial point of view, reading of this Bill. He said-I do not
but he submitted that it was not from the think that this little Bill will prove so
point of view of the House.
It is purely a
contentious as the last.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is it pos- formal measure. It deals with £457,000
sible for humbug to be pure at all?
worth of debentures, which have been in
The CHAIRMAN.-Heat is being en- the hands of the Trust Funds trustees as
gendered on both sides of the Chamber, and security for money advanced by those trusit would be better all round if we had fewer tees to the Treasurer of the day. These
. interjections. The words" pure humbug," debentures have matured, and the Treasury
a pplied in .the sense in which they were Department is of opinion that, instead of
used, .as not parliamentary, and I ask the the £457,000 being added to the unfunded
Minister to withdraw them.
debt, other debentures, having a currency
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I withdraw them.
of thirty to fifty years, should be made out
Mr. PRENDERGAST said he never to' replace those that have matured. No
would press any man to withdraw from his interest has been received or paid on the
environment, but the Minister of Water debentures which have been in the hands of
Supply had withdrawn .. The position was the trustees, and as long as the trustees hold
this-that the statement that the men in the debentures they will be practically free
question had received fair wages was not of interest. The money has all been spent
true. He (Mr.' Prendergast) did not say on loan works in country districts, the Van
that that misstatement had been wilfully Yean \\"aterworks, the graving dock, and
made by the Premier. He did not believe the public offices.
the honorable gentleman would do such a
?\1r. PRENDERGAST.-I desire to
thing, but the Premier had been misled by point out that there are some peculiar fea·
his officers. Would the honorable gentle- tures in connexion with this Bill. This loan
man grant an inquiry by which it could be of £457,000 was to bear interest at 4 per
ascertained whether his (Mr. Prendergast's) cent., the amount being £18,280 a year,
and the men's statements. or the statements as set forth on page 10 of the Budget
of the departmental officers, were correct? papers. But the interest on this money has
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'never been paid.
It was originally intended by Sir Graham Berry, who was i!1
power at that time, to float a loan for the
purpose of meeting any deficit that might
arise, but it was found afterwards that the
money would not be needed. The debentures
were placed in the ha,nds of the Savings
Banks Commissioners, and put into the
Trust Funds, which are under the control of
the Commissiuners; but, although the whole
of the money has been used, there has never
been any interest paid on it.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-I explained. that no
interest has been received or paid.
Mr. FRENDERGAST.-That is a remarkable way of dealing with debentures.
I want -to see the interest in connexion with
these debentures paid into the Savings
Banks, so that our Trust Funds will not be
used without a quid pro quo. We are paying interest on money obtained in other
directions, but we have not paid interest on
this money during the whole period. I
observe. that clause 7 of this Bill provides
thatEvery debenture shall bear date th'e first day
of January, 1904, or such subsequent date as the
Governor in Council may direct, and shall bear
interest, payable at such times and at .such places
as may be speeihed in such debentures, at the
rate of £3 per centum per annum in respect of
the principal moneys mentioned therein ..

Well, a similar provision existed in the original Act, and yet the amount of interest
has not been paid.
~1r. SWINBURNE.-The clapse says the
Governor in Council " may" direct.
~1r. PRENDERGAST.-I have not seen
this provision in connexion with any other
item of finance. Interest at the rate of
£18,280 a year is still owing to the Trust
Funds on account of these debentures,
and we .should compel the whole of that
interest to be placed to the credit of the
Trust Funds.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-There is no interest
paid upon it, and no interest received.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The ,money
has been used all right.
Mr. SWINBURNE.-It has been spent.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This monev
~vas obtained in 1878, and interest at 4 pe'r
cent. has been due ever since, but the interest has not been paid at all. Apparently,
this is simply a book transaction, and the interest shown is only for one year. It seems
remarkable that this kind of thing might
take pl,ace in connexion with many of those
items. I do not know how far it has gone,
and I should not have noticed this, but
for the asterisk.
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Mr. BENT.~That is made very plain.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not want
to raise any objections in connexion with
this matter. The honorable gentleman says
that it is made very plain, but the man
who reads as he runs could not take it as
bejng for one year.
The sum of £18,280
is put down, as the whole amount, but
there has been a multiplication 6f this
amount for twenty-five years. That is the
exact pos~tion in which the item should
stand in relation to the Bill n'Ow before the House. I do not wish to say anything, ,except to point out that this is a
most extraordinary way of doing business, and I hope that for the future interest will be paid in connexion with this
matter. It will be the duty of the Public
Accounts Committee, which is in charge
of. the Trust Funds-I see one or two
members of that committee present-to
look into that question, and see whether it
is not reasonable that the whole interest
should be demanded, and paid over to the
Trust Funds for the purpose of placing
the Trust Funds in a solvent position.
1\1r. WATT.-I think the House is indebted to the leader of the Opposition
for pointing this out.
At the present
time the Public Accounts Committee are
investing the Trust Funds slowly and
steadil y, and quite a number of interesting items are opening up, which probably
the House will be informed about later on ;
but I was not aware that these bonds, which
are the legacy of the" Berry-blight," were
not bearing the interest to which they were
entitled.
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-I said that interest
was neither received nor paid upon that.
Mr. WATT.-I did not know that the
honorable gentleman said that.
In fact,
I could not hear half of the honorable
gentleman's address.
I wish he would
emulate his more raucous chief, and give a
little more of his voice in this direction.
Mr. ·MCCUTCHEON.-It is the position
of the Speaker which requires him to speak
~way from you.
.
:Mr. WATT.--No one blames this or
any other Government in particular for
what has taken place, but for a period of
between 30 and 31 years, apparently since
the Trust Funds have contained this
amount, this interest of £18,280 has not
There is no
been either paid or credited.
compulsion to pay it into the bank at all,
but I am quite sure that the Treasurer
agrees with me that the interest should be
annuall y credited.
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1\-1r: BENT.-I will show you another
Trust Fund next week.
Mr . WATT.-That will be disbursed in
the interests of honorable members, perhaps.
In these cases, these items should
be annually credited with whatever they
earn justly.
1\1'r. SWINBURNE.-The Savings Banks
get interest regularly.
Mr. WATT.-We are paying on the
amount we owe them, and we should have
from whomsoever is concerned the interest
on the amount these bonds represent, whether at the rate of 3 per cent. or 4 per
cent., and it should be credited to the
Trust Funds trustees.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.With regard to this measure, my only
cause of complaint is that the Minister
should have brought it on so suddenly. It
would be more convenient for honorable
members if lve knew what business we
should have to deal with on coming to the
House. Last week's business-sheet showed
that the Closer Settlement Bill was to
come on on Thursday, but the Government
brought on the Surplus Revenue Bill, and
several honorable members, including myself, absented themselves under the belief
that the business-paper would be adhered
To-dav we have the business sheet
to.
with the Closer Settlement Bill on top, and
yet two new measures are sprung upon us.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-This is a very formal
matter.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But
the discussion has aroused a little feeling
in regard to these matters.
::\1r.. .\VATT.-We are all agreed' now
that it should be credited.
~Ir. PRENDERGAsT.-That is a matter
for the Public Accounts Committee.
?\'Ir. SWINBURNE.---A matter for the
Budget.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-As a
matter of fact no interest has been charged.
The reason has been, because the bonds were
never issued.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-N'O, no.
Mr. SWINBuRNE.-They are in the hands
of the Trust Funds trustees.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-As I
understand the matter, power was given to
Sir Graham Berry, in case there should be
a deficit.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-But he took the
money. The money was taken out, but the
bonds were not floated to recoup the amount
to the Savings Bank.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I understand that authority was given to issue
bonds, and that they were placed in the
hands of the Trust Funds trustees as
security. The Treasurer might have had to
come and say that, in anticipation of revenue, he wanted certain securities, and
-these might have been offered for sale, and
if sold, interest would have had to be paid.
Mr. W ATT.-Not sold, but pawned.
Mr. S WINBURNE.-All the money has been
spent on loan works.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That
is set forth on page 20 on the papers distributed on the occasion of the Budget of
1903-4, such as £457,000 in State debentures, £192,776 in State stock, and £85,654'
in loans to' municipalities, and the whole
amount is set forth at the end. I cannot
see that it was necessary that any interest
should be paid, because the bonds were not
sold. But the position is that new debentures are to be issued, and these will be
in our hands. The Treasurer rna y come
along and satisfy the Trust Funds trustees,
and they may dispose of them, and interest
will then be charged and debited to the
State.
1\1r. SWINBURNE.-That is right.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The amount of
money that has gone from the Savings
Banks is represented by State debentures.
The money has been used.
Mr. WATT.-Surely the honorable member should not speak again. It is an obje~tionable practice, and he should wait
until we get into Committee, when we may
have a chance of answering him.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member is not in order in speaking again. He
will have an opportunity of speaking again
in Committee.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 3, which was as follows:The Governor in Council may at any time cause
debentures' to be made out by the Treasurer of
Vidoria for any amounts of money not exceeding
in the whole the sum of Four hundred and fiftyseven fbousand pounds in the manner and subject
to the provisions hereinafter specified and contained,

Mr. PRENDERGAST said that he desired to point out that this money had
been used.
The debentures represented
certain assets in the Savings Bank.
The bank itself had a certain amount
of public money invested from all
directions, which it had to place against
that for the purpose of securing its
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account, or of showing an even ledger. It
would show on the one side that tnere was
so much cash, and on the other side there
would be items to, represent that cash. One
item would be this £457,000 of State debentures. Therefore, these debentures represented the cash in the Savings Bank,
and stood against the cash.
Mr. ~IuRRAY.-Is the money there?
:\Ir. PREKDERGAST said that the
money had been there, but the debentures
were there no,w in place of the money. These
were held in the event of a run on the Trust
Funds, which he could not conceive as a
control.
This
possibility with State
£457,000 ought to be met in cash, but the
. Treasurer would take this stock, and sell
it, and put the money into the Treasury.
The bonds would represent so much money
floated, and the money would disappear
into the State revenue.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 6, providing that principal and
interest were chargeable on the consolidated
reyenue,
Mr. McCUTCHEON stated that he
would indorse the remarks of the honorable
member for Essendon with regard to a
more lmsinesslike proceeding being adopted
in regard to the payment of all interest to
the Trust Funds. It was only by the papers
issued within the last two years or so that
the position in regard to the Trust Funds
had been placed in such a way that
honorable members or the Public Accounts
Committee could understand it.
He
therefore thought that th>ere ought to be
some little recognition of the change that
had been brought about in that respect.
He believed it began an era of better and
clearer finance, because honorable members
knew better now than in the past what was
the position of these funds.
It was to the
different mode of dealing with Treasury
matters that they were indebted for the information they now possessed.
Mr. PREKDERGAST said he would
like to know from the Treasurer whether it
was the intention of the Government to
credit the Trust Funds every year with the
interest on this money?
Mr. SWINBURNE remarked that, as
a matter of good finance, he quite agreed
with the honorable member that it would
be right to show the total amount of interest the State should pay on these loan
works, because a good deal of money which
had been spent was actually earning interest.
But it would be simply a matter of
bookkeeping, because, if the interest was
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paid to the Trust Funds trustees, the Trea- .
surer would have a surplus.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It would be
.
a regular cross entry.
Mr. SWINBURNE said it would only
be a book entry.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Why pay interest
on any other Trust Funds?
Mr. SWINBURNE said that these were
moneys deposited with the Government
upon which no interest \vas being paid.
The clause was agreed to.
On clause 9, providing that defaced debentures might be exchanged,
l\i(r. BOWSER remarked that he was out
of the House when the Minister gave his
explanation, but he understood that the
honorable gentleman had not yet pointed
out that on this money there had been paid
2 per cent. interest.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-To the depositors.
l\Ir. BOWSER said that during the
whole of the period the Government had
been paying 2 per cent. interest for every
farthing they used.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Oh, no.
Mr. BOWSER said that the Treasurer
went on the London market.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-He did not
go.
Mr. BOWSER said that the Treasurer
went on the market, but did not use the
debentures, and placed them in the hands
of the Trust Funds trustees, and was, he
understood, using the money which the
people had put into the Savings Banks.
He was paying interest for it during the
whole of that period at the rate of 2 per
cent., or thereabou~s.
Therefore he (Mr.
Bowser) could not see how it could be
claimed that no interest had been paid for
the money.
As the Minister had not
pointed that out, he (Mr. Bowser) thought
it right that he himself should do so.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the' report was adopted.
· On the motion of Mr. SWINBURNE,
the Bill was then read a third time.
CLOSER SETTLEMEKT BILL (No.2).
The debate on Mr. Murray's motion for
the second reading of this Bill (adjourned
from the previous day) was resumed.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Just prior to the
adjournment of the debate last night I expressed the opinion that there is as much
land available in Victoria for' the purpose
of closer settlement as there is in New
Zealand.
I did so" because an idea pre-
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"ailed in some directions that we have
not as much land in Victoria as there is in
New Zealand, and that Qur climatic conditions are not so good for the purpose of
insuring that this scheme will be a success.
I hold the opposite opinion, and
on reference to Coghlan, I find that my
opinion is indorsed.
It is shown that the
area of land neither alienated nor leased
in Victoria amounts to 14,943,30I acres,
and that in ~ ew Zealand the area is
26,576,617, so that we may reasonably assume that the balance suitable for settlement is about equal in both countries. We
may conclude that this land which is 110t
alienated or leased is either forest land or
land that is not quite habitable at the present moment.
:\lr. KEAST.-~ot all of it.
:\lr. ROBERTSON.-A great deal of
it.
There may be exceptions in the case
of small areas and small blocks, but, for
present requirements, it may be admitted
that the comparison is fair as illustrating
the opinion which I put forward.
I think
that in Victoria we have ample land for
the purposes of closer settlement on sound
lines from every point of view. I think
it was the honorable member for Gippsland East who argued that tne Governmentshould not resume land unless it is
in a district where there is an annual rainfall of 25 inches.
That, in my opinion,
would be too arbitrary altogether.
It is
all a question of how that rainfall is distributed during the year. We know that
in one district in Victoria, in a particular
year, there may be a rainfall of 20 inches,
and yet you may have a very successful
In the same district, with a
season.
rainfall of 26 inches, you may not have as
good results, as has been the case in mv
own district. As I have said, it is all
question of how the rainfall is distributed,
and it would be unwise to draw an arbitrary line in regard to rainfall in connexion with the land that may be fit for
closer settlement purposes.
There are a
few other matters which I desire to refer
to. It is held in some directions that, if
this Bill becomes law, it will cause a
greater over-production than obtains at
present.
,\Vhile with a small over-production we may come down to London
prices, as we will call them, still I contend that if \ye oyer-produce 50 times,
or 100 times, to the extent that we do at
the present day, we should not suffer any
material decline in the prices of, at least,
That is partiCl:llarl y so
certain products.
in the case of wheat and butter.
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Mr. KEAsT.-And beef.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-Yes, beef and
frozen lamb, which are products that
are bound to
take
an
important
place in our future export trade.
As illustrating what I mean, I may point
out that if you take wheat production, the
past season has been a record year in the
Commonwealth. The total production, I
believe, has been about 80,000,000 bushels.
That, I think, is only about 3 per cent. of
the world's wheat production, so that honorable members can see at once that it· is
only a drop in the bucket. If We oYerproduce wheat to the extent of, say,
1,000,000 bushels, we haye to take London prices.
If we under-produce by a
small quantity, as was the case in 1902,
when we had a yield of only 2,500,000
bushels, our farmers have to pay 6s. or 7S.
per bushel for their seed wheat. Therefore, a very small over-production brings
us on to London prices, whilst a very small
under-prcrduction causes a material rise
on the local market. I think it must be
apparent to every honorable member tl.lat
this over-production, with regard to wheat
at 1east, will not materially affect the price
of wheat in Victoria. The same applies
to butter, and butter is bound to come to
the fore, inasnluch as it is a product that
can be exported ·in a concentrated form.
It i~ an industry that involves intense
culture, and therefore gives a large amount
of work. These are the industries that we
should desire to establish in Victoria, until
such time as we can build up our manufactures to such an extent,,--that we will have
a large body of industrial consumers within our own borders. I find that in Denmark there· has been legislation such as we
are about to introduce.
Ever since the year
1849 the legislation of that country has
been directed towards the prevention of the
aggregation of large estates. Denmark is
a country that may be .held up as an example from a thrifty economic stand-point.
There, in the main islands, where they have
an area of 14,700 square miles, or about
one-sixth of our own area, they support a
population of two and a quarter millions,
and their exports of butter are enormous.
Most honorable members know that, of
course, without my referring to the figures.
There is another good feature \yith regard
to this measure, and I especially put it for·
ward, because there is no one who has more
respect for the rights of property than T
have. Those honorable members who oppose the compulsory clauses may feel, and
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no doubt do feel, that they are doing right,
but still I would advance this argument ftS
a reason why they should support the Government in this matter, viz., that a great
deal of the unrest, and a great deal of the
so-called extreme socialistic tendency at the
present time, is due to the fact that a large
number of the sons of our tradesmen, artisans, and farmers, when they corne of age,
cannot get profitable employment within
the State.
They form a sort of roving
p'opulation, and they are discontented.
Now, if you are going to increase the ranks
of' extreme Socialism, about the best possible
means ;you can adopt is to block this
Bill. In my opinion, it is a fair measure, which fairly conserves the right of
the individual, squatter though he may be
-and I have never been one to direct my
hand against the squatter. The squatters
of Victoria have carried this country
through the pastoral stage, and have done
their duty in the early development of the
State. They deserve all credit fo;: it. The
wool they have produced has been the best
that can be grown in the world, and it is
not for us at .this time of day to direct
a blow against a minority in the country,
whether that minority be poor, or whether
it be rich. Therefore, I say that, in supporting this measure, I feel sure that
any land that may be resumed under
it will be resumed at a fair price.
If the owner can show the board
that he is making a profit out of the
land, the board will undoubtedly buy it at
its proper market value. It may be that
in some cases the squatter will get 4 per
cent. on the money he has invested, and in
many instances that may be more than he
makes at present off the land. At the same
time, w~il~ the owner may get. this increased
return m mterest, the land wIll now be put
to a better use, and the people who go jnto
occupation of it will make, perhaps, 10
per cent. on the price they pay, and that
. is exactly the result we are trying to bring
about. They will have to make at least 6
per cent. in order to pay their instalments
of interest and sinking fund, so that I hold
that, those who go into occupation will be
compensated for their labour, and those
who go out of occupation will be compensated for their property, at its fair, market,
value. I feel that, in the' Bill as it stands,
there is, perhaps, nl)t so much to give away,
It
to another place as there might be.
would be a pity, indeed, if certain things
were struck out of the Bill, which would
nullify its o;bjects. Perhaps, if a little
more had been contained in the measure
Mr. Robertson.
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there would have been something more to
give way upon when the Bill goes to another place. The remarks I have made as
to stemming the tide of Socialism should
appeal to the minds of honorable members
there as well as honorable members in this
House. I hope that when the Bill is returned to us it will come back' in a form
that will be acceptable to ,the Assembly
and to the people of Victoria. Now, if
we have no compulsory clauses, I hold it
would give large land-awners an undue
advantage.
We know full well - or
at least those of us who have dealings in live stock and in land-that
when we go to the market, and there
is one good buyer, and especially when
it is known beforehand'that he is a good
buyer, you have a tolerably good sale, more
particularly if you happen to have a good
auctioneer.
In the same way }f people
knew that the Government were buyers of
land to the extent of £500,000 a yea~, and
if there were no compulsory clauses, it
would mean that prices would be raised
, materially.
Mr. THoMsoN.-How do you make that
out?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-I hold that if the
Government becomes a steady purchaser of
land for a term of years, property-owners
will batten down their hatches, and ""ill
say," If we do not get a certain price for
our land we will not part with it.'"
Mr. THoMsoN.-Do you think that the
valuer for the Government will be incompetent?
Mr. ROBERTSON.-That is exactly
the point. If the land-owners stand firm
on their reserve values, it will stop the
good that would be done under this measure
unless t.he compulsory clauses are retained.
Further than that, I think- that long terms
tend to firm values, because, as a rule, live
stock sold on bills generally brings more
than live stock sold for cash, and ,I believe also that property sold on long terms
brings more than property sold at cash
values. Therefore, I think the whole tendency of compUlsory purchase is fair and
just. It has a tendency to keep property
firm, ,wnich is good for the big land-owner~
and I am quite sure that the land-owners
,themselves will recognise their responsibilities to the State, and that the exigencies
of the State require the resumption of this
land. I funy agree w'ith The honorable
member for Prahran, that we have passed
out of the pastoral stage and entered the
agricultural stage of our development, and I
say myself, as a small property-owner, that
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I would be very guarcfea indeed in gIving
away any of my rights as a property-owner
unless I felt confLdent that the party and
the Government who are in power to-day
It will
would do justice all round.
strengthen the hands of the Government to
do right in the future, and not to go to
extremes from any point of view. There
are one or two other matters to which I
desire to refer, but I do not intend to delav
the House very much longer. I recognis-e
that the proper place for my extended comments will be in Committee, should the defects that I see in fhe Bill not be demonstrated by other honorable members in the
course of this debate.
With regard to
valuations, I think it should be absolutely
mandatory in the Bill itself that we should
have written valuations. That is so in the
New Zealand Act.
I believe the board
should arrive at its valuations on somewhat
the same lines as obtain in New Zealand,
that the valuations should be written, and
that the board should not exceed those
written valuations. Then, I do not know
that it would be altogether wise to insert
a clause, or if the Government would accept it, to enable a tenant to purchase from
his landlord his farm, provided the tenant
and the landlord were agreeC1 ble, and provided the board approved of the valuation.
To my mind, that would be a fair proposition, but I have no desire to force it in
any way upon the Government. At the
same time, I throw it out as a suggestion.
I believe that if it were adopted it might
work much benefit in many cases in connexion with smaIl holdings.
Mr. McLEoD.-That would be following
on the lines of the Irish Land Act.
Mr. ROBERTSON.-So.mething of that
kind. Then, with regard to the limit of
purchase. The limit for farm settlement
That
is to be £r,50o under the Bill.
would provide for a man obtaining ISO
acres at £ro an acre, or a little more at a
reduced price. Now, that amount of land
may not be sufficient in all cases, especially
where the farmer has a fairly large family.
I should like to see that particular provision liberalized a little, say to the extent
of allowing each purchaser to have up to
£2,000 worth of land.
The board could
alwavs exercise a discretion in cases where
the family was small, or where the wouldbe tenant could not connmand much labour
or much capital with which to work the
ground. There is a danger in making the
holdings too small. The same danger has
been recognised in France, where the holdings have become so small that the peasant
Session 1904.-[24]
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proprietors cannot avail themselves of
labour-saving machinery. That is a very
important point, in my opinion, because, if
you make the holdings so small that the
farmer cannot afford to employ the laboursaving implements of the day, you discount
his labour and retard his progress. Therefore, I think that is a further reason why
the Minister should accept a little extension'
of the limit with regard to the amount of
land that can be taken up under this Bill
by anyone person. I am also of opinion
that the deposit which the purchaser has
to pay is rather heavy in the beginning.
We know that in' the battle of life the
struggle is in the beginning. When a man
is young, and has not had time to accumulate money, he finds great difficulty in making a start in connexion with settlement on
the land. The lighter you can possibly
make the first instalment the better it will
be, because it will leave more money free
for the tenant to work the ground. That
is ,my objection to the present system of
purchase. One really requires a fortune
to purchase 200 or 300 acres of good land
at market value) inasmuch as without- it
you have to paydown all the IJ10ney YOu
possess, by way of deposit, and have then
nothing left with which to buy stock or
implements. Then your crop comes into
the market, and, in many cases, you are
compelled to seU it at once, although you
know full well that you could, w"ith great
advantage, hold it over for several months,.
or for a year, in order to get a better
market. These are, I think, some of the
main' features of the Bill. In conclusion,
I would like to say that I welcome with·
joy the introduction of a measure like ihis,.
because wt;! have been long enough in theslough of despond, and [ think it is a
splendid thing that we are now going in
for an expansive and progressive policy.
The motto which the Premier has nailed
to the masthead is an exceedingly good one.
I have told the electors of Bulla that so
long as that honorable gentleman will carry
out that policy of "energy, enterprise, prudp.nce, and progr~ss" he will get my support, and I trust that he will C'Ontinuc to
receive the support of a majority in this
House. I trust also that this Bill will receive, in both Houses of Parliament, the
support it deserves, because I am sure that
if it is carried out it will promote the best
interests of this State.
1\Ir. TOGTCHER. --r do not think any fault
can be found ",ith honorable meml~ers. especiallv those representing country districts, in
rising to speak on .this very important
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measure.
It may appear to some that
we are delaying the business of the House
• and the country by indulging in second-reading speeches; but I think, after all, secondreading speeches, especially on measures of
this character, save a great deal of time, because they enable us to find out what is
common ground between the Government
who introduced this measure and those who
are sitting behind them or in front of them.
Of course one would hardly expect to find
unanimity of opinion on a measure of this
character. The questions of land settlement
and land tenure, with all the other important provisions in this Bill, naturally bring
about some opposition in regard to detail;
but it appears to me that there has been a
general consensus of opinion all round the
Chamber, so far as honorable members have
already expressed themselves, that there are
3. number of excellent features in this measure. Some of us, no doubt, are agreeably
surprised to find these very excellent features, for instance, in regard to ,,"orkmen's
homes, in regard to the settlement of agricultural labourers, in order that these men,
especially in country districts, may be able
to get a little plot of ground, and in dull
times may be able to cultivate it, thus giving
them that deep and enduring love for th:tr
country which is begotten from connexion
with the soil. We find that there is nothing
more instils patriotism in the human being
than close association with the soil. For
example, if we look back to the days of the
Franco-German war, we remember how the
French peasants, all small land-holders,
came to the rescue, bringing their little
riches, and turning even their little bits of
jewellery into money, in order to payoff
the war indemnitv. All this shows that association with the soil begets a deep and
enduring love of country. Therefore, as far
as those t\\'o provisions are concerned, I
welcome them verv much in this Bill. The
Government are ~lso to be congratulated
upon tackling the question at the present
juncture, and on recognising also the seriousness of the position. If I am permitted
I would like to compliment the l\{iniste!' who brought down the Bill upon
what may be termed a forward and
progressiye policy, so far as land
settlement is concerned. I may also
congratulate him upon the very lucid manner in ,vhich he showed the necessity for
this measure, and on the very able way in
which he explained its provisions. He certainly showed that at the present time there
is a great monopoly of land in this country.
Mr. Touteher.
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He enumerated only, comparatively speaking, a handful of men who own millions
of acres, while other people have to walk
about, and, as was pointed out to-day, take
a miserable wage of 2S. per day, because
there is no land on which they might put into
action their industry, and reap some reward
for their exertions. Any Government that
recognises the seriousness of the position,
and recognises also this very great want, so
far as labour is concerned, recognises what
is really a practical want in this community
While I congratulate the Goto-day.
vernment - and deserved 1y congratulate
them-upon this, I would have still further
congratulated them if, in regard to one or
two of the leading principles of the measure, they had, as my honorable friend, the
mp.mber for Hampden, said, boldly grasped
the nettle in their hands and tackled the
question, . not only of finance-a60ut ,vhich
I shall have something further to say later
on--but also the question of compulsory resumption. In my opinion there is only one
way to effectually settle this question, and
that is by a proper system of compulsory
resumption. The road to settlement is to
resume, and the only manner of resuming,
in my opinion-properly resuming-is by
a capable measure that will give to this
country and will give to the Government
of this country the absolute power to claim
for the people of this State that which beAfter all, the interests
longs to thew.
of the individual are no"t as great as the
In a State like
interests of the whole.
this you have to weigh those two interesfs in
the balance, and you have to say whether
the interests of the whole are greater than
the interests of the indivi'dual, and I venture to think that wneil we find landless
people here, when we find population leaving our shores~ it is necessary for the Government to come to the rescue, and rec:ognise the position as it obtains in Victoria to-day. Let us take the statistics in
regard to our population.
We have heard
these alluded to before, but I find that the
latest statistics present a very gloomy picture.
Our birth-rate has fallen from 43
to 26'90 per thousand, but notwithstanding
this large decrease, the statistics prove that
~he excess of births over deaths amount to
15,000 per annum in roullli numbers. Unfortunately, however, we do not retain this
natural Increase, because Mr. Coghlan
shows that during the past ten years the
excess of departures over arrivals amounts
to 117,000 souls, proving cleady that we
are losing by far the greater bulk of our
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natural increase.
Other States have total population is in Melbourne, 58 per
suffered in this. direction, but nothing in cent. in .Melbourne and other cities and
What do we towns, and 42 per cent. in the rural discomparison with Victoria.
find on making a comparison for the last tricts.
Therefore the same number of
South Australia lost people are aggregated in Melbourne as are
decennial period?
16,000, New South Wales 7,000, while scattered throughout the rural districts of
It is a case of the head being
Victoria lost no less than 117,000. On the the State.
other hand, Western Australia gained too large for the body, and, when a com·
12 4,000, Queensland 23,000, and New parison is made with other countries, cenZealand 35,000.
Then, let us take just tralization in Victoria presents itself in a
Whereas we have
a glimpse at the agricultural produce. We very aggravated form.
find, according to 1\1r. Coghlan's latest 42 per cent. of the people of this State
figures with regard to the value of pro- located in ~lelbourne and suburbs, onlv
duce
per
acre
for
the last
five 6'51 per cent., or, in round numbers, 7 pe'r
years ending :902-3, that for New cent. of the total population of New ZeaSouth Wales It was £2 7S. IId. ; land are gathe.red in the city of Welling·
Victoria, £2 5S. J Id.; Queensland, £4- ton, while in Auckland, which is larger,
That makes 16 per
13 S . 9d.; South Australia, £1 9s. 1d.; there are 9 per cent.
vVesternAustralia, £3 ISS. 6d.; Tas- cent. of the total population of ~ ew Zeamania, £6 7s. Id.; Commonwealth, £2 land located in those two large cities, while
7s . 3 d .; New Zealand, £5 IS. 8d.
It the rest find work in the smaller towns and
will, therefore, be seen that Victoria has a countrv districts.
~1r. -' ~lURRAY.-There are two other cities
lower production per acre than the average
production of the whole Commonwealth. in K ew Zealand almost equal to those in
With the exception of South Australia, the population. Those are in the ~ orth Island.
Victorian figures are the 100yest, and when You overlook Christchurch and Dunedin.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-They are much
we take into consideration, as we must in
a comparison of this sort, the large terri- smaller.
Mr. ~IuRRAY.-There is not much differtory of South Australia, we find that Vic·
toria is really absolutely at the bottom in ence.
~1r. TOUTCHER.--Still, these figures
regard to the value of production per
acre in the whole of Australasia.
Then show that New Zealand has escaped the
the average value of crops for the last five evil of centralization-a good result entirely
years for Australasia was £28,826,000, due to her land laws. Now, having enwhile K ew Zealand topped the lot by cleav9urec1, by the logic of figures, and by
producing' 30 per cent. of the total value as reliable statistics as are at the command
mentioned.
So the little Colony of New of honorable members, to place the serious
Zealand produced 30 per cent. of the value position of the country before the House,
of the whole agricultural production of I desire to discuss this measure in the same
Australasia.
That, I think, is a com- manner, but I fear not with the same ability,
plete answer to some of the reflections that as the leader of the Opposition. I purhave been passed upon New Zea- pos~ to take a general view rather than to
lar:d, and upon New Zealand legis- g:J into details. The leader of the OpposilatIOn.
We find that agriculture in Vic- tion proper I y said that there are three great
toria is practically at a standstill, as dur- basic principles underlying this measureing the last five ,'ears the number of cul- first, finance; second, tenure; and third,
tivated holdings has only increased from the means of acquiring lands. With regard
39,8?7 to. 40 ,857, or an increase of 980 to the question of finance, I take exactly
holdll:gs 111 five years-a very insignifi- the view of the leader of the Opposition,
cant 111crease.
The same authority states that this annual sum of £500,000 should
tha~ only 96,.000 persons were engaged in be raised bv means of taxation. The leader
agncultural purSUIts out of a population of the Opposition is in fayour, as
of 1, 20 7,000.. A stil I more serious prob- is also the leader of this (the Oplem fac111g thIS country is centralization. position) corner (the honorable memAt .the end of J902 the population of Vic. ber for Prahran), of a tax on the unimtona :vas! 1,209,000, of which 502 ,000 proved value of the land. They and other
were 111 ~lelbourne, 206,000 in other honorable members regretted, as I also recities and towns, and only 498,000 in the gret, that· in the consideration of this quesru~al districts.
Eliminating tl1e decimal tion of the acquirement of land, either
POll1ts, we find that 42 per cent. of the voluntarily or compulsorily, and the raising
[24]-2
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,of the necessary money to be paid for it,
the Budget was not first dealt with, in
order that we might plac:e the finances of
this country on something like a sound and
reliable basis. Time after time, in this
House, we have heard our svstem of taxa',tion condemned by anybody ;vho pretended
to any knowledge whatever concerning the
methods of taxation. Vve find that the Government, at the present time, have given
notice of a measure to make certain reductions in the income tax, and to let certain
people pay less than they have hitherto
paid. I do not want to get away from the
Bill, but this matter has some relevancy to
it, and I would here point out that that proposal indicates that this question is being
dealt with in a piecemeal way. For the
first time for some years we have an
alleged surplus. It has yet to be proved
that the surplus is there, but so far as the
assurance of the Treasurer goes, there has
been a surplus divided and apportioned out
right over the country, amounting, together
with the payment to the Trust Funds, to
something oyer half-a-milllon of money.
It does not seem business, and 'it
does, not
seem
sound
finance,
to
take this course of reducing the income
tax at this period, and then, probably, if
a bad season befalls the countrY. to have
again to impose fresh taxation, with the
probability that whatever Government may
be in power at the time will have to fight
for its 'Yery existence in raising the rates.
~Before this question should have been dealt
with, the ,,-hole question of the finances of
the country might have been remodelled,
and there might have been pointed out to
us a way in which we could have provided
ample money for the acquisition of land
instead. of go~n.g i.n for further borrawing~
There IS a SpIrIt rIght throughout Australia
to-da~ against this borrowing policy.
ElectIOns are going on in 1\ ew South
Wale~ an.d in Queensland to-day, and that
questIOn IS a burning one, while some time
ago in the elections for the Commonwealth
Parliament it was distinctly and clearly
sh<?,~n that the ,,:hole tendency of public
opmIOn was agamst futute borrowing.
Yet the policy of the Government in the
financial part 'of this measure 'means fur~her borrowing.
I, for one, should
have been glad to see re,-enue raised, in
order that we might be able to carryon
our own ('Q~cerns and acquire our lands.
.Such a pol1~y woul? give a still greater
mterest to thIS questIon~ because the people
themseh-.es would be finding the money,
and I venture to say there would be greater
Mr. 1'outcher.
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care exercised in the administration of this
measure. Altogether, it wO,uld be better and
sounder finance to find the necessary
money out of the revenue of the country,
and to take from those people who haye
had for half-a-century the benefit of the
unearned increment, a portion of that unearned increment to provide for the acquisition of the lands upon which the Government want to settle the people of this
country. The Minister of Water Supply
told the House the other night, in an interjection, in answer to the leader of the
Opposition, that he admitted that we could
not borrow from the English capitalists.
He said it was impossible to borrow from
them at the present time, and he has just
come back from England, and knows the
state of the money market there. Then I
would like to know where this money is
to come from.
According to the YearBook just issued, Mr. McLean, the Government Statist, assesses the unimproved
value of the lands of this country at
£126,000,000. That, at Id. in the pound,
without any exemption at all, would realize £525,000. If, however, we had the
exemption of £500, as in New Zealand,
and adopted a progressive rate of increase over the ordinarv rate of I d. in the
pound of one-ejghth' of a penny for every
£5,000, until the rate rose to 2d., then,
with the added tax of 20 per cent. for
absentees, I venture to think that, putting
it at the very lowest figure, we could raise
the SlIm of £3°0,000.
T4at would
allow many men who had land of the
value of £500 in its unimproved state to
escape the tax. Even then, \'lith that exemption, you would get sufficient money
to provide, as it were, a domestic supply,
without going outside. The policy of borrowing is one that places Victoria, and, in
fact, any country, in an unenviable position. It destroys our national character,
and it destroys our manhood. It makes us
go to the se~t of Conservatism and Capitalism with cap in hand, and it inflicts upon
our shoulders an annual burden of heavy
interest. It saps the life-blood of the nation, and it makes Australia a suppliant to
the British money lender. In plainer words,
it means that we in Victoria pledge our
credit to the Imperial pawnbroker.
Mr. GAUNSON.-You could not settle a
country without borrowing. How could we
ever have built our rail ways unless we borrowed?
.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There was a time
in the history of the country when it was
necessary, but I say it is not necessary now.
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I am not speaking about the past. I think
we have reached, the limit of borrowing in
this country. We know what a considerable drain the producers of this country
are subjected to to pay the money lender
abroad, and everyone of us is working for
that. In times of stress, too, when we find
we cannot square the national ledger, we
still have to meet this drain upon our resources" and then we make every man, including even the least prosperous among
the population, suffer for it. We cut down
the man getting a few shillings a day.
Mr, GAUNSON.-It is generally the civil
servants who suffer.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes, that is true j
and those are the most helpless in oqr community, for they are the men who are not
able to protect themselves.
:Mr. EWEN CAMEHON (Glenelg).-We can
find these funds without going abroad and
without imposicg taxation.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-If I cannot see a
way of getting the money from revenue, as
I would like to do, I am going to take up
the same attitude as the honorable member
for Glenelg. I do not suppose that at this
juncture we shall be able to get our views
carried into law with regard to the taxation of the unimproved value of the land.
Mr. EWEN CAME.RON (Glenelg).-The
Budget has yet to come.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I mean at this
juncture for the purposes of this Bill. The
proposal outlined by the honorable member for Glenelg is worthy of great consideration. The people's savings in the
Savings Banks of this country amount to
a little over £10,25°,000. The very admirable suggestion of the honorable member for Glenelp' was to raise the interest
we pa y from" the present rate of 3
per cent. to 3! per cent., and then
to utilize the money of the country
in the acquisition of these estates.
That would be a first-class security for our
people. There would be no need to go
abroad to get the money, and we would find
the people of the country anxious and 'villino-o to put their money in the Savings
Banks
.
.
in order to provide such a splendId secunty.
I would go further than the honorable
member, and advocate some association
between the Land Purchase Board and
th~ Credit Foncier Institution. The gentlemen conducting this institution deserve
very great commend,ation for the manner in 'which they have managed the business. The management is not excelled by
that of any private undertaking. Their
J
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investments have bee'n very wise, and their
valuations must have been sound to produce
such excellent results. As one who knows
something about the value of land,
not as a valuer, but through getting
reports in my business from other
v8.1uers, I say that the valuations made
by the Credit "Foncier authorities are really
excellent, and compare very favorably with
any made by outside people. These valuations, too, have stood the test of experience,
and they had a pretty good test during the
time that there was a tendency to high and
inflated values. The gentlemen in charge
of this institution have undoubtedly done
good work, and if their experience could
be availed of in connexion with the Land
Purchase Board, eithe.r by advice or by cooperation, good results would follow.
I
would like to refer to one matter which I
think has escaped the observation of honorable members, and that is in regard to the
Land Purchase Board and its financial administration. It would be very desirable to
make it perfectly clear as to whether this
board, with its very large powers and very
great responsibility, is to have full administration so far as the financial part
of the scheme is concerne.d. In this country
there are some deserving farmers, and some
undeserving, who O\ye a lot of money to the
Crown, and if any political influence can
be brought to bear in connexion with the
closer settlement scheme, it will be a very
bad thing, and will be inimical to the best
interests of the scheme. Therefore, I think
we will have' to give even greater power,
from an administrative point of view, to the
board. I missed one point in regard to
finance. We will have to get cheap money
and lend it at a fair marketable value, and
we will have to get land in suitable places.
We have been told that only the verv best
land should be bought for closer settlement.
I join issue with those who hold that view.
Some years ago, when I had the honour
of representing Ararat, before it was cut
up, and Mr. McLean put the closer settlement law into active operation, estates down
on the plains, that the honorable member
for Dundas and the honorable member for
Hampden know so well, were offered to
the Government, through me, at prices
ranging from £2 lOS. to £3 or £3 5s.~
speaking from memory. Mr. McColl was
then 'Minister of Lands) and he said, "That
land is no good to us." I think we have
there an average annual rainfall of 23
inches. It ,,"as pointed out that the land
was near to market, that the facilities were
there for settlement, and that the settlers
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would be able to make a decent living
on the land. 1\1r. :McColl said, "We want to
make this a success, and we must buy highrriced land." Consequently, all that portion of the Western District was neglected,
and the result was that ~Ir. Arthur Murphy,
an enterprising salesman there, like the honorable member for Dandenong, brought
down settlers from the Mallee, sold the land
at £5 and £6 an acre, and, as the honorable member for Dundas told us, one man,
in a very short space of time, succeeded in
mak~ng' some thousands of pounds out of
the transaction. The land was leased at
lOS. and I2S. 6d. per acre per annum, when
its true value was only 2S. 6d. or 3s. The
leader of the Opposition read out the agreement in connexion with this land the other
night, laid bare its injustice, and showed
that it was a one-sided scheme made in the
interests of the landlord, and with no consideration for the tenants. We have as fine
a class of settlers there as can be found in
Australasia. We have the sons of men who
have settled in the ~Iallee~skilled agriculturists, who have been working there like
Trojans. They have been unfortunate in
having bad seasons, and their produce is
a glut in the market. They have been absolutely working their fingers to the bone
for the landlord, who has reaped all the advantages, and some of these men are now
departing for Western Australia. The Western Australian representative recently gave
a lectlJre in the Town-hall at Ararat, in
which he explained the facilities and the
easy terms offered in Western Australia to
people who wished to settle on the land.
N"ow, I hear that several are going to leave
us~ if this measure is not passed j and even
if it is, some of them are likely to be attracted to Western Australia. -'Vhen we
have such a desirable body of .settlers, this
point deserves some consideration, that is,
that we must not entirelv confine the scheme
to high-priced lands. While the high-priced
lands will probably return a good interest
and be well settled, still, at the same time,
country of the character I have alluded to,
which is within easv distance of Melbourne,
and close to a railw"'ay station, should not be
overlooked. If the people of this country
get fair consideration, 'We will have a fine
sturdy yeomanry and a progressive population.
Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland Ea·st).Does not your argument show that that
land was purchased at too high a price?
1fr. TOUTCHER.-Yes, this is where
s~le question of compulsion comes in. Last
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Christmas, when Parliament was in its
dying moments, some of. these men came
down to Melbourne, and pointed out to Mr.
Taverner, who was then :Minister of Lands,
that it was absolutely impossible to live on
the land, and pay rack rent of lOS. to 12S.
6d. per acre per annum.
They made out
such a strong case that he said, "I will
send a man up to value the land, and if
the valuation is anything like the price we
can acquire the land at, I will purchase
the land, and get Parliament to confirm the
purchase."
The valuer was sent up, and
valued it at a certain figure, but when his
valuation was put alongside the owner's,
Mr. Taverner found he could do no busin.ess.. This is where the compulsory prinCIple IS wanted. There was a deputation to
the Premier to-day, and some members of
the Mackinnon Party were there, and talked
v.ery strongly against compulsory acquisitIOn.
~Ir. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-That
is the conservative element of the ~Iackin
non Party.
~Ir. TOUTCHER.-If we had the
compulsory principle in this measure, we
would not find landlords asking such a
price as was asked in this case, a price
which was about 100 per cent. more than
the land was worth.
If the Government
had had the power, they could have taken
that land for the benefit of the people,
and at the same time could have done
even-handed justice to the owner.
Mr. THOMSON.-You have already said
that the Government could have purchased
the land at £2.
~Ir. TOUTCHER.-Yes, at that time;
but during the drought in the Mallee there
was a demand for land where there was
a better rainfall.
:i\Ir. COLECHIN.-Some land has been
offered at 30S. that is not worth lOS.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Is that in
Geelong?
~Ir. COLECHIN.-No.
~Ir. TOUTCHER.-We hear a great
deal about the evils of compulsory acquisition.
'iV e ha ve had pictures painted in
very lurid colours as to the injustice of
seizing a man's land.
No one in the
Chamber, and I do not think anyone outside, would advocate confiscation or the
seizing of a man's land without compensating him. We have in many of our Acts
of Parliament, in connexion with railway
communication and municipal matters,
and in other directions, the power of resuming lands that may be required for the
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benefit of the State.
The honorable member for Prahran pointed out that the
principle was already embodied in English
legislation, and he said he would not go
as far as to quote the philosophical views
of John Stuart 1\1ill, because most members were familiar with them. This is
what John Stuart Mill states; When the sacredness of property is talked
Qf, it should always be understood that any
such sacredness does not belong in the same
degree to landed property.' No man made the
fand; it is the original inheritance of the whole
species. Its appropriation is wholly a matter
of general expediency. 'Vhen private property
in land is not expedient, it is unjust.

Then he states further in his Dissertations,Let those who think it a robbery for the
nation to resume what we say is its own, tell us
whose it is; let them inform us ,,-hat human
creatures it belongs to, not what letters and
syllables.

He says that the land belongs to the
people, and not to any particular individual.
It was only by a certain law in the
country at the time that any man was able
John Bright,
to put it in an enclosure.
in 1885, advocated this principle of compulsory resumption, when labourers were
flowing into England, in order to ayoid the
evil of the centralization of farm labourers.
He pointed out in strong language that if
it were necessary-and he thought it was
~for the nation to resume the land to
settle the agricultural labourers on, it
should resume it by compulsory acquisition, and John Bright was not
regarded
altogether as
a
very liin
some
respects.
beral
statesman
The honorable member for Dundas stated
the ot~er night that he had heard no arguments 111 support of the compulsory .acquisi~ion provisions of this Bill, and he quoted
a gentleman whom I will now bring to the
Bar before him--Mr. Flanagan, the Chief
Draughtsman of the Lands Department of
New Zealand, who went through the West~rn District, and said there was land there,
not only equal, but superior, to the land in
New Zealand, for the purposes of closer
settlement.
, :Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-He was
flattering Thomson then, and you know
\vhat an Irishman is for flattery.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Before I deal with
that matter, I would like to quote an article.
from the Age. or, without quoting it fully,
to say that the Age took the view, after
the speech made by the Premier at Brighton outlining the policy of the Government,
that the compulsory acquisition principle
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provision requiring a resolution to be passed
by both Houses of Parliament was a farce.
The writer of that article says that the
cJoser settlement scheme cannot possibl y
be a success without the compulsory
principle pure and simple. I venture to
think, if I may be pardoned for saying
so, that in proposing the compulsory provisions of this Bill, the Government are
paltering with the principle of the compulsory acquisition of land for closer ,settlement. There might be a possibility that
this Government, having a certain number
of followers, aided by the Opposition, could
carry a resolution in this Chamber for the
acquisition of a man's property; but do
honorable members think that members of
another place are going to haye respect for
any resolution which might apply to their
own lands next day? They represent one
section of the community, and when I referred to that secret conference about the
Legislative Council~ ,its constitution and
franchise, I pointed out that the Upper
House was going to be the same old hody
as ever it was. And, as a matter of fact,
it is nearly on the same identical lines.
Mr. MURRAY.-Do YOU think it would
pass the compulsory principle in this Bill ?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-One good thing has
been attained.
Mr. GAUNSON.-I rise to a point
of order.
Is it quite in order for
an honorable member of this Chamber
to cavil at and criticise, and call into
question, the other House in connexion
with a me3.sure of this sort?
Another place is not before this House at the
present time for the purpose of criticism.
I submit this with great respect. If' we are
at liberty to gird at another place, all chance
of courtesy between the two Houses will be
gone-and it is courtesy that lubricates the
wheels of business.
An' HO)JORABLE MEMBER.-It is dinner
chat lubricates the wheels of business.
Mr. GAUNSON.-And dinner also; but
Jinner is only an occasional affair.
The SPEAKER.-No honorable member has a right to reflect on the other Chamber, but I do not think the honorable member for Stawell has exceeded his privilege
so far as he has gone. ~he resolution for
the compulsory purchase of land has to
pass in both Houses before it can take
effect, and I think the honorable member
has a perfect right to discuss that question.
:Mr. TOUTCHER.-Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I will take the suggestion that has
been made to me, and I will not trespass
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upon the privileges of another place.
I am very glad to find that another place
has such a bold and fearless champion in
this Chamber as the representative of the
public servants of the country. I trust
another place will not forget him or his
constituents at the proper time.
Mr. BEARD.-I rise to a point of
order. Is the honorable member for the
Public Officers in order in reading a paper
while a1) honorable memher is addressing
the Chair?
~Ir. GAUNSON.-I was only turning
something in my hand; I was not reading
a newspaper.
The SPEAKER.-I do not think the
honorable member was reading a newspaper.
Mr. TODtCHER.-I was endeavouring to point out the improbability of a resolution for the compulsory purchase of a
man's land being passed by both Houses
of Parliament, and I was asked by the
Minister of Lands the very pertinent question-" Did I think it possible to pass a
proper compulsory
purchase measure
through another place."
Well, I should
have liked to see the Government tackle
the question and put it boldly in the Bill,
inst;ead of having paltered with it, as if
saymgHow haPRY could I be with either,
'Vere t'other dear charmer away.

The ~Iinister seemed to look at the Oppo·
sition and say, "I would like to be with
you, and put in the Bill the compulsory
principle right up to the hilt," and then he
seemed to look at the gentlemen behind
the Government and virtually say, "You
can toss the compulsory provisions out, if
you like; it does not matter." I think the
honorable member \vas very unhappy in
that part of his speech. One felt, looking
back in ont's mind, that he f::tncied he could
see the bur I y form of that strong democrat, the Minister of Lands, stand up
and ad"ocate with the force and eloquence
he can command the strong views he holds
with regard to the compulsory purchase of
land.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--':When you
are a ~Iinister, yoa will have to do likewise.
~Ir. TOUTCHER.-I quite understand
that, and I am sure that if the Minister
of Lands had his way we would have the
proper principle of compulsory purchase
inserted in this Bill. I join with the leader
of the Opposition in saying that I am in
favour of leaseholds rather than freeholds,
especiall y in this particular measure.
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Mr. EWEN CAMERON (,Glenelg).-With
periodical valuations.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I thank the honorable member for that interjection. I find
that in New Zealand they rent the lands
on the basis of 5 per cent. interest of the
cost of the land, of course including the
cost of subdivision, roads, and so forth,
but they do not have recurring valuations
there, because they get the benefit of the
unearned increment by means of a tax on
the land values. Consequently, there is no
need for recurring valuations. But without an unimproved land-values tax, it may
be necessary to have recurring valuations,
in order that the State may get the benefit
of the unearned increment, as it would with
an unimproved land-values tax in force.
But the time will come, and is rapidly ap'proaching, when there will be such a tax
in this country, and, therefore, there will
be no need far recurring valuations.
!\If. WATT.-Will you get it through the
"C pper House that ~TOU were speaking
about?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Under t.he present
Constitution we have the power of a double
dissolution, and although we are not very
desirous of facing our constituents at the
present time-~lr. WATT.-At Stawell.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-At Stawell and
elsewhere j still there are sufficient men in
this Chamber who love their principles, and
are prepared to make sacrifices for them.
Ever since I have had the honour of being
a representative of the people in a farming
community, for the farming interests
around Ararat largely dominated that constituency, I advocated the compulsory resumption of land for closer settlement, and
'an unimproved land-values tax from the
very start. Of course I had to pay the
penalty of fighting for my political existence, election after election, but the man
who holds his principles dearly is prepared
to make some sacrifice. The man who is
not is unfit to be in public life. The last
election campaign was a very educational
one, because there were men sitting in this
(the Opposition) corner who went to the
country and had the courage to speak on
those principles, and when we advocated a
land tax we had a very big burden to
carry.
Mr. J. CAMERON (,Gippsland East).Very few of you came back.
~1r. TO UTCHER.-Those who did not
come back fell while fighting for a good
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cause. Those men fell by the wayside in
the discharge of an unpopular duty, but
one which they believed, and I do also, to
be a true duty, and essential to the best interests of the producers of this countrythe duty of advocating a tax on the unimproved value of land. It can be proved
conclusively that only I I per cent. of the
producers would pay that tax. We find
lands of enormous value here in Melbourne
in comparison with land in the country.
One half-acre is 'Worth about a million of
money. Therefore, where will the taxation
ceme from? From the lands made rich by
the efforts of the community. Hon9rable
members ought to be able to see that the
imposition of a tax of that character would
result in the provision of the necessary revenue to purchase land for the people.
Some honorable members are not in favour
of a tax on absentees, but I say that the
men who realize and recognise the true
meaning of the word "absenteeism" are a
blessing to this country. Aosentee landowners are draining the very life-blood of
the nation, drawing out everything that our
labour, energy, and enterprise put into the
value of their land; so that, as I have said
before in this House, we are hewers of
wood and drawers of water for those
wealthy absentee land-owners, who never,
spend their money here. The only way in
which they are made to pay a little extra
taxation is by a sort of absentee tax through
the income tax, which is now to be reduced
in order to relieve those wealthy gentlemen,
who batten on the unfortunate individuals
who have to work, as we have been told in
this Chamber, for 2S. a day, men who are
denied the protection of the law with regard
to the minimum wage. Why should those
men be unjustly treated in order that
wealthv absentee land-owners may enjoy all
the luxury which that great country, England, offers them? Until this great question is grappled with, we will find this community saddled bv the combination which
now saddles it. This country is governed
by two newspapers, the Age and the Argus.
1\1r. COLECHIN.-Not now.
1

1\1r. EWEN CAMERON (GleneZg).-What
about the Tocsin?
1\1r. TOUTCHER.-I say this country
is governed by the Age and the Argus, fortified and assisted by the banking institutions, the building societies, and Flinderslane. And the farmers of this country
allow themselves to be governed by that
combine.
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Mr. l\IuRRAY.-Do you know the old
rhyme?Be it better, be it worse,
Be ruled by those who hold the purse.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes, they hold the
purse all right, and they hold the national
purse, I am sorry to say. And while we
allow them to do so, they will. But if the
producers of this country were alive to their
own interests, if the men who have to pay
railway freights on their produce, and get
back in return, not sovereigns, but manufactured articles, food and clothing, and
have to pay railway freight on them-Mr. '~luRRAy.-Surely you do not begrudge them that return for their produce?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-In every way the,
producers can be saddled they are saddled
with burdens by men who pose as their
friends. If we imposed a land tax of :rd.
in the £1, we could raise £500,000 a year,
and so supplement the railway revenue in
bad times that we would be able to considerably reduce the railway freights our
farmers have to pay, and we 'could also
put by a considerable amount towards a
fund for the acquirement of land for closer
settlement. Until that question is grappled
with, we will not be in a sound position,
and every time there is a little drought or
other calamity, the Government will go back
to the old practice of taking percentages
from the old-age pensioners and the poorlypaid public servants.
:Mr. MURRAY.-Do you think it would
help the men on the land to tax them in
times of drought?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There is no law that
will not admit of some sympathy and some
consideration for the needy and deserving,
and it would be quite possible for this
House, in a time of stress like that, to
relieve the farmers from their burden,
and perhaps to relieve the others.
Mr. HUTcHlNsoN.-You won't do that
by taxi.ng the land.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I regret to say that
the people of this country do not understand th~ land tax. Although it seemeJ
a terrible burdeg for me to carry, I ad·
vocated that at the last elections, and I
succeeded in converting some of the farmers, at all events, to mv way of thinking.
when I was able to show, by facts and
figures, that they were paying the piper
all the time, and that people in :Melbourne
were calling the tune. But I want to get
on. I have so many honorable members
interrupting, and in that way assisting
me to make my speech, that I really feel
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quite honoured by what they are doing. At impartial statement of the land legislation
the same time, I would thank them very of that Colony, and of its effects. I will
much if they, would leave me alone and briefly touch on the various points from
allow me to pursue the even tenor of my notes I made of what appeared in the
I find that he says that the closer
'ray. In regard to freehold versus lease· article.
hold, I believe in a system of leaseholds, settlement policy started in New Zealand
because it appears an act of stultification in 1892, and that in 1894 Mr. John
for the Government to resume private land McKenzie, to use his own words, found that
'rhich has been parted with by the Crown, it was impossible to carryon the system of
and then to settle people upon it on free- closer settlement without compulsory acquiholds. Although we have a provision in sition in the form in which we find it to~
the measure which will prevent aggrega- day, with, of course, several improvements
tion to some extent, still I venture to made in it since the time of its introduction.
think that, if people get their freehold, a He also says that, at the first glance, in
little element of pressure will be brought to New Zealand it was regarded as being of
bear to put that provision aside and revert a confiscatory character, but the people
of the State have learned, since then,
to the old sYstem.
~lr. ~lURRAY.-Don't you think that if that there is no confiscation in it whatever.
they got perpetual leases the same pres- He also says that it is a popular reform,
and all political parties in New Zealand
sure would be brought?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-It might be so. I are agreed on it. I may say that it is only
suppose that the one would be open to the recently that Mr. Flanagan was here, so
same evil as the other. I know that in New that what I am giving is not ancient history.
Zealand there is not a very great demand All political parties are favorable to the
compulsory principle as it obtains in New
for the freeholds.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-At Koo-wee- Zealand to-day. To use his own wordsrup they all went for it.
At the present time, in New Zealand, all parties
~Ir. }!ORRISSEY.-In ~ew South Wales in the House acquiesce as to the justice of the
measure, :1lld no man would think of seeking
also thev all went for the freehold.
popular support who did not favour compulsory
Mr. 1~OUTCHER.-The lease in per- resumption.
petuity in New Zealand is for 999 years.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That is why
It possesses all the advantages of freehold,
with, I believe, none of the disadvantages. the Government have taken it up.
The only thing is that a man cannot sell
11r. TOUTCHER.-He also says that
the land. He can sell his right to the only a small amount of litigation is necesland; he can dispose of it by will j he can sary.
The Government have purchased
mortgage it or sublet it, and get any price 99 estates, and they have only had to call
he thinks a fair thing for his improve· in the assistance of the court in regard to
five of them. He also saysments.
~fr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-And if
The great Cheviot Estate was resumed under
there is an increa.se in value he can get the Land Tax Act.
that by transferring when the increase Of course, when the Government compul-'
.
takes phce.
sorily resumed it under the Land Tax Act,
l\[r. TOUTCHER.-There is no recur- they added 10 per cent. to the valuation.
ring valuation, because the unimproved
On this estate, previously worked by about
land-values tax gets the benefit of the in- fifty
shepherds, there are now 0,000 people and
crement. I wanted to say one or two words three schools, and the land could not be
with regard to the remarks of the hon- obtained, in cases, for two or three times the
orable member for Dundas about Mr. amount the Government paid for it.
Flanagan. There was an article in the Age
?dr. MURRAY.-I am afraid Mr. Flananewspaper at the time l\ir. F. W. Flana- gan is not very reliable.
If there are
gan visited Victoria. I will not read it, be- 6,000 people on the Cheviot Estate, ther~
cause it is fairly long, and· I am sorry I are only 1,200 left to go over the other
have not the date of the article.
Mr. estates.
Flanagan was invited by the Age newsMr. TOUTCHER.-I am qu06ng fro!~
paper to give his opinion about the New
the Age. Mr. 'Flanagan goes on to 'say--:
Zealand system. Mr. Flanagan was Chief
'On estates that are resumed, the tenant can
Draughtsman ih the Lands Department of
never get the fee-simple. He has a lease for
)J ew Zealand, and wa's therefore a gentle999 years, and his rental is fixed once and for
man who might be expected to give a very ever at 5 per cent.
.
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There is not a public man in Kew Zealand
11r. TOUTCHER.-You ask the condiwho would den~unce this Act. The Crown tional purchase man to find a certain de-leases the land instead of giving the fee- posit.
~imple, in order to prevent financial com-'
:J1r. MURRAY.-They do the same in New
panies getting possession of the land, the Zealand; they ask six months in advance.
State getting the unearned increment by the
Mr. TO"cTCHER.-I know they seek
In regard to some money, but not as much as under the
provision of the land tax.
the Labour Party and the farmers, the conditionat" purchase system. 'Mr. FlanaLabour Party, as the party is called which gan goes on to show that the tenant must
js headed by Mr. Seddon, is the most popu- pay 5 per cent. on the capital, plus the
~ar party.
Results justify that statement. cost of subdivision) and that pound for
Although at one time it was thought that pound advances up to £50 are made for
Mr. Seddon was going to injure the large the building of dwellings. The system he
"'
,
propertied interests, the Seddon GOI"ern- says, is working admirably.
?\Ir. THoMsoN.-Is that report revised bv
ment is now more popular with the far.mers than with the artisans of the to,,"ns. ~1r. Taverner ?
This shows that it is a misguided and
7\.rr: TOUTCHER.-I do not know.
mistaken opinion to hold that men on the
Mr. THOMSON.-You cannot state defiside of labour alwavs have their hand raised
against the settler. "' On the platform I have nitel y that it is not?
told the farmers that my experience in this
'Mr. TOUTCHER.-These statements
House is that there has never been a measure I believe, were made by ~1r. Flanagan t~
submitted to honorable members in the inte- the Age newspaper, and I venture to think
rests of the farmers that did not get the that. ,:e could not get a. better aut~ority than
,warmest approval and support from the a cIvIl servant, who IS responsIble to all
Labour Party here. There is no man who parties alike in New Zealand, and who is
can point to anything that the Labour Party answel:able for any false statement he might
have done inimical to the landed interest of make 1n regard to this legislation and its
this country. Men are said to be against effects. I hope that the Government, from
the farmers of this country if they are in a. further consideratioin of this question,
favour of a tax on the unimproved value wIll evolve an advanced piece of legislaof land. That is the only bogy the farmer tior: ~hat will effectually stop the loss and
has, but the educated farmer can appreciate dra111Ing away of our population which has
that tax, and knows what it will do for him, been going 'on for a considerable time. I
and is found supporting it every, time as hope they will deal with this question in such
against the income tax, which is an iniqui- a manner as to reflect the greatest credit on
tous tax, so far as he is concerned.
the Legislature, and I trust that the Bill
in its final form will, at all events show
Mr. MURRAY.-Supported by the farmer that the Legislature contains men with pracwho has got no land.
tical minds and business acumen and that
piece of le()"isl~tion
than
, Mr. TOUTCHER.--Mr. Flanagan goes it will be a better
•
b
It
IS
even
now
111
the
form
in
which
it is
on to say, in regard to closer settlement, that
From the introductorv
primarily land was resumed for agriculture, presented to us.
and that they went on to provide for ,york- remarks of the Minister of Lands when inmen's homes-a svstem which has now been troducing the measure, I believe' that that
adopted by the "Government here. I am honorable gentleman has a receptive mind
also very glad to see that the Government and a ~pirit that will be responsive to an;
have gone in for the system of advances to suggestIOn that may appear to him and the
those who desire to settle. I wish that they Government as a wise one. So far as the
had also adopted the svstem of a lease in C?pposition corner and the main Opposiperpetuity, "rhich I tr{lst will be a com- tion are concerned, I hope that we shall be
panion provision with the conditional pur- able to. come ~o his assistance, and give him
chase, so as to allow the man who has no some httle aId, at all events, in making
capital, except the capital which God has the measure somewhat stronger than it is
,given him-his hands-to go and work for at the present time, in regard to one or t,,·o
this country, and a't the same time benefit provisions that require a little backbone or
stiffening. We want some of that Kyabram
himself and his wife and family.
ba~k~one.in it so far as the compulsorv
Mr. MURRAY.-The percentage is only I pnnclple IS concerned, because it is an abp:r ,cent. mo~e here than the percentage in solute farce to try to make the closer settle~ ew Zealand for the perpetual lease.
ment system a success 'vithou~ the principle
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of compulsory acquisition. You can have
no better illustration than that afforded by
the men at Wickliffe. Some 60 tenants at
?\It. William have had the courage to face'
their landlord, and form a compulsory land
resumption league.
They have also had
the courage to get up at public meetings,
and show how they have been rack rented.
The only way out of the difficulty
is by seriously tackling the question,
and by initiating a strong and a sound compulsory system. We can give all due respect to the sentimentalism that hangs
about the private ownership of land, but
at the same time when the State is prepared
to give a greater compensation than the
actual value of the land, then I say that if
there is any patriotism at all left-and according to some men patriotism is to be
found in the breeches pocket-still in the
interests of those who have nothing to put
into their breeches pockets, we ought to say
that those people will not be starved. We
must stop this drift of the population, and
when we find that we have lost I I 7,000
people in ten years, there surely could not
b~ a greater illustration of what bad legislation has done for this country. This is
the very first time in the history of Victoria
that we have been dealing with the question
in a practical manner, and I trust that the
majority of honorable members will be able
to put into the measure a strong compulsory system. I also hope that if the Bill
goes to another place, and does not meet
with a good reception there, but is sent
back to us in a mutilated form, the
Government will have the pluck'to go to the
country on it. If they did go to the country I venture to say that they would come
back in overwhelming numbers. The people
at large are fully seised with the importance of this question. Experience, after
alI~ is thy test, and the experience of K ew
Zealand speaks trumpet-tongued, and stands
out above the experience of all the other
States with regard to land settlement. Take
the position of Kew Zealand from any
point of view you like. Take it with regard to population. Take it with regard
to the number of people settled on the land.
Take it with regard to their surplus, the
position of their national finances, their exports, or their imports. Measure it by any
standard you like, and you will find that
by means of this democratic legislation,
which is legislation for the people, you can
transform the whole face of this countrv.
I represent a large constituency with t\\~O
large and important towns, Ararat and
Mr. Toutcher.
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Stawell, and surrounding those towns I find
large estates inhabited by a few peoplea few boundary riders and shepherds. There
is an estate a verv few miles out of Stawell
upon which some' thousands of people could
be settled. What would be the effect of
policy of that kind? It would mean not
only the settlement of people on the land,
but it would mean a great increase of your
manufactures and of all your industries.
An increase in the number of producers
would increase the business of our manufacturers, and under a system of protection, which I trust will be more effective
in the future than it is to-day, we shall
be able to stimulate not only our producing
interests, but our manufacturing interests
as well.
Therefore, the only way to
make this country prosperous is by the
adoption of legislation of this character. I
congratulate the Minister of Lands upon
the introduction of the Bill, and I trust
that it will be the means of bringing prosperity to the fair State of Victoria, and
of increasing the sum of human happiness.
1\1r. HUTCHINSON.-I desire to
congr:atulate the Government on the introTqe experiment
duction of this measure.
that has already been made in Victoria
in the way of closer settlement, although
a small one, has been eminently satisfacThe verv successful result of that
torv.
experiment is ~mple justification, if any
justification were needed, for the introduction of this more comprehensive measure.
But I would say that a larger justification
and a greater need for a bold and a comprehensive system of land resumption and
land settlement is to be found in the fact
that has been hinted at by the honorable
member who has just resumed his seat. It
is to be found in the fact that there is
now an admitted block of land settlement
existing in Victoria, and combined with
that is the fact that all the other avenues
of profitable employment have been closed
up, or rather are already overcrowded.
Kow, reference has just been made to a
problem which lies beneath this fact, and
that is a problem which I think has inevitably grown out of our increasing civilIt is a problem that is worldization.
wide in its effects, and it is one that we
have to face, and I think the Government
are making a laudable attempt to grapple
with it in introducing this Bill.
The problem I refer to ,is that of stopping the continuous drift of our rural popUlation into
I~ England during the last
the cities.
decade, the population has increased by
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three and a half millions, and of that
number over t:1ree and a quarter millions
have been found in the cities. The rural
population of England has remained practically stationary during the last ten years ..
In an old land like England, where the
available agricultural land has largely been
settled, and where the great expansion of
her manufactures has opened a wider and
a more profitable field of employment, that
is inevitable; but in a young country like
Victoria, a country dowered by nature with
such generous gifts, dowered in such a way
as to have earned in the early days
the title of Australia Felix, with magnificent resources still so largely undeveloped, and so capable of development,
I do say it is strange that nearly half our
population is crowded into and around this
city of Melbourne. N ow a further confession must be made that, in view of the great
wealth of the soil we possess for our comparatively limi:ed population, there has been
a lamentable lack of statesmanship in the
past that has allowed the pick of our young
mal1hood to drift by thousands from these
shores, and to go away to other lands in
search of homes for themselves. The June
number of the Review of Reviews has called
attention to the presence in our midst of
the Rev. Egerton Young, an exceedingly
well-informed and a public-spirited Canadian, who, in the course of a very interesting interview published in the Review,
saysCanada knows how to attract population.
has the land, and she wants the people.

She

Now, the methods adopted by the Canadian
Government show that the authorities in that
country recognise that the first principle to
be observed in the permanent settlement of
the people on the land is a priNciple that
will allow the planting of the greatest number of settlers on the land under such conditions that, whether they have the means
at starting or not, they will be enabled,
not onlv to win a comfortable living for
themsel~es and their families, but also to
win, by their industry, a home and a property that they can eventually call their
own. I suppose that no other country at
the present time is offering better inducements-no other country can offer better inducements~than Canada is holding out to
attract settlers from other lands. Splendid
land can be got anywhere throughout
Canada at 5S' an acre, payable on easy
terms, by any settler who w~nts to purchase.
In North Ontario just now they are opening up a new stretch of agricultural country,
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and that land is being made available at 2S.
an acre .for allotments of 160 acres. ThE
total purchase money for each ~'1llotment il
£16, of which £8 has to be paid down in
cash, and the payment of the balance is
extended over a period of four years, bearing interest at the rate of 6 per cent. Not
pnly that, but if the settler has not the first
£8 to pay down, he is allowed to make a
deposit of £1, and is given an extended
period in which to pay the remaining £15 ;
whilst to the settler who arrives in Canada
without any money, the Government still
holds out an inducement. A free grant of
160 acres of land is given to him, and he
also has the privilege of selecting 160 acres
adjoining, if that piece be available, and on
condition that he puts certain work into it
for five years.
~If'.
PRENDERGAsT.-Canada is many
times larger than Victoria.
Mr. HuTCHIKSO~. - Certainly. I
have just said that Canada can offer special
inducements, because of her wide extent
of country, but when we are considering
a measure such as the one now before the
House, I think we do right to recognise
the great inducements that other countries
are offering to attract our sturdy young
farmers. Another notable feature in the
Canadian land legislation is that which
makes provision for family settlement.
Special inducement is offered to the various
members of the one family to settle on
adjoining allotments. I do hope that this
feature will be a permanent characteristic in
the administration of the measure we are now
considering. Family settlement has always.
been in Victoria and in other lands the
most satisfactory for the State, and it hasbeen almost invariablv the most satisfactory for the individuil. It has been the
most profitable. It certainly enables the
younger members of a family to get on to
the land-land of their own-even
when they lack the means, because
in most cases they have the opportunity of getting what is just as good to
them as capital, and that is the assistance
of the labour of their relatives and the loan
of their relatives' working stock and implements. Western Australia is also taking the
fullest advantage of her large extent of agricultural territory; and she, emulating the
example of Canada, i~ offering great inducements to the farming families of Victoria.
There, also, free grants of land .are offered
to the landless newcomer, and he is given
the fullest assistance by the Government,
first to inspect the land without any
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expense to himself, and then to settle on the
land that is so easily and so cheaply acquired. K ew Zealand has, of course, attracted a great deal of the bone and sinew
of Victoria, and great prominence was given
by the honorable member who has just resumed his seat, as well as by other honorable members who have contributed to the
discussion of this measure, to the marvellous
progress that K ew Zealand has made, and
the ideal conditions of life now obtaining
there under the present Administration, and
that has been contrasted with the slow progress that Victoria is making ,rhilst following its conservative bent.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-How do you get on
when you are following your conservative
Bent?
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I am referring
now to a particular cast of thought, and
not to an individual.
I do not regard
the individual who bears that honoured
name as being of a conservative bent by any
means. I entirely agree with tne honorable member for Glenelg, that notwithstanding the glowing pictures that have
been painted, the cold facts reveal
the truth that, despite all her natural advantages, New Zealand is lagging yery far
behind Victoria in all the elements' that
make for material wealth and progress j and
that in her land settlement-the subject
which we are now discussing more particularly-she is lagging far behind this
State, both in the wide distribution of her
land, and also in the cultivation of the land
. she has already settled. The House has already been deluged with statistics from
New Zealand-statistics that have been designed to show thE:: great advantages which
that State enjoys over Victoria. Having the
fact in view that honorable members have
already been surfeited with figures, I will
be mercifully considerate in any figures that
I may use for the purpose of instituting
a new comparison, or of refuting comparisons that have been already made. But
before we attempt to establish a comparison
between New Zealand and Victoria, it
would be just as well for us to look at
,,"hat is officially claimed as the advantages
that New Zealand possesses over Victoria.
We find in the official documents that are
published in the last New Zealand YearBook that it is claimed there, and rightly
claimed too. that New Zealand has a larger
area than Victoria; it has a still larger
available acreage-available both for agriculture· and pasturage. Its range of latitude and its consequent diversity of climate render it peculiarly suitable for the
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growth of all the products of sub-tropical
zones. Its insular position
Insures. 1~ ag~Inst. the droughts that periodically VISIt Vlctona or part of Victoria, and
inflict such disastrous losses on the producers here.
Mr. COLECH1N.-You forget to mention
New Zealand's floods.
1\1r. HUTCHINSON.-I am giving what
is officially claimed, and I will leave to the
honorable member to bring out any disadvan~ages.
I want, in establishing a companson fayorable to Victoria, to mention
everything that has already been mentioned
favorable to the island Colonv of New Zealand. Again, it is claimed "that, although
there is such a variety of climate in New
Zealand, it never reaches the extremes of
either heat or· cold, and in consequence
of the genial climate and the generous rainfall there is a healthier and more vigorous
growth of both plant life and animal life
i~l New. Zealand, thus rendering it pecuharly SUItable for the work of the agriculturist and the pastoralist.
Those are the
claims which are officially made, and yet
despite all the vigorous administration, of
the past twelve years, New Zealand stands
ahead of Victoria in one thing, and one
thing only, and that is in the number of
its sheep and the extent of its sheep runs.
New Zealand has 35,700,000 acres already
occupied, and of those 34,200,000 acres are
de~oted to pas~oral pursuits-are. given up
entuely to grazmg-and only 1,500,000 are
devoted to agriculture. Victoria every year
has a greater acreage in wheat land than
the whole combined agricultural area of
K ew Zealand, and even if we exclude the
w heat area of Victoria, even then our little
State has more land devoted to the cultivation of other produds than the total cultivation of New Zealand, excluding the land
that is laid down in grass.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-And
notwithstanding that we have a smaller territory.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-Yes, certainly.·
Mr. TouTcHER.-But if vou contrast the
value per acre of the produc"ts, you. will find
The figures I
a wonderful difference.
quoted to-night show that the value is 100
per cent. more per acre there than in Victoria.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I do not think
that will affect the comparison m the
slightest.
:Mr. TouTcHER.-Undoubtedly. If you
can get £5 per acre in New Zealand, and
only £2 lOS. per acre here, there is a great
difference.
~nd te~perat~
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Mr. HUTCHINSON.-On the other
hand, the only advantage New Zealand can
claim-to my mind it is a decided disadvantage-is the greater extent of its holdingsthe greater areas and the fewer holders.
If we take the properties in both countries
over 20,000 acres, there are 65 in Victoria,
while there are 209 in Kew Zealand, and
the men owning these properties hold
2,000,000
acres here, while they own
15,000,000 acres in New Zealand.
~t has
been claimed by the honorable member for
Stawell that, take it any way-establish
any comparison you like in the number of
land-holders or in any other form-New
Zealand comes out with a decided advantage over our State. Now, I would just
like to take the official figures given in the
N e'W Zealand Year-Book. At the census of
April, 1901, the actual number of persons
described as having occupations necessitating their occupying holdings of land was
40,144.
In that year Victoria had a
larger area under cultivation, but, taking
the latest figures available-those for last
year - she had under crop 3,810,433
acres, and the cultivators owning and
working that land numbered 41, 153.
That is an excess of 1,000 over the
total number given in the last N e'W
Zealand Year-Book. Now, despite the fact
which, I think, can fairly be established,
that New Zealand is lagging behind, and
seriously lagging behind, Victoria, I think
the Minister of Lands- Mr. OUTTRIM.-Lagging behind in what
way?
:Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I have been endeavouring to show.
1\1r. OUTTRIM.-I have been listening.
:Mr. HUTCHINSON.-I am sorry I
have not made myself clear.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-You say it is lagging
behind.
~1r. HUTCHINSON.-I say it is lagging behind Victoria. Despite the fact that
it has a larger territory and greater natural
advantages, I say it is lagging far behind
Victoria in all the elements of material progress.
Mr. TouTcHER.-The population of
K ew Zealand is continually increasing,
while the population of Victoria is going
down.
;\1r. HUT,CHINSON.-I 'was about to
say that, despite the fact that New Zealand is lagging very far behind Victoria,
particularly in the matter of land settlement; I think the 'Minister of Lands has
wisely "'moulded this measure on the exist-
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ing legislation of New Zealand, and in
some respects I would like to see him take
larger powers.
I am not afraid, as some
honorable members have already expressed
themselves to be, that £500,000 is too big
a sum to expend annually in connexion
with this measure.
For the first few
>7ears I would like to see th~t sum largely
ll1creased, and for this reason-Victoria
having cultivate? her land more thoroughl;
and more extenslVel y than any of the neighbouring States, has thereby educated a
larger number of her rising generation to
agricultural pursuits.
We therefore have
a. greater number of young practical qualIfied men lacking land than is to be found
in any of the neighbouring States.
I suppose that nowhere else, except
111 the
older and overcrowded countries, are there so many men to be
found to-day - men possessing all the
necessary strength, possessing all the
requirements for the development of the
country, s~ving. the one thing lacking, the
o~e essentIal thmg, the land itself-as we
have in Victoria. Because of this, and because we aU realize that all the desirable
agricultural land has been alienated I feel
that there is a unanimous opinion' in this
House that the only means remaining for
the Government and for the State is the
repurchase on some large bol d scheme,
of the
such as is now outlined
available and suitable big e~tates, and
~he settlel1!ent of
our surplus farmlllg populatIOn on those desirable holdings.
It would ~ no exaggeration to say
that there are thousands of menparticularly young and suitable menanxiously awaiting the passage of this Bil1.
To the!ll it is the star of hope in the political firmament. The provisions of this BilJ
will mean a great deal to them. It will mean
their start in life, and their future success.
They want the land that the provisions of
this Bill can secure for them, and thev want
it quickly. They want it on easy \erms,
that will enable them to utilize the bulk of
the limited capital that they have to start
with in finding the requisite stock and implements and the necessaries of life. I hope
that when this Bill gets into Committee tbis
[,articular provision will be liberalized, and
that the Government will be prepared to reduce the amount of the initial payments_
I hope that they will be able to bring them
clown as low as possible, until stlch time as
the Ian? is earning a revenue. Many applicants WIll be able to do as all the applicants
have been required to do in the past-they
0
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will be able to put down the necessary t \\'0
half-yearly deposits before they enter into
possession - ~ut many more will be
warned off altogether.'
They will be
unable to make those payments. Kow,
although I would advocate the reduction of the initial payments, I will not
join the honorable member who has just
spoken in making the amount any lower
than is necessarv to enable the settlers in
due time to acq~ire the freehold.
I, with
him, do not believe in the tenant system that
is growing up in Victoria; and, I hope the
effect of this' Bill will be to destroy that
most objectionable system. The best landlord is good enough -to do without, even the
'My
best of all landlords-the State.
desire is to see here, in Victoria, our
rural districts planted ,,,,ith farmers
who ,yill Le their O\yn landlords,
and who, in reaping the reward of
their industry, will also enjoy a sturdy
independence and self-reliance.
The
dotting of the peasant farmers all over
France has transformed that country from
a land of social and political unrest-the
seed plot of revolution-into one of the most
contented and prosperous nations on the Continent of Europe. It has been claimed that
the land system, which has produced there
over 4,000,000 small land-owners cultivat·
jng their own. farms in comfort and undPf
prosperous conditions, has not only worked
out the salvation of France, but that it has
been one of the principal securities for the
tranquillit\· and the economic progress of
Europe. .
<!
Mr. LEMMoN.-They are returning more
bbour candidates at each election.
Mr. HUTCHINSON.-That is perhaps
'One of the flies in the ointment there.
France has improved, but there are spots
even on the sun.
I believe the House
generally is prepared to grant the Minister
generous powers, enabling him to settle
11(st the landless people of Victoria, who
are desirable settlers; and if the conditions
of this Bill can be made broad and attracth'e enQugh to do that, then we can rest
fully satisfied that they will be attractive
enough to draw desirable immigrants from
other lands. It may appear that we are
trying to compete on rather unequal terms
with Canada and New Zealand. It has
alreadv been pointed out that we lack their
larger area. VVe also lack the larger rivers
and the more copious rainfall, but we
should be able to settle every applicant on
good land, and we ought also to be able, in
settling them on desirable soil, to make up
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to them, if necessary, by irrigation, what we
lack in rivers and rainfall. The experience
of the settlement in the western states of
America has conclusively proved that
the country there, that was rejected by the
earlier settlers because of its aridity: is the
most fertile of the whole of the agricultural
lands in the United States of America.
To-day those earlier rejected lands are
maintaining, under the principles of closer
settlement, a large and prosperous population of cultivators of the soil. In closing,
I should like to refer to a recent review of
land reforms of the United 'Kingdom, extending over the last 200 years, that has
been made by ::t present member of the
He sums up the
Imperial Parliament.
design of all the amending legislation in
these wordsIts main objects have been to give greater
stimulus to their industry, to multiply small
ownerships ::l.l1cl holdings of land, so as to create
steps on the ladder by which the lowest in the
scale of social life in rural communities may rise
to higher positions, and to improve the status of,
and to give greater independence to, labourers.

Such words may well express the design
of the present Closer Settlement Bill. I am
sure that the whole House is in hearty sympathy with, and that honorable members are
unanimous in their desire to assist, the Government in passing this measure. VVe may
and shall differ in Committee over details,
but we are all agreed in giving a hearty
support to carry this Bill at as early a stage
as possible, in a proper form, and to place
it on the statute-book, in order to enable
the men who are now hungry for land to
get on to it. I feel that this Bill is of
more material consequence, and that it is
full of greater possibilities to Victoria and
its people, than the combined sum of all
the other legislation thai this Parliament
will be called upon to deal with.
'
Mr. BEARD.-VVhen I look upon this
fair-haired girl, and view more closely her
chief characteristics, I fear that instead of
growing into a beautiful woman she will
turn out badly and bring disgrace upon her
paternal parent, the :Minister of Lands. In
last week's Bulletin vou will see a tombstone with a small ba"y in front, and bearing this inscription-" To my parents, who
sold all the land and bequeathed me their
debts and thejr railway deficits. They were
a bad ]ot. and had no grit." As a member
of the Labour Party, I am totally opposed
to those features of the Bill that propose
after buying the land to alienate it again.
It is well known that in most countries of
the world private land-owners are not
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desirous of parting with their freehold by
selling it. As a rule, they are willing to
. 1ease it out, but they are unwilling to
sell it.
I contend that the State ought
to be in the same position as those gentlemen \rho are so anxious for the private
mrnership of land. It has been urged on
the other (the Ministerial) side of the House
during the debate that the leaseholders in
New Zealand are very anxio'us now for the
freehold. I can quite understand that. Any
robber or brigand is in favour of booty, but
what about the victim? That is the position that I take up. Go now to the gentlemen who have come into the railway service latterly, and \\"ho are not entitled to
pensions. -There are others there who are
entitled to pensions. If you ask the later
comers if they are in favour of extending the
pension system to them, all of them would
certainly say yes, but is that a11 argument
why the country should grant them pensions? X 0 doubt those people are desirous
of getting the freehold and retaining the
unearned increment. That is quite natural,
but the people outside should look after
their interests and see that these settlers
only get the leasehold. I contend, of course,
with due respect to the opinions of honorable members on the opposite side of thp.
House, that the State has no moral right to
part with its lands at all. I will take no
less an authority than Herbert Spencer, a
strong individualist, who was quoted by the
honorable member for Glenelg. He says
thatWe have simply to inquire what is the verdict
given by pure equity in the matter, and this verdict enjoins a protest against every existing pretension to the ir..dividual possession of the soil,
and dictates the a:;sertion that the right of mankind at large to the earth's surface is still valid,
all deeds, customs, and laws notwithstanding.

Mr. BOYD.-He went back on that
opinion.
Mr. BEARD.-Even suppose that he
d:d, it is nevertheless an emanation from
the mind of Herbert Spencer at some particular period of his life.
M r. BOYD.-In his first book.
In his
crude youth.
Mr.' BEARD.-It was when he was
voung and vigorous, as the honorable member points out. It has already been pointed
out bv a lawyer in the House before me, although I contemplatedl;doing it myself-still
I am pleased that a lawyer has done it, because it is not right for a layman to take
upon himself the duty of a lawyer-that in
law there is no right to absolute property
in land. The law does not permit of it.
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T~ke for instance Sir William Blackstone.
He says that-

Absolute property in land no subject in England now has, it being a received principle in
law that all lands are holden mediately or immediately of the King.

Sir Edward Coke and also Sir Frederick
Pollock, other eminent authorities, speak
in much the same strain.
Herbert
Spencer says that nobody does implicitly believe in the right of the individual
to the soil. Even our law books dare not
openly give any man a right such as the
honorable member for Toorak mentioned
the other night, of a title for ever. They
do not do it for the simple reason that although practically they give that right,
at the same time they dare not put
it on the statutes of the country.
You never find-or, at any rate" if it does
occur, it occurs only on rare occasionsborough councils and minor bodies, havlng
jurisdiction over lesser areas than this
Parliament, parting with the estate thev are
They lease the lands - and
endowed with.
always retain the ownership, knowing that
it is in the best interests of the "'hole of
the ratepayers that they should not part
with the lands in fee simple. The honorable member for Glenelg said that because
of re-appraisement, it was practically impossible to have leaseholds, and that under
re-appraisement we get the rack~renting
principle.
I entirely differ from him on
that particular point.
The honorable
member admits that the land may be purchased at a certain valuation.
Under this
Bill the Government propose to buy at a
certain valuation.
It would be quite easy'
for the Government to lease it out at 5
per cent. on the valuation on which they
buy.
In the course of ten years the same
Government valuers may value the land
again, and the rental would be at the rate
of 5 per cent. on the then capital "aluation.
The honorable member said, further that
no doubt this country would not sta~d an
arbitrary Minister of Lan9s, that the
Minister 'must act fairly, and that Parliament would see that he acted fairly.
Under the rack-renting system of private
landlordism, it is not so much in connexion
with the valuation fixed, but the rackrenting comes in where a man will do
anything to get a piece of land in order
to make a bare living on it.
Such men
will pay perhaps 40 per cent. on the capital
It is not to be supposed
value of the land.
that the purchasers in connexion with leaseholds would pay 40 or 50 per cent. on
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the capital value; they would still k~ep
to the 4 or 5 per cent., and so the unearned
increment could be assessed on the capital
Yalue, and there the rack-renting system
There is another
could not come in.
advantage in connexion with the perpetual
leasing system, and that is, that where a
man has no money, he can get on the land
much easier than the man who has to
buy the land. I take it, that underlying
this principle there is a means by which
the Government can recoup themselves for
the whole of the o:ltlay on the land.
If,
after ten years the unearned increment or
the annuai value of the land has increased
at the rate of 2 per cent. per annumwhich is about the average in Victoriathe difference between that and the
original value could be set aside to
a sinking fund, and in about 40
would recoup the
vears that fund
Government for the amount paid for
the land. The honorable member for Toorak
mentioned that the wealth per head of the
population in Victoria was £261; in Kew
Zealand, £246; and in England, £302.
He said that Victoria was a better place
than New Zealand, because of her greater
wealth per head of the population, and
according to his figures England must be
the best place for an ordinary man to
liYe in.
IFor a gentleman, moving
in the circ!e that he does, England would
be the very best place to live in;
but for ordinary people I would sa y
it would be a bad place to live in. You
cannot take figures like these, giving the
average amount of wealth per head. You
may have some few people, as in England,
holding t,,·o-thirds of the wealth of the
country, while the great mass of the people
hold very little.
Figures of that sort are
not to be relied on in striking a general
average. In England you will find some
people gorged to repletion, whilst hundreds of others are starved to depletion.
The reason why New Zealand is a better
place to live in than England or Victoria,
although, according Ito these figures its
annual wealth production is less, is because legislation there has had the effect
of securing a more equitable distribution of
the wealth of that count~y. It has been
said that the frozen-meat industry has
practically been the cause of ~ew Zealand's
prosperity, but that is not correct. I believe that legislation there has had the
effect of stimulating tJ1e frozen-meat production, and that this legislation is the
prime cause of New Zealand's prosperity;
Mr. Beard.
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the secondary cause being the increased exportation of frozen meat. When I was in
1\ ew Zealand the frozen-meat industry was
in full swing, and that was before the
Seddon Government came into power.
There were many frozen-meat estab1ishments there, but a land tax was wanted in
order that the country might have the full
benefit of that industry. The Seddon Government came into power, and it was most
extraordinary what prosperity New Zealand enjoyed. That Government has had a
long term of office, and I hope and trust
it will have many more years of office, so
that it may continue to carryon the good
legislation it has begun. I am strongly in
favour of the suggestion made with regard
to our Savings Banks. I think that the rate
of interest might well be increased to 3!
per cent., and I firmly believe that it would
be desirable to pay interest on larger deposits than are now paid on. We would
then have larger sums deposited in those
banks, and the money could be used for
such important purposes as the purchase
of land for closer settlement. I t has also
been said that the Boer war and the
drought here were causes of the prosperous
condition of New Zealand. We know that
K ew Zealand ,vas very prosperous before
we had the drought and before the Boer
war broke out. New Zealand was doing
well under the Seddon regime before these
events happened. I believe, with the honorable member for Stawell, that it would
be a good thing to have, as a corollarv
to this measure, land-values taxation".
I do not wish to detain the House much
longer. I think we have been practically
all round this measure in this debate on the
second reading, and I wish to give any other
honorable member a chance to speak on the
Bill. But I would like to mention that I
am strongly in favour of a land tax. I
think that the honorable member for Prahran, in advocating an all-round land tax
of one penny in the £1, was advocating
an unscientific land tax. I think we should
start with one-sixteenth of a penny in the
£1, and gradually raise the tax until we
get it to 2d. on very large areas. It is mv
firm belIef that the grad1,1ated land tax i~
New Zealand has done infinitely more to
make New Zealand a prosperous country
than the closer settlement measures on the
statute-book have done.
{vfany honorable
members have said, in the course of this debate, that practically closer settlement has
ma~e New Zealand's prosperity.
But we
know from the comparati"vely few· peopie
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who have been put ori the land under the
closer settlement scheme in New Zealand
that it cannot have been that cause alone.
I take it that there has been a large amount
of settlement which the Year-Book of New
Zealand has no account of at all; I mean
settlement that has come about owing to
large areas being subdivided under the pres·
sure of the graduated land tax in New Zealand. The honorable member for Toorak,
in quoting figures in regard to land 'settlement in New Zealand and Queensland, gave
us figures relaTing to private settlement in
Queensland, and figures relating to compulsory settlement in New Zealand; but he
never mentioned anything about the large
amount of settlement that has taken place
in K ew Zealand owing to the pressure of
the graduated land tax schem.e in force
there. I would like to give another authority, who was quoted by the honorable
member for. Glenelg, with regard to t.he reason, from the economic stand-point, for such
a land tax.
I allude to Professor Thorold Rogers, who, in reviewing land value
taxation, states thatNearly every civilized country has taken occa·
sion, at some time or another, to rescind the cus·
tomary arrangements of land tenure, and gener·
ally with the happiest results. Governments have
not hesitated to compel the owners of spontaneous
incomes to submit to severe exactions towards
supplying the necessities of the State, for the
land tax in most European countries forms a very
solid contribution to the public income; nor is it
found that exceptional taxes of this kind frighten
capital or distress labour.

We have had the proof of it in Kew Zealand, where capital and labour are attracted; and i{ we had a scientific, graduated land tax, omitting the small struggling man, but coming heavily on those who
have aggregated large estates, ,ye would
accomplish more in a more easy and efficient
way than we could accomplish under a
Compulsory Settlement Bill for this country
at the present time. I would like to quote
from one of the advocates of land taxation
in New Zealand a statement that he
divides the farmers of that country into two
.
classes. He saysThere are two classes of farmers in New
Zealand. There is one class who farms the land,
and the other class who farms the farmer.

X ow, I am here to look after the first class
of farmer, notwithstanding what members
of the Opposition may say. . I am here·to
look after the farmer who farms the land.
I would like to give him every help, protection, and ;lssistance. but I am always
against those farmers who farm the farme;s.
In our scpeme of taxation, we are not in
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favour of exemptions.
If we were in
favour of class legislation, one of the first
things that we, as a Labour Party, would
do, would be to omit our class in taxing the
people, and omit those who own only small
blocks of land. But we do not believe in
exemptions at all. If the principle is right,
it is right all through.
The man \vho is
getting benefit from 100 feet of land ought
to pay a little taxation, while the man who
is getting a larger. benefit ought to pay
more in proportion. Therefore, we believe
in all classes paying the tax, from the lowest
to the highest, without exception.
Those
are the objections I have to the Bill.
I
hope that the leasehold principles will be
embodied in the measure, although I am
afraid thev will not. because the consensus
of· opinio~ in this d~bate up to the present
has been to give the absolute O\ynership,
as ·far as the law will permit, to the persons
who are to settle on the land under this
Bill. Now, I do not think the workmen's
homes provisions. of the Bill will work out
in the directi.on desired.
The workmen's
homes have to be purchased, and become
the purchaser~ s own property, but if a man
,,,as able to rent land under lease from the
Crown, get on it for a mere nothing,
and pledge his future labour to secure the
land from the Government under easy
terms, surely that would be a better system.
It wou.ld encourage and help the stranded
,,-orkers in the town. This Bill proposes
to help people who are able to get homes
of their own through building societies, and
by other means; but if a man gets the full
use of the land he occupies in perpetuity,
what can he grumble at? If he is naturally
desirous of exerting his labour on the soil,
he has every guarantee that he ,,,ill be able
to do that; but it is the greedy feeling of
getting the spontaneous unearned increment
that the community gives to any plot of
land, the getting of something without
giving something in return, that makes it
so hard to bring about that particulat
principle asserting the rights of the
whole people. Those are my objections,
and that is my protest from this (the
Opposition) side of the House.
There
is one pleasing feature. to me about the matter, and that is that although I may be in
a minoritv, my views will be recorded in
Hansard, indelibly fixed as my earnest protest against. this encroachment on the
people's right to the use of the earth on
,,-hich they· live~
l\fr. l\1cKENZIE.-The first consideration in connexion with a matter of this kind
is whether we haye arrived at the time when
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the Government should resume land com'pulsorily or not.
I t is generally admitted
that the time has arrived. A few reasons
have been offered in support of that opinion.
We have extended our railways throughout
the length and breadth of Victoria, especially so far as the land where closer
settlement is likely to take place is copcerned. Unfortunately, those railways are
now running through thousands of acres of
land which contribute practically no revenue
to the State--Iand used for grazing areas.
Now, whilst I do not wish to reflect on t.he
large grazier, I look on him as a retired
gentleman, who employs practically no
labour and uses no machinery. An estate of
from 20,000 to 30 ,000 acres of land can be
managed by the employment of from six
to eight men, except for a few weeks during
the shearing season, when additional men
are employed to shear the sheep by contract. That is a state of things which I do
not think wise or beneficial to the general
prosperity of the country, and it is one that
this' Bill will probably be the means of
re.ctifying. Some of the speakers have said
it was a pity that closer settlement did not
take place here years ago.
I do not agree
with that opinion. I think the time for the
closer settlement scheme has now arrived.
and that an earlier attempt would not have
been so successful, inasmuch as a great portion of our Crown lands was then available.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-It was tried in Duffy's
time, and failed.
Mr. :McKENZIE.-Just so.
Twenty
years ago we had no markets outside our
local markets for such products as butter or
meat. Only a few years ago, I remember
seeing she.ep go to a boiling-down establishment to be boiled down for the fat and
skin. That seemed a terrible sacrifice. I have
also seen butter down to 4d. per pound,
cart-gre,ase price. I do .not. think t~at is
likely to take place agam m the hIstory
of this country, because the effect of
our having an -export market will always
assure us certain prices for our commodities,
and
our
supply
is
not
likely to overtake the demand.
Therefore, it must be quite evident that as an
,assured export market is already established, the chances are that the people who
settle on the )and under this Bill will
always be able to find a payable market
for their produce. Again, we are spending
large sums of money in connexion with the
water supply to the northern areas, and I
urge the Government, in 1?ass~ng, to t~ke
advantage of the opportumty m conneXIOn
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with the purchase of lan:d under this Bill,
to resume some of those areas which their
channels are going to improve in value.
Their channels will pass through some excellent land. I am speaking of the northern
areas, where the land is suitable for dairying, growing cereals, and, generally speaking, for grazing purposes. If the Government are going to construct those channels,
at a large cost, and thereby improve those
areas, what better could they do than acquire some of the land, and benefit by the
unearned increment? Now, as to the Bill.
I do not wish to quote, any figures. I
recognise that we have a chance in Committee to deal with the different clauses as
they come, before us. But I would like to
impress on the Government and the House
th~ absolute necessity of (he compulsory
clauses, and also the insertion of the residence condition in the Crown grants.
I
have been conversant wth the Land Acts
of this country from that of Mr. Grant in
186 5. The framers of those Acts earnestly
endeavoured to open the lands then under
the pastoral lessees, and place the people
' on the lands. To a great extent they suc
ceeded in opening up the lands; but the
failure was in getting the people on the
lands. Why? While I admit that the
people of those periods laboured under
greater disabilities than at present obtain,
from want of markets, want of water supply, and the like, still the fact remained
that a man knew he had simply to put in
three years in order to get a title by which
he could transfer or sell his holding to the
accumulator of lands. The speculator was
always ready to sell to the accumulator.
The legitimate farmer was often refused
land, although not by any act of the Gavernment of the day j but in those days
Land Boards sat in various districts, and
there were many applicants for some pieces
of land, so that very often the legitimate
applicant was ousted by the illegitimate
applicant, the, man who was securing the
land for the purposes of speculation. This
Bill contains a provision which will stop
that practice, and be the ,means of the
really legitimate man get6ng on to the land.
The speculator sees nothing in this scheme,
and the accumulator of land has no opportunitv of bringing land settled under
this Bill back into large areas again. I
was very pleased to note that not in one
case has any speaker who has taken part
in tpis debate dissented from that particular view, and I congratulate the
framers of this Bill accordingly.
I hope
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t~e'y
will have that particular proVISIOn inserted in the Crown grants. And
I do agree with the Crown grant system.
I happen to have had a good deal to do
with the perpetual leasing system in New
South Wales in connexion with the
re-appraisement.
The
re-appraisement
has almost always been a tax on a
man's own industry.
As to the talk
about"" unimproved values, I have never yet
found the man who can exactly describe
where the unimproved value ended, and the
improvements commenced. We find in New
South 'WalE's that the man who improves his
place the best has to pay the largest amount
of money on re-appraisement, and that the
man who farms in a slip-shod way gets off
cheaply. I feel sure that there will be no
alteration in that particular clause. As to
the compulsory resumption clause, to use a
homely simile, it appears to me that the
compulsory cla,use is something ,like the
necessity a man is under of having a whip
with a lazy horse. Although he has the
whip, he may never have to use it on his
journey, but let him leave home without the
whip, and he may never get to his destination. The same thing applies in connexion
with this matter. A good deal of stress has
been laid on the fact by various speakers
that the Government have been offered a lot
of land already, and they argue that, therefore, there is no necessity for the compulsory clause. But that is no evidence that
this land is likely to be suitable for closer
settlement purposes. In the first place, the
position of the land may not be suitable, and, in the· second place, the
land itself may not be suitable.
In connexion with the resumption of land, the
Government will have to find out whether
the land is likely to be occupied, and whether there will be a demand for it. The
Government are not going to resume perhaps 50,000 or 60,000 acres in one particular part 0f the country without first satisfving themselves on this point. They will
have to ascertain first where the greatest
demand will be, and they will then resume
the land. Without the compulsory clause,
what would happen? The moment the Government attempt to purchase land, the
man who owns the land has an extravagant
opinion of its value, and the chances are
that there would be no possibility of doing
business with him, whereas if he knows that
the land may be taken from him by means
of this Bill, that position would not arise.
With the leader of the Opposition, I think
it a very cumbersome process that the matter
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should be dealt with by both Houses of
Parliament, although I recognise, from my
experience of honorable members of another
place, that the compulsory system would be
very objectionable to them when the Bill
goes there.
However, we have not to con'sider them.
We have to consider what
is best in the interests of this country,
and
I
think the compulsory
power
should really be in the hands of the Minister. However, no matter what it may be,
even if it is to be as cumbersome as provided in this Bill, by all means let us have
the compulsory clause. Without it this Bill
would be a great mistake, and it would not
achieve what the people of the country expect from it. I will refer just briefly to
the financial position which has been
spoken to bv several honorable members on
the other (the Opposition) side of the House.
They propose raising this money by a land
tax. If there was any time in the history
of Victoria when it was undesirable to impose a land tax it is at the present juncture.
I will undertake to sa v that in the northern
parts of Victoria-I
speaking of the
people on the land outside the water areas
-the settlers are poorer men to-day than
they were ten years ago. Look at the disabilities they have been under in connexion
with the drought and pests, such as r~bbits
and obnoxious 'Weeds, and low prices for
produce when they did happen to have an
ordinary season. If you tax these people you
will play into the hands of the other States,
which are bidding for them to go there by
offering them land on much more reasonabJe terms than we can possibly expect to
give them. Therefore, we have to proceed
with the greatest caution in connexion with
a matter of this kind. With regard to
expenditure for reproductive work, I never
yet heard of the Government experiencing
any difficulty in raising money for that purpose. Have the Commissioners of the Savings Banks any difficulty in raising money
for advances on land?
Mr. McCuTcHEoN.-In one instance they
have had to give a lot of it themselves.
Mr. McKENZIE.-But a lot of public
money has been subscribed too.
This
shows that there is no difficultv about raising money for reproductive works. What
more reproductive work can you have than
in the fact of people paying back and improving their land at the same time. What
better security is there in this world than
that class of security? It is a much more
reproductive work than any other class of
work we could possibly expend money upon.
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I trust that the Government will adopt any
other course for raising the money than by
imposing a land tax, for, in my opinion,
there is no necessity whatever for that.
Some of the honorable members who have
spoken have declared that they belieye in
placing our own people upon these lands.'
So do we all believe in that. We all believe in placing our own people on the land
first, but why not induce others to come as
well? Although Victoria was once designated by a venerated politician in New
South "Vales as the cabbage garden of Australia, it must be remembered that we have
58,000,000 acres, and only a population of
1,200,000.
We could give to every man,
woman, and child in Victoria, 50 acres of
land each. But only a small percentage of
our population are likely to take up the
land, because there are so many thousands
of people engaged in other pursuits, and a
great number of those people cannot have
any knowledge of such a business as working the land.
Mr. GAUNSON.-Suppose you had a man
with £1,000 worth of land, and the same
man had £I,OOO worth of furniture, would
you tax the furniture?
. Mr. McKENZIE.-I do not see any
reason why you should.
I\lr. GAuNsoN.-I am putting the analogy.
Mr. I\IcKENZIE.-I do not see any necessitv for it.
Mr: GAUNSoN.-Exactly.
}lr. McKEN"ZIE.-I trust, sir, that this
Act will soon be olaced on the statute-book,
and if that is d-one, I feel sure that the
• people will be settled on the land in such a
manner as to be of great use to this country,
because once a man commences to tickle
the soil, he has to bring machinery to his
aid to do it. He must also establish a
home for himself.
In this way he will
materially assist the manufacturing portion
of the community, as well as increase our
railway revenue.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-The manufacturing portion is being done by the Federal Government.
:Mr. j'\,lcKENZIE.-Still, there is room
for more to be done. I do not wish to detain the House any longer, as the hour is
getting late. I feel that the proper time to
discuss the details of this measure is when
we are in Committee. There are certain
amendments that I should like to see made
in the Bill, but I will not refer to them now.
I trust that the House will see its way clear
in assisting the Government to get this Bill
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through as quickly as possible, for r believe that no Bill which has ever gone
through the House will give greater satisfaction to the.people generally.
Mr. KEOGH.-Before continuing the
debate, I should like to know from the
Premier whether it is intended that we
should sit anv later?
Mr. BENT.-=-What assurance have I that
we can get it through to-morrow night? It
is only ten minutes past ten.
Mr. KEOGH.-It is pretty late, and we
all have the influenza.
Mr. ICOLECHIN.-Will the Premier give
us some assurance that he will put in
what will suit us?
Mr. BENT.-Well, we'd better go on a
little longer.
Mr. GAUNSON.-May I throw out a
suggestion?
After all, the reporting of
what takes place in this House is the very
life of the thing.
Mr. BENT.-I remember the promise I
made the other night. I beg to moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion was agreed to, and the debate 'Was adjourned until next day.
PAIRS.
Mr. BENT movedThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. J. CAMERON (Gippsland E~st)
stated that a misapprehension had ansen
with regard to a pair that he had made
with an honorable member two nights ago.
He believed the leader of the Opposition
understood that he (Mr. Cameron) would
pair after the dinner hour, but his statement was that he would pair after that
particular division was over.
Mr. PRENDERGAST remarked that
the honorable member for Gippsland East
paired with the honorable member for the
Railways Service (Mr. Hannah), who remained away under the belief that he had
paired for that division.
He (~1r. Prendergast) was prepared to take the responsibility in the matter, and he merely
wanted to see that his colleague did not
suffer in consequence of remaining away
during the division.
He would like to
know from the Premier what business was
to be taken to-morrow?
Mr. BENT said that he would beg to
remind honorable members that Mr. Fink
had been asked to appear at the Bar of
the House to-morrow at half-past four
o'clock, and the Government would be
pleased to see a large number of honorable
members present.
"Tith regard to the
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business for to-morrow, he wondered whe·
ther he would be able to get on with the
Welshpool Tramway? He thought it was
likel y he would go on with the Mines Acts
Further Amendment Bill.
.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-Not with this
Closer Settlement Bill?
Mr. BENT said that he thought he
would go on with the Mines Acts Further
Amendment Bill.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Not
the
Welsh pool Tramway?
Mr. BENT said that as to the Welshpool Tramway he could do without that,
. perhaps.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Why not finish the debate on the Closer Settlement Bill?
Mr. B E ~T said he would ask if the
honorable members opposite would promise
to put it through to-morrow? As they
would not promise, whatever turned up, he
would probably take the ~-fjnes Acts Further
Amendment Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at fourteen minutes
past ten o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
TllUrsday, August 4, 1904.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock.
UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
COMMISSION.
THE HONORABLE THEODORE FINK.
The Clerk having read the order of the
day for the Honorable Theodore Fink:
Pr'esident of the 'Royal ~ommission on the
Universitv of Melbourne, to attend the
House, •
Mr. BENT moved-·,
That. a chair be provided on the floor of the
House for His Honour Sir John Madden,
K.C.M .G., LL.D., Chancellor of the University
of Melbourne.

The SPEAKER.-Before putting this
motion to the House, I desire to say that
the Vice-Chancellor of the Universitv, Sir
Henrv Wrixon, has also been invited, but
unfor'tunatelv he has been ordered out of
town by his inedical attendant, and will not
b~ here to-day.
'
The motion 'Was agreed to.
His Honour Sir John Madden was intro·
duced by the Serjeant-at-Arms, and' con~
ducted to a. chair at the right of the
Speaker, honorable members rising in their
places to receive him.
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The HONORABLE THEODORE FINK was
then introduced by the Serjeant-at-Arms
inside the Bar, honorable members rising in .
their places to receive him.
The SPEAKER said-Mr .. Fink, I am
commanded by this honorable House-and
I ob~ the behest with the greatest pleasure
-to convey to you its thanks in a resolution
at which it has unanimously arrived. For
many years you were a member of this
Assembly, and during all that time you
ad~)Ined and upheld it by your untiring
and unselfish labours in the service of the
country, by your loyal regard for the high
principles and traditions of this House,
and by your unfailing courtesy to every
one. In the midst of many things, to
which your strong and skilful hand and
mind were given, you have made conspicu.
ously your own that noble and invaluable
subject which has always been the hope,
has engaged the anxious consideration, and
has commanded the generous liberality of
our Parliament-the universal education of
our peopJe. While all have laboured at it,
you have been, in a full sense, its self·
sacrificing devotee. You have spared yourself in nothing to advance its claims, and
your eloquence and earnestness in your place
in Parlia.ment have stimulated others to forget its difficulties in the grandeur of its
purpose and possibiiities. In all the" circumstances of the subject, this House has
not hesitated to invoke your knowledge and
assistance, and you not only obeyed, but
bestowed your best with unstinting effort
and entire success. The vast subject of
technical education, which has, all the world
over, become recognised as at once the key
and the necessity of economical progress,
was committed by this House to the consideration of yourself and other gentlemen
by the commission of His Excellency the
Governor. The result, after three years of
assiduous labour, was a report which has
placed at the disposal of Parliament, and
ready for its use, a mass of invaluable information, conveniently compiled and most instructively collated;
and t.hese facts, together with a knowledge that the work is yours, will
enable Parliament to act on it at the proper time with ease and with confidence.
The conflicting necessities of advancing
with the times, and of economizing in view
of its misfortunes . together with certain internal disasters, have deeply embarrassed
our University. That institution is indispensable to Victoria's educational ambition,
. and has always been her just pride; and,
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always des.iring to do the utmost to preserve it, but embarrassed by the grave and
numerous difficulties which surrounded the
whole matter, honorable Ministers, ,,,ith
the approval of this House, advised His .
Excellency once again to commission you,
and those other honorable gentlemen
whom he associated with you, to i'investigate and advise upon this troublesome,
but most important, subject. With characteristic loyalty with exemplary and unyielding patien'ce, with much self-sacri~('
"ina-b but discriminating •labour, you, wIth
them, have won for ParlIament a v.ast store
of special knowledge on the questIO?, and
have made it available in an exhaustIve and
lucid report, which cannot fail to make the
course of Parliament safe and comparatively -easy in de.ali.ng with th~ int~rests of
th·~ countrv in thIS Important dIrectIOn. And
all has been done without fee or reward,
or the expectation or desire of any, save
that honour and respect of the State which
is ever most prized by, and which should
ever await the efforts of, those who nobly
labour for their country's cause. In conveying to you, and all the honorable members associating with you, the thanks of
th~ House for the great services you have
rendered, I beg to remind the House that
it is now nearlv fourteen years since its
thanks ,,,ere, in similar .manner, given to the
late illustrious Chief Justice Higinbotham,
who, in replying, gave all those who had
assisted him· in his great work a share of
praise j and among those to whom he confessed himself indebted in no small degree
was a gentleman, a member of this House,
who was associated with you in this work,
which has met with such univ·ersal approval
-Mr. Donald Mackinnon-who has thus
been able to contribute valuable assistance
to two works, both so memorable as to deserve the thanks of this House. It is not
the habit of the House, nor would it become such an Assemblv, to render its thanks
idlv, or on slight occasion; and you, and
your fellow commissioners, who know this
;Yell, will value the true and full meaning
of the resolutions which the Ch::rk of the
House will now read to vou.
The Clerk read the -following extract
from the Votes and ProceedinJ!.s:Services of the Royal Commission on the
University of Melbourne.-Sir Samuel Gillott
moved, by leave. That this House expresses its
appreciation of the valuable services performed
by the Honorable Theodore Fink and the Members of the Royal Commission on the University
of Melbourne.
Debate ensued.
Question-put and resolved in the affirmative.

The Speaker.
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Sir Samuel Gillott moved, by leave, That
the Clerk be directed to enter on the Joumals of
the House that the resolution agreed to this day,
with reference to the work of the President ancI
Members of the Royal Commission on the Uni.
versity of Melbourne, was p~ssed unanimo?sly.
Question-put and resolved III the affirmative.
Mr. Bent moved, by leave, That the Honorable Theodore Fink, President of the Royal
Commission on the University of Melbourne, be
requested to attend this House at half-past four
o'clock on Thursday next, the 4th day of August,
in order that Mr. Speaker may then convey to
him the resolution agreed to by this House. on
Thursday, the 21st July insta.nt.
.
Question put and resolved III the affirmatIve~

The SPEAKER.-Mr. Fink, in the
name and on behalf of the Legislative As-'
sembly of Victoria, I have the honour to
present you with a copy of these resolutions.
An engrossed copy of the extracts' from
the Votes and Proceedings was handed to
Mr. Fink by the Clerk.
l\[r. FINK.-"Mr. Speaker, I desire to
tender to you, and through you to this
House, on behalf of the gentlemen who
were associated with me as members of the
Roval Commission on the University of
}[e-Ibourne, as well as on my own behalf,
the heartfelt thanks that we all feel at the
resolution which the House has passed.'
For my own part, I must add my deep
thanks for the eloauent and kindly words
in which you have conveyed those resolutions
to mvself. I also desire to thank honorable
members for their gracious reception of me
this day: I can only say that I regard this,
and so also do my colleagues, as a great
honour and a very great rewarc1, overpaying
all the services that each of us has rendered to this House in this regard. For
myself, I value it,as a £,riceless distinction,
and'as the most imnerishable of all my possessions; and so it-will be regarded by my
wife and children, and, I trust, also by
those who come after them. I think it only
right to say that the work of the Commission was a ioint work. I have been ably
Clnd efficienfiv assisted bv every member of
the Commission. Three of the gentlemen
who were associated with me-:-~'fr. Boyd,
Mr. Mackinnon, and 1\1r. Warde-are still
members of the Assemblv. Two other members of the Commission-Mr. Edmund E.
Smith and Mr. Steuart G. Black- are no
longer Members of . Parliament. One of the
members of the Commission-Sir John
McIntyre-fully participated until the very
last in~ the work of this body j but he died
before he had time to sign the final report,
and his death, I am satisfied we all recognise, closed a distinguished and honorable
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career in the service of this House and this
country. I feel quite conscious of the very
many defects of qualification in myself, and
the want of completeness in the work of the
whole body. That, of course, is inevitable.
The last words cannot be .said by any bodv
of men on the great subject of education,
possibly, till the last syllable of recorded
time; but we are all proud of having been
permitted to do our best in this great work,
and we are satisfied that the criticism, debate, and judgment of educationalists in
this country, dealing with our conclusions
as they will, and as they must, will winnow
the false conclusions from the true. and that
the result of the work will b~ a step
forward.
I think it right to say
apa;t
from
the
value
that,
quite
of our report, or Its recommendations, in
the minutes of evidence there is collected
together a vast body of studied evidence of
men of the greatest skill in all departments
of science and learning in this community,
and that will remain as a mine of valuable information.
You, sir, if I may be
permitted to go a little further, and only
a little further, have referred-and I thank
vou for it-to the work of the Technical
Education Commission, with which X have
been associated. That .labour also was
shared by men expert in science and in
teaching, and by representatives of other
irtterests in the community. 'Ve regard, of
course, the labours of Royal Commissions
as a work necessarily done in aid of the
more responsible duties of His Majesty's
~J.inisters, and of Parliament.
The great
reward that we on this later Commission-and, I think I may say it also
() f the t~rst Commi "sion~are . proud to
have received, is .that, in relation to
·the University, the Government, and this
honorable
House
have already been
swift to render very much-needed assistance upon the lines of our recommendations-assistance which will be productive
of the greatest good to learning and to this
institution, and whieh is being responded
to at this moment by many evidences of increased activity in the University itself.
The work of these two Commissions
should be regarded as the performance of one task-a task in aid of
the work of Parliament in co-ordinating our
educational system, and bringing it into
accord with all that is best in the educational systems of other advanced communities.
That, I think, this House has been
very swift to recognise j and I am proud
to know that of late years, and at the pre-
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time, so much recognition and attention has been given to this great cause. It
is quite true that problems, not only of
legislation, but of the conflicts of industry
and commerce, to which you, sir, have ·~e
ferred, cannot be solved by half-trained
people.
I am quite satisfied that, if this
Parliament continues in the path which
every Victorian Parliament has marked out
for itself, of encouraging and studying the
way to develop the greatest of our national
resources-the characters and faculties of
our children - it will be discharging
what 'We all recognise as one of the great
purposes of every national Government.
Perfecting the skill of only partially skilled
labour, and creating a system that, in addition to merely informing the mind with the
rudiments of knowledge, will discipline the
eye, the hand, the character, and the will,'
must eventually not onl \' make our ski.lled
workers in every department - whether
commerce, industry, or agriculturemore
efficient,
but
must
transform
that great mass of unskilled, or casual,
workers in every department into beings
who are more capable of the true duties of
citizenship, and who will also add not only
to the national wealth, but also to their ow~
efficiency and dignity in life.
When the
cost comes to be counted, it will be found
that nothing that can make our citizens more capable of dealing with the realities of their various works in life, and of
discharging their duties as paJ.1ents arid
citizens, can ultimately make this community poorer. I thank you, sir, and the members .of this House, for the very high honour
that you have this day paid me.
1\1r. BEKT moved-.
That what has l'OW been said by Mr. Speaker
in presenting the thanks of this House to the
Honorable Theodore Fink, together with Mr.
Fink's answer thereto, and the proceedings upon
the occasion, be printed in the Votes of this day.

He said-I did not intend to say anything
to-day on this question, hut circumstances
ha"e arisen which necessitate my making
one or two remarks. In the first place,
I must say that it affords me very great
pleasure to see our friend, the Chancellor
of the University, here to-day. I have
had the honour of being his colleague, and
I think I need have no hesitation in saying
that His Honour is looked upon to-day
as one of the first reformers in regard to
education in Victoria. You, sir, have made
certain references to Mr. Fink's services
i~l connexion with the Commission, and to
the> services of Mr. Mackinnon and others.
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Although the honorable member for Prall.
ran sits among "the Victorian Eleven," I
feel that I should not be doing my duty
if I did not recognise the great work that
the honorable member has performed on
this Commission. in common with the other
gentlemen who \ve~e upon that body-our
noble friend, the honorable member for
Flemington, and my friend, the honorable
member for jIelbourne. I can only say
that so far as the Government are
concerned, we have taken this report
of
the
Commission
into
consider a··
tion j and to show honorable members that ,ye have been in sympathy
with the action of the Commission, I mav
pOl,1t out to the House that in the Surpltis
Revenue Bill ,ye put down a sum of over
£40,000 towards education.
First of all,
there ,,"as £IO,OOO to the University for the
purpose of paying off a portion of the sum
that was taken from them. Next there was
£2,000 towards equipping one of the works
in that University. Then we have £12,000
towards building the Public Library, which
has been a disgrace to the country for many
years past. Last, but not least, we have
contributed'to the Working Men's College
a sum of nearly £5,000. Therefore, I
claim that this Government and this House
-because the question is not a party onehave shown conclusively what our feelings
are with regard to increasing the facilities
for education in this State. Nothing would
afford greater pleasure to the Victorian
people, and to this House, apart from all
party considerations, than to endeavour to
assist every kind of instruction, so as to
make Victoria one of the finest places on
earth, so far as education is concerned.
Technical education has been spoken of in
all directions, and I can point to proofs
of our desire that technical education should
prosper. I remember the occasion, very late
at night, or rather early in the morning,
when 1\1r. ~ink made that speech on the
question of education. There is not the
slightest doubt that to deliver· a great speech
between 3 and 4 dclock in the morning was
a great undertaking j but honorable members listened attentively to it, and stayed in
the Chamber until it was finished j and We
are all pleased to be here to-day to pay nir.
Fink a deserved compliment on his great
performance. You, Mr. Speaker, have
spoken in terms of commendation of the
work of that ConLrnission, and you also
made reference to the occasion when the
late Mr. Justice Higinbotham attended
here to receive the thanks of the
Mr. Bent.
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House.
I ,ras present when that vote
of thanks of the House was communicated
to him, and I may say that I think
that the services of this Commission
are even of greater importance than the
work of that great man. Nothing gives us
greater pleasure than to place on record
in this manner our appreciation of the services that Mr. Fink and his confreres have
performed for this State. As Premier, 1
do all I possibly can, at any rate, to find
the money, so that education may spread.
I have been up to the University, and I was
sorry to see that things were going rather
badly there. I would point out to honorable members that the University is not a
rich man's school. There are a great many
poor men's children there, and I hope that,
before this session is concluded, we shall
have placed education in that place upon
a firm foundation. But I will say no more.
I hope I will not gush too much over this.
In saying what I have, I must, of course,
look after the cash all the same. I hope
the University will be able to do on fair
terms what we have asked it to do, namely,
to so arrange that the son of the poorest
man in the community, if he has brains,
will be able to go to the University and obtain the best education that this land can
afford. I cannot trust myself to speak any
more upon this question, but I think :r have
said enouah to show Mr. Fink, his confreres,
and the Chancellor of the University the
desire that this House has to do all it possibly can in the interests of education. I
have much pleasure in moving the resolution which I have read, and which the
leader of the Opposition, I am sure, will
second.
Mr. P.RENDERGAST.-In seconding
this motion I desire to say that .nobody
could have been more struck than I was
with the speech which Mr. Fink delivered
in the early hours of the morning in summarizing the results of his labours and in
formulating the report of the Commission,
in connexion with which he has just received
the recognition of the House. ,At that particular period Mr. Fink's speech was of
immense value to this community, because
that speech was delivered at a period when
the Education Act was being derided by a
section of the press outside, and when an at·
tempt was apparently being made to render
inoperative the services that should be performed free for the people of this country.
I like to see these honours bestowed upon
any man who has earned them in connexion with work done for this country.
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They should not be in the sole possession
of one or two individuals, but should be
conferred upon anyone who does good work
in the interests of the State. It is an incentive to a man to do good work, if he
knows that he will receive recognitiqn for
it. Of course, many a man gges to his grave
after having done good work for the country, and everyone knowing that he has done
good work, without his services meeting
with proper recognition during his life-a
recognition which would be better than a
monument. I hope we shall have a free
University ::IS tne apex of our educational
system, and that the time will come when
the course for arts shall embrace technical
knowledge, or that technical knowledge shall
enter into the course, whether the course is
known as arts or by some other name. In
connexion with making the University more
useful, I would say that no system of education can be regarded as complete which
serves but one class in the community alone.
There is no educational system complete
which stops only at the three" R's." While
we have free education there is no system
complete which will debar the poorer children of the State, if they have the intellect
and capacity, from taking the highest positions in the University. I hope to see the
University system extended, and I think that
the honour no,v being done to 1\1r. Fink will
be taken as a recognition of our desire in
that direction. We, who are sitting here,
recognise in that speech and in the Commission's report an endeavour to make
the educational system of the State free,
secular, and compulsory, and to extend
those principles from the lowest ABC
class in the public schools to the highest
education that a man can receive within
the walls of the University.
The motion was agreed to.
"Mr. MACKINNON.-Perhaps I may be
out of order in addressing the House on
this question, but, as my name has been
mentioned, and my colleagues have been referred to, in connexion with the high honour
conferred on Mr. Fink to-day, it may, perhaps, not be out of place for me to say a
few words.
I t has been well said that
"the finger marks of a few men are on all
knowledge," and I think it can be truly
said that, so far as the educational interests of this State are concerned, the finger
marks of Mr. Fink, our President, will remain on them for all time.
Another thing
I should like to say is that Mr. Fink has,
I think, very much exaggerated the assistOf
ance given to him by his c611eagues.
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course, we all brought, as our contribution
to the stock of ability to deal with the question submitted to us, whatever ability we
naturally had.
Each man had his own
qualifications, his own point of view, and
conducted the inquiry" from that point of
vie,,· j but I think my colleagues will agree
with me that the great work undoubtedly
was done, and the great enthusiasm was
supplied by the gentleman whom this House
has seen fit to honour to-day.
Before I
sit down I should like to say this: Since
I ha ve had the honour of being on this
very important Commission, nothing that
the Treasurer has said has nleased me more
than his constantly reiterated statement)
during his election campaign, that it was
his desire to see the poorest child in the
community given an opportunity of rising
to the highest possible position which education could enable him to attain.
That I
consider a noble sentiment, and, although
I had occasion to criticise many things the
~on?rable gentleman said, I always felt
mclmed to take my hat off to him when I
read that he had repeated that statement.
Now, it may be that I have, through my
Scotch antecedents, an exaggerated notion
of the value of education, but I do think
that, whether a man be a parent or a citizen, he should be prepared to make, for
the sake of education, the. greatest sacrifices he can make to carryon this work.
I am sure the honorable gentleman will
have every assistance in carrying out any
scheme or schemes for bringing the advantages of education to the homes of the
very poorest people in this State, if that
can be accomplished, because, after all,
we are only doing a little for ourselves when
we are endeavouring to find, and cause
to fructify, any latent ability there may be
in the humblest individual in this community.
If we are able, by a scientific process, to extract and render available those
"grains of gold which are to be found in
places, we will not only confer a great
benefit on the fortunate individual who may
happen to have that capacity, but we will
also confer a great benefit on the country,
of which we are all most humble citizens.

all

:\IINES ACTS FURTHER.
A:\IENDMENT BILL.
The -debate (adjourned from July 20) on
]V[r. McLeod's motion for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. BAILES.-The Bill, as introduced
by the present Minister of Mines, is almost
identical, in its leading features, with that
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which we had the pleasure of debating in
the last session of the last Parliment, when
it was introduced by the honorable gentleman who now occupies the position of
Minister of Public Works (Mr. E. H.
Cameron).
We devoted a great deal of
our time on that occasion to debating the
proposals contained in the Bill, and, as
there is very little difference between them
and the proposals now submitted, I hardly
think it will be necessary, in view of the
fact that we have so recently had a very
exhaustiye debate on the subject, for honorable members to take up so much of the
time of the House in debating the measure
At any rate, as I made
on this occasion.
a very long speech, and perhaps a very
rambling one, on the previous Bill, I intend this evening to be as brief as I possibly can.
I do not regard it as necessary to go at any length over the points
There are,
we had before us last session.
of course, a very great number of proposals
in the Bill on which I do not see eye to
eye with the Minister; but, instead of commenting on them at this stage, I will devote my attention to them when the Bill
gets into ,Committee, and endeavo~r to secure the necessary alterations and amend-'
ments.
The Minister has paid me, and
other honorable members of the last House
who were associated with me in an effort
to improve the Bill then before the Chamber, the "ery great compliment of embodying in the present Bill almost every new
proposal that we submitted arid that was accepted by the Committee - almost every
new clause and every amendment passed
on that occasion.
I do not know that any
greater compliment could be paid to the
members represepting mining districts than
that action on the part of the Minister of
Mines.
It clearly shows that the debate
on the previous Bill, which was certainly
a long one, but not spun out to an inordinate length, was productive of interesting'
and instructive speeches from men qualified,
by virtue of representing mining districts
and by their knowledge of mining subjects generally, to discuss the subjectspeeches which were so convincing in their
arguments that other honorable members,
had
little
or
no
knowledge
who
of the mining industry, accepted the vie\\'s
then advanced as correct. The present Minister has shown us bv his action that he
was thoroughly satisfi~d that the views then
uttered by mining members were justifIed,
because the fact is that we have all, or
almo.;t all, of the amendments that ",ere then
Mr. Bailes.
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made embodied in this Bill. I am not going
to traverse the Bill clause by clause, but
before proceeding to deal further with the
measure I would like to quote a few words
from the speech made by the Minister
when introducing this Bill.
The honorable gentleman said'We find that up to the present time the gold
won in Victoria alone amounts in value to the
handsome sum of £266,810,71 I.
I am very
pleased to add that the industry is showing no
signs of decay, but that last year the gold won
totaIlled in value £3,259,482, which was the
highest return we have had for the. last twenty
years, except in 1898 and 1899. The dividends
paid last year amounted to £601,153, which was
the highest amount paid for the last ten years,
with one exception.

Now, it may be interesting to honorable
members to know that that total-and a
very respectable total it is indeed-is n?t
onl y a very large one, but ver~ ~uch m
excess of the ordinary returns; moet.rJ, as
the :Minister himself said, it has never been
exceeded, except on two occasions, during
the last twenty years, and that is even more
satisfactory still. Too often we are told
that the mining industry is in a dying co~
dition' but however it may have been m
the p~st, tile mining industry is certainly
not entitled to be placed in that category
at the present time. The contribution of
gold from the Bendigo district last year
was £934>352, and the dividends pa~d ?y
the various companies in that dIstnct
amounted to .£322,145- I will not say.that
that was a phenomenal year, but certamly,
as far as the Bendigo district is concerned,
it was one of the best during the last twenty
years. But we are doing even better this
~-ear. I make this comparison, not with the
object o~ lauding Bendigo, _but in sU1?P.ort
of the 'Minister's statement that the mmmg
industrv is improving. I am pleased to be
able to- say that, as far as Bendigo district
is concerned, the :Minister's statement is
absolutely correct. The returns for the first
seven months of 1903 were Il8,821 ounces
of gold, and the dividends paid £15 8 ,69 2 .
When the Minister of ~lines
made
the statement I have just quoted to
the Honse, mv friend, the honorable
member for Bailarat East, intejected the
question, " What
about
the
calls? "
Well, I may say I have taken the
trouble to ascertain the amount of the
calls. The calls for the first seyen months
of last year amonnted to £69,602, and
there was a surplus of dividends over calls
of £89,629' In the seven months of the
present year the yield of gold was
142,363 'ounct's, an increase of 23,54 2 .
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ounces, while the dividends paid amounted power in the Bill to make an altera·
to £213,°39, showing an increase of tion In the amount pverv half-year
£54,347. As to the calls, one would be if he thinks fit. I have heard it asserted,
almost inclined to think that I would and that opinion is backed up by a well·
say I am very sorrv that the calls known mining lawyer, who was appealed
have increased, but' I am not at to for legal advice on the question, that,
all sorry that such is the case, becaus:: the l\1inister having once made an
it shmys' that, while the mining community alteration, the amount t.hcn fixed will
of the State are reaping an advantage be the amount that will remain fixed in
from increased prosperity, they are prepared the future - that there cannot be an
I differ
to still more liberally payout calls, in order alteration every six months.
that the necessary prospecting operations very much from that opinion myself, but I
may be carried on, the result of which, I think the objections to the present proposal
have no doubt. will be to still further in- of the Minister can be as validly voiced on
crease the prosperity of the mining industry. this occasion as when they were introduced,
The calls for the first seven months of this under a different sugar-coating principle,
year amounted to £96,057, and there was by the previous Minister of Mines. Now,
an excess of dividends over calls of may I ask, without labouring the question,
£117,032. And despite the fact that calls what are the objections to the labour covehave gone up £26,455 during the first seven nants contained in our mining leases at the
months of this vear, we are vet able to present time?
It is contended that
show an excess of profits greate; than in thE' there is an insecurity of tenure.
Xow, a
first seven months of 1903 to the amount of mining lease is a contract entered into
£27,403· Now there are a very consider- between certain eentlemen, called the
able number of alterations of the existing lessees, and the State.
The State
Acts proposed in the present Bill. Some of undertakes to give the lessees the sole
them q.re of minor importance, but still they right to mine a certain number of acres of
are of great interest to the whole of the min- ground in the search for minerals, on coning community. There are what I would dition that they pay half-a-crown per acre
describe as five particularly important per annum rental, and that they emchanges contained in this Bill-I allude to ploy a certain number of men on that area.
the clauses with regard to the leasing re It is not a hard-and-fast principle, permagulations, the abolition of l\1ining Boards, nently fixed. The number of men required
tributing, dredging, and what I regard as varies very materially indeed, but, in the
most important of all, those provisions deal. generality of cases, as far as quartz reefing with the health of our miners. Now, ing is concerned, the number is one man to
in the first of these great alterations, I can every two acres. It is urged that, under
see but very little difference between the this system, the lessee is at the mercy of
proposals of the present Minister of Mines the Minister. Now, it seems to me that
and the proposals of his immediate prede- the lessee is simply at his own mercy.
It
cessor in office. They appear to me to be is a question of whether he chooses to carrv
somewhat like those cascara tabloids that out the contract he has entered into with
are sold by the chemists. We may get from his eyes open, or not. Will he be in anv
one chemist's shop cascara tabloids with a better position under the present proposaI"?
coating of sugar, while from another' To-day, he knows that if he wishes to hold
chemist's shop we may get them with a the ground he must employ a certain numcoating of chocolate. But if the coating of ber of men on the lease, but under the
the clause in the Bill dealing with the leas· present proposal what he may be required
ing regulations is somewhat different, the to do is a varying quantity. When he acbody of the clause, like the body of the cepts his lease, in the first instance, he may
cascara tabloids, is almost identically the be thoroughly satisfied that the amount he
same. Xow, the ex-Minister submitted in is c'alled on to pay, as the alternative to
hi~ Bill, a~ an altr:.r03.tive pf0posal to ()hS~l:- observing the labour covenants, is a
vance of the labour covenants, the expendl- thoroughly fair and equitable sum, but no
ture of a sum of not less than £10 one antICIpates, however much we may all
per ac~e. for every hal,t-year. The pre~ desire it, that the present Minister is going
sent l\.hmster fixes defin~tely the sum that to remain in possession of the office of Min-;
must be expended dunng the half-year.
f 1\-1'n
11 his life
.
as the altern.ltive of the observ~1.nce lster 0 ~ 1 es a
of the labour covenants, but he takes
Mr. BENT .-Oh, pretty well.
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Mr. BAILES.-Well, I am sorry to hear
that the honorabl~ gentleman i's going to
die so young. I did think he would live
to a ripe old age. But there is a possibility,
and a great possibility, that the gentleman
who succeeds him in the Ministerial position may hold a very different idea as to
the amount that .should be expended on that
lease for every half year, and he may increase it to such a 'sum as will be irksome
to tne original lessee, who was thoroughly
satisfied with the amount at first fiJred.
Therefore, if you put power into the hands
of one man to vary the sum required to be
paid from one half-year to another, you
may contribute very much indeed to the
grounds for the complaint that there is
insecurity in conn ex ion with mining leases,
a complaint that, in my opinion, is not legi6matelv voiced at the present time.
Mr. . "?\IcLEOD.-The intention is not to
vary the amount each half-year, but to
settle in the lease the amou-nt the lessee
must pay in the second, third, and fourth
half-years-not to vary it after it is once
fixed.
"?\1r. BAILE S. - That IS practically
what the legal gentleman I alluded
to advised his clients - he said it will
not be possible to vary the amolmt,
after the first alteration. What will
happen if we get a pliable Minister
of ~Iines in office? Say the present Minist~r of Mines issues a lease on condition that
a certain fair amount be expended in lieu
of obserYing the labour covenants.
If a
pliable Minister succeeds him the amount
may be reduced to such a sum as to become
a farce. The result will be that we will
have a great number of areas, and some
of them large areas, of mining country
locked up, and not legitimately worked at
all. K ow, the Minister goes further than
that, and here is where' I join issue with
him very much indeed. The honorable
gentleman asks to have power conferred on
him to inflict a fine on the lessee, instead of
forfeiting the lease, in case it is proved
that there has been a breach of the covenants. Xow, 'what is the practice at the
present time? In the first place, we have
an exhaustive inquiry made by the Warden,
who reports to the Minister the results of
his inquiry, and as to whether the labour
covenants have been observed or not. Either
of the parties interested in the matterthe applicant for forfeiture of the lease, or
th,; lessee-may appeal to the Minister
against the Warden's decision, and then
t he Minister has an equall)' exhaustive in-
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quiry held before himself. The Minister must
be thoroughly satisfied that, not only was
th~ Warden justified in making his recommendation as to the forfeiture of the lease,
if he recommends that it be forfeited, but
also that he himself would be justified in
carrying out the Warden's recommendation,
and handing over the lease to the applicant
for its forfeiture. There are cases where
the applicant would very probably be as
great a shepherd as the man who had held
the lease, and the Minister uses his judgment as to whether he will hand
over the lease to that party or not.
I t seems to me that if you grant this power
it will be very unfair indeed to the legitimate applicant for an inquiry' into the
labour covenants. Owing to the reasons I
have just given, it is extremely difficult to
establish to the satisfaction of theW arden
and the :Minister that there has been a gross
case of shepherding, and after a man has
gone to all that trouble, and expense too, he
finds, on appealing to the Minister, that the
Minister simply says, "Well, I will fine
the lessee for not having observed the labour
covenants." Now, is that fair to the applicant? If it is a bona fide case of shepherding, and it can be shown to the Minister
that the applicant is a bona fide man, who :s
prepared to invest his money in the lease,
there should be no two questions as to what
should be done. There should be no fining
where there should be absolute forfeiture.
The shepherd throughout all the mining districts of Victoria takes very great risks indeed with r~gard to holding the lease without complying with the labour covenants, but
if you give him an extra chance by fining
him, instead of forfeiting the lease altogether, I yenture to say that you will offer
one of the greatest premiums to shepherding that have ever been known since our
mining laws have been in force. I cannot
congratulate the Minister upon the inclusion in this Bill of that particular proposal.
I have' not the slightest doubt myself that
there will be practical unanimity of opinion
amongst mining members on this point, and
I hope the Minister will find out before
the debate has proceeded very far that what
I believe is the opinion existing in the minds
of honorable members will be voiced in no
uncertain manner by them, and that he will
then see his way clear to promptly withdraw
what I consider to be one of the great blots
on the otherwise excellent Bill that he has
proposed. Going back to the question of
security of tenure, there are two phases in
the life of leases where I think the lessee
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and one company wants an exemption, would,
you permit it to stop so as to allow the water
to rise in the workings of the other two
companies?
Mr. BAILES.-I think that is a question
that comes rather under the drainage law.
The onl v case bearing upon it at all that
I know ~:f at the present time is the work
that is being done on the New Chum line
of reef in Bendigo, where the majority of
the shafts are about 4,000 feet. There they
have a drainage association, and the company with the deepest level is subsidized by
the other companies in order to drain. Kow,
the next leading feature in the Bill that
I ,vish to deal with is contained in the
clauses for the abolition of Mining Boards.
Great differences of opinion may exist as
to whether these boards have outlived their
usefulness or not, and I am prepared to
admit that that is a very vexed question in
every mining centre; but at the same time
I think there is a unanimous consensus of
opinion that the body which the Minister
proposes to substitute for the l'.1ining Boards
meets with universal condemnation.
'::\Ir. BENT .-Cannot the members of the
old boards take the' honorary position?
Mr. BAILES.-There is no such proposal in the Bill, but I have no doubt. t~at
,vhen the various intellects of the mmmg
members in the House have submitted their
amendments, those amendments will be
equally successful on this occasion as they
were when this measure was last before
us. How does the Minister propose to constitute the board which is to take the place
of the present l\1ining Boards? First, the~e
is to be the Minister himself; then there IS
to be the Secretary for Mines; then there is
to be the Warden; then there is to be the
Inspector of ::\Iines; and then the fifth
member is to be a local man. I say a local
man because honorable members will recol1~ct that I interjected when the Minister
was making his second-rea:ding speech, and
I ('rathered the purport of his reply to be
th~t it was intended to appoint a local man.
Xow, sir, can those of us who ,know the
work of the Mines Department, and who
have been in Parliament for any length of
time conscientiously say that the 'Minister
of i1ines has anv spare time at his disposal, in order to"' look after tl:e chairmanship of a Mining Board? 'WIll anybody,
whose duty takes him d~y by day and
week by week to the Mmes Departm~nt,
sav that he ever saw the Secretary for l\1mes
~1r. OUTTRIM.-vVin the honorable member give us his opinion on this point: SyP- so' idle that he could devote one half-hour
pose there are three compames pumpmg, of time to assisting in carrying out the

is thoroughly entitled to every consideration,
and should not be asked to be bound down
absolutely by labour covenants. The first
is where, immediatel y after the lease has
been granted, he starts with the in~ti~l work
i11 connexion with that lease. If It IS alluvial he has to cfo a 'great deal of boring;
if it is quartz he sinks a shaft; and I, very
much doubt whether there is any advocateeven the extremest advocate-for the observance of labour covenants who will say
that it is possible under these circumstances
for the lessee to comply with those covenants. So long as he is able to satisfy the
Department that he is legitimately doing all
he can to advance the work that will lead
up to the position that he will be able, not
only to comply with the labour covenants,
but to employ a great many more men than
the labo:ur covenants require, then I think
there should be no question about his right
to undisturbed possession, and he should not
be exposed to the risk of being brought before the 1Hinister or the Warden ,to show
why his lease should not be forfeited for
non-compliance with the labour covenants.
The other phase where I think the lessee
is entitled to consideration is where the company has toiled on under adverse circumstances, and has exhausted for the time bein" all its available capital. In that case,
al~o, I think the lessee is entitled to every
consideration at the hands of the Department. I would go even further in this direction than the law as it stands at present.
Instead of saying
that the
lessee
must come to the Minister and ask for exemption, I would give the lessee, under certain conditions, the inalienable right to six
months' exemption, and I would fix bv law
the conditions under which he should be
entitled to that exemption. I ,""ould sa~ that
if the lessee could show that during the
twelve months preceding the application for
exemption he had employed a sufficient
number of men to represent compliance with
the labour covenants for a period of eighteen
months-that is, the twelve months which
had al ready el apsed and the six, months'
exemption-and, further, if the lessee could
satisfy the Minister that he had used everv
legiti(oate means in his power to induce
tributer to come in and had failed-then I
think that the lessee, while waiting for a
fresh supply of capital, should be entitled
to six months' exemption, without any
demur on the part of the Minister.

a
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duties of this new board? The Warden of
every mining district is also the Police
~lagistrate of the district, and it is- not in
every district that you will find the J ustices of the Peace who are willing to undertake the duties of Coroner, and those duties
are invariably passed on to the Police
Magistrate, with the result that he really
has not sufficient time to attend to his duties
as they are to-day. How, then, is he to find
the time to do the work that it is proposed
he should undertake in connexion with the
new Mining Board? T hen we know very
\vell that the time of the Inspector of Mines
is fully occupied, owing to the immense district he has to supervise. If he is going to
carry out the duties pertaining to his office
honestly and conscientiously he cannot devote one moment of time to other work. I
venture to say that in almost every mining
district the inspector does his work in connexion with the inspection of mines during
the hours of daylight, and has to devote
the greater part of his evenings to the cIerical work of his office. It is a reflection on
the ~Iines Department that these competent,
laudable officers shoul<1 be worked in the
manner they are, and yet the Minister,
under this proposal, contemplates an increase of the duties of these already overworked individuals. That only leaves the
~Iining Registrar--because I think the Minister suggested that the Mining Registr::tr
"'ould probably be the local man appointed
to the board. Now, the Minister has told
us that the members of this new board are
not to be paid by fees, and those of us who
are acquainted with ::\lining Registrars, and
know the remarkable alacritv with which they
secure t he fees pertaining' to their presen't
duties, will be able to form a very reliable
ol:inion as to the amount of energy they
wIll throw into the work of Mining Boards
if they are to receive no payment for it.
Mr. OUTTRIM called attention to the
absence of a quorum. He observed that this
wa::; one of the most important Bills that
could be brought before the House, and it
was a very great pity that any honorable
member should be obliged to speak upon jt
to empty benches.
A quorum having been formed,
Mr. BAILES, continuing, said-I very
much regret that I have been labouring at
this question so severely, and making such
an uninteresting speech that it had the
effect of emptying the House. Perhaps the
judicious publication occasionally of a list
of the members present in the Chamber
might insure a 'little more attention. Under
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the new proposal, I claim that there will
be exactly the same objection as that raised
by the Minister when he was referring to
Mining Boards in his speech. He saidThere is another argument often raised in favour _of the Mining Boards, namely, that the
Mines Department and the p'llblic at large get
the benefit of their opinions in respect to the
suspension of labour covenants, the taking up of
land, and other matters. Any member who is
acquainted with the working of the boards knows
that the information given is very often the information of one member of the board, namely,
the member for the part of the district in which
the land is situated. The members of the boards
divide the district between them, and the report
given is simply that of the member who looks
after that particular part of the district in which
the land is situated. As a rule, the Mining Board
indorses the opinion of that member.

Now, will not the position be exactly the
same under the Minister's board? The
Minister himself cannot act, the Secretary
for Mines has no time to act) the Warden is
already fully engaged, the Inspector of
1\1.ines is too busy, and, therefore, the whole
responsibility of reporting upon these matters will fall upon the fifth member of the
board, and the board as a whole, just as
the present Mining Board does, will
enforce exactly what _ is said by the
member upon whom that responsibility
rests. Can it be contended that this one individual will be any more reliable in his
reports than the member of an elected body?
It may certainly be said that there are very
few miners who take part in the election of
a member of a Mining Board, but there are
miners who do, and there are a great many
men who are connected with the mining industry who, if not actually miners, are as
keen 1y interested as if they were miners
themselves, and have a voice -in the election,
and surely the men chosen by them will be
far more reliable than the nominee or local
man who is suggested by the 1\Iinister. The
Minister may -be satisfied that the boards
are at present useless j but I have no hesita~ion in saying that the proposed new board,
If not useless, will be simply unworkable.
The Il1o.1.tter will simply resolve itself into
one m~n taking the responsibility of saying
what IS to be done. The Minister, in his
speech, made particular reference to the
ejections that-take place from time to timp.
for the Mining Boards. I was not prepared
to join issue with him on that point, be::ause
I am afraid that his remarks were for the
most part absolutely correct j but what I say
is that the difficulty can be got over by
amending the franchise of the boards, and
then we shall have a Mining Board ih!lt will
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be truly representative of the mining community. The third point to which I desire
to refer is that of tribu6ng. I do not propose to go into that question fully. It is a
subject upon which I have had the pleasure
of addressing the House many times during
the last eighteen years, and it is not necessary for me now to say anything like as
much as I have said in the past. It cannot
be gainsaid that the work of the tributer is
of the greatest benefit to the mining industry. Ko one ever heard of a tributer
being- allowed into a mine until the mineowner had thorough 1y satisfied himself that
the ground was unpayable. If you can find
men who are prepared to go into a mine
which the owners believe to be unpayable,
and have virtually abandoned, they have a
right, in my opinion, to the greatest consideration at the hands of the owners, because
they are demonstrating, without any expense
to the proprietor, whether there is a possibility or a probability of a change in the
prospects of that particular mine, and whether what has been found unprofitable in
the past may not eventually turn ·out to be
profitable. That is all done at no risk to
the mine-owner himself. Many efforts have
been made from time to time -to deal with
this question, but 1 am very sorry to say
that nothing at all has been successful so
far. Perhaps I am a little egotistical in
making the statement, but I may say that,
prior to the fime when I first "took this question up, the position of the tributer was
lamentable.
Since then his position has
somewhat improved, but it is still far from
being what it ought to be.
Though the
tributing clauses in the present Act were in
the main very satisfactory in principle, I do
not think they have had a fair trial at the
hands of the mine-owner, and whether they
would be workable or unworkable is a matter about which no one can speak with authority, because they have never been put
to the test. The Minister now proposes to
make very drastic alterations, and I do not
want to oppose them. The clauses he submits to us in lieu of those in the present Act
are clauses ".-hich are the result of a conference held between the mine-owners and
the miners of the leading centres. Therefore, there can be no question at all as to
the jus6fication of the Minister in accepting
what those two great bodies have agreed to
amongst themselves; but there is one amendment that I should like to now mention to
the Minister, in order that he may have timp.
to consider it from various stand-points,
and that is in clause 44. In that clause the
Session 1904.-[25J
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Minister has inserted the words " percentage
shall be taken out of the gross yield of
. gold won." I ask that the word "gross"
should be struck out, and the word " nett ..
substituted in its place. I said just now
that the tributer does not get into a mine
until it has been shown, as far as the mineowner is concerned, that the mine is unpayable. The tributer has got to go in there~
he has to break the stone himself, he has
to find all the explosives, he has to pay the
company for hauling the stone, he has to
pay for carting it, and he has to pay for
crushing it. He has also to pay for all the
materIal necessary for the working of his
tribute, and then he is asked to pay to the
mine-owner a percentage upon the gross
yield. N ow, I think that if this is done it
will be found that in nineteen cases out of
twenty no wages will be left for the tributel
after he has naid all these incidental
charges.
In a" great. many instances the
amount left will be less than 3s. a day, and
I have known scores of instances where there
has not been half-a-crown left, and still the
percentage is taken. In other cases . it is
merely a matter for the generosity of legal
managers', like my honorable friend the
member for Eaglehawk, whether the percentage is taken or not. I do not think it
is right that this percentage should be a
percentage upon the gross yield, and I intend to move that it should be a percentage
on the nett yield.
1\-1r. GRAHAM.-Would you apply the same
principle to the royalty that is paid on the
gross yield to the owner of priYate property?
1\1r. BAILES.-It is unfortunatelv true
that the royalty is based on the"' gross
yield, but the law at present does not
legalize the payment of royalty at alL
The miner cannot be compelled to pay
royalty.
It is simply a matter of arThe man applying
for a
rancrement.
b
.
lease on private property has eIther to come
to terms with the land-owner as to royalty,
or he must take the land-owner before the
Warden, and have the amount of compensation fixed.
With regard to the dredging
clauses, I do not propose to deal with that
part of the Bill, first, because I know nothing whatever about dredging, and next
because I have no wish to trench upon the
privileges of those honorable members who
have dredging in their districts, and who
can, no doubt, enlighten the House on that
subject much better than I could. I should
like to say a few words with reference to
the provisions in the Bill relating to engine-
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drivers.
When this measure was before
the House last session, we had the pro-.
posals of the Minister, and we also had the
amendments suggested by the Amalgamated
Engine-drivers' Association.
By some
means or other we drifted into a very
great state of fog, and progress was reported in order to enable some means of
getting out of the difficulty to be devised.
r then had a conference with some of the
mine-owners and some of the enginedrivers, and, as the result of that conference, I drafted a clause that was accepted
by the then Minister of Mines (Mr. Cameron). I am very sorry, indeed, to find that
the present Minister has now gone back in
a very great measure to the original clauses
that were inserted in the last Bill.
I am
not going to take any credit for the originality of the clause then adopted by the
Committee, because it was purely the work
of that conference ®f the bodies most interested; but I think that that clause would
get over the difficulty far better than the
proposals now before the House.
However, when we get jnto Committee, I shall
have the pleasure of dealin!! with this matter at greater length.
I now come to the
last of the leading features of the Bill, and
I can only repeat what I said at the out~et of my remarks that I regard it as -most
Important.
I refer to the clauses dealincr
with the health of the miners.
That is :
. question that admits of no difference of
opinion whatever.
There can be no two
opiz:ions as to th.e absolute necessity of the
dutIes that are Imposed upon this House
and upon Parliament as a whole for th~
bringing
about of such conditions' as will ,
.
111 ~ome measure at any rate, minimize the
ternble amount .of disease that is in existence amongst our miners at the present time.
It is not only a question as to whether the
miner is to live a long time or a short time
but it is a question that deals with the ,yell~
be.ing of the mining industry, and above all
with the well-being of the' State. I have
repeatedl y on the floor of the House called
attention to the frightful condition of affairs
in O:'lr mining districts. It is heart-breaking
to go thro.ugh the streets of our mining centres and see men who, as far as their vears
are concerned, are ill the prime of life ~bso
lutely wrecks, castaways on the sea of life
--men utterly unable to earn one farthing
for the maintenance of themselves or their
wi,-es al"!d children. In any mining centre
this is to be seen, but more so in the quartzmining districts, where some of the shafts
are down to a depth of 4,000 feet,. and numlIfr. Bailes.
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bers to 3,000 feet. Anything that can be
done to bring about an alteration for the
better in this condition of affairs must be
to the credit, and certainly to the well-being,
of the State.
There is no form of
employment that men engage m 111
this State that has the same hazards as
mmmg. From the moment that the miner
steps into the cage to go down to his work
until he returns and places his foot once
more all firm ground his life is virtually in
his hands. He knows not the moment when
he will be face to face with death, and too
often we find men are crippled for life
through the hazards met with in the mines.
But all these bazards sink into insignificance
in comparison with the dreadful effects of
miners' complaint. There are tenfold mof'~
men laid by from year to year by miners'
complaint than meet their doom through
accidents.
Mr. ]\!URRAY.--Done to death.
Mr. BAILES.--Yes; and by no fault
of anybody, but through the fault of our
bad laws. I am not going to contend that
the mine-owner is so heartless that he sends
men down to their doom. There rna v be
isolated cases of that sort) but, as a ~ule,
the owner knows that what is good for the
men must be good for the industry, and he
ol)es the best he can for the miners, because
he knows that when the miners' surroundings are favorable he is more likely to get
:l fair return.
I -congratulate the Minister
on the laudable efforts in the Bill to relieve
the community of ihis dreadful disease and
disaster. It is the duty of every honorable
member, whether interested in mining or
not, to assist the Minister in every possible
way to bring about su-ch a state' of affairs
that it may sooh be said to our credit that
miners' complaint is a thing of the past. I
said that it affects the well-being of the mining industry. I speak from knowledge, and
not from hearsa,". Time after time it has
been my misfort~ne to have to see these unfortunate men working under a set of conditions that cannot be found in anv other
part of Australia. Talk of the cOl;ditions
under which the kanakas labour on the
sugar plantations in Queensland!
Why,
their occupation is a paradise compared with
that of the miners who have to work in the
deep mines of this State.
I have seen
these men---and I am not going to say that
every man who goes down below goes down
pledged to do 75. 6d. worth of "'ork for
7S. 6d.-but I say that a great many of
them, and probably the majority, go down
determined to do their best for their
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employers. I defy them to do m'ore
than 2S. 6d. worth of "'ork for the
7.s. 6d., sino.ply because the conditIons under which they labour make it a
matter of impossibility for them to do more.
If we improve the conditions under which
the work has, to be done, it will be found
that it will be the exception for the miner
not to do a fair day's work for a fair day's
pay. I also said that miners' complaint
affected the well-being of the State. It does
so for this reason-that every man
who ought to be in the prime of life,
and is unable to contribute his quota by his
labour to the wealth of the State, becomes
\irtually a charge on the State. The sooner
we are in the position that every able-bodied
man is enabled to add to the wealth of rhe
State, the better it will be for the well-beirlg
of the State. About a fortnight ago a depu·
tation, under the auspices of the Society· for
the Prevention of Tuberculosis in Victoria,
waited on the Minister of Mines. I am not
going to comment on that deputation; but,
for the purpose of affording information, I
am going to read one or two extracts from
the sneeches of the medical men who attended that deputation. I am not going to
refer to the laymen at all. Dr. Jamiewn,
the first medical man who spoke, statedIt must be recognised at all times that the
miner's occupation is a hazardous one, and it is
clearly recognised that that disease known as
"miners' complaint" is brought about by the
occupation of the miners. This disease is attributable mainly to two things: the want of proper ventilation, and the large amount of dust
that the men are compelled to inhale.

He is quite right; but he places the causes
in the wrong order. It is the dust in the
first place, and the want of proper ventilation in the second place.
Sir SAMUEL GILLOTT.-Like the grinders
in the old country.
l\Ir. BAILES.-~ot exactly, because the
grinder has a certain amount of pure air
and God's light to disseminate the dust; but
the unfortunate miner is cribbed up in a
place not nine feet square, where he breathes
an atmosphere that is almost solid dust. I
admit that the principle is the same. Dr.
Jamieson furtl:er stated-
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eluding miners' disease, as compared with deaths
from mining accidents in that district-twelve
men to one woman being affected. For the past
ten years in the Stawell district 103 miners died;
sixty_seven of whom from lung disease, or two
out of every three. Up to the age of forty.fiye
I found that the two sexes were practically
equally affected by the disease, and over that
age for twenty years the number of men affected
as compared with women was in the proportion
of twelve to one, thus showing that the disease
is mainly caused by the men's occupation. The
result of this disease had been a dead loss to the
Friendly Societies, and also to the community as
a whole. Two of the largest Friendly Societies
were practically killed by the drain on their re·
sources by this disease.

The Friendly Societies in Bendigo to-ria),
are suffering most lamentably from the
charges made on their funds, on account
of this disease.
The great Watson Sustentation Fund, that is more largely subscribed to by private enterprise than any
other similar flUld 1 is languishing to-day,
owing to the great charges made on it il~
connexion \"ith the same trouble.
In the interests of the mining industry alone
s.omethincr should be done to prevent this waste
of life. b Bad ventilation means bad mining,
Eyerything possil?le .should be done ~o not only
improve the ventIlatIon, but also to Improve ,the
quality of the air, and to see at the same hme
that proper sanitation is provicIed in the mines.

Dr. Mitchell, a Ballarat practitioner, and
eyidently a gentleman who has given the
subject a great deal of consideration,
stated-I am in constant attendance upon miners af·
fected with this disease. A very large proportion
of the miners suffer sooner or later from the com·
plaint. In the Ballarat district we have made
careful inquiries. from the men: who are sulIering,
in order to draw the line between fibre-disease
and tuberculosis. 'Ve have come to the conclu·
sion that the disease is purely a fibre-disease pro·
duced by the dust beirfg drawn into the lungs,
It is imperative that measures should
be adopted in order to keep down the dust, and
to keep the air as pure as possible.
The drier
mines in the district have more fibrous disease
amongst their workers than the wetter mines.

Dr. Champion,
stated--

another

medical

man,

The disease in question is caused by the inhalation of impure air and dust. Improved yentila·
tion, and the laying of the dust, would tend mate·
rial! y to eradicate this terrible disease.

These are all the quotations I propose to
make from the medical gentlemen in conflexion with tius matter.
I think it is
Dr. C:0wen, a gentleman who has given this fully demonstrated that the cause of the
questIOn very great attention, and from disease is mainly the breathing of the dust.
whose pamphlet 1 quoted largely on the That dust is caused by the drilling, by the
last occasion when I addressed the House blasting, and by the shovelling going on in
on this question, statedthe mines, and ever since the introduction
I found that for a period of twenty years six of the rock-drill the increase of the dust
times as many persons died from tuberculosis, in. nuisance has been most marked. There is
. A great deal can be done .by improved ventilatIon a~d by proper provision being made for
t,he laymg of the dust in mines.
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also another cause for the increase. Under
the old system of blasting with powder,
you broke your rock, but by the various compounds that are now used, you reduce your
rock, or a large quantity of it, to almost
a condition like flour, thus adding very
materially to the amount of dust in the
mine.
I am going to give honorable memI
bers some idea of what the dust is.
have drawn my information from a pamphlet written and circulated by H. W. Gepp
,)n miners' phthisis, and I would recommend
every honorable member to carefully peruse
that pamphlet.
It reflects the greatest
credit on the writer, a man, I may say,
He
whom I met only once in my life.
says he has given the subject a great deal
of attention, and I venture to say it will
afford a great deal of enlightenment to
Mr.
honorable members on this question.
Gepp, when he read this paper before a
scientific society-I don't know what society it was-submitted the result of some
He statesexperiments.
Now let us look at the ways in which dust in
is caused., They are three-drilling, blastmg, and shovellmg; and in passing I may point
out that t~e diseas~ has bec.ome much more pronounced smce the mtroductIon of machine rockdrills. As I mentioned above, the evidence goes
to show that the dust from drilling has by far
the worst effect, although we must not lose siaht
of the fact that it is only a matter of time wl~en
~he other .men in t~e mines, who are engaged
m shovellmg, truckmg, and so forth contract
the same disease. To show how bad it is on the
Rand, I may say that the life of a rock-drill
~iner ~here i~ reckoned as seven years, and sometImes IS c.onslderably less. \Ve can fully grasp
how bad It must be for, the miner to inhale the
~ery fine sharp angular particles of dust pro_
Jected from the hole he is drilling. Mr. Perry,
o~e of our. members, whilst in Bendigo lately,
kmdly carned out some experiments with a dustcounting. machine kindly lent by Dr. Masson,
and I wIll ask your attention to the results for a
few moments.
~ines

[ would ask honorable members to follow
m~ closely in this, and I think they will be

faIrly staggeredBENDIGO

EXPERIMENTS,

Average country air-2,000 dust particles
per c.c.
2. Average city air-30o,000 dust particles per
c.c.
3· Air i~ ~et plat, Bendigo mine, goo feet
level, ventIlatIOn good-92,000 dust particles per
c.c.
4. -:'-ir in. dry quartz face, rock-drill working,
BendIgo mme, 900 feet level, test' taken 12 feet
from face-400,000 dust particles per c,c.
5. Air in dry cross-cut, dry slate face, rockdrill working, Bendigo mine, test taken 12 feet
from face-Soo,ooo dust particles per c.c.
6. Air in drive, drill working in dry slate
face, 200 feet distant, Bendigo mine-350,000
dust particles per c.c.
I.

Mr. Bailes.
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7. Air in cross-cut, drill working in wet slate
face (wet drilling), test taken 12 feet from face
-150,000 dust particles per c.c.
(It is important to remember the difference in
character of particles of dust caused by drilling
and dust in ordinary city air, the former being
sharp, and the latter round.)
I won't be playing the part of the bump-

tious individual if I tell honor~le members that a cubic centimetre is not much
larger than an ordinary common die.
In
the face of such marvellous figures as I hRve
given here, can it be wondered that miners
are going to their doom so fast?
The
'Minister has made an honest effort to
grapple with this disease, but I think he
might have gone further.
I am not going
to captiously criticise him for not having
It is only within the last
gone further.
few weeks that it has come to the knowledge of the mining community that there
\\'a~
a possibility of his going further.
He went as far as a man could be expected
to. go up to the time I speak of.
By the
BIll he proposes that there shall be jets
and sprays, and he takes power-I think
i~ should be given to the inspector-to inSIst on the connexions of mines and their
workings by winzes, in order to remedy the,
troubles in existence.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-Don't forget the atomizels.
Mr. BAILES.-I am coming to them.
I say that within the last few weeks something has come under the notice of the
mining community that completely revolutionizes the mode of our mining operations,
as far as the dust and ventilation are conIf the invention of an atomizer
cerned.
rec~ntly brought so prominently under the
notIce of the South African public only
does the half of what is claimed for it,
th.en, by its introduction into Victoria, we
'nIl hear no more about bad ventilation or
the dust nuisance, and in a short time ~in
ers' complaint will be comptetely eradicated.
I will give my authorities for this
state.ment. . The Bendigo Advertiser, in a
leadmg artIcle upon the Mines Department,
statedIn view of the fact that the Mines Bill will
shortly be under consideration, would it not
be well for the Government to take steps
to ascertain the value of the atomizer?
The
Commission, after subjecting jets and sprays to
the test, rejected both devices in favour of waterdrills and atomizers. The evidence produced in
the Commission's report goes to show that the
water-drill is still far short of proving effective,
but the atomizer is evidently both practicable
and effective.
If there is something better than
jets and sprays, the Mines Department should
have information regarding it to submit to members when the Mines Bill comes before them.
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by every member of this House, if he had
on his own initiative cabled to South Africa
for a supply of these particular atomizers,
and tried them on every goldfield in Victoria.
Mr. McLEoD.-We do not know if they
can be got in South Africa, as they were
sent there from the old country for experiHonorable members will recollect that ment.
about a week ago I asked the Minister of
Mr. BAILES.-But they are being
Mines a question in connexion with these worked in South Africa. I just wish honatomizers.
orable members to understand the constituMr. :MURRAy.-Have you any evidence tion of the board, or commission, that seconcerning them?
lected this atomizer.
It was composed of
Mr. BAILES.-No j but I have the find- members of. the Transvaal Medical SoI asked the Minister ciety, the Mine Managers' Association, the
ings of the board.
a question on the 27th July last, and I Rock Drillers' Association, Mechanical
may say that I did not do this in ~ny Engineers' Association, and the Transvaal
carping spirit, but with the view of makmg Chamber of Mines, with Dr. Walter C.
out a case for a proper mode of action by Pakes ejected as judge. Surely no one
the Department in connexion with atom- will cavil against, the ability of that comizers.
mission to determine which was the best of
Mr. BAILES r.sked the Minister of Mines if these machines. Their report beginsThe question is of such vital importance to the
miner than we trust steps will be taken to procure the desired information. A device which
commends itself to the Johannesburg Chamber of
Mines in connexion with an award of £5 00 ,
ouaht 'to be worthy of consideration in Victoria,
wh~re the same urgent need exists for the prevention of an excessive rate of mortality amongst
those who work in the mines.

he would procure several of the "atomizers" referred to in the report of the Transvaal Chamber
of Mines, Johannesburg, South Africa, so as to
enable a practical test being applied to them as
to their efficacv or otherwise in minimizing the
effects of "mi~ers' complaint" in Victoria? He
said that if all that was stated about these atomizers was correct,' the application of them to the
mines in Victoria would absolutely set at rest for
all time the questions of ventilation and high
temperature, and would result, he believed, in
the almost total extinguishing of the disease
known as minns' complaint.
Mr. McLFOD.-As soon as the publication of
the results :lDpeared inquiries were set on foot
regardin<Y the atomizers, and on receipt of fuller
information and particulars regarding them the
Department will decide on what course of action to pursue. If they are found to answer all
that is required regarding them, we shall take
every possible step to give them a trial.
Mr. BAILES.-Could you not send for some at
once?
Mr. McLEOD.-':Ve want, in the first place,
to ascertain how the machines work. VVe understand that some acted better than others, and we
want to get information regarding the best
machine available.

There were ill all 229 competitors, whose sua.
b
gestions and devices were tabulated as fOllows :
-Respirators and masks, 41; dust extractors and
~o~ds, 35; water d~il1s, 9.; je.ts delivering water
InSIde the hole, 4; Jets dehvenng water at mouth
of hole, 60; sprays, 22; atomizers; medical suggestions, IS;. miscellaneous, 3i.

The number of atomizers was not given, but
that was the total number of the devices
that were submitted to the board to determine which would be the most effective to
carry out the desires of the Chamber of
Mines.
JUr. MURR ~•.Y.-What is this atomizer,.
and how does it work?
Mr. BAILES.-If I were only' in a posi·
tion to tell the Minister what it was, I should
tell him at once j but I think I shall be able
to enlighten him as to how it works. At
any rate, I can give him my ideas upon the
question. The board made practical tests
of each and everyone of the likely devices,
and as a result they selected this particular
Mr. McLEoD.-We have written to South atomizer that I am referdng to now as being
Africa, in addition to making inquiries, entitled to get the bonus of £500. Where
here.
I join issue with our Minister of Mines is
~lr. BAILES.-There was no necessity that, instead of accepting the decision of
to have' waited for information from South that board as a warranty for him to send at
Africa. ,
once for a supply of this atomizer, in order
~1r. ~1cLEoD.-We made inquiries here to test its efficiency, he sends for plans and
particulars of the various atomizers, and he
also.
Mr. BAILES.-There were several kinds is going to submit them to his officers to
of atomizers submitted to this board, and determine which, in their opinion, will be
the board selected one and awarded it the the best, and then we are to proceed to have
The Minister would have some of them built.
prize of £500.
been backed up by every man in the mining
Mr. MURRAY.-Have you got the opinion
community, and would have been supported that the board expressed about it?
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Mr. BAILES.-I do not want to weary
the House by reading it.
~rr. :\luRRAY.-The board might have
given it the prize and still not have been
satisfied with it.
Mr. McLEOD.-The honorable member
might mention that the board drew attention to the fact that this atomizer has many
objections which might tend to the miners
laying it aside.
~Ir. BAILES.-I am going to quote from
articles on the subiect, and I shall not quote
unfairly.
The 'first part of the article
which I hold in mv hand deals with the immense death-rate 'of rock-drill miners who
have returned from South Africa to Redruth, in Cornwall.
Mr. MURRAY.-Does this disease exist in
the same form in South Africa?
~1r. BAILES.-It is worse, if anything,
in South Africa than here j but, in any case,
the samE' disastrous effects as are observed
here are made evident i.n the miner who
works there. He may not stop to die in
South Africa. He very often goes back to
Cornwall, and it does not take long before
he dies there. The same high percentage
of mortalitv at almost identically the same
age prevails among the returned miners
from the Rand as in Victoria.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Have you got the figures
for Cornwall?
Mr. BAILES.-I have them here, but I
do not propose to take up the time of. members by reading them. The report III the
Transvaal Leader with regard to Mr. Britten's device is as follows:The exce~sive mortality among m!ners, c::l.l~sed
through the inhaling of fine dust m the mme,
whilst he was general manager of the Wafhuter
Gold Mines, led Mr. Britten to study the question more particularly as to some means or me_
thod by which the dust might. be d~me away
with or laid. It was almost ImmedIately apparent that it was utterly impossible to do a,,:ay
with the dust, and therefore the only alternatIve
was to devise some means of laying it, the
simplest method of which appeared to be by the
use of water.
ESSENTIAL POINTS.
In designing any apparatus the following essential points had to be taken into consideration : 1. Economy of water and air.
2. Simplicity of design, in order to render the
apparatus easily workable.
3. Economy of space to be occupied, and a
design that would not cause any great delay
to the drillman's work.
With these objects in view, several apparatus
were constructed, all of which, on trial, were
found to fail in one or other of the respects above
mentioned, and Mr. Britten attributes this to the
fact that they were on the ejector principle.
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THE PRINCIPLE OF ATOMIZING.
The design ultimately adopted embraces the
atomizing principle, which admits of the minimum amount of air and water being used, with
the maximum benefit resulting from the use of
a given quantity of water. The dust occasioned
through drilling and blasting operations is of
such an infinitely fine nature that Mr. Britten
found the application of water by means of an
ordinary spray or rose allowed a very consider·
able quantity of the dust to escape through the
water, but, by the use of the atomizer, where
the water is atomized into infinitesimally small
globules, it is impossible for any atom of dust,
however small, to escape being thoroughly saturated, and when once this is accomplished it falls
and never rises again. The small atomizer, for use
when drilling, is attached to the throttle valve of
the machine drill by means of a 3-8th inch rubber
pipe, and is thus made part and parcel of it,
so that the atomizer works when the drill works,
and stops when the drill stops; thus the miner
has no second valve to operate, and unless he
disconnects the pipe, must derive the benefit from
the apparatus during the whole time he is at
work.
The bucket containing the water, and
upon the handle of which the atomizer is
clamped, can be hung up on an arm attached
to the column of the drill, or placed upon the
ground. In all the inventor's experiments the
quantity of water used has not been more than
ten gallons in a rise, and half that quantity for
the dry holes in a drive during one shift.

So that, for the whole eight hours that they
are boring holes in the face of the drive,
the machine on!y uses five gallons of water.
Consequently, I do not think there will be
any exception t1.ken as to the quantity of
water required, nor do I think it will be
a very good argument in support of Professor Gregory's theory, that you must not
employ sprays where the temperature is
more than 80 degrees.
The report con.
tinuesUSE IN DRIVES AND STOPES.
For the laying of dust after blasting in drives,
rises, &c., a slightly larger apparatus is used
and connected direct to the air main about 50 feet
back from the face, instead of to the throttle
valve of the drill, and so soon as the miner has
lit his charges he starts the atomizer upon his
exit from the face, which plays towards the face,
and thus prevents any particle of dust passing it.
For stopes, a bucket sprayed along the walls
ot any stope twice a week is all that is necessary,
a~ the roof and footwall of the stope become so
moistened that when once any particle of dust
attaches to it, it never rises agalIl.

N ow this is where I think it is going to
perform \yondersVENTILATION.
\Vherever the atomizer has been at work at the
top of a long rise, or at the end of a long drive
with a dead end, the atmosphere is kept cool
and refreshing. The more important point of
mcreasing the ventilation of an entire mine can
also be accomplished by the use of two or three:
of the larger size fixed near the top of the main
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downcast shaft of the mine. Its action is to
cool and saturate the air as it enters the shaft,
which thus more rapidly descends, forcing the
hot vitiated aIr of the mine to the surface.
An interesting experiment has recently been
made by Mr. Weldon, the chief Government engineer, now Acting Commissioner of Mines, at
the Rietfontein mine, where, by means of two
of the larger apparatus, he increased the ventilation of the mine 600 per cent., and he is further of the opinion that had two more of the
atomizers been placed to work a considerable
distance down the shaft an even better result
would have been obtained.

. Just imagine increasing the air going
down a shaft by 600 per cent. simply by
the employment of two of these machines,
whatever they may be, at the mouth of the
downcast shaft. Here is another article,
published in the Bendigo Advertiser of
25 th June, in which the whole question is
reviewed, and the resolutions and awards
of the board are givenATOMIZERS.
Of the various atomizers submitted, 1fr.
Thomas J. Britten's is the most perfect mechanically, and therefore the most useful machin;.
It was found to lay 75 per cent. of the dust 10
the drive where it was tested (vide Dr. Pakes'
report of the 23rd April, Ig'o3), and would therefore probably lay a like percentage during blastina and shovelling. It can be used during drilli:g and blasting, and also whilst shovelling is
beinrr done in drives and stopes. It further possesse~ the distinct advantage of laying the nitrous
fumes contained in the gases after blasting.
If a little lime be mixed with the water llsed,
a portion of the carbonic acid resulting from
blasting would also be absorbed. It assists local
ventilation, and is simple and cheap in construction, On the other hand it involves a separate
mechanism, requiring extra attention, which
causes a disinclination on the part of the miners
to use it. It is not necessary to the successful
running of the drill, and its use, therefore, depends on the goodwill of the miners. The latter
might prefer to di.scard it rather than bother with
it. It involves ihe necessity of working in tt
supersaturated atmosphere, which disadvantage,
however, is a negligible quantity if change houses
are used by the men. It necessitates absolutely
a supply of pure water underground for use
~ith the atomizer, and therefore some system of
water supply in the mines which w0uld be more
or less costly. The judges are of opinion that
1~r. Britten's atomizer is the best practical deVIce tha~ has been suggested, and therefore
award it the first prize of £500 and the gold
medal.
RESOLUTIONS AND AWARDS.
The jl\dges adopted the following resolutions
as embodying their opinions and decisions:1. That all devices are .considered inapplicable
except the water-dnlI and the atomizer.
2. Th.at since the judges have two separate deVIces .before them, one of which has proved
practicable and th.e other of which has a
very great theoretic!).l value (although no
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:1 hsol utel y practical device has
been submitted), two prizes be awarded, viz., to the
atomizer and to the water-drill.
3. That the judges award the full amount of
the first prize and the gold medal to the
'l.tomizer, which has been tlemonstratecl as
heing, in the terms of the" rderence, "t.he
best 'practical suggestion' submitted."
4. That, in the opinion of the judges, 'the pest
means of combating the disease would be
the use in ~rilling of a perfect water_drill,
together WIth the use of an atomizer for
allaying the dust and gases during blasting and shovelling.
5. Tl~at the fl!-ll amount of tne second prize
De awarded to the Leyner drill as beinO'
the be!>t device submitted, which embodie~
what the committee consider to be the
ideal prin~ipl~ in actual drilling, although
t~e dnn 10 Its present state is not suffiCIently perf;cted to enable the judges to
recommend It for general use.
. We have the honor to be, gentlemen, your obedIent servants, Fred Hellman (chairman), J.
Harry Tohns, Louis G. Irvine, Sam Johns, Walter
~. C. Pakes, Joseph A. Mills, W. H. Wood, G.
h. Webber (for H. H. Webb), F.H., R. M. Catlin, H. Nicholls, and Donald Maca~lay.

ANNEXURES.
Attached to this report are-(I) Dr. Pakes's
rep~rt on experiments at Simmer East, on 8th
Apnl, 1903. (2) Memorandum by Drs. Irvine,
Macaulay, and Pakes, on the chemical and
medical aspects of atomizers in mining operations. (3) Mr. ·Wood's report on test of water
feed air drills carried out at Crown Reef mine.
(4) Fm:ther report by Mr. Wood. (5) Letter
re effiCIency of Leyner drill and replies. (6)
Summary and full list of competitors.
Report upon experiments undertaken on the
8th April, 1.903, at the Simmer and Jack
East Mine, to determIne the amount of
dust and the humidity under working con·
ditions : The first experiment was made before and
during the drilling of a hole whilst Britten's
atomizer was working, and continued after the
atomizer had ceased work~ng. At the very commencement of the expenment the temperature
was 74 dcg-. F., and the relative humidity 8:r8
per cent. After the lapse of about fifteen minutes the temperature had risen to 77 de CT • F. the
humidity heing the same.
b'
Before the drill started working the walls were
wetted, and the atomiz.er and drill began working
at once. After ten mmutes the temperature had
fallen. to 75 deg. F., and the relative humidity
had nsen to 100. Although the relative humidity remained at 100 per cent., the temperature
rose to 76 deg. F. The mine air was aspirated
through cotton wool before the drill started
workmg, and it was found to contain 0'1875
gram:> of dust per cubic metre.
Whilst the drill and atomizer were workinO'
the aie contained 0'2812 grams of dust pl'r cubi~
metrf'. ·Whilst the drill wns working a fter the
atomizer had ceased, the air was found to contain 0'5625 grams of dust per cubic metre. Thus
75 per cent. of the dust produced by the drill
was prevented from reaching the aspirator.
The second experiment was made before and
du.ring the drilling of a hole whilst a spray was
belllg used. The temperature, before the ex peri-
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ment was 74 deg, F., but the relative humidity
remained at 88'8 per cent. throughout, while the
temperature rose to 75 deg. during the experiment.
The dust before the experiment amounted to
0'3125 grams per cubic melre. Whilst the drill
and spray were working, the dust amounted to
0'4°00 grams per cubic metre, the increase being
thus 0'0875 grams per cubic metre not removed
by the spray.
As the time did not allow of an experiment
being made with the drill and without the spray,
it is impossible to calculate the percentage of
dust removed.
In compn.ring the two experiments, therefore, we must assume that the two
fIrills produced the same amount of dust. Brit·
ten's atomizer left 0'0937 grams of dust per
cubic metre. These experiments show, therefore,
that as regards humidity, the spray is prefer.
able, because it does not saturate the air with
moisture.
As regards the prevention of dust,
they appear to have about the same settling
power, the difference in the results being so
Gmall.
(Sgd.) W.ALTER C. C. PAKES,
Government Analyst and Bacteriologist to
the Transvaal.
Pretoria, 23rd April, 1903.
Mr. 'V. H. Wood, in concluding his report on
the rock-drill test at the Crown Reef mine, says:
- " The opinion I have formed, after carefully
watching the two drills during the trial, is that
the 'Leyner' principle is the better of the two
on which to work, but that it contains structural defects which should be overcome; and
further, the m:;tchine was not adapted' br the
air pressure normally used on the Rand."

This is not the only disease with which the
miner is face to face.
Fortunately, the
disease to which I propose now to refer has
not found its ·.,yay into Victoria yet.
?\Ir. ~IcLEoD.-It is said to be III one
mine.
~Ir. BAILES.-I have not heard of any
case of it here yet, but it is known to be in
Queensland, and it is believed to be in
Western Australia. It is a disease in which
. the bowels are attacked .by a small worm,
and it is the result solelv of bad sanitation
and impure water. On"' this subject, perhaps I cannot do better than quote a few
words from Dr. Jamieson, the representative
of the Victorian Association for the Prevention and Cure of Tuberculosis on the deputation which waited on the Minister of Mines
on JulY 20 last, with regard to the question
of sanitation:Provision should be made in the Mines Act for
proper sanitary conveniences in mines. Unless
proper samtary arrangements are macle in the
working of mines, disease will certainly obtain.
!here. is also a particular kind of disease spreadmgwldely over the world at present. It consists
of a minute worm which gets into the bowels.
It is prevalent in many of the coal mines of
England and Germany, and has found its way
to the Transvaa1 and Queensland. That is something further we will have to fight against by
means of proper samtary provisions. The State
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should I.ook upon a mine in the same way as a
f51?tory m regard to prop.er sanitary arrangements
bemg compulsorily p~ovlded.

I think the State might also extend the
provisions of the Shops and IF actories Act
to the mines in more directions than that.
Before concluding, I desire to draw the
Minister's attention to the absolute necessity of his making provision in this Bill for
the fitting of "gigs" with proper safety
apparat~s.
I need only refer to that very
bad aCCIdent that occurred in Western Australia the other day, to show the need of
such a provisi?n.
Fortunately, we have
not had any aCCIdents of that character here
a.t any rate none that I know of, for som~
time past, but still there is always the risk.
We have cages and tanks fitted with safety
appliances, but where we send men down
on what are called " gigs" to effect the necess~ry repairs to a shaft, there is no safety
appha~ce whatever, and I venture to say
there IS no p~rt of a man's travelling up
and down a mme on any vehicle where it is
m<;>re necessary to have patent safety apphanc~s :than I~ the case of " gigs." I hope
the IVbmster WIll take notice of that point,
~nd have the. necessary provision inserted
m .th.e regulatIOns.
Whatever difference of
opIm~m t~ere may be upon the various'
questIOns In this Bill-for honorable members may. differ on the leases, on tributing,
on dredgIng, or even upon Mining Boardsth~r~ should be absolutely no difference at
°P.InIOn w~1atever between any of us upon
thIS questIOn of the health of the miner.
e sl:o~ld all join, with one united voice,
I~ .assIstmg the Minister to pass every proVISIOn that he has in this Bill for the
betterment of the conditions under which
the miner has to strive below. If he
can see his way clear to decide to send at
once to South Africa for a sample of these
atomizers, I venture to say there is nm:
one member
who will ever take the sIiahtest
•
b
exceptIOn to the cost, however large it may
The best interests of the State are
be.
so wrapped up in our determination to
make the health of our people better-and
we have shown our bona fides by our efforts
in the past in that direction-that I am sure
not only will the exertions \ve are prepared
to put forth now, in order to bring about
a better condition in the health of our
miners, meet with the encouragement and
approbation of every member of the House,
but every member who assists in that laudable desire will gain for himself the thanks,
not only of the mining community, but of
the whole State.

'Y"
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. Mr. Sl\UTH.-I feel a little nervous, as
this is my first attempt to address the
House, but the interest which I certainly
take in connexion with mining matters fully
ju.stifies the position I am placed in to-night.
Representing, as I do, a mining constituency, which is certainly recognised as the
chief gold-producing centre of this State,
it would be very wrong of me if I were to
allow the second reading of a measure of
this description to pass by without offering
some observations with regard to it. The
honorable member who preceded me declared that there were four points in the
Bill which claimed particular attention,
namely, the labour covenants or tenure, the
Mining Boards, tributing, and ventilation,
and I think that the honorable member, in
that statement, has struck a chord which
will reverberate' through the whole of the
mining community. The labour covenants
which are introduced in this Bill) and which
make for the recognition of money expenditure as against the present existing conditions, are of such a charact'er that it is
almost impossible to find amongst the bona
fide miners, and in manv centres even
amongst speculators, any .sympathy with
them at all. I have placed myself in communication with a number of bodies that
are more or less interested in the mining
industry, and in every instance I have received a reply to this effect-" Whatever
you do, have that particular provision wiped
out from the Bill if you can," and I can
assure the House that I will endeavour, as
far as my vote and voice will allow, to
give effect to the wish of that particular
portion of the community. It seems to me
that to bring up a question of this description at this particular juncture is scarcely
justified. Of course I speak more particularly for the district in which I live, and
the district which I represent. There we
find that up to the present there has been
very little trouble indeed in connexion with
the security of tenure. In fact I have not
heard any serious objection taken to the
present system, and I say that if there were
any body of inve~tors who wer.e likely to
be affected by any such regulatlOns as obtain at the present time, they would surely
exist in the principal gold-field of the State.
But, as I have said, up to the present, at
any rate-whatever may happen in t~e
. future-they have been absolutely silent,
as a body, with respect to the tenure of the
leases under which they hold ground, and,
therefore, it seems to me there must be
some system of wire-pulling, or some ma-
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chinations on the part of individuals, for
the purpose of trying to impress the British
. money lender, or the British investor, with
th,; fact that our leases are utterly insecure.
Now, I worked for an English company
for a number of years, and that company
have spent some thousands of pounds in
They have done
developing their lease.
genuine work, and I do not know amongst
all those that I have met, cOllI1ected with
that company, anyone who raised any objecl ion to the security of the tenure which
they held. Not only so, but they have not
been working continuously j there have been
times when they have had a suspension for
three months, and the like, and there has
been no difficulty whatever in obtaining this
suspension, because they have shown a
genuine desire to jIlly prospect the ground.
This company, I may also mention, has
been partly under the direction of a gentleman who was recently a member of this
House-I refer to the ex-member for Sandhurst South, M1'. Sterry. He was one of
the advisory board, and another member of
that board is a member of our Legislative
Council, Mr. Joseph Sternberg. The general manager is also a practical man. Now,
if those gentlemen were in any way dubious
about the tenure that was secured by their
lease, they would certainly have tried in
some way or other to obtai~ a better condition, seeing that two of the three were connected with our Legislature. But, as I
have remarked, it seems as if there were
some machinations on the part of individuals to unduly influence the Bri6sh investor against the present condition of tenure'
and this being so, I think until we get som~
more defined outcry than exists at present,
there is no justification whatever for any
altaration in the' tenure conditions as affecting mines at present. The miners view this
matter in a very serious . light, and rightly
so too, for they contend that there are many
companies that would spend a large amount
of money in machinery, or prospecting, or
~evelopmex:tal work of different descript~ons, and It may ~e that, by their applicatlons for suspenSIOn under the monetary
clause conditions, they would be able t~
susp.end operations for a term up to two
years, and any company that had a desire
to reduce the wages of the workmen would
onl y need to put in a plea for suspension on
those grounds, and the result would be that
the workmen would be absolutely powerless
to effect any redress in respect of any grievances they might suffer under. Therefore,
th.; mining community-undoubtedly, at
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least, as far as the working miners are concerned-are absol utel y opposed to the present proposal being carried into law.' Further than that, the mine-owners have not,
as far as I know, uttered one sound that
can be construed into a complaint of the
existing conditions.
Mr. McLEoD.-Does not the honorable
member know that a resolution was carried
in this direction at the Mining Conference,
where all classes were represented? I have
the rewlution here.
Mr. S~IITH.-I am speaking particularly of the district in which I reside, and
I do not know that there has been any outcry there. However, I think that if the
1\lines Department were to keep a more
,watchful eye on the leases that exist to-day
we probably would no. have the jumper
going about, or the shark seeking to obtain
from those who have leases that land
which they are allowed to occupy. I may
sav that there are leases, even in the Ben·
digo district, that are held by men who have
never put a pick in them. They ha.ve been
held for a number of years, and I .am
pleased to see that in this Bill there is a
provision made for certain returns, which
will probably put the Mines Department
in possession of information and facts
respecting those cases, which will be the
means of bringing them to book more readil y
than has been the case in the past. I may
take t he case of a lease on which I am
living at the present time myself.
1 applied to erect a residence there under
the residence area clause, but the indivi·
dual in whose name the area was held positively refused me the right to build there.
There ,Vas no alternative but to apply
for the voidance of the lease, to which
the holder had· no other claim than
his original application, for he had not
put a pick in the ground for seven years.
If that is not security of tenure, what can
security of tenure be?
As to the provision for the abolition of ~Iining Boards
-for that is what it practically means-by
the substitution of a board consisting of
the Minister of Mines, the Secretary of
Mines, the local warden, the local inspector, and another person, I. may say, that
this is a matter upon whlch the mmers
speak with no uncertain voice.
They declare for the retention of the present condition,' recognising that the boards have
done good work.
Whatever may have
happened in other parts, I will say that the
. local board in Bendigo have been most
assiduous and painstaking in their desire to
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protect the mining community in every way,
shape, and form.
Two of the members of
the board are miners, and I am told that
one of these gentlemen knows almost every
ir.ch of the ground of the division in which
he lives, and which he has the honour to
represent, and he is most assiduous in the
performance of his duties.
It would be a
very difficult task for any shepherder to
obtain the upper hand of 'him, or for any
man by: any means to thwart the recognised
regulatIons.
If that board is a fair
sample of the boards-and I believe I am
justified in saying that it is so-then I hold
that there is still a vast amount of work
for these men to do, and the boards are
needed in order that that work may be
done properly.
The :Minister of Mines,
as the honorable member who preceded
e s~ated, is i? ~is ~ffice the best part of
hIS tlme, and It IS dIfficult even to obtain
a~ intervie,~ with him, much more to get
hIm to preSIde over a Mining Board. Of
the Secretary of Mines we may say ditto,
and of the Warden the same thing will
pretty well apply.
So far as the inspec~ors are concerned, judging from our local
lllspector, they have already too much work
to ~nable them to do justice to the position
whIch t~1ey hold.
Therefore, to tack on
to the lllspector's duties further duties in
collecting evidence for a Mining Board
would be. 1'0 put the last straw on the
ca~el's back, and possibly the last state of
thlI~gS would be worse than the first. The
d.utIes of the inspectors are alreadv 'suffiClent to keep them fully employed: We
are, therefore, left to the last man. I do
not know wh.et~er it is Campbell's last man
or.' no.t, but It IS the last man in the consht~tlOn of the Mining Board, and unless
he IS somewhat omniscient and almighty I
~ave not the slightest doubt that the minmg community will be served infinitely
worse under. t.he new system than
under the eXIstmg conditions, bad as
~hey may ~e. T?e Minister, when speakmg ~n thIS p.arhcular question, indicated
~hat If the mmers had shown an interest
III these board elections, he, for one would
not ha.v~ taken any part in the abolition of
th~ -;\hmng Boards, or in the substitution of
thIS o~her class of board.
It is a wellknown fact that there are many who vote
for these boards who have neve~ been in a
shaft in. their lives, and 'Who have never been·
underground, and never will be underground until they are taken there to their
last home. If one thing more than another
ought to be done, .it is to extend the fran-
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chise that exists at present, and we should
give all individuals who are interested in
mining in a direct sense an opportunity of
taking part in the election of those who
If that were done
serve on these boards.
I am satisfied that the interests of the mining community would be well preserved for
many years to come, by reason of the
watchfulness and care that the members of
the board would exercise in the performance
of their various duties.
The next question is the question of tributing.
This
is certainly one of the most important questions that can possibly be approached in
connexion with a Bill of this description.
I am told that I hold extreme views in
connexion with the tributing question. That
may be.
But I say that 'there are to-day
in our State hundreds of unemployed'
miners who have no reason whatever for
being unemployed, and who would not be
unemployed if it was possible to include in
the ~fines Act proper provisions so as to
allow of their working as tributers. These
are sturdy and independent men.
In fact,
there are some in Bendigo who never have
worked. for wages, because they prefer the
independent life of tributing, and because
they prefer to be their own boss.
:When
they get a patch ,they get their fair share,
an~ when they get nothing they have to be
satIsfied.
Many of them a.re like the unfortunate tributer we heard of, who was on
one occasion, asked how he was getting' on.
" Are you doing pretty well ?" he was asked.
"Yes," he replied.
"And how are thin<Ys
.
b
panmng
out.?" he was again asked.
tc \Ve are doing famous,"
he said, "this
week. Last week we got nothing, and this
week we have got twice as much." There
are many unfortunate tributers who
work in that way, but still their
sturdy independence of spirit leads them
to persevere, in the hope that some
day things will turn out trumps and
repay them for the labour. I wish also to
point out how useful the tributer has been
to the mining community all round. In
Bendigo, and in other parts of the State,
the tributer has been successful many and
'many a time in disclosing reefs which were
not discovered by the company. In some
instances it has been owing to the persistence
of the tributer, and to his earnestness, in
seeking to develop the mine for his own
interest, that dividend-paying reefs have
often been disclosed. I have in my mind's
eye one mine which was a very big goldproducer in the Bendigo district,
They
sank down to a very remarkable depth-to
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about 2,500 feet. Applications came in to
the directors at almost every meeting from
a man who was anxious to try a block about
half the depth down on tribute. As often
as he applied as often was he refused.
After a time the manager began to consider
whether this man had 'any idea that there
was a gold-bearing reef in that locality or
not. :Men were sent to prospect about that
spot, with the result that after a few weeks'
work they disclosed a stone, and the company
were able from that stone to pay dividends
to the extent of upwards of £40,000. Had
it not been for the persistency of the tributer in making application, ihat block of
ground would possibly not have been worked
to this day. The tributer has proved useful
in other ways in connexion with mining, because he works in many respects in a much
more economical fashion than the company
does, by reason of his having to pay for
everything he uses. He has to find his
own expensive drills, picks, hammers, and
such like-that is when he is working on
percentage-and the result is that he brings
economy. to bea,r upon that particular style
of workmg whIch makes for better conditions for himself. In this way he teaches
many a useful lesson of economy in mining
to those who are willing to learn. At the
present time, in connexion with the halfyearly meeting of companies, we often see
notices to the effect that part of the business
t~ be dealt with will be to empowe~ thf'
dIrectors to let portions of the mine' on
tribute, but we invariably find that the companies that propose to make that provision
resolutely abstain from letting on tribute,
for some reason best known to themselves.
I remember one mine in particular, where
there was a lot of low-grade ore. The company could not make it pay, and thev allowed it to be let on tribute. In the ~ very
block of g~ou~d that the company had
ceased workmg m, a party of tributers made
that tribute pay handsomely in six months.
When the first crushing was washed up at
the battery the principal individual interested in that mine nearlv went mad. He
ran stamping about the battery floor, and
said he could not understand how this had
happened. He said that he had had soand-so as managers, and that none of them
could get anything like the return tbat the
tributers got. As the result of the first fortnight's "'ork the tributers' yield was three
times as much as that obtai~ed by the company. I think it is because it is feared that
these men will be 'able, in manv instances, to
disclose payable runs of sto'ne that these
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places are kept locked away. The pity is
that it is ·so. I know of instances where
men are eager to get at certain spots of a
mine for the purpose of exploiting them,
and they are persistently' refused.
Even
though the mine may be doing nothing more
to-day than baling water, still the applications received for certain tributes are absolutely refused, because the mine-owners are
afraid that the men know something, or, in
vulgar parlance, " have something up their
sleeve." A little better understanding between the mine-owner and the working
miner would certainly be advantageous to
the community, because it would lead to the
unlocking of many of these ·places where
these opportunities for development exist.
Then, instead of men walking about the
streets looking for a job, which is very
often a hopeless quest, they would
be able to engage in trying to develop
the mines under the tributing system.
There is also another opposition in connexion with the tribute question, and that
is that the mine managers are very often opposed to the letting of tributes. I have known
men who have gone to a mine manager
and asked him to let them have a tribute.
He has said he had no objection, but they
must go to the owner of the mine, and he
in turn has referred them to the mine manager. Thus men are kicked about from pillar
to post, with the result that they get disBut the
gusted and give up the guest.
fact undoubtedly remains that those who
are the chief obstacles to the letting of tributes are the mine managers themselves
- I speak for the Bendigo district-because they are afraid, perhaps justly so,
that the miners know more than they do
in many instances, and that the result
would be that ~he men would disclose
golden stone where the mine managers
themselves have been absolutely powerless
to do so. . And if that were so, the mine
managers would have a pretty rough time,
the first time the board of directors met
to consider the matter.
Not only do the
mine managers refuse to allow men to go
below to try to earn a crust, but, in many
cases, they absolutely refuse them the
In fact I
right to dig on the surface.
have had instances brought und""! VIy notice of old men being so refused.
This
should interest honorable members on the
Ministerial side of the House, because
they are so sympathetic with the old men.
Those old men, no longer able to wield the
hammer or work a drill, wish to potter
about on the surface to earn enough to
Mr. Smith.
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keep them off the old-age pension fund,
and out of the Benevolent A'S)' lUl~, or
other such institution. The result is thev
take tributes of mullock heaps, which are
the refuse heaps on the mines.
Mr. BENT.-We have known what mullock is for many years.
Mr. SMITH.-I am well aware of that.
The honorable gentleman is quite an auThere are threads of
thoritv on mullock.
quart~ in a. great deal of this mullock that
it does not pay the company to remove. The
consequence is the stuff is thrown on the
mullock heap, and left there to be practically wasted.
Many of the old men of
the district come along, and, seeing those
threads of quartz, make application for
tributes, and sometimes get them.
In one
particular instance an old man, who was too
far gone to go below, got a mullock heap
on tribute, and took out several crushings.
Honorable members know what a laborious
time he must have had, seeing that he had
to pick out the threads of_quartz piece by
piece, examine them, and sort them out as
fit to be crushed or otherwise.
He was
not able to get out a great amount of material, except in a very long time, but when
he crushed the stuff he managed to clear
35s. a week, about as much as they are
The second
clearing on the :Moe railwav.
time he crushed some of the stuff the
same thing occurred, and also the third
time. It became such a regular thing that
the mine manager opened his eyes, and
said, "Jimmy, you cannot have that mullock heap any longer j I want -that place to
dump further rubbish on," showing that he
would deliberately go and bury that particular portion of the lease, where this old
man was extracting a living, rather than
face the risk of being called before the
directors for throwing away what we may
reasonably cal.! a valuable deposit. Therefore, I have come to the conclusion that
in many instances the tribute question affects the mine managers to such an extent
that they are not disposed to let tributes,
for fear such conditions are brought to
light. In another place, which I also know,
a mine had been standing idle for two
or three years. A party of tributers went
in, and the first crushing they took out
This did
averaged 7dwts. to the load.
not reflect very well on the mine manager,
so the men were politely told, seeing there
was only a verbal agreement, that they
would no longer be allowed to work there.
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The consequence is: I believe, that a great
deal of that particular stone is standing unworked to-day, for what reason I cannot
tell. Men who have since worked in the
mine tell me that it is standing there practically untouched, although it is known to
contain such a vast amount of the precious
metal as would give splendid returns to
anyone who would choose to work it. Now
I come to the question of ventilation.
My
honorable friend enlarged on that subject
to a very considerable degree, and I believe
. we can honestly claim the sympathy of
both sides of the House in respect of this
particular question as affecting the miners
-nay, not only claim it, but I believe we
will get it.
Only the other day I read
a report that an honorable member of another place had called attention to the defective ventilation of the ,Chamber in which
he was sitting, and it was ordered to be
temedied right straight away.
I wish we
could only adopt as complete and prompt
measures in connexion with the ventilation
of mines throughout the length and breadth
of the State.
The want of ventilation is
apparent to all those who go, even on a
short trip, through a mining town.
The
effects of it are seen, not only in the faces
of the men who work in the mines, but also
Instead of being in
in their physique.
the ~rime of life, those men are practically
walkmg .skeletons, so emaciated are
they, and their lungs are absolutely
torn from within them bv reason of the
awful conditions under which they have to
w~rk. ,Durin~ ~1y term as secretary of the
Mmers ASSOCIatIOn I had to come into very
close contact with such men. There' are
about forty of them in Bendigo on what is
called the Watson Sustentation Fund, a fund
created for the benefit of worn-out miners.
These poor unfortunate wrecks of men,
who had been men of splendid physique,
whenever they came into the office, after
climbing up a few steps, were puffing away
like a greyhound after the chase, or like
some honorable members in this Chamber
after the chase of that opossum last night.
These men, who ought to be in the prime of
life, have had' their vitality absolutely abstracted from them by reason of the adverse
conditions under which they are called on
to labour. My honorable friend referred
to a work by Mr. H. W. Gepp. I also wish
to make reference to -it, because of the fact
that it has a distinct bearing on this particular question. There are a number of
cases of what is recognised as miners'
phthisis, and I suppose the principal cause

of that is dust.
states-
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The authority in question

F'rom a thorough investigation carried out on
the Rand it was ascertained' that the men work·
ing the rock·drills suffered the most, and sue·
cumbed the earliest, and this, one would think,
is good evidence that dust has a great deal to
do with the cause of the disease~. seeing that
the men working the drill are more exposed to
dust particles than any other men in the mine.

I do not know whether many honorable
members have ever been down' a mine and
seen a rock-drill at work. If they have, I
am sure that they came away thankful that
their lot was not cast in that particular occupation. The rock-drill works at an enormous rate of speed, giving such a number
of blows per minute as to be almost unrecognisable; in fact, you could not tell
The drill throws
what the number. was.
a cloud of dust out of the hole it is boring,
like a rat in a hole, and the man at the nose
of the machine, as it is called, has, because
of his particular portion of the work, to
stand close in to the face which thev are
boring. I have seen those men com~ out
into the plats with their faces begrimed with
coarse grit and sand, and their moustachios
as though they had been dusted, because of
the particles of quartz on them. Their appearance would clearly prove to any thoughtful man the enormous amount of dust those
men must inhale in doing the work they are
called on to undertake. On that point the
same writer saysThere are three ways in which dust is causedby drilling, blasting, and shovelling; and in pas·
sing I may point out that the disease has become much more pronounced since the introduc·
tion of machine rock·drills. To show how bad it
is on the Rand, I may say that the life of a
rock-drill miner there is reckoned as seven years,
and sometimes is considerably less.

N ow, that is a very grave and serious statement for any man to make, and yet it is
borne out by actual experience. Vie knmy
men employed in mines at the age of twentytwo, and placed at rock-boring machines.
By the time they have reached the age of
thirty we can see a great deterioration in
their physique, a deterioration that is attributable to the dust inhaled by them in the
ordinary performance of their work, and to
that cause alone. The explosives that are
used also tend to make the air more impure.
In some cases, I believe, that is very often
due to overcharging the hole. The men
are eager that the full amount of burden
shall be brought away, and are fearful lest
they rna y put in a charge that will not
bring down the expected amount of ground,
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knowing that if it does not do so the consequence will be that they will get into a rqw
with the mine manager. Therefore, they
certainly err ·on what they consider the safe
side by bringing down dirt in enormous
quantities, and it is s9 finely powdered that,
for some considerable time after the charge
has been fired, there is one continuous cloud
of dust in the workings. It is only natural
that the men who are at work there should
inhale a large portion of the dust thus permeating the atmosphere.
The provisions
that the Government are making in this Bill
in reference to the use of the jet and spray
will go a very long way indeed to modify
those particular .conditions, and the sooner
the iet- and spray are introduced, and their
use made compulsory, the better it \yill be
for the health of the \yorking miners in
many parts of the State. It has been said
that the miners refuse to use these things.
Well, in some instances that may be so.
The iet and spray are not used to a ,ery
large' extent in Bendigo, but I believe that
thev are used in some of the mines in \vhich
my "honorable friend the member for Eaglehawk is interested, and used with the best
effects. ,\Vherever they have been used, as
far as I have known, the miners who have
been in the habit of using them distinctly
vote in favour of the use of the jet or the
spray to keep down the dust, or for laying
the dust after thev haye fired out. As to
the atomizer, of which the honorable member
for Bendigo East has spoken, I do not
know
anything
at
all
about
it.
I have read a little cor.cerning it.
I am satisfied that it would be worth while
for the Mines Department to inquire most
fully into it, and if it can do but one-half
of the work that it is credited with doing
the Department would be justified in saying
that its adoption shall be made compulsory
in all the mines of this State. There is another question that is closely allied to ventilation and that is sanitation. On the surface w~ demand that proper sanitary conditions shall be observed. For this purpose
~Ielbourne has its Metropolitan Board of
Works, which has 'undertaken to dispose of
all the sewage and such like garbage in
order to preserve to the fullest extent the
health of the people of the metropolis. In
the mines there is invariably little or no
provision for sanitation. I can assure honorable members that if they had to stand
sometimes at the mouth of a shaft when
water that has been allowed to
for a few
days is being baled out, they would prefer
tu live on the Footscray swamp, and to

lie
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inhale the sweet odours that aTe to be found
there. I find that J\1r. George Hawke, one
of the inspectors of mines ventilation, in
the report he presented to the Mines Department for the year 1903, says 'Sanitary arrangements in mines are still in
an unsatisfactory condition. True it is that, in
some cases, provision has been made, but in
many places no steps have been taken to deal
with the matter. Consequently the air is often
p'oUuted in a way that is highly objectionable.

I think that in this Bill provision should
be made whereby it would be compulsory
on the part of the mine-owner to observe
ordinarily decent conditions, such as he is
compelled to observe on the surface. Further than that, there is a cause of pollution
that is often contributed to by the miners
themselves, and that is the habit they have
of .throwing away their crib, either in an uneaten state or only half eaten. Very often
they say that when they get a stomach-full
of noxious vapour it takes away all their
appetite, and then the food is thrown into
the levels to be allowed to rot and decav,
and assist in destroying. the purity of the
surrounding air. Therefore, if the Bill win
make. provision for the sanitation of mines
in this respect, it will do good by preserving
the health of the miners to a much greater
degree than is the case at the present time.
Then there is the clause referring to enginedrivers.
An engine-driver in a mine
has a great amount of responsibility, and,
though the man on the surface has to obtain
a first-class certificate before he is allowed
to lower men or raise them, a singular thing
in connexion with our Mines Act is that below, where the air-'winches are used, where
there are no skids to guide the bucket, the
most incompetent'of persons are very often
put in possession of these winches as drivers.
I have seen lads put there who have only
had perhaps a couple of hours' experience,
and the consequence is that men working
underneath in the sinking of the shaft practically carry their lives in their hands, and
they scarcely dare to make a complaint, because if they did the probability is that
they would not be there to make a second
one. Now, I say that, at any rate, provision should be made wherebv those who are
placed in 'Charge of air-winches should have
some qualification for the work. The Engine-drivers' Association themselves, while
not wishing to place any obstacles in the
way of the mining. industry, say it would not
be unfair to ask that this Bill should make
provision for a third-class certificate as a
recognised part of the competency of the
drivers of air-winches below. I can assure
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honorable members that it is only right and
proper, in the interests of the safety of the
men, that this should be done. Those who
have been down below and seen the
lads who are put at the winches, and the
difficult conditions under which they work
in a badly-lighted plat, will agree with me.
This work is not done in broad daylight,
but with the light, perhaps, of a few candles
stuck in the side of the plat floor, or of a
kerosene lamp that is not burning too
The amount of responsibil ity
brightl y.
resting upon them is enormous-as great
even, I might almost say, as that which
rests upon the man who is handling the
engine at the surface. That being so, it
is only right that some proper degree of
qualification should be insisted upon before
persons are allowed to take charge of the
air-winch that hauls men arid earth under
such conditions. With regard to the application of safety appliances to gigs and to
tanks, at present the law enforces this condition with reference to cages, which are
required to have safety gearing, so that in
the event of the rope breaking a certain
mechanism shall be brought into play, which
shall cause the grippers to act upon the
skids, and thus prevent the cage from falling down the shaft. But, singular to say,
though that is the case, no provision is made
for tanks or gigs, and it is equally necessary in the interests of the workers that
tanks~ at any rate, should have these safety
appliances provided for them. I consider
that the gig, also, in many cases, should have
the safety appliance put upon it, in order
that the security of the men working in it
may be to some extent guaranteed. We have
the~ appliance on the cages, but not on the
tanks, and as the tank is always heavier
than the weight which a cage is called upon
to bear, the risk of a rope breaking is increased when baling is going on. There are
mines in which the cage and the tank run
alternately. That is to say, one is working
in one shaft and one in the other; and it
may happen that men may be descending
in one shaft while the tank is being hauled
to the surface in the other. If by any rapid
motion of the engine the rope were to
break, and the tank were to sway, the
chances are that it would come crashing
into the compartment where the cage is,
and the result would be most disastrous to
If safety
the men riding in that cage.
appliances were attached to the tank the
grippers would fiy instantly into action,
just as they do in the case of a safetycage.
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Mr. McLEoD.-The Bill provides for
that.
~Ir. S~lITH.-I am very glad to hear
There is one thing that has struck
it.
me very forcibly i~ connexion with the
Mines Department, though it does not come
properl y within the scope of this Bill, and
that is with reference to boring operations
It
for the purpose of discovering a lead.
is certainly a good thing to find the Goyernment acting in this particular direction,
and endeavouring to disclose leads that
have long been lost, with the view of having them worked, and thus providing employment for many miners.
But there
is one thing th,:tt I certainly do object to,
and that is that, after the Government have
~one to .the expense of locating the lead,
In some Il1stances finding what we may call
valuable washes, they have allowed the
mining shark to come in and take up a
lease, and thus brIng private ei.1terprise to
bear upon what I contend the Governine~1t
itself should undertake. At Ranvood according to the report of one bore,.1 at a 'depth
of .about I 6~ feet, they found a wash 5 feet
6 mches thIck, a coarse wash, which disclosed four colours of gold.
The report
does not say how big the colo:.IIS were, but
~y man who knows .anything about mining
wIl! agree that that IS a very fair prospect,
seemg that the probability is that a vast
amount of the wash that ;vould have been
brought to the surface by the diamond-drill
~s lost by the ordinary auger bit.
I think
It would be quite right for the Mines Departme~t to say to anyone who endeavoured
to: obtam a lease of that ground~ " You
:vill not get a lease at all. We will work
It. ourselves.
We have pmved it, and we
wIll show what we can do with respect to
State mining, just as we have shown what
the State can do in other directions."
Mr. BAlLEs.-They got onlv O:'1e colour
of gold out of all the bores the-y put down.
Mr. Sl\.U!H.-I have the report here.
Of cou!se,. If the bore is a duffer private
enterpnse .IS w.elc0u:e to take it up, but I
?O" not belIeve III pnvate individlL.'tls coming
I~ and taking t~1e plums out of the puddmg. Another Important question is that
of reserve f~nd.s. The practice that commonly prevaIls ill OUf mining community is
t~ ?ut out the golden seams to pay all the
?lVIdends they possibly can, and then, when
It comes to a r,natter of call-paying, those
who. have obtamed the dividends get out
of It, and others are allowed to come in
and do the dead work.
There are four
companies in Bendigo· that paid in the year
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upwards of £,200,000 in dividends,
and I am very glad to say that, judging
by all accounts, three out of the four are
likely to continue paying dividends. But
the position is. just this.
There are mines
in Bendigo district which have paid an
enormous amount of money in dividends,
and when the gold-bearing strata gave out
they have had to resort to the process of
making calls.
The result has been that
instead of a fair number of men being engaged in active prospecting work such as
we might legitimately expect from a mine
that has paid hundreds of thousands of
pounds in dividends, no such prospecting
haf: been done, but because dividends were
not forthcoming with the old regularity
men were put out of work, and instead of there being a full shift,
very few men were afterwards employed in that particular mine.
Now,
in my opinion, mining companies should
be compelled to have a reserve fund..
so that when the dividend-paying stone
gives out they will have something in hand
with which to continue the necessary dead
work, and thereby continue to give employment to the men who have worked for
them during the dividend-paying period.
Such a provision would inflict no hardship whatever upon the shareholders, because if a percentage of even 10 per cent.
was applied to a reserve fund it would be
so small in itself and yet so beneficial in
the aggregate that no mining company that
pays dividends at all could take any reasonable exception to 'it.
I would even make
provision that when the sum reaches
a
total
of
£,8,000
or
£,!O,OOO
the reserve fund should be statIOnarv.
Then they could absorb from that time;n
all that they possibly could in dividends
as declared. With regard to State batteries, I am pleased to see. that the Minister
declares for a better class of battery than
we have had in the past; he is going in
for five heads instead of three. There
is no doubt that there are many parts of
this State where a Government crushing
battery would certainly have a beneficial
effect. I know that in some parts of the
district in which I live the charge for crushing is exorbitant. A tributer' on one occasion told me that he paid IIS. Iod. a
load for crushing, and I said I did not
believe it. He then handed me a statement
showing that he was charged that sum for
crushing dirt.
You could crush ironstone for that, and make ·it pay.
This
""RS the ordinary quartz to be found along
1903
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that particular line of reef, and it ought
to have been crushed at the outside at 6s.
per ton.
Because this owner had the man
under the whip, he charged in this par. ticular instance-in no instance did he
charge less than 6s. 6d.-IIS. lod. a load
for crushing dirt. There are many places
in that district where a battery could be
erected with advantage to the Government.
There are many co-operative parties who
would certainly assist in making work for
a battery if it were erected within a reas?nable distance of the place of their opera·
hons. There are lines of reef in Bendigo
which only need the tributer to "'ork them,
and if a crushing battery were made available, the gold yield of our State would be
considerably increased.
I do not intend
to say anything more, but I think honorable members will agree with me that during the time I have been in the House I
have remained very silent.
I am something like the Irishman's parrot-I prefer
to say nothing, and think a lot. I thank
honorable members for the patient hearing
they have given me, and probably the
encouragement they have given me may lead
me to speak oftener in the future.
But
whatever happens, I hope honorable members will not find me in any sense obstructive to anything that could tend to the best
interests of the State. Of all the industries that make for the advancement of the
State, I think there is none that should receive greater· encouragement than the in.dustry of mining.
Mr. KIRKWOOD movedThat the debate be now adjourned.

Mr.. BENT said that the Mines
Acts ·Further Amendment Bill was a
very important measure, but he had
arranged that the debate ·should only continue till half-past eight, so that the Government would consent to the adjournment.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate ,vas
adjourned until Tuesday, August 9.
CLOSER SETTLEMENT BILL
(No.2).
The debate on M1'. Murray's motion for
the second reading of this Bill (adjourned
from the pr~yious day) was resumed.
Mr. KEOGH.-When the Minister of
Lands moved the second reading of this
Bill in his very able speech, he' invited
suggestions from the House, and I must
sa y that his invitation has been very -well
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responded to.
He has received a large
nurnber of suggestions, and I intend to
make one or two more, but I will promise
the HOllse not to say anything about New
Zealand.
I think we have had that ad
nauseam. I do not know that the suggestions made already would improve the Bill
very much, but if adopted, they will certain1 y a1 ter it. Perhaps it would be impossible to improve a Bill so carefully
studied and prepared by the Minister of
Lands.
In regard to our finances, our
position is this: The State of Victoria
o\yes altogether, including municipal loans,
about £64,000,000. It has been pointed
out from time to time by members of the
House, and by the press, that the great
bu lk of that sum is reproductive.
That
is perfectly true.
But unless we can retain our population, the amount that is
now reproductive will not continue to be
reproductive.
Vile owe £38,000,000 on
the railways alone, and unless we have
people to travel on the railways, and people
settled in the country growing produce to
be hauled on the railways, we will very
Therefore, it
soon have a 12.rge deficit.
is imperative that we should not only keep
up our population, but, if possible, increase
The leader of the Opposition, and the
it.
ex-leader of the Opposition, have both
made very admirable speeches, and have
.touched on the financial position.
The
honorable member for Stawell did likewise.
It was suggested that instead of borrowing
£500,000 for the purchase of lands we
should use the money in the Savings Banks.
I think that is a very silly proposal, and
I do not think it could have been thoroughly
thought out:. The Savings Banks have. a~out
£10,5°0,000 in assets, but three n11lhons
of that is taken from the Post-office Savings Bank, which is amalgamated with the
Commissioners' Savings Bank, and this
sum the Government still hold; it has
never been handed over. The Government
have abO'll two millions of the Savings
Banks' money invested in Government Stock;
one million has been lent to the Credit Foncier; £1,5°0,000 is on mortgage, and there
is about £1,5°0,000 in cash. The rest is
lent to the Metropolitan Board of Works.
The Savings Banks have in cash onl~T
£1,5°0,000, and it is necessary to keep
a large amount of cash.
That is
the
only
amount
available,
and
it should be kept ready for the
public so that those who have deposited
money there can get it when they want it.
If they could not get their money when they
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wanted it the v would become alarmed, and
would cease -to deposit it in the Savings
Banks.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Gle1ielg).-Raise
the rate of ·interest to 3k per cent., and you
will get a lot more.
Mr. BENT.-Talk about raising it !
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg). - It
should be raised.
:Mr. KEOGH.-The honorable member
was listened to very patiently, and when we
get into Committee he can draw the cork
again and fill the Chamber.
l\Ir. EWEN CAMERON (GleneZg).-You are
fairly good at drawing the cork yourself.
Mr. KEOGH.-The next proposal was
to put a tax on the unimproved value of
land.
l\:[r. HANNAH.--One of the most sensible
proposals.
Mr. KEOGH.-It is according to the
view the honorable member takes.
I may
point out to honorable members sitting in
opposition that a great deal of our land
is mortgaged. There are registered mortgages representing eight millions, and the
registered proprietors in a great number of
cases have a much smaller interest in the
properties than the mortgagees have. It
was well known at the land-boom time that
a great number of properties were mortgaged
up to their full value, and these mortgages
are still on them. I do not see why bricks
and mortar should not be taxed as well as
Ta~e, for instance, a building like
land.
the Equjtable, at the corner of Collins and
Enzabeth streets. That building is worth
just as much as the land is, and why should
it not be taxed? It would be a very bad
thing to mop up all the available money in
the Savings Banks-to take£25o,oooayear
from the people. Would it not be much
better to get a little new money in? There
is no danger in borrowing a little more on
good security. The danger is in borrowing
with a bad security, but with a reproductive
security it is all right.
If you borrow
£1,000 on a security of £1,000, it may be
dangerous; but if you b~rrow £1,000 on a
security of £100,000, there is no danger
whatever in it. I think it was the leader
of the Opposition who suggested that we
should go in for the perpetual leasing system.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Yes; leasing in perpetuity.
Mr. KEOGH.-I believe the honorable
member's object is good j I think he wants
to prevent the aggregation of large estates.
But I do not know whether this result would
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be attained. It has not been attained in we ought to use them. vVith the exception
other places. There is a danger in con- of some land in the Swan Hill district~
nexion with the perpetual lease, and that on the Murray River, I do not believe we
is, that under it "-e \yould not settle the have 20,000 acres of Crown land fit for
people permanently on the soil. In Ireland closer settlement in Victoria,. and \yhat
in 1841, there was a population of over land we have is, I think, inaccessible, and
8,000,000. They had a splendid system of a great deal of it is covered with logs_
landlordism there; and in 1902 the popula- Therefore, it is far better to purchase good
tion was clown to a little over 4,000,000. lanel within a reasonable distance of a
When times get bad the people clear out, market. The land must be good. . I feel
and I think the danger of fhe people clear- that the Crown lands might be utilized in
ing out is a greater danger than that of the conjunction with the repurchased land
The
aggregation of large estates. There is an that is sold for closer settlement.
objection to refer the matter of com- farmers engaged in the dairying industry,
pulsory purchase to Parliament. But in Gippsland, at any rate, want a place
I
think
we can trust Parliament. to turn out their young stock, and their dry
\Ve represent all the people of the State, cows. I hope there is nothing in this Bill
and, in justice to the owner, it is only right to prevent purchasers of allotments under
that we should refer the particular place closer settlement from obtaining also small
that we compel a man to sell to Parliament blocks of Crown lands, of, say, 1,000
I trust that
itself. I think compulsory purchase has acres~ to work with them.
been made rather a bogy. The honorable when the Government do purchase, they
member for Toorak says it is like putting \vill start, if possible, on land owned by
a revoh"er to a man's head, but who ever absentees. I t is a monstrous thing that
heard of a thief putting a revolver to a people who own large areas should draw
man's head~ and demanding his purse, and the money from this country, and spend it
then, when he got it, and' found £4 I8s. elsewhere. It would be far better to have
in it, turning round to the man and saying, settled on the land people who would spend
I should like to
"I have got your purse, which is worth the money in Victoria.
about 2S. Here are five golden sovereigns draw the attention of the ~/[inister of Lands
for it. X ow you can go home"? That is to the question of the subdivision of estates
when purchased.
When the Whitfield
not the action of a thief.
Estate was purchased, and cut up, and
~1r. MACKINNON.-A £5 debenture is yalued in small blocks, nIr. Allan McLean
perhaps what he would object to.
and 1fr. McColl went over it, to see how
JIr. KEOGH.-Yes. The Government the
different
blocks
were
valued,
not only say, " I f we take your property, we and they altered the valuations prowill give you the full value for it," but posed
by
the
Government
valuers
they say also, "In case you are not fit to in some cases by as much as £3 per acre
go in for anything else., and cannot earn for the good land, and all the good land
any money, we win give you debentures went off. The Government, therefore, \ViII
bearing the current interest." Therefore, have to be most careful when this land is
,,"e are not only willing to pay owners in cut up, to see that each block has its proper
full, but, in case they do not want the value. Otherwise they will have a great
ready money, we are willing to glve them deal of land thrown back on their hands.
interest on it.
Consequently. 1 do not I spoke a little time ago about the Savthink that owners will be placed in a very ings Banks. It is a manrellous thing how
serious position. The honorable member little money is now owing to the Savings
for Toorak says that compulsory purchase Banks Commissioners under the Credit
is not necessary, put that if it was neces- Fancier system. Practically there are no
sary he would be prepared to support it. arrears at the present time. I do not think
If it is not found necessary to put these that would have happened if it had been
compulsory clauses into operation, the under the control of the Government. I
honorable member may be sure that thev believe it would be a good thing to appoint
\"ill not be used. If, on the other hand, it a similar board to· deal with the purchasers
is found necessary, the honorable member of allotments under closer settlement.
Mr. MURRAY.-It would be a very easy
has stated that he is prepared to support
that course.
Therefore, so far as that is thing for the Government to get its payconcerned, I am prepared to support the ments made regularly, if it only had to get
Bill. A good deal has been said about a certain proportion of the value of the land
Crown lands, and it has been urged that pa'id for by the occupant.
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~1r. KEOGH.-Still, the :Minister must
remember that these settlers will become a
numerous class after a time, and will be
able to use a certain amount of political influence. As the lands are sold, it would be
in the interests of the country if the whole
business were then handed over to the Savings Banks Commissioners, or some such
board. If we spend £500,000 a year,
then, ill eight years' time, we shall have laid
out £4,000,000, and that is not a sum to
be played with in any way. It would be
in the interests of the State to have a special board to deal ,yith the purchasers.
~1r. MACKINNON.-How long before we
ha,"e £8,000,000 out?
::\1r. KEOGH.-It will be £4,000,000
ii1 eight years.
:\lr. MACKINNON.-I fear YOU are an•
other Jubilee Plunger.
~lr. KEOGH.-I once read a speech of
a certain gentleman who wanted to purchase at once 500,000 a.cres of land worth
£ loan acre. I think that would have run
into a very large amount of money, and I
do not know how the proposal was going to
be financed.
, Mr. :MAcKINNoN.-It was only 250,000
acres.
~lr. KEOGH.-A good deal has been
said about private sales. I think private
sales have done a great deal of good,
but they are not bringing any new
people into the country, and we are
onl y settling on the land the people
that we already have amongst us.
I believe in settling our own farmers' son~
and our own people before w~ get new
blood, 'but there is only a certain demand
for land, and as soon as the people that
we have here are supplied we shall have to
attract other people from other countries.
I compliment the Minister of Lands on this
Bill. The sooner it gets into Committee
the better. I know we shall have a little
trouble in Committee over some of the
clauses, especially the compulsory clauses,
but I trust that we shall have no great dela y, for the sooner we get this measure on
the statute-book the better it wjll he for the.
State.
Ml'. COLECHIN.-In approaching this
suhject, I feel that I am approaching the
most important subject that can be brought
before this House at the present time. Before I speak generally upon this Bill, I
should like to sav a word or two with reference to what "has been said by other
people, who seem to have taken . a great
deal of interest in the matter. I notice
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that Mr. Best, who was once Minister of
Lands here, remarked some little time
ago that
there must be a clause
and
that
for compulsory purchase,
the present ~1inister. of Lands said,
"Wait till all classes want compulsory
purchase. " In the Herald, of ,13th July
last, Nil'. Best also stated that the present
position, with reference to land here,
is the effect . of profligate administration, and that there are only about
150,000
acres of fairly rich Crown
land left, some of which was inaccessible,
and some useless through the density of
growth on it. Then 1\1r. Best spoke also of
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works having subdivided about 7,000 or
8,000 acres, on which there was now a
splendid yeomanry-I suppose he means a
peasantry-with from 20 to 50 acres each.
There are some very good clauses in this
Bill, but there are many that require alteration. 'Ve, on this (the Opposition) side of
the House, at any rate, hope that we 'shall
not have am"thing like the original Mildura
management, which brought trouble to
many, and ruin to some, through the exploitation of the Government and of the
buyers. This Bill may be another such, if
care is not taken. I trust that care will be
taken, for it will mean the salvation of
thousands.
Large numbers of estates
are held up from cultivation, and my view
is that we must either have a land tax, which
would be fair and doublv useful, to tax the
unearr;.ed added yalues, 'or, failing that, 3
lease 111 perpetuhy with periodical revaluations.
Objection has been urged from the
. other (the Ministerial) side of the House,
that there is certain to be competition under
a system of perpetual leasing with periodical reva} uations, and consequent danger to
the holders, but I think members will recognise that there will be no danger in the
w~y of competition, or of unfair attacks
upon any holder if the landlord is the
State. The history of the past shows that
while Governments have been blamed for
bad management, they have rrenerally been
blamed for being too easy,b and not for
being unkind to the holder. It is the duty
of the Gove,rnment to do all they can to
keep people on the land.
An' absentee
tax has been mentioned as a suitable institution, but even in New Zealand, with
all their forward legislation, we find that
the absentee tax has not done very much
good. They have very much les~ likeli·
hood of evading it thete than they have
here, but it has been evaded there, and I
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consider that it would be evaded here to
a still greater extent, because the ability
of some of the political lawyers we have
had here has been sufficient to evade things
that were ve,ry much harder to evade than
an absentee tax. Rich land-holders, members of both Houses, have been able here
to evade. 'the progressive character of the
existing land tax to an enormous extent.
Consequently, I think that an absentee tax
would be of very little use indeed. Compulsory resumption must be included in
this Bill" or the land required will not be
got, except at high values, as the land which
has always been on offer is generally useless. Hundreds should be. -living where
there are now but a few, and the fact that
we have manless land, which is good land"
demands an alteration in our legislation.
Squatters are near the sea-board and the
markets, and the real farmer has for years
been pushed to the back blocks. We have
read that very many of them are living on
pollard and treacle not very far from rich
squatters. The fanmers in Southern Russia are not very much worse off. We kn,ow
that thev have had to mix their flour with
sawdust:
nir. GRAHAM.-'Vhat are you reading
from?
Mr. COLECHIN.-I am reading from
my notes.
The SPEAKER.-I would point out to
the honorable member that it is against the
rules of the House for an honorable member to read his spee.ch. I am telling the
honorable member this now for his information, as he is a new member, in order
that he mav be careful not to read too
much from 'his notes.
Mr. COLECHIN.-I should have, said
that I was quoting from my notes.
We
read that in Japan the people live mostly
on rice and fish j but I am satisfied that
in many of the places where I have travellea
in this country many of our little, farmers
have been worse off than the poorest people
in Japan. The volumes behind the Speaker
show that from 1877, up to the present dav,
the ablest men that ever sat in this
House have tried to get the taxation legislation that we so much require.
I am satisfied that we shall have difficulty
here, but I am also satisfierl that the greatest difficultv we shall have to contend with
will be ,;ith the gentlemen in another
place. I could read to the House some of
the divisions that are here in H allsard,
going as far back as 1877. For example,
there is the division on the land tax on
2nd October, 1877. I need not read it, but
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it shmvs that nearly everyone of the gentlemen who voted against that proposal
was a large land-owner, and I consider that
it is unfair to this House when gentlemen
come into Parliament to look after their
own land and vote against a land tax. We
have heard it stated here that gentlemen on
the Railways Standing Committee refused
to vote when the question of lines in their
own districts was being discussed, and I
hope the day will come when men will rise
to the occasion and refuse to sit in P arliament and vote in reference to a land tax,
either for or against, which affects their
own land. Only within the last few days
we have had the spectacle of gentlemen
going on a deputation to the Premier simply
because, in my opinion, their own land would
be affected by this Bill., Some of the provisions in the Bill, I admit, make for success, while there are some clauses which I
consider are wanting. I believe that when
we get into Committee we will be able to
show that there are clauses that will be
absolutely necessary to give us the success
for this measure which the v have obtained
in New Zealand. In the speech of the
Minister of Lands, he stated that several
estates had been offered, averaging £6 3s.
8d. per acre. Now that means, in my opin,ion, a great deal of the most useless land.
Some years ago I remember a number of
men sent in applications when there was a
desire on the part of the' then Government,
in which I thi'nk Mr. Best was Minister
of Lands, to deal with this question, asking the Government to take over from them
a good d~al of the land which they had,
and from the kI?owledge which I have of
that land, I am able to say that it was positively useless for the p'urpose in view. Some
of it was offered as low as 30S. per acre,
and I am informed that even that land was
not worth lOS. an acre. I trust that this
Government will not purchase any land of
that character. The honorable member for
Dundas stated that it had been proved up
to the present time that even the poor land
can be used, but I do hope that the Government will not purchase any' poor land
to be used in this way, even although it
may be cheap. That is the kind of land
which squatters can very easily spare. Without the New Zealand conditions I consider
that this Bill will not be a good Bill. Very
likely the moment the Bill is passed, if it
should pass, there will be a boom in good
land, and the prices will be extremely high.
If they are, and the Government purchase
at high prices, there will be a very poor
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chance for the people to get on that land
under the purchase system, and I hope the
system of leases in perpetuity will be the
mode of putting men on the land. It is
asked-Have the squatters suitable land?
I feel satisfied that a great many of them
haVf~, and no doubt the :Minister of Lands
showed that in his return.
The nex't
question is-Have the squatters cultivated
their land? Not to any extent; very little
indeed.
They have used it nearly all for
sheep and cattle. In my opinion, the lease
in perpetuity, with a periodical valuation,
is much better than sale or conditional purchase.
It has been proved from speeches
that have been made here, and from documents that have been shown, that from 8
per cent. up to 3373 per cent. has been
charged to men taking up 'land from owners
instead of getting it, as we desire them to
do, fwm the Crown. The party with
which I am connected desire to see smiling
farms where there has' been grass land
hitherto) and to see the farmer able to
live independent of the old-time financial
agent, or the general agent, whose avocation 'has been so costly to the poorer settler
Then the
taking up land in the past.
honorable member for Borung said that the
advance of New Zealand has been due to
her better climate-never too hot and never
But I would remind the honortoo cold.
able member t~1at that country has suffered
even more than Victoria has done from
land-boom losses in the past, yet, taking the
Savings Banks returns, they show clearlv
that since the new legislation came into
force in New Zealand-first under Mr.
Ballance, and more recently under Mr.
Sedrlon--there has been an advance in the
This shows
Savings Banks deposits.
clearly that in New Zealand they have not
gone back or, as the honorable member for
Borung said, lagged behind Victoria. Their
climate is not better than that of Victoria.
We have, certainly, fifteen or twenty days in
the year which are possibly not very agreeable to some people, but we do not suffer
to the extent that New Zealand does from
flcods and many other things which she
has to encounter. The" grand climate" of
New Zealand, to which the honorable member alluded, is certainly not the sale cause
of their having this year a surplus of
£30,000 on their railways, and a State
surplus of £750,000, while their population has increased, and they have gone in
for new and extensive legislation, making
our own
for greater comfort.
Many
citizens. have left for New Zealand.
For
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instance, I myself knew a family from the
Ballarat district who went to New Zealand
not very long ago, and which represented
three generations-the grandf ather, the
son, and the grandson, with their wives
and children.
Those people went away
from this State just because they could not
take up land in Victoria.
It is not very
long ago, either, since one of the men who
went over there and came back, stated that
he did 'not look on the climate of New Zealand but as in every way inferior to that
of Victoria.
As regards fruit, he said he
was very much struck at seeing in a window in X ew Zealand ordinary cherry pI urns,
which were sold here at an average of 2d.
a pound, quoted as luxuries at 50. a
In fact, New Zealand does not
pound.
produce manv of the things we do here
It has
to anything like the same extent.
a colder climate, which is not so suitable
for many of the things which they do produce as the climate of Victoria is. The
:Minister of Lands said it was from the
s~all farmers that, we should get productIon, and I quite agree with him.
The
!arge land-owners have not gone in for
mtense
culture,
and
it
is
onlv
fr?m t~e small farmers we shall get an)~
thmg lIke the results we are expecting to
receive. Again, Mr. Coghlan speaks of the
snows, the ice, the sudden changes, and the
great gales in New Zealand, and there the
rain falls on from J 20 to 245 days in the
y~ar. To say that a climate of that kind,
WIth the number of floods which occur there
is in any way superior to the climate of thi~
country is, in my opinion, altogether a mistake.
Mr. HUTcHINsoN.-Their yields have
proved in everv case that the i~nd is more
fertile.
.
Mr. COLECHIN.-Simply because the
best land here is held up from cultivation,
while it is not so there. When we have had
the same number of years in occupation by
the same number of real farmers as in New
Zealand I think we shall be able to produce
equally as well, if not more so, than the
N" ew Zealand people are doing at present.
If land in Victoria which has only been
used for grazing sheep and cattle is valued
for municipal or land tax purposes only
up to £6 an acre, there is danger of added
and increased values being imposed befor:~
purchase by the Government.
The SPEAKER.-I would again ask
the honorable member not to read from
notes.
It is against the rules of the
House.
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:\lr. COLE.CHIN.-With regard to other
parts of the Bill, I may say that I object
to the mode of appointing the board. I
consider that it would be very objectionable
to this (the Opposition) side of the House
to fix the board as the Government proposes.
I see that two are to form a quorum, and
I do not consider it will be in the best interests of the countrv to leave it to two
or three men to deal with such a matter
as the resumption of land. I see, alSo, that
if one member of the board is absent, or
retires from the board, they may go on with
t\yO men.
I consider it would be much better to haye compulsory arbitration, exactly
as it is in Kew Zealand, instead of as is
proposed in this Bill. I have been trying
to think \rho should form this board. I
do not know whether the Minister of Lands
will give us any information on that point
in Committee, but I feel that it would be
very much better to have a matter of this
kind left to this House, rather than to both
Houses-at any rate, to leave the right to
this House of deciding on appeal whether
certain land should be compulsorily taken
or not. We have had h stated by some of
those people who are going round the countrv that the farmers are in danger here from
this Bill. It was stated in my hearing by
one of those gentlemen· a week or two ago
that he believed the farmers in New Zealand, in consequence of the legislation there,
would almost strike, and go off the land,
but when we look at the results in New Zealand I think there is not verv much likelihood of the farmers there going off their
holdings. I hope yet to find the real farmer
here doing as well as the real farmer in
New Zealand does.
.
Mr. OUTTRIM.-The farmers in New
Zealand are the best friends Mr. Seddon
has.
:Mr. COLECHIN.-I am sure they are.
The leader of the Opposition said that 12S.
6d. per acre rent was .charged in. certai.n
cases for the lease of prIvate land, 111 ad(:h·
tion to certain pains and penalties being included in the lease, and I am informe~
that between Werribee and vVarrnamboc]
there are quite a number ()f other arrangements. Although an interjection was mad~
that such arrangements were very .rare, I
am infOlmed that such agreements are not
at all uncommon. Before I came into this
House I heard quite a number of instances
of different owners, in which there were
yarious modes of arrangement between
the owner and the lessee. In one instance
the position was· taken up that the lessee
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had to give the owner the first box of butter,
and then the third, fifth, seventh, nInth, and
so on; and there were many other pains and
penalties. In fact, one was reminded in
some cases of the tied houses, because the
lessees had to purchase all their cattle, pigs,
or whatever stock they required from the
.
owner of the land.
Mr. l\fuRRAY.-Oh, no! Surely the landowner usually gives them those- things.
Mr. COLECHIN.-The Minister of
Lands perhaps has only heard the rosy side,
but later on we shall be able to show him
that there are instances even much worse than
the leader of the Opposition pointed out
the other night. Then we have had it stated
that the proposals of the ex-leader of the
Opposition (Mr. :Mackinnon) were something like those of the Jubilee Plunger j but
I arp satisfied that the proposals in this Bill,
unless there is very great alteration in some
of the clauses, will not, at any rate, be
superior to the proposals of the honorahle
member referred to. It is certainly a very
serious matter for us to consider that in
something like nine years 150,000 people
have left these shores. There must have
been some very strange reason for that. It
is not because of the Factories Act that
we have lost so many people, nor
was it because business was very bad.
We know that in most countries, such as the
United States, Canada, and other places,
consideration has been extended to settlers
on the land.
I consider that the
management of the land in any other
civilized community has been preferable
to ours, and I do hope that the
legislation we are going to -pass now will
be satisfactory, and that it will be as swift
as it can be made, so as not only to enable
us to provide employment to prevent people
from going away, but also to establish eonditions which will attract people here who
have gone away to New Zeal~nd, South
Africa~ and the other states of Australia.
We desire that our manhood should have
an opportunity of cultivating the land. We
have no desire, to go with pistols in our
hand, or allY thing of that kind. We simply
want to follow on on the lines that ha\'e
been pursued in other places. The reformer
here to-eta y is me,rel y a copyist. I f the
legislation for this purpose had been passed
'25 vears ago, when it was promulgated in
the Legislative Assembly, no doubt we should
not be now lagging behind other States, and
especially qehind that little Colony of New
Zealand, which was so often sneered at in
those days.
If· we had had the. proper
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legislation then we should now be in the
forefront, which is the fitting place for
Victoria, considering the splendid lands we
have here. The statement has been made
by the Premier that this Bill is to be regarded as a fair-haired girl; but 1 2JlU
satisfied that this Bill, without the COlUpulsory clauses that are necessary, will he·
something like the play of Hamlet without
Hamlet, or, perhaps, I should say wIthout
Ophelja.
)1r. VV ARDE.-They are trying to get
hamlets for her all over the country.
Mr. COLECHIN.-We have had legislation of the opposite kind to that which
we have wanted for so long, and I trust
now that we shall not only get this legisl:ltion, which was promulgated in this House
years ago, but that, having waited so long,
we shall ge.t better, and - even more sati~
factory. legislation than they have in N~w
Zealand. I may have something mure W
say in Committee, and I will not take up
further 6me in speaking generally now. I
hope that we shall soon get through with
t.his Bill, and that it will he passed in sueh
a form as to redound to the credit of every
honorable member in this House.
Ur. LEVIEN.-I rise, witn considerable
pleasure, to support the second reading of
this Bill-a Bill far-reaching in its effects,
aml calculated, I believe., to advance the
material interests of this country in a greater
degree than even the most sanguine of us
to-day hope. I was very pleased indeed to
listen to the speech of the lvIinister
of Lands, in introducing . the Bill.
It was certainlv one of the most
lucid, and, .as it appeared to me, one of the
most earnest and honest speeches that T
have f!ver ljstened to, not that I wjsh to
~ay that other speeches delivp.red here are
not also earnest and honest. The Minister
spoke from his heart. We know that i1e
felt every word that he said, and I am
delighted to think that this important measure will fall to his lot to administer. I
have no fear at all as to this being properlY,
wisely, and well administered. Indeed, a
measure of this sort, however good the
measure might be, should not be in the
hands of a Minister who was not sincere
and who did not feel a great personal and
political interest in its being given proper
effect to. This Closer Settlement Bill is
merely a continuing proposal, merely an
enlarp;ement, and we hope that it wiII effect
the object so many of us, in fact all of
us, really have at heart. We had a Closer
Settleme~t Bill introduced many years ago
by the then Minister of Lands, IV1r. Best.
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He evidently saw the necessity for the
compulsory clauses. They were passed in
this House, but we know that thev ,yere not
placed on the statute-book, in consequence
of another place rejecting them. The
measure that we were then all so anxious to
put upon our statute-book became a dead
letter. It was a dead letter largely from the
fact that its administration was not in the
right hands. It remained a dead letter for
two or three years, or for. even a longer
period. Excellent estates were offered, it
is true, at fair prices, but the Minister
failed to purchase them. Xothing at all
was done with that measure for vears, until
)Ir. ~lcColl became Minister of Lands. and
successfully purchased two or three estates,
upon 'rhich we now have very good settlement. We may indeed congratulate o~r
selves upon the success of that measure,
considering its very limited application. We
ha\"e purchased some three or four estates,
and although they were purchased at high
prices-too high-yet I believe that the
settlers will succeed in forming happy
homes for themselves. 'N e see the wonderful transformation that has taken place
under the legislation we already haye. The
country-and the to\vns as 'well as the
country ~ but I am speaking of the countryhas made up its mind that this is the legislation which, if properly carried out, will
~n~ble ~s to progress.
Wherever you go
It IS umversall y admitted that closer settlement is the proper thing at this particular
st~ge. Whichever side was in pO\rer, this
BIll would have to be taken up, and it must
be dealt with. This House, I am sure will
give its undivided and ear~est attenti~n to
~mproving this Bill, for it is capable of
Improvement in many points, as the Minister will find when it is taken into
Committee.
I
do
not
intend
to
speak at any length,. for this is
a
measure
largely
for
Committee.
Provisions which seem technical and small
in themselves are still important in connexion with the proper development of this
scheme. The country will have closer settlement. It has made up its mind to have
it, and it is our duty to give full and vigorThis
ous effect to the country's will.
meas~re is ?ot going direCtly, at any rate,
to gIve rehef to many of those who are
looking to it for relief. I refer to the unemployed, and those agitators who assemble
on the V.arra bank and other choice spots.
They belIeve that a Closer Settlement Bill
is necessary, but their scheme is a totall v
different one., for their proposals are absolutely socialistic. They propose that lands
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should be purchased by the State on different lines altogether. The proposals of this
Bill are anti-socialistic, and \,"ill remove
that nasty spirit which has to some extent
reigned amongst us. I veril y belieye' that
it is not proposed with the object of affording relief to the unemployed, and not to
place men on the land who are unable to
pa y down a single shilling. I t is not for
that class of man, but it will give substantial relief to the young men and 'Women
amongst us-and there are many of thesewho have £100, £200, £300, or £400, or
can get assistance to that extent from their
friends, and will enable them to get homes
for themselves, and be good citizens. We
know that there are a considerable number
of young people in the community who are
earnestl y longing to get a piece of land, so
that they may marry, and form homes for
themselves. We must all deplore the falling off in the number of young persons
who feel that they can take upon themsel yes the responsibility of marriage. We
shall be surprised at the large number of
young people who will take advantage of
this measure-not only young people who
have a little means of their own, but people who will be assisted by their parents
to purchase land under this measure.
There will be many thousands of people
settled under this Bill, which, I believe,
will give excellent results. We have been
told that this will be taking away one
man's property, in order to give it to another man, and we have been asked where
it will stop. It will stop where the people
need it to stop, and it will stop no sooner.
We, on this (the Ministerial) side of the
House, and some of the honorable members on the other side, regard with proper
sacredness the rights and property of individuals, but I say t.hat the great community, the commonwealth, must also be considered. In extremities, what do we do?
The most fair-minded men amongst us,
the strictest constitutionalist, put him
in an extremity, and he would suck
his brother's blood.
We have not got
so far as that. But I use that as an illustration of what is inevitable when the extremitv' arises. The ,community must be
consid~red
before
individuals.
Land
temue
IS
sacred,
and
must
be
regarded
as
such.
But
what
is
the whole of that land tenure? The
people, the community, own the country,
and surely it is their right and privilege
through their representatives in Parliament to deal with property which belongs
to the people in a way which the people
Mr. Levien.
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decide to be right and proper from time
to time.
I have been told of a will in
respect to some land in England, which
At
was left some 200 or 300 years ago.
that time it was only a swamp, and the
annual value was 'only sufficient to furnish
a very elaborate pen to the school where
the owner of that land had had his education.
That land has been legislated for
on some six or seven occasions, and now
We here
it is .worth millions of money.
must assert our right and privilege, and so
long as the people demand it, this House
will assert its right and privilege, and its
duty, to deal with these matters as they
arise-to legislate for the community, and
not for individuals, and to do justice for
all. In the early history of this State the
squatter obtainea his rights from the N ~w
South "\-Vales Government.
He drew a
line from this point to that, and said, "All
this property is mine."
Perhaps it was
500 ,000 or 600,000 acres, or even more.
This was his, and he was allowed to occupy it under squatting licence.
This
condition of things was altered time after
time.
Brooke, Duffy, and Grant, and
al} our l\1jn,isters of Lands, always recogl1lsed .the rIght of the man in possession,
but stIll they recognised that these people
had to share the land with those wo desired to occupy it for proper purposes. So
the first squatters had to give way to
the smaller squatters, and then, under the
pressure of the people, through Parliament,
these others had to give way to the settlement of the people on the lands, as it was
This was considered an outthen called.
rage. These pioneers asserted their rights,
and declared that no man had the right to
take the land from them, and be put in
possession over them, but the people decided otherwise, even under the limited
franchise of that time.
We found that
the men in possession then, just as the
men in possession now. fought as hard
as they could, politically and otherwise,
for their rights as against tbeir brothers
or their fellows who wanted to share the
lands with them.
We found that a great
deal of the public estate of this copntry
was unfortunately swindled away by detective Land Acts. Although much of the
land was improperly alienated in that way,
yet, under the effort to obtain land for the
people, a great deal of very excellenCset·
tlement has gone on.
Land that was then
occu pied by a score or two of people is
now occupied by thousands of prosperous
settlers.
Those on the land before had
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to make way for their fellow men who came
amongst them, and who ??tained their
homes in a proper and legItImate manner.
It is proposed, not to confiscate any of the
land but to take it at its full value, and,
I h~pe at something more than the full
value. 'I shall advocate that, in addition
to the value of the land, something ir: excess shall be given, because of its being
~That
does the
compulsorily taken.
leader of the Opposition propose?
There
is certainly a good deal of vigour in what
He proposes to tax those
he advocates.
in possession of the lands t~ a .su!licient extent to obtain money wIth whIch
to purchase land upon which to settle th.ose
who now desire land. A more un-EnglIsh,
a more unreasonable, proposal I never
In fact, I never heard
heard in my life.
anything so unreasonable.
Wh~t are the
It
traditions and practice of taxatIon?
is that you tax the community for the purpose of carry~ngon the government of the
country. We hear the outrageous proposal
that you are to tax the lands to such an
extent as to provide sufficient money with
which to carr}' on this scheme-evidently to
The idea
the tune of £500,000, or so.
is simply to tax people's estates for. the
purpose of raising money with which to
I
buy property to put other people on.
do not think anything more outrageous
could be proposed, even on the Yarra
bank.
~1r. COLECHIN.-It is not suggested to
tax to that extent; only to the extent of

£3° 0 ,000.

~Ir. LEVIEN.-You can fix the amount;
I am dealing with the principle.
Well,
that is certainly confiscation. It is perfectly
lawful, under 'Act of Parliament, to purchase a man's land compulsorily; but Parliament will take care that justice is done to
the man from whom the land is taken.
Parliament would not entertain for a single
instant a proposal like that suggested by the
leader of the Opposition-to tax those who
ha ve land to enable land to be purchased
for those who want land. The present land
tax is heavy enough, being 25 per cent. of
the annual earnings it is possible to get from
the lands that have to bear that burden. A
good deal of strong opposition is offered on
principle by some of our landed proprietors,
and by many gentlemen who have no land
at all, to the proposed compulsory purchase
of land for closer settlement. Although they
all agree that it is necessary that the land
should be more thickly peopled in some way
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or other, they honestly and earnestly oppose
compulsory purchase.
Mr. BROMLEY.-Say they earnestly oppose it, but not honestly.
::\Ir. LEVIEX.-I say they earnestly and
honestly oppose it on political principle,
and not through any personal feeling. :Many
other large landed proprietors regard the
principle of compulsory purchase with great
favour, and are quite willing to face the
position. If land-owners are wise they will
\\'elcome the proposal with open arms as being a right, proper, and honest p~oposal for
Parliament to make. Is not thIS a much
more honest way of treating large landed
proprietors than that proposed by the leader
of the Opposition, who would let the new
settlers have the cow, the milk, and the
Is that honest?
Ko.
It is
cream too?
honest to say that the large landed proprietors shall not be allowed to retain the \\' hole
of their estates merely to pursue a fad. We
do not propose to take f;om th~m a single
farthing's worth of the good thmgs of the
world they now possess without compensatin a them -full v for it; but we do say that
th~\' should n;t be allowed, in pursuance of
a {ad, to shut up great areas of country.
That is a thing I will never sanction as long
as I am a renresentative of the people. We
do not inte~d to injure the land-owners,
who ouaht
to welcome this measure
with'
b
.
open arms. If they can obtam power to
frustrate any scheme of this sort, t~en it
will become a serious matter for conSIderation as to whether the representatives of the
people should not exercise other rights,
somewhat on the lines the leader of the
Opposition has adyocated. But that, I believe, will not be necessary, because the
people will authorize Parliament to do its
dut\', and Parliament will do its duty.
Am~bodv ",ould suppose, judging from this
debate . that the compulsory purchase of
land \~ras a new proposal-something socialistic, horrible, brutal, and un-English.
Some of the great landed proprietors say
that they are going to leave the country.
One of them declared that he would have
five or six lives before he went, and said
he would not let any men take his land
without shooting them.
:Mr. COLEcHIN.~He is mad.
jIr. LEVIE~ .-Yes, positively mad.
?\Ir. PRENDERGAsT.-I suppose he intends
to go away and take his land with him.
:Mr. LEVIEN.-Those gentlemen in the
country ought to' come to town occasionally,
because it would enlighten them a little as
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tu what is going on. I asked that particular gentleman why he was so enraged at
". hat he called this infamous proposal for
the compulsory purchase of land, and I
reminded him that we have had proposals
exactly like this, or even worse than this,
for many years past. He said, "Give me
an instance." I replied, "Take the question of railway construction."
He said,
"That is a totally different thing." I answered, "X 0, it is different to some extent,
but only in a yery much worse degree."
Railways are 10:::: a 1 affairs, although it is
true that they are constructed for the general benefit, and this compulsory purchase
of estates for closer settlement is a local
affair, but undertaken for the general benefit. I gave that gentleman the instance of
the Ondit railway, as we were near there
at the time. I pointed out that the people
of that district wanted a railway, and that
Parliament sanctioned the formation of a
railway trust, who took, not one man's
estate, or p:ut of his estate, but fifty men's
estates, or parts of their estates,' whether
they were big or small, chopping them up
right and left, but always compensating
the owners fully, and some people say too
fully in the past.
Now, those lands that
were wanted for the Ondit railwav were
not taken to settle our children amo~gst us,
to give them homes in the country of their
birth, and enable them to become good citizens, and not turn into anarchists, but
rr.erel y for the purpose of enabling the
people of the district to get to their homes
or carry their produce to market a little
That is all am
more conveniently.
railways are wanted for, and yet men,
wr.o are now objecting to this proposal for the compulsory purchase of
land for closer settlement, would welcome
a prop03al to take land for railways, and
say it was quite in accordance with propriety. So much is that a personal matter
that the people to be benefited are made to
pay privately for the land; it is a hundred
times more personal than this proposal, and
yet we do not shudder at it. But, surely,
if it is right to take people's estates, or cut
them up. to make a railway, it is
right and proper. to take one estate,
01
fifty estates, for the purpose of
settling people on the land at the rate
of. perhaps, 100 to where there is now
only one, and making good citizens of them.
\Ve have little idea what a great impetus
the carrying out of this scheme of closer
settlement will give to our country, if
it is properly and wisely administered,
Mr. Levien.
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and if it is responded to, as I 'believe
it· will be, very vigorousl y by the
community.
Therefore, the compulsory
principle of this measure has no terrors for
me, and nothing will give me greater pleasure than voting for it. I would certain I y
like to see it much more direct in its operation. \Vith the honorable member for Prahran, I fear it will not be very effective in
its present form, although I am not prepared to say it will not, but the method
proposed in this Bill appears to me to be
too circuitous altogether. Either we mean
business or we do not; either it is right to
take a man's land or it is wrong. If it
is right, let us do it in the most direct manner, and as promptly and quickly as we
can. I am not one of those who believe that
this compulsory purchase scheme is going to
be thrown out by another place. I believe
the members of that Chamber are as wise
as we are.
But, at any rate, we need not
consider that point just now. It is our
duty to put in the Bill whatever we think
proper and right, and to presume that another place will never step in the way of
our doing the right and proper thing. Ano~her place has nearly always done the
rIght and proper thing, when objectil)g to
proposals this House has passed, but although they claimed to have power to reject our Bills, on almost every occasion
they gave way in the end.
Mr. WARDE.-I suppose you blame
them for not saving you more than they did.
Mr. LEVIEN.-I think that another
place has always stood as high in the estimation of the people of this country as
this Chamber ever did, and deservedly so.
Now and again, they may have asserted
their rights perhaps a little too long. They
were always on the popular side, however,
Of} the side of the majority, when the will
of the majority had been clearly expressed,
but they strenuously and right! y put their
foot down when they knew that an impudent minority was endeavouring to ride over
the majority of the people. I think that
power should be taken to purcfiase the
whole, or any part, of an estate. I do not
know why we should leave any proprietor
a portion of his estate. There is no logical
reason for doing so.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Would you
let him escape with his life?
Mr. LEVIEX.-He will get more than
his life. For every pound's worth of property taken from him, he will get £1, full
and brimming over, as far as I am concerned.
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Mr. HANNAH.-There is a £10,000 ex- .
emption.
NIr. LEVIEN.-I t)1ink that is a blot on
the Bill. Of course there is some justification for proposing something practical, something that will pass, and I suppose that that
provision was not inserted without considera. tion. But it would be very much better for
the State to take whatever land it requires
for publi<;: settlement in a direct and complete manner. There is too much delay in
this measure to please me. We are told
by some that this Bill is not necessary, th1.t
settlement is gradually going on, and that
estates are bei!1g divided. But how? Chiefly
by letting the land. Even that system is
better than a system that shuts humanity
off the land altqgether, but still it is a
system of landlordism, and if there is one
thing we ought to go for in this country, it
is to give every man his bit of freehold, no
matter how small it may be. Landlordism
is all 'very well in its way, but ,,'e can have
something better here, and it would be unwise and impolitic to allow that kind of
subdivision to go on any longer. It is
forced on those who have to accept it as a
necessity, because it is the only means they
have of getting on the land at all; but
put those same people, or treble the number,
on their own little bit of land, and you
would find a totally different class of citizens from the unhappy men who fear their
landlords at every turn.
·What was our
idea some years a'go? To give the people
the right to get freeholds, and those
\"ho are advocating the leasehold system here must know perfectly well
that the instincts of the people of
this country are altogether against the
landlord system. We have had that principle put into various Acts of Parliament,
but the people have always tried to avoid it.
What they want is the freehold. It would
not have mattered so much if we had
launched our land legislation on :l leasehoid
basis. Perhaps it would have be.en better
if that had been done, because our people
would then have been all in the same boat,
and would have rowed the one wav. But,
at this stage of our land settlenl'ent, let
us gq as far as we possibly can in the
direction of ,el~couraging the frpeholder as
against the leaseholder. The financial proposals 1n this Bill appear to me to be quit'!
sound. Although I understand fllat th~
debentures and stock are not to be earmarked speciftcally, they will be practically
ear-marked, and will become a first charge
on the funds that are derived from the
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land. Power is given to tlie _Government
to redeem the stock or deoentures from
time to time, as opportunity offers, so that
in the end the scheme will really not add
to the public debt :l single farthing. Moreover, it will not take so much money out of
the countrv as some honorable members
may imagi~e, because if the yendors of
land find that they can obtain good im'estmients in debentures they will not send
their money away, I agr~e with the honorable member for Gippsland North, that a
large number of the vendors will probably
take payment in debentures instead of iri
cash. It will be hard to say to a vendor,
"You must take cash," because then he will
have to re-invest his money, whereas, if he
takes debentures, he \vill at once secure the
best investment possible, and he can sell
the debentures whenever the market is
favorable. It is proposed that the rate of
interest may be varied as the Government
pleases, to fit the conditions, and I think
that that is a very wise provision. These
debentures will, I think, stand higher, if
possible, than any other stock, because
there will be a charge on the fund derived
from the land, and they may he redeemed
by the Government at any time..
Mr. WARDE.-How would they be likely
to stand higher than any other stock? They
are only an ordinary charge upon revcnue.
:Mr.' LEVIEN .--Because thev will be a
first and special charge lJ9nn tbis particular fund.
Mr. EWEN CAMERON (GZenelg),-There
is also the sinking fund.
Mr. LEVTEN.-I think there will be
more demand for this particular issue of
stock than for ordinary stock. for the
reasons I have stated.
M...v own idea was
that ,ve should have a special debenture,
specially ear-marked, but the provision
contained in the Bill is, I believc, very
much better.
I hail with the greatest
possibl e satisfaction the provision that is
to be made for workmen's homes.
I value
that proposal even more than the other proposals in the Bill, because if there is one
thing that touche5 one's sympathy more
than another, it is that working men, when
they are out of work, shall at least have a
roof over their heads.
It is lamentable to
find, as we often do, that a fourth, or even
a third of' a man's earnings go~s to pay
the landlord.
How often do we find the
unfortunate worker distressed to pay his
landlord?
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Then you ought to vote
for a Bill to inquire into rents, and compel
the landlords to accept less.
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Mr. LEVIEN.-This Bill fully occupies, you do not want these men to move from
my mind just at present.
If a Bill of their homes whenever they have to go
that kind is introduced, I will tell the hon- somewhere else to work? It is much betorable member what I think about it. The ter for them to use the railways. so that
question - of distraining for rent has, at they may have a home, I do n~t ~are how
least, two sides to it. It is deplorable that humble, once and for all. }V[y vote and
people should be obliged to beg or borrow influence will in every case go in that
in order to get money to pay their rent; but direction.
Mr. COLECHIN.-One of your friends
I do not know exactly how that condition
of things can be improved.
said that his home was his castle.
He
:Mr. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-Won't meant his tent.
~1r. LEVIEN.-The honorable member
they have to pay up their liabilities under
this Bill?
just now was ,,'ondering why people were
Mr. LEVIEN.-Yes, of course they will. leaving their homes in this country. If the
?dr. GAUNSON.-But, then, what is con- honorable member goes into the district I
sidered a fair rent is fixed to start with.
represent he will very soon be told why.
Mr. LEVIEN.-Every man will not be Agitators-agitators-are
driving
the
able to obtain a home under this Bill. people out of the country.
Some people never can obtain a home.
Tn
~1r. GAUNSON.-Is that a new kind of
some cases thev are not worthy of having a " tater:' ?
home, but that remark does not apply to
Mr. COLECHIN.-No, it. is .an onion ..
. the mass of the people.
In the vicinity
Mr. LEVIEN .-No, It IS somethmg
of fairly large inland towns, what a fine much stron~er an.d m~c,h hotter.
I say
thing it would be for a young fellow to be th~t the agItator IS dnvmg people out of
able to get hold of a piece of land and to thIS country. Do honorable m~mbers not
put his little bit of savings into that land !mow that when they attack caplta.l-fly ~t
instead of into the Savings Bank.
We ItS throat, and att.empt to strangle It-capIhave a saving and thrifty community here~ tal, cannot at?d WIll not come amongst us?
One man, woman, or child out of every v~hthout cap~tal you cannot have populathree people, roughly speaking, has an ac- tl?n, W'hat IS the. good of .a lot of. men
count in the Savings Bank.
That is a \ntl! swa~s on, theu backs, If there IS n.o
splendid record, and it is an indication, to cap~tal Wlt~ ",hlch to em~loy them? CapImy mind, that the system of workmen's tal IS me,relY the name gIven to the aggrehomes will be taken advantage of to the gate sa vmgs of the people.
Honorable
fullest possible extent.
There is no need members ?ught to know tha,t when they
for them to live in the country.
The hon- at~.a~k capItal, as they are domg, they ar.e
orable member for Prahran told us the other dllun~ people away fr.om. the c?untf)"
night that manv shearers live in South That IS why the populatIOn IS leavmg us.
Yarra.
Why "should they not?
They The hO!lora1:>le. member for Geelong won\,-ant tIle ad,'antacres of ed
t'
f
th'
dered, m hIS mnocence, why the populab
uca IOn or
eu,
I'
V'
.
I l' k ' ,
children, and ~he other conveniences of tl?n -,vas eavmg
Ictona.
t 1m It. IS
town life. Thev should have their homes hIS mnocence, because I. do not thmk
in the most congenial and convenient places he would, do
wrong
If
he
knew
for their particular ,york.
it.
I . gIVe
every
~onor<l:ble
mem.
ber credIt for the best mtentIOns, but I
. :\lr. GAUNSON.-The most charmmg en- say to the honorable member for Geelong
VIronment.
d
'\
~
. ~,
at? ot,her honorable me~lbers who awee
. Ir. L~VIE~ .-::\ ot onl) that, but WIth hml that they are SImply destroymg,
mo~e conSIderatIOn should be shown, by the as much as they can destroy, a fine counRaIlway Department for the convemence. of try.
They will not kill it, thank goodthese workm~n when they are. travellmg ness, but still they are doing all they can
betw~en theu. work aI?d theu hO.mes. to stop its progress.
Those who are enSpeCIal c~mCeSSIO?S are gn'~n to the mme:, gaged in various enterprises are afraid to
when he IS \yorkmg at a dIstance froJ? hIS invest their money, because they are afraid
home, and the. workm~n pure and SImple of the Labour Party., I am not.
I do
should.be permItted to lIve wherever he fir~t not care a snuff for the Labour Party.
fixes h!s home. A work~an may make hIS That party will do injury, no doubt, but
home m the first place 111 one of the sub- it will recoil upon themselves.
urbs of ,3Ie!bourne, Presently the whole
Mr. WARDE.-It is the miserable wages
of the CIrcumstances may change, and he of three shillings a day for eight hours'
may want to work somewhere else. Surely work that is driving people out of Victoria..
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Mr. LEVIEN.-Let us hope that a
little better state of things will prevail.
However, the Government is going to help
the labourer to get a home of his own, and
when the labourer does get a home, he will
not visit the Yarra Bank every Sunday,
but will sit at home with his wife and
children. We should do what we can to
check this nasty antagonistic feeling that
is springing up.
I admit that this remark applies only to a small minority, but
,ve, unfortunately, find that a good m~my.
of our people are driven by these unthinking persons. It would be much better if the
leader of the Opposition, for instance,
would only use his own intelligence and
go out and see for himself, instead of listening to what others tell him. We are·
.all driven to some extent, but not to the
unreasonable extent to which intelligent
men allow themselves to be driven by
trades halls and a lot of unthinking, uneducated people. They are good citizens
in their way, no doubt, but they are unfit
to govern. Such people should not be
allowed to drive honorable members, but
honorable members should lead them. I
am thoroughly in accord with those provisions in the Bill which are intended to
discourage the transfer of these allotments.
When once a man makes a home, nothing
should be done that would encourage him
to break it up again. His object should
be to acquire a home and not a speculation. We have heard, of course, a great
deal about the prosperity of K ew Zealand,
and no doubt that country is very prosperous.
~Ir. GAuNsoN.-I thought it was agreed
to drop New Zealand.
Mr. LEVIEN.-I am not going to give
honorable members a lot of figures. I only
wish to say that in New Zealand the land
that is cultivated is excellent land. It is
on the whole much more prolific and much
more fertile than the land ,ve have been
able to obtain for cultivation in Victoria.
Thev have directed their attention chiefi v
to stock, and their success reall v lies more
in growing sheep than in anv other direction.
Mr. WARDE.-Do vou consider that the
best land in New Zealand is better than the
best in the Western District?
?\II. LEVIEN .-No; but better than the
land that up to the present we have been
able to operate on.
Mr. E\YEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-Very
much lower in price.

6i7

i\lr. LEVIEN.-I have no doubt it is.
In New Zealand they have really devoted
themselves to a class of production that has
proved very profitable. They have exported
during the last ten years £1,000,000 worth
more of wool than they did in the previous
period, and £2,000,000 worth more of
frozen meat.
Mr. BROMLEY.-That shows what labour
legislation has done for New Zealand.
Mr. LEVIEN.-We are asked why we
advocate this closer settlement and . more
cultivation when we find so many of our
products so low in the market. The closer
settlement and cultivation that I contemplate on good lands will certainly. increase
the output of those products that may not
then be quite so prqfitable as at present,
but will, nevetd:heless, always bring remunerative prices in the markets of the
world.
The settlement will be chiefly
in connexion with dairying and sheep
growing, and that would mean largely butter
and lambs. The more we do in that direction the more successful and prosperous we
will be. We could easily mend our ways
in the production of both of these articles,
which are "'orld-wide in their demand, and
which are becoming more valuable on account of the splendid oversea arrangements,
which are now infinitely better than they
were, and will improve from time to time
as circumstances require it. The amount
of money proposed to be expended annually
will, I think, be ample, and I shall be delighted if the full amount proposed can be
absorbed properly in closer settlement. I
believe it wirI. As to the constitution of
the board, I think that a good board is not
always obtained by high remuner~tion, but
I question whether the amount proposed to
be paid to this board is sufficient, if it is
desired to have a good and really capable
board. A great deal of the success of this
measure wi II rest on the board that is to
be appointed.
Mr. GAUNSON.-You want to put them
a little above being tipped.
Mr. LEVIEN.-I would not consider the
matter in that respect at all.
Mr. GAuNsoN.-Why give the Judges
high salaries?
Mr. LEVIEN.-I do not know.
:Mr. GAuNsoN.-I do.
:Mr. LEVIEN.-I think they are paid
a great deal too much. They are not infrequently men who are about used up at
the bar, and who delight in a haven ·so profitable and safe as that of the bench.
Although they retire to a haven of rest and
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joy, and I know no men who are better
paid, still they faithfully discharge their
duties, and I have nothing to say against
them. The amount proposed to be paid to
this board is not enough. I observe that
the board is to haye power to spend money
-an unlimited amount I take it--on any
lands acquired or on any Crown land.
~Ir. EWEN CAMERON (Glenelg).-Except
~Iallee lands.
'"
Mr. LEVIE~.-Yes, Mallee lands are
exempted. I think the expenditure by the
board should be subject to the approval of
the Minister. I think it would be well that
the lands should be put up to competition.
The valuations might not be well made, and
I do not care how clever a valuer you get,
the lots will not be well valued. It is almost impossible for anyone man to make
the valuations. A man in the locality of
the land may be willing to give a good premium on the valuation, and I do not se.e
why it should not be accepted. Some of
the lots might not be taken up. I hope,
and I believe, the House will improve the
Bill. I hope the Minister will bow graciously to any wise decision members may
arrive at, so long as no vital principle is
affected.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-It is with some
diffidence that I rise to speak after so many
have addressed the House. I brought this
matter of closer se.ttlement prominently
under the notice of my constituents, and I
think it right not to allow the second reading to be taken without saying something on
the question. The compulsorv principle is
a very serious one indeed for the House
to take in hand, but it is more serious now
on account of the alarm felt by manv in
consequence of socialistic principles' and
proposals having been largely before the
community during the last few years. We
ha,:e h~d some extraordinary legislationlegIslatIOn of a new kind altocrether.
While I do not wish to reflect on th~ Parliament of the Commonwealth, nor to go
into particulars as to what they have done
I will just allude to one matter befor~
speak,ing of the compulsory principle, and
that IS a proposal by the Prime Minister
that £8,000,000 should be taken from the
custody of the banks-that m·oney kept in
reserve to meet bank liabilities should be
taken by the Federal Government to be expended on the bush capital. I connect that
proposal with a good deal of the alarm felt
by ~anded proprietors, and other persons
m,'mng property. I connect the two thjngs,
:md I fee! that there has b::'en more a.larm in
connexion \yith the proposal for compulsory
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purchase than is justified by the proposal.
I do not wonder at it. We have been accustomed as Englishmen to regard any title
we have to property as being sacred. A
man h::ts bought his l)roperty as the result of
hard work and in a legitimate way, and he
expects not to be disturbed in his possession,
unless the property is required for railways
or improvements in the shape of drainage
or roads. Whilst I am in favour of the proposal before us, I would like to soften it
. clmvn to show that people who are now
scoffed at are not so unreasonable as some
may think.
When land is compulsorily
taken, not only is the land taken froT? the
man, but in a great many instances it has
been overlooked that the man's business is
affected by the taking of his .land. A man
may have devoted his life to pastoral pursuits, and may have raised valuable flocks
of sheep, or produced splendid breeds· of
horses. If his land is taken, he may suddenly be deprived of his occupation. I do
not say that ,ye should stand in the way of
the progress of the State, but I think "'that
liberal allowances should be made in cases
of that sort. There is also,. I think, a fear
that if tbjs compulsory taking of land is
carried out, it will lead on to socialistic legislation of another character. That is an aspect of the question that should be carefully
weighed by the House. I have mentioned
these matters as a set-off to the other side,
but I think the position is such that it is wise
to propose compulsory purchase. This State
has gone through various phases. If it continued in th~ position in which it was before
gold was discovered, probably there would
be no compulsory proposal before us. The
State was then divided up into enormously
large holdings, and those who came here in
those early days had to face hard work and
toil, and it was to the advantage of
the State to allow them to have the land.
\Ve have provided them with railways
and roads,
and other conveniences,
and ,,'e expect these railways to give
something like a reasonable return. That is
in itself a very strong reason for asking the
holders of this land to exchange their property in land for property of another sort.
I am pleased to find that there is nothing
socialistic in the proposal, for I am dead
against socialistic proposals.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU have to swallow
a little sometimes.
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-The proposal is
simply the reasonable one of asking a man
to exchange his property in land for property of another description. I think we
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have in the new condition of mankind a just
and sufficient reason for asking the, holders
of property here to make this exchange.
r do not suppose I am called a radical,
Lut on this Doint I am a radical, for I hold
that there are three things to which men
are entitler! w~erever they are born, or
wherever they may liye.
The first is the
air thev breathe, . the second is the water
they d;ink, and the third is the land from
which their sustenance comes.
There is
no doubt that whatever wealth "'e have
of any kind, either gold or anything else
that stands as a subs6tute, comes out of
the soil.
That being the case, when this
State finds itself in the condition in which
it is now, with most of the land of any
value altogether gone from its control, and
in the hands of private persons, I do think
that, going back to radical principles, that
is a. sufficient reason why the State should
endeavour to adjust matters. I do not mean
to rob anybody-I am g1ad to see there is
no prop<?sai in this Bill to do so-nor to
oppress anybody, nor to take anything from
anybody, but to give to anybody from whom
land is asked, a substitute in the shape of
gold which will represent so much labour
or wealth for w hat is taken from him.
It
has been said that there will be considerable opposition to this compulsory principle, and we know from the large deputation which waited upon the Premier yesterday, that a large number of land-holders
are opposed to it.
~Ir. MURRAY.-I may say that they' did
not impress me as being very strongly opposed to it.

Mr. l\1cCUTCHEON.-No, I do not
think they were.
I believe they simply
want good safeguards, but it has also
been said that we shall find opposition
to this proposal in .another place.
I see
there is a provision here that gold must
be paid for the land if gold is required.
If such a thing should arise as that owners
will be compelled to sell their land, I think
a very good test of that feeling will be experienced if they demand gold instead' of
debentures.
If there is any strong feeling of that sort, and land-holders continue
to demand gold for their land to the
amount of £500,000 every year, I think it
is just possible that this House might
make a pause in the provision of funds for
the purchase of land.
Mr. LEVIEN.-Thev would not take the
gold away, but ,,"auld leave it here to invest.
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Mr. l\IcCUTCHEOK.-It does not follow that the gold would be left here. Considering the amount of money which it is
proposed to layout each year, and seeing
also that if the full £500,000 is not laid
out in anyone year, the unexpended balance
is to be laid out in the following year, it
becomes a very serious question for this
House whether we should pass any provi.
sion for such a large amount to be laid out
in succeeding years. I think it is a wise
thing to provide that amount the first year;
but I do not think we should pass a Bill
containing a provision for laying out
£500,000 every year in succession.
I
would prefer that the House should go a
little more cautiously and, after finding the
first £500,000, let the subsequent proposed
purchases be brought up year by year in
the Budget, and such provision made. as the
demand for land will then show to be
necessary.
It does not follow for one
moment because the demand for land is
great now, as it unquestionably is, that that
demand will continue.
1\1r. PRENDERGAsT.-It would be a
foolish Bill that would allow the purchase
of land to go ahead of the demand.

.J\Ir. McCUTCHEON.-It is in the light
of the remark of the leader of the Opposition that I draw attention to this. It does
not follow that when the present demands
are supplied the same cry for land will continue. The demand may fall off, and I do
not think we should provide in this Bill for
the expen~iture of £500,000 every year in
the way in which it is expressed. I am prepared to see £500,000 voted first, and then
a vote brought in year bv year as may be required. The principles that have been laid
down-first, that compulsion is necessary;
second, that a fair price should be provided
for whatever land may be taken j and third,
that gold is to be paid where required-are
three such excellent safeguards that I do
not think this community need be alarmed,
nor need the land-holders nor our friends at
home be alarmed on account of this measure.
Mr. THoMsoN.-Do you not think it will
haye a bad effect at home?

Mr. ·McCUl'CHEON.-I do not think
so when the provisions of the Bill are known,
but it is possible that for a time, owing to
the reasons I have .already given, such as
the disturbance of, the public mind by the
proposals of the Prime Minjster of the Commonwealth, and by other sc~ialistic legislation which has been pa'ised. it may affect
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our credit at home, and that we shall be
very much blamed for passing such a Bill
as this.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Did that provision
to which you refer in connexion with the
Commonwealth affect the credit of Canada
when it was adopted there?
11r. 11cCUTCHEON.-I cannot be led
away into a discussion of Canadian legislation to-night. This is a· different thing
altogether. Canada now acknowledges that
a very gross mistake was made when that
principle was adopted of taking £4,000,000
from the banks. While we are in favour
of passing this measure, we should not overlook all the circumstances which surround
it. I do not for one moment wish to convev
the idea that our present Premier is a wea]{
man. So far from that, I am delighted
to find that he is a strong man, and. therefore I feel certain that it is not from any
fear of consequences that he has included in
this Bill the provision for the consulting of
Parliament about the compulsory purchase
of any particular estate. The House will
agree with me at once that the buying of
land by Parliament is not Parliament's
work. The buying of land for this purpose
is an executive act. It is not a legislative
act at all. Therefore, I prefaced that remark with the statement that I do not for
one moment mean to convey to the House
that the Premier is a weak man who wishes
his executive acts to be done by Parliament
for him, so as to save himself trouble. But
I do feel that it was with an e)'e to allayin~ public alarm and reassuring public feeling that this provision for consulting both
Houses was put into tl!e Bill, and for that
very reason I think it was a wise thing to
do. But there are drawbacks in connexion
with that, and I shall mention two of them.
In connexion with the purchase of land
by this House, it is possible that members may be subject to a great deal of
trouble and importunity, and possibly to
attempts at influence when large estates are
in question. That is one reason why the
House should never go into executive acts
instead of legislation. It may po~sibly
give rise to grave reflections upon this
House, and to serious charges against
this House by interested people, From
that point of view I feel that there
is a danger, and although I am willing to accept this provision for the reasons of public safety that. I have mentioned,
yet I do not wish to accept it with closed
eyes, and to swallow it on that account.
( think it possible that in future this matter
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may crop up, and that this House may have
reason to regret, from that point of view,
the bringing before the House at all of any
such executive act. There is another reason.
We have had, ih times past, serious quarrels with another place, and in the present
state of feeling about the purchase of land,
if we in this House agree to purchase a certain estate, and members in another place
set themselves determinedly to oppose it, it
may give rise again to a condition of feeling between the two Houses, and possibly
a condition of inflammation of public feeling, which is not desirable in this State. I do
hope that the good sense of both Houses,
the natural desire to assist forward this
State as far as possible~ and patriotic
motives and feeling of fair play, will prevent anything of that sort. At the same
time, I do not wish this matter to pass
without pointing out the possible danger,
and without seeing that so far as we are
concerned we will give no cause for it, and
will prevent anything of that sort from
arising.
I think the provision that
the other place must agree with us in a
case of compulsory purchase will be one
of the best means of allaying the alarm
that has been felt. . As it is remembered
in the old country, and amongst our creditors, that the Upper House represents the
capital and the property and the settled
interests of the place, if that House agrees
to this Bill, and agrees, as I hope it \V'ill, to
anything which may corne before it afterwards as the outcome of this Bill, it will
stop any feeling of alarm amongst our creditors. One point that I think should be
carefull y observed· is with regard to the
period of twelve months for which it is
proposed in some cases to hang up the purchase of land. In bringing in this principle of compulsory purchase at all, we
should, as far as possible, consult the convenience and the interests of those whose
land we compulsorily take from them. If
a man gets notice that his land is to be
purchased, and if he is not to know for
twelve months whether it is reallv to be
taken or not, that will affect the \~hole of
his arrangements for the year, and this
House would do well to modify the pro,
vision in some way so as to relieve that
man of anxiety and uncertainty.
It is
just possible that in buying land there
may be too commercial a spirit in those
who have charge of the land purchase of
the time.
The leader of the Opposition said last night and the night before,
that Socialism and the Labour programme
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are going to wipe out all our previous ideas, take his money out of the State with him.
that the handwriting is upon the wall, I think these things should have consideraand that by-and-by the honorable members tion in Committee when we have reached
who sit on the Opposition side will be here that stage of the Bill, and when we are going
on the Ministerial benches. If that pro- through the clauses we should endeavour
phecy is fulfilled, and for all I know it may to modify this as much as posible. At the
be, there will be another kind of adminis- same time we should not be too hard on
tration in this House with this Closer Set- those who are to succeed the present owners.
tlement Bill in force, and it would be I think that when there is a demand made
well for us to see that there are no upon a poor man for two half-years' inprovisions in this Bill which will allow the stalments when he goes on the land we are
present holder of land to be at all unreason- asking too much. It is no use trying to settle
ably harassed, or put to any uncertainty or . people on the land unless we act reasonto any hardship when his land is taken ably, and, though I wish to protect the righb
from him.
of property to a reasonable extent, yet I do
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We all agree with not wish to have that property resumed, and
then not settled upon by reason of the hard
that.
conditions that may be exacted.
To ask
Mr. McC~TCHEON.-Land may be a man to pay two half-yearly instalments
cheap at one time through bad sea~ons, and and then to expect him to bring a certain
dear gt anoth~r, so that there wIll be. a . amount of capital to do the work which will
great opport?mty f~r. the State. to. exerCIse be required on the land, seems to me to be
too .commerclal a SpIrIt, and to InSISt upo~ requiring too much j and in the interest of
bUYlI~g lan.d to the full extent when land IS the poor man we should modify the Bill,
low ~n pnce through any. cau.se, and to and in that way make it much more perfect.
~efraIn altogether from bUYIng It ~hen land So much, however, has already been said
IS dear. Hono:a~le ~emb.ers WIll see at upon this matter that I do not think it neonc~ that there. IS In thIS BIll ample. oppor- cessary to detain the House any longer. I
tumty for unf~H play, as well a? faIr. play, will simply say, in conclusion, that I believe
and althoug~ .It has been conceIved In ~he that in the present condition of the State
very best sp~nt, and for the very ~est In- the breaking up of large estates is necesterests of thl~ State, at the sa~e time. we sary j and while we recognise that that~hould s~udy It very ;ar~fully hne by lIne, breaking up has to take place, I do not
and go nght through It WIth the utmost care, for one moment believe that we, on the Goso as to preyent any such treatment of land- vernment side, or anyone concerned in conh~ld~rs haVIng any encouragement from the nexion with this Bill, have any idea of
BIll Itself.
doing injustice to those who hold the land'
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We have never en- at present.
The desire of all is to put
couraged anything unfair on this side, nor the State in such a position that popUlation
will we in the future. We should lose our will increase, and that the country, instead
positions if we did.
of being deserted, will attract capitalists
Mr. McCUTCHEON.-As an illustra- and settlers from outside. That such will
tion of the danger I am pointing out, it is be the result of the Bill I sincerely hope.
provided that an owner may retain £10,000
1\-1r. GAUNSON.-I do not want to adworth of his property j but, as has been dress myself to the House. I do not intend
very well pointed out by. some of the owners, to take up the time of the House, but I
what is the use of a man retaining his home- must confess that I am shocked at the selstead and a portion of the adjoining land fish ness of honorable members addressing
when the whole of his business has been this House when there is such a miserable
swept away?
It is very unlikely that he and insignificant attendance 'While dealing
will remain in such a case. If it was pos- with a Bill of such enormous importance.
sible, I should prefer that such a man should I feel what I say. It is very difficult for
remain amongst the people who have come me to understand whether the honorable
in to succeed him on his land. I think that mtmber who last addressed the House
rich and poor would be better to dwell to- really is in favour of this Bill or not. As
gether. , It would be better for those who regards what he calls a socialistic class, it
surround .the rich man, and better for the is impossible to know what he means. He
rich man to have them round him.
But is really running with the hare and hunting
it is very likely that he may be driven with the hounds. A more selfish exhibition
altogether off his place, and may possibly I never saw in this House.
Session Igo4.--{26]
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Adjournment.

Mr. MCCUTCHEON.-I take exception to
the wOFd "selfish."

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a· second tiri1e,
and committed pro forma.
ADJOURNMENT.
ORDER

OF BUSINESS-EFFICIENCY OF

AdioU'Pnmen;t.

[COUNCIL.]

THE

POLICE FORCE.
Mr. BENT movedThat the House do now ad iourn.

Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that he
would like to. know from the· Premier what
business would be gone on with next Tues.day, and whether they could keep on with
. some one measure, so as to get to a conclusion of it. A number of honorable members who were not in the Chamber 'Were not
necessaril y absent from the House, but were
preparing themselves. in connexion with
measures that were to come on_ If an announcement were made as to the course of
business, honorable. members would be able
to be in the Chamber ready to deal with
the Bills.
Mr. BENT said that they would take the
Mines Acts Fmther Amendment Bill 011
Tuesday, and, if the. opportunity presented
itself~ they might take one or two little Bills,
such as. the Local Government Act 1903
Amendment Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Do you propose
to go on with the Mines: Act Further
Amendment Bill to the conclusion of the
second reading?
Mr. BENT said yes, he thought so.
Mr. GAUNSON asked the Premier if he
had read carefully all those articles in a
daily paper calling attention to the grievous
state of the citizens of this country, who
were suffering from an epidemic of burglary, and whether he would take into
serious consideration how the police force
of this country stands at the present time?
Mr. BENT said that he could reply that
he heard the honorable member reading
part of an article on that subject in the
general room to-night He had not had
time to look into the matter, but he would
promise that, to-morrow being an off-day,
he would read the article in question.
Mr. PRENDERGAST stated that he
would like to point out to the Premier that
it was inconvenient for everybody except
thE" Minister in charge of Bills to have a
debate interrupted for the purpose of introducing some small measure. It was a
a great strain to keep continuously in the

Chamber, and a. small measure brought on
in that way might be as important to some
honorable members as. the larger Bills; they

were dealing with.

This difficulty would

be avoided if notice was given that they
would go on to a certain time with a measure, or that they would carry it to a. con- .
elusion.
Mr. BENT stated that the hooorable
member would admit that he had afforded
honorable members every opportunity in
connexion with the Bills, and he had always
carried out his promises. He intended on
Tuesda y to afford honorable members an
opportunity to deal with the Bill in regard
to mining, because certain honorable members were particularly interested in it.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Until the second
reading?
Mr. BENT said that if they would give
. him the second reading that would do. He
lvould not take any advantage of honorable
Inembers.
That was not the position he
wished to take up. He desired that there
should be perfect confidence.
The motion was agreed to.
The House. adjourned at twenty minutes
to eleven o'clock,. until Tuesday, August 9.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, August 9, 1904.
The Council met at twenty minutes to
five o'clock p.m.
ABSENCE OF THE PRESIDENT.
The CLERK read a letter which be had received from the Honorable the President,
dated 3rd August, in which he statedMy doctor insists upon my getting change of
air, and so I regret that I will not be able to take
the chair on Tuesday next. Wilt you kindl yin.
form the House~ so that the necessary provision
may be made for my absence? I do not expect
that I will have to ask the consideration of honorable members for very long, as I hope to be
quite strong again in a few days.

The Hon.

J.

M. DAVIES moved-

That the Hon. N. FitzGerald be chosen to fill
temporarily the office and perform all the duties
of the President during his absence.

He said that, while all honorabls:! members
regretted the illness of the President, he
thought they would all be glad that Sir
Henry Wrixon had gone away for a little:

Petitions.
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rest. The President was such a slave to was passed called the Legal Practitioners
duty that it ...vas, he knew, with the very Reciprocity Act 1903.
Its purpose 'Was
to enable solicitors and barristers in other
,greatest reluctance that he did go~
places to be admitted under certain conThe motion was agreed to.
By section '6, it wa.s
The Hon. N. FITzGERALD then took the ,ditions in Victoria.
chaiT as Acting President, and read the provided that there should be a Council of
Legal Education, consisting of certain perprayer.
sons, and appointed annually.
Its memP,ETITIOKS.
beTS ~Tere to be nominated before DecemPetitions praying that the Council would ber in each year, and were to hold office
give effect to the expressed wish of the elec- for the ensu1l1g year.
If that Act had
tors in reference to Scripture lessons in been passed before December this council
State schools, and that a complete analysis could have been constituted, and \\rould
be made and published of the voting at the have been in force this year, but the Act
referendum on the introduction of Scripture being passed in December it could not be
lessons into State schools, were presented, by brought into operation until next year, and
the Hon. D. )lELVILLE, from residents of it was desirable that effect should be given
the district of Brunswick; from members, to it as soon ,as possible.
This Bill proadherents, and attenders of the Presbyterian vided for the amendment of section 6, and
,Church, ~ orth Fitzroy; and from religious it said that'
bodies in the district of Coburg; by the
The words " December in each year and shall
Hon. J. BALFOUR, from residents of Oak- hold office for the ensuing year" shall be omitted,
leigh; and by the Hon. R. B. REES, from and in lieu thereof :aere shall be inserted the
words "or during the year for which they are
residents of Birchip and Watchem.
LEAVE OF ABSEXCE.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE, moved-

nominated, and shall hold office until the thirtyfirst day of December of that year."

If the Bill 'was passed it would enable tilat
council
to be nominated at once, and the
That leave ,of absence be granted to the Hon.
J. C. Campbell for one month on account of ill- Act could be given effect to without waiting until next year.
The Act had been
health.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT stated that practically a dead letter until this time.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT expressed
he believed he remembered seeing Mr.
Campbell in the House during this session. the opinion that the House would have no
He thought that if an honorable member objection to the passing of this short Bill.
attended the House during the session that Its object was merely to ratify and confirm
attendance would relieve him £fom the ne- what was intended to have been done by
As soon as
cessity of further attendance during the Parliament last ,December.
same session, and that in case of illness, this Bill was passed the Council of Legal
under these circwnslances, leave ,yould not Education could be appointed, and it would
Then the old
hold office until December.
have to be granted by the House.
The ACTING PRESIDENT.-It is not Act would come into operation, and the
.necessary ; but if the honorable member de- council would hold office for a further
sires to move to that effect there is no objec- period of twelve months.
The motion was agreed to.
tion.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE sard that
The Bill was then read a second time,
he was asked by the honorable member to and was afterwards passed thTough its Temove that leave should be granted. He (Mr . maining stages.
. McBryde) did not see any objection to this
STATISTICS ,COLLECTION BILL.
course if the honorable member \vished it.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE moved the
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that he
offered no objection, but was merely point- second reading of this Bill, which, he said,
ing out that the leave was altogether un- provided for the collection and furnishing
of statistical returns and information.
It
necessary.
was difficult to throw any poetry around
The motion was agreed to.
the collection of statistics, but the subject
LEGAL PRACTITIONERS
was nevertheless one of very great importRECIPROCITY ACT 1903
ance.
It had been almost a disgrace to
. AMENDMENT BILL.
Victoria that we had not kept our YearThe Hon. J. 'M. DAVIES moved the Book and our statistical returns up to their
second reading of this Bill.
He said that proper standard, and that, as a matter of
on the 24th December last year an' Act fact, we had been 'compelled to rely very
[26]-2
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largely upon the statistical returns published by Mr .. Coghlan in New South Wales
for information concerning our own development and resources.
The Government proposed to alter that, and this Bill,
short as it was, would enable them to cfLrry
out a new policy. The Local Government
Act 1890, which was practically continued
by the Act of 1903, provided that the
municipal councils throughout the State
should collect the statistical information
necessary for the preparation of the Year·
Book. In 1903 that was slightly altered
by the appointmelit of the police to collect
some of that information, and the Government Statist ati that time expressed the
opinion that the information thus collected
by the police was more full and reliable,
and more correct, generally~ than that
which had been collected previously. The
Government liOW proposed -to carryon that
systen:.
It meant, amongst other things,
a savmg of £r,ooo a year.
The scope
of the previous Acts had been extended so
that information might be obtained in matters cognate to agriculture and production.
Provision was Il1ade for obtaining statistics regarding the area of farms, cultivation, information as to dairying, stock, and
such like subjects. The Government would
then be able, when these figures were obtained, to calculate the progress which the
State was making.
He trusted it would
be found that we were progressing, and he
believed we were, especially in these par-.
ticular directions.
The nil I would also
provide for obtaining the fullest information possible in connexion with industrial
matte.rs, manufactures, &c.
In other respects, also, he believed the Bill was on
lines which honorable members would see
no reason to disapprove of.
The Government now had its own registrar appointed.
Some time ago Mr. McLean, our present
statist, was Secretary for Education, and
he (Mr. Sachse) could speak personally of
that gentleman's capabilitv and efficiency.
'Honorable members would see that, by
~lause II of the Bill, the necessity of havmg a statutory declaration or its equivalent
would be done away with, but it was provided that-
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In the past it had been found that a good
deal of the information that was given was
not altogether true, and in some cases it
was given p'urposel y to mislead.
It was
hoped that this clause would have the
effect of putting a stop to misleading information tieing given, and that it would
also prompt those people who were reticent to give the information that was required.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING remarked
that there was one point in connexion with
this Bill that he did not like, and that was
that the police were continually being
charged 'With additional duties. Of course,
the police did this particular work now,
but that was no reason why it should continue.
All through the State, at present,
the people were calling out that the police
had more work to do than they could pos- .
sibly perform, and yet, instead of being
allowed to do their proper work of looking after the safety of the people and the
protection' of property, they were kept constantly employed in looking after vaccination, truancy, and all sorts of things. That
policy was. to be perpetuated and extended
by this Bill. .Of course, honorable. members were told that it was a questIOn of
economy, but it was very false economy to
make policemen undertake the duties of
half-a-dozen inspectors, while at the same
time they were obliged to neglect their
proper work.
The Hon. F. STUART said he had
great pleasure in supporting the Bill.' As
a factory owner and the employer of a considerable amount of labour, he 'would like
to say that no possible harm could be done
to any such owner or employer by the provisions of the Bill, because the information they were required to give was very
valuable to the country.
It was quite
right that the public should know how
much money was invested in a particular
industry, how many hands were employed,
and what machinery was used.
He
thought the Bill would be of great advantage to the community.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE observed
that one could not heip wondering why
such a Bill as this was 'Wanted.
The inAny occupier officer council corporation trust in- spectors of factories q.lready had power to
stitution board commission company or body or
person who or which refuses or fails to forthwith get all kinds of information about the facfurnish information when required to do so pur- tories, and that information was published
suant to this Act or fails or refuses to forthwith in a report.
Why should the owners of
fill up any form sent to or left with or for him factories be required to give the same inor it as provi.ded by this Act or furnishes information which is not correct shall be guilty of an formation to another set of officials, and to
offence and shall on conviction be liable to a explain to them all the details of their
nenalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
business?
He hoped that when the Bill
Bon. A. O. Sachse.
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got into Committee, the Government
would be able to show that they were not
overdoing this kind of thing.
The Hon. F. STUART.-We are doing
it now practically.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
this information, or the greater part of it,
was already obtained, and that was why
some of the clauses in this Bill seemed
fo him to be unnecessary.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT expressed
the opinion that there were some good
things in ~his little Bill, and he hoped that
those portions of it 'Would be accepted by
the House.
He remembered, however,
that during the last session the Council
had before it a very important question,
namel y, that of the reform of the Constitution.
The House was then very desirous of knowing what would be the effect
as to the number of electors if t.he qualification of voters for the Council was reduced from £25 to £20, or from £20
to £15.
The Attorney-General, no
doubt,' used his best exertions to get that
information, which at the time would have
been most valuable, but that information
was never afforded to the House, the reason being that some of the municipal councils refused to give it.
He was glad that
those councils were now to be put under
the heel of authority, and that when this
House determined that returns should be
furnished, the determination so arrived at
was to be respected.
In clause 4 of the
Bill a very large power was proposed to be
given to the Government Statist.
That
clause provided that the Government Statist might require any public officer, any
municipal council, or any corporation,
. trust, institution, board, commission, company, or body to ,(. forthwith furnish him
without .paJyment 'With such returns, information, and particulars .as in his judgment may be necessary," &c. Was this
not a very great power to place in one
particular officer~the Governmer# Stat-l
ist?
That officer was to be supreme. He·
was not to be subject to the Governor in
Council j there was to be no controlling
body over him.
When the Government
Statist gave his mandate that a particular
return was to be furnished, was it to be
furnished within twenty-four hours? The
dlause said "forthwith," and that term
had been interpreted in Courts of law to
mean twenty -four hours or forty -eight
hours.
The Hon. J. ~f. DAVIEs.-It wilI" depend upon the circumstances.
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Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he
thought it should be put beyond all doubt,
and the period should be specified-say,
seven days or fourteen days, as the case
might be.
However, an amendment of
that kind could easily be made in Committee, but Parliament should be careful
not to confer too great a power on the
Government Statist.
He had thought
that the factory laws were almost as eomplete as it was possible for human ingenuity to make them, and it was not easy
to see why it was necessary to duplicate
the machinery, and to say that the same
information that was obtained by the inspectors with regard to each factory should
be given to another officer.·
.
The Hon. E. J. CROOKE observed
that there was another side to the question
that had been raised by Sir Henry Cuthbert, and that was that it was growing
more and more the custom of the Government to appeal to the shire secretaries to
give information on a large number of subjects.
Those officers had very little spare
time, and when they were asked to perform
a large amount of additional work, they
found it practically impossible to ·do so.
He knew that the information that was
required' by the House last session with
regard to Council electors required a large
amount of looking up.
It was required
at a busy time of year, and shire secretaries had very little time at their disposal.
Owing to the manner in which the
return 'Was made up he thought that much
of the information that was given was not
of much value.
If still more stringent
provisions were to be made with regard to
the furnishing of these returns by municipal clerks, he certainly thought that some
means should be found of remunerating
them for the extra work they had to do. This
was only one instance of the extra work
that was cast upon them.
There was one
respect in which this Bill would be very
valuable, and that was with respect to the
provision that agricultural statistics were to
be collected in the future by the police.
In the past, up to within the last two years,
this information had been collected by officers of the various municipalities, who were
oom.'Pelled to do so. It meant going round
to all the farmers in the district to gain the
information. This was generally done by
th~ shire valuer, and consequently farmers
and others were very reluctant to give that
information, because that man afterwards
had to make a valuation of the property in
the district.
By giving this information
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people showed what their produce was
worth, and what their -improvements were
worth, and, in fact, were practically showing their own hand, and, although the man
was practically bound not to make use of that
information, he could not help being biased
by it when he proceeded to ,carry out his
duties as valuer. He (Mr. Crooke) knew
for a positi:re fact that for that very reason
a very large amount of information given
as to produce, &c., was incorrect. If the
Government continued the practice which
had been adopted for two years of getting
the police to collect that information, it was
much more likely to be valuable and reliable than if coliected in the former way.
Under this Bill the duty could be performed
by . the police or anybody else, but he
thought the police were the proper persons
to do it.
The Hon. D. E. McBRYDE stated that
the great objection he saw to this Bill was
getting the police to collect the information.
He failed to see how it was possible for
them to do it, and attend to their police
duties properly.
The Hon. E. J. CRooKE.-They have
done it for two years.
The Hon. D: E. McBRYDE said that
might have been so, and probably it had
been the cause of the robberies that
had taken place, and that had not
The police were embeen detected.
ployed for an entirely different purThe result was that
pose altogether.
the public had to suffer.
If it was
true, as stated at a meeting of the Caulfield
Council a few days ago, that no less than
30,000 cases of theft were undetected at the
present time, surely there was something
He presumed that the
radically wrong.
police were an intelligent body of men, who
ought to be in a position to detect ordinary
thefts, but they could not possibly carry
out their duties properly if they had this
extra work cast on them. He had had the
misfortune himself to have goods stolen that
had never been recovered. It was a very serious matter if the police were going to be stiH
further hampered by being made to do
things outside of their legitimate duties. It
was undoubtedlv desirable that the information required should be absolutely correct,
but, surely, there was some other mode of
getting it.
He hoped the Governmlent
would see their way to employ other means,
and not to hamper the police, but to allow the
police to attend to their legitimate duties.
He felt very strongly upo,n this point. The
Government should appoint men to do this
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work, and make them responsible for it.
As Mr. Crooke 'Very well put it, certain individuals did not care about giving information to certain persons who went round, but
this Bill would compel them to give information to whoever was appointed to collect it. But he did not think the police
should be bampered by having their duties
increased, because they were unable 'now to
carry out their proper duties, and he hoped
that prmrision would not be carried.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG stated that
the Government should be commended for
their desire to facilitate the ,collection of
certain information, which was absolutely
necessary in the interests of this State, and
he felt that the Bill would, in Committee,
receive some valuable alterations, which
would make it as nearly perfect as possible.
While that was so, he noticed that clause 6
applied to mining -companies. With all due
deference) he thought mining companies
should be exempt from the operation of this
measure.· There was a standard recognised
wage in connexion with mining" and all
wages were regulated, but as far as other
details required by clause 6 were concerned,
a number of extra clerks would be wanted
in a mining oompany's office to furnish this
information, which, after all, was provided
for under other Acts.
For instance,
paragraph (a) specified" the employes their
actual working time and their wages."
There . were mines in this Slate that
employed
thousands
of
men,
and
fancy a company having to furnish
The
information 'Of this character.
question of wages, as he presumed honorable members were aware, was regulated by
Act of Parliament in Victoria. If mining
was hampered to the extent proposed in
this Bill, instead of increasing the production of gold, it might, by-and-by, lead to
mines being shut down, and neither the
Council nor the Government desired that.
Paragraph (b) required information as to
" the power employed." That had already
to be furnished under another Act of Parliament. Then paragraph (c) specified" the
materials used," and paragraph (d) "the
articles produced, treated, repaired, or
prepared. ' , All these things
took up
a lot of time, and he did not
Probreally 'see the necessity for them.
ably one or two might be retained, but if
they had to go into all the details set out
from paragraphs (a) to (i), mining companies would require to put on extra em~loyes in order to furnish information which
was already furnished under other Acts of
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Parliament.
This was, duplicating an Act
of Parliament that alreadv existed. Whilst
he recognised 1hat Parliament should in
every possible way make proper provision
for the men employed in the mines, and
whilst he was prepared to assist the House
to see that the best of materials were used.
and 'rhilst some other features mentioned
were absolutely necessary, still it was not
necessary t.o hamper mining to the extent
He hoped that
proposed in this clause.
in Committee honorable members would bE'!
able to make proper provision whereby they
would not hamper mining, but would endeavour to assist it to the best of their
ability.
The Hon. R. B. REES remarked th1.t
he, too, might offer his word of praise to
the. Government for the introduction of this
measure.
As a wheat-grower he felt it
was of the utmost importance to have accurate statlstlf.S as to the amount ot wheat
produced and the amount in the countrv,
so that farmers might know whether to gu
on growing wheat in n:ny year, or whether
they should grow something else that would
be perhaps more profitable than wheat
when the country was already full of that
commodity.
He rather joined issue with
Mr. McBryde with regard, to the police do.ing this duty. It was an excellent thing
that the police should do it in the country.
He drew a distinction between country aTld
town.
The statements about the great
amount of undetected crime applied mbre
to the towns than to the country, and espe·
clally to Me1boUrIlt.
He. did not believe
that the police in the, towns would be employed to carry out the provisions' of this
Bill. There, were other persons mentioned
in the Bill bE.'5ides the police, and the Govel'9-ment Statist should employ those other
persons to collect the statistics in the towns:
But when the police were travelling right
through the back country, it was a duty
which would qUlte naturally devolve upon
them to collect these statistics, instead of
the c;;hire councils being burdened with the
work, as in the past.
He would like an
explanation of clause 7, which gave power
to any authorized person to enter land, factories, mines, &c. ~ where persons were employeel.
K ow clause 6 called for returns
from" the occupier of any factory, mine.
or other E'!stablishment of productive industry, or of storage."
Did clause 7 autho·
rize the persons, specified to enter into other
establishments than those that were engaged in productive industry?
H P. believed that, in the case of many of our
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charitable institutions that were employing
women, and t possibly, perhaps, not paying
them wages, it would be very desirable. that
persons should have power to enter and see
that those places were carried on properly.
If power was given to an officer of the Government Statist, to enter a factorv which
was under the Factories Act, simil~r power
should be given, if it was not already implied by cl,ause 7, to such an officer to
enter any institution from which statistics
were. asked for. He saw that, further on,
the Government Statist could compel institutions to furnish information, but if
power "vas given to, individuals to enter an~~
premises of productive industry, then such
power should be extended to allow them to
enter any institution where employment was
given to men or women, whether it was a
'He
charitable institution or otherwise
would ask some of the legal members of
the House whether clause 7 gave that
power?
Sir HENRY CUTHBERr.-In Committ'ee.
The Han. W. J. EVANS stated that h~
WQuid like to ask a question in connexion
with clause 4, which called for returns from
"every officer in control or charge of any
branch or Department of the Public Servjce, inc1udjng the Railways Service, &C.'1
Did that mean simply the head of a branch
nr Department, or elid it include officers
su('h as station-masters or sub-officers?
Several HONORABLE. MEMBERS. - Ask
that in Committ':e.
The Hon. \\T. J. EVANS said he agreed
with the remarks of Mr McBrvde about the
police. Really, the number of duties piled
llpon the policeman made it almost neces·
sary for him to be a travelling encyclopeciia. Bcc8.use he had been performing these
d11ties during the last few years, probably
s:ltisfadorily, that was no reason why he
&hould continue to do so. He (Mr. Evans),
like ],\,Ir. McBryde, had gone home a few
months ago, and found his place upside
down and valuable goods taken with no pOSe
sibility of recovering them.,
He supposed
that, in 90 odd cases out of 100, no trace
~vhatever could be found of the property
stolen.
This was a very serious position,
a.nd he. thought a good deal was ow ing to
the very large amount of extra duties piled
upon the police.
Municipal officers had
also had reason in the past to complain of
the excessive duties put upon them by the
Government t which should have bCF:'n paid
for.
In a Bill of this kind, where the
information required was so necessary in
the. public interest, the Government &hould
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find other means of obtaining the information without piling excessive duties on officials, particularly upon the police.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then .read a second time,
and committed-the Hon. J. Balfour in the
chair.
Discl:lssion took place on clause 4, which
was as follows:~
Every officer In control or charge of any
branch or Department of the Public Service (in_
cluding the railways service, the police, and
the officers of Parliament) and every municipal
council, and every corporation, trust, institution,
board, commission, company, or body shall, whenever required -by the Government Statist, unless
otherwise by law provided, forthwith furnish
him, without payment, with such returns, information, and particulars as in his judgment
may be necessary to exhibit the transactions, proceedings, and business of the said branch or
Department, council, corporation, trust, institution, board, commission, company, or body,
so far as may in his opinion be of public concern and interest.

The Hon. D. MELVILLE observed that
this was a very comprehensive clause.
It
called on the officers of Parliament among
others to give information. That was something which even the Supreme Court had
no power to do,except with the permission
of Parliament.
In this case was a man
to come to the officers of Parliament, to
supersede Parliament itself, and get information without an order from Parliament?
He would ask Sir Henry Cuthbert if that was correct?
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT stated that •
the point raised by Mr. Melville as to
whether it was intended to interfere with
the officers of Parliament, was a most important one.
Those officers were under a
separate Act altogether, and their duties
were defined. If Parliament gave an order
that certain information should be furnished, was the Government Statist to say
that he was not satisfied, and that he would
set himself above Parliament?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE expressed the
opinion that the object of the clause was
quite obvious.
It was not possible for
the Government Statist to obtain the whole
of the information he required if he was
blocked at any part.
The amount of information that he required from anyone
particular officer would be quite trivial.
During the second-reading debate, Mr.
Sternberg referred to the amount of information required with regard to mining,
but that information could be jotted down
within five minutes by any mining manager,
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such as that relating to what power he
used, the number of men employed in the
mine, and the amount of work the men were
doing.
•
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-He could not
enumerate the wages in that time ..
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said no
enumeration was required, but simply a
statement showing the total amount of
wages.
If honorable members wanted to
arrive at satisfactory statistics as to what
was going on in mining in order to form
their own judgment upon the matter, they
must of necessity have true' information
If honorable
about mining operations.
members wanted to find out the average
wages paid to miners in Victoria they must
have a correct basis to start on, and in order
to get that correct basis the fullest information should be given bv all the people connected with that industry; and the same applied to all other industries.
Nothing of
a party nature was asked for in this Bill,
but everything that was asked for was for
the general common weal, in order that
every member of the community should be
able on pa yment of a shilling to buy a
book that would tell him the full statisticp
of this country. It had been a blot upon
Victoria that of late years it had been necessary to go outside our own 'State to the
publi'cations of another State to get this
It
information about our own territory.
was stretching the objects of the Bill to the
mdst extraordinary limits to say that it
was an interference with the rights or the
privileges of Parliament, for there was no
desire in the Bill to do any such thing.
Unless the Government Statist had full
power to collect his information, not from
one or two sources, but from all sources
from which it could be got, the whole collection of statistics would become a farce.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE asked how
it came about that the Victorian Statist
could not get Victorian information if the
New South Wales Statist was able to get
hold of it?
The Minister of Public Instruction had put the Committee more in a
fog than ever.
The New South Wales
Statist must obtain the information from
Victorian official papers, and why then was
special legislation necessary for the Victorian Statist to obtain it?
This clause
might possibly mean that the officers of the
Council, such as Mr. Jenkins and Mr.
Pitts, and others, would be made subject to
the Government Statist, and compelled to
give information.
Was that the wish of
the Committee?
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Sir HENRY CUTHBERT expressed
the opinion that it was not the wish of the
Committee, and in order to test the feeling
of the Committee, he begged to moveThat the words "and the officers of Parliament" be omitted.

Then the clause would be sufficiently comprehensive.
If the Government Statist
really required any information that it was
within the pO\ver of Parliament to furnish,
and the request was a reasonable one, he'
should make the application to Parliament,
and Parliament would order that that information should be supplied by its officers.
The clause, as it stood, seemed to
be an infringement of the rights of Parliament, and if attention had been called to
it' in another place he did not think it would
have received the approval of that Chamber.
The Hon. J. Th1. DAVIES remarked that
he could see no reason why the amendment should be agreed to.
The officers of
Parliament were only required under this
Bill to give information which might be
asked for in connexion with their particular Department.
Information might be
required with reference to certain expenses
of Parliament, or certain matters relating
to Parliament, and the officers of Parliament would not and could not be asked
to give any other information.
Sir Henry
Cuthbert said that application might be
made to Parliament for the information,
but was it not rather absurd that the
Statist should send in a petition to Parliament to be supplied with certain information with which the Clerk of the Parliaments or the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly could supply him without any difficulty whatever?' It might be that _that
particular information was wanting to complete his publication, and Parliament might
not be sitting for three or four months
afterwards.
If this Bill thr:ew any obligation upon officers of Parliament to supply
information generally about ot"her matters
then he could understand the objection, but
their liability was limited to supplying information connected direct! y with their
duties.
. Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-It does not say
so.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said it was
clearl y so stated in the clause. The clause
did not mean that an officer in control or
charge of one branch of the service could
be called upon to supply information
concerning another branch.
Each officer
could be called upon only to supply information concerning his own branch, and
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the officers of Parliament could be called
upon only to supply information connected
with Parliament.
What was there unreasonable in that?
The Hon. R. B. REEs.-Mr. Jenkins
might be called upon to give particulars
about our personal incomes.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said if the
honorable member thought that that reading could be got out of the clause, he did
not think any other honorable member
would agree with him.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU remarked
that this clause might involve an infringe,ment of the privileges of Parliament, but,
if so, he thought honorable members could
very well tolerate it, because, after all,
the information concerning Parliament
was always such as would bear the light
of day. He saw no reason why the clause
should not be adopted.
The Hon. F . STUART stated that information about Parliament had always
been given in Hayter's Year-Book for the
use of the public, who were entitled to
it. Therefore, why exclude the officers of
Parliament from this clause?
The Hon. M. CUSSEN observed that
under this clause every officer in control or
charge of any branch or department of
the Public Service (including the railways
service, the police, and the officers of Parliament), was required to give information to the Government Statist whenever
requested by the Statist so to do, and uncler clause 9 such officer was liable to a
penciJty not exceeding £50 if he divulged
any of the information. Who would pay
that £50 fine?
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-The Clerk
of the Parliaments.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN said a private
employer had to pay any fine imposed on
his employe for carrying out his duties.
The Hon. A. O. SACHsE.-We can deal
with that on clause 9 j it does not affect
this c1ause.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS remarked that
according to the Attorney-General this
clause 'would only affect heads of branches .
Were the sub-heads to be dragged into
it? If so, they would be liable to the
same penalties as thE! heads. If only the
head of each branch was tc be required
to supply this information, there might
not be much objection to it, but if the
whole of the police force, for example,
was to be used for the collection, of, statistics it would be a serious matter, because
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that work would take up a great deal of the
The Hon. E. MILLER stated that this
time the police should. devote to their or- dause was.to enable the Government Sta·
dinary duties. Would it apply to railway fist to obtain information concerning the
station-masters?
police, for the use of tbe public, and every
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said it ap- facility should be given him to secure .that
plied to "every officer in control or charge information. .P arliament shoul d not preof any branch or -department of the Pub- vent the Government StatIst from getting
lic Service."
In the case of the police, information either from the Railway Dethat "wuld mean the Chief Commissioner. partment or the police.
The police force was a branch of the Chief
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that the
Secretary's Department. In the case of .the police force was on1 y a branch of the
railways service it would not apply to Chief Secretary's Department, like the
station-masters, because they were not in penal estahlishments and the lunatic
control or charge of 'any branch.
asylums, and was it not much more reaThe Han. W. J. EVANS stated that the sonable for -the Governme:a'1t Statist to be
head of the police would utilize the ser- authorized to go to the heads of those
vices of the force in obtaining the statis- branches than to require him to apply to
tical .information, although it was gene- the Under Secretary for information
ral1y =tdmitted that the members of the which could only be got from the heads of
force were too heavily loaded already, and those branches.? Why not let him get the
would be better employed in carrying out information direct? The Chief Commisthe duties for which they wele engaged. sioner of Police w.()uld have in his office
As an amendment, prior to that of Sir on record aU the 'information required
Henry Cuthbert, he begged to move-under this clause, and would not have to
That the words "the police" be struck out of sena the police out to ,collect it. This provjsion was altogetherdHlerent frorr! Clause
the clause.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU expres~ed .5, which imposed duties on the police.
Mr. Evans' amendment was withdrawn.
the opinion that the information sought
Sir Henrv Cuthbert's amendment was
for from the police would be information
concerning the Police Department, and the negatived. "
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD ubserved
pulice were the proper people to furnish
it. This ciause did not proviue that the that he wanted an assurance from the
police were to be utilized to collect statis- Minister as to whether the information
which might be demanded fmm municipal
tics.
The (Han. . D. MELVILLK observed councils under this clause would be inthat any information required concerning formation in the municipal offices or ina Department should be obtained from the formation which could only be collected
The
head of the Department. Why go to the at great expense to the councils?
heads of branches? Heads of branches other day the municipalities were requested
might give wrong information.
This to furnish a return relating to unused
clause wou1d bring the officers of Parli~ roads and water frontages. The informament under the control of the Government tion as to unused roads was, to a great
Statist, and render them liable to a extent, already in their hands, but to obpenalty, whereas the present law provided tain complete information as to water
that the consent :of Parliament was to be frontages would have thrown on the muniobtained before its officers could be brought cipal councils the 'expense of sending .out
before the Law Courts to give informa- surveyors to get it. He was afraid that
tion. What information could be wanted under this clause the Government Statist
about Parliament other than, what was al- might make demands on municipal councils
ready published?
He was not surprjsed that would put them to very great expense.
that Sir Henry Cuthbert had moved t.hat If the information was limited to what was·
the words" the officers of Parliament" be already in the books of the councils th~e·
could be no <objection to the clause.
struck out.
The Hon. V.l. J. EVANS remarked that
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE 'stated that the
)fr. Bailliell stat~d tha.t the police were present law required the municipal councils:
only required to give information with re- to furnish such information as was desired,
gard to the p01ice branch of the Chief ,and this clause did not impose any new
Secretary's Department, but, according to duties on them. In the past, the municithe next clause, the police had to obtain pal councils had given the information very'
returns concerning crops, live stock, &c.
willingly, ana without very much trouble.
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The existing la\v required the municipal
councils to give "such statistics. relating ~o
the mlmiC±pal district on such form and III
stIch manner a.s the Governor in Council
may direct."
The Han. W. S. MANIFOLD.- " The
Governor in Council!'"
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said in that
case the Governor in Council was practically
the Government Statist.
The Hon. W. S. MANIFOLD remarked
that the Governor in Council and the Government Statist were perfectly distinct. The
Legislative Council asked for information
which was of the greatest importance to the
whole State, but they were unable to get it,
although the' information was in the books
of the councils. It was quite possible that
the Government Statist might ask for information,. the obtaining of which .would put
the councils to great expense.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE observed that
clause
would remove the honorable member's objection. It provided that the forms
required to be filled in' for the purposes of
this measure should be prepared bY' the
Government Statist, and "approved by the
Governor in CounciL"
The Hon. 'VV. S. MANIFOLD .said that
explanation was quite sufficient.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT moved-

I3

That the
omitted.

word

"forthwith"

(line 8) be

He said it might be a perfect impossibility
to furnish certain information required by
the Government Statist" forthwith," which
he thought had been ruled to mean within
24 or 48 hours.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-Not necessarily; it means with reasonable diligence.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he
wanted to substitute for the word "forthwith" the word.s "within a reasonable
time."
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE expressed the
opinion that in trying to avoid Scylla the
honorable gentleman had come to grief. on
Charybdis, and opened up a greater difficultv. The Courts, he· understood, would
inte~pret "forthw~th" in. its wider .sense,
as a reasonable tIme under the CIrcumstances of the case. It might be quite reasonable to ask for one return within 24
hours,. and quite unreasonable to ask for
another in seven days.
The Hon. V\7. H. EMBLING.-What is
your objection to the insertion of the words
"within a reasonable time"?
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The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said he would
like to know the meaning of " a reasonable
time. " The honorable member seemed to
argue as, if the Government Statist was
going to g.o about with a bludgeon to make
things hot for the people of the country.
That was a mistake altogether, for the Government Statist was a reasonable, quiet, inoffensive person,. and would only leave the
forms that haa to be filled in. There were
times when forty-eight hours would be far
too long, for the Statist might require an
answer to a certain question at once. He
might require to know how many men were
employed in a certain establishment, and
the manager, instead of stating the number
at once, might say-" I am going. to think
this over, and take a reasonable time to
answer it." It was necessary to have the
returns prepared before the first day of
March, as stated in the Bill, and that would
give plenty of time.
Had there been any
trouble in the past?
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT. - Yes j during
last session the House ordered returns to
be furnished, and they were not furnished.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that that
had nothing to do with. the Government
Statist. The Government Statist being a
reasonable man might say that he would
wait for the return, but if the person from
whom the information was required was an
obstructionist he might say-" I require a
reasonable time," and might take six
months.
,The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said he
would support Sir Henry Cuthbert. The
Minister in charge of the Bill had described
the Statist as being the mildest of individuals, who would not oppress anybody. He
thought that if a Government servant were
given uncontrolled power he would soon
develop an extraordinary tendency to magnify that power. "Forthwith" was a dictionary word, and meant immediately. Mr.
Harwood stated that it meant " a reasonable
time," and if so, why should not those
words be inserted?
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD.-I said it
meant "with reasonable diligence."
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said that
if the word "fmthwith" remained in the
clause the Statist might become an autocrat
and insist on having certairi information furnished at once; otherwise he
would have the persons brought up and
fined. Information might be demanded of
a company with which he was connected,
and the company might not be able to supply it within the time specified. He did
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not want to see anyone oppressed, and
he objected to such powers being given to
the Statist.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN remarked that
the obtaining of these returns was a question of great importance to grain dealers
and buyers. He thought the discretionary
power was wisely put in the Bill, and in
the hands of a' reasonable statist he did
not think there would be any difficulty.
I t would be of great benefit to the
country to have this information, for we
would then have an opportunity of knowing the returns for each district, and we
would be able to know our position. The
first of March was a good time to get the
information. He hoped members would
take into consideration the position of the
farmers. He 'had great respect for Sir
Henry Cuthbert, and hoped he would withdraw the amendment. According to Dr.
Embling the Government might appoint
some crank who 'would go round with a
bludgeon insisting on having information.
He thought the clause should be left as
it was.
The amendment was negatived.
The clause was agreed to.
Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was as follmvs:The occupier of any land whenever required by
the Government Statist or by any member of. the
police force or by any person the~eto authonzed
in writing by the Governme~t StatIst .shall for.th.
with without payment furll1~h such mfo,rmahon
and particulars as are reqUIred from hIm con·
cerning(a) the area, cultivation, actual and estiI?ated
produc~, implements and ma~hmery
used, ensilage made, manures used,
and persons employed of from or on
such lands;
(b) the stock owned by him on his land or
in charge;
(c) the dairy produce from such stock;
(d) the stock slaughtered; and
(e) anv other matter or thing relating to such
-land or to the cultivation or produce
thereof or' to the stock thereon.

The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU said he
doubted whether it would be wise to give the
Statist power to call upon the occupier of
any land whenever required to. furnish .information. He: ~h()lUght the mformatlqn
was required only once a year.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE observed that
it would not be advisable to curtail the right
of the Government Statist nor of the police
to collect the information when necessary.
Occasions might arise when it would be
necessary to make a second call on farmers
to obtain further information.
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The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD said he
thought there was a good deal of force in
what Mr. Baillieu had stated. The clause
proposed to give almost autocratic powers
to the police force or any person authorized
by the Government Statist to collect informa60n. People might be badgered by being
repeatedly asked for information.
He
begged to moveThat 'the word " reasonab\y " be inserte4
after the word "whenever" (line I).

The Hon. M. CUSSEN observed that the
police already had the power to ask people
questions, and if one refused to answer he
might be locked up. That power was given
bv the Palice Offences Statute. It seemed
him to be a farce to argue that the clause
would be used to oppress.
The Hon.' R. B. RITCHIE said he
would like to know if the old system of
sending out forms which the owner and
occupier filled in was to be discontinued.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE stated that
the amendment moved by Mr. Harwood
would interfere with the punitive clause,
namely clause II, under which a penalty
not exceeding £20 might be imposed on
any person who refused or failed to supply
information when required., In actual
practice the farmer got a form sent to him,
filled it in, and returned it" probably with
many errors in it, so that the form would
have to be sent back with the 'demand for
further information.
If the amendment
were carried, the man to whom the return
was sent back might say that it was an
unreasonable demand.
It happened in
connexion with the income tax returns
that errors were made, and that very often
further information had to be demanded.
Members should en'deavour to help the Government Statist rather than put difficulties in his way. He hoped members ,,"ould
retain the clause as it stood.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he
preferred the clause as it stood. Regu.
lations would be made by the Governor
in Council to meet this case.
The Hon. F. STUART said he was
quite sure that it would not be necessary
to call on the farmer for information more
often than usual. No difficulty would be
caused by the police seeking to get the information. The policeman, when he called
on the farmer, would probably receive a
drink, and very likely his dinner. The different crops came in at different times, and
it would he necessary for the police to call
more than once.

to
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The Hon. R. B.' RITCHIE said he
would like to know if the police would be
entitled to ask any other questions than
those in the forms.
According to paragraph (e) of the clause the police, might ask
for any other information relating to the
land or the cultivation of it, and he
thought the police would be able to ask,
questions quite outside those mentioned in
the return.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-They will
be able to ask anything they like. .
The Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that
he thought some difficulties would arise on
account of the wording of the clause. The
farmer had now to fill in his income tax
return, and why could not the information
required under this Bill be furnished at
the same time? In that return the farmer
had to give information about his crops,
his produce, and his stock, and had to keep
a set of books to do it.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT movedThat the words" once at least in each year" be
inserted after the word "required" (line I).

The Hon. A. O. SACHSE stated that
the arguments used against the previous
amendment applied equally to this one.
The Statist should be allowed to collect
the information once a month, if necessary; he certainly should not be balked in
his inquiries.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING said that
under this clause there was nothing to prevent the Statist from demanding information once a month or once a week. If a
policeman had a " down" on any farmer he
could 'Worry the life out of him.
The Hon. R. B. REES said it was
necessary to collect this information at
least twice a year. A form' had been issued
by the Government Statist in regard to the
area 'under wheat. It was very important
that the Statist should know roughly the
area under wheat, and the estimate as to
The
the yield for the coming harvest.
merchants required to make charters from
time to time, and arrangements to ship the
surplus grain. He did not think the Statist
would be hard on the farmers in collecting
the information.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT withdrew his
·amendment.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE called attention to paragraph (e), which was as follows : Any other matter or thing relating to such land,
or to the cultivation or produce thereof, or to the
stock thereon.
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He said that it was possible for a policeman to go to a farmer and ask him for any
information relating "to such land." He'
begged to moveThat the words "to such land" be struck out.

A policeman might have a down on a
farmer, and wish to press a point in connexion with this matter farther than should
be allowed.
I t would, of course, be <l
good thing if the police were sent out into
the country.
A policeman in a township
seldom had enough work to do, and it would
be a good thing if he had to go out occasionally into the country parts of his district. He (Mr. Ritchie) objected, however, to this power being placed in a constable's hands. Honorable members would
notice that the constable was not bound to
confine his inquiry to matters set out in allY
form as provided in clause 13, and, therefore, he could ask the farmer any ques60n
he liked.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked
that, on looking at clause 5, honorable
members would see that very large power~
were given in the fir~t part of the clause
In paragraph (a) information might be re
qui red as to "the area, cultivation, actual
and estimated produce, implements and machinel y used, ensilage made, manures
used, and persons employed of from or on
such lands." That was very general. Under
paragraph (6), information had to be furnished as to "the stock owned oy him on
his land or in his charge;" under paragraph (c), "as to the dairy produce from
such stock;" under paragraph (d), as to
" stock slaughtered;" and under paragraph
(e), as to " any other matter or thing relating;
to such land, or to the cultivation or produce thereof, or to the stock thereon." Paragraph (e) was a sort of drag-net to bring in
every other information that the officer or
Would it not be
the police might require.
better, seeing that the occupier or the
owner of the land had to give such very
full information under paragraphs (a), (b),
(c), and (d), to strike out paragraph (e) al·
together?
The Hon. J. M. PRATT .-All that is
given under the income tax.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE stated that
he quite appreciated Mr. Ritchie's idea,
but honorable members would see tha't the
inquiry here would be controlled by the regulations, which would be made under
clause 14J by the Governor in Council. This
provision would prevent any objectionable
practice on the part of the police.
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The Han. W. H .. EMBLING.--N at necessarilv.
The Hon. R. B .. RITCHIE.-They could
go beyond those regulations.
The Han. A. O. SACHSE said that
what the honorable member suggested could
occur only in very rare instances, if at all.
.Honorable members would see that, under
paragraph (e) they might obtain a good deal
of valuable information.
The Statist
might require to know, for instance, how
many men were employed in eradicating a
certain weed, Or upon the destruction of
rabbits.
He might require to know whether a certain sum of money had been expended in getting rid of some particular
weed on that 1and.
There were certain
lands in the State which were infested
with an atrocious weed at present, and th~
Govermnent were very much exercised on
the subject.
The St. John'S wort was a
most fearful thing. That was an instance
in which it might be desirable that the Government shoulrl adopt means for watching
very closely the spread of a certain weed
in ~ district.
I t might be
necessary
that
the., Government
Statist should exercise careful scrutiny
as to the progress of that weed on any
farm, and whether it was spreading in any
direction, north, south, east, or west. There
were many points· which might be required
to be dealt with, but which could not be·
provided for speciany, and this general
po·wer was, therefore, required to grapph
with them. The honorable member would
see that clause 13 provided that that form
was to be prepared by the Govemmenr
Statist, and approved by the Governor in
Council.
That would be the form that
would be us eo in all cases, and would be the·
form filled in bv the farmer. The Governor in CoundI \,rould not allow the farmers
to be harassed.
Clause. 14 gave power to
make regulations generall y for more
fully carrying out the purposes of the Act,
and if the object of this Act \vas to obtain
information, he did not see how they should
limit the obtaining of information on any
subject of national importance.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD stated
that the Minister seemed to be of opinion
that the persons collecting this information
should' be under some control. It would
make the matter clearer if some such words
as these were used-cc Relating to the information reouired by the forms hereinafter
mentioned." That would limit the information to be obtained, and would meet Mr.
Ritchie's objection.
If the clause were
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altered in that way, he thought the Government would be able to obtain all thev
wanted to get.
.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that he
thought that would not meet. the case. It
might be, highly advisable. to send a man
directly to where the particular nuisance existed, so as. to ascertain the information on
the spot. The general principle, however,
would be that all the applications for information would be in the shape of a form.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-You could
send a policeman without a form.
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that they
might require in some cases to send a man
to see.
The Han. T. C. HARwpoD.-Is it right
to give him power to go?
The Hon. A. O. SACHSE said that he
thought honorable members were overloading the objections in this matter.
Tht Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-If you were
a farmer vou would not think that.
The H~n. A. O. SAlCHSE· said that
for the reasons he had stated he thought
the clause should be allowed to remain as
it was.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that the first
part of the clause dealt with what honorable members were discussing, for it provided that no one could go to the farmer for
information unless he was authorized by the
Government Statist.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING.-The police
can go without that.
The Hon. R. B. REES said that he
thought the clause' was very clear and distinct, that no person could ask a question of
any farmer, relating to his property or stock,
or anything he had, unless that person was
specificall y authorized' by the Government
Statist. He would like to know, however,
what form that authorization would take.
He imagined that the policeman would
be sent by the Government Sta.tist
with a form, to tell the farmer to
fill. in particulars as to how much
St. John's wort he had on his land. Dr.
Embling, perhaps, was not familiar with
this noxiol1s weed, the honorable member
not being a farmer.. The honorable member should not laugh when another honorable member tried to elucidate a point here.
Honorable members were present for seri-.
ous business, and this was not a laughing
matter. This weed was not a matter for
laughter, for it was working great havoc
in the country. He thought that the point·
taken by the Minister, that paragraph (e)
gave power to the Statist to inquir.e as to the
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amount of that noxious weed any farmer
had on his land, w.as :a 'splendid point. He
presumed that the :a1Jltn-orization must be in
writing, ,and must be specific, according to
certain regulations provided for in the Bill.
He did net think that the Government
Statist would authorize any policeman or
inquisitive person to harass the farmer.
The Hon. W. H. EMBLING remarked
that he was obliged to the honorable member for correcting him, but he could not
help laughing at the idea of a farmer giving exact infoqnation as to the amount of
St. John's 'wort on his land.
The HoOn. R. B. REEs.-He would have
to do it, under this Bill.
The Han. W. H. EMBLING said that
he could not do it; it would be impossible.
The honorable member seemed to have quite
misunderstood the clause. It read, "The
occup~er of any land, whenever required
by the Government Statist, or by any member of the police force, or by any person
thereto authorized in writing by the Government Statist."
In those words there were
three distinct points. Information must be
given "whenever .required by the Government Statist," or whenever required "by
any member of the police force," or whenever y'equired " by any person theretoauthorized in writing by the GO'vernment Statist."
Honorable TIlembers did not know what the
regulations under this Bill might be. They
had passed measures before allowing regulations to be made afterwards, and they
had been very sorry for it. Honorable
members should .not .allow this to go through
unless they were perfectly sure that no harm
"'ould be done to owners of land bv aUowing policemen, on their own authority, and
not authorized in writing, to worry a farmer about the weeds on his land. He agreed
with :Mr. Ritchie that the 'amendment which
that honorable member proposed would be
a great improvement on the clause, and he
was afraid that Mr. Rees was a little bit off
the track when be wanted to have measured
out the amount of weed on a man's land.
I f the honorable member came to his (Dr.
Embling's) garden to measure out the weeds
it would take him several weeks to get
through the job.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES stated that
an honorable member feared that policemen
might make these inquiries without being
authori~ed by 'the Government Statist. Were
they to imagine that any member of the
police -force would go to get this information 'on his own ,authority, and without bei~g requested by the Government Statist?
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If the policeman took upon himself such a

duty, without being instructed he would
imD?-edi~tely become the subject' of a board
of mq UIfY, or something of that sort.
A
po~iceman did .not undertake duties without
belllg properly instmcted.
.
The Hon. R. B. RrTcHIE.-He might
make obnoxious inquiries.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said that if
o~e polic~an did, honorable members
mIght be qUIte. certain that no second policeman would do It, because of the consequences
that would happen to that policeman. In reference to the nature of the information
honorable mem.bers would see by the daus~
that. the occupIer must furnish such informatIon and partic~lars as were required.
In what way reqUIred? Honorable members would see by clause I.') that the forms
t.o be filled up for the purpose of furnishmg returns m'ust be prepared by the Government ~ta~ist, and be approved by the
Governor m Council, so that the Government. Statist .had no right whatever to ask
for mformatIOn that :vas not required by
the for~1s. It 'vas qUIte true that the Gove~nor 111 Council might, in the form, reqUIre something which some honorable members would not approve of. They might say
that the fo.rm was too exacting, and all that
sort of thmg, but the Government would
be responsible, and would have to stand the
:acket... If the Government were obnoxious
11~ theIr r~quirements, they would run the
nsk of bemg condemned f~r their act. They
tnasteci the 'Gove~nment WIth much greater
powers .than stahng What particular form
of questIOns should be asked from the public
and if they could not trust the Govern~
men with this they would have to alter
the. whole system of Jegislation. He felt
sa!Isfied that the Government Statist, under
thIS. measu!e, would not require any informatIon whIch he was not authorized to obtain uncler his forms.
The Hon. W. L. BAILLIEU.-That is the
whole point.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES said, if that
was so, what was the objection to the
, clause? The officer was not authoriieJ to
ask anything which was not provided for
by the forms.
.The Hon. D. MELVILLE said he
WIshed the .two ~linisters 'would agree as
to the meamng of the clause. It appeared
~hat the P?lice were.to be allowed to inquire
mto .all ~mds of thmgs, such as rabbits, or
.St. John s wort, or anything of that kind.
If the explanation given bv the AttorneyG-eneral was -to be accepted, he (J\1r.
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"Melville) was quite satisfied; but "he was
not satisfied if a policeman was to be allowed to demand information on every
imaginable subject.
The Hon. J. STERNB.ERG expressed
".the opinion that the explanations given by
"the Attorney-General and the Minister of
Public Instruction were not at all at vari"ance. All the Attorney-General had done
was to supplement the explanation given
by his honorable colleague. The previous
clauses clearly defined what was intended
to be done.
The Hon. E. MILLER remarked that
the constable appeared to be the bogy.
Country members appeared to think that
the constable was given too much power to
ask all sorts of questions. In order to get
rid of that obiection it would be better to
strike out the ~vords " or by any member of
the police force."
The Hon. F. STUART said he could
not understand the desire of honorable members to quibble over words and phrases.
This clause simply gave the Government
reasonable Dower to collect information all
over the co~ntry, and it appeared to be very
straightforward. Mr. Melville had referred
to St. John's wort; but anyone who had
travelled in South Australia must know that
that weed was a terrible scourge, and if
anything could be done to exclude it from
Victoria it ought to be done.
The Hon. R. B. RITCHIE stated that
he ""ould accept the amendment proposed
by Mr. Harwood, and would therefore withdraw his own amendment.
l\h. Ritchie's amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. T. C. HARWOOD movedThat paragraph (e) be struck out and the following inserted :-" Any matter or thing relating to
the information required by any of the forms
which may be sanctioned by the Governor in
'Council."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause as amended was nassed.
On the motion of· the Hon. A. O.
SACHSE, progress was then reported.
RAILWAYS STANDING CO~IMITTEE
LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
A message was received from the Legislative Assemblv transmit6ng an amendment recommended by His Excellency the
Goyernor in this Rill, with which the Assembly had agreed, and desiring the concurrence of the Council.
The Hon. T. M. DAVIES said that
clause 5, sub-clause 2 of this Bill, as it
was passed, began "the amount to which
any person is entitled pursuant to this Act."
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It ought to nave been, "the amount to
which any person is entitled pursuant to
the Railways Standing Committee Acts,"
and the necessary amendment had been
recommended by the Governor and passed
by the Assembly. The fees" were fixed
in the original Act, so that it was necessary to make this amendment. He begged
to moveThat this House concurs with the Legislative
Assembly in the amendl,l1ent recommended by His
Excellency.

The motion was agreed

~o.

PUBLIC DEBT CONVERSION BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assemblv, and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. O. SACHSE, was read a first
time.
SURPLUS REVENUE BILL.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES moved the
second reading of this Bill. He said he
had asked his honorable colleague to move
that progress be reported on the Statistics
Collection Bill in order that the Surplus
Revenue Bill might be considered.
This
measure, if passed, would authorize the expenditure of sums of money in various portions of the State, and it was desirable that
whatever expenditure might be authorized
should be started as speedily as possible.
This was a somewhat unusual kind of Bill,
because "it dealt with a large surplus which
was not to be passed on for the ordinary
service of the next vear. Honorable members were possibly aware that under an" Act
passed in 1899, the surplus of each year
had to be applied to the reduction of certain accumulated deficiencies. It had been
found necessary from time to time, when
there ,vas a surplus, with one exception,
that that surplus should be carried forward
for the services of the following year.
Now, by this Bill, it was proposed that none
of the surplus for last year should go to
the ordinary services of the current year.
There was a provision that £150,000 of
the surplus should be appropriated towards
the payment, under section 19 (sub-section
10) of the Savings Bank Act 1896, to the
Commissione.rs of Savings Banks, being
a portion of the sum of £478,I07 lOS. 8d.
advanced to the Treasurer under section 37
of the Savings Banks Act 1890. So that
£150,000 of the surplus was used in paying
off what might be called back debts, and he
thought it was a very satisfactory state of
things when such a large sum as £"150,000
could bp. used in that direction. Then, it
was proposed that a much larger sum-
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£390,205-should be appropriated to or
towards the cost of the works specified in
the schedule to this Bill. Then, in addition
to that, there might be a .surplus, and this
Bill. provided that such surplus, if any,
should be paid by the Treasurer to the
trustees under the Trust Funds Act 1897,
towards payment of the amount for which
the Treasurer was bv such Act authorized
to issue bonds. He was not quite certain
in his own mind whether it would not have
been wiser to say that that balance should
go on for the ordinary expen~es of the current year, and it was possible that even now
some alteration might be made with reference to that matter, which was dealt with
in paragraph (c) of clause 4, if there happened to be a balance after providing for
the two large sums mentIoned in this Bill.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-Have you any
idea what the balance is likely to be?
The Hon . .T. M. DAVIES stated that
what he had said was "if there happened
to be a balance."
He was not able to say
at this moment if there would be any balance at all. It was quite possible that there
might be, and he would not be at all surprised if it turned out that there was, but
he was not in a position to state positively
that there was, or what the amount was
likely to be if there was. With reference
to this £390,205 which was to be expended,
it might, perhaps, be considered a piece of
extravagance if that large sum of money
was to be expended in ordinary work, which
was ordinarily provided out of revenue, but
a very large portion of it would be expended
in necessary public works, and for necessary
public purposes, which, in the past, had
always been provided for out of loan money.
The greater part of that sum was to be so
expended. A very large portion was' to b~
expended in oonnexion with railway works.
That sum would be practically lent to the
Railways Commissioners, and would be
treated'in exactly the same way as if the
works were being constructed out of loan
mpney.
The Commissioners would be
charged interest on these sums, and that
interest would go to the Treasurer in just
the same way as if the Treasurer had to pay
it away. He thought it was a most satisfactory state of things that works, which hitherto
had been constructed entirely out of loan
money, were to be able to be constructed
out of surplus revenue, which ,surplus revenue was treated as a loan.
Honorable
members must recognise the fact, that the
present Government and the l'ast Government had been very reluctant to borrow
J
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money, and that, at the same time, it had
been their desire to do as much in the way
of public works as possible. He did not
propose on the second reading to go through
the various items of this Bill, because, in
Committee, he had no doubt each separate
item would be carefully considered.
If
honorable members attempted to discuss the
various items on the second reading, it
would take a very long time to get to the end
of the discussion. He intended to propose
in Committee that the items should be dealt
with in the order in which they appeared in
the schedule, so that the Committee would
not get mixed up in the discussion.
He
would propose that they should not discuss
item 2 until item I had been absolutely
disposed of or postponed. Honorable members would see that a. very large sum had
been devoted for education purposes, and
that works were provided for in this Bill
in different municipalities in the country
which were specially needy, and in which
works were required, where, perhaps, the
municipality, as a whole, derived very little
benefit, or where the particular portion in
which the work was to be done consisted either of Crown lands or was
of such a nature as practically not
to bring any revenue to the municipality.
There would, perhaps, be differences of
opinion about some of the items, Qut most
if not all of them would commend themselves almost unanimously to the CommitThere were provisions for planting
tee.
and forestry, for hospitals, and there was
a large sum of £60,000 for the Flindersstreet railway station, while £30,000 was
provided for the Walhalla railway. Then
£10,000 was to be devoted to the purchase of land for workmen's homes.
Of
course that was purely loan money, but it
was thought desirable to apply a portion of
this surplus in that direction, so as to extend the beneficial effect which followed
the action of the McLean Government, of
which' :Mr. Melville was a member, in providing certain illlotments of land for workmen's homes.
Of course" all the money
that would be expended in that direction
would come back again to the State with
There were certain amounts for
interest.
improving swamps and jetties, and other
public works.
,
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT observed
that he thoroughl y agreed with the Attorney~General that this was' a Bill of very
great Importance, and one that would be
best considered in Committee.
Many
members might take exception to some of
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the' items in the schedule, but, having
gone throurrh the schedule very carefully,
he had cor::e to the conclusion that in the
main the works that were contemplated
were works that would be of a productive
There was only one exception
character.
to that statement, so far as he had noticed,
.and that was the sum of £30,000 towards
the construction of a line of railway
to Walhalla in pursnance of the Act that
was passed some four years ago, authorizin rr the construction of the line.
The
H~use would do good work if they took
into 'consideration the great changes that
had taken place in the position of. Wa]halla in those four years, and he dId not
think there would be many members in the
House who .could justify the expenditure
of £30,000 in forming a portion of that
line.
In Committee he 'would have some
remarks to make inconnexion with that
proposal. The Government were p.ledged
to bring about in every 'way financlal reform. and not to spend money upon useless and unproductive work.
They would
be aided and assisted in their endeavours in that direction by this
Rouse refusing to sanction the expenditure
of £,30,000 now on this project, which
would mean a total expenditure of something like £129,000, if the work was to
be completed. When the Railways Standing ,Committee considered this question
they were very much troubled in their
minds as to whether they could recommend
the construction of the -line to Parliament
or not, and it 'was only by the casting
vote of the Chairman that it was carried
that the line should 1;:>e recommended to
Parliament.
Four years had passed since
that time, and great changes had taken
place at Walhalla.
There was one celebrated mine t.here-the Long Tunnel-the
shareholders 1n which had received a very
large .amount in dividends. He thought he
was speaking well within the mark when he
said that their shares were worth about
.£80 each about four yeaTs ago.
Last
week they were down to £5.
The Ron. W. L. BAlLLIEu.-They are
worth £so to-day.
They ~re ten for one
They 11ave been spht up.
now.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said perhaps. they had made this sudden jump on
account of the proposal to construct the
railway.
'He had not seen the qu()tation
t.o which ·Mr. BaiIlieu refer:red, but he believed aTlY am'ount of the share~ could be
got to-day for £7 at the most. .
The Hon. A. O. SACHsE.-What about
the Extended next ,door 7
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Sjr HENRY CUTHBERT said he was
not dealing with the Extended now. He
wa.s ·dealing with the mine which for a.
long time \V,as :the mainstay of Walhalla,
There were: over 0300 men employed there
four years ago, but how llJany were employed to-day?
A new shaft was to be
sunk,
The shareholders would have to
contribute to the expense of it. and then
·whr.n thev went down a distance of 2,100
feet, who knew whether they would be fortunate with their speculation wr not? .HonnT;:] ble members hoped that the company
would be rewar·ded in this adventure of
theirs. but honorable men:hers ,vere here
as the guardians of the' funds that the
public furnished, and he wOlrld like V·2!'Y
much before they sanctioned such an outlay as £129,000 that they should be further enlightened, 41.nd have some more information as to whe~er, in the altered
'state of things at Walhalla and the whole
of that mining district, it would not be
.a'dvisable for them to take evidence from
the Railways Commissioners at the bar of
the House.
The Railways Commissioner.s
could tell the House whether they could
conscientious,1y recommend the construction
,of this line, and if they condemned it, the
House could do what they .never did before. In place of rejecting a Money Bill
the House could pass it, or pass every item
in it that they approved of, with the exception of' the one thp.y ·condemned. That
was the .great benefLt that the ,Council .had
under the amended Constitution.
If they
came to the conclusion in Committee that
they agreed to all the other items of the
',schedule, with the exception of one, th=v
could send a suggestion to another place
informing them that they were quite willing to pass this 'Bill if the item upon
which they' wanted further .information
was eliminated.
He did not bring this
matter forward in any hostile spirit.
.fle
hoped that in Committee he would be able
to induce a number of the members who
were now listening to him to come to
the conclusion that this item would
entail a fearfully heavy expenditUJe, that
four years had passed since the line was
recommended, that the whole circumstances
of that great mining district had undergone a very .great change, and that the
Council would hereafter be blamed unless
they performed their 'duty by asking for
the fullest information on the subject.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN stated 'that,
after hearing Sir Hemy Cu.thbert pointing out the extravagant expenaiture which
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was. proposed on a railway to. 'Valhalla,·
it had. occurred to him that there was a
short line of about. twO' miles in extent,
from Strathmerton to Tocumwal, which
shouLd certainly be constructed. I t would
connect. the· Victorian system of railways in
the- nDrth with the New South Wales system, and would tap the very best part of the
Riverina.
The country which would be
benefited was thickly populated, and produced a great amount of wheat. At present the country between Strathmerton and
Tocumwal w·:as in an impracticable state,
owing to the swamps of the Murray. The
line had been recommended by the Railways Standing Committee, and bad been
before various Governments for many
. years. The excuse had always been made
that there was no money available.
A
good deal of mDney was provided in t~is
schedule for works that would not gIVe
the return that that railway would give.
It would bring the traffic of. the wheatgrowing part of the Riverina district to
l\Ielbourne, and would enable several large
townships there to draw their supplies
from Melbourne. I f it was put in this
schedule it would be bv far the most: reproductive work in it. It was not in the
Bill now, but he would like the Minister
in· charge- of the J?iU to make a statement
as to the prog.ress of the negotiations with
New South Wales about the line. New
South Wales was doing its share as far as
the Tocumw.al bridge, and only about
£ I 5,000 would be necessary to connect the
Victorian railway system with that point.
K ew South Wales had always been willing to go on with -the work. He believed
there was still a surplus, after these works
were constructed, and he wished to know
if he would be in order in Committee in
moving, with the consent of the Minister
in charge of the Bill, for the insertion of
this item in the schedule? He did not
want to knock out anything to make room
for it. If there was any member of the
Railways Standing Committee present be
would like him to give his opinion about
this line. It was a work which should
haye been done -five or six years ago. It
would be of great value to the Goulburn
Valley line, and of still greater value to
Melbourne, because the supplies for all
that part of the Riverina which would be
tapped would~ be drawn from Melbourne,
instead of from Sydney, as at present.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (the Han.
N. FITzGERALD).-The matter which the
J
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honorable gentleman is- now dealing with is
It is not
entirely irrelevant to the Bill.
included in the Bill in any way, and the
question which he is asking would be more
proper! y asked when the measure is before
the Committee.
The Hon. M. CUSSEN stated that if
the information that the Attorney-General
could give the House about the negotiations between the two Governments was
favorable, he might be permitted to move
in Committee the .addition of this little line
to the schedule.
The Han. E. MILLER stated that he
was not going to speak of railways, or of
the schedule. He regretted that Sir
Henry Cuthbert did not deal more with
the body of the Hill. This Bill was to
spend what the Government called the surplus for the year, but honorable members
had not been told yet where that surplus
was.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-In the bank.
The Han. E. MILLER said then that
ans.wered his question, but honorable membeL'S all knew that a sUIplus_ was more or
less of a book entry. Where were the Government going to get this £390,000?'
They might have a lot of unrealized assets
whic:h showed this large amount of surplus.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-Oh, no, they
haNe got the money.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he wa.s
glad to hear it, but would the AttorneyGeneral tell him where it was, and what
bank it was in? If he got that information he would have no more to say. The
people of the country told the House that
they must go in for reform, especially financial reform. If'the surplus w.as all in
sovereigns, as the Attorney-General said,
then this was a very good opportunity of
commencing that reform, but, instead of
that, the. Government were only going to
pay £150,000 off the back debts.
For
years and years, in times of depression,
Governments had been borrowing from
Trust Funds, and all sorts of other funds~
and this was an opportunity of paying
back a portion of that money, but instead
of that it was to be all spent. This surplus, about the existence of which, in
sovereigns, he still had doubts, ,vas to be
spent in sovereigns.
The Hon. J. M. DAVIES.-How can it
be spent in sovereigns if it does not exist
in sovereigns?
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The Hon. E. MILLER said it could be
spent in sovereigns, because those sovereigns could be got from the banks.
He
would remind the honorable gentleman of
a surplus that occurred many years ago, at
the' time of the late Gillies Government.
That Government had a surplus of some
£900,000, but when honorable members
came to inquire into it, they found it consisted of the land at the Lunatic Asylum,
and there the land was still, with the lunatics running over it, but it was not in
sovereigns.
The Hon. T. C. HARwooD.-There was
a surplus of £2,000,000 In Colonel
Smith's boots.
The Hon. E. MILLER said that he :did
not think a large schedule of works like
the one on this occasion was brought down
in connexion with any of those surpluses.
This House was asked. to expend
£390,000 in works,
and to payoff
£150,000 of
back debts.
This was
really borrowing the £390,000, or nearly
£400,000, to spend it.
It was merely
adding to our debt.
This House was
here more or less to protect propertyholders, and honorable members ought to
consider this Bill very carefully before
they passed it.
If it could be shown that
the Government really had this money to
spend on these works, then honorable members could criticise the schedule, and, perhaps, decide that part of it should be allowed to pass, but the country had told
Parliament to consider financial reform,
and so they should first ,pay back all
the Trust Funds that had been borrowed
in years gone by.
The Hon. F . STUART observed that
he was very proud, and so would the
people of this country be, to know that the
Government were able to-day to pay
£150,000 back to the Trust Funds, and
also to spend a sum of nearly £400,000
on what might be called on the whole reproductive public works.
Unlike Mr.
Miller, he was not a bit afraid of spending
money. He was a great believer in spending money to make money.
He could not
quite conceive bow Mr. Miller was going
to help this country ahead by paying back
into the Savings Banks or other public
funds this £400,000 of surplus which the
Attorney-General assured honorable members was actually in sovereigns in some
sa fe place, and keeping it sealea under
Government seal.
He could not understand how Mr. Miller was going to benefit the country by that kind of procedure.
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He was very glad indeed that the Government had got the courage to spend the
money, because now was the time to spend
the money of this country. This money was
not being borrowed.
I t 'Was not being
got from England or any other country.
It was money saved or made by the people
of this country, and Parliament had a perfect right to spend it in helping along the
people of this country.
The sooner they
passed this Bill the better it would be for
all classes, but particularly for the working
classes of Victoria.
The people desired
and needed employment, and if the Government by spending £400,000 of the
public money could give employment to the
deser.ving workers of this country, then
they would be doing a capital work for
the country.
He did not think there was
much to grumble about in the schedule.
Sir Henrv Cuthbert found some fault with
the expen'diture of £30,000 upon the Walhalla railway. It might be that Sir Henry
Cuthbert was perfectly right, but it might
also be that he was perfectly wrong. The
eastern part of Victoria was very little
known to most members, and, in fact, to
most Victorians.
The present Gippsland
line was very productive, but the Walhalla
line would run north of the main Gippsland line, and open up an entirely new
country.
Would Sir Henry Cuthbert say
that the Walhalla mining fields, which had
produced a Long Tunnel mine and a Long
Tunnel Extended mine, were not going to
produce other mines of equal value?
There
were millions of
acres of
country which had not yet been explored, ana thos~ were only a .couple
of mines that had been spoken about.
He thought this particular line was well
worthy of consideration, and it certainly
opened up a very large field of enterprise.
People had been there for many years
working, and waiting patiently for this
railway. This very mountainous country
in any part of Europe would be esteemed
exceedingly valuable oecause it was very
fertile and full of minerals of all kinds
which had not been half explored yet.
Why snould not the eastern portion of
the State be given a chance? We had
spent mili,ions on the north and on the
west, and it was only fair that the east
should have a chance now.
He was quite
sure that the country would welcome the
expenditure of the £400,000 proposed in
this Bill, and that it would do a great deal
of good. I t would restore confidence in
the people, and let it be known to men
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who haa money to invest that they might
have a fair 'return for any expenditure
on new industries which they might start.
The expenditure would also giv~ employment to the people, and we could not make
a country prosperous unless we employed
the people. No country could be prosperous
unless the people were. generally employed.
He wanted. to see the working classes employed at fair wages.
An HONORABLE MEM'BER.-Put them on
the land.
The Hon. F. STUART said they could
not put all the people on the land. Even
, if t,here were one-half of the people in
the country they could not get along without people in the towns to consume the
articles they produced. He was very glad
to find that the Government had had the
courage, not only to propose the expenditure of money upon what wer~ called
material works, but that the Premier,
backed up by his Ministry, had also had'
the courage to propose expenditure upon
what some people might call immaterial
works. For instance, he found £10,000
"towards paying off liabilities of Melbourne University," and £2,000 "towards
equipment of University for Mining and
Agriculture," £4,000 "towards erection of
buil~ing, Working Men's College "-he
wished it had been £4o,000-and £12,000
"towards completion of natural history
museum, Public Libr'3,lry." This~ was a
most desirable work. The present state
of the building was a disgrace to the city
and the country. Then there was an item
of £3,000 for "Approaches to Cobrambridge over the River Murray."
This
connexion, he thought, must be of great
value, both to Riverina and Victoria.
There was an item of £400, "towards
clearing lagoon, Port Melbourne." This
should be the beginning of making the
"straight cut" which would be of great
benefit towards the 'whole of the producers
of Victoria. vVith regard to the item of
£10,000 "towards purchase of land, and
advances for workmen's homes," he would
point out that there had been already an
experiment in buying land for workmen's
homes at Moreland, close to Melbourne,
and he thought it had been a fair success
indeed. The experiment, however, had
been shorn of the full success which
should have attended it bv the inaction
of the local shire council . in regard to
making roads for the people who settled
there. Residents had told him that they
were in great trouble for want of roads.
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Either the Government, which purchased
and resold the land, should make roads,
or there should be some provision for the
local shire council making them.
The
land was very rich, but it was of no use
settling people on rich black land unless
they had roads to convey their produce to
market, or else there was a tramway.
With regard to opening up new lands
generally, the Government proposed to
spend sums of money in the construction
of roads, but he was of opinion that, particularly in Gippsland, it would be much
better and cheaper to have horse tramways than to have badly made roads. He
saw ~n item of £7,000 for "Forestry.'"
He dId not know exactly how the Government were going to spend this money, but'
he hoped they would spend it with some
judgment. It seemed to him that for the
last twenty years we had wasted very large
sums of money on forestry, whilst we had
not got one-tenth of the return we should
have received.
It was proposed to expend £12,000 "towards erection of and
equipment of building for mining, agricultural, and other classes at the Melbourne
Univ~rsity, upon condition that the public
contnbute £1 for £r within twelve
months." This was a very vaIuable pro~osal, but he. would like to go very mudi
~urther--:-not 111 regard to expenditure, but
111 the Ideas he would like to see carried
out. as he had said in his speech on the
Address-in-Reply, he would like to see a
chair at the University which would endeavour to equip every student in the knowledge c:f Australia, or, at least, in the
knowledge of Victoria, so that every young
man who went from the University to the
country would know what the soil contained, what it was valuable for, and what
the minerals and forests were worth. It
was of little use teaching Latin and Greek
to Australian sludents j if we wanted to'
make this country' prosperous, We should
teach our young people wh~,t was to be
got out of the country itself. Generally
speaKing, he was thoroughly in favour of
this Bill, which marked a new era in the
history of Victoria. He hoped honorable . .
members would not be afraid to encourage
the spending of this money-that they
wourd not find out little faults in the Bill,
but would take a broad view of the public
requhem'ents. I The public ,requirement's
were glfeater than some (people thought.
Beneath or beyond the expenditure of this
money there was something greater-that
was public confidence.
The,-fact of VicQ
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toria having a surplus to-day of £600,,000 There was a sum of on\y £1,$00 provided
was known all. over the Empire. It was for the survey of the Tooleybuc water
known all through the sister States, and scheme,. and if that: water: scheme was a
was doing Victoria a great deal of good. success, it would enable the Government to
If
He found himself, as a. city man, that open up thousands of acres; of land.
people were caming back to' Victoria;; he they could sell those lands at half what the
had men coming to him every day from Chaffey Brothers· obtained - from £25
Queensland, New South W ales~ and even to £30 an acre - for the land which
New Zealand, and asking for employment. was irrigated by the Mildura pumpThey said they had come back because ing scneme, there was no, doubt that,
they heard Victoria was becoming very with this gravitation scheme" the exprosperous. Was it not a fine thing that penditure which would be incurred would
our fame should be going abroad again be very profitab~e.
Of course, this £1,5°0
throughout Australasia-that it should be was only for the survey, but. much more
said tha.t Victoria was once more becoming active steps were necessary towards the irrithe leading State of Australasia? This gation of this country, because the men
was a thing of which every Victorian had who were waiting to occupy the land were
a right to be proud, and he was quite sure anxious to get in and create two or three
that this expendiure of £400,000 was ne\v Th1ilduras there.
Mr. Cussen had algoing to have a moral and financial effect luded to the fact that the Government had
which would be worth ten. times the asked the Railways Standing Committee
amount. He hoped, the.refore, that honor- hurriedly to consider the little railway line
abl e members would cheerfully accede to from Strathmerton to Tocumwal. It" would
the expenditure of this money, and not cost a very sman sum of money, but what
find many faults about the details.
It would give us
would it do. for us?
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said it the whole of the wheat for our railways
ceItainl y mU5~ be gratifying to the Minister that was at Finley-probably an enormous
who had introduced this. Bill that the end quantity-this very next year. . But while
had come, even for a short time, to the Victoria was reaay to make a railway to
annual deficits.
The Minister, however, . the bridge, the matter was realIy all in the
would hardly thank him for saying that hands. of New South Wales to construct the
he did not think that any of this money other thirteen miles from Finley. New South
should have' been spent in this direction, Wales agreed to join us, but she had not
but that the money should have been ear- done so, and in his opinion,. she did not
However, the action of
marked to make good the terrible deficits intend to do so.
the
Government
in
constructing. this line
of the last four or five years.
To this
extent he agreed with Mr. Miller, that if would bring an enormous quantity of wheat
this proposal was to be taken as a pattern over the Victorian railways. The other day,
of the course which was to be foHowed in in the Legislative Assembly, Mr. Prender-·
future, next year we might have half-a- gast asked th~ Minister of Water Supply
million of a deficit, and really the result some questions as to the charge for the
would be that we would only have added to carriag,e of wheat from Cobram. to Mel-·
our deficits, while only making provision for bourne, and the charge from Finley to SydThe answer of the Minister was.
paying but a very small portion. of them ney.
off.
On the last occasion on which he that the charge from Cobram fa Melbourne,
took part in a discussion of this character, which was only about IS0 miles, was' lIS.
it was i1'1 connexion with. the celebrated sur- 8d. per ton,. 'while the charge from Finley
eS-, was
plus of the Gillies Government. He warned to Sydney, which was about 450
It would seem,
the then Government that their position only 13S·. Iod. per ton.
was like that of the milkmaid, who, with therefore, as if New South Wales was intera can of milk on her head, was arranging ested in keeping the railway at Finley.
how much she would sell it for, and what However, the acti0n of the Government
shf; would do with the proceeds, when the might have the effect, by our carrying out
And that our part of the agreement, of hastening the'
whole affair tumbled down.
proved to be the case in connexion with the connexion with the New South Wales line.
arrangements of the then Gillies Govern- He wished now to refer to one of the most
ment.
However, as to the items in the important things which had been omitted
He' thought that any
'schedule to this Bill, an honorable member from the schedule.
would be a very extreme critic if he found Ministry looking after the affairs of this
very much fault with them as a whole. country could not but come to the' cond usion
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that the growing merely of wheat and the
production of wool and butter for 'export
brought in an amount of money which was
oompletely inadequate to maintain the
affairs of this State in a sound condition.
Under these circumstances ne thought it
was the duty of the Government to search
out, with a view of ascertaining how they
-could increase Ollr items of production, in
order that we might have more money coming into the country.
:Mr. McDonald had
inform~d him to-day that hay was selling
at Ballarat at lOS. per ton, and there were
thousands of tons of it, but no market. Now,
had the Govemment been well advised from
London they would have- found out that
at the present moment there was a splendid
opening for the exporta.tion of flax, if we
produced it.
Ow.ing to the w.ar with Rus'Sia, .flax had reached the extraordinary
price of £39 per ton, and for the last ten
years the average selling price had been
£25 to £30 per ton.
Why -should not
our farmers be growing .flax?
England
every year bought from 80,000 to 90,'000
tons of flax from foreign countries, principally Russia, and she paid two and threequa,rter million po~nds for it. In Victoria
we could grow flax from Hobson's Bay to
the Murray. One of our best experts saidThere is probably no crop besides flax which
affects and succeeds on so great a variety
()f soils. It will grow upon almost any soil in
which its roots can ramify freely and penetrate
a cons-iderable depth. The mechanical condition
of the soil is of the first importance, and for
that reason soils of a friable nature are found
to produce the best crops.

He ventured to say. that the experiments
which had been made in Victoria, particularly in Gippsland, pointed to flax as one
of those products that should have been
represented in the schedule to this Bill by a
proposal that the Government of Victoria
were prepared to buy flax off the growers
at, say, £15 or £20 per ton, and to buy
1,000 tons of it if produced next year.
He
thought the bonus part of the busines,s
-should cease for ever, but he believed that
the Government would be perfectly safe in
stimulating the industry of flax-growing in
this way. There were thousands of men in
Victoria from Ireland, from Scotland, and
from Italy, who had been growing flax in
those countries, and who were prepared to
go into the industry in this State. Under
these circumstances, he would impress upon
the Government the necessity of doing.
create this ·newexport. Thr-ee
something
months and a haH would pI:oduce flax from
many of the soils in Victoria. There was
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surely time still to add something to the
schedule, or at any rate to get the Cabinet
to consider a matter of so much importance
as this additional export. He had given
the question some attention, and he had
spoken to the Premier about it, and
pressed it on various members. The Government might ask at least. that every
gentleman who owned an estate and haa a
few ,acres of land t'O spare should this year
. put down one .acre at least in flax at his own
cost, and see how far the thing would be a
success.
The Hon. W. S. ]\fANIFoLD.-We have
no water for retting.
The Hon. D . MELVILLE said that if
the honorable member looked at the experts'
reports he would find it was not necessary
nowadays to have water just at the farm.
This was a matter of the utmost importance
to the State, for he,believed that unless we
could shortly produce some new export, the
result would -soon be other -deficits. Even
if it was necessary to strike 'Some other item
'Out of the schedule for this purpose, he
thought it was of the highest importance
to provide for some temporary encouragement for this industry. It need only be
temporary, because, if the merchants once
knew that the flax-growing was a certainty,
the money w'Ould be avai'lable within a few
months. -He regretted to notice that in the
schedule there was no provision whatever
in connexion with electric traction. There was
no proposal to bring the workers here up to
the level, -as regarded cheapness of tra. veIling of the ordinary worker in Great Britain. An entire revolution had taken place
in England with regard to the cost of transit, but there was not a word on the subject.
in this Bill. In Glasgow, in Ayr-only a
'little bit pf a place-in Aberdeen, they
,\vere carrying workers a mile .and a half
for a half-penny. At CToydon, passengers
were carried thr-ee and three-quarter miles
for a penny every day.
At Leeds, the
worker was carried five miles for a penny,
and could get a return ticket, and the same
remark applied to Bradford. But nothing
had been done in this directi'On yet in Victoria. In England and other countrjes
they were able to carry the worker quickly
and cheaply, thus saving his time and
monev, but here there was not a word about
any of the new movements in connexion with
electric traction. He noticed that in the
schedule a large amount of the expenditure
was in connexion with the Railway Department. There was £60,000 for the FEnders-street Railway Station, which was
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reall y only the first step to an expenditure
of about £200,000. Then, there was an
item' of .£30,000 towards the Walhalla railway.
When the Walhalla Railway Bill
was passed, at the instance of the McLean
Government, he (Mr. Melville), as a member of that Government, had to take
charge of the Bill, and he admjtt~d
that he did his, best to get it through.
H~ thought that railway was a possible
paying railway yet. It had a 2 feet 6 inch,
guage. It would be a tremendous advantage
to the people of the district, and open up a
lot of good land about Moondarra. That
was what the Government wanted. Honorable members should bear in mind that Parliament had 'already passed the Walhalla
railway, which was one of the narrow-gauge
experiments to be' tried in mountainous districts. Therefore not a word ought to be
said now against the ,expenditure of this
money. What about the money for rollingstock, the Moe Swamp improvements, and
the Welshpool tram?
The Han. J. M. DAVIEs.-We will give
you information on all these things in Committee.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said that was
the right course to take. But the schedule
to the Bill was of a most extraordinarv
nature. It was very mortifying to find th;t
although our railways were said to be paying they were still borrowing and borrowing.
The Minister might say that as he (Mr.
MeJville) was on the Railways Standing
Committee he was partly responsible for
authorizing that line. He aamitted it. He
would point out that with the low fares
in force at Glasgow they were able to provide a depreciaJtion account, which paid
everything off in ten years. All over the
world there was no failure of that system,
wherever it had been tried, and he hoped
'the Minister would not be afraid to
branch out a little. Honorable members
had for the first time before them a Money
Bill in which they had the rig,ht to make
suggestions to another place, and they ought
to be ready to check any absurd proposal
or any work that would not give a return
on the expenditure. Did the Railwavs Commissioners really need £20,000 for" rollingstock?
The Hon. J. M. DAVIEs.-Yes j three or
four times as much in the interests of economical working.
The Han. D. MELVILLE said he was
afraid it would alwavs be so. The Commissioners told the Railways Standing Committee at one time that they had sufficient
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rolling-stock for miles of additional railway, and yet the very next year they wanted
more. He supposed the Government looked
well into this matter. Personall y he could
not tell the House that this£20,ooo was required for additional rolling-stock. He
was afraid there would have to be more
loans obtained before long. Honorable
members had more light now than when the
new rail'Nay station was ,authorized. The
Railway Department ought to be building
a power house, getting rid of the locomotives, and have a faster speed for travelling
to and from the suburbs. In England railway trains went at a speed of seventy-seven
miles an hour, and all over France and the
whole of the Continent labour was properly
utilized by travelling at rapid rates, while
here the suburban trains went little faster
than the trams. They ought to travel at
forty or fifty miles an hour.
The Hon". J. M. DAVIES.-Is not the
pace thirty miles an hour, if you take into
consideration the stoppages?
The Hon. W. J. EVANs.-It is forty
miles an hour.
The Han. D. :MELVILLE said the present pace was not sufficient.
It was a
mere creeping along with frequent stoppings.
It appeared to him that h 'was
there where the losses occurred, and that
labour would be enormouslv economized bv
accelerating the pace.
tf that was nO't
done, what was the good of employing en·
gine-drivers at I4S. a day? In this country the railways were tremendously behind
the railways of the old world, and even of
a place like Japan.
As long as we were
constantl y adding to 'our debt, and not observing how labour was utilized in other
countries, we would not have a profitable
,scheme in 8peration.
There was evefV
prospect of a good harvest next sea50n, but
we ought to reform the antiquated way in
which we were treating our workers.
It
was wrong for a working man to be onlv
able to travel at a slow speed to and from
the suburbs.
If it was decided that the
surplus revenue should not be used to pay
off our debts, he supposed that the appor"
tionmf!nt in this scher.1ule was, perhaps, as
good as the Government could make.
The Han. J. BALFOUR remarked that
he was very glad to see this new system in,
trnduced of not borrowing money for non"
productive works, but using our O'\vn sur,plus revenue to advance the interests of the
country, and at the same time 'bring about
such improvements at the University, the
Working Men's' College, and institutions of
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that kind, as were absolutely necessary.
Borrowing money for that purpose would
The erection of
have been a bad system.
new State schools used to be considered a
proper work to be done with borrowed
money.
He never believed in it, and he
was delighted to find that the cost of painting and repairing the State schools was to
He was glad
be taken out of the revenue.
to see Ministers were not going to refuse to
proceed with necessary works, and not gbing
to use the whole of the surplus to payoff
old debts, but that, while paying back
£150,000 borrowed .from the Trust Funds,
a portion of the surplus revenue was to be
used to promote the progress and prosperity
of the country.
Mr. :Melville made an interesting speech, as he always did, but one
could not understand his argument that the
Railway Department should go in for express trains on. the suburban lines, involv·
ing all sorts of additional expenditure,
while the honorable member objected to a
number of the necessary works in the
schedule, and said that they would be borrowing again by-and-by. They were not
talking of borrowing, but of making absolutely necessary improvemehts, which would
lead to the advancement and progress of
the State.
He (Mr. Balfour) reserved
to hims",,]f, as other honorable members would, the Liberty to afterwards
criticise various items in this schedule when
the Bill was in Committee. While, in a
general way, approving of the schedule, it
was their duty to very carefully consider
every item, and make such suggestions as
they thought fit to make in Committee.
They had now the right to make those suggestions, and they would use it, no doubt,
wisely and ,veIl. As to the new rollingstock and other advances to the Railway
Department, on which the Department had
to pay interest, it was surely a great deal
better to nrovide for those works out of our
own reve~ue than out of money borrowed
for the purpose.
The Han. T. C. HARWOOD said he
could not remain altogether silent after the
glorious tone of some of the speeches that
had been delivered on this Bill,· partkularly
that of Mr. Stuart and that of Mr. Balfour.
His own sympathies were a great deal more
with the tone of Mr. Miller's speech. He
could not come to the conclusion that there
was anything to rejoice over in having this
Bill brought before them. They were assurecl bv the Minister that there was a surplus of' £590,000 in hard cash-current
coin of the realm, and not merely book en-
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tries.
But honorable members must not
forget that some years ago there were deficits year after year, and those deficits were
met by borrowing moneys from the Savings
Banks Commissioners, on the understanding, if not expressly stated, that they should
be repaid out of any future surpluses. He
(Mr. Harwood) regarded the £470,000 odd
allocated in the schedule to this Bill as now
due to the' Commissioners of the Savings
Banks, and he felt that it ought to be paid
to them in reduction of the debt. It was
a substantial debt for which the State was
liable. The money belonged, to a great
extent, to many small people throughout
the State; and, while he did not say that'
it was a wrong thing to borrow the money
at the time it was wanted, he felt that when
the Government were in a position to pay it
back they ought to do the same as private
individuals were expected to do, and not
meet their obligations by uttering another
bill, and, like Micawber, saying, "Thank
God, that is paid." Although many of the
items in the schedule were very good and
very important, they were to a certain extent luxuries, and, if required in the interests of the State. they ought to be met by
either providing future revenue or raising
substantial loans. But the basis on which
this Bill came before the Council was utterly wrong.
He could not join in the
congratulations that the Governm~nt were
paying £150,000 back to the Commissioners of Savings Banks.
That was
somewhere about 5s. in the £1, and when
they could pay 20S. in the £1, there was
nothing to be proud of in paying 5s. in
the £1.
The Han. J. BALFouR.-It is a payment
on account.
The Han.
c. HARWOOD said he
would like to know how it would answer if
a man who was ordered by the Court to pay
his debt, said, "I will pay 5s. in the £1 ;
I want to go into a new house, and to buy
new furniture, and a piano for my daughters." The Court would undoubtedly say
to that man, "You must first payoff all
your debts." ,And the State ought to pay
its debts before going in for the work contained in the schedule to this Bill. He
would not go the length of asking the
House to reject the Bill, because he could
not get support in that direction, except
perhaps from a few honorable members, but
as the tone of the debate showed such jubilation, he could not sit quiet, and have it
supposed that his sympathies went entirely
in that way. He would very much have
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pref.erred that the State should have paid
off Its debts before incurring further liabilities, like any honest debtor.
The Hon. W. J. EVANS said he must
cong~atulate the Government on being able
to bnng forward this Surplus Revenue Bill..
The schedule contained items of which he
disapproved.
Mr. Harwood thought the
whole of the surplus should be used to pay
off the .~tate's debts, evidently taking up
the pOSItIOn that a man should liquidate
the whole of his debts at one time. Now,
if the business people of Melbourne were
called on to do that,. where would they be?
It was .in the interests of the country that
a. certam amount of money should be in
~lrculation, and if it was used in the carrymg out of reproductive works, it must benefit the country at large. He was rather
surprised that it was necessary to send to
Canada for a man to manage our railways,
when there were gentlemen like Mr. ~felville
in this country. From the manner in which
that honorable gentleman had expressed himself, one m)lst be quite satisfied that he
was thoroughly competent to run any number of express trains 0I\ the suburban lines
a.nd leave the people at the roadside sta~
hans to ,,,ait for other trains to come along.
Th~ honorable member's arguments on that
subject were very much beside the question
bec.ause there was. nothing about expres~
trams or the speed of trains in this Bill.
As to the amount of money required to
complete the Flinders - street Station, he
thought that anyone who had .any pride in
the State would regard the present structure as discreditable to Victoria. He believed th~ new station building would b~
reproductive, to a very great extent
through t~1e letti~g of offices. That might
clash WIth prIvate mterests, but he
thought, from the experience of the 'department in connexion with the Viaduct
Building~, .It
would prove profitable.
Whether It dId so or not, however, Flindersstreet Railway Station was a disgrace to the
State, an,d it was in the interests of the
country, tha~ a decent station, with proper
accommodatIon, should be provided there.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What about
Spencer-street Station?
The Han. W. J. EVANS said that was
a disgrace also, but there was no necessitv
to build two metropolitan stations,. and th~
country was not in a position to do so at the
present time. He believed that in the future·
th~re would be a very large goods station
bmlt at Spencer-street, or in some other
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position, not exactly where it was now.
When it was built it would probably be a
good ass€t to the co.untry, and if erected on
mQdern lines, it would, be more in the interests of the country than the structure
there now. As to the; various items in the
schedule,. a great deal depended on whether
they. were going to be reproductive or not.
Agamst one of those items he protested, and
that was the building of the Walhalla railway. He had been inquiring closely into
that ~atter and, notwithstanding what Mr.
MelvIlle and others had said, he was opposed to the construction of the line. Members on the Railways Standing Committee
at the time the line was under consideration, stated that no good land would be
served, except a few plots in possession of
C~inamen, who grew vegetables for the
mIllers and others in the district.
If
£3.0,000 was spent on the construction of
a part of the railway, that fact would be
used as an argument in favour of finishing
the line. Parliament would be told that
the [,30,000 would be: practically lost if
the lme was not completed, and if he were
then a member he would reply that he would
sooner the £30,000 were lost than the line
extended to Walhalla, unless there were
then a half-dozen Long: Tunnel mines, instead of only one, which must be nearly
wo;ked out by ..this.
The report of the
Railways Standmg Committee, which: was
printed on the 28th August, I900, stated
t~at. the population of Walhalla was 3,000.
Smce then, he was. told that it had gone
down about one-thIrd. It was naw said
that the ~alh~lla RaHway would pay, but
at that tIme It was estimated that there
would, be a loss of £715 a year. 'Ve had
s?mewhere. about seventeen non-paying
hnes, and It would be admitted that a great
deal of the trouble in connexion with our
railways had arisen from the construction
of lines that would not pay for grease for
the wheels. In some cases it had become
necessary to dismantle lines altogether. In
face of that experience, how was· it that
there was a line like the Walhalla line in
this schedule, seeing that the Tocumwal
~ine was not to be taken in hand, although
It would open up a great extent of good
cuuntry, and probably bring in a lalge
amount of revenue? That line had been advocated by almost everyone, and he would
like to krio-w the particular reason why the
Walhalla line should be built and the Tocurnwal line. left out. Could anyone show
that the Walhalla line was in a better position for being built than it. was when the
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Railways Standing Committee reported on
the subject? E'eeing that the population
of Walhalla had gone down one-third, he
thought the line was not in a better position.
As this was a Bill in which the
Council had an opportunity of making
suggestions,
he hoped
they
would
strike out the Walhalla railway item,
and he would
be very glad
indeed if the Government could see their
\vay to put in the Tocumwal "line instead.
He was pleased to observe that a sum of
money was provided for the Melbourne University.
He differed entirely frorn. honorable members who thought the University was not a good institution, and one
which' brought about good financial results
for the State.
Any country that looked
after the professional and technical education of the younger members of the community must benefit considera.bly by doing
so. He was only sorrv that the Government were not in ~ position to entirely wipe
off the debt of the University, because
then that institution would start on fair
lines, .and become more liberal and more
popular.
There were professors at the
University who were quite prepared to give
the poorer classes of people an opportunity
of qualifying themselves in that ~ institution, but while the endowment was so small
it was impossible for them to do so. The
University was a school where our great
thinkers, politicians, doctors, and lawyers
were trained, the men who had a great
deal to do in forming the opinion of the
community at large; and instead of the
fees being raised from £I2 I2S. to £I5
ISS., as they had been, he would like to
have seen them reduced to not above nine
guineas a year.
If that were done, and
night classes commenced, the whole -communitv would be verv much benefited. He
was told that one o'f the business institu:
tions of the city had obtained . a superior
class of instructors, and the work was to
be kept on there until the University
That showed' that
started night classes.
there w,as a want of such instruction in this
It spoke well for the entercommunity.
prise of the individuals concerned, who
would certainly make a profit which ought
Mr. Melto be made by the ·University.
ville spoke of the small freight charged on
the New South Wales railways in connexion with the Riverina traffic, but the war
of tariffs was expected to cease before long,
and therefore he did not think that point
ought to be used as an argument against
the Tocumwal railway.
Mr. Melville had
alluded to the growing of flax, and honor-
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able members "all knew that if introduced
and worked out properly, the flax industry
would bring in a great deal of revenue.
Flax-growing had been a big success in
Queensland, but he differed from the honorable member when he said that flax could
be grown on any soil from Hobson's Bay
to the Murray. Another item he 'was
pleased to see in the schedule was the
If anything
Working Men's College.
would benefit the ·community it was technical education. While congratulating the
Government on being able to give the
amount in the schedule, he was yery sorry
that it was nor ~ much larger amount, because he believed its expenditure would do
a great deal of good.
He trusted that
in ICommittee the Government would afford
honorable members every opportunity of
freely discussing the various items.
If the
House considered it wise and necessary to
strike out the Walhalla line, he hoped that
would be done, and that the Government
would not regard it as any reflec60n on
them, but as something that was highly
necessary in the interests of the country.
If a railway line had to be constructed to
provide employment, it ought to be one
like the Tocumwal line, which would
eventually pay, but he was satisfied that
the Walhalla line would never pay
even under the most favorable prospects.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG said he supported the Bill, but he had to take exception to some of the items in the schedule.
He desired, in the first place, to place on
record. his opposition to the item for the
construction of the Flinders-street Railway
Station. The time was not opportune for
th~ expenditure of the large sum that this
building would cost, for it would be unproductive. We ought to endeavour at least to
expend the moneys at our command on reproductive works. In the inland centres
there were many ways in which this money
could be better spent. He had opposed the
construction of this station on other occasions, and as we were not, financially, too
well off, this work should not be undertaken
at present. vVhilst he opposed this work,
he was anxious to give the Government the
praise they deserved for placing other items
in the schedule, and when the Bill was being considered in Committee he \vould deal
more fully with them. He was glad to see
that the Government recognised that the
State school buildings were in a very bad
state. It had been pointed out more than
once that it was absolutely necessary to do
something with the State ~chools. Some of

